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Summary
buildings were erected in the 3rd century and the earlier
aisled structure was re-used to house crop-processing
activities. A pond was infilled to accommodate the new
layout and environmental remains from its fills suggest
the presence of plant and tree species reminiscent of a
Mediterranean style garden. A substantial timber-framed
building (probably a barn) lay within a developing field
system to the south, while a granary lay in its own
enclosure closer to the main buildings. The primary
structure was now paired with a new aisled building in the
northern part of the site, the corners of the two buildings
being linked by a fence. The easternmost building was
joined by a corridor to a third building – a long hall with
impressive stone-built footings, which may have been
residential. The latest building in the sequence comprised
a high status rectangular hall-type structure, with
underfloor heating. At its rear were three substantial wells
which contained painted wall plaster, tesserae and a large
column capital. The discovery of a finely made cockerel
figurine within one of the wells may indicate an
association with the god Mercury. Environmental
evidence combines with archaeological features to
suggest that this building was associated with a small
courtyard garden, while the presence of numerous honey
bees may indicate that hives were present nearby.
By the early 5th century, the buildings were derelict,
but the field systems may have continued in use, at least on
a small scale. Early Anglo-Saxon activity took the form of
a wattle-lined well, a single burial and various pits, from
which some notable metalwork was recovered. Although
settlement had ceased by the 5th century AD, the land
remained in agricultural use until gravel extraction and
landfill took place in the late 20th century.

Excavations at Rectory Farm, Godmanchester during
1988–95 by English Heritage’s Central Archaeological
Service (CAS) were necessitated by the extension of
gravel quarrying over an area which aerial photography
had revealed contained Roman buildings and a wealth of
varied cropmarks. During these investigations, the site
emerged as a complex multi-period landscape containing
archaeological remains of considerable importance.
The earliest activity consisted of a large Early to
Middle Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure, located on the
gravels of the broad flat Ouse Valley – an area rich in
archaeological monuments. Within the enclosure, a series
of twenty-four large posts were arranged with great
precision and were enclosed by a continuous ditch with an
internal bank and an open ‘entrance’ on one side. A small
mound located further west evidently served as a viewing
point for the trapezoidal enclosure. Radiocarbon analysis
dates the use of the enclosure to 3685–3365 cal BC (95%
probability).
A Middle to Late Neolithic ‘cursus’ continued the
axial alignment of the trapezoidal enclosure westwards
(enclosing the small mound) and was traced on aerial
photographs for a distance of 0.5km to the south-west,
where it disappeared beneath modern Godmanchester. A
Bronze Age funerary mound lay to the north and both this
and the earlier mound were later used for Roman burials.
A Roman villa farm complex developed adjacent to
the trapezoidal enclosure in three identifiable phases,
linked by a road to the Roman town of Durovigutum
(Godmanchester). Its initial phase dated to the late 1st to
2nd century and consisted of a primary aisled building
(and its possible pair) associated with minor structures
and a pond, together with long ditched enclosures, and a
mixed inhumation and cremation cemetery. New
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Résumé
lui sont associés, ainsi qu’un étang et de longues enceintes à
fossés. L’une d’entre elles était subdivisée pour abriter un
cimetière avec quelques inhumations et 55 crémations avec
urne.
Des changements se sont produits au 3ème siècle au
cours de la 2ème phase quand de nouveaux bâtiments
furent érigés et que la construction dotée d’une aile fut
réutilisée pour accueillir des activités de traitement des
récoltes. Les bâtiments se trouvaient dans une zone
délimitée par des fossés sur les côtés ouest et nord, par une
chaussée vers l’est et par une route pourvue d’un
revêtement qui conduisait à Durovigutum vers le sud. Un
étang fut rempli pour satisfaire les besoins de la nouvelle
organisation et ce qu’il reste de l’étang sur le plan
environnemental suggère la présence d’espèces de plantes
et d’arbres qui rappellent un jardin de type méditerranéen.
Vers le sud, il existait un important bâtiment en bois de
charpente (sans doute une grange) dans un système de
champs en développement, tandis qu’un grenier à blé se
trouvait dans sa propre enceinte à proximité des principaux
bâtiments. La construction principale était maintenant
jumelée avec un nouveau bâtiment à aile dans la partie nord
du site, les coins des deux bâtiments étant rattachés par une
clôture. Ces bâtiments ont connu plusieurs phases
d’utilisation et ils ont abrité un grand nombre de fours pour
le séchage des récoltes. Le bâtiment le plus à l’est était relié
par un couloir à un troisième bâtiment qui correspondait à
un long hall (peut-être de nature résidentielle) avec
d’impressionnantes fondations en pierres.
La partie la plus importante du site s’est rapprochée de
la route, comme le révélait la position du plus récent des
différents bâtiments. Il s’agissait d’une construction
rectangulaire qui s’apparentait à un hall équipé d’un
chauffage en sous-sol. D’un haut niveau social, il était placé
près de la route et surplombait le cimetière. La date de sa
construction n’est pas connue avec certitude mais on la
situe plutôt vers le milieu ou la fin du 3ème siècle avec une
disparition au 4ème siècle. Trois puits importants
contenaient des matériaux liés à la démolition du bâtiment.
On a trouvé ainsi du plâtre provenant d’un mur peint, des
tesselles et un grand chapiteau de colonne. La découverte
d’une figurine représentant un jeune coq finement ouvragé
dans l’un des puits laisse à penser qu’elle y a été déposée à
dessin et qu’elle était liée au dieu Mercure. La combinaison
de traces environnementales et de caractéristiques
archéologiques permettent d’émettre l’hypothèse que ce
bâtiment contenait un petit jardin intérieur, tandis que la
présence d’un grand nombre d’abeilles pourrait indiquer
l’existence de ruches à proximité.
Au début du 5ème siècle, les bâtiments étaient à
l’abandon mais on a peut-être continué d’utiliser les
systèmes de champs, au moins à une petite échelle. Un
puits recouvert d’un clayonnage, une sépulture unique et
diverses fosses contenant de remarquables métaux sont
les vestiges des activités du début de la période saxonne.
Même après la disparition de l’implantation, la terre a
continué d’être largement exploitée sur le plan agricole.
Elle cessera de l’être à la fin du 20ème siècle lorsqu’elle
devint une zone de décharge et d’extraction de graviers.

De 1988 à 1995, l’English Heritage Central Archaeological
Service (CAS) entreprit des fouilles à Godmanchester au
lieu dit Rectory Farm. Ces fouilles étaient rendues
nécessaires par l’extension d’une carrière de gravier dans
une zone qui contenait des bâtiments romains et une grande
quantité de repères de culture, comme l’ont révélé des
photographies aériennes. Au cours de ces investigations
archéologiques, le site est apparu comme un paysage
complexe contenant de très importants vestiges qui
correspondaient à plusieurs périodes.
L’activité la plus ancienne remonte au début du
néolithique et s’étend jusqu’à la période moyenne dans une
grande enceinte de forme trapézoïdale recouverte des
graviers de la Ouse Valley, qui est un grand espace plat,
riche en monuments archéologiques. À l’intérieur de
l’enceinte, 24 poteaux, disposés avec une grande précision,
étaient entourés par un fossé continu et une bordure interne
dotée d’une « entrée » ouverte sur un côté. Un petit
monticule situé plus à l’ouest servait à l’évidence de poste
d’observation pour l’enceinte trapézoïdale. L’analyse au
radiocarbone date l’utilisation de l’enceinte de la période
3685–3365 cal BC (95% de probabilité). Cette enceinte
semble être unique dans les annales archéologiques et elle
revêt donc une importance nationale et internationale: elle
apparaît comme un lieu de rassemblement (peut-être pour
des familles dispersées), l’alignement des poteaux
permettant de marquer les moments significatifs de
l’année.
Du milieu à la fin du néolithique, un «cursus»
prolongea l’alignement axial de l’enceinte trapézoïdale
vers l’ouest (en intégrant le petit monticule) et la
photographie aérienne a permis de retrouver sa trace sur
une distance de 500 mètres vers le sud-ouest, où il a disparu
sous la ville moderne de Godmanchester. Un monticule
funéraire de l’âge du bronze s’étendait vers le nord et il fut
utilisé comme l’autre monticule à des fins d’enterrement à
l’époque romaine. À l’âge du bronze, des systèmes de
champs ont été établis et des fosses furent creusées, en
particulier à l’intersection au sud du fossé cursus et des
fossés de l’enceinte trapézoïdale antérieure. Un
entrecoupement de fosses aux contenus détrempés a permis
de mettre à jour une quantité d’artefacts et d’écofacts d’une
grande richesse d’informations. Une enceinte
sub-rectangulaire de l’âge du bronze se trouvait dans le coin
nord-ouest de l’enceinte néolithique et un squelette
humain, découvert dans une petite fosse à proximité, a été
associé à des restes humains calcinés.
Il est clair que cette partie de la Ouse Valley a
régulièrement souffert d’inondations pendant tout l’âge du
bronze tardif et l’âge du fer ancien et moyen. Les vestiges
du néolithique et de l’âge du bronze ont incité les habitants
à réoccuper le territoire une fois que les eaux se sont retirées
et qu’il devenait possible de cultiver à nouveau les terres.
On trouve un grand nombre de traces d’une présence
romaine tout près de l’enceinte trapézoïdale. Ce complexe
de villa-ferme, qui était relié par la route à la ville romaine
de Durovigutum (Godmanchester) s’est développé selon
trois phases identifiables. Dans sa phase initiale, qui se situe
à la fin du 1er siècle et au début du 2ème siècle, la
villa-ferme se compose d’un bâtiment principal doté d’une
aile (avec peut-être une seconde aile). De petits bâtiments

(Traduction: Didier Don)
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Zusammenfassung
Die vom English Heritage Central Archaeological Service
(CAS) zwischen 1988 und 1995 auf dem Gelände der
Rectory Farm in Godmanchester durchgeführten
Ausgrabungen wurden durch die Ausweitung eines
Kieswerks auf ein Gebiet erforderlich, in dem
Luftaufnahmen Gebäude aus der Römerzeit und eine
Vielzahl an Bewuchsmerkmalen zeigten. Während der
Untersuchung stellte sich heraus, dass es sich um eine
mehrperiodige Landschaft mit archäologischen Überresten
von erheblicher Bedeutung handelte.
Die früheste Nutzungsphase ist durch ein großes
trapezförmiges Erdwerk aus dem Alt- bis Mittelneolithikum auf den Kiesschichten des breiten, flachen
Tals der Ouse belegt, einer an archäologischen Denkmalen
reichen Gegend. Im Inneren des Erdwerks waren 24 große
Pfosten mit großer Präzision angeordnet, die von einem
durchgängigen Graben und einer innenliegenden
Böschung mit einem auf einer Seite offenen „Eingang“
umgeben waren. Ein kleiner Hügel weiter westlich diente
offenbar als Aussichtspunkt auf die trapezförmige
Befestigung. Mittels Radiokarbonanalyse wurde das
Grabenwerk
auf
3685–3365
cal
BC
(95%
Wahrscheinlichkeit) datiert. Im archäologischen Bestand
scheint das Erdwerk einzigartig zu sein, was seine nationale
und internationale Bedeutung aufzeigt. Es wurde als Ort
interpretiert, an dem Menschen (vielleicht weit verstreute
Familiengruppen), aus der Anordnung der Pfosten zu
schließen, an bedeutsamen Zeitpunkten im Jahr
zusammenkamen.
Im Mittel- bis Endneolithikum setzte ein Cursus (der
den kleinen Hügel mit einschloss) die axiale Ausrichtung
des trapezförmigen Grabenwerks in Richtung Westen fort.
Der Verlauf des Cursus konnte auf Luftaufnahmen über
eine Distanz von 500 Metern nach Südwesten verfolgt
werden, bis er unter dem heutigen Godmanchester
verschwand. Nördlich davon lag ein Grabhügel aus der
Bronzezeit, der ebenso wie der ältere Hügel in der
Römerzeit für Bestattungen genutzt wurde. Es folgten
bronzezeitliche Feldfluren und Gruben, insbesondere an
der Schnittstelle des südlichen Cursus- Grabens mit den
älteren Gräben der trapezförmigen Befestigung. In sich
überlagernden Gruben mit durchnässten Verfüllungen
wurden aufschlussreiche Artefakt- und Ökofaktkomplexe
gefunden. In der Nordwestecke des neolithischen
Grabenwerks befand sich ein bronzezeitliches Erdwerk mit
abgerundeten Ecken, in dessen Nähe ein menschliches
Skelett in einer kleinen Grube gefunden wurde, das mit
Leichenbrandresten vergesellschaftet war.
Es steht fest, dass dieser Teil des Ouse-Tals in der
Spätbronzezeit und in der frühen bis mittleren Eisenzeit
regelmäßig überschwemmt wurde. Als das Land nach dem
Abfließen des Wassers wieder nutzbar war, wurde die
Neubesiedlung der Landschaft durch die Überreste aus
dem Neolithikum und der Bronzezeit beeinflusst. Es gibt
zahlreiche Hinweise auf eine römische Präsenz direkt
neben dem trapezförmigen Grabenwerk. Die Villa rustica,
die durch eine Straße mit der Römerstadt Durovigutum
(Godmanchester) verbunden war, entstand in drei klar
abgrenzbaren Phasen. In der ersten Phase (Ende des
1./Anfang des 2. Jahrhunderts) entstand ein mehrschiffiges
Hauptgebäude (und sein vermutliches Gegenstück), das

mit kleineren Strukturen und einem Teich sowie
langgezogenen Grabenwerken assoziiert war. Eins der
Grabenwerke wurde zur Errichtung eines Gräberfelds
unterteilt, das einige Erdbestattungen aufwies, gefolgt von
55 Brandgräbern.
Im 3. Jahrhundert wurden Veränderungen
vorgenommen, bei denen neue Gebäude entstanden und im
ehemaligen
Hauptgebäude
Vorrichtungen
zur
Ernteaufbereitung eingerichtet wurden. Die Gebäude lagen
in einem Bereich, der an der West- und Nordseite durch
Gräben, an der Ostseite durch einen Nutzweg und an der
Südseite durch einen Schotterweg begrenzt war, der nach
Durovigutum führte. Für diese Neuanordnung wurde ein
Teich verfüllt. Aus der Verfüllung geborgene umweltarchäologische Überreste deuten auf das Vorhandensein
von Pflanzen- und Baumarten hin, die an einen
mediterranen Garten erinnern. Südlich davon stand in einer
sich entwickelnden Feldflur ein großes Holzgebäude
(vermutlich eine Scheune), während näher an den
Hauptgebäuden ein separat eingehegter Kornspeicher lag.
Das Hauptgebäude wurde nun durch einen neuen
mehrschiffigen Bau im Norden der Anlage ergänzt, wobei
die Ecken der beiden Gebäude durch einen Zaun verbunden
waren. Diese Gebäude erlebten mehrere Nutzungsphasen
und enthielten eine Reihe von Darren zur Trocknung von
Feldfrüchten. Das östliche Gebäude war durch einen
Korridor mit einem dritten Bauwerk verbunden – einer
langen Halle mit eindrucksvollen Steinfundamenten, die
als Wohnhaus gedient haben könnte. Der Schwerpunkt der
Stätte war stärker zur Straße hin verlagert worden, was sich
an der Lage des neuesten Gebäudes in der Sequenz ablesen
lässt, einem erhabenen hallenartigen Rechtecksbau mit
Hypokaustum, der oberhalb des Gräberfelds nah an der
Straße errichtet wurde. Der Zeitpunkt seiner Errichtung ist
unklar, allerdings wird davon ausgegangen, dass das
Gebäude in der zweiten Hälfte des 3. Jahrhunderts entstand
und im 4. Jahrhundert abgerissen wurde. Drei große
Brunnen enthielten Material, das vom Abriss des Gebäudes
stammte, darunter bemalten Wandputz, Mosaiksteinchen
und ein großes Sâulenkapitell. Die Entdeckung einer fein
gearbeiteten Hahnenfigur in einem der Brunnen könnte auf
eine bewusste Deponierung mit Bezug zum Gott Merkur
hindeuten. Neben den archäologischen Strukturen legen
auch die umweltarchäologischen Befunde die Vermutung
nahe, dass dem Gebäude ein kleiner Hofgarten
angeschlossen war, zudem deutet die Präsenz zahlreicher
Honigbienen darauf hin, dass es in der Nähe Bienenstöcke
gegeben haben könnte.
Anfang des 5. Jahrhunderts waren die Gebäude
verfallen, allerdings wurden die Feldfluren vermutlich
zumindest teilweise weiterbenutzt. Frühangelsächsische
Aktivitäten sind durch einen mit Flechtwerk
ausgekleideten Brunnen, eine einzelne Bestattung und
verschiedene Gruben belegt, aus denen ein paar
nennenswerte Metallfunde geborgen wurden. Obwohl die
Stätte nicht mehr besiedelt war, wurde ein Großteil des
Landes weiter landwirtschaftlich genutzt, bis Ende des
20. Jahrhunderts mit dem Kiesabbau und der
Deponierung begonnen wurde.
(Übersetzung: Gerlinde Krug)
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Figure 1.1 Location of the excavation area with development area outlined. Scale 1:10,000
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Chapter 1. Introduction
I. Project background

this volume include analytical reports completed under
the direction of English Heritage in 1999 (McAvoy 1999),
supplemented by additional analysis and updating of
existing reports by OA East in 2013–14.

(Fig. 1.1)
The Rectory Farm site (centred at TL 255 710) lies within
the Ouse Valley, just to the north-east of Roman
Durovigutum (modern Godmanchester) and at the
northern end of a series of important archaeological sites
strung out along the valley. Investigation of many of these
sites – as at Rectory Farm – related to aggregate quarrying.
The extensive Pleistocene gravel terrace systems of the
Great Ouse, Nene and Cam were worked for gravel
extraction on a large scale during the 19th and 20th
centuries and still remain the focus of such operations
today. As a result, this part of the country has seen
intensive archaeological activity (Malim 1990, fig. 8.4),
with the size and depth of gravel quarries providing
exceptional opportunities for investigations over a wide
area that have revealed multi-period remains.
Fieldwork at the Rectory Farm site was initiated in
response to an application for mineral extraction by
Redland Aggregates Ltd in 1987. The application area
was known to be archaeologically sensitive as it included
a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM133, now
de-scheduled) comprising Roman buildings interpreted as
a villa and bath-house, a prehistoric ring ditch and other
cropmarks. The villa site had been partially excavated by
W.H.C. Frend in the 1960s (Frend 1968; 1978) and had
been broadly set into its wider context in relation to
Godmanchester by H.J.M. (Michael) Green (1978).
Negotiations between English Heritage, Redland
Aggregates Ltd and the local planning authority at
Cambridgeshire County Council concluded that, by the
date of the application, there was no case for preservation
of the archaeological remains in situ and permission was
therefore granted for gravel extraction on the basis of a
programme of archaeological investigation to be funded
by the developer.
English Heritage’s Central Archaeological Service
(CAS), with the agreement of the County Archaeologist,
was asked by the Inspector of Ancient Monuments to
undertake the archaeological work. Excavations took
place between 1988 and 1995. The initial project area
(23.7ha) corresponded with that proposed for mineral
extraction. It was bounded to the north by an old railway
line, to the west by a stream, to the east by Cow Lane and
to the south by a gas pipe-line that ran north-west to
south-east between the stream and Cow Lane. The
subsequent discovery of further remains substantially
enlarged the scope of the project and in 1990 the project
area was extended to include land between an area of
allotments and the buildings of Rectory Farm itself (a total
area of c.40.5ha).
Following the excavations, a post-excavation
assessment report was produced by English Heritage in
1999, but work on the project then ceased until 2013,
when the analytical, publication and archival stages of the
work were put out to tender. This work was awarded to
Oxford Archaeology (OA) East. The results contained in

II. Geology, topography and preservation
(Figs 1.2–1.3)
Geology and topography
Bounded to the west and north by the Great Ouse and to
the east by a low range of hills formed from Boulder Clay,
the subject site lies on a broad gravel terrace at the location
of a major alteration in the course of the Ouse (from
north-south to east-west), allied with a change in height on
the valley floor along the 10m contour. The study area is
situated within the flood-plain, above first and second
terrace Pleistocene gravels, partially overlain by alluvium
(to the 9m contour). The gravel is up to 3m deep and is
sealed by, on average, 1m of alluvial silt/sandy clay
topped with a thin layer (c.0.4m deep) of fertile quick
draining loam (Frend 1968, 19). Beneath these layers is
the highly calcareous Oxford Clay that forms the base
geology in the river valley (BGS Sheet 187; Edmonds et
al. 1965). The water table in 1969 was c.1m below the soil
horizon, but due to continued quarrying had dropped to
c.3m below in 1988. This combined geology and
topography produced a 400m-wide band of gravels which
yielded particularly good aerial photographic results. The
excavation area had formerly been used as a single arable
field, although it was uncultivated prior to the
commencement of fieldwork.
Preservation
The absence of historic and modern development in this
area had contributed to the survival of the impressive and
various cropmarks that were clearly captured by aerial
photographs taken by Dr. J.K.S. St Joseph (1955, 89).
While much of the archaeology seen in these photos
survived in situ when the site was first excavated by Frend
in 1963, twenty-five years later (when CAS began
excavations here in 1988) a significant amount of the
surrounding area had been destroyed by gravel quarries,
with only minimal recording undertaken. Additional
damage, particularly to the Neolithic trapezoidal
enclosure (Chapter 2), was caused by the cutting of
trenches for gas and sewerage (Fig 1.1). Furthermore,
much of the actual survey area was severely damaged by
continued deep ploughing which was particularly visible
in the area of the Roman cremation cemetery (Chapter 4).
Since the CAS excavations ceased in 1995 the site has
continued to be exploited for gravel and subsequently
used for landfill. Although it was the original intention to
preserve some of the archaeology beneath protective
bunds, a site visit undertaken by Prof. Clive Ruggles in
2014 revealed that these mitigating measures had not been
successful and the archaeological remains are now
thought to have been completely destroyed. It is possible
(at the time of going to press) to view the present condition
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Figure 1.2 The local geology. Scale 1:75,000

core of the town. Between 1949 and 1986 many of the
larger archaeological excavations undertaken (on
twenty-five sites) in advance of the re-development within
the historic nucleus at Godmanchester were supervised by
Michael Green, on behalf of the Department of the
Environment. Green developed a rich understanding of
the long history and development of Godmanchester, with
particular reference to the Roman era, although his
research remained unpublished at the time of writing this
volume. However, Green’s project archive was
unexpectedly published very recently (Green and Malim
2017). Given that summary details of the sites investigated
by Green were already presented in this volume (below
and Appendix 2), enhanced by new mapping, they have
not been removed. The combined information forms a
useful element of this larger synthetic report: the two
volumes effectively form companion publications. The
2017 publication, which inevitably contains outdated
interpretations of the Rectory Farm evidence, has not been
referenced in detail within this volume.
From the late 1980s, development has mainly affected
the peripheral areas of Godmanchester. In particular,
excavations at The Parks to the north of the town have

of the site on Google Earth – which clearly shows the scars
of this recent activity.

III. Archaeological background
Introduction
Godmanchester and its environs have an extraordinarily
rich archaeological background. Early research owed a
considerable amount to the work of local antiquarians,
and in particular to Sydney Inskipp-Ladds and Jesse
R o b e rt G a rr o o d o f t h e C a mb r i d g es h i r e a n d
Huntingdonshire Archaeological Society (later
Cambridge Antiquarian Society), who worked between
the 1920s and the 1960s. It was they who first established
that burials provided useful indicators of the extent of the
built-up area of Roman Godmanchester (Appendix 1).
After the Second World War, as the modern town of
Godmanchester and its hinterland developed, many
watching briefs, evaluations and excavations were
undertaken. The Cambridge Historic Environmental
Record (CHER) shows that thirty-six projects (out of 269
recorded within the parish) took place within the historic
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particularly in the discussion – Chapter 6) include five
sites comprising a variety of monumental ceremonial and
mortuary features which together form the diverse
Neolithic and Bronze Age landscape within which the
Godmanchester complex was constructed (Table 1.1).
Until the 1990s, the river gravels were considered to be
the focus of pre-Roman activity in the area. More recent
investigations on the Bedford/Cambridgeshire claylands
have since identified extensive prehistoric occupation on
the higher ground, including the multi-period site at Bob’s
Wood, Hinchingbrooke (OA East in prep.). A more
complete picture of prehistoric activity is therefore
emerging.

offered the opportunity to investigate the development of
the Roman suburbs outside the north gate. Investigations
have also been conducted at The Cardinal Distribution
Park and Bearscroft Farm, to the east of the built-up area,
and at The Chord Business Park along London Road.
Summaries of these works appear in Appendix 3.
Prehistory
(Fig. 1.4)
Within the wider Ouse Valley
The Ouse Valley holds a remarkable range of prehistoric
archaeology. On the gravel terraces of the river and its
tributaries, significant Palaeolithic activity (Reynolds
2000) and Mesolithic settlement (Dawson 2000a) acted as
a prelude to extensive Neolithic settlement and
ceremonial use from the 4th millennium onwards. From
Biddenham Loop, west of Bedford, downstream to the
fens there are six known Neolithic to Bronze Age
ceremonial mortuary complexes within a distance of only
30km, all generally sited near confluences of tributaries
with the main course of the river on liminal areas prone to
flooding (Healy et al. 2011; Malim 1999a and b; 2000).
It is fortunate that the monuments within the Ouse
Valley have been the subject of a recent synthetic
discussion and publication (Dawson 2000a and b) as well
as individual monographs. Those closest to Godmanchester, both topographically and chronologically
(and therefore referred to throughout the report and

Prehistoric Godmanchester
Prior to the Rectory Farm excavations and the discovery of
its major prehistoric monuments, surviving evidence for
early periods in the vicinity of Godmanchester was
small-scale and most of the finds were residual. Although
lithics and other artefacts had been recovered both as stray
individual finds and within later features during the
various excavations within and around the town, it was
thought that any in-situ remains would have been
destroyed by the large-scale Roman (and later)
development of the town and its surroundings. During the
period in which this monograph was being written (2015),
however, this view changed as a major excavation was
und ertaken at Bearscroft Farm to the east of
Godmanchester (Patten 2016). This project developed the
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Site

Location

Description

Date

Eynesbury, St Neots
(Ellis 2004)
Rectory Farm,
Godmanchester
Haddenham (Evans and
Hodder 2006a)
Etton/Maxey (Kinnes
1998)
Brampton/Huntingdon
Racecourse (Malim
2000)
Margetts Farm/
Buckden/ Diddington/
Stirtloe (Evans 1997)

Ouse Valley

Two or three short cursuses, a long oval barrow ring ditch, pit
alignments and hengiform monument
Trapezoidal enclosure, small square enclosure, ring ditch and
cursus. A Bronze Age barrow and enclosure
Upper Delphs Causewayed enclosure, barrow cemetery (including
Foulmire Fen long-barrow) and Romano-Celtic temple
Causewayed enclosure and cursus

Early Neolithic to Early
Bronze Age
Early Neolithic to Mid
Bronze Age
Early to Late Neolithic and
Roman
Early to later Neolithic

Ouse Valley

A complex of ceremonial monuments comprising a mortuary
enclosure, cursus, hengiform monuments and ring ditches

Late Neolithic and Early
Bronze Age

Ouse Valley

A possible cursus running from Stirtloe (Buckden) towards a
complex of ring ditches within the junction of the Ouse and
Diddington Brook

Late Neolithic and Early
Bronze Age

Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley/Fen
junction
Welland Valley

Table 1.1 Cambridgeshire monumental complexes, their location and chronology

Age/Early Roman multi-phased farmstead consisting of
rectangular and sub-rectangular enclosures was recorded
at Bearscroft Farm, within which lay five poorly preserved
inhumation burials. Further contemporary remains of a
similar character were found at the Cardinal Distribution
Park (Wait 1992, 81).

work of earlier archaeologists who had excavated the
adjacent site at the Cardinal Distribution Park (Wait 1992;
Murray and Last 1999).
The earliest prehistoric material found in the vicinity
of Godmanchester takes the form of a Palaeolithic hand
axe found at Sweetings Road (CHER 11421A; Macaulay
1994), and a hammerstone of the same date from
Cambridge Road (CHER 01686). Immediately outside
the urban core, residual worked flint dating from the
Mesolithic period was found at the Cardinal Distribution
Park (Murray 1998; Murray and Last 1999; Wait 1992).
Neolithic artefacts are more prolific within the local area,
lithics being the most common find. Two Neolithic
polished axes were found at an undisclosed spot within
Godmanchester (CHER 02627), while another came from
the Cow Lane site adjacent to Rectory Farm (Haigh 1984,
8). A large assemblage of Neolithic worked flint was
recovered to the east of Godmanchester at the Cardinal
Distribution Park site (Murray and Last 1999; Wait 1992)
and at the adjacent site of Bearscroft Farm (Patten 2016).
These artefacts are perhaps associated with periodic
domestic activity, since at least two large clusters of pits
were recorded at Bearscroft Farm. These pits also
contained Neolithic pottery (sixty-six and ninety-three
sherds respectively) including Mildenhall and Peterborough ware. In addition, sixty-one sherds of Neolithic
pottery were recovered from a single pit at London Road
(Jones 1999), although these were found in association
with Bronze Age/Iron Age pottery. A large Bronze Age
hammer or mace head came from Pinfold Lane (CHER
01702).
Archaeological evidence is more prolific in the
Godmanchester area with regard to the Late Bronze
Age/Early Iron Age, notably including pits and a possible
roundhouse that were encountered at the Cardinal
Distribution Park (Murray 1998; Murray and Last 1999).
Two Middle Iron Age settlements were found at
Bearscroft Farm: one comprised eight roundhouses and at
least two four-post structures. The second was enclosed
within a series of ‘banjo-like’ field systems which were
long-lived and continued in use into the Late Iron Age.
Other Late Iron Age remains were uncovered beneath
Roman deposits during excavations conducted by Green
within the core of the Roman town (see Appendix 2).
Supplementing the evidence found at Cow Lane
(Haigh 1984, detailed in Chapter 3.I), a Late Iron

Roman Godmanchester
by Rebecca Casa-Hatton
(Figs 1.5–1.6)
Introduction
The Roman settlement at Godmanchester, which has been
identified as the Durovigutum noted in the Ravenna
Cosmography (compiled c.7th century), developed on a
gravel spur to the south of the ford where the stretch of
Ermine Street leading to Royston crossed the River Ouse
(Fig. 1.5; Margary 1973, route 2b; Elrington 1978, 16).
The following summary of the settlement’s history draws
upon Michael Green’s (HMG) interpretation of the origin
and development of Roman Godmanchester and is based
on the summary results from his excavations (HMG Sites
1–25, Appendix 2), collated as part of the Extensive
Urban Survey by Cambridgeshire County Council and
reproduced here with their kind permission (see also
Green and Malim 2017). Further information has been
added as part of the survey, following recent
archaeological interventions in the suburban areas
(Appendix 3). A plot showing the location of all of the
relevant sites appears in Fig. A.1.1, supplementing the site
information presented in Appendices 1–3.
Period 1: the Claudian and Neronian forts (AD 44–70)
Durovigutum’s importance during the Roman period was
that it controlled the river crossing of Ermine Street and
the junctions of two minor roads from Cambridge and
Sandy (Margary 1973, routes 24 and 22 respectively).
Indeed, the earliest evidence of Roman activity at
Godmanchester is military, as indicated by the presence of
two short-lived successive forts, which were part of a
network of military installations, roads and river crossings
that sought to control the southern region in the prelude to
the conquest of the north.
Dating to the time of the conquest, the earlier fort was
indicated by a portion of its southern defence, traced
beneath the later mansio (Fig. 1.6; HMG Site 1, Appendix
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Figure 1.4 The major prehistoric sites along the Great Ouse Valley (after Dawson 2000, figs 8.3 and 8.4). Scale
1:100,000
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Figure 1.5 The network of Roman towns and roads. Scale 1:450,000
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were also utilised for their wool, as suggested by the
recovery of many loomweights and spindle whorls.
Contemporary occupation along Cambridge Street is
also documented (HMG Site 15, Appendix 2). Here, a
series of boundary features were found, presumably the
rear plots of buildings fronting onto the road. A ditch of
2nd-century date was also uncovered and appeared to be
associated with a timber-framed building with a central
wattle partition. This building was replaced in the second
half of the 2nd century by a series of large ovoid pits, one
of which contained several complete cooking pots. These,
together with a ridged cheese strainer found nearby in the
ditch, may have formed part of a group of 3rd-century
dairy equipment.
Evidence for occupation was also found during
excavations at Old Court Hall (ECB888). Property
boundaries spaced 30m apart were uncovered and these
appeared to contain at least eight timber-framed buildings,
most of which were evidently single unit structures.
Several rubbish pits and small gravel pits were excavated,
together with two-post drying frames and the stake-hole
settings of some twenty-five granary bins. During the
early 3rd century a small inhumation cemetery was laid
out in the corner of one of the compounds within a fenced
enclosure.
A well and the remains of two rectilinear structures
were found at Granary Close, off Pinfold Lane (ECB678).
It is thought that these were associated with the early
phase of occupation of the Roman town. A watching brief
at No. 8 New Street (ECB689) revealed further evidence
for settlement during this phase in the form of post-holes,
a burnt timber structure and rubbish pits.

2). It consisted of an east to west aligned double-ditched
timber-revetted rampart. A four-post interval tower was
also located below the mansio. Inside the fort there was
evidence for military timber buildings, one of which was
sealed by the earliest gravel surface of Ermine Street (mid
1st century). Military equipment from the site included an
iron axe and fragments of bronze shield binding.
The later fort was aligned across the earlier one on a
north-east/south-west orientation. A portion of the
south-eastern defence was excavated, including the
southern corner and a gate (St Ann’s Lane). The gate was
flanked by timber towers set between the timber-revetted
ends of a box rampart fronted by a single ditch. A
substantial ditched enclosure (annexe) was probably
associated with the fort. The original layout of the road to
Sandy probably belonged to this military phase.
Period 2: road network and early occupation (AD
70–130)
The later morphology of Durovigutum was dominated by
the road network that was provided during the 1st century.
As the army moved northwards, the forts became obsolete
and the early civilian nucleus began to expand along
Ermine Street.
Excavations at Post Street (Fig. 1.6; HMG Site 12,
Appendix 2) revealed a stretch of Ermine Street that
entered Godmanchester from the ford across the Ouse to
the north. The road was double-ditched and produced
evidence for several phases of resurfacing. Along its route
there were pits for gravel extraction. In Pinfold Lane
(HMG Site 6, Appendix 2), underneath the later building
which Green refers to as ‘the basilica’, Ermine Street was
joined by the road to Sandy (Margary route 22), roughly
perpetuating the early military route. Excavations at
Pinfold Lane also revealed evidence for early occupation
in the form of plots marked by ditches, while fences were
identified along the line of Ermine Street. The plots
contained timber buildings with earth floors, some of
which were threshing floors. Associated with the
buildings were corn driers. With the construction of the
‘basilica’ in the early 3rd century, the road to Sandy was
diverted to the south towards the later market place.
Excavations in Park Lane (HMG Site 17, Appendix 2)
produced evidence for a road that branched off the Via
Devana (an antiquarian name given to a sequence of
Roman roads including Margary’s road 24 (Margary
1973, 210)) and linked-up with Ermine Street at the Stiles
(HMG Site 5, Appendix 2).
Evidence for early settlement was uncovered along
Cambridge Road at Park Lane and along Ermine Street at
Post Street where burnt material and debris indicated the
presence of timber buildings. In the aftermath of the
Boudican revolt, Godmanchester witnessed a period of
growth with settlement expansion occurring along the
main street frontages. At Post Street (HMG Site 12)
ditched plots for several types of domestic buildings,
including roundhouses and timber-framed rectangular
buildings, were set parallel to Ermine Street during the
mid 1st to 3rd century. Here, evidence for agricultural
activities was found in the form of threshing floors,
malting ovens/corn driers and wicker granaries. In
addition, there was evidence for animal husbandry. Sheep
and goat, in particular, appear to have been associated
with dairy activities, including cheese-making. Strainers
and presses were uncovered during excavation. Sheep

Period 3: the Mansio (AD 130–210)
At the beginning of the 2nd century several enclosures at
the junction of Ermine Street and the road to Sandy were
cleared to accommodate a masonry flagged courtyard and
building (mansio) with associated bath-house to the south
and a temple dedicated to Abandinus, a local god, to the
west (HMG Site 1, Appendix 2). The mansio was
accessed from the north by a gravel lane skirting a
masonry aisled barn to the east. Based on Green’s
excavation results, the mansio at Godmanchester would
have been one of the largest known in Roman Britain,
being over 100m long, including stabling. It comprised a
range of bedrooms along two sides, together with dining
rooms. The southern range of rooms included a kitchen
with rubbish pits that produced sherds of pottery spanning
the early 2nd to late 3rd century. Floors were tessellated
and walls plastered and painted. The bath-house appears
to have been built in two stages. It started as a single
complex and ended as two separate bath systems,
probably to provide separate facilities for men and
women, or for official couriers and local inhabitants. A
more recent investigation at No. 2 Pinfold Lane (1997)
produced evidence for structures on the same alignment as
the mansio–bath complex, confirming Green’s original
findings in this area (Hinman 1998a).
The temple of Abandinus is recorded on an inscribed
bronze votive feather (RIB no. 2432.4). It originated in the
early 2nd century as a rectangular timber structure with an
associated hut to the east. In the late 2nd century it was
re-built in the fashion of a Romano-Celtic temple. It was
destroyed along with the mansio complex in the late 3rd
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Figure 1.6 HER data in the historic core of Godmanchester and its environs. Scale 1:5000

At the end of the 3rd century the core of
Godmanchester was enclosed by stone-built defences. On
the north-west side the circuit comprised a 3m-wide wall
with a rampart, fronted by a wide ditch (HMG Site 2,
Appendix 2). Excavations at Earning Street (HMG Site
11, Appendix 2) offered the opportunity to investigate the
south-eastern side of the defence circuit. Here, a
fan-shaped external tower probably marked the location
of the eastern gate branching off the road known as Via
Devana (Margary 1973, route 24). At this point, the wall
terminated abruptly and was not completed, probably as
the result of a major fire that destroyed most of the
settlement core.
Both town gates on Ermine Street were identified by
Green. The north gate was only partially investigated
(HMG Site 7, Appendix 2), whereas the south gate was
fully excavated (HMG Site 14, Appendix 2). This was
over 9m wide and was flanked by two towers.

century and replaced in the 4th century by a polygonal
structure with a central masonry tank.
Evidence for 2nd-century occupation was found in
Post Street (HMG Site 12, Appendix 2) and in Cambridge
Street (HMG Site 7, Appendix 2) where timber houses
and workshops flanked Ermine Street. Here, a complete
workshop dating to the early 2nd century was excavated.
It produced evidence for bronze smelting and for later iron
smelting and smithing.
A substantial aisled masonry building, dating to the
2nd to 3rd century, was found at Granary Close, off
Pinfold Lane (ECB678). This building had a single aisle
plan and an entrance porch on the east side. Inside were
four bays with square timber posts set in masonry-lined
foundation pits. The structural character of the building,
together with its alignment, suggests that it formed part of
the mansio on Ermine Street. The mansio was destroyed
c.AD 300, and evidence of a possible massacre was
discovered in the form of an articulated arm and other
bones from a rubbish pit outside the barn. From around the
same time, bodies have been discovered whose bones
were gnawed by dogs or ‘wolves’, suggesting they were
not buried. A woman’s partially burned body lay in an
enclosure ditch. In 1985, six late Roman skulls were
dredged from the river, some with sword cuts: in one case
the individual may have been decapitated. Other signs of
unrest include a hoard of jewellery buried at the back of
the bath-house (AD 296).
A rectangular timber building which belonged to this
phase was found during excavations at New Street
(ECB681). The walls were of mud-and-stud construction
and the building was divided into two bays by a partition.
The back room had a central hearth by the gable wall with
evidence for granaries. To the south was a building of
similar construction.

Period 5: demolition of public buildings and resettlement
(AD 300–370)
Following the conflagration episode of the late 3rd
century, the bath-house was only partially rebuilt and
lasted until the late 4th century, as suggested by
numismatic evidence with coin series down to the house
of Theodosius (early 5th century). The mansio and
basilica were pulled down. Their building material was
re-used for the construction of a secondary defensive
circuit within the former walls, which enclosed the sector
of the town occupied by the surviving official buildings
(HMG Site 25, Appendix 2). The later defences consisted
of a freestanding wall and ditch that contained tesserae
and flue tiles probably from the bathhouse. The mansio
remained open until the mid 4th century. At a later stage,
the area was enclosed by a ditch and occupied by two new
timber buildings. The former aisled barn was converted
into an industrial building with iron-working furnaces.
Rebuilding along the street frontage was restricted to the
settlement core. A corn merchant’s shop of this period was
excavated in New Street (HMG Site 18, Appendix 2).
Around the same period, there was a major change in
land use in the eastern part of the town, where occupation
had started in the later 1st century (HMG Site 13,
Appendix 2; Hinman 1998b, Appendix 3). Here, layers of
rubbish dumping superseded an earlier phase of
agricultural activity. The last metalled surface of Ermine
Street was practically unworn and covered by a thick layer
of late 4th-century rubbish, indicating that traffic on this
route had declined. As a whole, evidence from the
settlement core would point to some degree of dereliction
of civic life and decline in traffic in the later Roman
period. Nonetheless, the distribution of the inhumation
cemeteries around the walled town seems to indicate that
portions of the suburbs were still in use during the 4th
century. Limited evidence for occupation within the
walled town is suggested by results from an evaluation at
No. 8 New Street (ECB2491) where a possible property
boundary was uncovered which was stratigraphically
dated to the 3rd to 4th centuries (Phillips 2007). Pits
containing possibly sacrificially deposited dog carcasses
were also found at this site.

Period 4: ‘basilica’, market and town walls (AD 210–300)
In the early 3rd century, several 2nd-century timber
buildings in the Stiles area were demolished to
accommodate a masonry single-aisled building
interpreted as a basilica, with an associated forecourt
encroaching upon Ermine Street (HMG Site 6, Appendix
2). [It should be noted that Green’s interpretation of this
building as a basilica is problematic, considering how
little of the structure was excavated, with only small
trenches having been cut. For the purposes of this
monograph and to allow comparison with Green’s
records, use of the term is maintained but should be treated
with caution.] The basilica was 25m long and 13m wide
with entrances in the bays at the north and south ends. A
pillared portico on the building’s eastern side was
approached by a gravel path from a central gateway in the
east wall of the forecourt leading out onto Ermine Street.
Opposing doorways lay at the northern and southern ends
of the forecourt, connected by a path running along the
east front of the basilica. The projection of the basilica
onto Ermine Street resulted in the street being re-aligned
slightly to the east. Further south this change led to the
creation of a market place. Besides the mansio complex,
the presence of a basilica would indicate that, by the
beginning of the 3rd century, Godmanchester had
achieved some formal status.
Evidence for pottery production emerged in the form
of a mid 3rd-century kiln at Park Lane, on the northern
edge of the town (HMG Site 17, Appendix 2).

The eastern suburbs
The extent of settlement expansion on the eastern side of
the town has been established through a series of
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The northern suburbs
Outside the northern gate extensive investigations at The
Parks (Jones 1998) have revealed evidence for light
industrial activity along the eastern side of Ermine Street.
The site was quarried for gravel extraction associated with
the metalling of Ermine Street. At the end of the 1st
century, ditched property boundaries were laid out to the
rear of Ermine Street. The plots contained pits with
domestic refuse. Evidence for bone working from the site
indicated an industrial aspect of the town (Gdaniec 1991).
Between the later 2nd century and the early 4th century
the quarry pits were backfilled. Four kilns, a group of
hearths and a building located in the area of the former
plots were the main features of this phase. Two urned
cremation burials were also uncovered. During the 4th
century the site went out of use and an inhumation
cemetery comprising at least sixty-two inhumations was
laid out in the area of the former kilns. The features of the
previous two phases had been backfilled prior to the use of
the area for burial. Five Roman inhumation burials from
the same cemetery were found near the north-western side
of the site investigated in 1992 where a foundation trench
for a masonry building of probable Roman date was also
identified (Reynolds 1992). The cemetery was probably
part of the burial ground excavated by Green in 1976
(HMG Site 17) and possibly that excavated by Garrood in
1954 (ECB 673, Murray and Garrood 1955; antiquarian
site 11). As with the southern suburbs, the presence of an
extensive cemetery in an area of former industrial activity
may indicate some degree of contraction in this part of the
extramural settlement.
During an excavation conducted in 1926 at New
Vicarage House (ECB674; antiquarian site 8), 65m
south-west of the church (TL 2449 7064), a 1st-century
cremation burial was found at a depth of 1.5m
(CHER00898, 00899). Animal bone, coins and local
pottery were among the finds (Garrood 1927 (1), 3; 1937;
1947). Four inhumation burials were found further east at
East Chadleigh Lane (Dunning et al. 1958, 83). The
presence of two major burial grounds along Ermine
Street, both to the north and to the south of the walled
town, would, however, indicate that this road still exerted
some attraction and was probably a busy route through
Godmanchester during the 4th century. It was only in the
later part of the 4th century that urban decline began, as
shown by Green (above), with contraction spreading from
the core to the periphery.

investigations conducted in recent years. Negative
evidence from the site at No. 8a Almond Close (Site 42,
Fig. 1.6), to the south of the Via Devana (Margary 1973,
route 24), would indicate that here there was no
occupation during the Roman period. The absence of
residual pottery is particularly significant, as it indicates
that the lack of features is unlikely to have been caused by
later agricultural practices. An excavation at the Unigate
site (HMG Site 13; CHER01544, TL/247/703), Earning
Street produced evidence for late 1st-century boundary
ditches, huts and agricultural structures, including
two-post drying racks and small timber granaries with
central depressions for containers. Later occupation took
the form of 2nd-century timber buildings. Sparse
evidence for rural activity peripheral to the main
settlement has emerged from the sites at Earning Street
(Kemp 1996; Hall 1997; Murray 2000; Appendix 2),
between the south-eastern wall circuit and the burial
ground at Cambridge Villas. Further to the east, extensive
investigations at the Cardinal Distribution Park and
Bearscroft Farm (see above and Fig. 1.6) have also
produced some evidence for rural activity consistent with
the presence of a small ‘farmstead’ located in the
hinterland of the Roman town.
The southern suburbs
Ribbon occupation along Ermine Street in the southern
suburbs appears to have continued throughout the whole
of the Roman period. At the school site on London Road
(excavated in 1996) plots defined by ditches flanked the
western side of Ermine Street (Appendix 3, Site 48b).
Rubbish pits contained charred seeds indicative of
agricultural activity. In addition, a possible furnace was
interpreted as evidence for (unspecified) industrial
activity (Hinman 1996). Scant evidence for activity of any
period was uncovered along London Road further to the
north (Appendix 3, Site 48a). Investigations at the Chord
Business Park revealed the remains of a ditch and a
post-hole probably associated with rural activities (Coates
1998). Also to the south of Godmanchester, a site
investigated in 1994 (Welsh 1994) produced negative
evidence, pointing to lack of occupation peripheral to the
main settled area, and defining the extent of occupation in
the southern suburban area.
At London Street and at Sweetings Road (recent sites
46 and 47, Fig. A.1.1), to the north and west of the school
site respectively, an extensive inhumation cemetery
excavated in the early 1990s might have been part of the
Porch Farm burial site known from antiquarian
observations (Appendix 2, antiquarian site 6). The
cemetery had been laid out over earlier features, namely
pits and ditches associated with Roman suburban
activities dating to the 2nd and 3rd centuries (Hoyland and
Wait 1992; Macaulay 1994). The east to west orientated
graves were equally spaced and very similar, suggesting a
lack of social division. Three of the burials were originally
in nailed coffins and some of the skeletons showed signs
of leprosy, dental problems, arthritis and child-birth
trauma (Hoyland and Wait 1991). The presence of burials
in an area of former occupation would point to some
degree of contraction of this part of the suburbs. Evidence
for contraction during the 4th century is further
corroborated by the presence of a rubbish dump area to the
east of the burial ground and immediately outside the
south gate (Abrams 2001).

Post-Roman
Anglo-Saxon and Danish rule
To date, the most substantial archaeological evidence for
an Early Anglo-Saxon presence in the area comes from
the sites at the Cardinal Distribution Park and Bearscroft
Farm (Fig. 1.6; Murray and Last 1999; Gibson with
Murray 2003; Patten 2016). Here, evidence for a
farmstead or a small hamlet includes sunken-featured
buildings, a post-built hall and parts of an enclosure
system. Later Anglo-Saxon features have been uncovered
within the walls of the town in the area of the mansio and at
Earning Street near the Roman south gate.
During the latter part of the 9th century, between AD
865 and 879, Godmanchester suffered raids by Danish
armies culminating in occupation by Guthrum after AD
879, although it was recaptured by the Anglo-Saxon King
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Plate 1.1 Aerial photograph of the Rectory Farm site from the south

of St Mary. Further south, Late Anglo-Saxon material
from the former mansio area suggests a second nucleus of
occupation along Pinfold Lane. The expansive movement
of the 12th and 13th centuries (which saw the creation of
moated sites and ridge and furrow field systems) was
followed by a period of general economic recession
caused by climatic changes and disease during the 14th
a n d e ar l y 1 5 th c e n tu r y. B y th e 1 6 t h ce n t u ry
Godmanchester had obtained a certain importance as a
posting station, with extensive coaching inns flourishing
within the village.

Edward the Elder in AD 917 (Sneath and Sneath 2011,
31–4). It was not until the compilation of the Domesday
Book in AD 1086 that the town was first recorded as
Godmuncestre (Philimore 1, 10), meaning ‘fortified town
founded by Guthrum’. At the time of the Domesday
Survey the manor of Godmanchester was held as crown
land, there was a total of 97 households with an estimated
population of 450 people (Morris 1975, 1, 10). A church
and a priest were attached to the manor which remained in
royal possession until King Stephen (AD 1135–1154)
gave the church, rectorial tithes and some land to Merton
Priory (Surrey). Godmanchester was also a port of some
importance and appears to have held a market, although
the town was never granted a market charter.

Post-medieval
The 17th and 18th centuries were a period of great
prosperity, as reflected by urban growth and rebuilding.
Expansion resulted in the progressive subdivision and/or
merging of the medieval plots fronting onto the main
streets. By the time of the first edition of the Ordnance
Survey map at the end of the 19th century, the plots within
the village were further extended or subdivided into
smaller ones. New Street was the only major addition to

Medieval
The medieval town developed around the site of the
Roman settlement. Its layout is atypical and suggests the
presence of what appears to have started as a ‘bifocal’
settlement. One of the early nuclei probably developed on
the north-eastern side of the present town, near the church
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1988 and 1995. In addition, following a CCC AFU
evaluation in 1984, excavations were undertaken between
1997–98 on land adjacent to Cow Lane near Rectory Farm
in advance of the proposed construction of an access route
into the new Cow Lane landfill site. Evidence of
prehistoric remains in the form of ditches, pits and
post-holes was interpreted as belonging to the ritual
complex at Rectory Farm dating to the Neolithic period.
Romano-British ditches were probably part of the field
systems surrounding the later villa site (Hinman and
Kenney 1998). Contemporary with this work Tempvs
Reparatvm were retained to undertake fieldwalking,
assessment and excavation of the archaeology to the south
of Rectory Farm at the Cardinal Distribution Park which,
as noted above, revealed a large assemblage of Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age lithics as well as Iron Age
and Roman archaeology (Wait 1992). The Cardinal
Distribution Park site was more extensively investigated
by Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust (Murray and Last
1999), work which revealed more remains of the same
date. Very recently large-scale excavations in the area
adjacent to the south, at Bearscroft Farm (by Cambridge
Archaeological Unit) have revealed archaeological
remains dating from the Mesolithic to Anglo-Saxon
periods, including significant Iron Age and early Roman
farmsteads (Patten 2016).

the street plan. Progressive infilling of plots within the
area enclosed by the ring-road system continued
throughout the following century. The urban development
was also reflected in the countryside where, immediately
outside the built-up area, related field-systems survive.
Aerial photographic evidence
(Pl. 1.1)
The CHER has a collection of maps showing overlays of
aerial photographs plotted in the 1980s and digitised in
2001 from research in the CUCAP and NMR collections.
The original aerial photographs were taken between the
late 1940s and the 1970s. The most interesting area of
cropmarks is located within the study area at Rectory
Farm. The archaeological remains here were first
recognised from aerial photographs examined by J.K.S. St
Joseph (Director of Aerial Photography at Cambridge
University) in 1955 when a complex of Roman buildings
and associated agrarian features were seen. The aerial
photographs show extensive areas of well-preserved
medieval ridge and furrow on the higher ground
immediately to the east and south of the town.
Previous investigations at Rectory Farm
Details of the main previous investigations at the Rectory
Farm site are given in Appendix 3.III and plotted in Fig.
1.6. The first fieldwork was carried out within what
became the scheduled area of the Roman villa (SAM 133)
by W.H.C. Frend between 1963 and 1967, following
recognition of the presence of buildings from cropmarks
recorded through aerial photography and debris in the
ploughsoil. The excavations revealed substantial Roman
remains including an aisled building (now labelled
Building 1); indications of what was interpreted as a
(?)bath-house; a smithy and various ditches and
post-holes. Occupation was reported as having been
intensive in the 2nd and 4th centuries AD, perhaps
continuing into the 5th century (Frend 1968; 1978).
Subsequently, a watching brief was carried out in 1975 by
Michael Green along a pipeline trench which cut
obliquely across the villa field systems and a corner of the
villa yard (Green 1978, 106). A general discussion of the
Roman occupation was published by Green (1978), which
transcribed the available aerial photography and evidence
from the limited excavations to form a view of the detailed
development of Roman settlement as a villa and
postulated an agricultural and social system in relation to
Durovigutum (an interpretation superseded by this
publication).
Further work was undertaken prior to the construction
of the Huntingdon Bypass scheme and comprised a
watching brief undertaken by J.G. Wilson (in 1978)
during the excavation of pipelines and gravel pits. These
interventions destroyed most of the cropmark sites to the
south(-west?) of the Bronze Age mound (Green 1978,
106) and established the extent of the settlement in this
area (unpublished). Further archaeological excavation
and recording was undertaken in 1983–4 when quarrying
took place immediately to the north-east of the scheduled
area. Finds from the Neolithic, Early and Late Iron Age
periods were reported, together with details of Roman
occupation from the second half of the 2nd century to the
late 3rd century AD (Haigh 1984).
The excavations by the CAS which form the subject of
this report took place on the Rectory Farm site between

IV. Methodology and the excavation sequence
by Fachtna McAvoy (1999) and Alice Lyons (2014)
(Figs 1.7–1.8)
The excavation programme
The gravel extraction programme was designed to move
from north-east to south-west along the west side of Cow
Lane towards the gas pipe (noted above), then to move
north-west towards the stream, ending with extraction in
the area of the Roman buildings. Cropmark plots (at a
scale of 1:2500) provided by the then RCHM(E) became
available in 1989 for the area to the south-east of the
modern track, and in 1990 for the Roman features to the
north-west of the track. These plots formed the basis for
the targeted excavation sampling strategy, which by the
end of the project totalled 87 trenches of varying sizes.
The majority are numbered sequentially between 1 and 83
(Trench 53 was unexcavated). In addition four
unnumbered trenches were opened within the cursus to
seek any surviving internal features but these proved
negative and were backfilled without further recording.
The following text is based on the Post-Excavation
Assessment (McAvoy 1999, 5–7).
Fieldwork 1988
This season covered a period of six weeks in the autumn of
1988. The principal objectives were to establish the date
and character of the large trapezoidal enclosure that
dominated the central part of the project area, and to
determine the nature and preservation of features within
the circuit of a large ring ditch near to the stream. Several
trenches were opened up along the southern (Areas 3 to 8)
and northern (Areas 9 to 12) sides and terminals of the
trapezoidal enclosure ditch respectively, and excavation
began in a small area (Area 13) at the junction of the
south-west end of the enclosure and a ditch that was later
recognised as being the southern side of a cursus, also
investigated in Areas 1 and 2. The interior of the large ring
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Figure 1.7 Plan of all excavated features, showing trenches and year of excavation. Scale 1:2500

Figure 1.8 Plan of features revealed in the aerial photographic survey. Scale 1:10,000

ditches previously recorded in Areas 10 and 11. The
rectilinear enclosure examined in Area 11 was
investigated further in Area 24, where two pits within its
ditch circuit were excavated; Area 32, where part of the
ditch itself was excavated; and Area 29, which sought to
establish the relationship between the rectilinear and
trapezoidal enclosures.
The large ring ditch was excavated in Area 34, and
Areas 35 and 36 were opened up to examine a trackway
aligned north-west to south-east and a distinctive group of
features postulated as having been Roman lazy-beds
(Green 1978, 110–11). Areas 26–28 were cut across the
Roman road and the north-east to south-west ditches as
details of these features were obscured on aerial
photographs of this part of the site. The circumstances of
the discovery of a series of post-holes around the interior
of the trapezoidal enclosure, and the strategy adopted for
their excavation are detailed below.

ditch surrounding the Bronze Age mound was examined
in Areas 14 and 15. Additionally a Roman road and a
series of ditches aligned north-east to south-west were
examined in Areas 10 and 11, which also cut across the
ditch of a rectilinear enclosure. Some further trenching
took place at the northern end (Trenches 19 and 20) and
north-eastern side (Areas 16 and 21) of the project area.
Fieldwork 1989
The principal objective for this season, which took place
over nine weeks in the spring and summer, was to
complete the investigation of what were now recognised
as major prehistoric features located to the south-east of
the modern trackway. Excavation continued in Area 13
(see above) to the depth allowed by the water table. The
relationship between the cursus and the trapezoidal
enclosure was further examined in Area 22. A small
rectangular enclosure within the interior of the trapezoidal
enclosure was excavated in Area 23, as was a ditch that ran
across both features. This ditch was investigated again in
Areas 33 and 25 and excavation in this latter area revealed
additional details of the north-east to south-west aligned

Fieldwork 1990
An eighteen-week period of fieldwork in the spring and
summer of 1990 sought to investigate the archaeological
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remains in the new southern mineral extraction area, and
to investigate the archaeology of the Roman building
complex. In the new extraction area, examination of the
ditch terminals on the northern side of the cursus took
place in Areas 43 and 44. A small ring ditch was excavated
in Area 78 and a field system and droveway were
examined in Areas 42, 45–47, 50–51 and 78–80. Areas 41
and 50 were additionally designed to examine the
north-east to south-west aligned ditches, including those
of the Roman road.
Access to the interior of the cursus at its north-east end
was restricted, but a group of trenches was laid out to the
south-west within the cursus and parallel to its axis (this
includes the four unnumbered trenches noted above).
Areas 37–39 were machine-cut across the end of the
cursus to confirm its relationship with the ditch of the
trapezoidal enclosure and Area 40 was opened up across
the southern cursus ditch. Excavation was also finally
completed at the ditch junction in Area 13. The core of the
Roman building complex was examined in Area 77. This
was machine-stripped concurrently with a magnetometer
survey undertaken by the Archaeometry Branch of
English Heritage. The strategy subsequently adopted was
to focus excavation on the buildings, other major features
and a cemetery.
Other work included the opening up of a larger area
over the features tentatively interpreted as Roman
‘lazy-beds’ adjacent to Area 36; the stripping of an area
within a curvilinear enclosure adjacent to Area 35; and the
exposure of elements of field systems to the south of the
large ring ditch in Areas 55–58; to the north-east of the
large ring ditch in Areas 60–67 and 72–75; and adjacent to
the stream to the north-west of the villa in trenches
between Areas 68–71.

Post-excavation
The post-excavation process began with annual interim
reports after each season of excavation (McAvoy 1988;
1989; 1991). At the end of the fieldwork phase of the
project a detailed assessment report was prepared in line
with MAP2 guidelines (McAvoy 1999). Unfortunately,
the initial drive towards publication stalled and the project
remained on hold for several years. In 2013 English
Heritage put the project out to tender (Project 2369; CAS
Pr 432) and OA East won the bid to undertake the analysis
and research necessary to bring the project to publication.
Archive and outreach
The project archive was deposited in July 2018 at the
designated Cambridgeshire County Council Store under
the site code Site 432. A range of objects from the site are
(at the time of publication) on display at the Porch
Museum, Godmanchester and the Norris Museum, St
Ives. Consultations are underway (2016) in relation to a
proposed Godmanchester Neolithic Park, which would
include a small-scale reconstruction of the Neolithic
trapezoidal enclosure and information about the Roman
villa.

V. Project aims and objectives
Overview
The overriding aim of the project was to achieve an
understanding of the development of the site as a whole,
focusing on its economy and social organisation at
different periods. This understanding was to be obtained
through a programme of evaluation and targeted
excavation. English Heritage specified in their tender
documentation that the main focus of the post-excavation
analysis was to be the nationally important Neolithic
trapezoidal enclosure and cursus complex, with a
secondary focus on the Romano-British villa and
associated evidence. The assessment report did not
contain an Updated Project Design element, meaning that
no specific aims and objectives were set out in readiness
for the analytical stage. OA East therefore identified
particular research themes, set within their wider context,
in its tender documentation (Popescu 2013): these form
the basis of the report discussion (see Chapter 6).

Fieldwork 1991
The remainder of the fieldwork programme was
resourced by CAS and took place over a three-week
period in the autumn of 1991. Part of a large enclosure and
other features to the south-east of the Roman road had
survived the earlier quarrying and it was felt that the
examination of these features would be of considerable
benefit in establishing the overall chronology and
character of the Roman settlement. Area 81 was
accordingly machine-stripped to reveal the full extent of
the surviving archaeology. This was followed by the
stripping of the adjacent Area 82, which involved the
removal of part of a soil bund associated with the
quarrying that took place in 1983.

Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
by Chris Hayden
The East of England research framework has highlighted
the variety of the monuments in the region (Brown and
Glazebrook 2000; Medlycott 2011). This variety is well
exemplified by the monuments at Rectory Farm. Some of
them, however, belong to widely distributed types, which
have been subject to recent, general treatments which
highlight a range of general issues. These include
documents relating to cursus monuments (Barclay and
Harding 1999) and round barrows (e.g. Kinnes 1979;
Woodward 2000; Last 2007; Leary et al. 2010). Research
issues relating to henge monuments have also been
examined (e.g. Harding 2003), while earlier prehistoric
pits have been the subject of several recent significant
reports (e.g. Garrow 2007; Anderson-Whymark and
Thomas 2012). Whilst these general works form
important points of reference for particular classes of
monuments, many of the relevant research themes have
been highlighted more clearly by specific projects and

Fieldwork 1992
The objective of this season of three weeks in the spring of
1992 was to continue the characterisation of the Roman
settlement through the excavation of two major features
revealed in the earlier stripping of Area 82. These were a
pond and the south-east end of a building previously
recorded in Area 77.
Fieldwork 1995
The objective of this short one-week season was to expose
and excavate a post-pit positioned in the entrance of the
trapezoidal enclosure (Trench 83).
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more general monographs. The trapezoidal and square
enclosures are, however, unusual forms for which it is
difficult to find parallels. The framing of research
questions relevant to these monuments is thus dependent
upon more general approaches to earlier prehistoric
monuments. Here, a number of potentially relevant issues
are briefly highlighted.

Iron Age
The Iron Age remains form a relatively small component
of the Rectory Farm results, although notably include
ev i d e n ce f o r f lo o d i n g . A l t h o u g h n ow d a te d ,
Understanding the British Iron Age: an agenda for action
(Haselgrove et al. 2001) still provides the most definitive
statement of national research themes for this period.

Chronology: the application of Bayesian statistical
modelling to radiocarbon dates has the potential to
revolutionise our understanding of Neolithic monuments,
as work on long barrows (Bayliss and Whittle 2007) and
causewayed enclosures (Whittle et al. 2011) has
demonstrated. Such modelling not only provides much
more precise estimates of the dates of construction of
monuments (compared to unmodelled dates), but also
allows the length of time over which monuments were
used to be estimated, and can estimate the probability that
dated events occurred in a particular order.

Roman
by Paul Booth and Alice Lyons
Roman archaeology is better provided with research
frameworks at a regional than a national level. Britons and
Romans: advancing an archaeological agenda (James
and Millet 2001) provides the most recent picture of the
national research context and sets out broad themes for
future research as seen at the turn of the millennium. The
identification of broad research themes for Rectory Farm
can take account of more recent work, albeit not overtly in
the form of research agendas. Mattingly’s general review
of Roman Britain (2006), the only significant work of its
kind in recent years, provides an overtly post-colonial
slant on the development of Roman Britain. Understanding the implications of the explosion of the sheer
quantities of data available for comparative purposes is
critical. At a national level the review of Romano-British
rural settlement by Taylor (2007) is fundamental, but
many of its conclusions will be greatly expanded or
superseded by the findings of the Roman Rural Settlement
(grey literature) research project (Allen et al. 2015),
supplemented to an extent by Exeter University’s Fields of
Britannia project (Rippon et al. 2015).
A number of potential research issues can be identified
in relation to the Roman settlement at Rectory Farm; these
are both themes for consideration in presenting
interpretations of the site, and also areas where the
evidence from the site can probably be used to make a
significant contribution, at least at regional level. Only the
broader aspects, several of which are closely interrelated,
are outlined here.

Depositional practices: this has been a significant theme
in interpretation for several decades (e.g. Richards and
Thomas 1984), primarily focused on the idea of
‘structured deposition’. More recent work, however, has
highlighted how detailed analysis of patterns of
deposition can address a wider range of issues, including,
for example, the temporality of occupation (e.g.
Beadsmoore et al. 2010).
The experience and use of monuments: work addressing
the way in which monuments were used and experienced
– comprising, for example, analyses of patterns of
visibility and movement around monuments – have also
formed an important theme in the analysis of monuments
(e.g. Barrett 1994; Tilley 1994). It is worth noting that
these perspectives involve not just movement into and
around single monuments, but also relationships between
monuments and the wider landscape. A number of recent
projects have highlighted the significance of the wider
relations of complexes of monuments (e.g. Raunds:
Harding and Healey 2007).

Settlement form and trajectory of development: despite
the presence of substantial buildings at the site, it
apparently lacks many of the traditional attributes of a
‘villa’: in structural terms it is strikingly similar to Orton
Hall Farm (Mackreth 1996a). These sites can be
considered within the context of a discussion on ‘what is a
villa?’ (cf. Barry 2005).

External relations: recent work involving the analysis of
stable isotopes has revealed the movement of people (e.g.
Fitzpatrick 2011) and of animals (Viner et al. 2010).
Whilst such direct evidence may not be available for all
sites, it has highlighted the potential significance of more
or less distant parallels, and has formed one reason for a
revival of interest in cross-channel and other geographical
relationships (part of an ongoing project led by Prof. R.
Bradley). There is potential value in assessing the possible
continental parallels for the trapezoidal structure at
Rectory Farm. On a more local scale, the question of the
character of Neolithic settlement systems – and in
particular of how mobile or sedentary they were (e.g.
Whittle 1997; Pollard 1999) – is a central question. The
significance of monuments, as fixed points within wider
settlement systems, forms part of this wider issue.

The nature of integration with nucleated settlement and
the wider economy: the proximity of the site to
Godmanchester is clearly not accidental and involves
physical, economic and social links. These relationships
can be explored at the local level involving comparison
with excavated sites at Godmanchester (e.g. Jones 2003),
and wider economic questions can be seen against studies
such as that by Evans et al. (2017) and Michael Green’s
work in Godmanchester (see above and Appendix 2;
Green and Malim 2017).
The character of landscape organisation and
exploitation: this theme again has both economic and
social aspects. The neighbouring fenland has been the
subject of more extensive assumptions and subsequent
debate about the wider characteristics of land control than
almost any other area of Roman Britain (e.g. Phillips

Middle and Late Bronze Age
The development of field systems has been the subject of a
wide-ranging synthesis by Yates (2007), which now
forms the most important point of general reference. The
development of field systems is likely to have been related
to significant wider social changes (e.g. Thomas 1997).
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the case of the Roman funerary archaeology, by theme) in
Chapters 2–5. Chapter 2 details the development of the
site in prehistory (Periods 1–3), while Chapter 3 outlines
the development of the Romano-British villa farm.
Chapter 4 details the Romano-British cremation cemetery
and other burials. Chapter 5 deals with the post-Roman
remains. Finds and environmental evidence are presented
in separate sections, with the relevant illustrations, at the
end of each period chapter. In Chapter 4, the site’s main
cremation cemetery is illustrated by grave together with
the funerary urn, any accessory vessels and grave goods.
Each chronological chapter has a concluding discussion
for the appropriate period, while Chapter 6 provides a
more general discussion of the development of the site and
its wider significance.
The published drawings have either been revised from
those produced by English Heritage or are entirely new
figures by OA East (such as all of those in Chapter 4).
Levels recorded on sections are shown, where they are
available in the project archive.
The site phasing is as follows:

1970; Fincham 2002; Evans 2013, 13–15). Three more
general publications (Fincham 2004; Malim 2005; Upex
2008) have also covered aspects of this theme and
adjacent landscapes from very different theoretical
perspectives, of which only Fincham’s is explicit.
Consideration of contrasting models of landscape
utilisation, both at a ‘practical’ level (cf. e.g. Green 1978),
and in terms of wider economic structures, is important.
The nature of rural society – what the burials tell us:
Although rural cemeteries are increasingly known from
large-scale work, perhaps particularly in eastern England,
well-defined examples of substantial size with specific
settlement associations remain relatively rare (Kempston
is a good example; Dawson 2004), and even fewer are
associated with villas. Rectory Farm provides a very
important dataset for comparison with such sites and with
others from different settlement contexts, most obviously
Godmanchester but also further afield, including
regionally important comparanda such as Baldock
(Burleigh and Fitzpatrick-Matthews 2010). Other aspects
of ritual and religious practice can also be considered
within this framework – what was the role of rural
settlement sites of this type as foci of religious activity?
Burials provide one of a number of key strands of
evidence relating to constructions of identity, for which
there is recent comparative regional analysis (e.g. Meade
2010).

Period 1: Neolithic (c.4000–2500 BC)
Period 1.1: Early (c.4000–3500 BC)
to Middle Neolithic (c.3500–3000 BC)
Period 1.2: Late Neolithic (c.3000–2500 BC)
Period 2: Bronze Age (c.2500–800 BC)
to Early Iron Age (c.800/700 BC)
Period 2.1: Early Bronze Age (c.2500/2200–1600 BC)
Period 2.2: Middle Bronze Age (c.1600–1200 BC)
Period 2.3: Late Bronze Age
to Early Iron Age (c.1200–800/700 BC)
Period 3: Iron Age (c.800/700 BC–AD 43)
Period 4: Romano-British (c.AD 43–410)
Period 4.1: Villa, Phase 1 (late 1st to 2nd century AD)
Period 4.2: Villa, Phase 2 (3rd century AD)
Period 4.3: Villa, Phase 3 (4th century AD)
Period 5: Early Anglo-Saxon (5th century AD)
Period 6: Medieval
Period 7: Early Modern

Interface between late Roman and Early Anglo-Saxon
settlement: were juxtapositions of late Roman and Early
Anglo-Saxon activity, as at Rectory Farm and elsewhere,
coincidental or more significantly deliberate, and if the
latter, how is this to be interpreted? Close attention can be
paid to the context of finds and deposits of these periods,
at both site-specific and regional level. More widely, the
archaeology of both periods has been reviewed very
recently, providing overviews of current debates on this
issue from both sides of the chronological ‘divide’
(Esmonde Cleary 2013; Hamerow 2012).

VI. Site phasing and report structure
Activity on the Rectory Farm site has been divided into
seven main periods, which are detailed by period (or, in
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Figure 2.1 Plan of all Neolithic to Iron Age features (Periods 1–3). Scale 1:4000

Chapter 2. Monuments and Mounds: the site in
prehistory
I. Introduction

II. The archaeological sequence

(Fig. 2.1)

by Alice Lyons (2014) and Fachtna McAvoy (1999)

While the Ouse Valley was utilised by Palaeolithic man
and was travelled through or settled by Mesolithic hunting
communities (Reynolds 2000; Dawson 2000a), it was not
until the Early Neolithic (4th millennium onwards) that
settlement and ceremonial use became significant (Healy
et al. 2011, 278). Environmental evidence recovered by
the excavations at Rectory Farm suggests that progressive
land clearance within the valley location of the site was
undertaken from the Early/Middle Neolithic onwards and
resulted in areas of grassland within which the
construction of ceremonial features was possible. The
most impressive of these features was a large trapezoidal
enclosure (open at one end), with an internal bank which
was in turn lined by substantial posts. Archaeoastronomical analysis suggests that this feature was
designed to measure the movements of the sun throughout
the year, and was particularly well aligned to mark the
early May and/or August sunrises. The configuration of
this monumental complex is not only unique to the area,
but is also unparalleled in Early Neolithic Britain.
Further developments occurred in the Middle to Late
Neolithic period when both the trapezoidal enclosure and
a small ring-ditched mound were incorporated into a
cursus that travelled a significant distance towards the
Great Ouse. In the later Neolithic, a series of pits was dug
at the junction of the cursus and the trapezoidal enclosure.
Remarkably, these pits were continually re-dug over a
period of approximately 700 years, an interpretation
confirmed by radiocarbon dating. Analysis of the
environmental remains recovered from these pits has
demonstrated how the land was cleared over this period of
time and also suggests that, by the Early Bronze Age,
cereal and livestock farming was taking place nearby. It
was in the Early Bronze Age that a second larger mound
was constructed to the north of the trapezoidal enclosure.
The hiatus of activity between the Late Bronze Age
and Early Iron Age reflects the period of time during
which this part of the Ouse Valley was not occupied,
perhaps as a result of rising water levels associated with a
thick layer of alluviation. Activity began again in the
Middle to Late Iron Age when a system of droveways and
paddocks was laid out.

Period 1.1: Early Neolithic (c.4000–3500 BC) to
Middle Neolithic (c.3500–3000 BC)
Setting-out posts?
(Figs 2.1–2.2)
At least two post-holes (possibly three) pre-dated the
trapezoidal enclosure and are likely to have been
connected with its construction, since two of them were
subsequently obscured by structural elements of the
trapezoidal enclosure. Furthest to the north was a large
oval pit (9411, Fig. 2.2), which measured 2.0m long, 1.2m
wide, with a truncated depth of 1.3m and a ‘ramp’ on its
southern side. Its original depth before subsoil stripping
for gravel extraction has been estimated as c.1.8m. The pit
was 100% excavated by hand although no sampling or
sieving took place. The basal fill was a redeposited layer
of natural sand mixed with orange sandy clay (9343)
which contained two possibly placed animal parts: a pig
mandible with butchery marks and an articulated cattle
lower limb; the collagen content of these bones proved
insufficient to provide a radiocarbon date. The remains of
a substantial post-pipe (9412) were apparent at the base of
the pit, measuring c.0.6 x 0.8m in cross-section, the fill of
which was a black layer of wet silt sand and gravel that
contained large amounts of dissolved charcoal (9415).
The maximum height above ground level for the post it
contained has been calculated at c.5.4m (using the
formula: height above ground = 3 x depth below ground).
At some point, this large post was removed and the pit
back-filled with substantial layer of redeposited natural
(9414) overlain by two fairly clean fills with common
pebbles (9413 and 9416). Subsequently the original post
was replaced by a similar, but slightly smaller post-hole
with a diameter of 0.5m (9410; c.0.6m deep), one of an
array of posts which formed part of the trapezoidal
enclosure.
Further south-east, a second post-hole (9000) was
located during subsoil stripping of the site. It was situated
in the middle of the entrance to the trapezoidal enclosure,
just to the north-east of post-hole 9701 and was recorded
in plan but not excavated. This feature has been included
here due to its location, although its interpretation remains
tentative.
Lying to the south-east of the two posts described
above, beneath the southern ditch terminal of the entrance
to the trapezoidal enclosure (9201/9030), was a subcircular pit (9232). It measured 0.56 wide by 0.5m in
length and had been truncated during the construction of
the major enclosure but survived to a depth of 0.6m. It
contained a single yellow/brown sand silt fill (9260).
Again, it may have contained a post and has therefore been
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Figure 2.2 Period 1.1: Early Neolithic. Setting-out posts? Scale 1:1500
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Plate 2.1 Aerial photograph of the Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure and cursus before excavation, looking south-west

4th millennium BC (Bayliss et al., below) and that it might
have been deliberately designed to mark the movements
of the sun (Ruggles, below).

tentatively interpreted as the position of a laying-out
marker for the trapezoidal enclosure.
The trapezoidal enclosure
(Figs 2.3–2.4; Pl. 2.1)

Excavation strategy and methodology
Although aerial photography had demonstrated the layout
of the trapezoidal ditch (Fig. 1.8, Pl. 2.1), the existence of
the internal post-array was not suspected at the outset of
the fieldwork. It was in 1988 during subsoil stripping for
mineral extraction that the first post-hole was recognised
adjacent to the southern ditch terminal (9349). At the same
time the presence of a more substantial post-hole was
found as excavation began in Area 13 (9195). During the
1989 season post-hole 9783 was recorded in Area 30,
while at the same time post-hole 9474 was being
excavated in Area 25. It was at this point that is was
realised that there was a series of post-holes set alongside
the trapezoidal ditch. This idea was confirmed when Area
25 was extended to the south-west, parallel to the ditch,
which revealed post-hole 9785 at a distance of 36.4m
away from post-hole 9474.

Introduction
This substantial monument consisted of twenty-four
free-standing timber posts laid out on a relatively flat
plateau (at an average height of 8.1m OD) in a
symmetrical trapezoidal shape, aligned north-east to
south-west, with a wide entrance at the north-east end. A
single post was located at the centre of the entrance. The
maximum height of the posts above ground has been
estimated at c.2.75m (calculated by considering the depth
of the post-holes). Around the outside of these posts was a
ditch with an inner bank, which enclosed an area of
63,000m2 (6.3ha or 15.7 acres). The maximum width of
the enclosure was 228m, the axial length was 336m, and
the entrance was 168m wide (half the axial length).
Radiocarbon dating suggests that the entire monument
was constructed in one phase of activity during the mid
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Figure 2.3 Period 1.1: Early Neolithic. The trapezoidal enclosure. Scale 1:2000

Segment
location

Ditch segment

Southern side

9201(terminal)
9247
9240
9012
9035
9027
9051
9178

SW end

Northern side

Average

Contains fills

9202, 9203, 9204, 9205, 9230, 9231, 9239
No numbers assigned
9243, 9244, 9245, 9246
9015, 9016, 9017, 9018
9036, 9037, 9038, 9039
9028, 9029
9054, 9055, 9056
1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1633,
1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1643,
1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 9113, 9179, 9180, 9181,
9184, 9750, 9766, 9778
9172
9173, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739,
1740, 1741, 1742, 9174, 9757, 9758
1662
1560, 1563, 1564, 1562, 1561
9019
9022, 9023, 9024, 9025
1667
No numbers assigned
1666
9711, 9710, 9712, 9713, 9714, 9715, 9716
9503
9504, 9505, 9506, 9507
9480
9481, 9493, 9494
9086
9087, 9088
9320
9321
9224
9225, 9226, 9227
9206 (terminal) 9208, 9209, 9210, 9211, 9214, 9215
-

Area

Width
(m)

Depth
(m)

Base height
(m OD)

8
7
6
5
4
3
13
13

3.36
2.80
2.85
3.30
2.60
3.06
4.90
3.00

0.92
1.10
0.85
1.20
0.98
0.75
1.10
1.18

7.06
6.99
7.18
6.93
6.98
7.04
6.50
6.63

13

-

0.95

6.83

39
12
38
37
22
29
11
10
18
9
-

-

1.15
0.98
1.18
0.85
1.10
0.75
0.80
0.90
0.98

6.04
7.44
7.15
7.48
7.13
8.56
7.63
7.17
7.20

3.00
3.20
2.10
3.00
2.93

Table 2.1 The trapezoidal enclosure ditch cuts, fills and dimensions

destroyed by the development of a lake in the area). All the
excavated post-holes were completely emptied by hand:
the fills of post-holes 9801 and 9827 were fully sampled
and wet-sieved and the fills of post-holes 9783 and 9785
were partially sieved.

No further post-holes were located during the 1989
excavation programme but others were excavated later in
the year during a watching brief whilst subsoil stripping
took place for gravel extraction. This subsoil stripping
was carried out with box-scrapers which not only
removed the surface of the gravel and truncated any
archaeological features but also spread gravel and subsoil
around, obscuring the surviving remains. The
methodology adopted to find possible new post-holes was
to extrapolate their position from the conventionally
excavated post-holes, then clean up an area of gravel until
the post-hole was found. This was a relatively
straightforward procedure on the northern side of the
enclosure but was not possible on the southern side, as no
previously excavated post-holes were available. In this
instance larger areas of gravel had to be cleaned until a
post-hole was found and this was then used to extrapolate
the positions of the other post-holes. Unfortunately, this
targeted methodology, designed to cope with very
challenging excavation conditions, did not take into
account the possibility of there having been other
post-holes or features located at irregular intervals within
the monument.
During 1990 two further posts-holes (9801 and 9827)
on the northern side of the monument were excavated,
both within discrete areas, after which there was a
five-year break until a post-hole (9289), located at the
southern corner of the monument, was excavated.
The unexcavated post-holes on the southern side were
destroyed during gravel extraction but two of the
post-holes at the south-west end (9195 and 9821) were
initially protected by a topsoil bund (these have since been

The ditch
The ditch that defined the trapezoidal enclosure,
surrounding the array of posts, encompassed a total length
of c.876m. Seventeen ditch segments (Table 2.1),
representing 4% of the total length were excavated, mostly
by hand, with the exception of the machine-cut segments
in Areas 37–39. Sampling and sieving only took place in
Area 13. The ditch had remarkably consistent dimensions
and measured c.3m wide by 1m deep, with a flat or slightly
rounded base and gently sloping sides. Its width varied
only in Area 25: here (segment 9320), it was significantly
narrower (2.1m) over a distance of 21m, although it
maintained the same depth. It is possible that this variation
was an adaptation to a slight rise in the ground surface in
this area, whereby a less substantial ditch was required to
produce the standard bank height (see below). Once built,
however, the ditch was periodically maintained as there is
evidence for at least one episode of re-cutting along both
long sides of the trapezoidal structure. This re-cutting was
not apparent at the south-western end of the monument,
where the ditch profile was more angular, but this
evidence may have been obscured by the creation of the
cursus (in Period 1.2). The terminal ends of the monument
(9206 north, 9201 south), which formed the entrance to
the enclosure, also had flat bases and gently sloping sides
and terminated with rounded ends. The northern ditch
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Figure 2.4 Period 1.1: Early Neolithic. The trapezoidal enclosure: sections across the ditch and post-pits.
Plan scale 1:2000
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The bank
No in-situ remains of a bank were detected but evidence
for its location was provided by the fills of the segments
excavated through the ditch. The infill sequence, where it
could be interpreted, consistently showed that the bank
was situated internally, occupying the interval between
the inner edge of the ditch and the post-array. It is
estimated (from the volume of soil available from the
excavated ditches) that the bank would consistently have
had an average height of c.2–3m – with narrower ditches
dug where the natural land surface was higher, as less soil
was needed to maintain a consistent height (as in Area 25).

had, however, been damaged by a modern sewer-pipe
trench.
The ditch was filled with loose dark brown to yellow
gravelly sandy loam, within which were layers of iron
panning. Particularly noteworthy are the animal bones
within the primary fills of both the terminal ends. In the
southern terminal, the upper part of a cattle skull had been
carefully placed in the base of the southern ditch terminal
(Area 8, Fig. 2.2). Although this skull lacked the collagen
needed for radiocarbon dating, a cattle limb within the
same primary silts (9205) provided an Early to Middle
Neolithic date of 3770–3350 cal BC (OxA-4360;
4775±100BP). Two lower cattle jaw bones (left and right)
which were recovered from the top of the primary fill in
the northern ditch terminal (Area 9) were dated by
radiocarbon analysis to over a thousand years later, in the
Early Bronze Age (cal BC 2300–1970; AA-9569,
3740±55BP): this is understood to be an anomalous date
(Healy et al. 2011, 287). The evidence hints at the
complex history of the monument which was re-cut at
least once and reused over time. An example of this
complex history is a very distinctive episode of re-cutting
during the Roman period which occurred near post 9474
(see Chapter 4; Ditch 2). Originally discovered in Trench
10, this 1m length of re-cut ditch contained 15% of the
eventual total of prehistoric ceramics and 6% of the lithics
(within features) from the site. This concentration of finds
prompted the opening up of Area 25 in 1989 when further
excavation of the re-cut ditch took place and an eventual
length of 12.3m was examined, providing final totals of
65% and 35% respectively of the prehistoric ceramic and
lithic assemblages. Such a large concentration of finds
may suggest that Neolithic domestic activity took place in
the immediate vicinity, although no evidence of domestic
structures was found. This disturbed and redeposited
material was, however, out of character in terms of the
general pattern of finds deposition throughout the rest of
the monument where cultural material was scarce. Indeed,
only seventeen pottery sherds and five lithic objects
(including an anvil (Fig. 2.37, No. 3) and flaked knives,
e.g. Fig. 2.38, No. 6) were identified as originating from
the trapezoidal enclosure during the excavation (Table
2.2). During analysis a small quantity of additional
material (from samples) was added, including a cattle
vertebra and phalange, which were found on the base of
the ditch at its western corner (Area 22).
Material

Ceramic

Internal enclosure
(Fig. 2.5)
Located off-centre within the trapezoidal enclosure was a
sub-square isolated feature (Enclosure 1) which enclosed
an area measuring 17.7m by 16.3m (288m²), orientated
with its shorter axis aligned parallel to the southern side of
the trapezoidal structure. An area was machine-stripped
around it (Area 23) and eight segments were initially
excavated, after which the entire ditch was emptied by
hand with some sieving for artefact recovery. The
enclosure had a very regular 1.25m-wide ditch with
steeply sloping sides and a flat base, which was recorded
to a maximum depth of 0.7m. There were no apparent
internal features and no entrances. The ditch contained a
single homogeneous fill of dark brown sandy clay with
very few stones. One pottery sherd and two lithic objects
came from cleaning the area enclosed by the ditch and
seventeen sherds and seven lithic objects were recovered
from the ditch fill: the worked flint includes two cores

Stratigraphic position
Primary
fill

Middle fill

1 (9321)

4 (9088)
2 (9208/9)
2 (9505)
2 (9494)
1 (9208)
1 (9494)
1 (9125)
1 (9750)
14

Worked
flint

Total

The post-array
Of the twenty-four post-holes identified within the
trapezoidal enclosure, fourteen were fully excavated and
recorded. The posts lay c.8m from the inner line of the
ditch and were laid out at a distance of 30–49m apart;
however, most were spaced with a remarkable consistency
of c.38m — particularly those on the northern and
southern arms of the enclosure. The features were large
and oval in plan and variously measured between
0.84–1.80m in length by 0.7–1.75m wide and 0.5–1.1m
deep. The less truncated examples were more circular
with diameters between 1.5–1.75m and depths of
0.8–1.1m. They each had steeply sloping sides with flat
bases and were filled with layers of silty sandy loam,
several of which contained large numbers of land snails
which have informed on the contemporary landscape
(Murphy, below). The post-hole sections, particularly
those recorded after subsoil stripping, indicate a
considerable variation in post-pipe definition although
most suggest the original location of a circular post (Fig.
2.4). It is worthy of note that the posts do not appear to
have been replaced – rather, the charcoal and other burnt
material found in varying quantities within each of them
indicates that their demise was (possibly) associated with
fire. Two examples (9701: 0.83m x 0.76m, 0.6m deep and
9349: not fully recorded), significantly both located at the
entrance of the trapezoidal enclosure, contained D-shaped
charcoal filled post-pipes, with the flat face of the timber
orientated towards the north-east (Ruggles, below). Finds
were sparse within the fills of all of these features: only
four lithic objects (one burnt) and two very small sherds of
undiagnostic prehistoric pottery were found.

1

Recut

Bank
infill

Upper
fill

1 (9203)
1 (9225)
3 (9504)

1 (9207)

1 (9090)

3 (9203)

1(9054)

1

8

2

Table 2.2. Pottery and worked flint recovered from the
ditch of the trapezoidal enclosure (by fragment count and
deposit)
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Figure 2.5 Period 1.1: Early Neolithic. Enclosure 1. Scale 1:250

Eleven lithic objects (including a notched flake, Fig. 2.38,
No. 7) and five prehistoric ceramic sherds that are not
closely datable were recovered from the ditch fills. The
enclosed area (c.63m2) contained a single poorly defined
feature that may have been a tree-bole (not illustrated); no
remnants of a mound and no evidence for a burial were
found.
The location of the ring ditch and possible mound so
close to the trapezoidal enclosure suggests that, although
small, it was of some significance. Indeed, it has been
established during the archaeoastronomical analysis that
all parts of the trapezoidal enclosure would have been
visible when standing on a mound at this location and it
would have been the perfect viewing platform from which
to watch the summer equinox unfold: it is on this basis that
it is suggested that the enclosure and putative mound were
contemporary (Ruggles, below). That this ring ditch was
important is emphasised by the central location it was
given during the subsequent construction of the cursus. Its

(Fig. 2.37, Nos 2 and 4). The artefacts suggest an Early
Neolithic date – contemporary with (or possibly even predating) the trapezoidal enclosure.
Small ring ditch
(Fig. 2.6)
A small ring ditch (measuring 9.5m x 8.5m: Ring Ditch 1),
possibly demarcating a mound, was located c.200m to the
south-west of the trapezoidal enclosure (Area 78). Six
segments were hand-excavated amounting to about 50%
of the whole; no sampling or sieving took place. After the
hand-excavation stage, the ditch was completely emptied
by mach ine and th e internal area was also
machine-stripped and cleaned. The feature was
sub-circular with an irregular ditch which was wider on
the northern side (average width of 1.5m) and narrowed to
the southern side (0.75m). The ditch had irregular sides
and varied in depth from 0.3m to 0.5m. The fill comprised
loose, slightly plastic, yellow-brown sandy silt loam.
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Figure 2.6 Period 1.1: Early Neolithic. Small mound (Ring Ditch 1). Scale 1:150

The cursus essentially consisted of a long rectangle,
with the southern arm joining the south-western end of the
trapezoidal enclosure at its central point and the northern
arm almost aligned with the northern side of the
trapezoidal ditch. There was, however, a slight gap
between the northern arm of the cursus and the trapezoidal
enclosure, effectively producing an entrance way or
‘corridor’ (see below). It is clear that the cursus post-dated
the trapezoidal enclosure since its terminal ditch, set at
right-angles at its north-east end and (almost) joining the
south and north arms, cut through the infilled ditch of the
trapezoidal enclosure. Evidence for an internal cursus
bank is suggested by the ditch infills (particularly in Areas
13, 38 and 40), while a definite re-cutting of the ditch
occurred at, and on both sides of, the corner of the cursus
in Area 13. It is also noteworthy that the cursus
incorporated Ring Ditch 1, interpreted as contemporary
with the trapezoidal enclosure, enclosing it centrally
between the two ditches.

considerable longevity is evidenced not only by the fact
that it was respected by the cursus, but also by an Iron Age
field system (Field System 1) and a small group of Roman
cremations (Cemetery 1).
Cursus
(Figs 2.7–2.8; Pl. 2.1)
A cursus defined by two parallel ditches, spaced 90m
apart, is clearly visible on aerial photographs running
north-east to south-west from the closed end of the
trapezoidal enclosure for a distance of 0.56km before
becoming obscured by the suburbs of modern
Godmanchester. Seventeen trenches were opened over the
line of the cursus and a total length of 35m (6%) was
manually excavated. No sampling or sieving of the fills
took place, apart from within those lengths of ditch
situated in Area 13 (where the cursus and Pit Group 1
interacted, Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.7 Period 1.1: Middle Neolithic. Cursus. Scale 1:2000

Figure 2.8 Period 1.2: Pit Group 1 and Structure 1. Scale 1:150
29

Ditch location

Ditch segment

Contains fills

Area

Northern side

NE terminal

9454/1700
9549
9333
9336
1665/1666
1661/1662
1608/1728

44
43
22
22
38
39
13

Southern side

9148/1608

9461
9680
9334
9339, 9501, 9502
9720, 9721, 9722, 9723, 9724
1552, 1553, 1554, 1555
1572, 1607, 1717, 1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1725,
1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1730, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747,
9755, 9756, 9757, 9758, 9908, 9909, 9981, 9976, 9931, 9929,
9930, 9928, 9927, 9926, 9900, 9882, 9746, 1571, 9993
9149, 9150, 1707, 1708, 1709, 1714, 1715, 1752, 9153, 9962,
9961, 9960, 9959, 9944, 9943, 9918, 9905, 9904, 9903, 9902,
9781, 9765, 9764, 9762, 9765, 9752, 9982
9743, 9733, 9735, 9738, 9736, 9739, 9740, 9742, 9741, 9737,
9732, 9734

1663/9001

Width
(m)

Depth
(m)

Base height
(surface
height of
gravel, m OD)

1.58
2.40
1.74
2.90
c. 3.75
4.45
c. 3.60

0.28
0.66
0.52
0.80
1.10
1.25
1.27

8.01 (8.31)
7.76 (8.39)
7.79 (8.31)
7.54 (8.34)
7.31 (8.43)
6.78 (8.08)
6.53 (7.80)

13

3.20

0.91

6.89 (7.80)

40

3.30

1.15

6.90 (8.01)

Table 2.3 Dimensions of the cursus ditch

contemporary or were perhaps dug by different parts of
the community – or if in fact the cursus was unfinished
(see Chapter 6).
Unfortunately, as was the case with the trapezoidal
enclosure, and as is typical for this class of monument,
artefacts were scarce within the fills of the cursus, making
it difficult to gauge the date of its construction and
longevity. However, examination of the recorded sections
in Area 13 suggests that it was maintained and cleared out
(partially) on at least two occasions (Fig 2.8, Section
9030). Only twelve pottery sherds, some little more than
crumbling fragments of residual Early Neolithic vessels,
and ten lithic objects were recovered from the cursus ditch
and its re-cuts. A single piece of worked flint came from
the terminal of the cursus ditch in Area 43. Radiocarbon
dating was only able to provide a very broad date of
between 3550–2505 cal BC (at 95% probability), with a
likelihood that it was constructed after 3400 cal BC (67%
probability) (Healy et al. 2011, 288). The results of the
macrofossil and pollen analysis reveal that the cursus was
constructed in lightly grazed pasture land with nearby
woodland consisting mainly of oak and hazel, with some
alder, lime and the occasional pine tree.

There were significant differences in the character of
the northern and southern cursus ditches: the southern
ditch (9001/9002/9042) was unbroken but the northern
side had two (possibly three) gaps or ‘passages’. There
was a significant break of 18m between the north-east
terminal of ditch 9700 (Area 44) and the south-west
terminal of ditch 9699 (Area 43). A larger 58m gap was
plotted from aerial photographs between the other
(north-east) terminal of ditch 9699 and the south-west
terminal of a short length of ditch 9333. This terminal was
very abrupt and misshapen, as if unfinished, and the
original intention may have been either to form a
continuous link with ditch 9699, or to create another
smaller gap. There is, however, no doubt that the gap in the
northern corner of the cursus, created by a 3m space
between ditches 9333 and 9336/9510 (Area 22; Fig. 2.7
inset) was planned from the outset. This passage was next
to the terminal of a gully or small ditch (9331/9514),
which ran alongside the former northern side of the
trapezoidal structure. This ditch may have formed a
barrier associated with the control of movement through
this passage.
Another observed difference is that the ditches which
formed the northern side and the terminal of the cursus
were flat-bottomed whilst the southern ditch had a more
rounded profile. In addition, the cursus ditches on the
northern side were extremely shallow in comparison with
the southern side, whilst the broadest and deepest length
of the ditch was that which formed the terminal. This
reflects the fact that the terminal ditch was cut through the
loose infill of the ditch of the trapezoidal monument (Fig.
2.8, section). Differences in the proportions of the various
ditches are demonstrated in Table 2.3.
Nevertheless, the contrast in size between the northern
ditch and the more substantial terminal and southern
ditches, and thus the amount of primary material available
for bank construction, must have been intentional. It is
conceivable that the banks were deliberately made higher
at the cursus terminal and along its southern side. These
significant differences in ditch design also beg the
question as to whether these two ditches were completely

Period 1.2: Late Neolithic (c.3000–2500 BC)
Features associated with the trapezoidal enclosure and
cursus
(Fig. 2.8)
Introduction
A cluster of pits (Pit Group 1) and a possible structure(s)
(Structure 1) were dug into the infilled ditches at the
junction of the trapezoidal enclosure and the cursus (Area
13). This activity began in the Late Neolithic and
continued into the Middle Bronze Age, spanning a
remarkably long period of approximately 700 years.
Analysis of environmental remains recovered from the
pits (Table 2.4) demonstrates that, during the time they
were in use, the surrounding habitat altered as the land was
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Pit Phase

Feature

Sample no.

Radiocarbon dating

Inferred habitats and human activity

Phase 1
Phase 2

Pit 9963
Pit 9970

GU-5266
GU-5267

cal BC 2840–2340
cal BC 2470–2050

Phase 3

Pit 9964

GU-5213

cal BC 1630–1410

Local woodland with scrub
Local woodland with scrub but more open than above. Some disposal of
charred cereals.
Locally open conditions. Disposal of charred and uncharred crop plant
remains (cereals, flax, opium poppy).

Table 2.4 Pit Group 1: pit dating sequence and summary of habitat change

To the north of these possible foundations lay two
post-holes, possibly forming part of the same structure or
an associated fence line. Unfortunately, only one of these
features was fully recorded. This feature (9145) was
sub-circular in plan (0.7m x 0.5m) and was truncated
(0.2m deep); it contained a single fill of yellow-brown
sandy silt and no finds.

cleared of trees and a mixed regime of cereal farming and
animal husbandry was established.
Excavation of the pits began in Area 13 in 1988 and,
due to the locally complex archaeology and high water
table, it was decided to excavate all the archaeological
deposits by hand in a series of up to forty spits, each
c.0.15m deep. In this way it was intended that the
stratigraphic sequence could be reconstructed once
individual features were identified. In addition, all
deposits were extensively sampled to recover artefacts
and environmental data, while all finds and samples were
recorded three-dimensionally. In 1990 the gravel quarry
came sufficiently close to completely dewater the area and
full excavation took place before the condition of the
artefactual and ecofactual contents had time to
deteriorate. It has been possible, therefore, to separate
these pits (using a combination of stratigraphy, artefacts
and radiocarbon dating) into three sequential phases
which are described under their appropriate period
headings below (Phase 1 = Late Neolithic; Phase 2 = Early
Bronze Age; Phase 3 = Middle Bronze Age).

Pits beneath Enclosure 2
(Fig. 2.9)
Approximately 80m north-east of Pit Group 1, and
aligned with it, were two large pits (Pit Group 2; Area 24)
which were subsequently cut by a Middle Bronze Age
enclosure (9258, Enclosure 2, see below). The pits were
fully excavated by hand, although no sieving took place.
The northernmost example (9424) was oval in plan with
irregular concave sides and a flat base (4.7m x 3.05m and
1.35m deep). Sealing a basal fill of redeposited natural
which contained traces of timber (9436; Samples 8042,
8043, 8044: grouped as 8041) were several dark
grey-brown clay pebbly sand deposits. Finds from pit
9424 included a cow tibia that had been split for marrow
extraction (9427), as well two sherds of Beaker pottery
from the uppermost fill (9428; Fig. 2.43, No. 13). Located
to the south of pit 9424, was a similarly sized pit (9442)
which was also oval in plan with concave sides, although
with a slightly concave base (9442: 5m x 4m and 1.35m
deep). Its basal fill was again redeposited natural, above
which lay five layers of clay loam and gravel. It is
noteworthy that both pits had distinctive layers of flint
nodules present in their upper fills (which yielded further
finds, noted below) which may have been a significant
deposit of hard-core laid down to form an entrance into the
later enclosure (Enclosure 2). If this interpretation is
correct, it would suggest that the uppermost fills of these
pits were contemporary with the use of Enclosure 2.

Pit Group 1, Phase 1
The earliest feature within the pitting sequence was a
small pit (9963) which lay at the junction of the southern
and eastern elements of the cursus (cutting into cursus
ditch fills 9755 and 9771). It was oval in shape (1.3m x
0.87m and 0.55m deep) with steep straight sides and a
concave base. A small feature (0.15m diameter, 0.1m
deep) lying at its centre was filled with wood and packed
with gravel, suggesting that it may have been a post-pipe.
The basal black loamy clay fill (9941) also contained
small waterlogged twigs which gave a radiocarbon date of
2 8 4 0 – 2 3 4 0 c a l B C ( G U - 5 2 6 6 , 4 0 0 0 ± 6 0 BP ) .
Environmental evidence suggests that the local landscape
was one of woodland and scrub. No artefacts were
recovered from the pit fills.

Pits above the cursus
(Fig. 2.10)
Located close to the north-west corner of Enclosure 2 (and
pre-dating it, but post-dating the northern cursus ditch)
were two small pits (Pit Group 3, Area 29). Close to the
north-west corner of Enclosure 2 and cutting into the
western edge of the northern cursus ditch was a small
circular pit (9495) with nearly vertical sides and a fairly
flat base (0.55m diameter, 0.5m deep). The primary dark
grey clay sand fill (9496) was of note as it also contained
the poorly preserved disarticulated remains of a human
skeleton (sk. 8504, Fig. 2.10). Analysis suggests that these
were the bones of a young person of between 15–20 years
of age, although the sex could not be determined (Mays,
below). This lower fill was overlain by two light yellowbrown silt-sand layers.

Structure 1
Located at the junction of the trapezoidal enclosure and
the cursus were two gullies and three post-holes that have
tentatively been interpreted as structural remains,
possibly from a shelter (or shelters) associated with the
Phase 1 pit (although their date remains uncertain). Two
short lengths of parallel ditch were found (9114 and
9103), aligned north-west to south-east, c.4m apart. The
westernmost (9114) was 3.9m long, 0.7m wide and 1.35m
deep, with a flat base and evenly sloping sides. It
contained five fills of dark yellow-brown silt. The gully to
the east (9103), was 0.5m wide and 0.25m deep and
contained a single deposit of very dark grey-brown silt
sand. The small amount of pottery recovered from these
features is earlier Neolithic in date – probably disturbed
from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch.
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Figure 2.9 Period 1.2: Late Neolithic. Pit Group 2. Scale 1:250
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Figure 2.10 Period 1.2: Late Neolithic. Pit Group 3. Scale 1:150

Located to the south of pit 9495 and cut away by the
north-west corner of Enclosure 2 was another pit (9512).
This feature was oval in plan, with vertical sides and an
uneven base (c.2m long by 1.4m wide and 0.8m deep). It

was backfilled with three mixed deposits of redeposited
natural. The upper fill (9511) extended beyond the outline
of the pit, suggesting that the feature may in fact have been
up to 3m long.
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Figure 2.11 Period 1.2: Late Neolithic. Ditch 1 and cremation 9265. Scale 1:1000
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Ditch within the trapezoidal enclosure
(Fig. 2.11)
Located within the interior of the trapezoidal enclosure a
narrow ditch (Ditch 1), orientated north-north-west to
south-south-east, was traced as a cropmark over a distance
of c.175m. A total of 48.75m (28%) of the ditch was handexcavated within three areas (Areas 23, 33 and 10/25); no
sampling or sieving was undertaken. The ditch was c.1m
wide and 0.6m deep with concave sides and a flat base and
it contained a single loose dark yellow-brown loamy sand
fill with a few small to medium sub-angular flints. Its
north-western terminal was located in Area 25 where it
curved around, and was recorded as clipping post-location
9474. This terminal ran parallel to the ditch of the
trapezoidal enclosure and, assuming this had been infilled
by this time, may have respected its extant bank. The
course of the ditch was confirmed in Area 33 and it was
located again in Area 23 where it cut across Enclosure 1
(Period 1.1). The ditch profile changed noticeably in this
area as the base rose sharply in segment 9293 and
continued for 3.5m as a very shallow double feature
before deepening again in segment 9280. A similar
change in character was also noted in the south-east
extension of Area 25. Cropmark evidence suggests that
the ditch extended beyond Area 23 but its south-eastern
limit was not established.
Twelve lithic objects and three pottery sherds were
recovered from this feature in Area 25 and nine lithic
objects and an intrusive clay tobacco pipe stem were
found in Area 23. Although this material is mostly Early
Neolithic pottery and flint, this appears to have been
residual and disturbed from other features in the vicinity.
The upper fill of the disused ditch was later used to
place an isolated Bronze Age cremation of a young adult
for which no container survived (sk. 8001, 9265; Mays,
below).

carbon result obtained from the antler gives a date of
3030–2500 cal BC (OxA-2323; 4220±90BP) making it
considerably later (by c.500 years) than the dates obtained
for the post-array. If this dating is correct then an
explanation must be sought for the continued recognition
of this post-location over such a long period, given that the
original post is highly unlikely to have been preserved for
this length of time. It is noteworthy that Area 25 was also
the part of the trapezoidal enclosure in which most
(redeposited) artefacts were found, indicating that the area
surrounding post 9474 was the focus of significant activity
over many centuries. These themes are more fully
addressed in the discussion (Chapter 6).
In addition, Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age flint
tools associated with the production of hides were found
in the vicinity of the open end of the trapezoidal enclosure
(Dickson and Parker, below). It is possible that the bank of
the trapezoidal enclosure remained upstanding and visible
within the landscape at this time, providing a defined
space within which to clean hides.
Period 2.1: Early Bronze Age (c.2500/2200–1600 BC)
Large mound
(Figs 2.13–2.14)
A substantial annular ditch (Ring Ditch 2) that enclosed
the remnants of a mound was located c.200m to the north
of the trapezoidal enclosure and the cursus (Area 34; Fig.
2.13). Although not dated with any certainty, this type of
burial monument is consistent with the traditions of the
Early Bronze Age. The feature and its surrounding area
were mechanically stripped to establish the exact
dimensions of the annular ditch and associated features.
Machining revealed a sub-circular ring ditch (37m x
34m) that enclosed an area of c.990 m2. Four segments
were manually excavated and a composite section across
the feature recorded (Fig. 2.14, Sections A–C), while an
additional slot was hand-excavated to establish the ditch’s
relationship with an adjacent Roman quarry (Quarry 1,
Fig. 3.6). The remaining ditch fills were removed with a
small mechanical excavator. A total of 8% of the ditch was
manually excavated and 45% investigated by machine. Its
width varied between 2.7 and 4.2m and there were also
marked differences around its course in terms of ditch
profile and infill. The western side had a broad, flattened
U-shaped profile with only three infill layers (9353, Fig.
2.14, Section C). The eastern side had a deeper, wide ‘slot’
at the base for at least part of its length and no developed
soil horizon but was instead filled by a multiplicity of
yellow-brown sandy loam layers (9564, Fig. 2.14, Section
A). One layer, however, was very distinctive as it consisted
of a thick layer of white calcium carbonate (9562/9571)
that was visible in all sections around approximately half
of the ring ditch (between segment 9584 clockwise to
segment 9394). A bright white fill within the ditch would
have made the monument very visible within the
landscape and it is possible that it was deliberately placed
(Canti, Appendix 4, Samples CFA4 and CFB).
Below this layer the primary sandy silt yellow-brown
ditch fills were largely devoid of finds, although some
worked flint was found. The pottery associated with this
monument was recovered only from its upper fills and is
very fragmentary (average sherd weight 4g): it dates to the
Early and Middle Neolithic, apart from a single sherd
dated to the Bronze Age.

Continued use of the trapezoidal enclosure
(Fig. 2.12)
As noted above, aspects of the trapezoidal enclosure were
re-cut several hundred years after its initial construction,
as exemplified by a significant post-hole (9474). This
feature was located in Area 25, in the exact position a
post-hole from the trapezoidal enclosure array was
predicted. It was sub-oval in plan with steeply sloping
sides and a rounded base (1.6m by 1.1m, 0.97m deep). To
maximise the collection of data the feature was
completely excavated by hand. The primary dark yellowbrown sandy clay fill (9479) was overlain by a dark brown
sandy loam containing a high proportion of charcoal
including two pieces of burnt timber (9476), and it was
within the lower part of this fill that a substantial antler
pick was found (Fig. 2.12, SF 3611), along with a worked
flint. These deposits were sealed by loose slightly stony
dark yellow-brown loamy sand with a few sub-angular
flints (9475).
This post-hole was significantly different from the
other trapezoidal enclosure post-holes excavated, both in
the sense that it had no visible post-pipe and also that it
contained the antler pick. Assuming that this was indeed a
post-hole like the others, it seems improbable that the post
could have been inserted with the antler pick in situ and
the most likely explanation is therefore that the original
trapezoidal enclosure post, or its remains, had been
removed prior to the deposition of the antler. A radio-
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Figure 2.12 Period 1.2: Late Neolithic. Continued use of the trapezoidal enclosure. Scale 1:3000

Figure 2.13 Period 2.1: Early Bronze Age. Large mound (Ring Ditch 2). Scale 1:1000
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Figure 2.14 Period 2.1: Early Bronze Age. Sections across the large mound (Ring Ditch 2). Scale 1:50

although small, is worthy of note and includes an Early
Bronze Age arrowhead and blades, together with blade
cores (Fig. 2.39, Nos 12, 14 and 15).

Following topsoil stripping by machine and manual
cleaning and excavation of the visible features, the
remainder of the mound (9362, Fig. 2.14, Section B) was
removed by machine, apart from a 5m square around the
central point which was excavated by hand. No sampling
or sieving took place. The area enclosed by the ditch
contained the remnants of a well-constructed turf mound
(including turf lenses) that survived to a height of 0.34m
above the surface of the gravel. The mound was c.26m
wide and its limits, although difficult to define in places,
lay between 3m and 5m from the inner lip of the ditch.
Recorded just to the west of the centre of the mound was a
rectangular feature (9382: measuring 1.4m by 1.6m and
0.35m deep) which cut the mound and may have been a
grave (secondary burial), although no human remains
were found. An alternative interpretation is that it may
have held a marker of either stone or wood. Seven worked
flint objects and one Roman pottery sherd were found
within the mound material. The lithic assemblage,

Pit Group 1, Phase 2
(Fig. 2.15)
Pit digging at the T-junction of the cursus and the
trapezoidal enclosure began in the Late Neolithic (see
Phase 1, above) and was either revisited or continued into
the Early Bronze Age and beyond (see Phase 3 below).
Eight pits were dug at this time, all with flat bases and
steep or near vertical sides. Many yielded informative
assemblages of environmental material, including plant
macrofossils, pollen and insects: the date of the pits
remains equivocal and there are indications in the
environmental material that some of the pits assigned here
may actually date to the Middle Bronze Age (see
Robinson and Murphy, below).
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Figure 2.15 Period 2.2: Middle Bronze Age. Enclosure 2. Scale 1:250

A sequence of three pits lay on or close to the northern
edge of the trapezoidal enclosure and cursus. One
example (9965) was located 2.6m to the north-east of Late

Neolithic pit 9963, just cutting the ditch of the trapezoidal
enclosure. It was oval in plan (1.43m x 0.82m and 0.35m
deep) with steep, straight sides and two shallow scoops in
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stinging nettles, in the vicinity. Nettles thrive in soils with
high levels of nitrogen and are often found growing
around abandoned buildings or in areas utilised by
animals (since animal waste contains high levels of
organic nitrogen).
Further south, sub-oval pit 9973 was slightly smaller
although deeper (1.33m long by 0.93m wide and 0.66m
deep). It contained five fills of grey-brown loose and stony
sand with flecks of charcoal and chalk.
Positioned at the top of the southern edge of the cursus
ditch, pit 9192 was a large irregular oval feature which was
not completely excavated (at least 2.5m long, by 1.8m
wide and 0.85m deep). Only three fills were recorded
comprising dark grey-brown sticky silt with common
stones. Not only was butchered animal waste recovered
from this pit but a butchered human bone was
provisionally identified by Rosemary Luff during the
assessment (this material has since been lost). Luff
described a partial tibia with about half a dozen knife-cuts
on the posterior distal surface of the shaft. Since this
material was not seen by the project’s human skeletal
remains specialist, the identification must remain
provisional.

the base separated by a line of iron panning. Twenty-two
layers were excavated within this pit (in spits), mostly
consisting of friable dark grey, loamy clay deposits –
within one of these layers two small limestone blocks
were found. Although unworked these stones may have
been utilised as rubbers to grind cereals (9915; 10 x 10cm
and 10 x 20cm – not illustrated) and a definite small
rubber, possibly used as a linen smoother, was also found
(Fig. 2.45, SF 3115). The pit fills also yielded a flake from
a polished implement of Early Bronze Age date (Fig. 2.39,
No. 17). Located to the south-east of pit 9965 lay pit 9966,
inside the trapezoidal enclosure and on the projected line
of the southern arm of the cursus. It was sub-oval in shape
(1.19m x 1.4m x 0.4m deep) with straight sides and an
irregular base. Thirty layers were excavated within this pit
(by spits). The lower layers were dark grey plastic silt
clays overlain by dark grey-brown friable silt loam. Finds
included a pig ulna displaying dismembering marks.
Cutting through these two pits, pit 9175 was an elongated
oval (measuring at least 2.5m by 1.92 and was 0.58m
deep). Its primary fill (1587) was a pale brown loose stony
sandy loam overlain by a further twelve spits of dark
yellow brown silt sand and loam, from which no finds
were recovered.
Pit 9107 was originally thought to be the post-pipe for
one element of the trapezoidal enclosure post array, but
was subsequently observed to be a shallower pit postdating this feature and has therefore been assigned to Pit
Group 1. It apparently cut into pit 9966, but no details of
its character of fills were recorded, nor was it planned (at
least, no records survive in the archive). It contained a
range of finds comprising Early Bronze Age lithics
(including a hammer/anvil and flakes, Fig. 2.39, Nos 13,
18 and 19) and two querns (a saddle quern (Fig. 2.45, SF
3032) and another which may in fact have been a grinding
slab (Fig. 2.45, SF 3100)). Faunal remains included cattle
bones. This pit was notably associated with a human tibia
and a shed red deer antler base, recovered from an upper
fill/overlying deposit (9133).
At the exact centre of the trapezoidal enclosure and
cursus junction, another pit (9967) was sub-circular in
plan (1.67m by 1.53m and 0.25m deep). Thirty-three spits
were excavated within this pit. The lower deposits
comprised very dark grey loose stony sandy silt loam.
Finds included a cattle mandible that had been hacked
with a heavy blade. Analysis of the pollen within this
feature suggests that it held standing water (Wiltshire,
below), while the remains of wood within its fills indicate
that it may originally have been wattle-lined (in a similar
fashion to adjacent pit 9970 and later pit 9964, see below).
Environmental remains include uncharred flax, cereals
and opium poppy. Pottery recovered from layers above
this pit dates to the Later Bronze Age.
Situated adjacent and to the south of pit 9967, oval pit
9970 was a very similar shape and size, although slightly
deeper (1.63m by 1.38m and 0.5m deep). The primary fill
was loose dark grey friable and silty clay with common
small angular stones. The remains of wood within this
feature indicate that it may originally have been wattlelined. Dating of these wooden remains using radiocarbon
analysis suggests a date of 2470–2050 cal BC (Sample
GU-5267; 3830±60 BP). Lithics from the pit fills included
a barbed and tanged arrowhead (Fig. 2.39, No. 16).
Environmental evidence shows that the surrounding area
consisted of scrub land with many weeds, particularly

Cremation
(Fig. 2.11)
Two patches of cremated burnt human bone thought to be
a single cremation (Cremation 9265, fills 9286 and 9285),
were found in the top of Ditch 1, toward the southern end
of its excavated length. The disturbed remains are those of
a young adult of unknown sex (sk. 8001, 1288 fragments,
531.2g, estimated mean fragment size 16mm). The bone
was well burnt to a mainly neutral white, with some light
grey material. A radiocarbon date of 1890–1500 cal BC
(OxA-3366; 3390±75BP) was obtained from charcoal
associated with the cremated bone. This provides an Early
Bronze Age terminus ante quem for the infilling of Ditch
1.
Period 2.2: Middle Bronze Age (c.1600–1200 BC)
Enclosure 2
(Fig. 2.16)
A substantial enclosure (Enclosure 2) was located largely
within the north-west corner of the trapezoidal enclosure
and was orientated south-east to north-west with an
entrance c.4m wide, located off-centre on the south-east
side. It was formed by a single ditch that enclosed an area
measuring 100m long by 76m wide (0.76ha). Seven
segments constituting 9.7m (c.2.6%) of the enclosure
ditch were excavated in Areas 11, 24, 29 and 32. A small
part of the enclosure’s interior was sampled when Trench
11 was excavated, although no features were seen. The
north-western corner of the enclosure was found to have
been cut through a layer of gravel, derived from the bank
of the trapezoidal enclosure, and infilling its delimiting
ditch. The enclosure ditch also cut through a small ditch
(9514) which re-defined the northern side of the
trapezoidal enclosure and is thought to have been
associated with the construction of the cursus. Enclosure
2, therefore, was constructed after the trapezoidal
enclosure ditch had been filled in and these ditches may
have been deliberately infilled to build the enclosure.
Enclosure 2 was also built over two large Late Neolithic
(possibly Early Bronze Age) pits (Pit Group 2, Area 24).
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Figure 2.16 Period 2.2: Middle Bronze Age. Pit Group 1, Phase 3. Scale 1:1000

Area 29 and three lithic objects were recovered from the
ditch fill: a core and two scrapers (Fig. 2.40, Nos 20–22).

Both pits contained layers of flint nodules which may
have served as hard core, possibly laid down to provide a
stable entrance into the enclosure. These layers within pit
9424 yielded twelve pottery sherds including Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Beaker and sixteen lithic
objects, while in pit 9442, the layer of flint nodules
contained five lithic objects.
The ditch itself was up to 1.7m wide and 1.25m deep
with steep sloping sides and a flat, or slightly rounded,
base. It contained a single dark grey-brown silt loam fill
with patches of yellow, sandier, redeposited natural
material. One residual Early Bronze Age food vessel
fragment was found in the top of the enclosure ditch in

Pit Group 1, Phase 3
(Fig. 2.15)
Three pits were identified as forming a final phase of pit
digging associated with the junction of the trapezoidal
enclosure and the cursus. A large oval pit (9964) with
steep sides and an almost flat base cut through the north
side of the trapezoidal enclosure ditch (1.66m by 1.24m,
0.43m deep). Thirty-seven fills were excavated by spit,
comprising a sticky mixture of dark grey and yellow
brown sandy clay loam which provided good organic
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preservation. This pit had a partial wattle lining or fence,
which survived apparently in situ on its northern edge.
The wattle was irregularly constructed mostly of hazel
(Corylus) rods, with triple, double and perhaps single
sails, over a length of c.1m (see Murphy, Chapter 2.V).
The wattle lining cut into the infill of an earlier adjacent pit
(9967) and may have been put in place to prevent the pits
from collapsing into each other. The wood was
radiocarbon dated to the Middle Bronze Age (1671–1420
cal BC; GU-5213; 3240±50BP). Environmental analysis
showed that flax, cereals and opium poppies were being
grown in an open area relatively free of trees, while insect
analysis revealed that stock animals were also present.
Faunal remains included a red deer humerus with possible
cut marks. Pottery found in layers above this pit dates to
the Later Bronze Age.
The final two pits in the sequence were small and
irregular with concave sides and bases (9977: 1.1m by
0.8m, 0.58m deep; 9978: 1.6m by 1.5m by 0.58m deep).
These features were not fully excavated, but appeared to
be closely related. Pit 9977 yielded a notched flake (Fig.
2.40, No. 23).
Bronze Age rapier
(Pl. 2.2)
Other evidence for Bronze Age activity comprised the
discovery of a copper alloy rapier that may date to the
Middle Bronze Age, which was found c.200m to the south
of the south-east corner of the trapezoidal enclosure. The
object was discovered by Stanley George using a metal
detector, who subsequently handed it to Alison Taylor
(former County Archaeologist for Cambridgeshire) for
inclusion in the Godmanchester archive. Although its
context could not be established precisely, the area in
which it was found was extensively investigated and no
other metalwork was found. It is therefore suggested that
this was an isolated object and not part of a hoard (Humble
with Howard-Davis, Chapter 2.IV, Fig. 2.41).
Furthermore, it is not known whether this high status
object was a deliberate deposit in an area of known ritual
activity or an accidental loss.

Plate 2.2 Detail of scratches on the blade of the Bronze
Age rapier

(Ring Ditch 2), however, there was evidence for tree
clearance that pre-dated, and was perhaps associated with,
the establishment of fields in this area (Field System 1).
Various irregular pits interpreted as tree throws were
recorded as cutting through the mound, each filled with a
single very dark grey-brown silty loam. The pits were not
consistent in size and shape but measured up to 2.3m long,
by 1.45m wide and 0.37m deep. No finds were recovered.

Period 2.3: Late Bronze Age (c.1200–800/700 BC)
At the end of the Bronze Age this part of the Ouse Valley
became uninhabitable as the water level rose significantly
(Dawson 2000b, 111; Upex 2008, 176–210). The high
water deposited a thick layer of alluvium in the north of
the project area and its southern limit crossed Area 35 and
the southern end of Area 77. This deposit gives an
indication of the extent of land which was definitely prone
to flooding but this could, of course, have been more
widespread. This was a fertile deposit in which trees and
scrub quickly established themselves, partially undoing
the hard work of the Neolithic and Bronze Age
communities who had initially cleared the land. The
alluvial layer was eventually cut by Iron Age field systems
when water levels dropped and farming activity was
possible.

Field System 1
(Fig. 2.17)
An extensive system of trackways, fields and enclosures
was identified from aerial photographs in the southwestern part of the site. More than 800m of ditches were
mapped and planned but only six segments were hand
excavated and no sampling or sieving took place. The core
of the scheme was a curving ditched trackway defined by
substantial ditches, up to 1.5m wide and 1m deep, which
could be traced over a length of 230m. The trackway was
10m wide at its south-west end but broadened to 16m at an
intersection with a lesser trackway which led off to the
south-east (Area 78). It is noteworthy that this junction
respected the small Neolithic ring ditch (Ring Ditch 1)
which must have remained extant. The lesser trackway
was linear and was plotted for 140m. It was generally only
4.6m wide, but widened to 5.5m near Ring Ditch 1. There
was a considerable difference in size between its defining
ditches: the south-western ditch was 1.3m wide and 0.76m
deep whilst the north-eastern ditch was only 0.6m wide
and 0.24m deep.

Period 3: Iron Age (c.800/700 BC–AD 43)
Tree clearance
Evidence of tree clearance, in the form of tree
throws/hollows, was recorded across the site, but was
often difficult to date. In the vicinity of the large mound
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Figure 2.17 Period 2.3: Early Iron Age. Field System 1. Scale 1:2000
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Figure 2.18 Period 2.3: Early Iron Age. Field System 2. Scale 1:2000

mound. Ditch 9646 turned sharply to the south-west and
indications on the aerial photographs suggest that it may
have joined with the field to the north-west of the major
trackway. The ditches were filled with dark yellow-brown
silty clay loam within which artefacts were scarce. A
single residual Neolithic sherd and a small amount of
Early Iron Age pottery and worked flint came from the
primary fills. A few Roman pottery fragments were also
found in the upper fills, suggesting that the ditches were
not completely backfilled until this time.

Both major and minor trackways were associated with
fields laid out, respectively, on their north-west and
south-west sides. The north-west field was defined by
ditches set 106m apart which were set at right-angles to
the nearby stream, enclosing an area of 1.9ha. A small
entrance from the major trackway was located in the
southern corner of the field where a passage c.1.1m wide
was created between the offset trackway ditches (Area
45). Unfortunately, the full dimensions of the south-west
field could not be established.
Two ditches uncovered to the north, in the vicinity of
the large Early Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch 2) may
have been further components of this field system (Area
34). They cut across the annular ditch and either stopped
short of, or were dug just into the front of, the central

Field System 2
(Fig. 2.18)
A discrete system of enclosures and trackways was
situated north of the Early Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch
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a more cautionary interpretation was offered by Ruggles
(1999, 128–9). More recently, Lloyd (2009) has published
an interpretation of the site as a ‘possible Neolithic
observatory’, based on original data supplied to him by
Humble in 1992.
This section reviews, updates and reanalyses the basic
survey data and attempts a balanced archaeoastronomical
interpretation consistent with current tools and
methodologies (Ruggles 2014a).

2), between the trapezoidal enclosure and the northern
edge of excavation. A total length of 36.5m of the ditches
was hand excavated; no sieving took place. It is possible
that the two field systems were contemporary, although no
linking ditches or trackways were observed. The principal
component of the second field system was a linear ditched
trackway aligned south-east to north-west, traced for a
length of 210m to a stream which it may have forded. Two
parallel ditches spaced c.9m apart, both of which
measured 0.5m wide and 0.25m deep, defined the
north-west to south-east aligned trackway. It was fairly
shallow with a flat base and evenly sloping sides and
contained a single brown sandy loam fill with common
small stones and a few charcoal flecks.
One complete enclosure was identified on the
south-west side of the trackway (Area 35). This was
D-shaped in plan with a small entrance in its north-east
corner; it measured 42m long by 40m wide and enclosed
an area of c.0.17ha. The interior of the enclosure was
machine stripped although no internal features were
found. No finds were associated with this field system and
its suggested Iron Age date therefore remains uncertain.

Source data
Introduction
A prerequisite for the archaeoastronomical analysis is to
determine, as reliably as possible, the true azimuth and
horizon altitude 1 in each direction of possible
significance, such as that between a given pair of timber
posts. Ideally, these parameters would have been
determined directly by a Total Station survey during the
excavation, using timed observations of the sun or other
astronomical body to obtain an accurate determination of
the direction of true north and direct measurements of
horizon points to obtain the relevant altitudes (Ruggles
1999, 164–71). Given, however, that the archaeoastronomical potential of the site was not recognised at the
outset and that no trace remains of any of the post-hole
locations in the modern landscape, the azimuth data must
be deduced from georeferenced locations determined as
precisely as possible from the available records. The
horizon altitude information can be deduced from digital
terrain (Lidar and/or Ordnance Survey DTM) data,
calibrated against a small number of measurements
recorded at the time of the excavations, before the
landscape in the vicinity of the site itself was altered by
quarrying and subsequent landfill.

III. Archaeoastronomy
by Clive Ruggles, with horizon visualisations by Andrew
Smith (2014)

Introduction
The fact that the large posts (presumably oak) lining the
Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure were widely spaced
suggests the possibility that certain pairs of posts might
have marked significant directions with precision. In
addition, the essentially flat and open landscape of the site
makes it possible that the significance of some of these
directions related to astronomical observations, marking
significant rising or setting positions of the sun, moon or
other heavenly bodies against a horizon largely devoid of
prominent topographic features (and quite possibly treecovered). The possibility that alignments between the
posts, and perhaps the axis of the structure itself, might
have been associated with calendrical observations was
first considered after the 1988 excavation had revealed the
first two post-holes. In 1990, following the discovery of
the post-series, a survey was undertaken by Dr Jon
Humble in order to facilitate a formal assessment of the
astronomical possibilities. Following this, Dr Humble
recognised a possible link between the trapezoidal
structure and Ring Ditch 1 within the cursus. A statistical
assessment of the astronomical possibilities was undertaken by Dr Bernard Yallop of H.M. Nautical Almanac
Office, Cambridge, following methods described by Fred
Hoyle in his 1977 popular book On Stonehenge (Hoyle
1977). The initial results were presented in the assessment
report (McAvoy 1999), which included a separate section
on the archaeoastronomy (Humble and Yallop 1999).
Astronomical interpretations proved controversial
from the outset, particularly following popular articles
published in The Independent on Sunday (17 Feb 1991)
and New Scientist (23 Mar 1991) proclaiming the site to be
a ‘sun temple that puts Stonehenge in the shade’ and
‘Europe’s most sophisticated astronomical computer’. A
more measured assessment of the astronomical
possibilities had in fact been included in a short report on
the site produced by Humble in 1991 (Humble 1991) and

Location data
Introduction
(Fig. 2.19)
Twenty-eight positions are considered relevant to the
question of whether the post-array (9187) may have been
laid out and used with reference to astronomical
phenomena (Fig. 2.19). These include the twenty-four
post-holes of the post-array itself, which, for ease of
reference, are here numbered from P1 to P24 running
anti-clockwise from the central post at the entrance
(correspondences with context numbers are illustrated on
the accompanying figure). The centre of the small mound
(Ring Ditch 1, 1694) within the cursus to the WSW is
included (as P25) for the following reasons:
• although relatively small in size, this was evidently a place of

•
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importance in the landscape over a considerable period of time. While
there is no direct evidence that it predated the cursus, the fact that the
central point within the Ring Ditch 1 circuit is equidistant (to within as
little as about 0.2m) from the two side ditches of the cursus, and that
these deviated by about 1° clockwise from the alignment needed to
form a perfect right-angle with the cursus terminal, raises the
possibility that the cursus ditches were constructed to accommodate a
pre-existing feature. The site of the ring ditch was evidently of
considerable longevity: it was respected by an Early Iron Age field
system and the presence of a small group of Roman cremations;
the line P25–P2 is almost exactly parallel to the NNW side of the postarray (P11–P3) and P25–P12 is almost exactly parallel to the central
axis (P13–P1), thus suggesting a direct linkage as regards the
geometrical layout. (See ‘Geometrical relationships …. (P25)’ below,
where these and other geometrical relationships of potential
significance are identified.)
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Figure 2.19 The 28 positions considered in the archaeoastronomical analysis

various locations and the amount by which the range of factors
mentioned above affect the accuracy in each case.
The data are summarised in Table 2.5. While all locations within the
Site Grid are quoted to a precision of 0.1m, the accuracy is variable, as
detailed in the final columns. The factors affecting the accuracy are
spelled out in some detail below. In the table, the most significant source
of potential error in determining the location of each point is indicated in
bold face.

Three additional post-hole locations at the ENE end of
the trapezoidal structure, thought to be related to laying
out the site in advance of construction (Period 1.1), are
also relevant since a prerequisite of incorporating
astronomical alignments could have been to sight them at
earlier stages during the process of design and
construction. However, only two of these (P26, P27) were
recorded during the excavations; no trace of the third
(P28) survived and its location has been assumed from its
likely relationship to other archaeological features.
Given the circumstances under which the relevant
information was recorded, obtaining the georeferenced
locations for the twenty-eight positions is a two-stage
process. At the time of excavation, the position of each
relevant post-hole or other feature was established within
the Site Grid, either as part of the standard recording
process for planned excavations or by trilateration (tape),
triangulation (theodolite) or both combined (EDM) for
locations recorded under salvage conditions. With the
help of sightings upon distant landmarks taken during
1991, the relationship between the Site Grid and the
Ordnance Survey National Grid can be established and
thus the National Grid co-ordinates can be deduced for
each relevant point.
It is helpful to establish at the outset the limits of
accuracy to which it is useful to determine the relevant
parameters. As far as astronomical inferences are
concerned, day-to-day variations in atmospheric
refraction indicate that it is meaningless to quote azimuths
and altitudes to a precision greater than about 0.1°, or 0° 6´
(Schaefer et al. 1990; Ruggles 1999, 25). This compares
with the apparent angular diameter of the sun and moon,
which are both around 0.5°, or 0° 30´. To give an idea of
what this means in practice, in order for the azimuth
between two points d metres apart to be specified to an
accuracy of 0.1°, the location of each point along a line
perpendicular to the line joining them must be specified to
an accuracy of ½ d tan (0.1°).2 To achieve this for values of
d around 170 to 180 (this being the distance between
post-holes across the width of the trapezoidal setting at the
narrower SSW end), each location needs to be specified to
within 0.15m. However, for d around 320 to 370 (between
post-holes at opposite ends of the trapezoidal structure)
the figure rises to 0.3m and for d around 550 to 580
(between Ring Ditch 1 and post-holes at the entrance end
of the trapezoidal enclosure) each location only needs to
be specified to within 0.5m. For the purposes of an
archaeoastronomical analysis there is no point in striving
to exceed these levels of positional accuracy.

b) Locations recorded by planned excavation
Of the eight positions recorded during excavation in discrete areas, four
(P7, 9785; P10, 9827; P11, 9801 and P12, 9783) were post-holes with
well-defined post-pipes (Fig. 2.4), one (P26, 9232) had been truncated
(by ditch terminal 9201), and two more had been modified with no trace
of a post-pipe remaining (P6, 9474 and P13, 9195). The eighth location
(P25) is the centre point of Ring Ditch 1 (1694, Fig. 2.6).
The defining points for the post-holes were taken at the centre of
post-pipes where extant, or at the centre of post-pits where not.
Each of the eight features was recorded at a scale of 1:20. Five (P6,
P7, P12, P13 and P26) were fixed in position relative to the Site Grid by
the planning process. The other three were located by EDM survey:
post-holes P10 and P11 were each located by a single EDM reading at
their centre, while the centre of Ring Ditch 1 (P25) was located using a
total of twenty-four EDM readings taken on the six hand-excavated ditch
segments (four relating to each segment).
Accuracy as constrained by the archaeology
The locations of post-pipe centres can be regarded as accurate to within
about 0.05m.3 Where the post-pipes have disappeared, the best estimate
of their positions can only be obtained from the centres of the post-pits. It
is evident from the asymmetry of the post-hole within the post-pit in such
cases (e.g. Fig. 2.4) that the accuracy in these cases is somewhat lower:
say within 0.1m.
Given that Ring Ditch 1 was only approximately circular, its
geometrical centre (P25) can only be defined to within an accuracy of
about 0.25m. While records of the original EDM readings do not survive,
the Assessment Report notes that:
‘five best-fit circles were established to tie down a central point. The
centres of these five circles fell within a tight grouping, the three
outermost being used as points on the circumference of a circle enclosing
all five. This had a radius of 0.26m, with the two innermost centre points
being only 0.07m and 0.11m removed from its centre. The centre of this
0.26m radius circle was therefore taken to be the central point of the ring
ditch and can be considered to be accurate to within ±0.25m’ (Humble
and Yallop 1999, 167).
Accuracy as constrained by the survey or recording process
Where the locations of the defining points within the post-holes were
established as part of the planning process, they should be accurate on the
Site Grid to within 0.05m. Similarly, the locations of P10 and P11,
established by EDM and then recorded at a scale of 1:20, should be just as
accurate.
The area containing Ring Ditch 1 and point P25, over 200m from the
trapezoidal enclosure, was planned independently of the Site Grid, and a
set of twenty-four EDM readings of points around Ring Ditch 1 were
used to locate it accurately relative to the grid. According to the
Assessment Report (Humble and Yallop 1999, 155–6), these twenty-four
EDM readings did not precisely match the 1:50 drawn plan and ‘a best fit
was applied resulting in a maximum discrepancy at one-point amounting
to 0.32m, with most points being in close agreement with the drawn
plan’. These best-fit values for the surveyed points were subsequently
used to establish the location of the geometrical centre as described
above, implying that the location of that point relative to the Site Grid
cannot be assumed to be established to an accuracy better than about
0.3m.

Locations within the Site Grid
a) Introduction
Two factors clearly affect the accuracy with which the twenty-eight
positions of interest can be located within the Site Grid for the purposes
of identifying alignments of possible significance between them. These
are the accuracy to which a defining point can be specified archaeologically and the nature of the survey or recording method. A third and
potentially more contentious factor is the extent to which the accuracy of
an alignment would have been limited in practice by its physical nature.
Eight of the twenty-eight positions were recorded during excavation
in discrete areas, while another fourteen were recorded in the field but
only under salvage conditions (following subsoil stripping in advance of
quarrying). Five locations could only initially be determined from aerial
photograph rectified plots but had, by April 1992, been located on the
ground and tied in by EDM. The remaining location was assumed from
its likely relationship to other archaeological features. The following
sections outline the different methods employed for establishing the

Accuracy as constrained by the physical nature of the alignment
While, for the purposes of analysis, it might be convenient to consider
idealised alignments between geometrically defined points, it is also
necessary to bear in mind the physical considerations that would arise in
practice. If any of the timber posts in the array were indeed set in position
by, or used for, sighting upon horizon astronomical events, then their
physical width would limit the accuracy of the sightline (or, at least,
current knowledge of it without making arbitrary assumptions about how
it was used). In practice, either side of the nearer post might have been
lined up with either side of the farther one. In effect, the accuracy of the
location of the point defining each post is limited to half the post width
(away from the centre).
To judge from the width of the excavated post-pipes (see Section II
above and McAvoy 1999, table 3), the width of the posts themselves was
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Post-hole
9701

Post-hole
9709

Post-hole
9410

Post-hole
9447

Post-hole
9538

Post-hole
9474

Post-hole
9785
Post-hole
9532

Post-hole
9526

Post-hole
9827
Post-hole
9801
Post-hole
9783
Post-hole
9195

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P9

P10

P13

P12

P11

P8

Context

Position

Well-defined
post-pipe
Well-defined
post-pipe
Well-defined
post-pipe
Modified
with no
remaining
trace of
post-pipe

Well-defined
post-pipe

Modified
with no
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Well-defined
post-pipe
Well-defined
post-pipe

Well-defined
post-pipe

Well-defined
post-pipe

Well-defined
post-pipe

No
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Well-defined
post-pipe

Description

Centre of
post-pipe
Centre of
post-pipe
Centre of
post-pipe
Centre of
post-pit

Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pipe
Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pit

Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pipe

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Defining
point

Excavated in Area 25,
1989
Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Excavated in Area 52,
1990
Excavated in Area 22,
1990
Excavated in Area 30,
1989
Excavated in Area 13,
1988

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989
Excavated in Area 25,
1989

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1989

Recording
circumstances

Planning process

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM
Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM
Planning process

Trilateration using 30m tape

Trilateration using 30m tape

Planning process

Planning process

Trilateration using 30m tape

Trilateration using 30m tape

Trilateration using 30m tape

Trilateration using 30m tape

Triangulation using
theodolite

Method of determining
location within Site Grid

1:20

1:20

1:20

1:20

1:1000

1:1000

1:20

1:20

1:1000

1:1000

1:1000

1:1000

1:1000

Scale

575.5

546.0

506.5

523.8

538.0

555.0

572.0

589.1

606.0

621.0

640.6

675.2

752.2

Location
within the
Site Grid
Easting

517.0

536.1

561.5

596.0

629.1

662.5

697.0

729.0

763.2

793.2

828.4

838.1

803.8

Location
within the
Site Grid
Northing

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Notes

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.2

0.5

0.3

1.6

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.9

0.3

Discrepancy
from initial
estimate

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.5

0.5

0.05

0.05

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

Owing to
nature of
survey

0.4

0.25

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Owing to
physical
nature of
alignment

Otherwise considered accurate to within:
Owing to
nature of
archaeology
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AP
feature

AP
feature

P22

P23

Point feature
on aerial
photograph
Point feature
on aerial
photograph
Point feature
on aerial
photograph

AP
feature

P21

P20

P19

P18

P17

P16

AP
feature,
later
excavated
as 9289
Post-hole Quarried
9821
away before
excavation
could take
place
Post-hole No
9819
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Post-hole No
9815
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Post-hole No
9814
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Post-hole Well-defined
9807
post-pipe

P15

Centre of
post-pipe
(assumed)
Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)
Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)
Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)
Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Point feature
on aerial
photograph
Point feature
on aerial
photograph

AP
feature

P14

Defining
point

Description

Context

Position

Located on the
ground by April 1992

Located on the
ground by April 1992

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1990
Located on the
ground by April 1992

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1990

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1990

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1990

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1990

Located on the
ground by April 1992

Located on the
ground by April 1992

Recording
circumstances

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Method of determining
location within Site Grid

1:1000

1:1000

1:1000

1:1000.

1:1000.

1:1000.

1:1000.

1:1000.

1:1000

1:1000

Scale

825.8

801.0

782.8

762.5

740.2

718.8

695.8

674.2

651.5

609.1

Location
within the
Site Grid
Easting

717.2

684.0

659.0

632.5

602.5

572.8

542.5

511.6

480.5

501.0

Location
within the
Site Grid
Northing

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Notes

3.2

2.9

2.3

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.5

10.3

7.4

Discrepancy
from initial
estimate

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Owing to
nature of
archaeology

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Owing to
nature of
survey

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Owing to
physical
nature of
alignment

Otherwise considered accurate to within:
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Listed as
unused,
probably
quarried
away before
excavation
could take
place
No definite
physical
features in
interior
Truncated by
ditch
terminal
9201. No
remaining
trace of
post-pipe
Listed as
unused,
probably
quarried
away before
excavation
could take
place
Completely
removed, if it
existed, by
ditch
terminal
9206

Description

Assumed
to have
been in a
location
corresponding to
that of
9232 in
Area 8

Trilateration using 30m tape

Planning process

Within Area 9, 1988

Planning process

Triangulation-trilateration
using EDM

Trilateration using 30m tape

Method of determining
location within Site Grid

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1995

Excavated in Area 8,
1988

Centre of
post-pit

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Excavated in Area 78,
1990

Recorded following
sub-soil stripping,
1988

Centre of
post-pit
(assumed)

Geometrical centre

Recording
circumstances

Defining
point

1:20

1:1000

1:20

1:50

1:1000

Scale

676.3

757.3

831.0

425.3

822.5

Location
within the
Site Grid
Easting

847.8

811.0

759.3

340.3

755.2

Location
within the
Site Grid
Northing

O

O

O

O

R

Notes

-

-

-

-

0.2

Discrepancy
from initial
estimate

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.25

0.1

0.05

0.5

0.05

0.3

0.5

Owing to
nature of
survey

0.4

0.4

0.4

1.0

0.4

Owing to
physical
nature of
alignment

Otherwise considered accurate to within:
Owing to
nature of
archaeology

Table 2.5 Determination of the location within the Site Grid of the 28 positions considered by archaeoastronomy

R – Revised co-ordinates J. Humble, 1992 (see text)
O – Original co-ordinates, from 1991 Assessment Report
Limiting factors to accuracy are indicated in bold: where the discrepancy from the initial estimate exceeds the accuracy this is indicated in bold/italic, or just italic where the location was originally determined by aerial photography
All measurements are given in metres

Assumed

Post-hole
9232

P26

P28

Ring
ditch
1694

P25

Post-hole
9000

Post-hole
9349

P24

P27

Context

Position

typically between 0.5m and 0.8m and they were oval in plan. At P12
(9783; erroneously shown as 9873 in McAvoy 1999, table 3), P7 (9785;
erroneously shown as 9875 in McAvoy 1999, table 3) and P10, 9827, the
accuracy is taken here to be within half of the known post-pipe width,
namely 0.25m, 0.3m and 0.4m respectively. In other cases, where there is
no further information, a ‘worst case’ value of 0.4m is taken.
Regarding P25, in the absence of any definite feature marking the
centre of the area within Ring Ditch 1 (or, indeed, any other point within
the interior) there is no reason to suppose that a postulated observer
would have sat or stood precisely at the geometrical centre. Given that the
ring ditch was roughly 9m in diameter, it would seem reasonable to
suggest that such an observer could have placed themselves anywhere in
the interior – indeed, there may have been several such observers – so that
their position should only be specified to an accuracy of about 4m. On the
other hand, supposing that a single observer would have placed
themselves at least approximately at the centre, as judged by eye, one can
arguably place a lower value on the accuracy, say within 1.0m.
It is recognised that considering the physical nature of the
alignments at this stage raises potentially contentious interpretative
issues and that some might wish to argue that the geometrical centres of
the posts (and the precise geometrical centre of Ring Ditch 1) were,
somehow, used to establish precise alignments. Constraints on the
accuracy owing to the physical nature of the alignment are introduced
here, at the ‘source data’ stage, in order not to prejudge the issue and
thereby to exclude other possibilities. This does not preclude the idea that
the alignments could have been very precisely defined.

e) Revision of the Site Grid co-ordinates
The Site Grid co-ordinates of the twenty-eight points, as initially
determined by the various methods described above, were quoted in the
1990 Assessment Report, which also included a preliminary analysis of
the archaeoastronomical possibilities. Following a reassessment by Jon
Humble in 1992, a revised set of Site Grid co-ordinates was generated for
points P1 to P24. The intention was to use the revised figures in an
updated analysis: ‘Azimuth values … were established from an earlier,
less precisely established set of post-hole locations in AutoCAD …
[These] data … will need to be re-calculated at a future date from the
corrected set of post-hole locations’ (Humble and Yallop 1999, 159).
Of the nineteen post-hole locations recorded on the ground, in all but
three cases the initial and revised co-ordinates represent locations less
than 0.6m apart, which is of the same order as the limitations on accuracy
already noted. For P5, a discrepancy of 10.3m in the northing suggests a
gross recording error of 10m; it is easily verified from the 1:1000 site plan
that the revised value is indeed in error, and after adjusting it by 10m the
distance discrepancy in this case is also reduced to under 0.6m. The other
exceptions are P2, where the distance apart is 0.9m, and P7, where it is
1.6m. Since no records survive of the original trilateration/triangulation
measurements and other raw survey data relating to the Site Grid, it is not
clear how the larger discrepancies arose for P2 and P7, but in each case
the position marked on the 1:1000 plan is more consistent with the
revised value. Thus, in Table 2.5 the revised co-ordinates are used (with
the P5 error corrected) as the best estimate of the location within the Site
Grid for the points concerned, but the discrepancy from the initial
estimate (i.e. the distance between the two estimates) is noted.
The discrepancies between the initial and revised estimates of the
five post-hole locations initially determined from AP rectified plots are
larger. This in itself is unsurprising since the scale of the plots (1:2500)
means that 1mm on the plot – perhaps the minimum resolvable distance –
represents 2.5m on the ground. Furthermore, the original analysis used
rectified plots generated from two oblique aerial photographs taken from
different viewpoints in different years, a comparison between which
revealed discrepancies in location ranging from 0.6m to 2.3m.
Nonetheless the much larger discrepancies between the EDM values and
the AP values in the case of P14 (7.4m) and P15 (10.3m) remain
unexplained.
For Ring Ditch 1 (P25) and the early ‘setting out’ posts (Post-hole
Group 1; P26, P27 and P28), no revised Site Grid co-ordinates were
quoted in 1992 and the original determinations must be taken as the best
estimates.

c) Locations recorded under salvage conditions
Fourteen post-holes were recorded following subsoil stripping in
advance of quarrying and planned at 1:20. In each case, a reference point
was located relative to the Site Grid by trilateration and/or triangulation.
It is assumed that each triangulated point was measured to the centre of a
post-pipe, or, where not extant, to the centre of a post-pit and therefore
represents the actual post location. These positional data were then
recorded in the form of a 1:1000 scale plan of the site.
Eight points (P2, P3, P4, P5, P8, P9, P24, P27) were tied in by
trilateration using a 30m tape, either to established Site Grid pegs or to
new pegs set up closer to the trenches. One point (P1) was tied in by
triangulation using a conventional theodolite. The remaining five (P16,
P17, P18, P19, P20) were located by EDM, either relative to established
Site Grid pegs or to new Site Grid pegs whose positions were themselves
determined by EDM.
Estimates of the locations of five other post-holes (P14, P15, P21,
P22 and P23) were originally obtained using aerial photograph (AP)
rectified plots at 1:2500 scale, but by April 1992 these points had also
been located on the ground, tied in to the Site Grid using an EDM, and
plotted on the site plan at 1:1000.

f) Accuracy of the Site Grid locations: summary
The discussion above can be summarised as follows. In the case of
positions recorded by planned excavation, the most severe limiting factor
on the accuracy of an estimated post-hole location within the Site Grid, in
so far as it might have been used to define a putative alignment
(astronomical or otherwise), is the width of the post. For this reason, the
location can generally only be taken as accurate to within 0.4m. Only if it
is assumed that, somehow, precisely defined alignments were set up
through the very geometrical centres of posts can this be reduced to 0.1m
or (in cases where the post-pipe survived) 0.05m. In the case of P25, the
lack of any known physical marker at the exact geometrical centre limits
the accuracy to perhaps 1.0m, or 0.3m if it is assumed that the geometrical
centre was somehow precisely defined. For positions recorded by subsoil
stripping, or located on the ground following their identification on aerial
photographs, the uncertainty due to the nature of the survey itself limits
the accuracy to 0.5m (or 1.0m in the case of P1).
In Table 2.5, the most severe limiting factor on the accuracy of each
location is shown in bold face. In some cases, the discrepancy from the
initial estimate is even larger. This is of no concern for the five post-hole
locations originally estimated using 1:2500 AP rectified plots, which are
inherently of lower accuracy (these discrepancies are italicised), but in
other cases (discrepancies shown in bold italic) this raises the question of
whether the accuracy might be lower than estimated. Given that the
original data are no longer available, this question cannot be resolved
definitively, but the fact that all the 1992 locations were determined after
correcting for known errors in earlier analyses, and thus should represent
significant improvements upon the earlier estimates, argues for the
reliability of the accuracy estimates quoted.

Accuracy as constrained by the archaeology
As for locations recorded by planned excavation, the locations of
post-pipe centres can be regarded as accurate to within about 0.05m but
where the post-pipes have disappeared a figure of 0.1m is more
appropriate.
Accuracy as constrained by the survey or recording process
The process of recording at a scale of 1:1000 limits the accuracy of each
of the locations to about 0.5m, this equating to 0.5mm on the plan. Each
of the locations concerned can be considered accurate to within 0.5m,
except for that of post-hole P1 (9701), which was located by triangulation
and, according to the original assessment (Humble and Yallop 1999,
156), can only be regarded as accurate to within 1.0m.
Accuracy as constrained by the physical nature of the alignment
As noted in the case of locations recorded by planned excavation, the
physical nature of the alignment constrains the accuracy to be within half
of the post width. Given the truncated nature of the post-holes recorded
after subsoil stripping, it is probably unsafe to assume that any particular
post was less than 0.8m wide, even where the base of the post-pipe
remained (Fig. 2.2). In any case the accuracy owing to the nature of the
survey errors, noted above, is lower than the 0.4m accuracy thus
assumed.
d) Location assumed
Post-hole P28 is assumed to have been in a location with respect to the
northern ditch terminal (9206) corresponding to that of P26 (9232) with
respect to the southern terminal (9201) (Fig. 2.3), but – unlike P26 – to
have been completely removed by the ditch terminal. On this assumption,
the point concerned can be specified to an accuracy of within 0.5m.

Locations on the Ordnance Survey National Grid
a) Introduction
Only post-holes P14 and P15 may have survived, initially preserved just
outside the quarried area beneath a topsoil bund (McAvoy 1999, 1.3.4,
p.3), although P15 lay close to the south-western edge of a small artificial
lake. There is no possibility of tying the remaining points directly to the
surrounding landscape except using historical data.
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a) Location data
Point

Description

OSNG Easting (m)

OSNG Northing (m)

Source

Considered accurate
to within (m)

L1

Wyton water tower (centre)

528152.25

273813.78

0.005

L2

Hartford church tower (flagstaff)

525574.88

272550.44

L3

Godmanchester church spire

524530.44

270712.06

L4

Huntingdon St Mary's church tower
(flagstaff)
Hemingford Abbots church spire

524080.63

271646.06

528264.75

271182.16

Wyton St Mary's church spire
(weathervane)

528122

272096

OS (triangulation
station)
OS (triangulation
station)
OS (triangulation
station)
OS (triangulation
station)
OS (triangulation
station)
1:2500 map

Azimuth

PB-Az

L5
L6

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
2

b) Readings from EDM Station 1 (S1): Location obtained by resection: 525802.2, 271204.1
Point

Landmark

Distance (km)

Horizontal plate
bearing

L1

Wyton water tower

3.51

12° 02´ 46²

43° 27´ 54²

-31° 25´ 08²

L2

Hartford church tower

1.37

320° 26´ 54²

351° 52´ 40²

-31° 25´ 46²

L3

Godmanchester church spire

1.36

218° 52´ 54²

250° 18´ 36²

-31° 25´ 42²

L4

Huntingdon St Mary's church tower

1.78

254° 25´ 55²

285° 51´ 34²

-31° 25´ 39²

L5

Hemingford Abbots church spire

2.46

60° 32´ 29²

91° 58´ 19²

-31° 25´ 50²

c) Readings from EDM Station 2 (S2): Location obtained by resection: 525485.4, 270924.7
Point

Landmark

Distance (km)

Horizontal plate
bearing

Azimuth

PB-Az

L1

Wyton water tower

3.93

12° 42´ 32²

44° 10´ 02²

-31° 27´ 30²

L2

Hartford church tower

1.63

333° 09´ 06²

4° 36´ 29²

-31° 27´ 23²

L3

Godmanchester church spire

0.98

227° 26´ 53²

L6

Wyton St Mary's church spire
(weathervane)

2.88

36° 01´ 58²

258° 54´ 16²
67° 30´

-31° 27´ 23²
-31° 28´

Table 2.6 Locations and recorded horizontal plate bearings of distant landmarks and deduced PB–Az corrections
Fortunately, a Total Station survey was undertaken on 12 April 1991
in order to help determine the precise relationship between the Site Grid
and the Ordnance Survey National Grid (OSNG). This was done by
taking the horizontal plate bearings of points in the landscape locatable
within the OSNG, as measured from two specified locations. Although
no attempt was made to establish the north point astronomically, so that
the plate bearings cannot immediately be converted into true azimuths,
the survey still provides vital data with which to establish the relationship
between the two grids.

c) Determination of survey station locations from observations of
distant landmarks
In the 1991 survey, plate bearing readings were taken of six distant
landmarks as listed in Table 2.6a. Landmarks L1–L5 were observed from
EDM Station S1 and L1–L3 and L6 from Station S2. The recorded plate
bearings are listed in Table 2.6b and 2.6c respectively.
Fortunately, the five distant landmarks observed from S1 are all OS
triangulation stations, meaning that their locations are known to an
accuracy of 0.01m. Also, their angular separation is favourable, which
enables the location of S1 to be accurately determined by resection. Each
set of three readings yields an estimate of the location and, in
consequence, of the PB - Az (plate bearing minus azimuth) correction.
When, as here, there are more than three landmarks this enables any gross
errors to be identified, a statistical best fit to be obtained, and random
errors to be estimated. Estimates obtained using the programme
TRIGPT, used for this purpose in archaeoastronomy since the 1970s (e.g.
Ruggles 1984, 71) were then checked and refined using the Ordnance
Survey’s co-ordinate calculation spreadsheet (Ordnance Survey 2007).
The best estimate obtained for the OSNG location of S1 is: (525802.2,
271204.1). The true azimuth of each landmark from this location, as
determined from the OS spreadsheet, is listed in Table 2.6b. Given that
the landmark locations are accurate to within 0.01m then the calculated
azimuths should be reliable to within 2². The standard deviation of the
deduced PB - Az values is 17², indicating that the accuracy of the Total
Station plate bearing readings is about 15² to 20². The standard deviation
remains below 25² if the location estimate is shifted by 0.1m in any
direction, increasing to 30² for a 0.2m shift and 55² for a 0.5m shift. This
direct determination of the location of S1 from observations of distant
landmarks is therefore considered accurate to within 0.1m in any
direction.
Three of these triangulation stations (L1–L3) were also observed
from station S2. On the basis of these three observations the best estimate
of the OSNG location of S2, obtained by the same method as described
above, is (525485.4, 270924.7). The standard deviation of the deduced
PB - Az remains below 20² if the estimated location is shifted by 0.1m in

b) Reference locations relevant to the survey
Measurements were taken from two EDM stations, both positioned on
soil banks: one (S1) located some 30m north-east of the northernmost
corner of the trapezoidal structure and the other (S2) about 75m west of
post-hole P13. Four Site Grid pegs were available at the time for
determining the locations of S1 and S2 relative to the Site Grid: three (G1
at (680, 680), G2 at (650, 860) and G3 at (620, 860)) within 35m of S1 and
one (G4 at (550, 410)) some 70m south of S2. The location of S1 was
determined by resection, taking bearings upon G1, G2 and G3, and
checked using distance measurements. The angular spacing of the grid
pegs is favourable, and the Site Grid location of S1 (649.54, 872.49) was
considered reliable to within 0.01m. (Values in the original report were
quoted to a precision of 0.001m, which is unjustified given the lower
levels of accuracy.)
The Site Grid location of S2 (514.74, 471.79) was determined from
observations of G1, G3 and G4. However, in this case the angular
separation of G1 and G3, over 400m distant, was only approximately 8°
and checking back onto G4 indicated a discrepancy of +0.12m E/–0.22m
N between the location as determined by resection and as determined by
measurements local to G4. This was either a result of the small arc of
resection between G1 and G3, or a cumulative error in the Site Grid from
south-west to north-east. These two possibilities are taken into account in
what follows (see ‘Relationship between the Site Grid and OS National
Grid’ below).
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Position

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28

Location within the
National Grid

Discrepancy
between
transformations
(see text)*

Easting

Northing

DE

525856.7
525807.2
525772.4
525737.9
525709.9
525678.2
525647.4†
525615.4
525584.0
525555.2
525523.0
525544.5
525560.5
525581.6
525608.0
525643.2
525677.3
525712.4
525745.8
525780.0
525810.9
525839.1
525877.2
525893.3
525342.2
525902.7
525864.7
525813.0

271093.3
271161.5
271170.4
271149.7
271131.2
271110.1
271090.9
271069.6
271049.2
271027.6
271006.4
270964.7
270933.4
270902.7
270863.8
270879.4
270895.3
270910.1
270925.1
270939.9
270952.7
270965.3
270981.6
271016.1
270855.5
271015.4
271097.0
271169.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
+0.1
+0.3
+0.1
0.0
0.0

DN

+0.1
0.0
0.0
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.1
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.2
+0.1
0.0

Discrepancy
from 1992
values (Lloyd
2009)
DE

-0.2
-0.4
-0.4
-0.2
-0.2
-0.1
0.0†
+0.1
+0.2
+0.3
+0.4
+0.5
+0.7
+0.8
+0.8
+0.8
+0.7
+0.6
+0.6
+0.4
+0.5
+0.4
+0.3
0.0
+0.5
-

Considered accurate to within:

DN

+0.3
+0.2
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.6
-0.7
-0.8
-0.7
-0.6
-0.6
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
0.0
+0.1
+0.2
+0.3
+0.4
+0.5
+0.3
-1.9
-

Owing to
determination
of S1 by
resection
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Owing to
discrepancy
between
transformations
0.05
<0.05
<0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.1
0.05
<0.05

Owing to
accuracy
within Site
Grid

Owing to
physical
nature of
alignment

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.05
0.5
0.5
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.5

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.25
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.4

* The figure quoted is that obtained from Transformation 2 less that obtained from Transformation 1 (D E = X#2 – X#1, D N = Y#2 – Y#1).
† The 1992 value of 525647.4 is misprinted as 525649.4 in Lloyd (2009)

Table 2.7 Determination of the 28 locations within the Ordnance Survey National Grid resulting from the
transformation of the Site Grid co-ordinates listed in Table 2.5. All measurements are given in metres. In the last two
columns, the more severe limiting factor on the accuracy of each location is shown in bold face.

any direction. The fourth distant landmark observed from S2 (L6) is not a
triangulation station and its location is estimated from 1:2500 maps to be
(528122, 272096). To judge from similar estimates for L1–L5, this is
likely to be accurate to within 2m. Given that at a distance of 2.88km an
error of 2m in the location represents an angle of about 2.4´, the
observations of this landmark do not improve the estimate of the location
of S2, although they are consistent with it (Table 2.6c).

than 0.3m and thus within the levels of accuracy identified in Table 2.5
both for the determination of locations within the Site Grid and for
defining meaningful orientations given the nature of the archaeology and
the physical nature of the alignments postulated. This analysis can
therefore proceed with confidence to derive a general formula for
transforming between the two grids.
The difference between true north and National Grid north is not
relevant to the transformation because it can be applied at each point to
obtain the true azimuth from the grid azimuth post hoc. (The grid
convergence—the true azimuth of grid north—varies from about +1° 27´
25² for the westernmost points of interest to about +1° 27´ 45² for the
easternmost.) Similarly, the effect of the curvature of the earth on horizon
altitudes is taken into account at a later stage, when calculating the
(astronomical) declinations (see below). The arc-to-chord (t–T)
correction – the difference between the direction of one point from
another as estimated from the OS grid projection and the true (geodetic)
direction – is less than 1² and negligible over the area concerned. Finally,
the local scale factor, which is 0.9998 over the entire area, can be treated
as a scaling constant. Therefore, for the purposes of defining the relevant
locations sufficiently accurately for this analysis, it is sufficient to define
a simple two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate transformation:

d) Relationship between the Site Grid and OS National Grid
By comparing the Site Grid co-ordinates of S1 and S2 with their OS
National Grid co-ordinates, it is possible to derive a formula for
transforming between the two grids. Before doing this it is useful as a
consistency check to compare the distance between the two points as
deduced from the two locations in each grid. The Site Grid locations S1 =
(649.54, 872.49) and S2 = (514.74, 471.79) imply that the distance
between the two points is 422.77m. The National Grid locations S1 =
(525802.2, 271204.1) and S2 = (525485.4, 270924.7) imply that the
distance between the two points is 422.4m. The local scale factor – the
distance between two points as estimated from the OS grid projection
divided by the true (geodetic) distance – for the line between S1 and S2 is
0.9998, so that 422.4m on the National Grid represents 422.5m on the
ground. The discrepancy between this and the Site Grid distance is less
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ground modelling package) that did not take into account geodetic
corrections. These data were supplied by Jon Humble to David Lloyd at
the time and subsequently formed the basis of his independent
archaeoastronomical analysis (Lloyd 2009).

X = (cx + a) cos J – (cy + b) sin J
Y = (cx + a) sin J + (cy + b) cos J
or, in reverse:
x = (X cos J + Y sin J – a) / c

e) Accuracy of the OS National Grid locations for the purpose of the
archaeoastronomical analysis
As stated in endnote 2, if two locations d metres apart are specified to
within x1 and x2 metres respectively along a line perpendicular to that
joining them, then the azimuth of the line joining them is specified to
within tan–1 ((x1 + x2)/d). Some typical values are tabulated in Table 2.8,
considering the dominant source of uncertainty listed in Table 2.7. It will
be seen that in the most favourable cases such as P11–P24, P25–P24 and
P13–P2, the locations are specified sufficiently accurately that there is
little or no significant uncertainty in the azimuth beyond the 0.1° level of
accuracy that is inherent in the astronomical parameters (see ‘Location
data: Introduction’), even taking into account the physical nature of the
alignment. Even in the worst cases the uncertainty does not exceed 0.3°.

y = (– X sin J + Y cos J – b) / c
where x and y are the easting and northing on the Site Grid and X and Y are
the easting and northing on the National Grid.
Two possible transformations are:
Transformation #1: c = 0.9998; a = 319108.9; b = 496897.0.
Transformation #2: c = 0.9991; a = 319129.7; b = 496884.5.
Both transformations locate S1 correctly within both grids.
Transformation #1 places S2 at (514.83, 472.07), closer to S1 on the Site
Grid along the line joining them, in order to preserve its National Grid
location while also preserving the correct scale factor. In other words, it
assumes that there was an error in locating S2 within the Site Grid.
Transformation #2 adjusts the scale factor to 0.9991 to fit the measured
Site Grid distance between S1 and S2, effectively assuming a uniform
cumulative error in laying out the Site Grid itself. Note that a given
distance on the National Grid now represents a larger distance on the
ground, so this correction is as would be expected if the tapes used to set
out the Site Grid had stretched.
The largest discrepancy between the National Grid co-ordinates for
a given point obtained from the Site Grid co-ordinates listed in Table 2.5
using the two different transformations, (X#2 – X#1, Y#2 – Y#1), is (0.3, 0.2)
for P25. This drops to (0.2, 0.2) for P12, P13 and P14 and progressively
towards the north and east, becoming negligible for points P2, P3 and
P28, closest to S1. In Table 2.7 the mean figure is presented as a best
estimate of the National Grid location, noting the discrepancy as an
indication of the likely accuracy given the uncertainty as to which
transformation is more appropriate. Despite this uncertainty, the mean
location should still be correct (in two dimensions) to within ½ max (|X#2
– X#1|, |Y#2 – Y#1|), a value also listed in the table. In addition, the accuracy
estimates are carried over from Table 2.5, listing separately those due to
uncertainties that arise when the physical nature of the alignment is
considered. For reference, Table 2.7 also lists the discrepancy between
these and the National Grid co-ordinates which were deduced in 1992
using available software tools (AutoCAD and the DGM 3.5 digital

Landscape and horizon data
Elevation of observers in the vicinity of the trapezoidal
structure
For a given point on the horizon at a distance of d metres, an
increase of z metres in the elevation of the observer will
decrease the altitude of the horizon by Dh = tan–1 (z / d).
Given that the inherent uncertainties in the astronomical
parameters render it pointless to seek to specify the altitude
to an accuracy of better than 0.1° (see ‘Location data;
Introduction’), then for a horizon at least 500m distant it is
unnecessary to specify the observer’s elevation to better
than the nearest metre (d = 500, z = 1.0 => Dh = 0° 7´). For a
horizon at least 1km distant then a value accurate to the
nearest 2m is sufficient (d = 1000, z = 2.0 => Dh = 0° 7´).
(Uncertainties in the effective elevation of the horizon due,

Taking into account the physical nature of the
alignment
Position 1

Position 2

P11
P11
P25
P13
P13
P13
P14
P11
P14
P15
P25
P11
P13
P15
P25
P25
P11
P27
P13
P27
P1
P2

P26
P24
P2
P27
P2
P24
P26
P2
P24
P24
P12
P1
P1
P1
P15
P13
P13
P26
P15
P28
P24
P1

Distance
apart d (m)

x1 (m)

x2 (m)

379.8
370.4
556.7
345.5
336.0
343.0
340.3
323.8
331.7
323.4
229.9
344.9
336.7
338.4
266.0
231.8
82.1
90.0
84.3
88.9
85.4
84.3

0.4
0.4
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.5

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0

Ignoring the physical nature of the alignment

Accuracy in
azimuth (°)
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.32
0.35
0.56
0.57
0.61
0.64
1.01
1.02

x1 (m)

x2 (m)

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.5
1.0
0.5

0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0

Accuracy in
azimuth (°)
0.03
0.09
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.17
0.18
0.10
0.18
0.19
0.25
0.17
0.10
0.14
0.38
0.41
0.64
1.01
1.02

Table 2.8 The accuracy of the azimuth of a line joining two positions d metres apart whose locations are specified to an
accuracy of x1 and x2 metres respectively along a line perpendicular to that joining them. Values are tabulated for an
illustrative selection of pairs of positions mentioned in the text, both taking into account and ignoring the physical nature
of the alignment
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Oxford Archaeology Ltd (using ISFAR radar data
produced
by
Intermap
Technologies
Corp
(NEXTMap®)). While recorded at much finer resolution,
the Lidar data include modern landscape features such as
the A14 road embankment, which obscures the natural
horizon to the south and west of the site. Furthermore, the
elevation values in the vicinity of the site itself are modern
ones, including the raised area resulting after landfill. Lest
such features be wrongly taken as obscuring the ‘true’
horizon, which is known from various observations made
– and photographs taken – at the time of the excavations to
have been at least c.500m from the post-array towards the
south-east and at least 750m distant in other directions
(McAvoy 1999, table 53 and fig. 73) the ‘false’ data have
been eliminated by flattening the landscape model around
the site (see ‘Indicated declinations’ below).

for example, to tree cover are a separate issue that will be
considered subsequently.)
Various sections through the enclosure’s ditch (Fig.
2.4) place the elevation of the gravel surface between
7.8m OD in the south-west corner and 8.4m OD on the
northern side, averaging 8.1m OD. This is confirmed by
post-hole sections P6 (9474, 8.3m OD), P7 (9785, 8.1m
OD), P12 (9783, 8.0m OD) and P26 (9232, 8.1m OD)
(Fig. 2.4). It is estimated from the amount of primary
material available from the ditch of the trapezoidal
structure that an internal bank, occupying the 5.5m-wide
space between the inner edge of the ditch and the posts of
the post-array, may have been as much as 2m high, its top
reaching an elevation of some 10.2–10.4m OD (see
Section II above and McAvoy 1999, fig. 14). For the
purposes of the archaeoastronomical analysis the
elevation of the observer’s eye-height (approximately
1.5m above ground level) is taken to be somewhere
between 9.5m OD and 10.5m OD, i.e. 10m OD to the
nearest metre, at any point in the vicinity of any of the
points P1 to P24 and P26 to P28. For P25, four sections
through Ring Ditch 1 (Fig. 2.6) place the gravel surface in
its interior (P25) at 9.0m OD, and the observer’s
eye-height is taken to be 11m OD.
The revised set of co-ordinates for points P1 to P24
produced in 1992 included elevation values quoted to a
precision of 0.01m, varying from 9.87m OD (P11) to
10.00m (P17 to P21), which are listed in full in Lloyd
(2009, table 7). It is unclear how these values were derived
(they are certainly over-precise for the purpose in hand),
but as a result an eye-level elevation of 11.5m was
assumed throughout in the early analyses, as is evident
from the difference between the horizon elevation and the
height difference tabulated by McAvoy (1999, table 53).
From the discussion above, it is clear that the disparity
between these earlier elevation estimates and the values
used here will make no significant difference to the
derived altitudes for horizons around 1km distant or more.

Direct measurements and independent calculations of
horizon altitudes
Although it is not possible to verify the horizon altitude
data directly by taking measurements in today’s
landscape, a number of different sources provide
comparative data that provide ‘ground-truthing’ checks.
As part of the EDM survey undertaken on 12 April
1991, the altitude of the visible horizon was surveyed at
10-degree intervals from survey station S2 (Humble
1991). The elevation of the EDM telescope was
determined to be 3.9m above the top of a 1.3m-high staff
placed on a temporary benchmark at 9.3m OD, i.e. 14.5m
OD, consistent with the instrument having been placed
atop a soil bank. A clear horizon was visible in eleven of
the thirty-six directions; in a further seven directions the
view was obscured by trees or buildings but an estimate
was possible. In the remaining eighteen cases the horizon
was completely obscured. The results are listed in Table
2.9a. Adjusting the observer’s elevation down to 10m
would increase these altitudes by approximately 0.1° for a
horizon 3km distant and 0.5° for a horizon 500m distant.
A set of horizon altitudes quoted by Lloyd (2009, table
6) are said to be from direct theodolite measurements at
eye height (1.5m) taken by the CAS team and already
corrected for refraction and parallax. They relate to
particular post-hole alignments and are quoted in a letter
from Jon Humble to John Lloyd dated 21 April 1992.
These are listed in Table 2.9b. In fact, there is no reference
in the letter to corrections having been made4 and their
similarity to the values in part (a) of the table suggests that
they are in fact observed, uncorrected values.
As part of the preliminary archaeoastronomical
analysis undertaken in 1991, digitised contour data from
1:25000 OS maps were used to generate three sections
across the landscape from which horizon altitudes could
also be estimated in both directions (McAvoy 1999, fig.
73). The results are listed in Table 2.9c. Although the
curvature of the earth was not taken into account, these
values are in broad agreement (to within 0.2°) with the
other estimates. It is clear that, despite various
uncertainties such as the assumed elevation of the
observer, there is broad agreement between these results
and that they provide a suitable consistency check on the
results obtained using the DTM data and the HORIZON
programme.

Horizon profiles derived from Digital Terrain Model data
The HORIZON tool by Andrew Smith of the University
of Adelaide (http://www.agksmith.net/horizon/)
generates, from Digital Terrain Model (DTM) data,
visualisations of horizon profiles annotated with azimuth,
altitude and declination (see below for examples) and
showing the rising and setting paths of heavenly bodies
for specified dates as desired. The resolution is sufficient
to enable the horizon altitude in any direction to be read
off to the nearest 0.1m; separate plots show the variation in
horizon distance with direction. The positions of the posts
of the trapezoidal structure can be superimposed in the
foreground. Horizons can be visualised clear of
vegetation or covered in trees. Tree cover is modelled
assuming a 40m-high canopy (corresponding to a mature
oak forest) and a ‘clearing radius’ approach, whereby any
point in the landscape closer to the observer than the
clearing radius is assumed to be clear of trees. The horizon
formed by the top of the canopy is coloured pink in order
to distinguish it from the topographic horizon.
Two DTM datasets are available for the
Godmanchester area: the Ordnance Survey’s Terrain 50
sampled at 50m intervals (http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.
uk/business-and-government/products/terrain-50.html)
and Cambridgeshire Lidar data sampled at 5m intervals
supplied by OAE (© Cambridgeshire County Council and
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a) EDM measurements from S2 on 12 April 1991, elevation of telescope 14.5m OD. True azimuths have been deduced and added
Azimuth relative to Site Grid (°)
True azimuth (°)
Altitude (°)
Notes
330
340
0
10
20
30
50
60
70
80
90
100
140
150
240
270
300
310

1.5
11.5
31.5
41.5
51.5
61.5
81.5
91.5
101.5
111.5
121.5
131.5
171.5
181.5
271.5
301.5
331.5
341.5

+0.5
+0.4
+0.4
+0.3
+0.4
+0.3
+0.2
+0.4
+0.5
+0.5
+0.6
+0.7
+0.8
+0.7
+0.2
+0.2
+0.5
+0.5

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured
Obscured
Obscured
Obscured
Obscured

b) Theodolite measurements quoted in April 1992
Nominal alignment
True azimuth (°)

Altitude (°)

P14–P3
P13–P2
P11–P3
P13–P1
P11–P24
P7–P22
P4–P24
P3–P24
P3–P14
P2–P13
P3–P11
P22–P7
P24–P4
P24–P3

+0.4
+0.3
+0.3
+0.3
+0.4
+0.9
+1.0
+1.0
+0.4
+0.3
+0.3
+0.2
+0.3
+0.4

37.2
48.9
58.3
63.3
90.1
124.9
132.3
143.5
217.2
228.9
238.3
304.9
312.3
323.5

c) Altitudes estimated from 1991 sections across the landscape
Alignment
Distance (km)
Feature
P11–P3
P11–P24
P3–P24
P3–P11
P24–P11
P24–P3

3.8
0.85
0.51
3.6
7.6
4.1

True azimuth (°)

Houghton Hill

High Harthay

58.1
89.9
143.4
238.1
269.9
323.4

Altitude (°)
+0.3
+0.2
+0.8
+0.3
+0.3
+0.4

Table 2.9 Direct measurements and calculations of horizon altitudes used to ground-truth the DTM-generated profiles.
All angles are given in degrees

consideration and comparing them with a preconceived
set of solar and lunar ‘targets’. A statistical analysis was
then performed to obtain an estimate of the probability of
obtaining the observed number of ‘hits’ fortuitously. This
type of approach has a number of shortcomings, both
conceptual and methodological, identified in subsequent
critiques of Hawkins’ Stonehenge Decoded by
archaeologists, astronomers and statisticians (see Ruggles
1999 for an overview). These include the use of a ‘recipe
book’ of astronomical targets assumed to be of potential
significance across all cultures (and the exclusion of

Archaeoastronomical analysis and interpretation
Selection of alignments of potential significance
Introduction
Initial assessments of the astronomical significance of the
trapezoidal configuration of posts, undertaken in the
decade following the excavations, followed the approach
taken by Gerald Hawkins at Stonehenge in the 1960s
(Hawkins and White 1965) by analysing the azimuths of
all pairwise alignments between the locations under
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Post-holes

Grid azimuth (°)

True azimuth (°)

NNW side
P11–P10–P9–P8–P7–P6–P5–P4–P3
P11–P10–P9–P8–P7–P6–P5–P4
P11–P10–
P6–P5–P4
P9–P8–P7

56° 35´/236° 35´
56° 21´/236° 21´
56° 15´/236° 15´
56° 36´/236° 36´

58° 03´/238° 03´
57° 48´/237° 48´
57° 43´/237° 43´
58° 03´/238° 03´

SSE side
P15–P16–P17–P18–P19–P20–P21–P22–P23
P15–P16–
P18–
P21–P22–P23
P17–
P19–P20

66° 24´/246° 24´
66° 22´/246° 22´
66° 32´/246° 32´

67° 51´/247° 51´
67° 49´/247° 49´
68° 00´/248° 00´

WSW side
P11–P12–P13–P14–P15
P11–P12–P13
P13–P14–P15

149° 10´/329° 10´
152° 49´/332° 49´
145° 40´/325° 40´

150° 37´/330° 37´
154° 16´/334° 16´
147° 07´/327° 07´

Table 2.10 Best-fit azimuths through the centres of post-holes along each side of the trapezoidal structure

predated the later cursus, the geometrical relationships
identified in ‘Geometrical Configuration’ confirm this as a
strong possibility (see also ‘Location data: Introduction’
above).
In order to avoid prejudging the astronomical targets
that might have been of significance, the azimuth data for
each alignment of potential significance are combined
with the horizon altitude data so as to produce
(astronomical) declinations (see Ruggles 1999, 18, 22).
These declinations then form the basis for
archaeoastronomical analysis (including any attempt to
assess the likelihood that the various astronomical
alignments identified were intentional) and interpretation.

others ) selected on a habitual rath er than an
anthropologically informed basis; and the arbitrary choice
of the tolerance within which an alignment is counted as a
‘hit’ upon a given target (with the inherent flexibility to
choose this so as to maximise the apparent significance of
the number of hits). It also tends to restrict attention to
‘high precision’ alignments from one post to another,
drawing attention away from a broader range of
possibilities such as celestial risings and settings viewed
between posts.
Most seriously, however, such an approach ignores the
fact that not all the alignments between pairs of post-holes
are independent of one another. In the case of
Godmanchester, this is most obviously true for the lines of
posts forming the NNW, SSE and WSW sides of the
trapezoidal structure. The NNW and SSE sides, for
example, comprise rows of nine posts that mark a single
pair of azimuths (in opposite directions), not (9 x 8)/2 = 36
independent azimuth-pairs; meaning that in this analysis
only that single azimuth-pair should be considered,
estimated using a suitable ‘best-fit’ technique.
Consequently, before considering which if any
alignments might have had an astronomical significance it
is necessary to consider the geometrical layout, in order to
identify those parts of the configuration whose orientation
may simply have arisen as a result of the way other parts
were oriented, rather than being independently planned.
In other words, the selection process has to begin by
considering the geometrical configuration.
Consideration also needs to be given to chronological
development and the possibility that the precise
configuration of posts might have been restructured and
modified over time. In fact, none of the post-hole sections
shows clear evidence of posts in the trapezoidal array
having been replaced once it was built (McAvoy 1999, 2)
and its broad geometrical coherence makes it a reasonable
assumption that the entire configuration (P1–P24) was
conceived as an integral whole. The post that stood in
post-hole 9411 and preceded P3 (9410) (McAvoy 1999, 1
and fig. 10) is more substantial than the posts in the
trapezoidal array and probably predated the whole
structure. Posts P26, P27 and (assumed) P28, which
preceded P24, P1 and P2 respectively, may be related to
laying out the site in advance of construction (see Lyons
above). While there is no direct evidence that P25

Geometrical configuration
(Fig. 2.20)
NNW side
The best-fit straight line through the centres of the nine
post-holes P11–P3, as determined using the least-squares
method with perpendicular offsets (Weisstein 2014: eqns
(17) and (18)), has grid azimuth 56° 35´/236° 35´, which
equates to true azimuth 58° 3´/238° 3´. Quoted to a
precision of 0.1°, given the conclusions of ‘Accuracy of
the OS National Grid …’ above, the best-fit true azimuth is
58.0°/238.0°. Post-positions P9, P8 and P7 are displaced
from this line by up to 2.0m (P9) to the NNW, while P3 is
displaced by 2.0m to the SSE. The best-fit azimuths
obtained by selecting or excluding various points in the
line are summarised in Table 2.10.
The regularity of the spacing of the posts is relevant to
the question of whether cross-alignments between posts in
different sides were deliberately incorporated into the
structure. The spacing between adjacent posts in the NNW
side is listed in Table 2.11, quoted to a precision of 0.1m.
The average spacing is 37.3m and the actual spacing
varies from 36.0m to 38.6m, 96.4% to 103.3% of this,
except in the case of P4, which is some 3.5m closer to P5
and further away from P3 than would be expected if the
spacing were regular. This implies that the precision with
which the posts were regularly spaced out along the NNW
side was around 3%, but that P4 was placed anomalously,
either by accident or by design. Thus, if any post in the
NNW side was deliberately placed according to an
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Figure 2.20 The principal aligned structures and their orientations. The numbers indicate true azimuths in degrees
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alignment independent of the orientation of the side itself,
then P4 stands out as the prime candidate.
SSE side
The best-fit straight line through the centres of the nine
post-holes P15–P23 has grid azimuth 66° 24´/ 246° 24´,
which equates to true azimuth 67° 51´/247° 51´ or, to a
precision of 0.1°, 67.9°/247.9°. Post-positions P17, P19
and P20 are slightly displaced from this line to the NNW
but by no more than 0.6m, meaning that this alignment of
post-holes is straighter than that on the NNW side. The
best-fit azimuths obtained by selecting or excluding
various points in the line are summarised for comparison
in Table 2.10.
The spacing of the first six post-holes (P15–P20) is
consistent with that on the NNW side. The average
spacing is 37.6m and the actual spacing varies from 36.6m
to 38.5m, a variation of up to 3% each way (Table 2.10).
However, post-holes P21–P23, while accurately placed in
the alignment, are much less evenly spaced (Table 2.11).
The spacing between P20 and P21 is only 33.4m, that
between P21 and P22 as low as 30.9m (over 15% less than
the average), and that between P22 and P23 is 41.4m,
insufficient to compensate, so that P23 is still some 6–7m
closer to P20 than would have been expected if the regular
spacing had been maintained. This suggests that any of all
three of the posts at P21, P22 and P23 might have been
placed in specially chosen positions along the predefined
alignment, according to criteria independent of the
orientation of the side itself.5
WSW side
The five posts on the WSW side are not laid out in a
straight line but rather in a ‘V-shaped’ configuration
demarcating two distinct directions some 7° apart, each
well defined in that each intermediate post-hole is
accurately on the alignment between the relevant corner
post-hole and the central post-hole P13. Post-holes
P11–P13 are oriented on true azimuth 154.3°/334.3°,
w h i le P 1 3 – P 1 5 ar e o r ie n t ed o n t r u e a z im u t h
147.1°/327.1° (Table 2.10).6
While the configuration was broadly symmetric about
the centre-post P13, the spacing is distinctly uneven. The
intermediate posts P12 and P14 are some 10m closer to
P13 than to the corners (Table 2.11). The spacing between
P12 and P11 (46.9m) and between P14 and P15 (47.1m) is
far larger than that between any other adjacent post-holes
on the three sides. On the other hand, the distances from
P12 and P14 to the central post-hole P13 (35.1m and
37.2m respectively) are broadly consistent with those
found in the two long sides. Perhaps significantly, P13 is
not quite centrally placed between P11 and P15 (or P12
and P14), but is displaced from the ‘halfway point’ by
approximately 1.2m towards the WNW corner P11,
raising the question of whether this represents
inexactitude or conscious planning.7 What is beyond
doubt is that the V-shaped configuration of these five posts
and the placement of the intermediate posts P12 and P14
much closer to the centre than the corners reflect essential
aspects of the planning that call for explanation.

Post-holes

Distance apart (m)

Distance apart / average
distance apart (%)

NNW side
P11–P10
P10–P9
P9–P8
P8–P7
P7–P6
P6–P5
P5–P4
P4–P3
Average

38.6
36.0
37.5
38.4
36.3
38.1
33.5
40.3
37.3

103.3
96.4
100.3
103.0
97.1
102.1
89.8
107.9
-

SSE side, posts P15–P20 only
P15–P16
P16–P17
P17–P18
P18–P19
P19–P20
Average

38.5
37.7
38.0
36.6
37.4
37.6

102.3
100.1
101.0
97.2
99.3
-

SSE side
P15–P16
P16–P17
P17–P18
P18–P19
P19–P20
P20–P21
P21–P22
P22–P23
Average

38.5
37.7
38.0
36.6
37.4
33.4
30.9
41.4
36.7

104.8
102.6
103.5
99.6
101.7
90.8
84.2
112.8
-

WSW side
P11–P12
P12–P13
P13–P14
P14–P15
Average

46.9
35.1
37.2
47.1
41.6

112.9
84.5
89.5
113.2
-

Table 2.11 Spacing between the centres of adjacent
post-holes along each side of the trapezoidal structure

all other posts arranged in matching pairs about the axis.
The post alignment P13–P1 has a true azimuth of
63.1°/243.1° (Table 2.12). Given that this figure is only
accurate to within 0.2° (Table 2.8), this is identical within
the inherent margins of error to the mean of the NNE-side
and SSW-side orientations, which is 62.9°/242.9°.
It is also very close to the alignments between the
corner posts on the SSW side and the corresponding
entrance posts: P11–P2 has a true azimuth of 62.8°/242.8°
and P15–P24 has a true azimuth of 63.4°/243.4° (Table
2.12) which average to 63.1°/243.1°. Given the accuracies
of the various azimuth estimates (Table 2.8), it is probable,
though not certain, that these two directions did diverge
slightly, deviating in opposite senses from the mean axis,
but it is also likely that the intention was to have the two
post-to-post alignments (P11–P2 and P15–P24) parallel
to the main axis marked by P13–P1, and that this was
achieved to within 0.3° over a distance of just under 325m,
equivalent to each post having been put in place with a
precision of about 0.8m (see ‘Location data: Introduction’
and endnote 2). This level of precision in placing the posts

Axis of symmetry
An obvious property of the trapezoidal post-hole setting is
its broad symmetry about the main ENE–WSW axis.
Posts P13 and P1 (preceded by P27) marked this axis, with
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Post-holes

Distance
apart (m)

Grid azimuth (°)

True azimuth (°)

Post-holes

Distance
apart (m)

Grid azimuth (°)

True azimuth (°)

P11–P2
P11–P1
P11–P24
P12–P2
P12–P1
P12–P24
P13–P2

323.8
344.9
370.4
328.3
337.7
352.6
336.0

61° 23´/241° 23´
75° 24´/255° 24´
88° 29´/268° 29´
53° 10´/233° 10´
67° 36´/247° 36´
81° 36´/261° 36´
47° 15´/227° 15´

62° 50´/242° 50´
76° 51´/256° 51´
89° 57´/269° 57´
54° 37´/234° 37´
69° 04´/249° 04´
83° 04´/263° 04´
48° 42´/228° 42´

P11–P28
P11–P27
P11–P26
P12–P28
P12–P27
P12–P26
P13–P28

332.7
353.6
379.8
337.7
346.5
361.8
345.6

60° 40´/240° 40´
75° 09´/255° 09´
88° 38´/268° 38´
52° 41´/232° 41´
67° 33´/247° 33´
81° 56´/261° 56´
46° 57´/226° 57´

62° 08´/242° 08´
76° 36´/256° 36´
90° 06´/270° 06´
54° 08´/234° 08´
69° 00´/249° 00´
83° 23´/263° 23´
48° 24´/228° 24´

P13–P1
P13–P24
P14–P2
P14–P1
P14–P24
P15–P2
P15–P1

336.7
343.0
343.3
334.7
331.7
358.2
338.4

61° 38´/241° 38´
76° 02´/256° 02´
41° 06´/221° 06´
55° 18´/235° 18´
70° 01´/250° 01´
33° 47´/213° 47´
47° 18´/227° 18´

63° 06´/243° 06´
77° 30´/257° 30´
42° 33´/222° 33´
56° 45´/236° 45´
71° 28´/251° 28´
35° 15´/215° 15´
48° 45´/228° 45´

P13–P27
P13–P26
P14–P28
P14–P27
P14–P26
P15–P28
P15–P27

345.5
351.9
353.1
343.4
340.3
367.9
346.8

61° 44´/241° 44´
76° 31´/256° 31´
40° 58´/220° 58´
55° 33´/235° 33´
70° 40´/250° 40´
33° 52´/213° 52´
47° 45´/227° 45´

63° 11´/243° 11´
77° 59´/257° 59´
42° 25´/222° 25´
57° 00´/237° 00´
72° 07´/252° 07´
35° 19´/215° 19´
49° 12´/229° 12´

P15–P24

323.4

61° 54´/241° 54´

63° 21´/243° 21´

P15–P26

331.4

62° 46´/242° 46´

64° 14´/244° 14´

Table 2.12 The fifteen alignments between the ‘back’ posts (P11…P15) and the entrance posts (P2, P1, P24). For
comparative purposes, the orientations to the earlier entrance post-holes P28 [assumed], P27 and P26 are also shown (in
italics). The three alignments relevant to determining the orientation of the main axis are shown in bold

entrance post-holes P2, P1 and P24 (also shown in Fig.
2.20(a)) are only reliable to about 1° (Table 2.8), it is clear
that the direction from P1 towards P24 in the SSE
(azimuth ~156.1°) is inclined to the main axis towards P13
(azimuth 243.1°) by about 87°, thus deviating from
perpendicularity by about 3°, while that towards P2 in the
NNW (azimuth ~325.4°) is inclined to the main axis
towards P13 (azimuth 243.1°) by some 82°–82.5°, thus
deviating from perpendicularity by some 7.5°–8°.8
Nor were the entrance posts placed symmetrically
with respect to the NNW and SSE sides with any great
precision. The direction from P2 to P1 (azimuth ~145.4°)
is inclined to the NNW side (in the direction P3 to P11)
(azimuth 238.0°) by ~92.6°, thus deviating from
perpendicularity by ~2.6°, while that from P24 to P1
(azimuth ~336.1°) is inclined to the SSE side (in the
direction from P23 to P15) (azimuth 247.9°) by ~88.2°,
thus deviating from perpendicularity by ~1.8° in the
opposite sense.
It is clear, then, that the precise directions of the two
halves of the WSW side, and those between the entrance
posts, did not arise as consequences of strictly applied
principles of symmetry or perpendicularity in relation to
the orientation of the main axis or long sides. This leaves
open the possibility that at least some of these four
directions might have been directly determined by factors
independent of the main axis and longer sides, and of the
general geometrical configuration.

is also broadly consistent with the general level of
variation in the separation between adjacent posts around
the structure.
For comparison, the alignments between the
post-holes on the WSW side (P11, P13, P15) and the
earlier post-holes at the entrance (P28 [assumed], P27 and
P26, respectively) are also included in Table 2.12, but it
should be emphasised that there is no evidence of an
earlier post existing at any of the positions on the WSW
side. The corner-post to earlier entrance-post alignments
are more widely separated, yielding true azimuths of
62.1°/242.1° and 64.2°/244.2° respectively, but their
average matches the central alignment P13–P27
(63.2°/243.2°) and is also consistent with the later axial
orientation as estimated from P13–P1 (63.1°/243.1°),
given the inherent measurement uncertainties (Table 2.8).
This conclusion is evidently dependent to some extent on
the assumed position for P28, but it can at least be stated
that the data provide no solid evidence to suggest that
there was a shift from a different earlier axial orientation.
Nor are there any solid grounds to suppose that the axis
marked by P13–P1 represents a lateral shift from an
original axis passing through the central point between the
corners P11 and P15, thus explaining the slight ‘offset’ of
P11 from this central point (see ‘WSW side’ above); the
azimuth from the central point to P27 is 63.0°/243.0°, no
closer to the P13–P1 direction than is P13–P27, at least as
far as can be suggested on the available evidence.
The main structural alignments in the post-array are
shown in Figure 2.20.
One aspect of the geometry is, however, less
symmetric about the main axis. From P13, the direction
along the NNW half of the WSW side towards P11
(azimuth 334.3°) is inclined to the main axis towards P1
(azimuth 63.1°) by 88.8°, thus deviating from perpendicularity by 1.2°, while that along the SSE half towards P15
(azimuth 147.1°), is inclined the main axis towards P1
(azimuth 63.1°) by 84.0°, thus deviating from perpendicularity by 6.0°. The opposite is the case at the entrance
end. Although the estimates of the alignments between the

Alignments from the WSW side to the entrance
There are fifteen pairwise alignments between one of the
five posts marking the ‘back’ (WSW) side of the open
trapezoidal array and one of the three posts marking the
sides and centre of the entrance. These are listed in Table
2.12 and shown in Figure 2.20(b).
Alignments P11–P2, P13–P1 and P15–P24 have
already been discussed in ‘Axis of Symmetry’.
Alignments P13–P2 (true azimuth 48.7°/228.7°) and
P15–P1 (48.8°/228.8°) are parallel within the level of
accuracy for the measurement concerned (Table 2.8). It
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Alignment from P25 to

Comparative alignment

Posts on WSW side
P25–P11
P25–P12
P13–P1
P25–P13
P14–P24
P14–P26
P25–P14
P25–P15
P11–P24
P11–P26
Entrance posts
P25–P2
P25–P28
NNW side
P25–P1
P25–P27
P25–P24
P25–P26

Distance apart (m)

Grid azimuth (°)

True azimuth (°)

235.5
229.9
336.7
231.8
331.7
340.3
244.0
266.0
370.4
379.8

50° 09´/230° 09´
61° 39´/241° 39´
61° 38´/241° 38´
70° 22´/250° 22´
70° 01´/250° 01´
70° 40´/250° 40´
78° 50´/258° 50´
88° 13´/268° 13´
88° 29´/268° 29´
88° 38´/268° 38´

51° 37´/231° 37´
63° 07´/243° 07´
63° 06´/243° 06´
71° 49´/251° 49´
71° 28´/251° 28´
72° 07´/252° 07´
80° 17´/260° 17´
89° 40´/269° 40´
89° 57´/269° 57´
90° 06´/270° 06´

556.7
565.9
298.5*
556.9
575.7
574.1
582.9

56° 39´/236° 39´
56° 19´/236° 19´
56° 35´/236° 35´
65° 12´/245° 12´
65° 12´/245° 12´
73° 45´/253° 45´
74° 04´/254° 04´

58° 07´/238° 07´
57° 46´/237° 46´
58° 03´/238° 03´
66° 39´/246° 39´
66° 39´/246° 39´
75° 12´/255° 12´
75° 32´/255° 32´

* This is the distance from P11 to P3

Table 2.13 Azimuths from P25 (centre of Ring Ditch 1) to various post-hole locations within the trapezoidal structure,
compared with structural orientations within the trapezoidal structure itself. Alignments involving earlier entrance
post-holes P26, P27 and P28 are shown in italics

Geometrical relationships involving the centre of Ring
Ditch 1 (P25)
To within 0.1° (the level of accuracy for the measurement
concerned; Table 2.8), the true azimuth of the alignment
between the centre of Ring Ditch 1 (P25) and entrance
post-hole P2 (58.1°/238.1°) is identical to that of the
NNW side of the post-array (Table 2.10 and related text).
In other words, as far as is apparent, the line P25–P2 was
exactly parallel to the NNW side of the post-array. (By
comparison, the true azimuth from P25 to the earlier
post-hole P28 [assumed] is 57.8°/237.8°, still within 0.3°
of our best estimate of that of the NNW side and identical
(to within 0.1°) to the best-fit orientation if the slightly
displaced post-holes P9, P8, P7 and P3 are omitted.)
Similarly, the alignment between P25 and P12, one of
the intermediate post-holes on the WSW side, has a true
azimuth of 63.1°/243.1°, which is identical (to within
0.1°) to that of P13–P1 (Table 2.12 and related text). It
therefore appears that the line P25–P12 was exactly
parallel to the main axis of the post-array.
In addition, the alignment between P25 and the
southern corner post-hole P15, which has a true azimuth
of 89.7°/269.7°, is close to that from the other back-corner
post-hole P11 across the diagonal to the entrance
post-hole P24 (true azimuth 89.9°/269.9°). Given that the
accuracy of the two alignments is estimated to be 0.3° and
0.15° respectively (Table 2.8), these figures are also
consistent with two alignments running exactly parallel.9
Finally, the alignment between P25 and the central
post-hole on the WSW side, P13 (true azimuth
71.8°/251.8°) is sufficiently close to that from the other
intermediate post-hole P14 to the entrance post-hole P24
(true azimuth 71.5°/251.5°), given accuracy estimates of
0.35° and 0.17° respectively (Table 2.8), for the data to be

seems that the ‘opposite’ pair of alignments as reflected in
the axis of symmetry, P11–P1 and P13–P24, were not
quite parallel: the best estimates of their orientations
(76.9°/256.9° and 77.5°/257.5°) differ by 0.6° but should
be accurate to within 0.25° and 0.15° respectively (Table
2.8). There are no other near-parallel pairs among the
fifteen alignments (Fig. 2.20c).
Other directions of potential significance within the postarray
Most if not all the remainder of the 276 pairwise
alignments between the twenty-four post-holes in the
array are ‘incidental’ in the sense that they arise as
consequences of the main structural orientations and the
spacing of the posts around its perimeter rather than being
of potential significance in themselves. The azimuths
concerned tend to ‘bunch together’ because of the
structural constraints: thus, for example, the ‘skewed
side-to-side’ directions P22–P3, P21–P4, and so on to
P15–P10 all fall between true azimuths of 341.1°/161.1°
and 343.6°/153.6°. However, given the exceptional
spacing of P4 in the NNW side, some 3.5m to the WSW of
where it would be expected, and of P21, P22 and P23 in
the SSE side, it remains possible that some or all of these
four posts were placed in their particular positions for an
independent reason.
Finally, P3, the northernmost post-hole in the array,
should also be included among these ‘exceptional’ posthole locations, because the post here is known to have
been preceded by a more substantial, earlier post (see
‘Selection of alignments ….: Introduction’).
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consistent with these two alignments having also been
parallel.10
All four of these parallel alignments are shown in Fig.
2.20(d).
The remaining alignments from Ring Ditch 1 to the
other post-holes on the WSW side, P11 and P14, and to the
remaining entrance posts P1 and P24, do not appear to
bear any direct relationship to directions of evident
significance within the post-array itself.
All these data are summarised in Table 2.13.

(U5–U12)

Any of the eight cross-alignments to/from posts P10 … P3
on the NNW side.
(U13–U15) Any of three alignments to entrance posts P2, P1 and P24.
(NB T1 = U11, the alignment between P4 and P23.)

Conclusions
The goal of this section has been to identify a set of
independent and potentially significant orientations that
can be assessed for their potential astronomical
significance. The prime candidates are the following.
At most two of:

One of the following alignments involving P21, which
is placed eccentrically along the SSE side:

One of the following alignments involving P22, which
is placed eccentrically along the SSE side:
(V1–V4)

Any of the four alignments from posts P14 … P11 on the
WSW side.
(V5–V12)
Any of the eight cross-alignments to/from posts P10 … P3
on the NNW side.
(V13–V15) Any of three alignments to entrance posts P2, P1 and P24.
(NB T2 = V11, the alignment between P4 and P22.)

(W1–W4)

Any of the four alignments from posts P14 … P11 on the
WSW side.
(W5–W12) Any of the eight cross-alignments to/from posts P10 … P3
on the NNW side.
(W13–W15) Any of three alignments to entrance posts P2, P1 and P24.
(NB T3 = W11, the alignment between P4 and P21.)

(A)
(B)

The NNW side (P11–…–P3); also P25–P2.
The main axis of symmetry (P13–P1; P11–P2; P15–P24); also
P25–P12.
(C)
The SSE side (P15–…–P23).
(If two of these were independently determined then the third would arise
as a consequence of geometrical symmetry.)

As in the case of (D)–(N), despite the unidirectionality
implied in the descriptions, potential alignments in both
directions will be considered in what follows.
The four parallel alignments from P25, which suggest
that P25 was a significant point in the geometrical scheme,
are included in the list above. The archaeoastronomical
implications of the possibility that the centre of the small
ring ditch was a significant observing point (P25) are also
examined below.

At most, three alignments from posts in the WSW side
to entrance posts:
(D)
(E)
(F)

Back right corner to entrance left (P15–P2).
Back mid-right to entrance left (P14–P2).
Back right corner to entrance centre (P15–P1) and centre-back
to entrance left (P13–P2).
(G)
Back mid-left to entrance left (P12–P2).
(H)
Back mid-right to entrance centre (P14–P1).
(J)
Back mid-left to entrance centre (P12–P1).
(K)
Back mid-right to entrance right (P14–P24); also P25–P13.
(L)
Back left corner to entrance centre (P11–P1).
(L´)
Centre-back to entrance right (P13–P24).
(M)
Back mid-left to entrance right (P12–P24).
(N)
Back left corner to entrance right (P11–P24); also P25–P15.
(The width of each end of the setting and the positioning of the
‘mid-posts’ in the WSW side provide three free parameters, meaning that
three of the above alignments could be independently determined but the
remainder would then be constrained. Taking (A)–(C) and (D)–(N)
together, there are four free parameters in total.)
N.B. While each of these alignments is described in terms of the
alignment in the WSW–ENE direction, the opposite direction will also
be considered in the analysis that follows.

A l i g n m en t s o f p ot e n t i a l a s t r o no m i c a l
significance
Introduction
Declination is the equivalent on the celestial sphere of
latitude on the earth. As stars move daily around the
celestial sphere they trace out lines of constant
declination. Thus, by determining the declination of (the
point on the celestial sphere behind) a point on the horizon
seen from a given location, it can be deduced what will rise
or set there, and would have risen or set there at any epoch
in the past. The ‘indicated declination’ for a given
alignment depends on the azimuth and altitude of the
horizon point and the latitude of the observer, taking into
account mean atmospheric refraction (Ruggles 1999,
22–3; 2014b). Vegetation or tree-cover on the distant
horizon may be taken into account by increasing the
altitude beyond that obtained (e.g. from digital
topographic data) assuming bare ground, but any
conclusions depend upon the assumption that the distant
horizon was not obscured by vegetation closer to the
observer.
The declinations of all objects in the sky range from
+90° (north celestial pole) to -90° (south celestial pole).
At the latitude of Godmanchester (52.3°N) celestial
objects at declinations greater than about +38° (= 90-52°)
will be circumpolar while those with declinations less
than about -38° never appear above the southern horizon.
This means that the declinations of horizon points are
always between about -38° (around due south) and +38°
(around due north).
The advantage of focusing upon declinations is that it
avoids prejudging what might or might not have been an
astronomical target of significance to those who built or
used a prehistoric site. Nonetheless, it is useful to keep in
mind some key declinations relating to the sun and moon,

One or more of:
(P)
WSW side, NNW half (P13–P12–P11).
(Q)
WSW side, SSE half (P13–P14–P15).
(R)
Entrance, NNW pair (P1–P2).
(S)
Entrance, SSE pair (P1–P24).
(While the ‘V’-shapes formed by the posts on the WSW side and by the
entrance posts are asymmetric about the main axis, the ‘opposite pairs’
(P13–P11 and P24–P1; P13–P15 and P2–P1) are oriented within 2° of
each other, which could conceivably have been an intentional feature of
the geometrical design. On the other hand, it is also possible that these
directions were a consequence of intentional alignments among
(D)–(N).)

One of the following alignments involving P4, which
is placed eccentrically along the NNW side:
(T1–T8)
(T9–T12)
(T13–T15)

Any of the eight cross-alignments to/from posts P23 …
P16 on the SSE side.
Any of the four alignments from posts P15 … P12 on the
WSW side.
Any of three alignments to entrance posts P2, P1 and P24.

One of the following alignments involving P23, which
is placed eccentrically along the SSE side:
(U1–U4)

Any of the four alignments from posts P14 … P11 on the
WSW side.
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Lower limb

Centre

Upper limb

+28.1
+23.8
+17.85
+0.1
-19.95
-24.3
-30.3

+28.35
+24.05
+18.1
+0.35
-19.7
-24.05
-30.05

+28.6
+24.3
+18.35
+0.6
-19.45
-23.8
-29.8

Moon, northern major standstill limit (major northern lunistice)
Sun, summer solstice
Moon, northern minor standstill limit (minor northern lunistice)
Sun, mean "temporal equinox"
Moon, southern minor standstill limit (minor southern lunistice)
Sun, winter solstice
Moon, southern major standstill limit (major southern lunistice)

Table 2.14 Key declinations relating to the sun and moon, calculated for 3500 BC. All values are in degrees, quoted to a
precision of 0.05°

No. of days from June
solstice

Gregorian date

Mean declination of sun

No. of days from
June solstice

Gregorian date

Mean declination of sun

0
23

Jun 21
Jul 14

+24.05°
+22.45°

183
205

Dec 21
Jan 12

-24.05°
-21.85°

46
68

Aug 6
Aug 28

+17.2°
+9.65°

228
251

Feb 4
Feb 27

-16.3°
-8.5°

91
114

Sep 20
Oct 13

+0.4°
-9.0°

274
297

Mar 22
Apr 14

+0.3°
+9.0°

137
160

Nov 5
Nov 28

-17.05°
-22.4°

320
342

May 7
May 29

+16.6°
+21.8°

183

Dec 21

-24.05°

365

Jun 21

+24.05°

Table 2.15 The mean declination of the sun at approximately 23-day (1/16-year) intervals through the year in 3500 BC

candidate orientations (A)–(S) identified in ‘Selection of
Alignments … : Conclusions’.
The horizon distance (from the ‘back marker’ of the
alignment) and ‘bare topography’ altitude have, in each
case, been calculated from the Lidar data using the
HORIZON tool (see ‘Horizon profiles ….’). For this
purpose, the Lidar data were modified by imposing a flat
area with elevation 8.5m OD around the site in order to
eliminate modern features such as the infill mound now
covering much of the post-array site and the A14 bypass
embankment to the south and west (Fig. 2.21a). A radius
of 750m centered upon P25 was generally adequate, but
for some horizons to the ENE this was increased to 1km.
Separate calculations were performed for an observer at
P25, P11, P12, P13, P14, P15, P2, P1 and P24; values for
other points were obtained by extrapolation. The
observer’s eye was assumed to be at an elevation of 11.0m
OD at P25 and 10.0m OD elsewhere (see ‘Elevation of
observers …’).
Declinations have been calculated using the
declination calculator tool GETDEC (Ruggles 1999,169;
an online version is available at www.cliveruggles.com).
The accuracy of the quoted declination depends on
that of both the azimuth and altitude from which it is
calculated. At the latitude of Godmanchester, altering the
azimuth by 0.2° while keeping the altitude unchanged will
result in a shift in the declination of at most a little over
0.1° (it will be much less close to due north or south).
Thus, the ‘azimuth’ component can be taken simply to be
half of the accuracy value quoted in Table 2.8 or, for
alignments not listed in that table, of an accuracy value for
the azimuth calculated in similar manner.12 The accuracy
of the altitude depends upon the distance of the horizon.
Given that the elevation of the observer is considered

the brightest objects in the sky. These are listed in Table
2.14.
In the case of the moon, the quoted declinations have
been corrected to take account of lunar parallax (the fact
that the observer is situated on the surface of the earth
rather than its centre).11 A more accurate procedure is to
apply a parallax correction to the (apparent) declination to
obtain a geocentric declination, a correction that is
dependent upon both location and time (Ruggles 1999,
23; 2014b). However, at the levels of accuracy being
considered here, such complexities are unnecessary. In
the case of the moon it is critical to bear in mind that these
reference declinations provide information about the
extremes in the lunar motions rather than ‘targets’ upon
which prehistoric people might have aimed alignments.
Various practical difficulties make it extremely unlikely
that the lunar standstills were conceptualised as such, or
observed and marked with great precision (Ruggles 1999,
60–61).
Likewise, the astronomical equinox (dec 0.0°) is
unlikely to have been conceptualised or observed as such,
although the ‘temporal equinox’, defined as the halfway
point in time between the solstices, is a useful point of
reference (Ruggles 1999, 148–51). The sun’s declination
varies smoothly over a year between the solstitial
extremes, in an approximately sinusoidal curve, and
further reference dates (in the Gregorian calendar), at
roughly equal intervals of twenty-three days (1/16 year),
are given in Table 2.15 for reference.
Indicated declinations
(Fig. 2.21)
In Table 2.16 the horizon distance, azimuth, altitude and
declination in both directions are listed along each of the
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P11…P3
P25–P2
P11–P2
P13–P1
P15–P24
P25–P12
P15…P23
P15–P2
P14–P2
P13–P2
P15–P1
P12–P2
P14–P1
P12–P1
P14–P24
P25–P13
P11–P1
P13–P24
P12–P24
P11–P24
P25–P15
P11…P13
P1–P24
P13…P15
P2–P1

A (NNW side)

/continued...

P
S
Q
R

L
L´
M
N

G
H
J
K

C (SSE side)
D
E
F

B (Main axis)

Post-holes

Alignment

Distance apart or

298.5
556.7
323.8
336.7
323.4
229.9
293.8
358.2
343.3
336.0
338.4
328.3
334.7
337.7
331.7
231.8
344.9
343.0
352.6
370.4
266.0
82.1
85.4
84.3
84.3

along row (m)

SSE
SSE
SE
SE

E
E

ENE

NE
ENE
ENE
ENE

ENE
NE
NE
NE

ENE

ENE

Direction to

58.0
58.1
62.8
63.1
63.4
63.1
67.9
35.2
42.5
48.7
48.8
54.6
56.8
69.1
71.5
71.8
76.9
77.5
83.1
89.9
89.7
154.3
156.1
147.1
145.4

Azimuth

3.8
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.9
4.1
0.9
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.9
1.0
4.3
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.1
0.8
0.9
0.8

Horizon distance
(km)

Bare topography:

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.9

Altitude

+18.7
+18.6
+16.0
+15.9
+15.7
+15.8
+13.3
+29.9
+26.7
+23.7
+23.6
+20.6
+19.4
+12.5
+11.1
+10.8
+7.9
+7.6
+4.2
-0.1
+0.2
-32.9
-33.4
-30.4
-29.7

Declination

Owing to
accuracy of
azimuth
0.15
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.5

Owing to
accuracy of
altitude
n
n
n
n
n
n
0.05
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
0.05
n
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Considered accurate to within:

3.7
4.0
3.8
3.8
3.9
†2.5
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.9
4.0
4.2
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5
*2.5

Horizon distance
(km)

Tree-covered:

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.4

Altitude

+19.3
+19.2
+16.6
+16.5
+16.3
+16.4
+13.7
+30.5
+27.3
+24.3
+24.2
+21.2
+20.0
+13.0
+11.6
+11.4
+8.3
+7.9
+4.6
+0.4
+0.5
-32.3
-32.9
-29.8
-29.2

Declination
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P3…P11
P2–P25
P2–P11
P1–P13
P24–P15
P12–P25
P23…P15
P2–P15
P2–P14
P2–P13
P1–P15
P2–P12
P1–P14
P1–P12
P24–P14
P13–P25
P1–P11
P24–P13
P24–P12
P24–P11
P15–P25
P13…P11
P24–P1
P15…P13
P1–P2

A (NNW side)

298.5
556.7
323.8
336.7
323.4
229.9
293.8
358.2
343.3
336.0
338.4
328.3
334.7
337.7
331.7
231.8
344.9
343.0
352.6
370.4
266.0
82.1
85.4
84.3
84.3

along row (m)

Distance apart or

NNW
NNW
NW
NW

W
W

W SW

SW
W SW
W SW
W SW

W SW
SW
SW
SW

W SW

W SW

Direction to

238.0
238.1
242.8
243.1
243.4
243.1
247.9
215.2
222.5
228.7
228.8
234.6
236.8
249.1
251.5
251.8
256.9
257.5
263.1
269.9
269.7
334.3
336.1
327.1
325.4

Azimuth

3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.3
3.7
3.8
3.7
3.5
3.4
3.7
3.7
8.5
12.4
8.2
8.0
8.0
8.6
7.6
7.2
3.5
2.9
4.2
3.7

Horizon distance
(km)

Bare topography:

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.5

Altitude

-19.0
-19.0
-16.4
-16.3
-16.1
-16.2
-13.6
-30.0
-26.8
-23.8
-23.8
-20.8
-19.7
-12.9
-11.4
-11.2
-8.2
-7.8
-4.4
-0.3
-0.4
+33.4
+34.1
+30.8
+30.2

Declination

Owing to
accuracy of
azimuth
0.15
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.05
0.15
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.5

Owing to
accuracy of
altitude
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Considered accurate to within:

3.7
3.7
†2.5
3.7
3.7
3.3
†2.5
2.9
†2.5
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.6
†2.5
†2.5
†2.5
†2.5
†2.5
†2.5
2.8
2.6
†2.5
2.5
†2.5
†2.5

Horizon distance
(km)

Tree-covered:

1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.5
1.1
1.1

Altitude

-18.4
-18.4
-15.8
-15.6
-15.5
-15.6
-12.9
-29.3
-26.2
-23.2
-23.1
-20.2
-19.1
-12.2
-10.8
-10.6
-7.6
-7.2
-3.8
+0.3
+0.3
+34.2
+35.0
+31.5
+30.9

Declination

Table 2.16 Indicated declinations along each of the potentially significant alignments identified in Chapter 2.III, ‘Analysis and Astronomical Interpretation: Conclusions’, excluding
(T)–(W). The table also lists the post-holes defining the orientation and their distance apart together with the azimuth, horizon altitude and approximate horizon distance in each direction.
Two sets of altitudes and declinations are given in each case: for ‘bare topography’ (lacking vegetation) and for a landscape cleared of vegetation out to a radius of 2.5km from the point of
observation but covered with trees to a height of 40m beyond that. For further detail, and for notes about the accuracy estimates, see the text. All angles are in degrees.

n – negligible
† – the ‘front edge’ of the trees in the model form the ‘horizon’, indicating that clearance beyond 2.5km would be needed in order to see the tops of the trees on the more distant horizon.
* – The ‘front edge’ of the trees in the model form the ‘horizon’, indicating that if clearance extended at least as far as the nearby ‘bare topography’ horizon but there were 40m-high trees on the landscape behind, those would now form
the horizon.
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Figure 2.21 Visualisation of the Lidar data, with oblique lighting to give an impression of the topography around the site. The red dot marks post-hole P13.
(© Cambridgeshire County Council and Oxford Archaeology Ltd (using ISFAR radar data produced by Intermap Technologies Corp (NEXTMap®))

Direction

Approximate
azimuth range

Topographic features forming the
horizon

Distance range (km)

Altitude range

NW, N and NE

310° – 70°

3–4 km

0.3° – 0.6°

E and SE

70° – 160°

0.6–1.0 km

0.6° –1.0°

S
SW
W

160° – 200°
200° – 250°
250° – 310°

Ground to the north of the Great Ouse
valley
Base of a hill ridge extending from the
south
As above
As above
Features in and around river valleys
extending to the west

1–2 km
3.5–4 km
Variously 2–3 km (around 278° as
close as 1.3–1.5km), 7–9km, and
more distant (11–16km)

0.6° – 1.0°
0.2° – 0.5°
0.1° – 0.4°

Table 2.17 The broad pattern of horizon visibility around the post-array, without trees and modern changes to the
landscape topography (visualised in Fig. 2.20b)

Effect of tree coverage on visibility
How exactly this scenario would have been affected by
vegetation cannot be known. The ‘clearing radius’
approach should not be seen as an attempt to model this,
but rather as a tool for exploring the possibility that, in
order to set up the post-array using distant markers
(astronomical or otherwise), the area around the site was
cleared of forest out to a requisite distance, at least in vital
directions. The 40m-high canopy attempts to model the
greatest effect (highest forest) that afforestation on and
around the horizons in the directions concerned could
have had upon the observed horizon altitudes, given that
closer forest did not prevent these horizons being seen in
the first place. The value of 2.5km was chosen for the
clearing radius because this is approximately the extent of
clearance that would have been needed in order for the
tops of the trees on the farther horizon (just under 4km
distant) to be visible along the main ENE–WSW axis of
the site (by coincidence, in either direction).
An inevitable effect of the clearing-radius approach is
that in many directions the tops of the trees at the very edge
of the cleared area will reach the maximum altitude in that
direction and hence be identified as forming the ‘horizon’.
This can happen either when the ‘bare topography’
horizon is further away than 2.5km or when it is closer. In
the first case, it must be concluded that even when the
more distant horizon itself is afforested, clearance beyond
2.5km will be needed in order to see the tops of the trees
there. In the second case, the implication is that 40m-high
trees on the landscape beyond the ‘bare topography’
horizon will show up behind it, thus forming a new, farther
‘horizon’. Both cases arise in Table 2.16 and are clearly
marked.

accurate to within 1m, the quoted altitude should be
accurate to within 0.1° even for horizons as close as 500m,
falling to 0.05° for horizons around 1km away and
becoming negligible for horizons at least c.3km distant
(see ‘Elevation of observers …’). Given the complexity of
the factors that contribute to uncertainties in the indicated
declinations, no attempt has been made to derive a more
rigorous model of the probability distribution in each
case, and hence avoid the ‘±’ designation (see also
endnote 3).
While the ‘bare topography’ declinations are
definitive, any attempt to model horizon altitudes and
hence declinations with an afforested landscape can only
be indicative, given the various imponderables such as the
height of the canopy in areas of woodland and the exact
locations of cleared areas. It is evident that, as a result of
the generally low, flat landscape and the valley-floor
location of the site (Fig. 2.21b), clearance — possibly to a
considerable distance from the site — would have been
necessary in order to render horizons at least 3km away
visible at all, despite their slightly higher elevation. In
order to derive a crude model of tree-covered horizons, the
Lidar data were further modified by increasing the
elevation of all points further than 2.5km from the
observer by 40m, corresponding broadly to the canopy
height of a mature oak forest. These results are also listed
in Table 2.16. As a rule of thumb, a 40m-high forest on a
horizon at a distance of 4.5km will increase the effective
horizon altitude by 0.5°, which is comparable to the
angular diameter of the sun or moon. For a horizon 2.5km
distant this increases to 0.9°. However, the situation is
complicated considerably by the possibility that
tree-cover will either increase or decrease the effective
horizon distance by appearing behind or hiding the ‘bare
topography’ horizon.
For (T)–(W) the ‘bare topography’ declination data
are simply summarised in Table 2.17, as further details are
mostly of little importance.

Views from key places
Before considering specific post-to-post alignments it is
helpful to set these in a broader context by presenting
some general vistas, in relation to the astronomical
possibilities, from key places.

Horizon visibility

a) General panorama from P13
(Fig. 2.22)
Figure 2.22 presents a complete panorama from P13, generated from the
Lidar data. Part (a) shows the three-quarters of the horizon from west
round to south, with the positions of the other posts in the post-array
marked against the ‘bare topography’ horizon and the rising paths of the
sun and moon at key points in their cycles. Part (b) shows the western
horizon and the remaining part of the horizon to the south-west, with the
position of P25 marked by a ‘virtual stake’ (although there is no evidence,
nor reason to suppose, that a post stood there).

Variations in visibility with orientation
In the absence of trees and modern changes to the
landscape topography, the pattern of horizon visibility
around the post-array would have been broadly as seen in
Table 2.17. These regions can be visualised in Fig. 2.21b.
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Figure 2.22 Panorama from P25, redrawn from a computer visualisation generated from the Lidar data (flattened out to 1km from the observer) by Andrew Smith using his
HORIZON programme
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Figure 2.23 Visualisations of the view to the ENE from P25, redrawn from a computer visualisation generated from the Lidar data (flattened out to 1km from the observer)
by Andrew Smith using his HORIZON programme

On the eastern horizon, seen in Fig. 2.22a, the solar rising arc (range
of horizon where the sun rises at some point in the year) extends from the
position of summer solstice sunrise in the north-east to that of winter
solstice sunrise in the south-east (marked by dark yellow lines). The
wider lunar rising arc extends between the moon’s rising position at the
two major standstill limits (marked by red lines). The same is true for the
setting arcs on the western horizon (Fig. 2.22b). The significance of the
light yellow lines (marking the sun at the astronomical equinox) and the
green lines (moon at a minor standstill limit) will be discussed later.

of 3.8km in this direction. The second alignment yields
+23.6°, considered accurate to within 0.15°. If there were
a 40m-high mature oak forest on this horizon, then the
declinations would increase to around +24.3°. This
corresponds remarkably closely to the range of
declinations covered by the disc of the summer solstice
sun in the mid-4th millennium BC: +23.8° for the lower
limb and +24.3° for the upper limb (Table 2.14). If the
landscape along the alignment was cleared, then the lower
limb of the rising summer solstice sun would just start to
clear the ground at this point on the horizon (this is
sometimes referred to as a ‘full orb’ alignment). If the
horizon was covered in mature forest, then its upper limb
would just appear at this point (this is sometimes referred
to as a ‘first gleam’ alignment). In other words, this
double-alignment would have ‘worked’ in one way or
another, whatever the state of vegetation on the horizon.
The situation can be visualised clearly in Figs 2.24–2.25,
(b) and (e) or (c) and (f).
In the opposite direction, each alignment yields a
declination of -23.8° for a horizon clear of vegetation,
rising to around -23.2° in the case of mature forest cover.
This corresponds to a precise ‘last gleam’ alignment on
winter solstice sunset if the sightline was cleared, but
misses the setting position if there was any afforestation.

b) View to the ENE from Ring Ditch 1
(Fig. 2.23)
As viewed from the centre of Ring Ditch 1 (P25), the entire post-array
would have appeared within the northern half of the solar rising arc,
between the directions of summer solstice sunrise and due east/equinox
sunrise (Fig. 2.23). The left-most post in the array, corner post P11, would
have appeared well to the right of summer solstice sunrise, even in a
forested landscape (Fig. 2.23b) (declination +22.1° for bare horizon,
+22.8° with 40m-high trees), but the equinoctial alignment is
impressively close, especially if the eastward direction was clear of trees
(see also ‘Due east/equinox sunrise’ below).
c) View of the entrance from P11, P13 and P15
(Figs 2.24–2.25)
Figure 2.24 shows the view towards the entrance from the two corners
and centre of the back (WSW) side of the post-array. From each of the
three different back-posts, a different stretch of horizon would have
appeared between the entrance posts.
The furthest direction to the right reached by these three horizon
ranges is, once again, the due east/equinox sunrise direction. As seen
from P11, the right-most entrance post (P24) seems to have been directly
in line with equinoctial sunrise (Fig. 2.24a and Fig. 2.25d; see ‘Due
east/equinox sunrise’ below for a more detailed analysis). The ranges of
horizon seen between the entrance posts from P11 and P13 both fall
within the northern half of the solar rising arc, with the left-most entrance
post (P2), as seen from P13, in line with summer solstice sunrise (Fig.
2.24b and Fig. 2.25e; see ‘Summer solstice sunrise’ below for a more
detailed analysis).
From corner-post P15, the central entrance post P1 is in line with
summer solstice sunrise (Fig. 2.24c and Fig. 2.25f; see ‘Summer solstice
sunrise’ below for a more detailed analysis), so that only the segment of
horizon between the centre and right entrance posts (P1 and P24) falls
within the solar arc. The segment to the left also extends well outside the
lunar range (alignment P15–P2: declination +29.9° for bare horizon,
+30.5° with 40m-high trees, considered accurate to within 0.1°),
meaning that there is equally no reason to associate it with the moon.
(The same is not true, however, of the reverse direction – see ‘Moonrise at
the major standstill limit’).

Due east/equinox sunrise
Direction (N) identified in ‘Selection of alignments …:
Conclusions’ is also marked by two parallel alignments:
the back-left corner to right-hand entrance post
(P11–P24) and the centre of Ring Ditch 1 to the back-right
corner of the post-array (P25–P15). According to Table
2.16, the first of these yields an azimuth of 89.9°,
considered accurate to within 0.1°, and a declination of
-0.1°, considered accurate to within 0.1°, for a horizon
which, in the absence of intervening trees, would be
visible at a distance of 1.0km in this direction. The second
alignment yields an azimuth of 89.7°, considered accurate
to within 0.3°, and a declination of +0.2°, considered
accurate to within 0.2°. If there were a 40m-high mature
oak forest beyond this horizon, then the declinations
would increase to around +0.5°. The declinations in the
opposite, westerly direction are in a similar range (Table
2.16).
Within the limitations of the data, this doublealignment is oriented precisely due east–west. If this was
the intention, then in the case of P11–P24, at least, it was
achieved (either by design or by good fortune) accurately
to within 0.1°,14 which raises the question of how this was
accomplished in practice. There are no direct reference
points for the east–west axis in nature, unlike the
north–south axis (the meridian), which is the axis of
symmetry of the diurnal motion of all celestial bodies.
Indeed, the concept of four ‘cardinal’ directions equally
spaced around the compass is inherently a Western one
(Ruggles 1999, 148).
While it might be argued that an east–west alignment
could have been constructed by perpendicular offset from
a north–south baseline, and that such a baseline could be
accurately established by observations (say) of
circumpolar stars, there are many problems with such an
argument and there is no evidence to support it. It is true
that among the 276 possible pairwise alignments between
points P1 … P24 there are three within 0.5° of the
meridian – P19–P4 (azimuth 359.5°/179.5°), P20–P3

d) View along the long sides of the post-array
(Figs 2.24–2.25)
The view along the NNW side of the post-array towards the entrance end
can be seen towards the left in Fig. 2.24a and Fig. 2.25d. The view along
the SSE side can be seen towards the right in Fig. 2.24c and Fig. 2.25f.
While both sides are oriented within the solar range there is insufficient
evidence to justify postulating a lunar connection. The orientation of the
NNW side towards the ENE is quite close to, but not precisely upon, the
rising position of the moon at its minor standstill limit, and tree cover
worsens rather than improves the situation. Nor can such a suggestion be
supported in the opposite direction (declination -19.0° for bare horizon,
-18.4° with 40m-high trees, while the moon at the minor standstill limit is
between -19.95° and -19.45°; Tables 2.16 and 2.14). The orientation of
the SSE side is much further (several degrees) away from the direction of
moonrise at the minor standstill limit.

Marked directions of potential astronomical
significance
Summer solstice sunrise
Direction (F) identified in ‘Selection of alignments …:
Conclusions’ is marked by two parallel alignments: the
back-right corner to the central entrance post (P15–P1)
and the central post in the back (WSW) side to the lefthand entrance post (P13–P2). According to Table 2.16,
the first of these yields a declination of +23.7°, considered
accurate to within 0.1°,13 for a horizon which, in the
absence of intervening trees, would be visible at a distance
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Figure 2.24 Visualisations of the view (bare of vegetation) towards entrance posts P2, P1 and P24 from posts P11, P13
and P15 on the WSW side, respectively. Redrawn from a computer visualisation generated from the Lidar data
(flattened out to 1km from the observer) by Andrew Smith using his HORIZON programme

undermines the argument that they were used to help
construct the latter.
Observations of equinoctial sunrise are another
possibility. However, interpretative caution is needed, for
a number of reasons. First, ‘equinoctial’ does not
necessarily equate to ‘cardinal’, most obviously because
of the sloping rising or setting path of the sun. Second, the
point when the sun passes the equinox is not marked out in
nature, unlike the solstitial directions, which are readily

(azimuth 359.6°/179.6°) and P21–P2 (azimuth
0.4°/180.4°), each considered accurate to 0.25° – which
might indicate that the north–south axis was of
significance at Godmanchester, especially as these
alignments involve two of the anomalously placed posts,
P4 and P21. However, apart from anything else, the fact
that these north–south alignments are less precisely
cardinally aligned than the east–west ones rather
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Figure 2.25 Visualisations of the view (with 40m-high tree cover) towards entrance posts P2, P1 and P24 from posts
P11, P13 and P15 on the WSW side, respectively. Redrawn from a computer visualisation generated from the Lidar
data (flattened out to 1km from the observer) by Andrew Smith using his HORIZON programme

tree cover would place the indicated declination (in either
direction) in the range +0.3° to +0.5°, alignment on the
temporal equinox is a possibility, but other possibilities
also remain open.

recognisable as the extremities of the sun’s motions.
Third, the astronomical equinox is defined as the time
when the centre of the sun is at declination 0.0°, but if a
concept akin to ‘equinox’ meant anything to societies in
prehistory it must have had a more pragmatic meaning,
such as the ‘temporal equinox’ defined in ‘Alignments of
potential astronomical significance: Introduction’, for
which the declination of the centre of the sun is around
+0.4°, varying somewhat in different years. Given that

Main axis
The main axis of the post-array (Direction (B) in
‘Selection of alignments …: Conclusions’ and Table 2.16)
is marked by four separate alignments that, in the ENE
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Figure 2.26 Visualisations of the view to the south-east from P13, redrawn from a computer visualisation generated
from the Lidar data (flattened out to 750m from the observer) by Andrew Smith using his HORIZON programme

declinations observed correspond to sunrise on May
4/August 11 (dec +15.7°) or May 5/August 10 (dec
+16.0°).15 For an afforested horizon the dates become
May 6/August 9 (dec +16.3°) or May 7/August 8 (dec
+16.6°). May 7 and August 6 are the actual mid-quarter
days. In the other direction, the dates concerned are
November 2/February 5 (dec -16.1°/-16.0°) or November
3/February 4 (dec -16.4°/-16.3°) for a cleared horizon and
October 31/February 7 (dec -15.4°/-15.3°) or November
1/February 6 (dec -15.8°/-15.7°) for an afforested one,
November 5 and February 4 being the actual mid-quarter
days. In other words, the main axis would have aligned
with sunrise on the May mid-quarter day (May 7) given an
afforested horizon, but missed the August mid-quarter
day. In the other direction it would have aligned with
sunset on the mid-quarter day February 4 if the horizon
was clear, but missed the mid-quarter day on November 5.
While the idea of high-precision alignments on
mid-quarter-day sunrise or sunset cannot be discounted, it
is more likely that the dates in early May and/or August
when the sun rose in the direction faced by the monument
represented significant times in the seasonal cycle and
perhaps triggered ceremonial activities. On the other
hand, any orientation within the solar arc must face
sunrise or sunset at two dates within the year, meaning that
it is not certain that the axial direction was indeed
determined by solar alignment.

direction, yield declinations between +15.7° and +16.0°,
each considered accurate to within 0.1°. A 40m-high
forest would increase the declinations to between +16.3°
and +16.6°. In the opposite (WSW) direction the
declinations for a treeless landscape are -16.4° to -16.1°,
increasing to -15.8° to -15.5° if the horizon was
afforested.
Among the popular articles about Godmanchester
published in 1991 were claims that the main axis was
aligned upon ‘sunrise on the prehistoric festivals of
Beltane (May 1) and Lughnasa (Aug 1)’ (see New
Scientist, 23 Mar 1991, 29). This makes reference to the
idea, popular in the 1980s, that Thom’s (1967) ‘megalithic
calendar’, by which megalithic sites throughout Britain
were supposed to be aligned upon sunrise or sunset on
dates equally spaced through the year – the solstices,
temporal equinoxes and mid-quarter days – was a
Neolithic precursor to an equally precisely defined and
ubiquitous Celtic calendar. While such ideas are
untenable on many levels (see Ruggles 1999, 88, 142), it is
nonetheless clearly of interest to determine the times of
year when the sun did rise directly in line with the axis of
the monument, and specifically along the alignment of
posts P13–P1 (declination +15.9°).
The dates listed in Table 2.15 do in fact represent equal
intervals during the year, so that those marked in bold
represent the solstices, temporal equinoxes and
mid-quarter days. For a cleared horizon to the ENE, the
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Figure 2.27 Visualisations of the view to the north-east from P12, redrawn from a computer visualisation generated
from the Lidar data (flattened out to 750m from the observer) by Andrew Smith using his HORIZON programme

Direction (D), marked by the alignment from the back
right corner post P15 to the left entrance post P2, is
oriented well outside the northern lunar standstill limit, as
already noted in ‘View of the entrances from P11, P13 and
P15’. However, the indicated declination in the reverse
direction is -30.0°, considered accurate to within 0.1°, for
a horizon 3.8km distant, rising to -29.3° if the horizon was
tree-covered. This makes it possible that the alignment
related to the moon setting at its southern major standstill
limit (dec -30.3° to -29.8°), but only if the landscape was
extensively cleared.
The post alignment P13–P14–P15 forming the SSE
half of the WSW side of the post-array (direction (Q) in
‘Selection of alignments… Conclusions’ and Table 2.16),
towards the south-east yields a declination of -30.4°,
considered accurate to within 0.35°, rising to about -29.8°
if a mature forest stood beyond the ‘bare landscape’
horizon which is just under 1km distant. This compares
with -30.3° to -29.8° for the southern major standstill limit
(Table 2.14). While the uncertainties are quite large,
owing to the relative shortness of the alignment together
with the closeness of the horizon, this is arguably the

Moonrise at the major standstill limit
(Fig. 2.26)
In early analyses of the site, a good deal of attention was
given to the possibility that it incorporated a number of
precise alignments upon the rising or setting moon at its
major or minor standstill limit (see Ruggles 2014b for a
full explanation of this concept).
As already noted in ‘View along the long sides of the
post-array’, the orientation of the NNW side towards the
ENE, direction (A) in ‘Selection of alignments …:
Conclusions’ and Table 2.16, misses minor standstill
moonrise (declination +18.7° for a clear horizon and
+19.3° if tree-covered, considered accurate to within
0.15°, as against +17.85° to +18.35° for the northern
minor standstill limit), as does the alignment in the
opposite direction (declination -19.0° for a clear horizon
and -18.4° if tree-covered, considered accurate to within
0.15°, as against -19.95° to -19.45° for the southern minor
standstill limit). As a candidate for a high-precision lunar
alignment the orientation of the NNW side must be
discounted.
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P22 (dec -24.1°; winter solstice sunset, cleared horizon);
and P22 to P24 (dec +23.9°; summer solstice sunrise,
cleared horizon). There are no candidate alignments on
the other solstitial axis (winter solstice sunrise – summer
solstice sunset). There are also four candidates for precise
lunar alignments: P4 to P14 (dec -30.6°; moonset at
southern major standstill limit, tree-covered horizon), P23
to P6 (+17.3°; moonset at northern minor standstill limit,
tree-covered horizon), P22 to P7 (+17.8°; moonset at
northern minor standstill limit, any horizon) and P21 to P6
(dec +27.5°; moonset at northern major standstill limit,
tree-covered horizon). The only viable candidate for a
‘temporal equinox’ alignment among these data is P22 to
P12 (+0.6°; sunset at temporal equinox, cleared horizon).
These data are not impressive. For any given putative
solar or lunar alignment, the difference between marking
the ‘full orb’ or ‘first/last gleam’ (see ‘Summer solstice
sunrise’) represents a difference of 0.5° in declination, and
the difference between a clear horizon and an afforested
horizon typically represents a further difference of 0.6°;
these various options together offer a flexibility in
interpretation that covers 1.1° in declination. Several of
the putative alignments identified above are at the very
edge of this margin of error. Thus, for example, the
alignment from P12 to P4 (dec +24.2°) could only
function as a ‘first gleam’ alignment on a cleared horizon;
if the horizon was afforested, then to an observer at P12
the solstitial sun would actually appear behind P3 instead
(Fig. 2.27). If anything, the efficacy of the putative
solstitial alignment from P12 to P4 would have been
improved, and the difference between the orientation
P12–P4 and P13–P2 (actually 1.0°) reduced, if P4 had not
been anomalously placed. In the case of P22 and P24, only
74.3m apart, the declination quoted above can only be
considered accurate to within 0.4°, which adds further
uncertainty.
In light of the above, it can be concluded that
archaeoastronomy has nothing useful to offer towards
explaining the anomalous positioning of these posts.

strongest candidate for a precise lunar alignment at the
site, although this in itself does not prove that the
alignment was intentional. It can be visualised in Fig.
2.26. There is no lunar alignment in the opposite direction.
The northern entrance post P2 and the central entrance
post P1 (direction (R) in ‘Selection of alignments …
Conclusions’ and Table 2.16) are aligned in a broadly
similar direction to P13…P15. In this case the indicated
declination is -29.7°, considered accurate to within 0.5°,
rising to -29.2° if there was more distant tree cover. The
possibility that this alignment was also determined by
reasonably precise observations of the most southerly
moonrise cannot be ruled out, but it is only viable if the
sightline in question was completely cleared of trees.
Remaining orientations of potential significance
In this and the following section the remaining
‘potentially significant orientations’ identified in
‘Selection of alignments …: Conclusions’ are considered.
The SSE side of the post-array (Direction C) is
oriented within the solar arc, between summer solstice
and equinox sunrise to the ENE and between winter
solstice and equinox sunset to the WSW. The same is true
of all but two of the remainder of the fifteen possible
directions between one of the five posts in the WSW side
and one of the three entrance posts (Directions D to N), the
exceptions being P14–P2 and P15–P2. None of the
alignments in question coincides with moonrise at the
minor standstill limit in the ENE direction, and the only
one that does so in the WSW direction is P1–P14
(direction H; declination -19.7°, considered accurate to
within 0.15°), but this ceases to be the case if the horizon
in question was covered with mature forest, in which case
the declination rises to -19.1°.
Alignment P14–P2 falls outside the solar arc but
within the wider lunar arc in both directions. Alignment
P15–P2 falls outside even the lunar arc in the NE direction
(see ‘View of the entrances from P11, P13 and P15’) but
broadly coincides with moonset at the major standstill
limit to the SW (see ‘Moonrise at the major standstill
limit’).
The remaining directions sighting along the WSW
side and across the entrance (directions P and S; and Q and
R to the NW) all fall well outside the solar and lunar rising
and setting arcs.

Summary
The following directions indicated by pairwise
alignments of post-holes in the post-array P1 ... P24, and
between the centre of Ring Ditch 1 (P25) and posts in the
post-array, stand out as being the most important in terms
of their potential astronomical significance.
• The double alignment P13–P2 and P15–P1. Both pairs of posts were

The anomalously-placed posts (P4, P21, P22 and P23)
(Fig. 2.27)
The question of interest here is whether there are any
obvious astronomical candidates among the many
possible alignments involving posts P4, P21, P22 and P23
(fifteen in each case) that might explain why they were not
placed, like the remaining posts in their respective rows, at
reasonably regular intervals.
Table 2.18 lists the sixty pairs of orientations in
opposite directions. These are for bare horizons; as a rule
of thumb 0.6° may be added in order to estimate the
declinations for tree-covered horizons (cf. Table 2.16). Of
the 120 indicated ‘bare horizon’ declinations, sixty-six
fall within the solar arc, ten fall outside the solar range but
within the lunar range, and the remaining forty-four fall
outside both the solar and lunar arcs. There are four
candidates for solstitial alignments: P4 to P12 (dec -24.3°;
winter solstice sunset, any horizon); P12 to P4 (dec
+24.2°; summer solstice sunrise, cleared horizon); P24 to

•

•

•
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accurately aligned upon summer solstice sunrise in the mid 4th
millennium BC, either a ‘full orb’ (lower limb) alignment if the
horizon was cleared or a ‘first gleam’ (upper limb) alignment if the
horizon was covered in mature forest.
The double alignment P11–P24 and P25–P15. Both were accurately
aligned on an east-west axis, and the rising and setting equinoctial sun.
However, simply to describe this alignment as ‘equinoctial’ begs
various questions about how the equinox was conceived, defined and
observed. The data are consistent with alignments on the ‘temporal
equinox’.
The main axis, marked to within 0.6° in azimuth (0.3° in declination)
by four separate alignments: P11–P2, P13–P1, P15–P24 and P25–P12.
This is aligned upon sunrise between May 4 and May 7 and between
August 8 and August 11, depending upon the state of afforestation on
the horizon. These date ranges include the mid-quarter day May 7 (if
the horizon was afforested) but not the mid-quarter day August 6.
The post alignment P13–P14–P15 is arguably the strongest candidate
for a precise lunar marker at the site. It is aligned upon moonrise at the
southern major standstill limit, probably a ‘full orb’ (lower limb)
alignment if the horizon was cleared or a ‘first gleam’ (upper limb)
alignment if the horizon was covered in mature forest, but there is
some uncertainty owing to low data accuracy.
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P4–P23
P4–P22
P4–P21
P4–P20
P4–P19
P4–P18
P4–P17
P4–P16
P15–P4
P14–P4
P13–P4
P12–P4
P4–P2
P4–P1
P4–P24

P14–P22
P13–P22
P12–P22
P11–P22
P10–P22
P9–P22
P8–P22
P7–P22
P6–P22
P5–P22
P4–P22
P3–P22
P22–P2
P22–P1
P22–P24

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
V10
V11
V12
V13
V14
V15

77.8
84.9
91.3
97.5
104.4
109.7
114.5
120.6
129.0
138.8
150.2
343.5
352.2
9.3
48.3

138.7
150.2
341.1
350.1
359.5
7.5
14.9
20.8
25.9
33.8
40.8
47.7
81.8
116.8
127.2

Azimuth

0.9
1.0
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
3.0
2.9
3.2
3.5

0.6
0.7
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.4
3.5
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.4

1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.8
1.1

Horizon Altitude
dist (km)

+7.4
+3.0
-0.8
-4.5
-8.5
-11.6
-14.4
-17.7
-22.1
-26.8
-31.5
+36.0
+37.4
+37.1
+23.9

-26.8
-31.5
+35.5
+37.1
+37.7
+37.3
+36.1
+34.8
+33.3
+30.5
+27.4
+24.2
+5.0
-15.7
-21.1

Declination

257.8
264.9
271.3
277.5
284.4
289.7
294.5
300.6
309.0
318.8
330.2
163.5
172.2
189.3
228.3

318.7
330.2
161.1
170.1
179.5
187.5
194.9
200.8
205.9
213.8
220.8
227.7
261.8
296.8
307.2

Azimuth

8.1
8.5
7.5
1.3
2.6
2.9
11.7
14.7
7.6
4.5
3.6
0.7
1.2
1.5
3.5

4.5
3.6
0.7
1.2
1.8
1.9
2.0
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.4
8.5
2.8
3.0
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.4

0.4
0.5
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2

Horizon Altitude
dist (km)

-7.6
-3.3
+0.6
+4.4
+8.7
+11.8
+14.4
+17.8
+22.3
+27.2
+32.0
-35.3
-36.8
-36.8
-24.1

+27.2
+32.0
-34.8
-36.6
-37.3
-37.0
-36.1
-34.8
-33.3
-30.6
-27.6
-24.3
-5.1
+15.7
+21.4

Declination

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W12
W13
W14
W15

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9
U10
U11
U12
U13
U14
U15

Alignment

P14–P21
P13–P21
P12–P21
P11–P21
P10–P21
P9–P21
P8–P21
P7–P21
P6–P21
P5–P21
P4–P21
P3–P21
P21–P2
P21–P1
P21–P24

P14–P23
P13–P23
P12–P23
P11–P23
P10–P23
P9–P23
P8–P23
P7–P23
P6–P23
P5–P23
P4–P23
P3–P23
P23–P2
P23–P1
P23–P24

Post-holes

79.2
87.1
94.0
102.3
110.0
116.5
122.3
129.7
139.4
150.2
341.1
351.4
0.4
19.5
53.9

76.5
82.8
88.5
95.5
99.6
103.8
107.8
112.8
119.7
128.2
138.7
150.8
340.2
351.1
26.5

Azimuth

0.9
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.3
3.5

0.9
0.9
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.7
2.9
2.9
3.5
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.5

Horizon Altitude
dist (km)

+6.6
+1.7
-2.3
-7.3
-11.8
-15.5
-18.6
-22.5
-27.1
-31.5
+35.5
+37.3
+37.7
+35.1
+21.0

+8.2
+4.4
+0.8
-3.3
-5.7
-8.1
-10.6
-13.4
-17.2
-21.7
-26.8
-31.7
+35.3
+37.3
+33.1

Declination

259.2
267.1
274.0
282.3
290.0
296.5
302.3
309.7
319.4
330.2
161.1
171.4
180.4
199.5
233.9

256.5
262.8
268.5
275.5
279.6
283.8
287.8
292.8
299.7
308.2
318.7
330.8
160.2
171.1
206.5

Azimuth

8.8
7.5
7.4
2.4
2.9
13.5
2.9
7.7
4.4
3.6
0.7
1.2
1.8
1.9
3.5

8.3
8.7
7.5
7.4
1.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
2.9
3.1
4.5
3.5
0.7
0.7
3.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5

Horizon Altitude
dist (km)

-6.8
-2.0
+2.2
+7.4
+12.0
+15.5
+18.8
+22.7
+27.5
+32.0
-34.8
-36.7
-37.3
-35.1
-21.2

-8.4
-4.6
-1.1
+3.0
+5.6
+8.3
+10.7
+13.4
+17.3
+21.9
+27.2
+32.2
-34.5
-36.6
-33.1

Declination

Table 2.18 Indicated declinations along alignments involving the anomalously placed postholes P4, P23, P22 and P21. Declinations are determined (for a bare horizon) as in Table 2.16.
All angles are in degrees

Post-holes

Alignment

Diagonal
Sub-diagonal
Main axis
Sub-diagonal
Diagonal

Id

Post alignments

Az (°)

Dec (°)

Sunrise date*

D
F
B
L
L´
N

P15–P2
P13–P2, P15–P1
P11–P2, P13–P1, P15–P24
P11–P1
P13–P24
P11–P24

35.2
48.7–48.8
62.8–63.4
76.9
77.5
89.9

+29.9
+23.6–23.7
+15.7–16.0
+7.9
+7.6
-0.1

(Outside the solar arc)
Summer solstice
May 4–7 / Aug 8–11
Apr 11–13/Aug 31–Sep 2
Apr 10–12/Sep 1–3
Mar 21–23/Sep 20–21

* See endnote 15

Table 2.19 The complete set of alignments from the corner and centre posts in the WSW side of the post-array (P11, P13,
P15) and the three entrance posts (P2, P1, P24). The identification letter refers to Chapter 2.III, ‘Analysis and Astronomical
Interpretation: Conclusions’ and Table 2.16. The sunrise dates allow for either a cleared or an afforested horizon.

sunset would only work (as a ‘last gleam’ alignment) if the
horizon in that direction was cleared suggests that this
direction was of less importance, or possibly of no
importance at all.
Alignment P11–P24 is equally impressive in its
precision, both in marking the cardinal direction and the
astronomical equinox (in either direction). However, the
interpretation of the ‘equinoctial’ alignments presents
more challenges. As noted in ‘Due east/equinox sunrise’,
there is nothing per se in nature that marks out either the
east to west direction or the time when the sun reaches the
astronomical equinox, and there is no inherent reason why
they should be of cultural significance. One
approximation that may have had cultural meaning and
been physically observable is the day when the sun rises
and sets in exactly opposite directions; another possibility
(although dependent on techniques for counting and
recording, for which there is no evidence) is that the
interval between the solstices was divided into equal
halves by counting off the days, resulting in the so-called
‘temporal equinox’ or ‘Thom equinox’ (see also Ruggles
1997a). The alignment is consistent with either of these
possibilities (see ‘Due east/equinox sunrise’) but the
precision with which the due east to west orientation was
achieved (certainly within 0.2° and possibly much closer)
may have involved a modest element of good fortune. For
simplicity, this is referred to as an equinoctial alignment in
what follows, but these remarks should be kept in mind.
On the issue of selection, the parallel solstitial
alignments and the equinoctial alignment are selected post
hoc from a wider range of possibilities. Even restricting
this analysis to the three ‘main’ positions defining the
geometry of the back (WSW) side – P11, P13 and P15 –
there are nine possible post-to-post alignments from the
back to the entrance, marking five distinct directions as
constrained by the geometrical configuration (Table
2.19). The fact that two of these accurately mark key solar
alignments (‘target’ declination ranges some 0.2° wide
within a span of some 30°) is clearly unlikely to be the
result of chance,17 although the asymmetry (i.e. it is the
sub-diagonal F, rather than the diagonal D, that is
solstitial) could be taken as somewhat weakening the
argument for intentionality. On the other hand, the fact
that the two alignments marking the opposite subdiagonal (L and L´) are not quite parallel seems to
reinforce the idea that F, rather than L, was the more
significant direction.
One fact seems to contradict the obvious conclusion
that the solstitial and equinoctial directions were

As regards broader relationships of possible
significance between the layout of the site and the skies,
there appears to be a strong emphasis on the sector of sky
between the NE–SW solstitial axis and the east–west
equinoctial axis. All of the longer alignments between the
five posts on the WSW side of the post-array and the three
entrance posts fall within this sector, with only two
exceptions (P14–P2 and P15–P2) extending anticlockwise beyond it. In particular, from the centre of Ring
Ditch 1 (P25), the entire post-array would have appeared
within (and almost spanned) the northern half of the solar
rising arc, between the directions of summer solstice
sunrise and due east/equinox sunrise.
The question of whether these and other alignments
and relationships are likely to have been intentional, their
relation to the geometrical layout, and the broader
implications for the archaeological interpretation of the
site, are discussed briefly in the following section.

Discussion
Any alignment upon the horizon rising or setting of an
astronomical body may have arisen through a
combination of factors unrelated to astronomy. For this
reason, it is important not simply to identify exciting
possibilities from among a range of options (e.g. many
potential alignments) without giving serious thought both
to data selection issues and to related evidence concerning
the broader context, such as the geometrical design.
Precision sightlines within the post-array
There is really only one clear candidate at the site for a
‘precision sighting device’ on an astronomical event: the
double solstitial alignment (P15–P1 and P13–P2). The
precision of the summer solstice sunrise alignment is
impressive, as is the fact that it functions whether or not
the distant landscape was afforested, potentially giving it
durability in the sense that it would continue to be
effective if the nature of the distant vegetation changed
over time. In general, the flexibility for us to choose
between a ‘full orb’ and a ‘first/last gleam’ alignment (see
‘Summer solstice sunrise’), or something in between,
increases the likelihood that intentionality can perhaps be
ascribed to what is, in fact, a chance occurrence – as does
the flexibility to consider both a ‘bare horizon’ and an
‘afforested’ scenario. The range of declinations where
these possibilities overlap fully (0.2°) is much narrower
than the range where some scenario is possible (1.1°).16
The fact that the reverse alignment on winter solstice
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joining the side posts P2 and P24. This is not necessitated
by the construction of the alignments running WSW to
ENE along the length of the post-array as discussed in the
previous section. One possible explanation for this is that
these displacements permitted the SSE half of the WSW
side of the post-array (P13–P14–P15) and the northern
half of the entrance (P2–P1) to be aligned upon the moon
rising at the southern major standstill limit (see ‘Moonrise
at the major standstill limit’).
The idea of high-precision alignments upon the lunar
standstill limits is one that many archaeoastronomers now
deem inherently unlikely for a variety of reasons,
including the complexities of the moon’s motions and the
lack of anthropological precedent (Ruggles 1999, 61).
Nonetheless, the inclusion of the lunar standstill limits as
‘obvious’ targets in a ‘recipe book’ approach, second in
importance only to the solar solstices and equinoxes,
remains widespread in the literature. Another issue is that
the major standstill limits and minor standstill limits tend
to be treated on equal terms, whereas in practice there are
critical differences. Most obviously, the minor standstill
limits are points that the moon passes twice a month at all
times; they are not something that would be noticed by
chance. On the other hand, when the moon approaches the
major standstill limits, which happens at fortnightly
intervals (opposite limits) over a period of about a year
once in every 18.6-year cycle, this would have been a
conspicuous event.
Given both the issues relating to putative highprecision lunar alignments and the low accuracy of the
alignments in question, the major standstill interpretation
must be treated with caution.
The other major lunar standstill alignment is the NNW
side of the post-array (direction D) towards the WSW. If
this lunar alignment was indeed intentional then it may
seem surprising, given the apparent focus of the solar
alignments towards the entrance in the ENE, that the
orientation was not adjusted so that it functioned towards
the most northerly rising moon rather than the most
southerly setting moon. On the other hand, around the
time of summer solstice the moon will be close to full
when it is in the far south each month, and will set at
around the time of sunrise. It may just be that there was a
perceived lunar connection, but it may also be that such
relationships, if significant at all, were discovered after
construction rather than being an integral part of the
design.

fundamental in laying out the post-array. The positions of
the earlier, pre-enclosure posts (P26–P28) are such that
their replacements (P24, P1 and P2) preserved alignments
diametrically across to the opposite side, so that as seen
from P11, P24 and P26 are in line (Fig. 2.24a); from P13,
P1 and P27 are in line (Fig. 2.24b); and from P15, P2 and
P28 are in line (Fig. 2.24c). While there is no direct
evidence that anything marked positions P11, P13 and
P15 at the time when P26–P28 were erected, this does
seem to imply that, if anything, it was the main axis and the
diagonals (D, B, N), rather than the ‘astronomical’
directions (F, N), that were the key alignments in laying
out the structure. It could, however, be argued that, given a
bare horizon at least, P1 fitted better to the solstice sunrise
as seen from P15 than P27 (Fig. 2.24c).
Apart from the diagonal D, whose orientation lies well
outside the solar arc, Table 2.19 shows the dates on which
the sun would rise in line with each pair of posts (allowing
for either a cleared or an afforested horizon). This includes
the main axis, whose orientation falls close to the midquarter day May 7, although it just misses the mid-quarter
day August 6. While the evidence for the existence of
Thom’s ‘megalithic’ solar calendar (Ruggles 1999, 54–5)
has been thoroughly discounted owing to data selection
effects (ibid., 75), it could be argued that the counting of
days necessary to mark the temporal equinoxes (if this
was in fact the case) does at least add some plausibility to
the idea that days may have been counted and time
intervals divided in half. It should, however, be
emphasised that there is absolutely no independent
evidence to support such an assertion. It is more likely that
early May and/or early August were significant times of
year in the context of the seasonal subsistence calendar,
and the specific dates when the sun rose in line with the
main axis — almost certainly significant for actions or
ceremonies taking place at the site — were defined by the
orientation of the monument rather than defining it.
The general idea that ENE–WSW alignments were
deliberate, and in at least some cases precisely determined, is also supported by the fact that at least one of the
entrance posts (P1, 9701) was D-shaped with the face of
the timber oriented towards the north-east while all the
other posts were roughly oval in plan (McAvoy 1999, 2).
Variations in the separation between adjacent posts
along the NNW and SSE sides of the array suggests that
nearly all of them were placed at regular intervals to
within about 0.8–1.0m. This means that the orientations of
pairwise alignments involving intermediate posts along
these sides, as well as between the sides, are constrained
by the geometrical layout and there is no reason to believe
that any precise astronomical alignments identified
among them are anything more than fortuitous. Certainly,
to judge by the analysis in ‘The anomalously placed posts’
of alignments involving the somewhat anomalously
placed P4, P21, P22 and P23, few if any impressive
candidate alignments stand out.18 That is not to say that
some post alignments on astronomical events may not
have been noticed and become significant; merely that
they were not planned at the outset.

The location of the centre of Ring Ditch 1
Two things stand out regarding the location of the centre
of the Neolithic mound (Ring Ditch 1; P25) in relation to
the post-array.
(a)

(b)

Putative lunar alignments
The WSW side and the entrance of the post-array were not
straight but convex, in the sense that P13 stood to the
WSW of the line joining the corner posts P11 and P15, and
the central entrance post P1 stood to the ENE of the line

As viewed from P25, the entire post-array stood within (and
almost fully spanned) the northern half of the solar rising arc,
between the directions of summer solstice sunrise and due
east/equinox sunrise (‘View to the ENE …’; Fig. 2.23).
To the level of accuracy of the available azimuth data (generally
reliable to within 0.3°) no fewer than four alignments between
P25 and posts in the post-array ran parallel to alignments of
apparent significance within the post-array itself (‘Geometrical
relationships involving ….(P25)’; Fig. 2.25d):
• P25–P2 is parallel to the NNW side (Direction A);
• P25–P12 is parallel to the main axis (Direction B);
• P25–P13 is parallel to P14–P24 (Direction K); and
• P25–P15 is parallel to the diagonal P11–P24 (Direction N).

It is perhaps less impressive that (b) includes one
alignment to an entrance post along with three to posts on
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used to position P15 before the start of the process
described above. In the latter case, the position of P12
between P11 and P13 might have been decided by placing
it in the main axis direction from P25, which would
explain why it is not halfway between those posts.
Likewise, the alignment from P25 to P2 could have
provided a baseline for the parallel row of posts starting
from P11 and forming the NNW side. On the other hand, if
P25 did not pre-exist then a baseline back from P2 parallel
to the NNW side could have been used along with the
equinoctial baseline to define it.
The point here is not to try to provide a complete or
definitive account of the construction method, but to show
that the geometrical and astronomical configuration
provides a sound basis for exploring the issue in detail.

the nearer WSW side, raising questions about data
selection since, by including the sides and the mid-posts
on the WSW side (P12, P14), there is now a choice of
seventeen post-to-post alignments to explore for parallel
orientations. Nonetheless, the chances of obtaining four
or more hits fortuitously is still very small.19
The existence of so many parallel alignments adds
weight to the contention that P25 was an important
location during the construction of the post-array, rather
than being added afterwards, say at the time of
construction of the cursus. While the location could have
been defined by the intersection of two parallel
alignments at any time after the construction of the
complete post-array, the fortuitous intersection at the
same spot of no fewer than four such alignments is very
unlikely. This strongly suggests that the position of P25
was used as the basis for positioning at least one of the
posts in the array. A possible scenario as to the manner in
which the configuration was laid out is presented in
‘Astronomical Baselines ….’ below.
It might be that (a) is merely an unintended
consequence of (b) and the geometrical layout. Evidently,
the equinoctial ‘cut-off’ is a direct consequence of
P25–P15 being parallel to P11–P24, but the situation
regarding the left-hand (solstitial) end of the range is less
clear. It is certainly true that (a) might imply that the centre
of the ring ditch remained important as an observation
point after the construction of the post-array, something
that is also borne out by the archaeological evidence that it
remained a place of importance into the Late Bronze
Age/Early Iron Age, if not longer.

A sense of place
This analysis has followed a traditional approach to the
archaeoastronomical analysis of the Godmanchester postarray by focusing principally on pairwise alignments
between posts as potential ‘precision sighting devices’
upon astronomical events. While this is an important
possibility, it also restricts this analysis to what may well
have been one-off observations that were only important
as part of the techniques and protocols of construction.
Even if observations made by sighting along pairs of posts
were repeated periodically, the very nature of the process
means that they could only have been made by a very few
(elite?) observers.
It is important to try to identify broad relationships
between the layout of the site and the skies that might have
been significant to, or in orchestrating the experience of, a
wider range of people standing within or passing through
the monument, viewing the posts, landscape and skyscape
surrounding them. Visualisations such as those presented
in Figs 2.22–2.27 can be helpful in this regard. The
challenge comes because of the inherent subjectivity in
identifying potentially significant relationships of this
nature. For example, celestial configurations visible
through the entrance by groups of people congregating
within the enclosure and post-array can easily be
identified using virtual planetarium programmes such as
Stellarium, but there are so many possibilities for picking
out potentially significant asterisms that, without
independent cultural evidence, it is impossible to move
beyond complete speculation.
A more promising approach is to try to identify broad
relationships of potential cosmological significance.
Perhaps the most obvious of these in the case of
Godmanchester is the strong overall emphasis on the
sectors of sky (in both directions) between the NE–SW
solstitial axis and the east–west equinoctial one. In
particular, there are no significant structural alignments
marking the opposite, NW–SE solstitial axis.

Astronomical baselines and the geometrical layout
What follows is one suggestion for the manner in which
the basic geometrical configuration at Rectory Farm was
laid out. There may well be equally robust alternatives.
The parallel solstitial alignments P15–P1 and P13–P2
and the cardinal/equinoctial alignment P11–P24 and
P25–P15 stand out because of their precision. Another
notable fact is that each of the six main posts defining the
outline of the post-array geometry (P11, P13 and P15 on
the WSW side and the entrance posts P2, P1 and P24) is
included in one of these alignments. This suggests that
these three alignments could well have been used as
astronomical baselines. Given the relatively flat horizon
to the ENE, observations of sunrise would also provide a
simple method of setting up the parallel alignments. In
order to ensure that two baselines were parallel it was
simply necessary to line up a foresight on each line from
its respective backsight by making observations of sunrise
on the same day.
In order to define particular positioning of posts along
these baselines, further baselines would have been needed
in a different direction. The three parallel lines of what
then became the main axis could well have provided this.
Again, they would all have been set up by observing
sunrise on the same day. The fact that the date chosen was
close to, if not exactly, the mid-quarter day May 7 is
probably coincidental, although it could be argued that if
the ‘temporal equinox’ method was used to set up the
equinoctial alignment, then the builders clearly had the
ability and motive to count days and halve time intervals.
A parallel equinoctial baseline through P15 could
have been used to help specify the position of P25, or
alternat- ively if P25 already existed it could have been

Broader significance
The Godmanchester post-array was not an astronomical
‘observatory’, at least if the term is taken to mean a
structure incorporating multiple high-precision
alignments upon key rising and setting events of the sun
and moon. However, there is good reason to believe that a
thorough and detailed knowledge of the sun’s annual
motions along the horizon, and accurate markers of
significant directions, were used in setting up the
monument. The precision of the parallel solstitial
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alignments (P15–P1 and P13–P2) is particularly
impressive, as is that of the cardinal/equinoctial alignment
(P11–P24), which is repeated in a parallel alignment from
Ring Ditch 1 (P25–P15). After due consideration of the
data selection issues and the geometrical design, there is
no strong reason to suppose that they could have arisen
fortuitously, and every reason to believe that they were
intentional. As such, they are unparalleled in Early
Neolithic Britain, and possibly North-West Europe.
Broader customs of orientation in relation to the sun have
been identified among local groups of long barrows, for
example in Wessex (e.g. Ruggles 1997b, 212), and there
are broadly contemporary monuments in Portugal and
Spain (the seven-stone antas), with a demonstrable
relationship to the rising sun, but at various times of year
(Hoskin 2001). Demonstrable solstitial alignments,
repeated at more than one monument, first appear in
southern England in the Stonehenge landscape of the mid
3rd millennium BC (Ruggles 2014c).
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Throughout this section, following Ruggles (1999, ix),
‘altitude’ means the vertical angle between a viewed point and
the horizontal plane through the observer, while ‘elevation’
means the height of a location above sea level.
More generally, if two locations d metres apart are specified to
within x1 and x2 metres respectively along a line perpendicular
to that joining them, then the azimuth of the line joining them is
specified to within tan–1 ((x1 + x2)/d).
It should be noted that this and similar statements should be
taken as indicative rather than mathematically rigorous. The ‘±’
designation has no meaning when considering the distance
between the estimated and the actual location in two dimensions
(most obviously because it can never be negative). A mathematical analysis of the probability distributions in two dimensions
is avoided in this analysis because the situation is complex and
would not significantly enhance the archaeoastronomical
discussion.
In fact, the decision as to whether or not to apply a parallax
correction depends upon whether the target is taken to be solar
or lunar, as in Lloyd’s table. In the analysis that follows, no such
prejudgement will be made; instead, the parallax correction will
be taken into account in determining the ‘target’ declinations of
possible lunar significance.
It might be suggested that there could be errors in the locations
of post-holes P21–P23, which were originally estimated from
AP plots and only subsequently located and tied in on the
ground. However, the fact that they are all situated accurately on
the best-fit alignment for the SSE side (as is P15) argues
strongly that this was not the case.
The estimates of these azimuths are more accurate than Table
2.8 (P11–P13, P13–P15) would suggest, owing to the presence
of P12 and P14 respectively.
This is large enough for us to be confident that this was ‘real’
rather than simply the result of measurement errors; cf. Table 2.4.
Regarding the earlier entrance posts, the direction from P27
towards P26 (azimuth ~156.5°) is not significantly different
from that from P1 to P24, given the limitations on accuracy (see
Table 2.8); nor is that from P27 to P28 (azimuth ~325.9°)
significantly different from that from P1 to P2.
The direction of the alignment between P11 and P26 (the
predecessor to P24) is one of the best defined on the site,
whether or not we ignore its physical nature (see Table 2.8). In
particular, the alignment between the geometrically defined
centres is considered accurate to within 0.03°. The true azimuth
of this alignment is 90.09°/270.09°, which would indicate a
slight shift (of around 0.2°) between the earlier P11–P26 and the
later P11–P24, thus bringing it closer to the direction P25–P15,
if point P11 was already marked and significant at this earlier
stage. However, there is no independent archaeological
evidence to support this assumption.
P14–P26 has true azimuth 72.1°/252.1°, estimated to be
accurate to 0.15°. This is significantly (0.6°) different from
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P14–P24 and differs from our best estimate of P25–P13 by 0.3°
in the opposite sense.
These have been calculated as follows (for notation see Ruggles
1999, 36–7 and Thom 1967, 118). For 3500 BC, e = 24.05, so
(e + i) = 29.2 and (e – i) = 18.9. At the latitude of
Godmanchester, for the major standstill limit, dd /dh = 0.88 so
that Pmaj (= 0.95 ´ dd /dh) = 0.84; while for the minor standstill
limit dd /dh = 0.82 so that Pmin = 0.78. Thus to the nearest 0.05°,
(e + i – Pmaj) = 28.35, (e – i – Pmin) = 18.1, (–(e – i) – Pmin) =
–19.7 and (–(e + i) – Pmaj) = –30.05.
Generally, the larger figure obtained in this manner, which takes
into account various options for sighting between two posts (see
‘Locations Recorded by Planned Excavation’), is the one used.
In the case of the alignments of nine posts making up the two
long sides, account is taken of the variation between the best-fit
azimuths identified in Table 2.10. In Table 2.16 the accuracy is
shown to the nearest 0.05°.
The ‘±’ notation is avoided because it implies the existence of a
normal probability distribution that can be justified
mathematically. This is not the case because the accuracy
estimates depend upon complex uncertainties in the post-hole
positions in two dimensions. See endnote 3.
The conclusion that this precision was achieved by design rather
than by good fortune appears to be reinforced by alignment
P11–P26, which has a true azimuth 90.1°/270.1°, not
significantly closer to or further away from due east–west than
P11–P24 but deviating in the opposite direction. However, this
rests on the assumption that P11 was already marked and
significant at the time when P26 was erected prior to P24, an
assumption that is unsupported by independent archaeological
evidence.
These dates are calculated for the centre of the sun. The rate of
change in the sun’s declination is about 0.4° per day around the
equinoxes, when it is as its greatest, so that the choice of lower
limb or upper limb (0.25° difference in declination from the
centre) could alter this estimate by up to about half a day. In
addition, the time of year corresponding to a particular
declination also varies by up to eighteen hours over the leapyear cycle. Finally, while the change in the sun’s declination is
continuous it only rises or sets once every day. Thus these ‘best
fit’ dates should only be considered accurate to within one day.
For example, in the case of the summer solstice sunrise, the
declination of the sun’s lower limb is +23.8° and that of its upper
limb is +24.3°. If the ‘bare horizon’ declination for the
alignment is d then the declination for the tree-covered horizon
will be, say, d + 0.6. Thus if d = +23.2° it could be suggested that
the alignment was ‘full orb’ (lower limb) on a tree-covered
horizon, while if d = +24.3° it could be argued that it was ‘first
gleam’ on a clear horizon, with various intermediate options for
all declination values in between. However, the only values for
which both full orb/clear horizon and first gleam/tree-covered
horizon could be argued, with all intermediate scenarios
possible, is for d = +23.7° or +23.8°.
How likely is it that two out of these five directions would include
precise solstitial and equinoctial alignments merely by chance? A
very crude way to answer this question formally is to use
Bernouilli’s theorem to calculate the probability P of obtaining
two or more ‘hits’ upon two target ranges, each 0.3° wide, when
firing five random ‘shots’ within an azimuth range of 55° (35°
down to 90°). Setting p = 0.6/55, n = 5 and r = 2 (see Ruggles
1999, 42) we obtain P = 0.0012, i.e. about 1 chance in 1000.
However, this will increase substantially if the widths of the target
ranges are increased, for example, or posts P12 and P14 are
included.
It is impossible to back up such statements by any meaningful
statistical analysis because of the non-independence of the
alignment data, given the constraints of the geometrical design.
In any case, analysing declination data rather than azimuth data
is complex given that random orientations do not produce a
uniform distribution in declination, and the only viable method
is by simulation (e.g. Ruggles 1984, 254f.)
As another crude test using Bernouilli’s theorem, the
probability P can be calculated of obtaining 4 or more ‘hits’
upon 17 target ranges, each 0.3° wide, when firing 8 random
‘shots’ within an azimuth range of 55° (i.e. az. 35° to az. 90°).
Setting p = 17 ´ 0.3/55, n = 8 and r = 4 (see Ruggles 1999, 42), a
result of P = 0.0041, i.e. about 1 chance in 250, is obtained.

analysis of tools and waste. In addition, the material was
characterised in technological terms. This was based upon
a number of criteria: the recognition of distinctive forms,
such as rejuvenation flakes, an assessment of the
orientation of scars on the dorsal surfaces of flakes and
blades, the characterisation of platforms and the
categorisation of flake and blade terminations. Although
some of these criteria can be ambiguous, they can provide
hints about the range of reduction strategies represented in
a given assemblage.
Flakes and blades were also characterised and
quantified in terms of their position within a generalised
reduction sequence. Each one was assigned to primary,
secondary or tertiary stages. Such an approach has its
limitations, and it necessarily needs to be set alongside
more qualitative observations on flake character and on
the nature of broken material. However, it does provide a
basis for establishing whether or not particular
assemblages contain all, or only selected stages, in the
reduction of particular cores and/or tools. It should be
noted that pieces of stone recognised as natural or
representing thermal fractures (unless modified in some
way) have been omitted from the discussion.
An attempt was also made to identify the use of flakes,
blades and other pieces. This was based upon macroscopic
inspection of each piece and a characterisation of use wear
in terms of retouch, edge wear, serration and edge gloss.
The results of the detailed typological and attribute
analysis are presented below by reference to core
technology, flake and blade categorisation, morphology
and tool characterisation. Each aspect is separated by
phase in order to focus more clearly on the data with any
crossover or comparison given more in-depth study in the
discussion following the results. The results are also
discussed alongside other excavated assemblages in order
to consider the role of stone-working activity at
Godmanchester in a local and wider landscape context.

IV. The finds
Lithics
by Antony Dickson and Aidan Parker (2014)
Introduction
An assemblage of 805 pieces of worked flint was
recovered during excavations in 1988 and 1990 (and the
subsequent processing of environmental samples). The
lithic assemblage was quantified and summarised
typologically as part of the post-excavation assessment
(Humble 1993) and was found to be derived from five
dated phases of occupation and from several other
contexts relating to undated features, subsoil deposits and
cleaning layers. Neolithic features produced 105 struck
lithics (13.04%), Bronze Age features eighty-three pieces
(10.31%); Iron Age features fifteen pieces (1.86%),
R o m an f e a tu r e s 1 4 8 ( 1 8 . 3 9 %) s t r u ck l it h ic s ,
medieval/post-medieval deposits three (0.37%) lithic
pieces and other contexts 371 pieces (46.09%).
Of the assemblage, 729 struck lithics were subjected
to a full technological and attribute analysis by the current
authors.
This report covers in detail the 188 struck lithics
recovered from Neolithic and Bronze Age deposits that
were subjected to detailed analysis. The greater part of
these came from deposits associated with monuments and
occupation features. The remainder of the assemblage
(537 pieces) is discussed briefly in reference to its
technological character and chronological association to
the dated, or otherwise, contexts from which it was
derived. The other four pieces, along with 76 (9.94%) that
were recovered from Iron Age/Roman deposits, are
briefly summarised below. Therefore, the report
comments on the nature of lithic production and use at the
monument complex and in occupation features in an
attempt to provide an insight into stone working activity
and the deposition of struck lithics during the Neolithic
and Bronze Age.

Results
Raw material characterisation
Local flint of a type normally associated with sources on
the gravel terraces of the River Ouse dominates the
assemblage. This flint ranges in colour from a deep almost
blackish opaque brown to a lighter, orangey and more
translucent brown. The lighter translucency is particularly
apparent on thinner pieces. This flint is generally
fine-grained, of a shiny lustre and inclusions are minimal.
Occurrences of other material types are low. Some are
unclassifiable due to burning, such as a large flake tool
from Early Neolithic post-hole fill 9830 (not illustrated)
and a small amount of material recovered from contexts
associated with the Middle Neolithic cursus monument.
Coarse stone tools are represented by an anvil of Early
Neolithic date from the trapezoidal enclosure (No. 3; SF
3130) and a hammer/anvil from a Bronze Age pit assigned
to Pit Group 1 (No. 13; SF 3132). A single flake from Late
Neolithic activity is of a distinctive grey flint, thought to
derive from the Lincolnshire Wolds area (context 9463;
not illustrated).
Surface alteration in the Neolithic component of the
assemblage is apparent on over 50% of pieces. In its
earlier stages it appears as a thin milky-white film. This
becomes thicker, more grey and opaque as re-cortication

Methodology
Given its significance in relation to its archaeological
context, complete detailed technological and metrical
analysis of the entire assemblage, apart from the residual
material from Iron Age and Roman layers, was proposed
(Humble 1993). On this basis the lithic material was
visually re-examined and subjected to metrical analysis
by the current authors. This included a sample of the
material deemed as unstratified, and also included struck
lithics recovered from later features in an attempt to
clarify whether this material was residual. The assessment
drew attention to the fact that there was confidence that
artefacts had not been horizontally displaced on site
(Humble 1993). However, it was decided by the authors
only to consider material from secure contexts in the
production of all data tables in order to characterise lithic
working activity associated with each phase of
occupation. When deemed necessary the discussion
draws on information from unsecure context assemblages
to expound on the results from the analysis of the secure
lithic material, which is referenced in the text when
appropriate.
The detailed typological and attribute analysis
included the recording of the physical characteristics of
the worked stone, raw material identification and metrical
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Table 2.20 Quantification of Early Neolithic worked flint, by feature and context

Anvil
Blade
Broken blades
Broken flakes
Core
Core fragment
Core rejuvenation
Edge retouched
End scraper
Flakes
Flaked chunk
Flake tool
Flake/blade shatter
Indeterminate chunk
Knife form
Notched
Retouched core
Small flakes
Utilised blade
Total

Type

9054

9162

Context

9089

Trapezoidal Enclosure

9051

Association

Cut

2

2
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1
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1
6
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1
1
1
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1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
41
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Figure 2.28 Length/breadth analysis of Early Neolithic complete debitage

core to continue working. Both the core and the fragment
show evidence for at least three (if not four) separate
platforms and multiple directions of working. When
considering the number of scars visible on the surviving
flaking fronts, the types of removals favoured seem fairly
evenly balanced between flakes and blades. Recording of
dimensions of the negative scars indicates an even
production of long narrow blades, and shorter squatter
flakes. Alongside the classified cores a partially-flaked
chunk (No. 4), recovered from the ditch of Enclosure 1
(fill 9300), has crushed ridges indicating the use of an
anvil during reduction. A core rejuvenation piece from the
fill of the ring ditch (context 9193), while unrelated to the
cores described above, points to the maintenance of cores
during knapping. The apparent reason for its removal was
to eradicate a flaw in the core flaking front.
The complete unmodified debitage is dominated by
flakes; however, analysis of length/breadth ratios (Fig.
2.28) shows that several of the flakes are characteristically
more blade-like in form. When the broken debitage is also
taken into consideration, the assemblage appears to
contain equal amounts of large flakes and narrow flakes
and blades. Furthermore, the majority of the complete
unmodified blades and flakes can be assigned to the
secondary stage of a generalised reduction sequence and
are likely to be associated with the early and intermediate
stages of reduction. Dorsal scar direction indicates a
unidirectional and multi-directional approach to
reduction with nearly half of the complete flakes
exhibiting scars running in the same direction and the
remainder showing evidence for crossed, opposed or
multi-directional removals. This evidence can be
reconciled with that from the cores, although it is unlikely
that any of the flakes were struck from them. Other
technological characteristics also point towards structured
and systematic reduction sequences. Feathered
terminations, flat platforms and diffuse bulbs are common

increases, ultimately producing a completely grey
colouration to the material.
Across the assemblage as a whole, the overall
condition of the struck lithics is good with little evidence
for edge damage from post-depositional processes
detected, which could also imply fairly quick deposition
for the majority of the material.
Early Neolithic
(Fig. 2.28)
Lithic material associated with Early Neolithic
occupation was recovered from the trapezoidal enclosure
and a smaller enclosure within it (Enclosure 1), as well as
from deposits associated with the small mound (Ring
Ditch 1). It consists of forty-one pieces (Table 2.20). The
contexts yielding lithics from the trapezoidal enclosure
were cursus-disturbed ditch fills 9054, 9090, 9119, ditch
fills 9125, 9203, 9208, 9494, 9750 and post-pipe contexts
9786, 9806 and 9830.
In terms of typological content, a reasonable variety
exists for such a small assemblage, with unmodified
debitage associated with retouched and utilised pieces.
Cores are also represented along with a coarse stone tool
and a single example of micro-debitage (flakes with
dimensions >10mm) recovered from trapezoidal
enclosure ditch 9750.
Core technology is represented by three complete
cores and one core fragment: a complete multi-platform
blade and flake core from trapezoidal enclosure ditch
segment 9203, and a fragment of another from context
9119 associated with the trapezoidal enclosure (No. 1), a
complete single platform blade core from Enclosure 1
(9294; No. 2) and a bipolar core, that has also been
modified with secondary retouch, from the fill of the ring
ditch (9998). A large coarse stone tool used as an anvil was
also recovered from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch. The
multi-platform cores appear to have been worked to
exhaustion, with the knapper continuously rotating the
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Blades
Broken blades
Broken flakes
Flakes
Flake/blade shatter
Small flakes
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1
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1608

1

1

1

1
5
1
1
8
6
3
1
26

Table 2.21 Quantification of Middle Neolithic worked flint, by feature and context (all from the cursus)

composition. Nevertheless, what is noteworthy is the
presence of a high number of scrapers contained within
this unsecure material. Most are difficult to assign to a
specific phase of the Neolithic but suggest significant
activity, probably relating to hide processing, at the
entrance of the enclosure during the Neolithic, and
probably into the Early Bronze Age. A similar emphasis
on the probable production and use of scrapers during the
Neolithic was identified at the Eynesbury monument
complex to the south of Godmanchester (Harding 2004,
26–8).

and all pieces show evidence for simple platform abrasion
before removal.
Formal tool types are represented by two bifacially
retouched knife forms (Nos 5 and 6) which were
recovered from contexts associated with the trapezoidal
ditch and associated features: contexts 9090 and 9208
respectively. The knife from context 9090 is arguably the
better example and has bifacial retouch around the distal
end and the left lateral edges, with the retouch continuing
partially down the right lateral edge. It represents a good
example of an Early Neolithic knife. The second example
exhibits evidence of being reworked at a later date. Fresh
retouch has been applied to the right lateral edge,
truncating the patination that had already built up. The
ring ditch also produced a small collection of implements
including a notched flake (No. 7) and two scrapers, which
represent a side and end form produced on a bipolar core
(No. 8) and a conventional end scraper (No. 9). Also found
was a retouched flake No. 10), two other unmodified flake
tools (context 9830; not illustrated) and a broad blade
(context 9119; not illustrated).
It is imperative to keep in mind that such a small
sample of struck lithics renders a constrained view of
Early Neolithic activity at the site, which in its own right is
of interest. Nevertheless, the assemblage appears to be a
typical example of Early Neolithic flint-working,
involving logical reduction strategies coupled with the
production of both blades and narrow flakes, with blades
being favoured for modification into tools (Butler 2005,
119–22).
The lithic material from subsoil deposits 9401–9408,
while technically unstratified, was recovered from
between the ditch terminals at the entrance to the
trapezoidal enclosure and was therefore initially assigned
to the Early Neolithic phase of the assemblage. In
technological terms this material is comparable with that
from the secure contexts: flakes and blade debitage exhibit
flat/plain platforms and simple abrasive preparation is
commonplace. Cores are varied in terms of the number of
platforms they display, but are associated with blade and
flake production. Core trimming pieces are also present,
indicating a structured approach to reduction strategies.
However, the presence of diagnostic Late Neolithic and
Early Bronze Age struck lithics such as a transverse
arrowhead and a thumbnail scraper suggests a mixed
assemblage in terms of chrono-technological

Middle Neolithic
The material associated with this phase of activity was
recovered from the cursus ditch and its associated contexts
and included twenty-six struck lithics (Table 2.21). This
small and unremarkable assemblage of struck lithics
consisted of twenty-four pieces of unmodified debitage
and a single edge used blade. Given that the assemblage
contains mostly broken debitage and only one blade and
one flake are complete, very little can be said about the
nature of stone working during the Early/Middle
Neolithic at the site.
Late Neolithic
(Figs 2.29–2.32)
The Late Neolithic component of the assemblage (Table
2.22) contains thirty-nine lithic pieces recovered from five
feature groups associated with Late Neolithic occupation:
post-hole 9474 within the trapezoidal enclosure;
Pit Group 1, Phase 1, part of a larger pit group located at the junction
between the trapezoidal enclosure and the cursus;
Structure 1 associated with Pit Group 1;
Pit Group 2, beneath Enclosure 2 within the trapezoidal enclosure;
and a ditch (Ditch 1) traversing the interior of the trapezoidal monument
on a NW-SE alignment.

Core technology comprises 8% of the assemblage
with core dressing forming 2.5% and unmodified debitage
66%. Retouched tools form 16% and edge utilised pieces
2.5% while two flint pebbles represent the final 5%. Core
technology includes an opposed platform blade and flake
core and a fragment from another opposed platform core.
The complete core was recovered from Pit Group 2 and
the core fragment from contexts associated with Ditch 1.
The core represents the reworking of older material as
flake scars from an earlier phase of reduction had
re-corticated and the more recent flake removals cut
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Association

TE reuse

Str. 1

Cut

9474

9114

9276

9278

9280

9456

9965

9963

9424

9442

9442

Context

9479

9115

9275

9277

9279

9463

9914

9941

9428

9437

9438

1

1
1

Type
Blades
Broken blades
Broken flakes
Cobble tool
Core
Core fragment
Core trimming
Edge retouched
End scraper
Flakes
Flaked chunk
Indeterminate
chunk
Notched
Pebble
Utilised flake
Total

Ditch 1

2
1

Pit Group 1

3
2

Pit Group 2

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
2
1
1

2

1
1

4

1

1

1
1

1

4

1

1

3

2

4

12

1

1
2

5

1

1

1

4

Total

7
45
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
10
1
2
2
2
1
39

TE – trapezoidal enclosure

Table 2.22 Quantification of Late Neolithic worked flint, by feature and context

brought on to the site. The analysis of blade and flake
length/breadth ratios suggests that the focus of reduction
was towards the production of narrow flakes and blades
(Fig. 2.29). In addition, a single broken blade came from
the post-hole within the trapezoidal enclosure (9474).
In terms of blade and flake terminations, feathered
types dominate (Fig. 2.30). This can be seen as reflecting
the skill of those involved in stone working, but may also
relate to the type and control of hammerstones employed
during core reduction and the physical integrity of the raw
material. With these points in mind the preponderance for
flat bulbs of percussion on the flake and blade debitage
suggests a soft hammer or low impact percussion being
utilised, although the presence of several pieces with
crushed platforms points to the limited use of hard
hammers and/or bipolar reduction (Fig. 2.31).

through this. The ad hoc reduction of raw material (Fig.
2.29) is represented by a partially flaked chunk from Ditch
1 and two partially flaked pebbles from Pit Group 2. The
evidence for the maintenance of cores during knapping is
exemplified by a single core trimming flake from Ditch 1.
The piece had been struck along the edge of the platform,
possibly to refresh flaking angles.
Unmodified flake, blade and chunky debitage forms
the largest part of the assemblage with eleven blades,
twelve flakes and two indeterminate chunks recorded
(Table 2.22) with the largest amount recovered from Ditch
1. The complete blades and flakes represent fourteen
secondary and three tertiary removals in a generalised
reduction sequence indicating that an emphasis on the
intermediate phases of stone working was possibly taking
place and that partially prepared nodules may have been

Figure 2.29 Length/breadth analysis of Late Neolithic complete debitage
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Figure 2.30 Termination type of Late Neolithic complete debitage

Figure 2.31 Platform type distribution of Late Neolithic complete debitage

Figure 2.32 Platform preparation distribution in Late Neolithic complete debitage
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Figure 2.33 Length/breadth analysis of Early Bronze Age complete debitage

and partially flaked chunks is 7%, retouched pieces 17%
and unmodified debitage showing signs of edge use 2%.
Non-diagnostic shatter accounts for 6%. The remaining
4% comprises an unmodified thermal flake and a
hammerstone.
Cores and associated core dressing pieces (core
trimming flakes) are few in number in the assemblage
(Table 2.23). The only core included in the assemblage is a
single platform blade core recovered from the ring ditch,
context 9383 (No. 12), which exhibits evidence for
platform maintenance. However, the only core dressing
piece is a trimming flake, struck along the edge of a core
platform to remove an area of step and hinge fracture
scars, that was recovered from the fill of a pit and is
unlikely to relate to the core. Beyond the cores, a small
number of partially flaked chunks relate to the
unstructured and ad-hoc flaking of flint nodules, with one
example derived from the ring ditch (context 9378) and
the other two from the pit group (contexts 9109 and 9121).
Unmodified blade and flake debitage and shatter from
reduction are the most common materials within the
overall assemblage with twenty-four pieces recovered
from the ring ditch and twenty-one from the pit group. In
terms of the position of complete blades and flakes within
a generalised reduction sequence, fifteen can be assigned
to the secondary stage and thirteen to the tertiary stage
suggesting that the intermediate and later stages of core
reduction are represented, implying working from cores
which were prepared elsewhere.
Within the assemblage as a whole, flakes outnumber
blades (Table 2.23). This point is emphasised when the
length/breadth ratios for complete pieces are considered
(Fig. 2.33). This figure shows that during the Early Bronze
Age there was a focus on the production of relatively
large, fairly narrow flakes during core reduction
accompanied by a slightly lower emphasis on blade
production. Furthermore, in terms of termination types
there are nearly equal amounts of feathered and hinge
examples (Fig. 2.34). As noted above, this can be seen as
reflecting the varying skill of those involved in stone
working, the type and use of hammerstones and the
physical integrity of the raw material. However, when the
termination data is seen in association with reduction

Notwithstanding this, flat/plain platforms are by far the
most common type amongst the complete blades and
flakes which are often accompanied by simple platform
preparation (Figs 2.31–2.32). The occurrence of the latter
can be detected on both the complete and broken debitage
amounting to an overall high incidence of simple
preparation being undertaken during flake and blade
production. Nevertheless, the limited presence of flakes
and blades with more complex platforms suggests that
limited systematic reduction was being practised.
Formal tool types include two notched pieces (a flake
from Structure 1 and a blade from Ditch 1) and an end
scraper from Pit Group 2. Two simple edge retouched
blades were recovered from the same feature group.
Utilised pieces include an edge used flake from Pit Group
1, Phase 1 and a cobble tool from Ditch 1. In summary the
largest amount of struck lithics was derived from the
excavation of the linear ditch. Whether this material
represents secondary deposition after the ditch was
excavated or is contemporary with the feature cannot be
confirmed. The lithic material from the pits on the other
hand is likely to be contemporary with the use of the
features. Late Neolithic pits containing lithic debris are
not uncommon in the British Isles (see papers in
Anderson-Whymark and Thomas 2012) nor in a local
context (Harding 2004). Recent interpretations regard the
material contained in pit contexts as having been derived
from primary occupation material and therefore
contemporary with settlement (Garrow 2006; Dickson
forthcoming). Furthermore, nothing questionable in
regard to the composition of the lithic assemblages within
the pits (perhaps other than the size of the assemblages)
immediately signals any kind of selective deposition of
flaked lithics.
Early Bronze Age
(Figs 2.33–2.36)
The Early Bronze Age component of the Rectory Farm
assemblage comprises sixty-four lithic pieces which were
recovered from two main feature groups, as shown in
Table 2.23.
Unmodified debitage accounts for 64% of the
assemblage. Core technology including trimming pieces
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3

3

2

1

1

9946

1

1

9101

9175

2

2

9104

2

1

1

9106

3

1

2

9108

4

1

1

2

9109

1
4

1
1

1

9110

9107

1

1

9117

Table 2.23 Quantification of Early Bronze Age worked flint, by feature and context

2

1

1

1602

Context

Type
Barbed-and-tan
ged arrowhead
Blades
Broken blades
Broken flakes
Combination
tool
Core
Core trimming
Denticulate
Edge retouched
Flakes
Flake/blade
shatter
Hammerstone
Notched
Chisel
arrowhead
Partially flaked
chunk
Thermal flake
Utilised flake
Total

9967

Cut

9754

Pit Group 1

Association

4

1

1
1

1

9121

2

1

1

9122

3

1

2

9133

1

1

9975

9970

Ring Ditch 2

7

5
1

1

9362

9350

5

1

3

1

9378

9373

2

1

1

9383

9382

4

1

2

1

9391

9564

4

1

1

1

1

9395

9393

4

3

1

9399

9394

1

1

9557

9572

1

1

9568

9393

2

2

9579

9584

1
1
64

3

1
2
1

1
1
2
4
22
4

6
6
7
1

1

Total

Figure 2.34 Termination type in Early Bronze Age complete debitage

Figure 2.35 Platform type in the Early Bronze Age complete debitage

Figure 2.36 Platform preparation in Early Bronze Age complete debitage
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Association

Enclosure 2

Pit Group 1

Cut

9301

9306

9420

9424

9484

9977

Context

9303

9308

9422

9426

9485

Type
Blades
Broken blades
Broken flakes
Edge retouched
Flakes
Indeterminate chunk
Notched
Partially flaked chunk
Pebble
Side and end scraper
Side scraper
Thermal flake
Total

9747

9751

1
1

1
1
1
3
1

1
1

2
1
1
2

1

1

1

1
1

11

2

1

Total

2

1
2
1
1
4
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
19

Table 2.24 Quantification of Middle Bronze Age worked flint, by feature and context

assessment only) (No. 17) along with a stone rubber (see
Shaffrey, below). Also recorded from the same pit group
are two broken notched blades, three simple edge
retouched pieces (two modified blades and a chunk (No.
18)) and an edge-utilised flake (No. 19).

stage an interesting pattern emerges: secondary pieces
have the more numerous hinge, abrupt and plunging
terminations while tertiary pieces have a bias towards
feathered termination. While this data is interesting it
could merely relate to the level of skill and force/hammer
type applied in the process of removing some of the
secondary pieces during the further preparation of cores.
Flat/plain platform types dominate the complete
unmodified blade and flake debitage (Fig. 2.35)
representing 61% of the material, which, like the situation
in the Late Neolithic, are often associated with simple
platform preparation (Fig. 2.36). Although more complex
platform types are present they are relatively few in
number and they are exclusively associated with the ring
ditch. It is possible that this reflects specialised reduction
activity associated with the use of the monument.
Furthermore, 82% of the complete blades and flakes have
diffuse bulbs of percussion and with an average platform
thickness of nearly 2mm, which suggests the use of
controlled percussion that could have involved a soft
hammer percussor. That said, a hammerstone was
recovered from the pit group (context 9121; No. 13), and
could imply that the evidence relating to bulb size and
platform thickness is ambiguous towards understanding
hammer technology used during lithic reduction in the
Early Bronze Age at the site.
Tool morphology indicates a preference for
implement production on large narrow flake blanks and
broad long blades. A large chisel arrowhead (No. 14) was
recovered from the ring ditch (deposit 9395), as were two
broken denticulates (No. 15), both derived from context
9391 and both made on blades, and a simple edge
retouched flake.
A barbed and tanged arrowhead was recovered from
pit group context 9975 (No. 16) and represents one of two
recovered during excavation (the other is a complete
example from a cleaning layer deposit). Also recorded
from the same group is a combination tool comprising the
proximal end of a broken flake with inverse retouch
creating a notch on the right lateral edge, and a convex
retouched edge on the left lateral edge. Pit 9965 produced
a flake from a polished implement (recorded at

Middle Bronze Age
The Middle Bronze Age component of the assemblage
(Table 2.24) comprises lithic pieces recovered from two
main feature groups as shown in Table 2.24.
The enclosure produced the largest assemblage of
struck flint with 62% of it derived from context 9426
(Table 2.24). Although no conventional cores are present
within the assemblage, two flaked pebbles and two
partially flaked chunks were recorded (No. 20). It is
possible that this material represents ad hoc, unstructured
flaking activity which was perhaps contemporary with the
enclosure. Beyond this, non-diagnostic blade and flake
debitage and chunky waste forms a significant component
of the assemblage. Interestingly three scrapers including
two side scrapers and a side and end form were recovered
from context 9426. One of the scrapers is made on a piece
of patinated flint and the other on a large chunk (Nos 21
and 22). The haphazard location and application of the
retouch and the choice of irregular, and in the case of the
patinated piece, re-used blanks suggests that they are
probably representative of a later prehistoric technology
(Young and Humphrey 1999). The remaining scraper,
although more finely executed, could also be of a similar
date.
The pit group contained a small assemblage of
non-diagnostic debitage and a notched flake (No. 23). The
assemblage is too small to permit further comment.
Residual finds
A small assemblage of fifteen fragments of worked flint
was recovered from Iron Age contexts. Given that the
diagnostic pieces (such as the two cores and the scraper)
are reconcilable with other similar types from secure
Neolithic and Bronze Age deposits, the struck lithics
recovered from Early Iron Age deposits are likely to be
residual.
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context 9426, within a Middle Bronze Age enclosure.
This piece features obvious semi-invasive retouch applied
to the edge of a heavily re-corticated flake.
In terms of distribution, all the major features of each
phase contained varying amounts of struck lithic material.
Unsurprisingly, the counts per feature are often too low
and/or the material too mixed and of residual nature to
permit any meaningful statements about specific practises
associated with most phases and/or feature groups.
Reduction sequences appear to have been fairly
standard across each phase. While several core types were
recovered (single platform, opposed platform, multiplatform and platforms at right angles as well as arbitrary
pebble flaking), no single strategy was represented in its
entirety. This suggests that material may have been
derived from other locations where settlement or task.
activities were taking place: these may have been located
outside the excavated areas. This is likely to be the case
with the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pit groups,
whereby analysis of similar features from sites in the
region points to lithic and organic material being derived
as secondary deposits, but only as representative samples,
from primary occupation material (Garrow 2006). Other
depositional factors may need to be considered for some
of the pits at Godmanchester as the majority contained
small quantities of struck flint. However, pit 9107 (from
Pit Group 1, Phase 2) yielded a relatively large assemblage
of lithics and coarse stone tools, spread across eight
contexts. Also of note is the single flake struck from a
polished implement associated with coarse stone tools and
a quern from pit 9965 (Pit Group 1, Phase 2). This
collection of artefacts possibly represents the clearest
evidence for selective deposition from all phases of
activity.
Metrical analysis indicates a consistency in flintworking. Plain platforms associated with evidence of
platform preparation (if only simple abrasion) were
standard. Average length/breadth ratios, in the main, point
to the production of flakes of roughly equal length and
breadth and blade-like flakes that are slightly longer than
their width – it appears that tools were produced on a
similar range of blanks.
Based on the evidence of termination types and bulb
size, hammer technology appears to revolve around the
use of soft percussion during stone working, although
contradicting this is the presence of an anvil and flint
nodules potentially used as hammer-stones recovered
from various contexts. It has already been suggested that
the data derived during the lithic analysis could be
misleading and might not be a reliable indicator of
hammer type use. However, based on the current evidence
a hypothesis has been proposed whereby hard hammers
were primarily used for the initial stages of nodule/core
preparation, while softer hammers or perhaps a less
forceful blow was used for the majority of the later flaking
work.
Eynesbury (c.8.5m to the south-west) is a similar
monument complex to that at Rectory Farm and included
two cursuses, a large ring ditch, Neolithic pits and a
contemporary long barrow. There is also evidence for
Bronze Age activity occurring at a later date (Ellis 2004).
Although the lithic assemblage recovered during
excavation was much larger than that found at
Godmanchester, the two sites possess marked similarities.
At Eynesbury, the lithic assemblage from a hengiform

The lithic-bearing Roman deposits are primarily fills
from a re-cut of the Early Neolithic trapezoidal ditch.
Technologically, this material exhibits the same attributes
as the material recovered from the Neolithic phase of the
ditch. This is exemplified by the presence of typologically
Neolithic pieces such as a transverse arrowhead from
context 9589, and flakes from polished implements within
deposits 9459 (SF3593; not illustrated) and 9509 (No. 11;
SF 3706). The flakes with polished surfaces appear to be
deliberately struck and may represent the intentional
destruction of an axe, potentially representing symbolic
activity at the monument complex during earlier phases of
occupation.
Unsurprisingly, the struck lithics recovered from
medieval and post-medieval deposits are also residual and
show a similar range of technological attributes as the
secure Neolithic/Bronze Age struck flint assemblages.
Other
Many of the struck lithics recovered from subsoil and
cleaning layers have been mentioned previously and
represent mixed assemblages of a predominantly
Neolithic date. In addition to this is a relatively small
amount of worked flint recovered from undated and Iron
Age tree throws. The small quantities of material and the
technological signature of the lithics from the dated tree
throws indicates that it is also residual material. The lithic
assemblage from the undated features is also small and is
likely also to be residual. Interestingly a microlith from
one of the tree throws points to the limited presence of
Mesolithic communities in the area.
Discussion
Appraising the struck flint recovered from the Rectory
Farm excavations is generally problematic. While a large
amount of material was recovered during excavation and
subsequent sample processing (although still relatively
small in relation to the assemblage recovered from a
similar site type at Eynesbury: see Harding 2004), secure
material from any given phase is low, the highest being
sixty-four pieces recovered from Early Bronze Age
contexts. Even this, the largest phased assemblage, only
contains twenty-eight pieces of complete blade and flake
debitage which could be subjected to attribute analysis.
This effectively highlights the inherent limitations in the
interpretation of the lithic assemblage and therefore the
results offer a limited view of stone-working and related
activities at the monument complex. Nevertheless, it is
still possible to discuss some generalities about the
assemblage as a whole. The following points relate to
material from secure contexts that has been analysed, with
the results outlined above. The majority of the raw
material is likely to have been procured locally from
geological sources on the gravel terraces of the River
Ouse. It ranges in colour from a deep, almost blackish,
opaque brown to a lighter, orangey and more translucent
brown, which is particularly apparent on thinner pieces.
The assemblage contains a large amount of fresh,
undamaged struck lithics indicating that edge damage
through post-depositional processes is minimal,
suggesting that most of the material became deposited
soon after it had been struck and/or modified and used.
Re-cortication is apparent on approximately half of the
total lithic pieces and little reworking of this material was
observed. A notable exception is a large scraper from
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Figure 2.37 Early Neolithic worked flint (Nos 1–5)
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Figure 2.38 Early Neolithic worked flint (Nos 6–11)

succeeded by Bronze Age field systems within the
Thames Valley, for example, at Ashford Prison,
Middlesex (Barclay et al. 2011, 311–28). Furthermore,
the continued use of large monument complexes is
perhaps due to their capacity to accommodate large
numbers of people, making them useful to large
community or kin groups.

ring ditch consisted almost entirely of debitage and was
heavily weighted in technological characteristics to
indicate that blade manufacture was prominent in the
reduction processes. The material was in a very fresh
condition. The few diagnostic tools present included an
end scraper, a discoidal knife and a broken bifacial flaked
knife. The latter two were recovered from a closing
feature associated with the monument. The Neolithic pits,
however, contained a higher than average amount of
retouched pieces (37%), both tools and miscellaneous
edge retouch. Little irregular waste from core reduction
was recovered, suggesting that the main focus of
reduction took place elsewhere (Harding, 2004). It is
often the case that such features do not contain evidence
for reduction activity, and the lithics may have been
selected from deposits elsewhere, perhaps in relation to
the closing of a site (Barclay et al. 2011, 331–8). Overall
the types of formal tools from Rectory Farm are diverse,
but a concentration of scrapers was recovered from one of
the Neolithic pits and edge use was noted. This suggests a
degree of domestic activity rather than simply ritual
depositional practices.
The evidence for activity continuing into the Early
Bronze Age at Godmanchester and beyond also has
precedence elsewhere. Neolithic monuments are often

Illustration catalogue
Early Neolithic
(Figs 2.37–2.38)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Multi-platform core. SF 3116, 9119, ditch fill, Trapezoidal
Enclosure, Area 13, Period 1.1
Single platform core. SF 3185, 9294, ditch 9295, Enclosure 1,
Area 23, Period 1.1
Anvil. SF 3130, 9125, ditch 9178, Trapezoidal Enclosure, Area
13, Period 1.1
Bipolar core. SF 3269, 9300, ditch 9264, Enclosure 1, Area 23,
Period 1.1
Flaked knife. SF 3015, 9090, ditch 9089, Trapezoidal
Enclosure, Area 11, Period 1.1
Flaked knife. SF 3158, 9208, ditch 9206, Trapezoidal
Enclosure, Area 9, Period 1.1
Notched flake. SF 5075, 9193, ditch 1658, Ring Ditch 1, Area
78, Period 1.1

Figure 2.39 Early Bronze Age worked flint (Nos 12–19)
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Figure 2.40 Middle Bronze Age worked flint (Nos 20–23)

8
9
10
11

Early Bronze Age
(Fig. 2.39)

Retouched bipolar core. SF 4364, 9998, ditch 9968, Ring Ditch
1, Area 78, Period 1.1
End scraper. SF 5079, 9644, ditch 9291, Ring Ditch 1, Area 78,
Period 1.1
Retouched flake. SF 4365, 9729, ditch 9657, Ring Ditch 1, Area
78, Period 1.1
Polished axe fragment (residual in Roman context). SF 3706,
9509, ditch 9453, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.2

12
13
14

95

Single platform blade core. SF 3443, 9383, ?grave or ‘marker
hole’ 9382, Ring Ditch 2, Area 34, Period 2.1
Hammer/anvil. SF 3132, 9121, pit 9107, Pit Group 1, Phase 2,
Area 13, Period 2.1
Chisel arrowhead (c.3400–2600 BC). SF 3517, 9395, ditch
9393, Ring Ditch 2, Area 34, Period 2.1

15
16
17
18
19

Denticulate blade. SF 3509, 9391, ditch 9564, Ring Ditch 2,
Area 34, Period 2.1
Barbed and tanged arrowhead. SF 3788, 9975, pit 9970, Pit
Group 1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1
Flake from polished implement. SF 3138, 9126, pit 9965, Pit
Group 1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1
Flake with retouched edge. SF 3080, 9110, pit 9107, Pit Group
1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1
Utilised flake. SF 3078, 9110, pit 9107, Pit Group 1, Phase 2,
Area 13, Period 2.1

blade, and seem particularly concentrated at the point, and
some were perhaps generated in day-to-day use.
The metallic composition of the rapier (AML lab no.
9005821) was investigated using XRF surface analysis.
Tin, lead, and arsenic were all detected, as well as copper,
suggesting that the rapier may have been made in the Early
Bronze Age (J. Bayley, pers. comm.), which is perhaps in
contradiction to the generally held view that rapiers
appeared in the Middle Bronze Age (see below).

Middle Bronze Age
(Fig. 2.40)
20
21
22
23

Discussion
Although there are a number of schemes, the classification
of knives, daggers and rapiers remains difficult and is, to a
degree, arbitrary (Pendleton 1999, 49). Those proposed
by Rowlands (1976) and by Burgess and Gerloff (1981)
are, however, both still in common usage, with the latter
most widely recognised: according to Rowlands the rapier
would be classed as Class 2/Group 2 (1976, 74);
according to Burgess and Gerloff (1981, 50) it would be
classed as Group III, probably of Wandsworth type,
although the damaged butt renders attribution to a
particular type or a variant of type problematic. It is likely
that the rapier dates to the Taunton phase of the Middle
Bronze Age (ibid., 60–1), broadly dated 1400–1200 BC.
Pendleton (1999, 49) notes that Middle Bronze Age
rapiers are, in northern East Anglia at least, a relatively
common type, with eighty-seven recorded within his
study area (1999, 50). At least twenty were listed for
Cambridgeshire in the mid 1960s (Steers 1965), and this
number has increased considerably since, with a wellknown concentration of find spots of Group III rapiers
around the fen edge areas of Cambridgeshire (Burgess and
Gerloff 1981, fig. 121), with the deliberate deposition of
contemporary metalwork most convincingly attested at
Flag Fen (Coombs 1992; Knight 2009). The Orsett hoard,
from Essex, includes similar rapiers (Pendleton 1999, 71)
as does, at the other extreme of the region, the Appleby
hoard in Lincolnshire (Davey 1973, fig. 19.195).
It is difficult to comment in any detail on the
circumstances of deposition for this particular find, but it
appears that it was a solitary find and not part of a hoard or
a dispersed hoard, as there is no evidence for other
metalwork finds in the vicinity. As noted above, an
attempt was made to determine whether or not the breaks
were the result of crushing by heavy plant on the site, or
were made in antiquity, but if conclusions were reached
they are not recorded in the relevant conservation report.
There does not, however, seem to be any obvious twisting,
bending or marks relating to hammering, to suggest that
the rapier was deliberately broken. It has been suggested
that Bronze Age metalwork was seldom simply discarded,
because the metal presumably had an intrinsic value and
could be easily re-cycled (Knight and Vyner 2006, 12). It
is possible that it had simply been lost, in which case its
deposition would be essentially random. If, however, the
rapier had been deliberately broken on deposition, this
might suggest some more systematic approach to its
disposal, perhaps linked to the obviously very long-lived
ritual significance of the site. Much is made of the
association of metalwork deposits and watery places, but
there is nothing to link this findspot to a source of water.
Pendleton has challenged this link to some degree,
arguing (1999, 35) that the distribution, in northern East
Anglia at least, is heavily influenced by a bias caused by
intensive survey of the fen edges. He prefers to see the

Single platform core. SF 3355, 9426, pit 9424, Enclosure 2,
Area 24, Period 2.2
Convex scraper. SF 3357/8, 9426, pit 9424, Enclosure 2, Area
24, Period 2.2
Side scraper. SF 3298, 9426, pit 9424, Enclosure 2, Area 24,
Period 2.2
Inversely retouched notched flake. SF 5091, 9751, pit 9977, Pit
Group 1, Phase 3, Area 13, Period 2.2

Bronze Age rapier
by Jon Humble (1994), reviewed by Christine HowardDavis (2014)
(Pl. 2.2, Fig. 2.41)
Circumstances of discovery
A fragmentary copper alloy rapier was found by Mr S.
George of Godmanchester, a local metal-detector user,
operating between excavation seasons in 1990. The find
spot was (approximately) c.200m to the south of the
south-east corner of the trapezoidal enclosure. It appears
that the rapier lay at the interface of the ploughsoils and
gravels, and despite a subsequent search, no recognisable
archaeological features or other artefacts were noted in the
immediate vicinity. The relationship between the
fragments, as they lay in the ground, was not recorded.
Conservation
Upon discovery the rapier was in nine separate fragments,
and the two hafting rivets had fallen away from the hilt.
The finder cleaned the object and set it on a Perspex
mount, and subsequently, upon realising its significance
to the ongoing archaeological project, passed it on to
CAS. On receipt by CAS the rapier was photographed and
drawn in outline, before being conserved by the Ancient
Monuments Laboratory, who were, in addition, asked to
examine corrosion products in the hilt area for any traces
of the hafting material, and also to consider whether the
breaks were ancient and possibly contemporary with
deposition, or the result of more recent compaction of the
overlying deposits caused by the heavy vehicles operating
in the quarry.
Description
The rapier, clearly cast, as would be expected, is
effectively complete, although the original edges are
somewhat eroded and damaged. It is, however, reasonable
to assume that the present reconstructed length of
c.376mm is close to its original length, with a maximum
surviving width, across the hilts, of 52mm. Constructional
and other details are given in the catalogue entry below. Of
note is the group of parallel scratches at and around the
first break below the hilt, running diagonally across the
blade, which it is feasible were caused by the action of
repeatedly sheathing and unsheathing the blade (Pl. 2.2).
Other less obvious scratches run parallel to the line of the
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distribution of single finds to be quite closely linked to that
of settlement (ibid.), which might be the case here, even
though there is little evidence from the present
excavations to corroborate this suggestion.
Illustration catalogue
Rapier Now restored, but found in nine fragments, with two detached
hafting rivets. Clearly cast, the rapier is effectively complete,
although the original edges are somewhat eroded and damaged.
The butt is of trapezoidal outline, with evidence for two
substantial, but now torn through, rivet holes, each originally
containing a plug rivet, each c.15mm in length and c.8mm in
diameter, each with slightly domed terminals, and a lightly
faceted shaft, both of which are now detached. The blade is of
step-lozenge cross-section, whilst the hilt has an only slightly
ridged cross-section, and the hilt-line (clearly preserved in
differential corrosion products) is omega-shaped on the visible
side, the other being hidden by the display mount. Two groups of
scratches are evident on the blade (detailed above). L: c.376mm;
W across hilts: 52mm. Unstratified metal-detector find.

Prehistoric pottery
by Sarah Percival (2014)
(Figs 2.42–2.44)
Summary
A total of 362 sherds of prehistoric pottery weighing
1,414g was collected from forty-six excavated features
and from surface cleaning. A range of earlier and later
prehistoric pottery was found including a modest quantity
of Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, two sherds of Middle
Neolithic Peterborough Ware, four sherds of Later
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Beaker, some Early Bronze
Age Food Vessel and Collared Urn, Deverel-Rimbury urn
sherds and a small number of later Bronze Age, earlier
Iron Age and later Iron Age sherds (Table 2.25). The
assemblage consists of small, abraded fragments which
are mostly in very poor condition and have an average
sherd weight of a little less than 4g. The poor preservation
of the pottery reflects the high percentage of redeposited
sherds. Undiagnostic prehistoric sherds are listed in the
archive but are not discussed in detail here.
Methodology
The assemblage was analysed in accordance with the
guidelines for analysis and publication laid down by the
Prehistoric Ceramic Research Group (PCRG 2010). The
total assemblage was studied and a full catalogue was
prepared. The sherds were examined using a hand lens
(x10 magnification) and were divided into fabric groups
defined on the basis of inclusion types. Fabric codes were
prefixed by a letter code representing the main inclusion
present (F representing flint, G grog, S shell and Q quartz
and Qu quartzite). Vessel form was recorded; R
representing rim sherds, B base sherds, D decorated
sherds and U undecorated body sherds. Earlier Neolithic
rim forms were recorded following Longworth (1960) and
the Post Deverel-Rimbury vessel forms after Brudenell
(2012). The sherds were counted and weighed to the
nearest whole gram. Decoration and abrasion were also
noted. A full description of the fabrics is presented in
Appendix 5.I.

Figure 2.41 Bronze Age rapier
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Period

Pottery date

Pottery type

Earlier Prehistoric

Earlier Neolithic
Mid Neolithic
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
Early Bronze Age
Mid Bronze Age
Later Bronze Age
Later Iron Age
Not closely datable prehistoric

Plain Bowl
Peterborough Ware
Beaker
Food Vessel, Collared Urn
Biconical Urn
Post Deverel-Rimbury

Later Prehistoric

Total

Sherd count
274
2
4
4
11
21
7
39
362

Weight (g)
1009
31
49
21
124
88
38
54
1414

No. vessels
21
1
2
1
5

30

Table 2.25 Quantity and weight of prehistoric pottery by date including estimated number of vessels by rim count

Earlier Neolithic

were more numerous (Kinnes 1998; Mepham 2004, 29).
This suggests that a mix of shelly and flint-tempered
fabrics is typical of Earlier Neolithic bowl assemblages
from the region, utilising shell derived from pockets of
fossiliferous deposits found within the underlying
Jurassic Oxford Clay (Canti, Appendix 4).

Characterisation
The Earlier Neolithic assemblage comprises 274 sherds
weighing 1,009g and includes rims from a maximum of
twenty-one vessels. All are Plain Bowl in closed, inflected
or bag-shaped forms with neutral or ledge shoulders and
rolled, everted, externally thickened or bead rims.
Angular carinated forms are rare. The condition of the
sherds is poor and the assemblage has an average sherd
weight of 3.6g.

Form
Rims from twenty vessels were identified. Rim forms vary
with eight types identified (Table 2.26). Most numerous
are everted rims with simple rim endings (No. 1), then
folded type (No. 2) and simple rounded or flat forms (No.
4). More finely finished rolled and bead forms are less
common (Nos 5 and 6), whilst only single examples were
found of pointed and externally thickened types (Nos 7
and 8). Two body sherds with shoulder ledges suggest
bag-shaped or inflected vessels (No. 9) whilst only one
body sherd is strongly carinated (No. 10). Most sherds
have closed or smoothed surfaces and many are
burnished. One rim has fluting or rilling to the interior.

Fabric
Two main fabric groups were identified, those containing
crushed angular flint and those made with clays including
fossil shell. Flint-tempered fabrics predominate,
representing c.80% of the Earlier Neolithic assemblage
(808g). These fabrics contain a range of flint inclusions
from sparse and fine to abundant and coarse (Appendix
5.I). Healy (1988) has commented that Earlier Neolithic
flint-tempered fabrics at Spong Hill represent a
continuum and a similar description might be applied to
the fabrics found at Godmanchester. Flint-tempered
fabrics form the dominant component of contemporary
Plain Bowl assemblages from Hurst Fen and Broome
Heath (Clark et al. 1960; Wainwright 1972). Both shell
and flint fabric types were found close to Godmanchester
at Bob’s Wood, Hinchingbrooke where flint-tempered
sherds represented 76% of the assemblage (Percival in
prep.).
Shell-tempered fabrics are less abundant, representing
c.15% of the assemblage (149g). A little less than 5% of
the sherds are made of medium-grained sandy fabric
(47g). The range of fabrics found reflects those present
within local Earlier Neolithic assemblages from
Eynesbury and Etton, although at these sites shelly fabrics
Rim form
Everted
Folded
Rounded
Flat
Rolled
Bead
Pointed
Externally thickened
Total

No. vessels

Cat. no.

5
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
20

1
2

Deposition
The Earlier Neolithic pottery was found in features dating
to Periods 1, 2 and 4 (Table 2.27). Two sherds representing
just over 1% of the assemblage (12g) were collected
during surface cleaning. The sherds are mixed with no
joining sherds observed within or between features. All of
the sherds appear to be residual having become
incorporated in the feature fills some considerable time
after their initial discard, probably in a midden or other
surface deposit (Healy 1988; 1995; 2013).
Period 1 features produced 22.7% of the assemblage
(229g). These sherds were mostly recovered from the
trapezoidal ditch and associated features. No rim sherds
were recovered from this monument, although the body
sherds recovered are somewhat larger and better
preserved than those found in other features, having a
relatively large average sherd weight of 6.6g. Enclosure 1,
the rectangular enclosure within the trapezoidal
enclosure, also contained fairly large sherds, albeit in
significantly smaller quantities.
Features belonging to the Middle Neolithic (Period
1.2) produced twenty-four Earlier Neolithic sherds and it
is notable that the cursus ditch (9001) only contained
Earlier Neolithic pottery. This assemblage comprised ten
body sherds and a flint-tempered folded rim. Five small
body sherds came from Later Neolithic Ditch 1 (Period
1.3): again these are exclusively of Earlier Neolithic date.

4
5
6
7
8

Table 2.26 Number of Earlier Neolithic vessels by count
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Period

Phase

Phase date

Phase activity

Period 1

1.1

Early–Mid Neolithic

1.12

Mid–Late Neolithic

1.23

Late Neolithic

2.1

Early Bronze Age

4.1
4.2

Early–Mid Bronze Age
Early Roman
Mid Roman

Trapezoidal enclosure (ditch and
post-holes)
Rectangular enclosure (Enclosure 1)
Cursus
Trapezoidal enclosure (cont. use)
Ditch 1
Structure 1
Pit Group 1 (pit fill 9969; pits 9977
and 9978)
Ring Ditch 2
Field System 1
Ditch 2
Enclosure 3 (second recut)
Quarry 1

Period 2

Period 4

Sherd
count
20

Weight
(g)
132

% weight

6
11
1
5
6
1

25
25
4
7
11
5

2.5
2.5
0.4
0.7
1.1
0.5

1
1

4.1
2.2
4.0
1.4
1.8
5.0

13
1
202
1
5
2
274

36
2
725
15
10
12
1009

3.6
0.2
71.9
1.5
1.0
1.2
100.0

1

2.7
2.0
3.5
15.0
2.0
6.0
3.6g

Cleaning
Total

No of
vessels

13.1

ASW (g)
6.6

18
1

22

Table 2.27 Quantity and weight of Earlier Neolithic sherds by site period

episodes of pit digging. The absence of pits at the site
suggests that any debris generated was disposed of in
surface deposits and it is the dispersed remnants of these
which subsequently became incorporated into the fills of
(later) features, explaining the small sherd size and poor
condition of the assemblage.
The sherds which did find their way into Period 1
features, especially the ditches of the trapezoidal
enclosure, are notably larger and better preserved than
others found at the site. This might suggest that, whilst
deliberate deposition is unlikely, the Plain Bowl entered
the fill of the enclosure ditch in a fairly fresh and
unabraded condition perhaps shortly (although not
immediately) after discard. The high proportion of Earlier
Neolithic sherds found in Period 4 features reflects the
disturbance of Earlier Neolithic surface deposits through
increased agricultural activity during the Roman period.

Small numbers of Earlier Neolithic sherds were found
in Period 2 (Early and Early to Middle Bronze Age)
features, all small abraded body sherds. Ring Ditch 2
(Period 2.1) contained twelve Earlier Neolithic body
sherds and a simple rounded rim sherd along with a
possible sherd of Peterborough Ware. The bulk of the
Earlier Neolithic pottery, representing a little under 75%
of the assemblage, came from Roman features (Period 4),
especially Ditch 2. These sherds have an average sherd
weight of 3.5g.
Discussion
The assemblage contains a very similar range of forms to
those found locally at Eynesbury and further afield at
Broome Heath, all being characterised by unthickened
rims and mostly inflected forms (Mepham 2004, fig. 17;
Wainwright 1972). Decorated vessels, which form a
significant component of the Earlier Neolithic
assemblages of East Anglian sites such as Etton, Hurst
Fen and Kilverstone, are absent (Kinnes 1998; Clark et al.
1960; Garrow et al. 2005 and 2006), as are angular
Carinated Bowl forms.
Healy has recently suggested that at least some Plain
Bowl assemblages ‘characterised by rounded forms, less
emphatic rims than those of decorated assemblages and
rare rilling or fluting’ were in use in East Anglia towards
the end of Plain Bowl currency, which she proposes first
appeared in southern Britain in 3855–3730 cal BC (68%
probability) and continued to be used until 3355–3210 cal
BC (68% probability) (Whittle et al. 2011, fig. 14.90).
The distribution of the pottery is worth consideration.
No pottery came from pits assigned to Period 1 and almost
no Earlier Neolithic sherds were recovered from later pits.
This is in sharp contrast to the context of recovery of most
Earlier Neolithic pottery in East Anglia (Healy 2012). The
major Period 1 features, including the trapezoidal
enclosure and appended cursus monument, were almost
devoid of finds, unlike some nearby causewayed
enclosures such as Etton (Whittle et al. 2011, 343). This
indicates that activity taking place at the Rectory Farm site
during the Earlier Neolithic did not generate large
quantities of domestic debris and was not accompanied by

Middle Neolithic
Two sherds of Peterborough Ware were found in
contemporary contexts, weighing 31g. The first is a
coarse, flint-tempered body sherd weighing just 4g,
decorated with stab and drag impressions (No. 11). It is
perhaps of the Mortlake style. The sherd was recovered
from 9208, the fill of the ditch 9206 forming the
trapezoidal enclosure, and is in fairly poor condition
having been redeposited within material backfilling the
ditch of the Earlier Neolithic enclosure.
Peterborough Ware dates to c.3400–2500 BC (Gibson
and Kinnes 1997), although an end date for the main
period of its use may occur slightly earlier between
2900–2700 BC (A. Tinsley, pers. comm.). The absence of
Peterborough Ware from the cursus ditch fills suggests
that, when in use, this monument was kept clean of
occupation debris, the Earlier Neolithic sherds becoming
incorporated from surface deposits during later infilling.
A heavily abraded residual curved body sherd with
multiple twisted cord-impressed decoration was
recovered from Early Bronze Age Ring Ditch 2 (9378;
No. 12). This sherd is made of a soapy fabric with few
visible inclusions although it probably contains grog and
shell similar to Peterborough Ware from Etton (Kinnes
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1998, 161). The impressed-cord decoration is common to
many Peterborough Ware finds from the region, with
similar sherds being recovered from Springfield cursus
(Buckley et al. 2001, fig. 22, 116–120) and the
causewayed enclosures at Etton and Haddenham (Pryor
1998; Evans and Hodder 2006a, fig. 5.32, 5 and 7). The
form and decoration of the Rectory Farm sherd is
suggestive of a Mortlake-style vessel; however, Brown
notes that the Mortlake-style Peterborough Ware from
Springfield cursus is principally flint-tempered whilst the
Fengate Ware has ‘little visible temper’, perhaps
containing grog (Buckley et al. 2001, 123). The sherd is
large relative to most from the site (weighing 27g) with its
extremely poor condition perhaps in part due to the soft
and friable fabric from which it is made. The context of
recovery, however, suggests that it is redeposited.
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
Four Beaker sherds weighing 49g and representing four
separate vessels, were recovered from three pits. The
Beaker assemblage is sparse and fragmentary and is
almost certainly derived from non-funerary activity.
Pit Group 2 (pit 9424) contained two Beaker sherds,
found in the uppermost fill (9428). The first (weighing
19g) is made of shell-tempered fabric with zoned incised
chevron decoration and a perforation through the vessel
wall which had been pierced prior to firing (No. 13). The
second is an undecorated body sherd, in quartz sand- and
flint-tempered fabric. A single sherd with rounded quartz
and sparse grog inclusions, found associated with Pit
Group 1 (context 9969; pits 9977 and 9978) features
zoned incised lattice decoration. The sherd is in fair to
moderate condition and weighs 22g. Roman pit 10032
(ungrouped) contained a single residual Beaker rim sherd
(No. 14). The pointed rim is decorated with lunate-shaped
impressions perhaps created with a thumbnail, hollow
reed or bone and is made of sandy fabric with sparse flint
and grog inclusions.
The Beaker assemblage was all recovered from pits
and displays a range of decoration found within domestic
assemblages. Pits are the typical archaeological context
for the recovery of non-funerary Beaker, suggesting at
least some occupation activity at the site during the Later
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. Beaker pottery derived from
occupation sites frequently displays stylistically late
decorative motifs (Needham 2005, fig. 9, 10–13; Healy
2012, 158). Using radiocarbon dates derived from
fourteen English sites Healy suggests that Beaker pottery
began to be used in non-funerary contexts around
2490–2200 cal BC (at 95% probability) or 2350–2230 cal
BC (at 68% probability).
Beaker deposition is characterised by less frequent pit
digging than seen with Earlier Neolithic sites, and
consequently some considerable time would have elapsed
between discard and eventual burial, explaining the small
size and poor condition of the sherds (Garrow 2006, 138).
Domestic Beaker pottery has been found at the Eynesbury
monument complex (Mepham 2004) and was also present
in the cursus ditch and a single pit at Springfield (Brown
2001, 127).
The Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age assemblage
comprises only Beaker sherds. No Grooved Ware was
present, although this type of pottery was found at
Springfield cursus in deposits in the eastern terminal
(Brown 2001, 155). The Beaker found at Rectory Farm is

Feature group

Feature type

Feature

Enclosure 2

Ditch
Pit

Pit Group 2
Total

Pit

9420
9424, 9429
9424, 9431
9424

Sherd
count
3
2
2
4
11

Weight
(g)
69
8
23
24
124

Table 2.28 Quantity and weight of Bronze Age pottery

probably domestic and was deposited only in pits,
suggesting that the cursus and enclosure ceased to be a
focus for activity during the Later Neolithic/Early Bronze
Age. This is in contrast to Springfield cursus, for example,
where the terminal continued to receive deliberate
deposits throughout this period.
Bronze Age
A single sherd from the rim of a Food Vessel was found in
Enclosure 2 (9409). The sherd is made of coarse
grog-tempered fabric and is from the heavy rim and
internal bevel of the vessel. The exterior and bevel are
decorated with impressed chevrons (No. 15).
A possible sherd from a small undecorated Collared
Urn came from Period 4.2 post-pit 10446 in a Middle
Roman structure (Building 4; see Chapter 3). The interior
of the sherd is absent due to extremely heavily abrasion.
The sherd is grog-tempered and has a wet-hand smoothed
surface.
Eleven sherds of Deverel-Rimbury type urn in
grog-tempered fabrics were recovered, all from Enclosure
2 and Pit Group 2 (Table 2.28). The sherds are made in a
range of grog-tempered fabrics and are almost all abraded
body sherds from thick-walled vessels. One simple
undecorated base sherd was found along with a body
sherd with pinched out lug (No. 16) similar to examples of
Biconical Urn found in some quantity on the southeastern fen edge (Healy 1996, fig. 75, nos 39–40).
The small Bronze Age component may be domestic in
origin. The domestic rather than funerary use of Collared
Urn and Food Vessel has been found on fen edge sites such
as Newark Road, Fengate, Hockwold-cum-Wilton and
West Row Fen (Pryor 1980, 87–104; Healy 1996, 117;
Martin and Murphy 1988). The Deverel-Rimbury sherds
from Rectory Farm suggest that activity focused on
Enclosure 2 during the Early to Middle Bronze Age.
Later Bronze Age
Twenty-one Post Deverel-Rimbury sherds weighing 88g
were collected from five excavated contexts and from
surface cleaning. The assemblage dates to the Later
Bronze Age (1000–800 BC). Seven fabric types were
identified in three groups, most commonly sand with
quartzite inclusions (64%, 56g), but also flint (19%, 17g)
and shell-tempered (17%, 15g: Appendix 5.I). Forms
include a rim sherd made of quartzite, quartz sand and
flint-tempered fabric from a barrel-shaped vessel with
bead rim, finger-textured surface and a pre-firing
perforation below the rim. The vessel falls within
Brudenell’s Class I, Form B, ellipsoid jars (Brudenell
2012, fig. 4.1). A second bead rim vessel was found in
shell-tempered fabric and three simple flat rims are in flint
and sandy fabrics. Two of the flat rims are decorated with
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Period

Feature group

Feature

Period 2.2

Field System 1

9685
9689
9841
Layers above pits 9964 and 9967
9452A

Period 4.1
Cleaning layer
Total

Pit Group 1
Ditch 2

Sherd count

Weight (g)

% weight

No of vessels

2
1
1
12
1
4
21

4
6
3
15
3
57
88

4.6
6.8
3.4
17.1
3.4
64.8
100.0

1
1
1
1
1
5

Table 2.29 Quantity and weight of Later Bronze Age pottery

slashes – one to the rim top, the other to the external rim
edge. These sherds are too small to classify to a particular
form. Several body sherds appear to be from angular
carinated vessels.
Most of the Later Bronze Age assemblage was
redeposited. Small quantities were found in three contexts
within Period 2, Phase 2.2, Field System 1. The remainder
were collected during cleaning and from Period 4 ditch
9452A (Table 2.29). The largest single group came from
layers over Pit Group 1 (above pits 9964 and 9967) which
may suggest an end date for this series of features.

The Later Bronze Age sherds compare well with those
from Striplands Farm, Longstanton (Brudenell 2011).
Both assemblages feature a wide range of fabric types and
coarse and fine vessels, some with incised decoration and
pre-firing piercing. Radiocarbon dates on a charred seed
and burnt food residue on pottery suggest a date for the
Striplands Farm assemblage in the 9th century BC
(Brudenell 2011, fig.14, 31). The large assemblage found
at Striplands Farm was chiefly derived from midden
material preserved in two wells (Brudenell 2011, 25). The
small size of the Rectory Farm assemblage contrasts with
the numerous sherds from Striplands Farm, although the

Figure 2.42 Prehistoric pottery (Nos 1–7)
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Figure 2.43 Prehistoric pottery (Nos 8–14)

poor condition may suggest that it was also derived from
midden contexts which had been dispersed, with a handful
of sherds subsequently incorporated into open features.
Iron Age
A small later Iron Age assemblage of seven undecorated
body sherds in a range of sand- and shell-tempered fabrics
was recovered from contexts 9318 and 9453 within early
Roman Ditch 2 (Period 4.1). The sherds are small (with an
average sherd weight of 5g) and may represent the
surviving handmade element of the early Roman
assemblage. The range of fabrics is similar to those
observed at Bob’s Wood, Huntingdon and Little Paxton,
St Neots (Percival in prep; Hancocks 2003).

4

Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, flat rim, fabric S1, weight 2g.
9319, ditch 9318, Ditch 2, Area 10, Period 4.1
5
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, rolled rim, fabric F1, weight 3g.
9319, ditch 9318, Ditch 2, Area 10, Period 4.1
6
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, bead rim, fabric F1, weight 12g.
9458, ditch 9452, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.1
7
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, pointed rim, fabric F1, weight 7g.
9459, ditch 9453, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.1
(Fig. 2.43)
8
9
10
11

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 2.42)
1
2
3

Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, everted rim, fabric F3, weight 48g.
9508, ditch 9452, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.1
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, folded rim, fabric F1, weight 10g.
9458, ditch 9452, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.1
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, fabric F3, weight 15g. 1125, ditch
1126, Enclosure 3, (second re-cut), Area 81, Period 4.2

12

13
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Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, externally thickened rim, fabric
F3, weight 13g. 9319, ditch 9318, Ditch 2, Area 10, Period 4.1
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, fabric F2, weight 8g. 9294, ditch
9295, Enclosure 1, Area 23, Period 1.2
Earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl, fabric S1, weight 13g. 9467, ditch
9453, Ditch 2, Area 25, Period 4.1
Mid Neolithic Peterborough Ware with stab and drag
decoration, fabric F2, weight 4g. 9208, ditch 9206, Trapezoidal
Enclosure, Area 9. Period 1.1
Mid Neolithic Peterborough Ware with cord impressed maggot
decoration, fabric GS, weight 27g. 9378, ditch 9373, Ring Ditch
2, Area 34, Period 2.1
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Beaker with incised
decoration, fabric S3, weight 19g. 9434, pit 9424, Pit Group 2,
Area 24, Period 1.1

Figure 2.44 Prehistoric pottery (Nos 15–16)

14

Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age Beaker with pointed rim and
thumbnail impressed decoration, fabric GQF, weight 3g. 10246,
feature 10032, Area 77, Period 4.2
(Fig. 2.44)
15

16

Early Bronze Age Food Vessel rim with impressed chevron
decoration, fabric G3, weight 14g. 9409, ditch 9258, Enclosure
2, Area 29, Period 2.2
Bronze Age Biconical urn, fabric GS, weight 25g. 9422, ditch
9420, Enclosure 2, Area 32, Period 2.2

Stone objects
by Ruth Shaffrey (2014)
Ten querns were recovered from Late Neolithic to Early
Bronze Age contexts in Areas 11, 13 and 24; these objects
comprise three rubbers, four saddle querns and three items
of unclear form. The stones are mostly made from
undiagnostic micaceous or pure quartz sandstone with the
exception of one saddle quern of an igneous stone,
probably basalt (Enclosure 2, ditch 9258, SF 3137). One
fragment of saddle quern is made from a gritty feldspathic
sandstone, probably Millstone Grit (Pit Group 1, pit 9107,
SF 3032). A single cobble which may have been utilised
as a rubber was recovered from pit 9107 (SF 3100), while
a second smaller stone has significant wear, including
some polish, on one side (Pit Group 1, pit 9965, SF 3115).
This is too small to have been used to grind grain and was
perhaps utilised as a linen smoother or for grinding small
quantities of other materials. All the other stones are
fragmentary and their original dimensions cannot be
reconstructed: they have not been illustrated although a
full catalogue is available in the archive.
Given the presence of the small rubber and the varied
working of the larger stones, it seems likely that some of
the grinding slabs were not typical saddle querns and thus
not involved in grinding grain. They may have been used
in a kitchen environment for the preparation of other
foodstuffs such as nuts, or elsewhere in the household for
grinding up other materials such as medicines or herbs.
Grinding stones and querns may also have been used for
the processing of metal ores, although there are no
residues visible to indicate that the tools here were used in

such a way (Heslop 2008, 19). The stone objects are thus
indicative of general domestic activity.
Most of the stone was probably sourced locally with
the exception of the Millstone Grit that was imported from
Yorkshire or Derbyshire. Millstone Grit saddle querns
have been found as far south as Cambridgeshire although
generally from Roman contexts (such as at Linton Village
College; Shaffrey in prep. a). The earliest stratified
examples known to the author are from Early Iron Age
contexts at Puddlehill near Dunstable (Matthews 1976),
which would make the example from Godmanchester
particularly early. The possibility that the quern originated
as a glacial erratic should not be overlooked, since that
would potentially indicate a much closer source.
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 2.45)
SF3032 Probable quern fragment. Millstone Grit. Undiagnostic
rounded chunk with one worn pecked face. 9106, pit 9107, Pit
Group 1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1
SF3137 Probable quern fragment. Igneous stone. Part of a flat surface.
Measures >70mm thick. 9313, ditch 9258, Enclosure 2, Area
11, Period 2.2
SF3100 Possible quern or grinding slab. Micaceous sandstone. Rough
under surface and a slightly concave and finely pecked other
surface. Chipped around the edges. Measures 27mm thick.
9109, pit 9107, Pit Group 1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1
SF3115 Rubber. Gritty feldspathic sandstone, possibly Millstone Grit.
Oval/egg shaped piece of stone with one rough surface and one
curved (convex) surface worn very smooth with some polish.
Used as a linen smoother or similar. Measures 59 x 40 x 27mm
thick. 9126, pit 9965, Pit Group 1, Phase 2, Area 13, Period 2.1

Worked antler
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014) and Rosemary Luff
(1992)
Three worked antler objects were recovered. They include
a single antler pick from a post-hole (9474; SF 3611)
associated with the continued use of the trapezoidal
enclosure into the Middle Neolithic period (Period 1.2). It
is now too poorly preserved to allow any detailed
comment, but is a naturally shed antler (I. Smith, pers.
comm.), and its position within a post-hole might simply
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Figure 2.45 Prehistoric worked stone objects
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imply that it was broken in use and discarded in an obvious
receptacle, although some more complex rationale behind
its deposition is not out of the question (see for instance
Thomas 2002, 224). Antler picks are a relatively common
find from Neolithic monumental sites, being used in large
numbers, for instance, at Grimes Graves flint mines, or
during construction at Durrington Walls and Silbury Hill
(Clutton-Brock 1984; Worley 2011).
Two other worked antler objects were found within a
Late Bronze Age layer which sealed Pit Group 1. A shed
red deer antler base, on which the burr and part of the main
beam demonstrate working in that there is a horizontal
axe? cut near the base and the main beam has been
superficially split in order to remove strips of antler. This
object came from the upper fills over Pit Group 1; pit
9107, 9133 (location not recorded). In the same area,
another worked antler fragment was found. This consists
of an un-shed lower antler part including the burr. The part
above the burr has been worked by making a hole through
the main beam and the part below the burr shows
considerable wear suggestive of usage in prehistoric
times, perhaps indicating use as some instrument of
percussion. It is thought that the tool would have been
hafted through the worked hole.
Catalogue
(Fig. 2.12)
SF3611 Antler pick; almost complete on excavation (Fig. 2.12). It is
now in at least nine fragments. The artefact is made from a
naturally-shed Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) antler. The burr has
been damaged both in antiquity (presumably by use) and more
recently, and the brow tine is absent, but the bez was originally
complete (now in six fragments) and the trez tine is absent. It is
not clear whether is has been deliberately removed, or simply
broken, but the former seems more likely. Above this, the antler
is broken across the main beam, probably in antiquity, as the end
is somewhat abraded. Such a break might have accounted for its
abandonment within an early post-hole (9474), although other
explanations are possible (see Sections II and VI). L: overall:
c.550mm; L: bez tine: c.170mm. 9476, post-hole 9474,
Trapezoidal Enclosure, Period 1.2

V. Zooarchaeological and botanical evidence
Human skeletal remains
Remains from Pit Group 1
by Rosemary Luff (1992)
Human bone was found mingled with the animal bone
assemblage recovered from Pit Group 1, located at the
junction of the cursus and the trapezoidal enclosure. [This
material was subsequently lost before it could be
examined by a human skeletal remains specialist.] Several
of the bones were found in a deposit (which also contained
Late Bronze Age pottery) which overlay the pits. This
material comprises a human femur shaft retrieved from
the area above pits 9964 and 9967, together with animal
bone (seven OXO long-bone fragments, one cattle
astragalus and three unidentifiable fragments). Three
fragments of a tibia (almost whole; distal portion) were
recovered from pit 9107 (fill 9133) – one of the upper fills
over the pits.
One of the bones (the proximal part and shaft) was
stratified within an Early Bronze Age pit (Pit Group 1,
Phase 2; pit 9192, fill 9139). About half a dozen knife-cuts
occurred on the posterior distal surface of the shaft.
Human bones in association with pottery, flint tools
and animal bones have been found at Astrop, Northants,

Sutton Courtney Pit Q, South Lodge and Handley Hill,
Dorset (Leeds 1934; Thomas 1991; Pitt Rivers 1898).
Further, the pits within the central enclosure at
Hambledon Hill yielded human body parts with stone
axes and pottery vessels (Mercer 1980). Thomas points
out that these practices suggest there was no dividing line
between the enactment of mortuary ritual and that of the
‘routine’ disposing of items in pits (Thomas 1991, 62).
Remains from Pit Group 3
by Simon Mays
An isolated burial of a young person of unknown sex, aged
between 15 and 20 years (epiphysial fusion; Workshop of
E u r o p e an A n t h r o p o lo g i s ts 1 9 8 0 ) , wa s f o u n d
disarticulated within the bottom of a small pit (pit 9495,
sk. 8504, Fig. 2.10) which lay close to the north-west
corner of Enclosure 2 (which it pre-dated). It was a very
poorly preserved and friable skeleton of which only a few
heavily eroded fragments survive.
Cremated bone
by Simon Mays
An isolated cremation burial of a young adult (sk. 8001,
9265) of unknown sex was found cut into the fill of Ditch 1
(Fig. 2.11). The bone was burnt mainly to a neutral white
colour with some grey material (1288 fragments, 531.2g,
with an estimated mean fragment size of 16mm). The
burial yielded a radiocarbon date of 1890–1500 cal BC
(OxA-3366, 3390±75BP).
Faunal remains
by Rosemary Luff (1992) and Ian Smith (2014)
(Pls 2.2–2.5)
Introduction
A total of 7501g of animal bone was recovered from
prehistoric deposits, the majority of which was associated
with the trapezoidal enclosure (2798g; 37.3% by weight)
and Pit Group 1 (3141g, 41.9%). Most of the bone
originated from domestic species, especially cattle,
although pig and sheep/goat remains were also found
(Table 2.30). Wild species were represented by red deer
bone and antler, along with field vole. While the sample
size is small and the bones are badly eroded, some
contexts have yielded interesting results, particularly in
relation to butchery and other taphonomic evidence.
Methods
As a result of the potential importance of this assemblage,
Luff’s original research (of the 1990s) was reviewed by
Ian Smith in 2014, utilising the latest techniques.
Butchery and other taphonomic evidence were assessed
under oblique light using low and high (up to x 60)
magnification. Butchery was only identified where the
state of bone surface preservation (in the putative butchery
affected area) equated to erosion state 3 or less (Brickley
and McKinley 2004) although more eroded specimens
were examined. The nature of individual marks was
assessed with reference to Blumenschine et al. (1996),
Dominguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010), Fisher (1995),
Greenfield (1999) and to experimental reference
specimens.
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Period

1 (Neo)

1/2 (Neo/BA)

2 (BA)

3 (IA)

10(13)

24(6)

13

(2)

2

4(1)
7(1)

1

(1)

12(13)

35(8)

14

(3)

5ant

1+10ant

11
10(6)
6

1
2
6

41(6)
46

9(3)
12

Domestic mammals
Cattle (Bos taurus)
Sheep (Ovis aries)
Goat (Capra hircus)
Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra)
Pig (Sus domesticus)
Horse (Equus caballus)
Dog (Canis familiaris)
Cat (Felis catus)
Total domestic mammals
Wild mammals
Red deer (Cervus elaphus)
Hare (Lepus sp.)
Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
Rat (Rattus sp.)
Bank vole (Clethrionomys glareolus)
Field vole (Microtus agrestis)
Water vole (Arvicola terrestris)
Wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus)
House mouse (Mus musculus)
Common shrew (Sorex araneus)
Total wild mammals
Oxo (Horse/cattle/red deer)
Lar (Cattle/red deer)
Sma (Sheep/goat/roe deer/pig/dog)
Rum (Sheep/goat/roe deer)
Total identified mammal
Unidentified mammal
Amphibians (Rana sp./Bufo SPa )

2

5
53
4(6)
7

13
79
8
51
2
188(8)
98
17

81(19)
197

NB. ant =antler ** Small mammals identified by teeth and jaws. Post-cranial material not included

Table 2.30 Number of bone fragments (NISP) from prehistoric deposits (teeth in brackets)

Prehistoric butchery and other taphonomic evidence
Table 2.31 lists the material Luff identified as butchered
(Luff 1992a, 11–12) annotated with Smith’s catalogue
numbers (2014) and a brief summary of results.
Amongst the prehistoric assemblage are bones with
clear evidence for butchery. However, these specimens
include many that have lost much of their surface bone,
whilst others have been subject to carnivore gnawing and
several have fractured post-depositionally. Under high
magnification (x60) many fine striations are recognisable
on the prehistoric bone surfaces. Although many marks
are superficially similar to butchery marks, the majority
are shown to be multi-directional, flat-bottomed, shallow
and with abrupt ends. In some cases, however, there are
helical type fractures and in others there are fine marks
with a V-shaped profile and with features that suggest an
anthropogenic origin. Several of the prehistoric
specimens exhibit features that suggest the use of flint
blades to undertake filleting and others bear ancient
fractures that suggest marrow extraction. Comments on
this material are given below, using the same catalogue
numbers as Table 2.31, with new items indicated (those
items from the original list requiring no further comment
are omitted).
(1a) A cattle (Bos taurus) distal humerus from Pit
Group 1 (see Table 2.31). The left side specimen has

laminated and fragmented in such a manner that the outer
layers of cortical bone are missing from the most proximal
cranial parts of the shaft. The epicondyles are fractured in
an irregular fashion and the medial condyle in particular is
affected by considerable post-depositional damage.
Superficially the element has the appearance of a bone
affected by both carnivore gnawing and subsequent
damage, although no clear evidence for carnivore pitting
or furrowing was identified. Whilst it is possible that the
original fracture was of anthropogenic origin the bone
surfaces and fractured edges are too damaged to either
refute or allow the identification of such an origin.
(1b) A right distal cattle (Bos taurus) humerus shaft
and olecranon fossa from the trapezoidal enclosure (ditch
fill 9746). The specimen is affected by many fine surface
striations which are judged to be trample marks or
sedimentary abrasion. At ´60 magnification even those in
configurations which might indicate butchery (i.e.
transverse marks above the lateral side of the internal
fossa) are no longer convincing. The latter are shallow, flat
based, end abruptly and have parallel marks that span
some distance and suggest a contemporary mechanical
event. The distal end appears to have been gnawed and it
has been subject to extensive post-depositional fracture
and lamination.
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Species/element
Trapezoidal enclosure
1. Not relocated
Cattle distal
humerus

1b. New selection

Context

Cut

Evidence for butchery

Notes

9018 (typo
for 9108?;
see 1a
below)

-

Not possible to assess

Luff (1992a, 12) lists context 9018 but
this could not be located (could it be a
typing error?), the latter is the primary
silting. 9018 is not listed as producing
bone fragments, whereas 9108 did
produce bone including a cattle distal
humerus.

9746

9162/1608

No butchery identified

2.

Cattle distal
humerus
Cattle atlas

9746

9162/1608

3.

Cattle scapula

9746

9162/1608

4. Not relocated

Oxo lumbar
vertebra

9203

9201

Dismemberment with a
fine bladed tool
Butchery with a fine tool
blade
Not possible to assess

5. Not relocated

Pig ma

9343

9340

Not possible to assess

9108

9107

7.
8. Not relocated
9.
10.

Cattle distal
humerus
Cow pelvis
Cow tibia
Red deer humerus
Cattle mandible

9122
9109
9772
9946

9107
9107
9964
9967

11.

Pig ulna

9973

9966

Butchery marks
inconclusive
No butchery identified
Not possible to assess
Possible cut marks
Hack marks with heavy
blade
Dismembering marks
made with a flint tool

Pit Group 2
6. New selection

Cow tibia

9427

9424

12. Not located
13.
14.

Cow tibia
Lar scapula
Lar radius

9440
9434
9436

9442
9424
9424

Pit Group 1
1a. New selection

No large mammal lumbar vertebra could
be located. Extensively fractured
fragments of a large mammal cervical
vertebra were recovered from phase 1.2
ditch fill (9203). No butchery evidence
was identified. The fractures include
some of probable recent origin
Not located (NB: two boxes are missing)

Split for marrow
extraction
Not possible to assess
Not possible to assess
No butchery identified

Table 2.31 A reappraisal of the ‘butchered bone’

(2) A cattle (Bos taurus) atlas (left and right sides) was
recovered from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch fill (9746).
This specimen (Pl. 2.3) is affected by post-depositional
erosion and cranial to caudal fractures, although the
butchery evidence spans well-preserved surfaces.
Concretion overlies some of the cut marks and a
proportion of this material has been cleaned away to
undertake this work. The evidence consists of fine shallow
marks which traverse part of the ventral aspect of the atlas,
spanning the adjoining fractured fragments and including
some which are in line with the alar foramen. Most of the
marks are on the left side but some run up to and touch the
right side articular surface. They are variable in depth (all
are relatively shallow), fining to the ends and include
bifurcating terminals and multiple parallel cuts. Within
individual cuts, multiple grooves or ancillary striations are
visible. As regards configuration they are comparable
with Binford (1981, CV1, 111) and according to their
profiles and orientation they are judged to have been made
with a fine-bladed stone tool and to relate to
dismemberment (decapitation).
(3) A cattle (Bos taurus) scapula (posterior border
fragment) from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch fill (9746).
The left scapula has multiple trample/scuff marks and

other post-depositional damage which covers much of the
medial surface. At first sight the transverse multiple
shallow marks across the medial side of the posterior
border are the most obvious features. The area affected by
butchery is restricted in size but in relatively good
condition. The cut marks are located at the margo
thoracalis and are approximately cranio-caudal in
orientation and similar to Lauwerier (1988, scapula 37,
195). These marks are present solely near the fractured
extremity (the end nearest the glenoid). The angle of the
blade to the bone surface is judged to have been oblique
and vertical. There is a good degree of variation amongst
the marks; the shallowest having associated parallel marks
for part of their length and one with bifurcation at its end,
whilst those nearest the thoracic margin are deeper and
more simple. These cut marks are tentatively judged to
have resulted from a fine stone tool blade (probably flint).
The presence of spiral fractures adjacent to these fine cut
marks suggests the possibility that the scapula may have
been hacked (into a pot-sized joint?) after the flesh was
parted.
(6) A cattle (Bos taurus) tibia, left (Pl. 2.4) proximal
lateral shaft fragment (including nutrient foramen) was
recovered from a lens of gravel within Pit Group 2 (pit
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Plate 2.3 Reassembled cattle (Bos taurus) atlas from the ditch of the trapezoidal enclosure (fill 9746) showing
bifurcating cut marks traversing the major fractures

Plate 2.4 Cattle (Bos taurus) tibia, left side from Period 2.2, Pit Group 2, pit fill 9427

9424, fill 9427). No obvious fine butchery marks were
noted but the smooth, sinuous fracture type indicates that
it was split longitudinally in antiquity, possibly to extract
marrow. It is heavily root-etched along its entire length.
(7) A cattle (Bos taurus) pelvis from Pit Group 1 (pit
9107, fill 9122). Probable carnivore gnawing is evident on
the lateral side of the ilium and it is affected by recent
fractures. No evidence for butchery was noted at x8
magnification, and at x60 magnification several marks
were seen to have flat bases and to end abruptly suggesting
they may originate from trampling.
(9) A red deer (Cervus elaphus) distal humerus was
recovered from Pit Group 1 (pit 9964, fill 9772). There is
widespread surface damage to this left humerus consisting
of scuff marks (probable trample damage) and the loss of

the outer layers of cortical bone. Concretion obscures
some areas and has been cleaned from small areas of the
fractured diaphysis and the capitulum. There are possible
cut marks on the lateral aspect of the capitulum but these
are filled and partly overlain by concretion. The marks
span some 6mm in length and get progressively finer to
their ends. In two places there are bifurcations and the
marks deviate from a straight course at the bone edge.
Examination of these marks has suggested they may well
be cut marks but this is not conclusive. The shaft has a
spiral fracture which appears to be ancient and is most
probably anthropogenic in origin.
(10) A cattle (Bos taurus) mandible from Pit Group 1
(pit 9967, fill 9946). This right mandible (Pl. 2.5) has
generally well-preserved surfaces but with some pitting
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Plate 2.5 Cattle (Bos taurus) mandible from Period 2.2, Pit Group 1, pit fill 9946

due to carnivore gnawing of the horizontal ramus
(adjacent to the M3). Hack marks indicate that the
diastema was divided (chopped through) by a heavy
blade. An insubstantial transverse hack mark, delivered at
an acute angle to the bone surface, is located on the medial
superior part of the diastema, whilst the obtuse blow that
split the diastema appears to have been delivered from a
lateral superior direction. The latter is similar to
Lauwerier (1988, mandibular 4, 185). Although
complicated by carnivore gnawing at the nuchal end, it
appears possible that the entire missing lower portion of
the horizontal ramus was also removed by hacking. The
tooth wear suggests an elderly animal which falls within
the ‘senile’ age class of Halstead (1985).
(11) A pig (Sus scrofa domesticus) ulna was recovered
from Pit Group 1 (pit 9966, fill 9973). This right ulna has
generally well preserved surfaces, although there is
post-depositional damage to the proximal and distal ends.
There are several cut marks on the medial aspect,
proximally of the semi-lunar notch. Two of these marks
are quite deep at the cranial border between the semilunar
notch and the olecranon but become shallow in a palmar
direction and morph into double parallel marks with
fining bifurcate ends. These are judged to be stone tool,
possibly flint tool, cut marks. One of the marks matches
the most proximal of those in Binford (1981, 125, RCp-3)
and the group plausibly all relate to dismembering.
(13) A cattle/red deer (Bos/Cervus) scapula came from
Pit Group 2 (pit 9424, fill 9434). The condition of the
specimen is very poor and, following Brickley and
McKinley (2004), is at approximately erosion stage 5.
Given the extent of surface bone loss, assessments
regarding butchery are not possible.
(14) A cattle/red deer (Bos/Cervus) radius was
recovered from Pit Group 2 (9436, the basal fill of pit
9424). The bone surfaces are affected by postdepositional abrasion, fractures and possible carnivore
gnawing. No butchery was identified.

Insect remains
by Mark Robinson (2014)
(Fig. 2.46)
Methodology
Twenty-five samples from potentially waterlogged
prehistoric deposits were taken for insect remains,
deriving from the cursus ditches and Pit Group 1. Nine
contexts were identified as suitable for full-scale insect
analysis, along with two more contexts which had only
been assessed for macroscopic plant remains. Samples of
1–20kg were washed over onto a 0.25mm mesh to recover
the insect remains. The flots were then drained and
subjected to paraffin flotation to separate the insect
remains. The paraffin flots were washed with detergent
and sorted in water with the aid of a binocular microscope
at x12 magnification for insect fragments. Specimens
were identified with reference to the Hope Entomological
Collections at the Oxford University Museum of Natural
History at magnifications of up to x100.
Interpretation of the prehistoric insect assemblages
The Neolithic and Bronze Age insect assemblages all
accumulated in organic sediment at the bottom of ditches
and pits which held stagnant water. They appear to be
representative samples of the insects which lived in the
water, on the sides of the archaeological features and in the
surrounding landscape, biased only by the usual
differential preservation between some taxa (and, in the
case of samples from the cursus ditch 9001 and pit 9963
(Pit Group 1), the extraction procedure, although this bias
is not thought to have been serious). The preservation of
Coleoptera is good although the concentration of remains
is low, necessitating the processing of large samples of
sediment. The reason for the low concentration of remains
is probably that the sides of the archaeological features
were not sufficiently steep to exert a strong pitfall trapping
effect. There is no evidence that any of the insect remains
had been transported to the features by human action, for
example being introduced in dumped refuse; nor are there
any agglomerations of insect remains, as occur in bird
pellets or vertebrate droppings.
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Most of the terrestrial individuals probably fell or
inadvertently flew into the water in the features. An
assumption followed in the interpretation is that of the
order of 50% of the terrestrial Coleoptera in each
assemblage had their origin in a circle of 50m radius
around the archaeological feature (Robinson 1991, 316).
The catchment area for insects would thus be larger than
that for waterlogged macroscopic plant remains that
entered through natural agencies but probably not as great
as the pollen catchment.
Conditions in the cursus and the pits
Samples from the cursus ditch and the pits yielded
generally rather unexceptional faunas of water beetles
characteristic of small bodies of stagnant water. The most
numerous species are small beetles which readily leave
water, particularly Ochthebius cf. minimus in the
Neolithic features and Helophorus spp. (e.g. brevipalpis)
in the Bronze Age pits. There are just a few individuals of
the larger species, for example Agabus bipustulatus and
Hydrobius fuscipes. Water beetles only comprised a
minority, sometimes a small minority, of the Coleoptera in
the deposits (Fig. 2.46).
The damp sides of the features and mud around the
margin of the water would have provided a suitable habitat
for some of the beetles such as Dyschirius globosus and
Platystethus cornutus gp. but the majority of the
Coleoptera are from drier terrestrial habitats. There is very
little evidence from the insects for any emergent or
waterside vegetation in the features. There are only single
specimens of phytophagous beetles of such vegetation,
for example Donacia or Plateumaris sp. and Bagous sp.
and it is likely that there was little in the way of a wet
transition zone around the edge of the features.
The terrestrial landscape
The prehistoric insect assemblages provide particularly
good evidence for the setting of the monuments and the
changing conditions of the site. They can be divided on
ecological grounds into three groups which follow a broad
chronological sequence:
Cursus: ditch 9001. Middle Neolithic (3500–3000 BC). Fauna of
ungrazed grassland with a background woodland element.
Pit Group 1, Phases 1 and 2: pit 9963 (Late Neolithic, c.3000–2500 BC)
and pit 9970 (Early Bronze Age, c.2500–2200 BC). Faunas of open ‘old’
woodland with a very strong local presence of large herbivorous
mammals (i.e. domestic animals).
Pit Group 1, Phases 2 and 3: pits 9966 and 9967 (Early Bronze Age,
c.2500–2200 BC); and pit 9964 (Middle Bronze Age, c.1600–1200 BC).
Faunas of a very open landscape of pasture and probably arable land.

The faunas are considered below in more detail in
relation to these groups.
The cursus
Woodland and scrub
Around 3.7% of the terrestrial Coleoptera from basal fill
of the cursus ditch (9001), fall into Species Group 4, wood
and tree-dependent species (Fig. 2.46). Many of the other
Coleoptera can be members of woodland communities,
and a few, for example Calosoma inquisitor, an arboreal
predator of caterpillars in oak woodland (Lindroth 1974,
24), are restricted to woodland. However, there is not a full
fauna of leaf litter on a woodland floor and there are few
species that are associated with rotten wood. Woodland
was clearly a significant element in the catchment from

which the insects had been derived, even though the
cursus ditch itself was not set in woodland. By reference to
other sites from which archaeological insects have been
studied (Robinson 1991, 280, 318, 322) there was perhaps
no more than a quarter tree cover. Given that a full
woodland fauna was not present, it can be speculated that
the woodland was some distance from the deposit.
The rather limited evidence of the more host-specific
of the Coleoptera suggests that oak–lime woodland grew
around the site, the weevil Curculio cf. venosus feeding on
Quercus spp. (oaks), the larvae developing in acorns and
the bark beetle Ernoporicus caucasicus feeding on Tilia
cordata (small-leaved lime) (Koch 1992, 161–2, 181).
There is no evidence from the insects for thorn scrub.
Grassland and the open environment
The proportion of chafers and elaterid beetles from the
cursus ditch with larvae which feed on the roots of
grassland plants is high, at over 9% of the terrestrial
Coleoptera (Fig. 2.46, Species Group 11). The most
abundant of these is Agrypnus murinus which is
characteristic of well-drained soils. One of the most
numerous weevils from the sample is Mecinus pyraster,
which feeds on Plantago lanceolata (ribwort plantain)
and P. media (hoary plantain) (Hoffmann 1958, 1272).
Two other weevils also represented by several individuals,
Mecinus labile and M. pascuorum, are monophagous on
P. lanceolata (Koch 1992, 340–1). Weevils of the family
Apionidae which feed on grassland trefoils such as clover
etc. (Trifolium spp. etc.) and tend to be favoured by
conditions where grazing is not heavy, comprise 6.4% of
the terrestrial Coleoptera (Species Group 3). This is not as
high as might be anticipated for grassland managed as hay
meadow (Robinson 1991, 278–80). However, when taken
together the phytophagous beetles suggest that herb-rich
grassland which was not closely grazed was a major
aspect of the environment of the Neolithic ceremonial site.
The scarabaeoid dung beetles including Geotrupes sp.
and some species of Aphodius which mostly occur in the
dung of large herbivorous mammals in the field, rather
than in manure heaps etc., comprised less than 4% of the
terrestrial Coleoptera (Species Group 2). Under
conditions of permanent pasture, the dung beetles of
Species Group 2 usually outnumber the phytophagous
weevils of Species Group 3 and form 10% or more of the
terrestrial Coleoptera (Robinson 1991, 278–80). This
confirms the impression that the Middle Neolithic
grassland was not being heavily grazed.
The remainder of the insect assemblage contains
appropriate elements of a grassland fauna such as the
carabid beetle Calathus fuscipes, although few are
exclusive to it. Relatively dry conditions are suggested by
the tiger beetle Cicindela campestris, whose larva
excavates a pit in sandy soil and drags passing prey down
into it (Evans 1975, 106). Its habitat is variously described
as sandy fields and dry meadows (Koch 1989a, 15). One
carabid beetle, Abax parallelepipedus, would now be
regarded as a woodland beetle in Cambridgeshire,
although it occurs in grassland and in arable fields in
northern Britain where conditions are cooler and more
humid. However, it seems to have occurred more widely
in lightly grazed grassland during the Neolithic and
Bronze Age, being identified, for example, from beneath
Silbury Hill (Robinson 1997).
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Figure 2.46 Species groups of Coleoptera from prehistoric deposits expressed as a percentage of the total terrestrial Coleoptera (i.e. aquatics excluded). Not all the terrestrial
Coleoptera have been classified into groups

Related plant species

Insects

Alnus glutinosa (alder)
Corylus avellana (hazel)
Quercus spp. (oaks)

Agelastica alni
Curculio cf. nucum
Archarius pyrrhoceras
Curculio cf. venosus
Orchestes quercus
Scolytus intricatus
Crepidodera sp.

mostly Quercus spp. (oaks)
Salix or Populus spp. (willows,
sallows or poplars)
Tilia cordata (small-leaved lime)
mostly Ulmus spp. (elms)

no higher a level than would be expected away from a
settlement (Fig. 2.46, Species Group 7).
Pit Group 1, Pits 9963 and 9970

Rhamphus pulicarius
Ernoporicus caucasicus
Scolytus scolytus

Table 2.32 Insects from Pit Group 1, pits 9963 and 9970
The insects do not give any indication of arable land
and few of the phytophagous species occur on weeds of
disturbed ground. Two species of weevil which feed on
members of the Malvaceae, especially Malva sylvestris
(common mallow), Aspidapion aeneum and A. radiolus
(Morris, M.G., 1990, 39–40) are each represented by
several individuals. While the native members of this
family are not usually regarded as grassland plants, M.
sylvestris readily grows in ungrazed grassland as well as in
its more familiar waste ground and wayside habitats.
Two species that are amongst the abundant beetles
from the cursus ditch, Euheptaulacus villosus (fourteen
individuals) and Otiorhynchus ligustici (seven individuals) are of particular interest because they seem
characteristic of recently cleared Neolithic sites. E.
villosus is unusual as a member of the genus Aphodius
because it does not normally live in animal droppings
(Landin 1961, 186, 213) (and has therefore been excluded
from Species Group 2). Its larvae feed on organic material
in the soil. It now tends to occur in Britain in insolated
(sun-warmed) habitats either in sandy coastal localities or
inland on chalk soils (Jessop 1986, 19; Welch 1978).
Other Neolithic records include Runnymede Bridge and
Silbury Hill (Robinson 1991, 321; Robinson 1997).
Otiorhynchus ligustici is now very rare in Britain and
for a long period was only known from a single colony at
Ventnor on the Isle of Wight (Morris 1965). Single finds
have been made elsewhere, including Matlock, Derbyshire and Wenlock Edge, Shropshire. At Ventnor, it feeds
on Anthyllis vulneraria (kidney vetch), a plant that is just
plausible as a member of the grassland flora of the gravels
at Godmanchester. In Continental Europe it is a common
xerophile species associated with various trefoils
including Trifolium spp. (clover) and Medicago spp.
(medicks etc.) (Hoffmann 1950, 142; Koch 1992,
199–200). It is sometimes a crop pest, not only of
legumes. It is parthogenetic and flightless. Possibly O.
ligustici was able to maintain itself in woodland at a very
low population level and temporarily benefited from
clearance until competitors migrated to the site. It is also
possible, given its modern abundance in France and
Germany, that climatic factors are responsible for its
current rarity in Britain.
Other habitats
The insects give no evidence for human habitation on the
site or the presence of timber buildings. Beetles which
occur in various categories of foul organic material are at

Woodland and scrub
The proportion of wood and tree-dependent Coleoptera of
Species Group 4 from pits 9963 and 9970 (Phases 1 and 2)
had doubled to over 9% of the terrestrial Coleoptera
compared with the proportion from the cursus ditch (Fig.
2.46). There is a full woodland beetle fauna, the
caterpillar-feeding Calosoma inquisitor being joined by
such species as Archarius pyrrhoceras, which feeds on
oak leaf galls, Melasis buprestoides, which feeds on rotten
wood, Anthobium atrocephalum, which lives in leaf litter,
Silpha atrata, which hunts snails beneath loose bark, and
woodland ground beetles, for example Patrobus
atrorufus. This suggests that woodland grew very close to
the pits, indeed on the basis of the insect evidence it is
possible that the pits were set amidst open woodland.
Some woodland regeneration must have occurred over the
cursus and the proportion of wood and tree dependent
Coleoptera (Species Group 4) suggests something of the
order of 50% tree cover, perhaps even greater.
The composition of the woodland is suggested by the
more host-specific tree and shrub feeding Coleoptera
indicated in Table 2.32. The woodland was perhaps little
different in composition from the Middle Neolithic
woodland but the larger sample has given a more detailed
picture. Oak–lime woodland with some elm and a hazel
understorey probably grew on the gravel terrace with alder
woodland on lower-lying ground alongside the River
Ouse and its tributaries.
Two of the beetles listed in Table 2.32, Agelastica alni
and Ernoporicus caucasicus, are quite frequently
encountered in English insect assemblages from the Late
Mesolithic and Neolithic, when there were still extensive
tracts of alder and lime woodland, but now have a very
different status (Robinson 1991, 318–19). E. caucasicus,
a bark beetle only added to the British list of extant
Coleoptera about thirty years ago, has now been found
living on old parkland lime trees at a few localities in the
Midlands (Cooter 1980; Drane 1985). A. alni, the alder
leaf beetle, which was also found from Neolithic sites in
Cambridgeshire at and around Etton (Robinson 1998),
was until recently extinct in Britain (Alford 2007, 140) but
has now become re-established (Stenhouse 2006).
A third beetle in the list, Scolytus scolytus, has also
attracted considerable archaeoentomological interest
(Girling 1988). It is the elm bark beetle, which is notorious
as the vector of the fungus Ceratocystis ulmi, Dutch elm
disease. Given that most British trees have Scolytidae
(bark beetles) associated with them and the widespread
distribution of Scolytus in Europe at present, the
occurrence of the beetle in Britain should be seen as
unsurprising. While the beetle is necessary for the spread
of the fungus and an increase in the number of moribund
trees would result in an increase in the beetle population,
the discovery of S. scolytus at Godmanchester does not
imply Neolithic Dutch elm disease.
Ernoporicus caucasicus is one of a group of beetles
which are associated with over-mature trees or
undisturbed woodland with much dead wood. They have
little ability to withstand modern forest management and
their colonising potential is greatly reduced by poor
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dispersive powers. Those ‘old woodland’ species which
still survive in Britain tend only to occur in woodland of
ancient origin or in parkland with very old pollard trees
believed to be survivors of the clearance of old woodland.
The ‘old woodland’ fauna is a familiar element of most of
the archaeological insect assemblages that have been
examined from between about 7000 and 4000BP (Dinnin
and Sadler 1999; Girling 1982; Osborne 1978) and it is
clear that it reflects the character of the primary woodland
which formerly covered most of Britain. However, a belief
has grown up that sites where ‘old woodland’ faunas still
live have always been wooded and are vestiges of primary
woodland, albeit very much changed in tree composition
as a result of a millennium (perhaps several millennia) of
management.
The Late Neolithic woodland at Godmanchester was
secondary woodland which had regenerated over the
cursus and trapezoidal enclosure. However, in addition to
E. caucasicus, samples from the pits contain three other
‘old woodland’ species which are now very rare in Britain:
Gastrallus immarginatus, Colydium elongatum and
Teredus cylindricus. All are associated with dead wood.
G. immarginatus is now only found in Britain at Windsor
Great Park, where it occurs on dead Acer campestris
(common maple) (Allen 1954; 1956). In Central Europe,
it usually occurs under dead bark on the trunks of old oaks
(Koch 1989b, 272). Colydium elongatum occurs under
bark and in old trees in the tunnels of wood-feeding
beetles and has only been captured in Britain in the New
Forest (Fowler 1889, 187). Teredus cylindricus is
restricted in Britain to Sherwood Forest and Windsor
Great Park, where it occurs in old oaks infested by
wood-boring beetles and in nests of the ant Lasius
brunneus in old trees (Donisthorpe 1939, 60–1).
The reason that ‘old woodland’ beetles were present in
the secondary woodland is that they would have been able
to colonise from adjacent tracts of old woodland once the
trees in the regenerated area had reached an appropriate
age, provided there was sufficient neglect to allow dead
wood to accumulate. Colonisation in this manner of a
post-medieval plantation from adjacent ancient woodland
was recorded at Wytham Woods, Oxon (Elton 1966, 52).
E. caucasicus and the three other very rare ‘old
woodland’ beetles were living in Neolithic woodland at
Runnymede Bridge which had experienced some
clearance and incomplete regeneration (Robinson 1991,
318–19). Nearer Godmanchester, there is a Neolithic
record of C. elongatum from near Etton (Robinson 2005).
However, once larger scale and more permanent clearance
began to fragment areas of woodland, the opportunities
for ‘old woodland’ species to colonise secondary
woodland would have been greatly reduced.
Grassland and clearings
The Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age landscape at
Godmanchester was by no means fully wooded. Chafers
and elaterid beetles from pits 9963 and 9970 with larvae
that feed on the roots of grassland plants comprise about
6% of the terrestrial Coleoptera (Fig. 2.46, Species Group
11). While adults of some members of this group such as
Athous spp. readily fly to the flowers of some shrubs, there
must have been a significant presence of grassland in the
vicinity of the pits. The occurrence of the chafer Serica
brunnea serves as a reminder that the soil of the site was
sandy and well drained.

The proportion of weevils of the family Apionidae
which feed on grassland trefoils is below 1% of the
terrestrial Coleoptera (Species Group 3), and there are
relatively few other phytophagous beetles which feed on
grassland herbs in comparison with the previous phase.
This might be taken as evidence for heavy grazing of the
grassland, and indeed the proportion of scarabaeoid dung
beetles is high. However, the relevant species of
Geotrupes, Aphodius and Onthophagus which belong to
Species Group 2 comprise over 20% of the terrestrial
Coleoptera (Fig. 2.46). Even in a fully open pastoral
landscape, this group would only be expected to rise to
around 10% of the terrestrial Coleoptera unless there were
special reasons for domestic animals to be concentrated in
the vicinity of the deposit (Robinson 1991, 278–80). The
values from pits 9963 and 9970 are similar to those which
have been recorded from the ditches of Iron Age
enclosures used to control stock. The results suggest
strongly that the pits were being used to water domestic
animals that were being grazed, or allowed to browse,
under partly wooded conditions.
By far the most numerous of the scarabaeoid dung
beetles was Aphodius cf. sphacelatus, which is still very
common in England. However, one of the species,
Aphodius varians from pit 9970, has not been recorded
from England since before 1830 (Allen 1967, 222–3),
although there are other prehistoric finds (Robinson
2013). The Godmanchester Neolithic example was
represented by a single dark left elytron.
Although various of the Carabidae, Staphylinidae and
some of the smaller families of Coleoptera not so far
considered from the pits can occur in grassland, no
distinctive elements were present. There is no evidence for
arable use of the surrounding land. Two of nettle-feeding
beetles, Brachypterus urticae and Nedyus quadrimaculatus would probably have found their host plants
growing at the edge of the open areas and under light tree
cover, especially where the soil had been enriched with
dung, but such species were not abundant. Some slight
continuity of conditions with the Middle Neolithic is
suggested by a continued, although much reduced,
presence of Euheptaulacus villosus and Otiorhynchus
ligustici in pit 9963.
Other habitats
There is an increase in the percentage of Species Group 7,
various members of the Hydrophilidae and Staphylinidae
which live in foul organic material (Fig. 2.46). This is
largely the result of the appearance of significant numbers
of Anotylus sculpturatus gp and is probably a reflection of
the herbivore droppings on the site as indicated by the
scarabaeoid dung beetles. There is no reason to suspect
they were living in a midden. The proportion of
woodworm beetles that can infest structural timber was
below 1% of the terrestrial Coleoptera (Species Group 7).
It is more likely that the single specimens of Anobium
punctatum and Lyctus linearis had emerged from
naturally occurring dead wood rather than timber
buildings. Other synanthropic beetles (Species Group 9)
were absent. Any settlement adjacent to the pits was
evidently so insubstantial that it could not be detected
from the Coleoptera.
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Pit Group 1: Pits 9966, 9967 and 9964
Woodland and scrub
In complete contrast to the two pits detailed in the
previous section, the wood and tree-dependent Coleoptera
of Species Group 4 are entirely absent from the three very
similar Early to Middle Bronze Age pits (Phases 2 and 3)
which were adjacent to them. Neither are there any other
faunal elements suggestive of woodland, scrub or even
hedgerows from pits 9966, 9967 and 9964. There must
have been thorough clearance of the former woodland
since the Early to Middle Bronze Age landscape was
evidently very open.
Grassland
There is an apparent conflict between the evidence of the
two phytophagous groups of grassland Coleoptera in
Figure 2.46 from the Early to Middle Bronze Age pits.
The proportion of weevils from the family Apionidae and
genus Sitona that feed on grassland trefoils and comprise
Species Group 3 rise to 4.6% of the terrestrial Coleoptera.
Such a value is entirely consistent with a landscape that
was entirely pastureland. The percentage of chafers and
elaterid beetles with larvae that feed on the roots of
grassland plants (Species Group 11) is halved compared
to the previous phase, falling to just below 3% of the
terrestrial Coleoptera.
While this is still within the range of values that have
been recorded from sites elsewhere which appear largely
to have been surrounded by grassland (Robinson 1983,
37–9; Robinson 1991, 281), an explanation is needed for
the decline. Some of these beetles are susceptible to severe
soil waterlogging (Robinson 1991, 281) but there is no
other evidence from the insects for this. For example,
Chrysomelidae and Curculionidae which feed on marsh
and aquatic plants (Species Group 5) form less than 0.5%
of the total terrestrial Coleoptera and the tenebrionid
beetle Opatrum sabulosum is characteristic of dry sandy
soils (Brendell 1975, 10). They are also particularly
vulnerable to cultivation because they have a long larval
stage to their life cycle, often several years (Evans 1944,
235). Larvae of some species, for example Agriotes spp.,
the wireworm beetle, are notorious agricultural pests.
However, serious infestations only occur when old
grassland is first ploughed. They do not persist for long if
cultivation continues (Gair et al. 1972, 42–4; Potts and
Vickerman 1974, 156). Episodes of cultivation would
certainly reduce population levels of grassland chafers
and elaterids.
The Bronze Age grassland, if perhaps not as herb-rich
or tall as the Middle Neolithic grassland of the cursus, was
by no means a barren and overgrazed sward. The favoured
foods of some of the more host-specific phytophagous
grassland Coleoptera from the Bronze Age pits are noted
in Table 2.33.
In addition, species of Longitarsus which mostly feed
on grassland herbs are well represented as well as
homopteran bugs of the genus Aphrodes, which feed on
grasses.
The percentage of scarabaeoid dung beetles remains
almost as high as for the previous phase, averaging over
18% of the terrestrial Coleoptera (Fig. 2.46, Species
Group 2). This suggests that there continued to be a
concentration of domestic animals leaving dung on this
part of the site, with the pits perhaps still being used as

Related plant species

Insects

various Compositae esp. Achillea
millefolium (yarrow) and Leontodon
spp. (hawkbits)
Trifolium spp. (clovers)
esp. Lotus spp. (bird’s foot trefoils)
and Trifolium spp. (clovers)
Plantago lanceolata (ribwort
plantain)

Olibrus sp.

Hypera zoilus
Sitona lepidus
Trichosirocalus troglodytes

Table 2.33 Insects from Pit Group 1, pits 9966, 9967 and
9964

Related plant species

Beetles

Papaver spp. (poppies)
Cruciferae esp. Capsella
bursa-pastoris (shepherd’s purse)
Cruciferae
Polygonaceae esp. Polygonum
aviculare (knotgrass)
Urtica dioica (stinging nettle)
Urtica dioica (stinging nettle)

Stenocarus umbrinus
Ceutorhynchus erysimi
Phyllotreta vittula
Chaetocnema concinna
Nedyus quadrimaculatus
Parethelcus pollinarius

Table 2.34 Insects from Pit Group 1, pits 9966, 9967 and
9964: beetles of weedy, disturbed ground

waterholes. The most abundant of the dung beetles is
again Aphodius sphacelatus, with a further example of
Aphodius varians from pit 9964. In this instance, it was a
left elytron of the variety with a red spot on each elytron. A
second unusual species of Aphodius from pit 9964, A.
scrofa, which is represented by a single left elytron, is now
very rare or even extinct in Britain (Allen 1967, 257).
There are only a few 19th-century and no recent records of
its capture, none in eastern England. It prefers dry sandy
pastures (Jessop 1986, 21). Another scarabaeid from this
deposit was Onthophagus fracticornis, an identification
being secured on the very distinctive male head (Johnson
1967). This beetle is now only found in Britain at
Wavering Down, north Somerset (Duff et al. 2007).
However, it was one of the most abundant beetles from the
Middle Bronze Age Wilsford Shaft, on Salisbury Plain
(Osborne 1969) and was also present in a Late Bronze Age
ditch near Etton (Robinson 1998). A fourth scarabaeid,
Copris lunaris, is now rarely found in Britain but was
identified from pits 9966 and 9967. It fills tunnels with
dung on sandy or chalky soils (Jessop 1986, 26) and has
now been identified from several Bronze Age sites
(Robinson 2013, 149).
It is clear that there have been significant changes to
the British fauna of Scarabaeidae and there are about ten
species which have been recorded from Neolithic to Iron
Age sites, some frequently, that are now either extinct or
very rare in Britain (Robinson 2013).
The pits contained an appropriate range of other
Coleoptera for a balanced pastureland fauna. Calathus
fuscipes, C. melanocephalus and Xantholinus linearis or
longiventris are all well represented. There are also
various Hydrophilidae, such as Megasternum obscurum
and Staphylinidae, particularly Anotylus nitidulus which
readily live in animal droppings on grassland (some
belonging to Species Group 7).
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Weedy disturbed ground and arable
There is rather more evidence from the insects of this
phase for weeds of disturbed ground. The following plants
are suggested by some of the more host-specific
phytophagous beetles noted in Table 2.34.
All of these weeds could have been growing on
disturbed ground as occurs around a settlement. With the
exception of U. dioica, they are also common arable
weeds. Carabid beetles of Species Groups 6a and 6b,
which tend to favour ground with a relatively sparse cover
of weeds occurred in some of the Bronze Age pits whereas
they were entirely absent from the Neolithic samples,
including the cursus (Fig. 2.46). Unfortunately, it is not
possible to use coleopteran evidence to differentiate
arable from other types of bare or disturbed ground
(Robinson 1983). Furthermore, some of these species
occur in low numbers in grassland, for example Harpalus
rufipes, the only member of Species Group 6a to be
identified, and they have poor dispersive powers in
comparison with the species used to indicate grassland.
The average value of 2% of the terrestrial Coleoptera from
the Bronze Age pits shown by Amara apricaria, A. bifrons
and A. tibialis (Species Group 6b), species which favour
sandy disturbed or bare ground, is sufficient to confirm
that such a habitat existed in the vicinity of the pits. It
would also be an appropriate level if arable land were
present.
Other habitats
The percentage of Species Group 7, particularly
Hydrophilidae and Staphylinidae which live in a broad
range of foul organic materials had declined in
comparison with the Neolithic samples (Fig. 2.46). There
is no need to invoke any special explanation for their
occurrence on the site. One small staphylinid beetle of
similar habit, although not included in this group, is
Anotylus nitidulus. It was especially abundant,
comprising 9.5% of the terrestrial Coleoptera from the
Bronze Age pits. It is a relatively hygrophilous species
(Koch 1989a, 247), and it is possible that this beetle was
living in animal droppings on moist ground around the
edge of the pits. The presence of significant numbers of
Lesteva longoelytrata and Erichsonius cinerascens in pit
9964 suggests it had a larger splash zone than the other
pits.
Definite synanthropic beetles are absent. A single
example of Anobium punctatum, the woodworm beetle,
does not imply there were timber buildings on the site. The
abundance of Latridiidae, which will thrive in mouldy
thatch, haystacks etc. as well as feeding on moulds on
naturally occurring dead vegetation, is not unusually high
(Species Group 8). There is a very slight presence of
silphid carrion beetles, for example Thanatophilus
sinuatus, but they are as likely to have been attracted by a
dead rodent as butchery waste.
The insects from the pits do not suggest Middle
Bronze Age settlement on the site.
Discussion
The insect evidence from Godmanchester is particularly
useful in showing the development of the prehistoric
landscape: results are summarised in Tables 2.35 and 2.36
and the suggested habitats indicated in Table 2.37. An
interesting comparison can be made between the
environment of the Middle Neolithic cursus and

trapezoidal enclosure at Godmanchester and the
environment of the Early Neolithic long barrow at South
Stanwick, in the Nene Valley, from which insect remains
were also studied (Campbell and Robinson 2007). Both
monuments seem to have been surrounded by grassland
that was no more than lightly grazed and set against a
background of woodland. The series of ceremonial sites
aligned on the South Stanwick long barrow appear to have
been in a cleared corridor which ran along the valley
bottom through an otherwise largely wooded landscape.
There was somewhat more evidence for grazing at South
Stanwick than Godmanchester but there were periods in
the Neolithic when the grassland of the great monument
complex at Avebury, Wilts was ungrazed (Evans et al.
1985). While grazing by domestic animals might seem an
obvious and productive means of maintaining open
conditions on ceremonial sites, the presence of sheep or
cattle might not always have been compatible with their
religious function (for example, medieval churchyards
were not grazed and some of the folklore as to why yew
trees can often be found in them is either that yew was
grown in churchyards so that stock would not be poisoned
or that farmers would be discouraged from allowing
animals to stray). It is already known that much of the
Neolithic open landscape was organised around
monument groups rather than for agricultural purposes
and the idea that agricultural activities were entirely
excluded around some monuments ought not to be seen as
surprising.
The Godmanchester ceremonial complex was by no
means the only Neolithic religious site to be abandoned to
woodland regeneration. Alder trees became established in
the ditches of the South Stanwick barrow (Campbell and
Robinson 2007) and a Late Neolithic episode of tree
clearance on the line of the Drayton Cursus on the Thames
floodplain, Oxfordshire, suggests that this site had also
experienced some regeneration after the monument fell
out of use (Barclay et al. 2003). Molluscan sequences
from many Neolithic long barrow ditches in southern
England show an episode of woodland regeneration (J.G.
Evans 1990; Davies 2008, 83).
The results from the Late Neolithic to Early Bronze
Age pits suggests that there was a high concentration of
domestic animals on the site despite a local tree cover of at
least 50%. A study of Neolithic insect assemblages from
England suggested that the grazing/browsing of domestic
animals in woodland occurred throughout the period
(Robinson 2000). Even at Buscot Lock, where the value of
wood and tree-dependent Coleoptera (Species Group 4;
Robinson 1991, 280) was 17%, suggesting almost
complete tree cover, the scarabaeoid dung beetles
indicative of grazing (Species Group 2, Robinson 1991,
278–80) comprised 3% of the terrestrial Coleoptera. In
contrast, scarabaeoid dung beetles comprised less than
1% of the terrestrial coleoptera from a Late Mesolithic
woodland assemblage at Mingies Ditch. While the
proportion of wood and tree-dependent Coleoptera from
the Etton Causewayed Camp was not quite as high as from
the Late Neolithic pit at Godmanchester, the proportion of
scarabaeoid dung beetles was 16.9% for the site as a whole
but rising to 34% from a Late Neolithic pit in the interior
(Robinson 1998; 2000). Whitehouse and Smith (2004;
2010) investigated Mesolithic pressure of grazing by
larger herbivores. Their Late Mesolithic assemblages
indicated largely closed woodland canopies with a
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Cursus
Context
Pit Group Phase
Period
Sample weight (kg)
DYTISCIDAE
Agabus bipustulatus (L.)
Agabus sp. (not bipustulatus)
Colymbetes fuscus L.
Hydroporus sp.
CARABIDAE
Cicindela campestris L.
Calosoma inquisitor (L.)
Carabus arvensis Hbst.
C. granulatus L.
C. violaceus L.
Notiophilus sp.
Loricera pilicornis (F.)
Clivina collaris (Hbst.) or fossor (L.)
Dyschirius globosus (Hbst.)
Trechus obtusus Er. or quadristriatus (Schr.)
Bembidion lampros (Hbst.)
B. lampros (Hbst.) or properans Step.
B. articulatum (Pz.)
B. obtusum Serv.
B. biguttatum (F.)
B. guttula (F.)
B. lunulatum (Fouc.)
Bembidion sp.
Patrobus atrorufus (Ström)
Poecilus versicolor (Sturm)
Pterostichus niger (Schal.) or melanarius (Ill.)
P. nigrita (Pk.)
P. cf. nigrita (Pk.)
P. strenuus (Pz.)
Abax parallelepipedus (P.&M.)
Calathus fuscipes (Gz.)
C. melanocephalus (L.)
Amara cf. aenea (Deg.)
A. tibialis (Pk.)
A. bifrons (Gyl.)
A. apricaria (Pk.)
Amara spp.
Harpalus rufipes (Deg.)
H. cf. affinis (Schr.)
H. S. Harpalus sp.
H. azureus (F.)
Chlaenius sp.
Syntomus foveatus (Fouc.)
Metabletus sp.
HELOPHORIDAE
Helophorus aequalis Thom.
H. aequalis Thom. or grandis Ill.
H. cf. obscurus Muls.
Helophorus sp. (brevipalpis size)
HYDROPHILIDAE
Anacaena bipustulata (Marsh.) or limbata (F.)
Laccobius sp.
Hydrobius fuscipes (L.)

Pit Group 1

Ditch 9001 Pit 9963

Pit 9966

Pit 9970

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 3

Habitat
Group

L Neo

EBA

EBA

EBA

MBA

?

?

10

20

10

20

1
1
-

1
1
1

1
-

1
1
-

-

1
1
-

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
-

1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

1
2
1
1
6
3
3
2
1
2
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
-

1
1

1
3
-

1
2

1
3

4

3
2
1
73

1
1
1
1

1
-

1
1

-

2

-

-

1
1
1
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1
1
1
1

4

6b
6b
6b
6a

Cursus

Pit Group 1

Context

Ditch 9001 Pit 9963

Pit 9966

Pit 9970

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Cercyon haemorrhoidalis (F.)
C. pygmaeus (Ill.)
Cercyon sp.
Megasternum concinnum (Marsh.)
Cryptopleurum minutum (F.)
Sphaeridium lunatum F. or scarabaeoides (L.)
SPHAERITIDAE
Spaherites glabratus (F.)
HISTERIDAE
Onthophilus striatus (Forst.)
Margarinotus or Hister sp.
Histerinae indet.
HYDRAENIDAE
Hydraena sp. (not testacea)
Limnebius papposus Muls.
Ochthebius bicolon Germ.
O. cf. bicolon Germ.
O. minimus (F.)
O. cf. minimus (F.)
PTILIIDAE
Ptiliidae indet. (not Ptenidium)
LEIODIDAE
Choleva or Catops sp.
SILPHIDAE
Thanatophilus sinuatus (F.)
Aclypea undata (Müll.)
Silpha atrata L.
S. obscura L.
S. tristis Ill.
STAPHYLINIDAE
Anthobium atrocephalum (Gyl.)
Lesteva longoelytrata (Gz.)
Omalium sp.
Proteinus sp.
Micropeplus fulvus Er.
M. tesserula Curt.
Pselaphinae indet.
Tachinus sp.
Tachyporus sp.
Aleocharinae indet.
Anotylus nitidulus (Grav.)
A. rugosus (F.)
A. sculpturatus gp.
Oxytelus sculptus Grav.
Platystethus cornutus gp.
P. nitens (Sahl.)
P. arenarius (Fouc.)
Carpelimus bilineatus Step.
Carpelimus sp.
Stenus spp.
Lathrobium brunnipes (F.)
Lobrathium multipunctum (Grav.)
Rugilus erichsoni (Fauv.) or orbiculatus (Pk.)
Othius cf. laeviusculus Step.
Erichsonius cinerascens (Grav.)
Gabrius sp.
Neobisnius sp.
Philonthus spp.

9
-

1
1
4
-

2
1

1
6
1
-

1
-

1
1
5
1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1
1
-

-

2
1

1
-

1
1
-

2
1
2
5

2
2
2
4

1

3
1
3
1
10

1
-

2

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

1
-

1
-

1
1
-

1
-

1
1
1
-

1
2
1
2
-

2
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
3
1
1
5
-

1
1
2
3
1
1
2
10
1
7
1
1
7
1
-

1
1
22
1
4
1
1
1

7
1
1
11
14
1
5
1
1
1
1
3
5
1
3
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Habitat
Group
7
7
7
7
7

1
1
1
1
1
1

7
7

7

Cursus

Pit Group 1

Habitat
Group

Context

Ditch 9001 Pit 9963

Pit 9966

Pit 9970

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Ocypus olens (Müll.)
O. aeneocephalus (De G.) or fortunatarum (Wol.)
Gyrohypnus fracticornis gp.
Megalinus glabratus (Grav.)
Xantholinus linearis (Ol.)
X. longiventris Heer
X. linearis (Ol.) or longiventris Heer
TROGIDAE
Trox scaber (L.)
GEOTRUPIDAE
Geotrupes sp.
SCARABAEIDAE
Aphodius luridus (F.)
A. rufipes (L.)
A. ater (De G.)
A. rufus (Moll)
A. cf. fimetarius (L.)
A. foetidus (Hbst.)
A. granarius (L.)
A. distinctus (Müll.)
A. erraticus (L.)
A. pusillus (Hbst.)
A. cf. prodromus (Brahm)
A. cf. sphacelatus (Pz.)
A. varians Duft.
A. porcus (F.)
A. scrofa (F.)
Aphodius spp.
Euheptaulacus villosus (Gyll.)
Oxyomus sylvestris (Scop.)
Copris lunaris (L.)
Onthophagus fracticornis (Preys.)
O. joannae Golj.
O. vacca (L.)
Onthophagus sp. (e.g. vacca)
Serica brunnea (L.)
Phyllopertha horticola (L.)
Cetonia aurata (L.)
CLAMBIDAE
Clambus sp.
DASCILLIDAE
Dascillus cervinus (L.)
BYRRHIDAE
Simplocaria sp.
Byrrhus sp.
DRYOPIDAE
Dryops sp.
EUCNEMIDAE
Melasis buprestoides (L.)
THROSCIDAE
Trixagus carinifrons (de Bon.)
ELATERIDAE
Agrypnus murinus (L.)
Prosternon tessellatum (L.)
Denticollis linearis (L.)
Athous haemorrhoidalis (F.)
Hemicrepidius hirtus (Hbst.)
Agriotes acuminatus (Step.)

2

-

5

1
1
1
4
-

1
1
1
-

1
1
5
7

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

2

1

5

2

2
1
14
2
1

2
2
1
4
6
1
1
3
1
1
-

1
1
1
2
1
1
-

1
2
3
2
16
1
2
4
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

2
1
4
1
1
2
1
-

2
1
1
3
2
9
22
1
1
3
2
1
4
1
3
-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

2

1

1

-

-

-

-

2
1

-

-

3
-

1

2

-

3

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

4

-

-

-

1

-

-

4
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
-

1
-

1
1
2
-

-

1
-
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2
2
2
2
2
11
11

11
4
11
11
11

Context

Cursus
Ditch 9001 Pit 9963

Pit 9966

Pit Group 1
Pit 9970

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Habitat
Group

A. lineatus (L.)
A. obscurus (L.)
A. cf. pallidulus (Ill.)
A. sputator (L.)
Agriotes sp.
CANTHARIDAE
Cantharis sp.
BOSTRICHIDAE
Lyctus linearis (Gz.)
ANOBIIDAE
Grynobius planus (F.)
Gastrallus immarginatus (Müll.)
Anobium cf. punctatum (Deg.)
KATERETIDAE
Brachypterus urticae (F.)
NITIDULIDAE
Meligethes sp.
MONOTOMIDAE
Rhizophagus sp.
PHALACRIDAE
Phalacrus sp.
Olibrus sp.
CRYPTOPHAGIDAE
cf. Cryptophagus sp.
Atomaria sp.
Ephistemus globosus (Pk.)
BOTHRIDERIDAE
Teredus cylindricus (Ol.)
COCCINELLIDAE
Coccidula rufa (Hbst.)
Rhyzobius litura (F.)
Propylea quattuordecimpunctata (L.)
Coccinella cf. undecimpunctata L.
LATRIDIIDAE
Latridius minutus gp.
Enicmus transversus (Ol.)
Corticariinae indet.
MORDELLIDAE
Mordellistena parvula (Gyl.)
COLYDIIDAE
Colydium elongatum (F.)
TENEBRIONIDAE
Opatrum sabulosum (L.)
CHRYSOMELIDAE
Donacia or Plateumaris sp.
Chrysolina haemoptera (L.)
C. polita (L.)
Gastrophysa polygoni (L.)
Phaedon sp. (not tumidulus)
Hydrothassa glabra (Hbst.) or marginella (L.)
Lochmaea sp.
Agelastica alni (L.)
Phyllotreta vittula (Redt.)
Longitarsus sp.
Altica sp.
Neocrepidodera ferruginea (Scop.)
Crepidodera (Chalcoides) sp.
Chaetocnema concinna (Marsh.)

1
1

1

1
-

1
1
1

1

2
1

11
11
11
11
11

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

10

-

1
1
1

-

2
-

1

-

4
4
10

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

4

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

2
1

-

-

-

1
-

-

1
2
1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
1
1

2
-

-

1
2

1
1

1
2

1
3

-

-

-

-

2

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

1
-

1
1
-

7
-

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
-

1
1
-

1
3
3
1
2
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4

8
8
8

4

5

4

4

Cursus

Pit Group 1

Habitat
Group

Context

Ditch 9001 Pit 9963

Pit 9966

Pit 9970

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Chaetocnema sp. (not concinna)
Psylliodes sp.
APIONIDAE
Aspidapion radiolus (Marsh.)
A. aeneum (F.)
Apionidae indet.
ERIRHINIDAE
Notaris acridulus (L.)
CURCULIONIDAE
Archarius pyrrhoceras (Marsh.)
Curculio cf. nucum L.
C. cf. venosus (Grav.)
Cleopomiarus graminis (Gyl.)
Mecinus labilis (Hbst.)
M. pascuorum (Gyl.)
M. pyraster (Hbst.)
Orchestes quercus (L.)
Orchestes sp.
Rhamphus pulicarius (Hbst.)
Tychius sp.
Bagous sp.
Ceutorhynchus erysimi (F.)
Nedyus quadrimaculatus (L.)
Parethelcus pollinarius (Forst.)
Stenocarus umbrinus (Gyl.)
Trichosirocalus troglodytes (F.)
Ceutorhynchinae indet.
Acalles misellus Boh.
Neliocarus faber (Hbst.)
Strophosoma melanogrammum (Forst.)
Barynotus sp.
Otiorhynchus clavipes (Bons.)
O. ligustici (L.)
Phyllobius or Polydrusus sp.
Barypeithes araneiformis (Schr.)
Brachysomus echinatus (Bons.)
Sciaphilus asperatus (Bons.)
Sitona hispidulus (F.)
S. lepidus Gyl.
S. sulcifrons (Thun.)
Sitona spp.
Tropiphorus terricola (New.)
Hypera zoilus (Scop.)
Cleonis pigra (Scop.)
Scolytus intricatus (Ratz.)
S. scolytus (F.)
Ernoporicus caucasicus (Lind.)
Total

-

-

-

1
1

1
3

1

2
3
7

1

3

1

1

5

3

-

-

1

-

-

1

5

1
1
2
2
7
1
1
2
1
1
7
1
1
1
125

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
111

1
2
1
1
1
67

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
200

1
1
1
1
2
1
103

1
2
3
4
5
3
2
1
4
1
2
2
1
332

4
4
4

Table 2.35 Prehistoric Coleoptera (minimum number of individuals)
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4
4
4
5

4

3
3
3
3

4
4
4

Context

Ditch fill 9001 Pit 9963

Association

Cursus

Pit Group Phase

Pit 9970

Pit 9966

Pit 9967

Pit 9964

Pit Group 1
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 3

Period

EM NEO

L NEO

EBA

EBA

EBA

MBA

Sample weight (kg.)

?

?

20

10

10

20

2

-

3

1

11

6

1
-

1
1
1
-

1
-

1
-

1

1
-

1
-

1
-

-

1
1

2
2

1
3
2
2

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

5

2

1
1
1
3
10

2
8

-

-

-

-

+
6

+
2

-

-

2
1

2
1

6
4
4

1
4
3

DERMAPTERA
Forficula auricularia L.
HEMIPTERA - Heteroptera
Sehirus luctuosus Muls.
Palomena prasina (L.)
Pentatoma rufipes (L.)
Stygnocoris sp.
Peritrechus sp.
Drymus sylvaticus (F.)
Gerris sp.
Heteroptera indet.
HEMIPTERA – Homoptera
Aphrodes bicinctus (Schr.)
Aphrodes sp.
Aphidoidea indet.
Homoptera indet.
TRICHOPTERA
Trichoptera indet. – case
HYMENOPTERA
Myrmica scabrinodis gp. – worker
Myrmica sp. – male
Lasius flavus gp. – worker
L. niger gp. – worker
Hymenoptera indet.
DIPTERA
Chironomidae indet. – larva
Dilophus febrilis (L.) or femoratus Meig.
– adult
Bibionidae indet. – adult
Diptera indet. – puparium
Diptera indet. – adult
+ – present

Table 2.36 Other prehistoric insects (minimum number of individuals)

minimal presence of larger grazing animals whereas there
was drastic clearance with grazing in some limited
localities in the Neolithic. Much of the British Neolithic
landscape was probably a mosaic of relatively small
clearances, grazed woodland, abandoned clearances in
various stages of scrub to woodland succession, and
woodland which retained an old-woodland insect fauna,
some of it perhaps even relatively undisturbed primary
woodland (Robinson 2000, 35).
The entomological results from Godmanchester fall
into the cyclical pattern of woodland clearance and
regeneration seen elsewhere in Neolithic Britain which
has been linked to ‘Vera cycles’ (Robinson 2014). Heavy
grazing under woodland conditions prevents regeneration
and results in woodland break-up. Thorn scrub eventually
colonises the resultant open areas despite grazing, which
in turn protects the regeneration of woodland trees,
completing the cycle. Godmanchester provides evidence
for the grazing of domestic animals in woodland and the

occurrence in secondary woodland of ‘old woodland’
Coleoptera which recolonised from adjacent woodland.
The Early to Middle Bronze Age insect assemblages
belong to a period when the landscape of parts of southern
England, the Midlands and East Anglia was being
organised around agricultural production. Insects have
been analysed from two sites of this date in the Thames
Valley, Heathrow Terminal 5 and Appleford Sidings
(Robinson 2006; 2009). In common with Godmanchester,
these sites had waterholes in which were preserved crop
remains including Linum usitatissimum (flax) and
Triticum spelta (spelt wheat). They all gave strong
evidence from scarabaeoid dung beetles for
concentrations of domestic animals. There was also a
major element of grassland insects including species of
warm sandy ground with short vegetation, such as the
tenebrionid beetle Opatrum sabulosum. None of these
sites gave much insect evidence for the occurrence of
woodland but Heathrow Terminal 5 and Appleford
Sidings had Coleoptera which are dependent on scrub or
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Context

Sample No.

Radiocarbon dating

Inferred habitats and human activity

GU-5266

cal BC 2840–2340

Ditch with damp to wet basal fills. Conditions locally open. Abundance of
Ranunculus sceleratus points to maintenance of open damp weeedy grassland
conditions by grazing
Local woodland and scrub with areas of nettles

GU-5267

cal BC 2470–2050

GU-5213

cal BC 1630–1410

Neolithic cursus ditch (fill 8076
1572)
Pit 9963: twigs from
basal fill.
Pit 9970: twigs from
basal fill
Pits 9964, 9966, 9967,
9998: wood from wattle
fence in 9964.

Local woodland and scrub with areas of nettles. Weed and grassland taxa
somewhat more abundant: vegetation perhaps more open than 9963
Vegetation locally open, dominated by weeds and grassland plants. Disposal
of charred and uncharred crop remains (cereals, flax, opium poppy).

Table 2.37 The habitats suggested by prehistoric samples

hedgerow habitats. Unlike Godmanchester, the other two
sites had a rectilinear pattern of small ditched fields.
The possible reasons for the changes to the British
fauna of scarabaeoid dung beetles which are shown by the
Bronze Age assemblages from Godmanchester are
considered in detail elsewhere (Robinson 2013). The
species which are now extinct or very rare in Britain are
more common further south in Europe and one possible
cause for their demise would have been a slight reduction
of mean summer temperature. The loss of their habitat of
well-drained permanent pasture also probably played a
part in their decline.

9801

9801

9829

9806

9806

9830

Sample no.

8049

8051

8094

1
2
3

8
3
3
4
2

Cereals
Cereal indet. (ca fr)
Cereal indet. (ca)
Triticum diococcum-type (ca)
Triticum aestivum-type (ca)
Triticum sp. (ca)
Hordeum sp. cf. var. nudum

+

Weeds/grassland plants
Fabaceae indet.
Vicia/Lathyrus sp.

Plant remains
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
(Fig. 2.47)
Methodology
Bulk samples were processed in a bulk-sieving/flotation
tank using 0.5mm meshes throughout. Sub-samples were
also retained from most wet deposits for laboratory
processing, using the methods of Kenward et al. (1980).
The flotation tank was also used for the retrieval of
charred plant remains from features with dry fills.
Sampling and bulk sieving/flotation were both on a large
scale, which provided an opportunity to make an
assessment of the macrofossils present in the deposits
before selecting particularly informative samples for
detailed analysis. Wood and some other large
macrofossils were collected by hand from some
prehistoric pits – this material is considered in a separate
section below. Although primarily concerned with plant
macrofossils, this report includes brief notes on mollusca,
which were generally poorly preserved and sparse.
Nomenclature follows Stace 2012.
Samples were examined from the post-holes of the
trapezoidal enclosure, the cursus ditches (ditch 9001,
basal fill 1572, Sample 8076), from Ring Ditch 1 (fill
9998, Sample 8055) and from five pits cut into the area of
intersection of the cursus with the trapezoidal enclosure
ditch: Pit Group 1, Phase 1, pit 9963, Sample 8057; Pit
Group 1, Phase 2, pit 9966, Sample 8068, pit 9970,
Sample 8063, pit 9967, Sample 8091; Pit Group 1, Phase
3, pit 9964, Sample 8092.
The samples were all of clay- and gravel-based
deposits with a relatively low organic content. The plants
represented in these samples are listed in terms of their
most characteristic habitats in Table 2.37. In calculating
figures for the pie-charts in Fig. 2.47, macrofossils of
cultivated plants, taxa that could not be assigned reliably

Post-hole
Context

Trees/shrubs
Corylus avellana L. (ns fr)
Sambucus nigra L.
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Stem fragments
Thorns
Rhizome fragments
Tuber fragments
% flot sorted

1
1
+
1
+
1
+
100

+
fr
+
+

?
100

50

Table 2.38 Plant macrofossils from post-holes associated
with the trapezoidal enclosure

to an ecological group and macrofossils <0.5mm have
been omitted. In Table 2.37 the ecological groups
distinguished comprise: trees, shrubs and woodland
herbs; dryland herbs (grassland); dryland herbs (weeds);
wetland/shallow water herbs; and aquatics. For clarity,
these groups have been further simplified and
amalgamated in Fig. 2.47 although Urtica dioica (by far
the most abundant ruderal species) is shown separately.
Results
The trapezoidal enclosure
Charred macrofossils from flots of bulk samples from
post-holes 9806 and 9830 are listed in Table 2.38. These
features included no macrofossils preserved by
waterlogging. The material comprises a few charred
cereal grains (Triticum dicoccum-type, T. aestivum-type.
Hordeum sp.), a seed of Vicia/Lathyrus, Corylus nutshell
fragments, Sambucus seeds, Arrhenatherum ‘tubers’ and
some charred stem, rhizome and tuber fragments. Similar
low density scatters of charred crops, weeds, fruits, nuts
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Figure 2.47 Plant macrofossil assemblages from Pit Group 1

Association
Context
Phase
Sample
Crop plants
Papaver somniferum L.
Linum usitatissimum L. (s)
Linum usitatissimum L. (cap)
Cereal indet. (ca fr)
Cereal indet. (ca)
Triticum sp. (ca)
Triticum sp. (gb fr)
Triticum sp. (ri)
Triticum dicoccum-type (ca)
Triticum dicoccum Schubl (gb)

Cursus

RD 1

1572

9998

9963

9970

9966

9967

9964

9772

Pit Group 1
9949

-

-

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 3

Phase 3

8076

8055

8057

8063

8068

8091

8092

8088

8062

9b

1
1
11

1
1
3
+

+

2
1
2

1
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1
1
3

2
1

Association
Context

Cursus

RD 1

1572

9998

Pit Group 1
9963

9970

Triticum sp. (spf)
Hordeum sp. (ca)
Hordeum sp. (m)
Triticum cf. spelta L. (gb: uncharred) d
Triticum sp. (gb: uncharred)
Trees, shrubs, woodland herbs
Ajuga reptans L.
Cornus sanguinea L.
Corylus avellana L.
Crataegus monogyna Jacq.
Moehringia trinervia (L.) Clairv.
Prunus spinosa L.
Prunus/Crataegus (th)
Quercus sp. (lf g)
Rubus sect. Glandulosus
Rubus sp. (th)
Sambucus nigra L.
Solanum cf. dulcamara L.
Stachys cf. sylvatica L.
Stellaria holostea L.
Tilia sp. (imm)
Dryland herbs (grassland)
Linum catharticum L.
Plantago lanceolata L. (charred)
Plantago major L.
Poaceae indet.
Prunella vulgaris L.
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus
Ranunculus parviflorus L.
Dryland herbs (weeds)
Aphanes arvensis/microcarpa
Arenaria sp.
Atriplex patula/hastata
Capsella-type
Chelidonium majus L.
Chenopodiaceae indet.
Chenopodium album L.
Chenopodium ficifolium Sm
Fallopia convolvulus (L.) A Love
Galeopsis tetrahit/speciosa
Lapsana communis L.
Malva sylvestris L.
Papaver argemone L.
Persicaria lapathifolia (L.) Gray
Polygonum aviculare L.
Potentilla reptans L.
Rumex acetosella L.
Rumex sp.
Solanum nigrum L.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill
Sonchus oleraceus L.
Sonchus sp.
Stellaria media-type
Urtica dioica L.
Urtica urens L.
Wetland/shallow water herbs
Bidens sp.

9966

9967

9964

9772

9949

2

1

1
1
3

11
2

2cf
+
+
+

1
+

1
4+fr
2
10
1
+
41

6
+

2

10
19
18

2
2
2+fr
5
9
2
+

fr

fr
1
fr
+

+
2

10

1

9

7
12

1
1

1

5
1
1

2

1
5
5
26

28
13
2
11
15

2
13
1
4
6

69
3

55
8
26
4

20

+
3
2
1

4

20

3

7
4

6
35

2

33
8

9
52
184
36

5

13
10

12
13
1

8

1
1

1

3

1
1
216
2

1
16
11
11
1
24

6

7

7
30
2
93

22
5

81
244
22
4
3
fr
34
7
46
5
4
31
4

100
57

84

1

124

8
164

1
5
8

229
586
4

27
48
2
fr

24
31
1
15
1
1
3

104
494

Association
Context
Bidens tripartita L.
Carex spp.
Eleocharis palustris/uniglumis
Juncus sp(p).
Lycopus europaeus L.
Montia fontana L.
Ranunculus sceleratus L.
Aquatics
Alisma plantago-aquatica L.
Ranunculus subg. Batrachium
Indeterminate/unassigned to ecological group
Asteraceae indet.
Caryophyllaceae indet.
Cerastium sp.
Cirsium/Carduus sp.
Crepis type
Epilobium sp.
Hypericum sp.
Lamiaceae indet.
Lamium sp.
Mentha arvensis/aquatica
Papaver sp.
Polygonaceae indet.
Potentilla sp.
Scrophularia sp.
Solanum sp.
Stachys sp.
Stellaria graminea/palustris
Stellaria sp.
Valerianella sp.
Viola sp.
Indeterminate seeds etc. f
Other macrofossils
Mosses
Twigs/wood
Charcoal
Buds/budscales
Catkin fragments
Leaf fragments
Monocot stem fragments
Mollusca e
Ostracods
Cladocerans
Beetles
Amphibian bone
Sample weight: kg (wet samples)
% flot sorted (dry floated samples)

Cursus

RD 1

1572

9998

3

1
20

Pit Group 1
9963

9970

9966

9967

9964

2

2

17
1
+

3
8

8
1

4

+

9772

9949

1
3

46

85
1
2

1

1

2

2
1

5
3
7
3
5
17

8

1

3
1

3

8
3

9
1
1

2

3

5
2
14
13

2

2

1
5

1
2
49c
16
10

11

7

4

6

4
21

2
7

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

2

1

2

1

6

5
1
6
2
1

3
5

4

1

1
5
1

1
3

+
+
+

+
+

+
+++
++
++
+

fr
16
+
+++
+
+
+

+

+

6.25

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

1.5

25

Abbreviations:
ca – caryopsis, cap – capsule fragments, fr – fragments, gb – glume base, imm – immature fruits, spk – spikelet fork, th – thorn. + = noted during
scanning additional portions of sample, or present but unquantifiable.
Notes:
a - There is considerable size and morphological variation in this group
b - Matching P. somniferum in morphology, but only half the size of reference material
c - Includes P. cf rhoeas and P. cf somniferum
d - Widths at articulation point 0.9–1.5mm
e - Most samples included a few shells, including Vertigo sp, Vallonia excentrica, Trichia hispida gp, Cochlicopa spp, Lymnaea truncatula, Anisus
leucostoma and fragments of Sphaeriacea
f – The dried flots included numerous shrivelled unidentifiable plant macrofossils.

Table 2.39 Plant macrofossils and other remains from the cursus ditch, Ring Ditch 1 and Pit Group 1
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and vegetative material commonly occur in Neolithic
contexts, but there is no basis for determining the types of
activities represented.
Cursus
The cursus ditch fill 1572 (Sample 8076, Table 2.39)
assemblage is dominated by Stellaria media (chickweed)
and Ranunculus sceleratus (celery-leaved crowfoot).
Other aquatic and marginal plants include Lycopus
europaeus (gipsywort), Alisma plantago-aquatica (water
plantain) and Carex spp. (sedges). The abundance of R.
sceleratus, very rare in samples from the pits, indicates
that the base of the cursus ditch was at least damp, and
probably seasonally held standing water. This plant is also
characteristic of eutrophic conditions, implying nutrient
enrichment from the excreta of grazing animals. Although
some remains of Prunus spinosa (sloe), Rubus (bramble)
and Sambucus nigra (elder) were present in the cursus
ditch fills, macrofossils of woody taxa occurred much less
abundantly than in the pits, and grassland and weed plants
of open conditions predominated. An open damp weedy
grassland environment, maintained by grazing, therefore
appears to have predominated in the immediate vicinity of
the cursus.
Ring Ditch 1
Plant remains from the fill of the Neolithic mound ditch
are detailed in Table 2.39. The assemblage is dominated
by Chenopodium album (fat hen) and Stellaria
media-type (chickweed), while also containing a broadly
similar range of species to those recovered from features
assigned to Pit Group 1 (see below).
Pit Group 1, Phases 1–3
The remains from these pits are detailed in Table 2.39. Pit
9963 (Sample 8057), the basal fill of which is dated to
2840–2340 cal BC (GU-5266, 4000±60 BP, 95%
confidence), relates to the earliest phase of a cluster of pits
at the junction of the cursus with the trapezoidal
enclosure. The plant macrofossil assemblage includes a
high proportion (in the order of 50%) of remains of trees,
shrubs and woodland herbs: Cornus sanguinea
(dogwood), Corylus avellana (hazel), Crataegus
monogyna (hawthorn), Moehringia trinervia (threeveined sandwort), Prunus spinosa (sloe), Quercus sp
(oak), Rubus (bramble), Sambucus nigra (elder), Solanum
nigrum (woody nightshade), Stachys sylvatica (hedge
woundwort) and Stellaria holostea (greater stitchwort),
but by far the most abundant individual taxon is Urtica
dioica (nettle), comprising around 40% of the
assemblage. No crop plant remains were present in the fill
samples. These results appear to indicate a phase of
dereliction at the site, resulting in the establishment of
scrub and trees, with banks of nettles; although some
activity, notably pit-digging, continued.
Somewhat later in date was pit 9970 (Sample 8063),
with a date of 2470–2050 cal BC (GU-5267, 3830±60BP,
95% confidence). Macrofossils of shrubs, trees and
woodland herbs again occurred, at around 20% of the total
assemblage: additional taxa comprised Ajuga reptans
(bugle) and Tilia sp. (lime). Urtica dioica, at around 60%
of the assemblage, was again common. Again, crop
remains were absent. The sample from this pit could
indicate a somewhat more open local environment than pit
9963, but there is no evidence for intensive land-use.

On the basis of their very similar plant macrofossil
assemblages, pits 9964, 9966 and 9967 appear to be nearcontemporary. However, of the three pits, only 9964 is
directly dated: a wattle fence or lining within it gave a date
of 1671–1420 cal BC (GU-5213, 3240±50BP, 95%
confidence) suggesting a Middle Bronze Age date, while
pits 9966 and 9967 have been assigned an Early Bronze
Age date. Samples from the basal fills of these features
include fewer macrofossils of woodland or scrub species,
a wider range of weed taxa and grassland species (notably
Linum catharticum (purging flax), Plantago major
(plantain), Prunella vulgaris (self-heal), and Ranunculus
spp. (buttercups), more wetland species, and remains of
crops, including opium poppy, flax/linseed, emmer
wheat, possibly spelt and barley. These assemblages
plainly differ markedly from those in the earlier pits
(although Urtica dioica remains abundant), and are
thought to reflect a predominantly agricultural landscape
in the vicinity.
The suggested sequence of habitat change within these
pits is summarised in Table 2.37. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature is persistence of pit-digging at this
location for more than a millennium, despite major
changes in the intensity of land use around the site.
Pit Group 2
Samples were collected from the lower fills of pits 9424
and 9442 (9436 and 9440). The samples consisted of
de-watered sandy gravel with clay inclusions and a very
low organic content. Organic material was separated by
washover.
Samples 8042 (7kg) and 8044 (7kg) were examined
from fill 9436. Both produced small quantities of badly
degraded wood fragments and twigs, with some small
charcoal fragments, a charred grain of Triticum sp
(Sample 8042), badly preserved beetle remains and fly
puparia, a few shells of Vallonia excentrica, V. cf pulchella
and Cochlicopa sp., and some amphibian bones. Plant
macrofossils are few and generally poorly-preserved.
Urtica dioica, Chenopodium album and Atriplex sp.
dominate the sparse assemblages and there are a few
macrofossils of Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus, R.
parviflorus, Stellaria media, Montia fontana, Polygonum
aviculare, Fallopia convolvulus, Rumex acetosella,
Rumex spp., Rubus sp (fruitstone fragments and thorns),
Potentilla sp., Prunella vulgaris, Sonchus asper,
Crepis-type, Juncus sp. and Typha sp.; with some
suspiciously well-preserved grass florets, which have the
appearance of modern contaminants. Full analysis of
these degraded and possibly contaminated assemblages
was not considered appropriate.
Samples 8038 (5kg) and 8040 (6kg) from fill 9440
produced still less material: wood is virtually absent,
although there are a few small charcoal fragments, fired
clay fragments and degraded seeds, including the taxa
noted above.
Wood
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
(Figs 2.48–2.49)
The wood from Pit Group 1 (Area 13) was largely
structural roundwood from wattling. The lower part of a
wattle lining (4067), of unknown original height,
separated pits 9964 and 9967 (Fig. 2.15). It was
irregularly constructed with triple, double and perhaps
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Wood no

Stem diam. (mm)

Bark

No. of rings

Last ring

Taxon

Sails
4110
4111
4112
4113
4114
4115
4116
4117

19
14
25
23
15
30
20
19

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

6
4
11
18
4
5
12
5

Complete
About 50%
Narrow
Narrow
About 50%
About 50%
Narrow
Narrow

Corylus
Corylus
Viburnum
Fraxinus
Corylus
Acer
Fraxinus
Corylus

Rods (north-facing elevation, associated with sails 4111–3)
4117
12 (half-split)
Y
4118
16
Y
4119
11
Y
4120
10
Y
4121
13
Y
4126
13
Y
4128
14
Y
4130
16
Y
4131
13
Y
4132
13
Y

3
5
3
3
3
4
4
6
4
4

About 50%
About 50%
Almost complete
Narrow
?
About 50%
About 50%
Last 2 narrow
Narrow
Narrow

Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus

Rods (north-facing elevation, associated with sails 4114–4135)
4048
18
Y
4073
15
Y
4134
15
Y

4
8
5

About 50%
Narrow
Almost complete

Corylus
Fraxinus
Corylus

Rods (south-facing elevation, not visible on north)
4122
>12 (half split)
Y
4125
14 (half-split)
Y
4127
11 (half-splt)
Y
4133
>10 (half-split)
Y

?
6
5
?

?
Narrow
Narrow
?

Fraxinus
Corylus
Corylus
Corylus

Other associated pieces of wood
4072
?
4123
c.15
4129
14

?
?
4

?
?
About 50%

? Bark
Corylus
Corylus

Y
N
Y

Stem diameters given are in some cases mean estimates, for asymmetrical stems.
The Viburnum stem 4112 is diffuse porous with mainly solitary vessels, heterogeneous rays 1-2 seriate, and highly distinctive scalariform perforation
plates with more than 25 bars. The Acer stem 4115 has only 2-3 seriate rays.

Table 2.40 Wattle remains from Middle Bronze Age pit 9964 (Pit Group 1, Phase 3)

Figure 2.48 Pit Group 1: wattle fence 4067. Histogram of stem ages. This is based on the sails and rods seen in the
north-facing elevation only
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Figure 2.49 Pit Group 1: wattle fence 4067. Scattergram of stem age / size distribution. Compiled as in Fig. 2.48

single sails, over a length of c.1m. Samples were collected
from each of the stems comprising the sails and from each
horizontal rod, although difficulties during excavation
might mean that one or two rods were sampled more than
once. Identifications and descriptions of roundwood
stems are given in Table 2.40, and results are summarised
in Figs 2.48–2.49. Features in Area 13 also produced a
diffuse scatter of wood, large pieces of which were
selected for identification and description. Much of this
wood proved to be very badly degraded and, particularly
in the cursus ditch, heavily impregnated with iron
compounds. The wood from the pit fills was generally in a

poorer state of preservation than that from the wattle
lining (4067), which may have created its own waterretentive micro-environment. Much of the material could
not be identified but, so far as could be determined, curved
or forked Corylus and Prunus roundwood stems seemed
to predominate.
From the Neolithic onwards hazel has usually been the
preferred wood for hurdle construction, and in context
4067 it was the main wood, associated with maple, ash,
oak, and Viburnum. The rods from wattle lining 4067 are
generally 3–6 years old, apart from one 18-year old
narrow stem of ash, but again most fall in the 10–20mm
diameter range. The sails from this structure show
considerable age variation, and the use of double sails of
two fairly narrow stems may suggest that suitably large
roundwood was in short supply locally. Given the small
number of stems there was a surprisingly wide range of
species.
The sample sizes are, overall, small, but for hazel at
least the age/size distributions are reasonably clustered,
implying the availability of a supply of stems from
managed stools. From the limited information available it
is possible that prehistoric woodlands in the vicinity were
more diverse, or that stems were cut from a wider area than
in later times.
Palynology
by Patricia Wiltshire (1990s)
(Fig. 2.50)

Figure 2.50 Pollen: lithology of the cursus ditch

Introduction
Samples taken for pollen analysis included monoliths of
sediments from ditches, individual samples taken in
stratigraphic sequence from pits and aliquots of bulk
samples from a variety of features. Only one pit was
analysed in some detail (Pit Group 1, Phase 3, pit 9964).
For all other pits, pollen analysis was carried out on bulk
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Depth (cm)
Lithology
Slightly organic sandy gravel
Finer grain sediments
More organic clayey sand
Transition
Trees/Shrubs/Climbers
Alnus
Coryloid
Hedera
Pinus
Quercus
Tilia
Herbs
Anthemis type
Caryophyllaceae type
Chenopodiaceae
Cirsium
Cyperaceae
Galium type
Gramineae
Lactuceae
Lotus type
Plantago lanceolata
Ranunculus type
Umbelliferae
Urtica
Spore Formers
Filicales
Polypodium
Sphagnum
Charcoal
Iron pyrites spherules
Algal spores
Pollen abundance

0

2

4

6

+

+

+

+

8

10

12

14

16

+

+

+

+

18

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

3

3

3

3

3

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+
1

1

+
+
+
2

+

+

2

1

Pollen Abundance: 3 = Sparse, 2 = Very Sparse, 1 = Only few grains seen

Table 2.41 Pollen from the section across the cursus ditch (9001, segment 1608)

samples. Each pit sample contained microscopic
charcoal. Wherever possible, the pollen assessment
mirrored that of the macrofossil analysis so that some
comparison might be made in an attempt to separate
strictly local from extra-local and regional components of
the vegetation.
Methodology
Preliminary examination of some of the sediments
showed pollen to be almost universally sparse with
varying degrees of preservation. It was decided, therefore,
to process double the usual quantity of material per
sample in order to concentrate sufficient palynomorphs
for counting. Thus, each sample consisted of
approximately 2.0g sediment.
Samples were subjected to standard procedures for
removal of sediment matrix (Dimbleby 1985), stained
with 0.5% safranine and mounted in glycerol jelly. Slides
were scanned with a Zeiss phase contrast microscope at
x400 magnification and, where necessary, identification
was made at xl000 magnification. Each sample was

scanned for a standard of ten traverses per slide and all
taxa observed in the scan were noted. No attempt was
made to count palynomorphs but, where certain taxa were
relatively abundant, this was noted.
The presence of microscopic charcoal (largest
fragment =100mm in diameter) was noted, as well as iron
pyrite spherules (Wiltshire et al. 1994), algal spores,
intestinal parasitic worm eggs and acritarchs.
Results
The cursus
Samples from ditch 9001 (segment 1608, Area 13, Fig. 2.7
and 2.8) are examined in Table 2.41 and the lithology is
presented in Fig. 2.50. The sample depths were taken from
the junction of the organic clayey sand and the orange
sand (i.e. the junction = 20cm and samples were taken
equidistantly up from that depth). There were marked
changes in lithology in the ditch profile and pollen
abundance appears to be related to the depositional
environment. Palynomorphs were very sparse indeed in
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Pit Group 1, Phase

1: L Neo

2: EBA

Pit

9963

9966

Sample numbers

8057

8068

Trees/Shrubs/Climbers
Alnus
Coryloid
Pinus
Quercus
Rosaceae undiff.
Sorbus type
Tilia
Ulmus
Herbs
Artemisia
Caryophyllaceae
Cereal type
Chenopodiaceae
Cruciferae undiff.
Cyperaceae
Galium type
Geranium
Gramineae
Lactuceae
Leguminosae undiff
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Rumex undiff.
Sinapis type
Trifolium type
Umbelliferae
Urtica type
Spore formers
Filicales
Polypodium
Pteridium
Sphagnum
Aquatics
Lemna
Microscopic charcoal
Iron pyrite spherules
Algal spores
Acritarch
Pollen abundance

3: MBA
9970
8075

+
++

8059

8060

+
++
+
++

+

++
++

8063
+
++
+
++

9967

9977

8091

8050

+

8052

8054

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

1

2

+

+
+
2

+

+

+
2

2

4

1

+

+

+

+

2

3

+
+
+
+
1

pollen abundance, 4 = Sufficiently abundant for counting, 3 = Sparse, 2 = Very Sparse, 1 = Only a few grains observed

Table 2.42 Pollen from Pit Group 1

the lower, more organic clayey sand and the transition
with the basal orange sand. In the finer grained sediment
and upper slightly organic gravel, they were considerably
more abundant.
Microscopic charcoal was found in every sample but
algal spores and iron pyrite spherules were confined to the
upper, more organic clayey sand. This would suggest that
the lower fills accumulated in a waterlogged environment
but there is no evidence of standing water in the upper, less
organic fills. The pollen concentration would also suggest
that the lower fills accumulated more rapidly than the
upper ones. It seems that early in its history, the ditch was

water-filled, but the lack of aquatic taxa indicates that the
feature was too short-lived to allow the usual succession.
Although it must have remained sufficiently damp to
ensure pollen preservation, standing water soon
disappeared under accumulating sandy gravel. The
change in lithology between 8 and 10cm is associated with
a higher species richness in pollen taxa, but this may
simply be a function of sediment accretion rate. The
horizon between 0–8cm might represent a much longer
period of time than that from 10–18cm.
The pollen assemblage shows that the landscape
certainly supported oak/hazel woodland with some alder,
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lime and the occasional pine. Filicales (ferns) and
Polypodium (polypody fern) are other indicators of
woodland. Trees were probably growing quite near to the
site since Hedera (ivy) was found in the upper fill. This
climber flowers only under relatively high light intensities
and when its reproductive shoots are well above the
ground; its pollen does not travel very far from the plant.
Its presence thus indicates a relatively open woodland
canopy or possibly the woodland edge. The ivy was
probably supported by trees growing near to the feature.
One interesting find was that of Sphagnum at 8cm.
This suggests that there were areas of wet, peaty soils
somewhere in the vicinity. There is little doubt that there
were open areas locally since pollen of weedy, grazed
grassland and waste ground was relatively abundant. The
presence of stinging nettle also indicates a local
eutrophication of soil and probably relates to the activity
of people and/or their stock animals.
Pit Group 1: Neolithic/Bronze Age pits
Phase 1: Late Neolithic
Pit 9963 (Sample 8057): Algal spores were found.
Wooded conditions dominated the landscape with hazel
and oak being most important but with alder and lime also
being present. There were open, grassy areas nearby and
acid, water-logged soils are indicated by Sphagnum.
Phase 2: Early Bronze Age
Pit 9966 (Samples 8068 and 8075): Sample 8075 was
taken from the lower, earlier sediments. Iron pyrite
spherules indicate that the feature was waterlogged. The
lack of iron pyrite spherules or even algal spores in
Sample 8068 suggests that the pit became drier. The only
woody taxon was that of Rosaceae undiff. (e.g. bramble or
rose) and the herb assemblage indicates that weedy
grassland and waste ground dominated the landscape
throughout the period of sediment accumulation.
Cereal-type pollen suggests cereal growing/processing or
dumping.
Pit 9970 (Samples 8059, 8060 and 8063): Sample
8063 was the lowest in the sequence and, thus, contained
the earliest pollen record. Sample 8059 was the uppermost
and represents a later phase of sedimentation. The pollen
assemblages are similar but pollen was very sparse in
Sample 8060 and no algal spores were found. This might
be an indication of a phase in which the pit became aerobic
(possibly through becoming very dry) with enhanced
decomposition of palynomorphs in the sediments. Sample
8063 also has much sparser pollen than Sample 8059 and
it is possible that the feature was subject to periodic drying
during its very early history. Pollen preservation was
moderately good in Sample 8059 and suggests anaerobic
conditions in the pit. The presence of algal spores might
suggest that the anaerobiosis was due to wetness, but no
iron pyrite spherules were found, meaning that the
presence of standing water cannot be confirmed. In spite
of the paucity of pollen in Sample 8060, the pollen
assemblages suggest that the three samples were broadly
contemporaneous. It is clear that the surrounding
landscape was very wooded during the period of
accumulation of the pit’s sediments. Oak and hazel were
dominant although pine, elm, alder, lime and possibly
Sorbus (e.g. whitebeam or rowan) were growing in the

locality. There were areas of open, possibly grazed,
grassland but the area was dominated by trees.
Pit 9967 (Sample 8091): This pit contained algal
spores and duckweed indicating standing water during
some period of the feature’s history. The only woody
taxon recorded was Coryloid. Herbs characteristic of
weedy grassland and trampled damp soils were most
abundant and cereal-type pollen was found. A very open
landscape is indicated.
Phase 3: Middle Bronze Age
Pit 9977 (Samples 8050, 8052 and 8054): Pollen
preservation was either exceedingly poor in these
sediments, or the pit filled-in very rapidly, meaning that
pollen concentration is low. These samples were from
different depths within the pit, 8054 being the deepest
(and, therefore, earliest) and 8050 being the shallowest.
Sample 8054 contained algal spores and pollen of
Lemna (duckweed) which indicates standing water. It is
interesting that no spherules were found but it is possible
that water levels fluctuated regularly so that the sediments
were periodically aerated. This would cause oxidation of
the iron pyrite spherules and they would disappear. The
pollen spectra indicate oak, hazel and pine and a relatively
wide range of grassland and wasteland herbs. It might be
assumed, therefore, that woodland was present in the
landscape but that open grassland and waste ground was
extensive locally. Cereal type pollen indicates either
cereal growing/processing on the site, or that cereals were
dumped in the pit.
Only occasional pollen grains were found in Samples
8052 and 8050, although the presence of algal spores
indicates that the sediments were wet, and iron pyrite
spherules found in Sample 8050 suggest that the feature
contained standing water. The low pollen abundance
could be the result of very rapid sedimentation in the pit
rather than differential decomposition of palynomorphs.
Indeed, erosion of reworked sediments into the pit is
suggested by the discovery of an acritarch in Sample
8050. [There is the possibility that the acritarch was
sub-fossil and, therefore, of more recent (Holocene)
origin. In this case it might be supposed that the pit had
contained sea water, although this is highly unlikely.]
Hazel was found in Sample 8052 but no woody taxa were
found in the uppermost sample. The pollen assemblage
suggests that the area was dominated by weedy grassland,
possibly infested with bracken, and an exceedingly open
terrain is indicated. Although the evidence is rather
tenuous, it might be tentatively suggested that there was
progressive removal of woodland in the area during the
period of sediment accretion in the feature.
Pit 9964 (Sample 8092): Only alternate samples were
analysed from this pit section (Table 2.43). Iron pyrite
spherules and algal spores were found in every sample,
and spherules were particularly abundant at 4.0cm. This
indicates that the pit contained stagnant, sulphidic water
throughout its history. The presence of Cyperaceae
(sedges) and meadow sweet suggest some local wetness in
soils and, indeed, Typha angustifolia (lesser bulrush)
indicates a body of shallow, eutrophicated, peaty water
somewhere in the locality. The landscape supported some
oak/hazel woodland with the occasional pine and,
possibly, hawthorn. The bracken and other ferns might
have formed part of the understorey of local woodland.
Although trees were present, the immediate locality was
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Sample depth (cm)
Trees/Shrubs/Climbers
Coryloid
Pinus
Quercus
Rosaceae undiff.
Herbs
Capsella type
Caryophyllaceae
Centaurea nigra type
Cereal type
Chenopodiaceae
Cirsium
Gramineae
Lactuceae
Lotus type
Plantago lanceolata
Ranunculus type
Rumex undiff.
Sinapis type
Solanum
Stachys type
Trifolium type
Umbelliferae type
Urtica type
Spore formers
Filicales
Polypodium
Pteridium
Plants of wet soil and aquatics
Cyperaceae
Filipendula
Typha angustifolia
Microscopic charcoal
Iron pyrite spherules
Algal spores

0

4

8

+
+

12

+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

16

20

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+
++
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

Table 2.43 Pollen from pit 9964 (sample 8092), Pit Group 1, Phase 3 (only alternate samples analysed, pollen
exceedingly sparse throughout section)

dominated by weedy, grazed grassland and waste ground.
Furthermore, the presence of cereal-type pollen indicates
either that cereal waste had been dumped into the pit or
that cereal growing/processing was being carried out
nearby.
Discussion
The pollen concentration in all samples is low, and every
caveat must be applied to interpretation of the pollen data.
However, in crude terms the pit sediments do appear to
present a picture of a changing landscape. It is obvious
that the pits were not contemporaneous and, if it is to be
assumed that the local landscape were being progressively
cleared, those features containing higher frequencies of
woodland pollen taxa may be considered to represent the
earlier sediments.
The function of the pits is enigmatic but there is
certainly no pollen evidence to suggest that any of them
were used for retting flax or hemp. Nevertheless, some
appear to have been waterlogged, and the relatively

detailed analysis of pit 9964 (Table 2.43) shows that this
particular feature contained standing water throughout the
whole period of sediment accretion. Pits 9967 and 9977
(base) actually contained duckweed pollen indicating that
they must have also contained small ‘ponds’. It is possible
that the features were used for soaking leather or for food
processing of some kind – or even providing drinking
water for small numbers of stock animals.
It would seem that the area around the pits had always
supported weedy and grassy areas and this, of course, is to
be expected. However, the ‘earlier’ pits and the cursus
ditch record an extensively wooded landscape dominated
by mixed deciduous trees, particularly oak and hazel.
Gradually, the woodland appears to have become less
diverse with hazel persisting longer than other trees.
Eventually, the area seems to have been completely
cleared leaving weedy grassland and waste ground. It is
interesting that cereal pollen was found mostly in the
‘later’ sediments.
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Laboratory
number

Reference
number

Context details

Trapezoidal enclosure post-array
OxA-3370
432-8094
Unidentified charcoal, from
post-pipe
OxA-3646
432-8008
Unidentified charcoal from
the post-pipe
OxA-3367
432-8017/8
Unidentified charcoal from
the post-pipe
OxA-3369
432-8047
Unidentified charcoal from
the post-pipe
OxA-3490
432-8049/51 Coal from post-pit
OxA-3491
432-8049/51 Unidentified charcoal from
post-pit
OxA-3483
432-8049/51 Coal and unidentified charcoal
from post-pit

Phasing

Post-hole 9827

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 5050±80

-25.2

Post-hole 9783

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 5035±70

-23.7

Post-hole 9249

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 4950±80

-25.9

Post-pit 9801

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 4850±80

-24.0

Post-pit 9801
Post-pit 9801

Per. 1.1: EM Neo >50,000
Per. 1.1: EM Neo 4360±75

-33.7
-26.4

Post-pit 9801

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 15200±140

-34.9

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 3740±55

-26.0

cal BC
2300–1970

Per. 1.1: EM Neo 4775±100

-21.7

cal BC
3770–3350

Per. 1.2: L Neo

4220±90

-23.3

cal BC
3030–2500

Trapezoidal enclosure ditch
Ditch 9206
AA-9569
432-3018
Two cattle jaw bones sitting
on the top of primary silt of
ditch terminal
OxA-4360
432-9205
Cattle limb within the primary Ditch 9206
silts of ditch terminal, fill
9205
OxA-2323
432-3611
Antler from post-pit
Post pit 9474
Pit Group 1
GU-5266

432-9941

GU-5267

432-9975

GU-5213

432-8206

Burial
OxA-3366

432-8001

Radiocarbon d 13C
age (BP)
(‰)

Calibrated date
range (95%
confidence)

Feature

cal BC
4040–3650
cal BC
3980–3650
cal BC
3960–3540
cal BC
3790–3380
cal BC
3340–2870
-

Small waterlogged twigs from
the base of a pit, one of a
group cut into the junction of
the trapezoidal enclosure and
a later cursus
Small waterlogged twigs from
the base of a different pit of
the same group
Waterlogged wattle fence or
lining from a pit of the same
group

Pit 9963

Per. 1.1: L Neo,
PG 1, Ph. 1

4000±60

-27.6

cal BC
2840–2340

Pit 9970

Per. 2.1: EBA,
PG 1, Ph. 2

3830±60

-27.2

cal BC
2470–2050

Pit 9964

Per. 2.2: MBA,
PG 1, Ph. 3

3240±50

-24.8

cal BC
1630–1410

Unidentified charcoal from a
cremation cut through upper
fill of Ditch 1 within interior
of square Neolithic enclosure

Sk 8001

Per. 2.1: EBA

3390±75

-26.9

cal BC
1890–1500

Table 2.44 Radiocarbon results and stable isotopic values from prehistoric contexts

It must be stressed very strongly that, in view of the
general paucity of pollen, all the interpretations made here
must be viewed with caution. Furthermore, the analysis
has shown that much more detailed sampling (as was
carried out for pit 9964) is essential if greater reliability is
to be achieved. A single aliquot from a bulk sample is far
too crude to allow the degree of resolution necessary for
environmental interpretation.
Radiocarbon dating
by Alex Bayliss, Christopher Bronk Ramsey and Gordon
Cook (updated 2013)
(Figs 2.51–2.52)
Introduction
Eight charcoal samples, one animal bone sample and one
antler sample were processed by the Oxford Radiocarbon
Accelerator Unit using methods outlined in Hedges et al.
(1989; 1992). These results have been published by
Hedges et al. (1991; 1993; 1995). Four samples of

waterlogged wood and two of bone were processed for
Liquid Scintillation Spectrometry by the Scottish
Universities Research and Reactor Centre according to
methods outlined in Stenhouse and Baxter (1983). The
two bone samples produced too little carbon dioxide for
conventional radiometric dating. The carbon dioxide from
the conventional combustion of 432-3018 was sent for
graphitisation and AMS measurement at the University of
Arizona (AA-9569). A sub-sample of the original bone
from 432-8503 was also sent to Arizona (AA-9568). The
bone was processed according to methods described in
Long et al. (1989). Graphitisation and measurement were
carried out according to methods outlined in Slota et al.
(1987) and Donahue et al. (1997). The two samples dated
in 2013 (SUERC-49248/GU-32006 and SUERC49247/GU-32005) were processed by gelatinisation and
ultrafiltration (cf. Brock et al. 2010), combusted to carbon
dioxide (Vandeputte et al. 1996), and dated by Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry at the Scottish Universities
Environmental Research Centre (Freeman et al. 2010).
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Figure 2.51 Relative probability distributions of dates from the trapezoidal enclosure

All three laboratories maintain continual programmes
of quality assurance procedures, in addition to
participation in international intercomparisons (Scott et
al. 1990; Rozanski et al. 1992; Scott et al. 2010a–b).
These tests indicate no laboratory offsets and demonstrate
the validity of the precision quoted.
Results
The results are given in Table 2.44, and are quoted in
accordance with the international standard known as the
Trondheim convention (Stuiver and Kra 1986). They are
conventional radiocarbon ages (Stuiver and Polach 1977).
Calibration
The calibrations of these results, which relate the
radiocarbon measurements directly to the calendrical time
scale, are given in Table 2.44 and Figs 2.51–2.52. All have
been calculated using the dataset published Reimer et al.
(2013) and the computer programme OxCal (v4.2)
(Bronk Ramsey 1995; 1998; 2001; 2009). The calibrated
date ranges cited in the text are those for 95% confidence.
They are quoted in the form recommended by Mook
(1986), with the end points rounded outwards to ten years.
The ranges have been calculated according to the
maximum intercept method (Stuiver and Reimer 1986),
while the distributions have been calculated using the
probability method (Stuiver and Reimer 1993).
Analysis and interpretation
Period 1.1: the trapezoidal enclosure
Despite the acquisition of ten radiocarbon measurements,
the dating of the construction of the trapezoidal enclosure
is problematic. This is because of uncertainties about the
taphonomy of the carbonised samples which were dated,
and because these charcoal samples do not appear to have
been identified before dating. As mentioned above, bone
dating on this site has also proven difficult.
Archaeologically, the radiocarbon results most closely
associated with the construction of the enclosure are
OxA-4360 and AA-9569. These are from cattle bones on,
or in, the primary silts of the ditch. From experimental

earthworks, as well as from experience on the site itself, it
is known that this silt would have formed very quickly
after the initial digging of the ditch. These samples should
therefore be close in date to that archaeological event, and
close in date to each other. Unfortunately, these
measurements are not statistically consistent (T’=87.7;
T(5%)=3.8; v=l; Ward and Wilson 1978). On
archaeological grounds, it seems likely that OxA-4360
provides a better estimate for the date of construction of
the monument than AA-9569. This is because, for
AA-9569 to be accurate, the stabilisation of the primary
silt, and delay to the onset of secondary silting, would
have had to have lasted for almost a thousand years. In any
ditch, and more so in one cut into floodplain gravels, this is
implausible. Moreover, the sample for AA-9569 was
slightly depleted in 13C compared to what would normally
be expected for bone, which may suggest contamination
by younger carbon. On these grounds, OxA-4360 is
probably a more reliable terminus post quem for the
excavation of the ditch.
The four measurements from the post-pipes of the
post-pits inside the enclosure are statistically consistent,
both with each other (T’=4.1; T’(5%)=7.8; v=3) and with
OxA-4360 (T’=7.6; T’(5%)=9.5; v=4). The provenance
of this material is, however, difficult to interpret. Only one
(OxA-3367) is described as a charred post base. It is
possible, however, that the remaining three samples also
derived from the charred outer parts of posts. This is
suggested by the concentrations of charcoal shown in the
sections of the post-pipes concerned. It is difficult,
however, to conceive a conflagration which could have
encompassed free-standing posts more than 30m apart,
meaning that deliberate or accidental burning of the
setting seems unlikely. Perhaps the posts were
fire-hardened before their erection? Indeed, it is difficult
to envisage another source for this material, since the
interior of the enclosure was entirely clean of
4th-millennium activity. None of the charcoal from the
post-pipes was identified to age and species before dating,
although the dimensions of the pits suggest that they held
substantial timbers from mature trees. There is no
evidence of how this may have been converted before use
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Figure 2.52 Relative probability distributions of dates from selected pits cutting the junction of the ditches of the
trapezoidal enclosure and the later cursus

however, for example by trimming of sapwood, meaning
that the latest of these measurements simply provides a
terminus post quem for the erection of the monument.
The measurements on samples from the post-pits
themselves are also problematic. Two results – one on
antler (OxA-2323) and one on unidentified charcoal
(OxA-3491) – are statistically indistinguishable (T’=1.4;
T’(5%)=3.8; v=l), and significantly later than the results
from the post-pipes (Fig 2.51). These results are
archaeologically puzzling. From its location, antler
432-3611 must have been deposited after the post in
post-hole 9474 had rotted or been removed, and so it
seems that at least some of the post-pits must have been
re-cut over 500 years after the initial construction of the
enclosure. An interpretation of the taphonomy of sample
432-8049/51 from the post-pit of post-hole 9801 is even
less clear than the material from the post-pipes and makes
archaeological interpretation of this result problematic. Its
similarity with OxA-2323 does suggest, however, that it
may be part of this later episode in the history of the
monument. The presence of coal fragments mixed with
the Neolithic charcoal, and the erroneous dates which this
sample initially produced (OxA-3483 and OxA-3490),
emphasises the importance of identifying material before
submission for dating.
Although the evidence is by no means unequivocal, it
seems likely that the trapezoidal enclosure was initially
constructed in the mid 4th millennium cal BC (OxA-4360
and termini post quem provided by OxA-3367, OxA3369, OxA-3370, and OxA-3646), with a significant
episode of modification occurring at the turn of the 3rd
millennium (OxA-2323 and OxA-3491) (Fig. 2.51).
Formal chronological modelling of the Early Neolithic
monument sequence and discussion of its regional context
is presented by Healy et al. (2011, 287–9).
Period 1.2: Ditch 1
A date on unidentified charcoal from cremation 432-8001
(OxA-3366) demonstrates that the rectangular enclosure
(Enclosure 1) is pre-Bronze Age in date, as this enclosure
was cut by the ditch (Ditch 1) which included this
cremation in its fill.

Period 1.2–2.2: Pit Group 1
Fortunately, the results of the samples submitted in
support of the environmental analysis proved more
clear-cut. The biological remains from the pits suggested
that they were infilled under differing habitat conditions
(Murphy above), perhaps with increasing deforestation
over time. The chronological sequence demonstrated by
the radiocarbon results from pits 9963, 9970 and 9964
(Fig. 2.52), supports this interpretation.

VI. The site in prehistory
by Christine Howard-Davis, with Alice Lyons
The following discussion is largely based on the finds and
environmental evidence from the site, with full discussion
of the wider evidence appearing in Chapter 6.III.
Albeit ephemeral, the plant remains shed light on the
vegetation and condition of the site at the point when
human activity first began to have a significant effect on its
appearance. Palaeoenvironmental analysis has suggested
damp rough grazing and scrub, perhaps on the edge of, or
in clearings within, fairly widespread woodland. The
animal bone includes sufficient evidence for domesticates
to suggest an element of pastoral farming, with mainly
cattle but also pig and sheep/goat present, alongside a low
showing of wild resources such as red deer.
What is perhaps interesting is that there is only a single
flint microlith of Mesolithic date, found in a tree-throw
hollow. This seems to imply that the area was not
frequently visited prior to the Early Neolithic (Period 1),
and it might be suggested that, before then, the site had not
developed the significance that seems to have set it apart in
the earlier part of the Neolithic, when it was dominated by
the large trapezoidal enclosure. In order to make the
astronomical observations suggested by this monument,
facilitated by the erection of a number of massive posts, it
must be assumed that the site was cleared of tree-cover,
firstly to provide timber for the posts and secondly to
provide open lines of sight. Relatively large assemblages
of pottery and flintwork dating to Period 1 were
recovered, although, as a result of subsequent disturbance,
little of either was recovered from contemporary contexts.
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Their presence, however, seems to indicate that early
groups were relatively frequent visitors to the site, and
serves to add some detail to any discussion of their
activities.
Included within the pottery assemblage are at least
twenty-one vessels in the Early Neolithic Plain Bowl
tradition, although none of them seem to have been
recovered from their original place of deposition and there
are no joining sherds either within or between contexts.
This makes it clear that the site has been substantially
disturbed over a prolonged period, and there is some
evidence to suggest that this disturbance began in earnest
during the Roman period, when increased agriculture
would have caused a frequent reworking of the extant soils
and disturbed the features preserved below them. Indeed,
almost 75% of the Early Neolithic pottery was found in
Roman deposits (Period 4.2). The average sherd weight
for pottery from Period 1 is, at 3.6g, quite low, with most
fragments being trampled and eroded, having been moved
around in the soil somewhat since their original
deposition. The trapezoidal enclosure and Enclosure 1
within it seem to have been something of an exception to
this situation. While no rim sherds were recovered from
the ditches defining these features and fragment numbers
were low, the body sherds are larger and better preserved,
with an average sherd weight of 6.6g. Although at such a
remove there can be no certainty, it might be suggested
that the concentration of larger and less damaged sherds
might indicate that these enclosures were a less visited
area that was inappropriate to domestic activity and the
discard of debris. Alternatively, the sherds may have
entered the ditch fills either accidentally or by design,
where they were more protected from the effects of
trampling and later disturbance.
Interestingly, little of the ceramic assemblage was
recovered from Neolithic pits (Period 1.1 to 1.2), although
some was found residually in much later cut features. This
seems to be a significant contrast to much other Earlier
Neolithic pottery in East Anglia which appears, usually, to
have been deposited in pits. This difference seems to
persist, with only a few sherds of Early Neolithic pottery
being found residually in later features. Pits are, in general
terms, regarded as a prominent feature of Neolithic
settlement activity (Garrow 2007, 12) and the apparent
clearance of domestic detritus seems to form an important
factor in the deposition of artefacts at this time. Thus, it
might be suggested that here, broken or unwanted pottery
and other artefacts were initially discarded on open
surfaces or on exposed midden heaps rather than being
cleared into rubbish pits, which presumably gives some
indication of the attitude of the visitors to the site, at least
in suggesting that there was no perceived requirement
either to gather together or to clear away the debris of their
visit. This might, by extension, imply that individual visits
were not prolonged, which would not have allowed
rubbish to accumulate (a real possibility if the significance
of the site was predicated on certain specific astronomical
events), or simply that vegetation was sufficiently dense
(for instance long grass, brambles, etc.) that items thrown
on the ground were simply no longer visible.
Pottery fragments from contemporary pit assemblages
elsewhere in East Anglia are often noted as very
fragmented, or burnt and abraded, as if they were cleared
into the pits from another waste or midden deposit, rather
than being discarded straight into the pit (Garrow 2007).

Again, this could have implications for the pattern of
behaviour on the site. The evidence from the lithic
assemblage is, however, somewhat contradictory, in that
the overall condition of fragments is good, with little
evidence for post-depositional edge-damage, often
caused by trampling. This could, in the majority of cases,
imply fairly rapid burial, and might well suggest that the
pottery and the flint employed differing vectors of
deposition, one important factor being that flint debitage
is often very small and might not be collected unless a
fragment was sufficiently large for further use.
The lithic assemblage makes it clear that flint-working
was conducted at the site during the Early Neolithic
period. There are two complete cores and a core fragment,
as well as a coarse stone anvil, one of the former coming
from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch (segment 9203), the
other from Enclosure 1. The cores seem to have been
worked to exhaustion, being turned and turned again to
maximise the number of removals. Although none of the
debitage or the formal tools can be shown to have
originated from the cores found, all of the retouched and
utilised pieces are made on blades. The lithics came
exclusively from the ditch fills of the trapezoidal
enclosure, and amongst the formal tools there are two
typically Early Neolithic bifacially-retouched knives. A
small proportion of the lithic assemblage is burnt, which
could imply a more domestic origin, with items
accidentally or deliberately dropped into fires, for
instance the burnt large flake tool from Early Neolithic
post-hole fill 9830. Otherwise it is easy to conjure an
attractive image of knappers, at their ease, working as a
time-filler whilst they sat around a fire, with some of the
smaller debitage created by their activity flying into the
embers.
There is, in addition a small amount of information
regarding foodways at this point. It can be assumed that
the bowls were used as containers during preparation,
cooking, and consumption of food, but it is questionable
how practical round-based bowls might be for storage,
unless suspended or otherwise supported. Although pot
surfaces are well-burnished and on occasion fluted, all of
the vessels are effectively plain, and lack the element of
decoration seen at a range of other East Anglian sites, but
the significance of this is not clear. Analysis of the bone
from this period suggests that all three of the main
domesticates were being butchered and eaten at the site,
although the emphasis seems to lie with cattle. Evidence
for the use of flint tools in their butchery has survived,
despite the severe erosion of much of the prehistoric bone,
with fine cut marks indicating filleting, and heavier blows
suggesting the chopping up of meat ‘on the bone’, perhaps
to provide pieces of a suitable size for cooking. There was,
in addition, evidence for splitting and smashing long
bones, presumably for the recovery of marrow. The lithic
material in general seems to have an emphasis on tools for
cutting and scraping, which fits well with this butchery
and the subsequent processing of carcases, with a cattle
axis from the trapezoidal enclosure ditch providing good
evidence of decapitation using a fine flint blade. Tools like
scrapers, also well-represented in the assemblage, are
often associated with the cleaning and preparation of
skins, an early by-product of slaughter.
Emmer-type wheat and barley are amongst the
carbonised seeds recovered from features associated with
the period, along with pollen evidence for cereal growth or
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processing in the vicinity, although some of the querns
from the site are regarded as too small to have been used
for grinding cereals. Pit fills also produced evidence for
other edible plant resources, with items such as hazelnuts,
brambles and sloes noted. Although eroded, some of the
prehistoric bone assemblage also provided evidence of
gnawing by canids, but whether these were dogs
accompanying the groups visiting the site, or wild
scavengers, must, of course, remain speculation.
Although both flint- and shell-tempered pottery
fabrics were noted, there seems nothing to suggest other
than that they were very locally produced, with the shell
coming from fossiliferous limestones represented within
the local geology. Similarly, it is clear that the lithic
assemblage overwhelmingly utilises the local gravel
terraces of the River Ouse, with only a single flake of grey
Lincolnshire Wolds flint, probably from a polished flint
axe, coming from a Late Neolithic context (9463). In this
case, the axe, almost without doubt a prestige item as well
as having more pragmatic uses (Bradley and Edmonds
2005), could well have been transported or acquired in the
course of longer-distance trade. Polished flint axe
fragments from the same source were found on an Early
Neolithic site at Stow-cum-Quy, where it was noted that
detached fragments from a polished flint axe may well
have served as the raw material for other items (Bishop
2007).
There is a considerable change in the frequency of
deposition of pottery at the end of the Early Neolithic
period. Its significance must remain unclear unless it
genuinely reflects a decline in groups, or even individuals,
visiting the site. One possible scenario is that the largest
gathering at the site was at, or about, its creation, when a
relatively large labour pool would have been necessary.
The later changes to the trapezoidal enclosure, and the
creation of a cursus monument during the Middle
Neolithic period do not seem to indicate that the site lay
unvisited, however, and evidence for its continued use
exists (for instance pit 9474, see below).
Evidence for Middle Neolithic pottery use on the site
was confined to two abraded sherds of Peterborough
Ware, suggesting that (assuming groups continued to visit
the group of monuments, including by this time the
cursus), either there was not much requirement for pottery
at the site, or that broken pottery, and possibly occupation
rubbish in general, was more scrupulously cleared, and
deposited elsewhere. The lack of pottery at this time is in
distinct opposition to the amount of lithic material from
the site, much of it from Ring Ditch 1, within the cursus.
Some 76% of the flintwork from this phase is from tool
production and maintenance, although there is only a
single core. The proportion of primary to secondary and
tertiary debitage fragments leads to the conclusion that
cores used on the site were prepared elsewhere and had
been brought to the site, presumably travelling with the
tool-users as part of their household goods and then, if not
worked out (when they might have been discarded) they
would have been taken away as groups moved on.
Although tenuous, this might again be viewed as evidence
that individual groups did not stay long, as presumably, a
long stay might have meant that more cores were worked
out and discarded. Evidence seems to suggest that there
are varying levels of skill shown in the techniques used at
this time and a mixture of hammer techniques, perhaps
using hammers of different hardness for different stages

of tool production, which might possibly suggest a
mixture of individuals favouring different techniques or at
different levels of skill, a suggestion made for other East
Anglian sites (Bishop 2007). Interestingly, formal tools
were few in number and restricted in range, although some
researchers have suggested that this may be an indicator of
the type of site, with some ‘specialist’ sites, for instance
Fordham, having as little as 0.6% of their assemblage
retouched (Bishop 2007).
A single antler pick is recorded as having come from a
post-hole (9474) associated with the continued use of the
trapezoidal enclosure into the Middle Neolithic period
(Period 1.4). It is now too poorly preserved to allow any
detailed comment. It was clearly a naturally shed antler
(Ian Smith, pers. comm.), and its position within a
post-hole (from which the post had potentially been
removed) might simply imply that it was broken in use and
discarded in an obvious receptacle, although some more
complex rationale behind its deposition is not out of the
question (see for instance Thomas 2002, 224).
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age pottery is equally
sparse, with only four Beakers, each represented by a
single sherd. Unlike the Early Neolithic material, all of
these vessels appear to have been deposited, in part at
least, in pits, although not necessarily immediately after
breakage, as the sherds are again very abraded, and the
individual fragments represent only a small element of
each vessel. Their decorative schemes suggest use within
a domestic context which seems to imply that, albeit at a
low level, people continued to visit the site at this time,
although whether the monuments continued to hold any
particular significance by this point cannot now be
discerned. Like the pottery, the Late Neolithic lithic
assemblage is small, and differs little from that associated
with preceding activity. A chisel arrowhead, found in the
upper fill of a segment (9394) of Middle Neolithic Ring
Ditch 2 is more familiar in an Early Bronze Age tradition,
and its slightly ambiguous stratigraphic situation would
mean that it is more likely to be of this later date. Whether
it could be seen as deliberate deposition within the ditch
must remain uncertain, but the fact that it was found in an
upper fill effectively indistinguishable from subsoil must
raise the possibility that the ditch was, by the time it was
lost, long-filled.
The first physical evidence for the inhabitants of the
site emerges in the Early Bronze Age, with joining
fragments of a single human tibia coming from pits 9107
and 9192 and a femur from pit 9967, all in Pit Group 1,
Phase 2 (Period 2.2). Cut marks on the bones suggest
some human intervention in their disposal, their presence
in separate pits implying that they may not have originally
been placed within a formal burial context. Deliberate
dismemberment or excarnation must remain a possibility,
although excarnation is more usually associated with
Neolithic funerary practice (Walsh 2013, 57). Although
poorly preserved, the skeleton found in Pit Group 3 could
be an early example of a pit or silo burial where an
individual was carefully placed, usually in a crouched
position, as seen elsewhere in the region. Bronze Age
examples are known from Hinxton (Lyons in prep),
Duxford (a Bronze Age woman and an Early Iron Age
man; Lyons 2011, 115) and another Iron Age example of a
woman was found at Linton (Clarke and Gilmour in
prep.). The role that these apparently isolated burials
played in prehistoric society is intriguing since these
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individuals were evidently afforded a burial rite not given
to the majority of the population, which is largely missing
from the burial record (Ralph 2007).
Material evidence for the activities of the Early to
Middle Bronze Age inhabitants of the site is very limited.
A very small amount of pottery came from Period 2
contexts or was residual in later periods. It is thought that
the group is domestic rather than funerary in origin,
although with such small amounts, this can only be a very
general observation. The existence of precisely-defined
groups of tasks or artefacts from which the nature of a
particular assemblage can be defined has, however, been
called into question (Brück 1999), and there is
increasingly more evidence to suggest that Neolithic and
Bronze Age life was somewhat peripatetic in nature.
Nonetheless, the pottery, like the flintwork, with its slight
reliance on scrapers, points to some occupation activity on
the site, albeit at a low level and perhaps over a prolonged
period. Bradley (1978) suggests that an increased
representation of scrapers points towards stock-raising,
with the scrapers used for butchery, skin preparation and
perhaps bone-working. This reliance on scrapers is
reinforced by the evidence of the unstratified material
from subsoil deposits, which suggests a concentration of
Late Neolithic and/or Early Bronze Age scrapers at or
about the entrance to the enclosure (effectively between
the ditch terminals).
Evidence for the primary use of the Bronze Age pits
assigned to Pit Group 1 proved scarce, although the
uniformity of pit form and infill suggests that they were
dug to fulfil a similar function, perhaps for soaking
leather, for food processing of some kind or as waterholes
for livestock. In their disuse phase the pits were mainly
utilised to discard domestic waste, including food
products (largely meat bones), with their fills containing
increasing botanical evidence for crop-processing along
with stone objects such as domestic quern fragments and
rubbers. Although some worked flint was found, pottery
was very scarce, with the exception of some sherds of Late
Bronze Age pottery within the final sealing deposit.
The small number of quern fragments and rubbers
recovered from the site cannot be dated with particular
precision, but without a doubt add to evidence indicating a
general domestic milieu at this time including some sort of
food preparation. Several of them are regarded as too
small for use in grinding grain, with the possibility that
they were used for preparing other foodstuffs, including,
perhaps herbs and medicinal materials. Although it can
only be speculation, this raises the possibility of relatively
sophisticated foodstuffs, their taste enlivened by the
addition of herbs. Shaffrey also raises the possibility of
one of the rubbers, from Pit Group 1 (fill 9126, SF 3115)
perhaps being of a size suitable to be used as a linen
smoother. This presumably raises the possibility of the use
of linen textiles, possibly including clothing, and indeed
there was flax amongst the carbonised seed assemblage
from Neolithic contexts, but palaeoenvironmental
evidence gives no hint that any of the numerous pits,
several waterlogged if not actually full of water, were used
for retting. A tiny fragment of linen textile, thought to

have been used as a shroud, was found in a Late Bronze
Age barrow at Needingworth Quarry, Huntingdon
(Agg-Net 2014), and there is little doubt that it was a
commonly used textile by this time.
Evidence from the stone artefacts also suggests some
trade, with the Millstone Grit of one saddle quern perhaps
having travelled from as far away as Yorkshire or
Derbyshire, in which case a Bronze Age example would
be a particularly early instance of such a trade. It must,
however, be borne in mind that the raw material could
have been collected locally as a glacial erratic. Similarly,
evidence from a study of the lithic technology implies that
the flint used at the site had already undergone primary
reduction of the nodules elsewhere, with cores being
brought to the site from elsewhere for tool production,
whilst prepared cores were used and refurbished on site in
order to produce useable flakes and more formalised
tools.
A Middle Bronze Age rapier, found by an independent
metal detectorist, remains the only prehistoric metalwork
from the site. The manner in which it was discovered
means that it was divorced from its archaeological
context, and little can be said of the process of its
deposition, or the rationale behind it. Recently there has
been considerable discussion of the social context of
deposition (see Târlea (2008) for a summary of selective
deposition with regard to the Bronze Age), but this
particular artefact can add little. It appears to have been an
isolated item (a subsequent search of the area in which it
was found producing nothing more) and thus could have
been a casual loss, or, if deliberately deposited or
concealed, the rationale for this is now lost.
Evidence seems to indicate that there was an almost
complete lull in human activity on the site between the
Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age which, it would be
reasonable to assume, marked the cessation of whatever
significant activities had gone on before. Stratigraphic
evidence suggests a complete abandonment which only
recovered to a degree in the Early Iron Age. The amount of
later prehistoric pottery recovered reflects this, as well as
emphasising the amount of subsequent disturbance, with
all of it thought to be redeposited — being either intrusive
in earlier pits or effectively residual in Roman features.
This dearth of pottery is reflected in other material groups,
and together they seem to indicate a marked hiatus in any
of the sorts of activities which might generate rubbish.
Thus little can be said beyond noting that few of the more
durable range of artefacts available at the time were used,
lost, or abandoned on the site. Of course, nothing can be
said of the (probably) substantial organic element of the
material culture at this time, as without the organic
preservation produced by exceptional depositional
circumstances, for instance waterlogging, this seldom
survives. The available evidence seems to suggest that the
few sherds of pottery reached the site as a result of
agricultural activity, however low key, with the suggestion
that it might well represent dispersed midden material,
which could have built up elsewhere and been dumped,
entering the stratigraphic sequence when agriculture was
resumed, even at a low level, during the Iron Age.
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Chapter 3. The Roman Villa Farm
I. Introduction
by Alice Lyons, with Elizabeth Popescu
(Fig. 3.1 and Pl. 3.1)
The villa farm core
It has been known for more than half a century that a large
Roman building complex was present at the Rectory Farm
site. The initial focus of archaeological interest was the
villa structures, which were identified in the mid 1950s
from aerial photography (see Chapter 1.III) before being
partially excavated (Frend 1968; 1978) and subsequently
reviewed (Green 1978). This early work was eventually
followed by the extensive CAS excavations (1988–1995)

that form the subject of this volume. While relevant
aspects of earlier work are summarised and re-interpreted
in the following text, only those buildings excavated by
the CAS have been included in a new numerical sequence
(Building 1 etc.), with those from earlier investigations
that were not reinvestigated being assigned a letter code
(Building A etc.). As is detailed below, there are
considerable issues in relation to re-locating the buildings
falling into the latter category.
In the early Roman period, alluvial deposition along
the Ouse Valley ended as the water level receded (Dawson
2000b, 111). At Rectory Farm, this allowed the land to be
reclaimed and utilised to lay out a new system of fields in

Plate 3.1 Aerial view of the villa complex, from the north (© Crown copyright EH. NMR 2173_1310 (1984))
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Figure 3.1 The Roman villa farm (all phases)

the late 1st century AD (Field System 3; Period 4.1).
While it is likely that there was a settlement associated
with this early agrarian activity (as suggested by Frend
(1978, 8)), only the ‘proto-villa’ (Building 1) and a small
number of burials (see Cemetery 2, Phase 1 and Cemetery
3, below) can be assigned confidently to this early Roman
date. Activity continued and by the early/mid 2nd century
AD a simple Roman villa farm had developed. The farm
complex consisted of a residential dwelling (Building 1), a
parallel post-built structure (Building A) and adjacent
‘smithy’ (Frend 1968, 25–9), all of which were laid out
around a rectangular yard. Further south lay a large pond,
with a small granary in a field to the west. In close

proximity to the farm, the original long rectangular fields
were sub-divided to form smaller enclosures. This small
farming community was linked to Durovigutum by a
trackway, forming a cross-roads with other tracks to the
north-east. Contemporary with this settlement were
numerous burials (both cremations and inhumations),
placed either in cemetery groups or as isolated burials. In
the outlying areas of the site, a few graves were associated
with much earlier monuments: four unurned cremations
(Cemetery 1) lay adjacent to the Neolithic mound (Ring
Ditch 1), while an isolated inhumation, radiocarbon-dated
to the early to mid Roman period, was cut into the
north-west side of the Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch 2).
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It was within one of the sub-enclosures associated with
Field System 3, however, that two phases of burials were
found which can be directly associated with the villa farm
and its inhabitants. These began with a small early Roman
inhumation cemetery (Cemetery 2, Phase 1), perhaps
related to the late 1st- to mid 2nd-century inhabitants,
which was followed by a mid to late 2nd-century
furnished cremation cemetery (Cemetery 2, Phase 2). The
cemetery is summarised below, with full details of all of
the burials from the site being given in Chapter 4; this
chapter focuses on the development of the settlement.
During the 3rd century AD (Period 4.2), the farmstead
complex had been altered and extended, incorporating
aspects of the earlier layout. It comprised a stone-built
dwelling (Building 2) and three multi-functional
buildings surrounding a cobbled courtyard, accompanied
by a new granary, garden and pond. The complex was
delimited by ditches on the west and north sides, a
trackway to the east and a new metalled road (Road 3) to
the south: the latter now lay further south, on a straighter
direct route than its predecessor. The surrounding fields
were now fully sub-divided into smaller stock enclosures
and paddocks (Field System 4, see below), perhaps due to
a change in economy from a primarily arable scheme to a
mixed regime specialising in the farming of cattle and
horses.
The buildings remained in use, although perhaps not
in the best state of repair, into the late Roman period
(Period 4.3, late 3rd to 4th century AD). The latest phase
of development saw the construction of a free-standing
building (Building 5) which was erected in the western
part of the complex, perhaps using materials robbed from
Godmanchester. This heated and decorated building was
fronted by a possible garden overlooking the former
cremation cemetery and had an independent water supply.
It is possible that this was the building Frend identified as
a bath-house in his 1968 publication (here Building B),
although this remains uncertain: difficulties of correlation
between the various interventions are discussed below.
Activity continued into the Early Anglo-Saxon period, but
its nature is less well defined (see Chapter 5).

• the area to the east of the Roman cross-roads (Cow Lane; Haigh 1984)
• the area to the north of the cross-roads (partially explored in CAS, Area
77)

Field systems and associated activities
Clearly, extensive field systems, trackways and associated
enclosures accompanied the villa farm in all its phases.
Given that much of the evidence for these came from
cropmarks and that significant areas were destroyed by
quarrying before being recorded archaeologically, it has
proved difficult to trace their development in any detail.
However, some elements of these remains were excavated
by the CAS and others by Haigh (1984) – albeit in
necessarily cursory fashion. This report seeks to make a
considered summary of the evidence, based on all
available evidence, teasing out the details by site phase
wherever possible. The northern extent of the RomanoBritish site had been completely destroyed without
record, as a result of the insertion of a railway (in the 19th
century, cutting across the northern end of the Roman
settlement) and the adjacent creation of a lake resulting
from mid to late 20th-century quarrying to the north. This
lake is now one of four similar landscape features that
serve as a wildlife reserve.
The cropmarks relate to four distinct parts of the site:

II. The archaeological sequence

• the villa complex and its infields and enclosures (Frend 1968, 1978;
CAS)
• the area to the south of the Roman road (CAS, Areas 77 and 82)

At Cow Lane, elements of the Iron Age to RomanoBritish site that formed an outlying part of the villa farm
were summarily recorded before being destroyed by
quarrying in 1983–4 (Haigh 1984). Activity here, which
lay to the east of the Rectory Farm site, was contained
within a curving boundary ditch which arced between
tracks to north and south, centred around a notable circular
enclosure of uncertain date. The circumstances of
recording mean that the precise date of features and their
inter-relationships remain uncertain. In relation to Frend’s
work at Rectory Farm, Haigh noted that ‘we were working
in an adjacent part of the same settlement complex with
both Early and Late Iron Age occupation preceding
Roman cultivation systems which dated from the early
second to the late third centuries AD. We were unable to
define which of the many cropmarks clearly belonged to
which phase of settlement due to the lack of excavation
time, but it was clear that the field system was relayed out
on several occasions. …. There appeared to be a break in
activity during the first century AD and … activity
appeared to have ceased at about the end of the third
century’ (Haigh 1984, 8). The evidence suggests the
presence of various small enclosures and trackways, set
within the outer boundary enclosure, with what appear to
be two sets of trackside ditches forming part of the route
that met the cross-roads just to the east of the initial phase
of the villa (Period 4.1).
The work also recorded the presence of numerous
corn-drying ovens and ‘granaries’, although sadly these
were not precisely located. Of the three stone-lined corndrying kilns that were found, only one was excavated in
detail. This had evidently been rebuilt at least twice
(Haigh 1984, 8). ‘It seems likely that we revealed a further
part of a large and successful agricultural settlement with
an emphasis on corn production. The numerous corndrying kilns and possible grain stores [were] identified
from their sunken rectangular foundations’ (Haigh 1984,
8–9).

by Alice Lyons, with Elizabeth Popescu (2016) and
Fachtna McAvoy (1999)
Period 4.1: Villa, Phase 1 (late 1st to 2nd century AD)
Field System 3 and trackway
(Fig. 3.2)
Introduction
During the late 1st and 2nd centuries AD a trackway and a
system of associated enclosures (or paddocks) were laid
out in an area of newly reclaimed land sandwiched
between a braid of the River Ouse (Cook’s Stream; Fig.
1.6) and the northern edge of the Neolithic trapezoidal
enclosure. The positioning of this trackway and field
system strongly suggests that the prehistoric enclosure
was still visible and respected within the landscape of the
early Roman period, as both elements shared the same
alignment – in fact, one of the Field System 3 ditches
exactly re-cut the northern arm of the trapezoidal
enclosure (Ditch 2 below).
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Figure 3.2 Period 4.1: The first phase of the villa farm and associated fields (Field System 3) in the 2nd century AD

Trackways (Roads 1 and 2)
Two ditches (10481, north and 10459, south), spaced
c.8m apart, defined a trackway (Road 1) that ran from
north-east to south-west across the southern end of Area
77. The trackway ditches were 1.9m wide and up to 0.68m
deep, with steep sloping sides (60°) and U-shaped bases;
they contained brown silt sand loam soil with common
large pebbles. At its southern end the trackway may have
connected with the eastern edge of the new town of
Durovigutum (see Chapter 1.III). Using aerial
photographic evidence, this route has also been plotted for
a short distance to the north-east where it can be seen to
form a cross-roads with various phases of other
trackways, one of which effectively enclosed the northeastern side of the villa farm complex (Road 2). The
trackways continued to the east, where other
contemporary field systems were evident. These routes
may have been ancient in origin, effectively formalising
paths that had perhaps been influenced by the surviving

banks of the Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure, cursus and
the local topography.
The paucity of available excavated evidence means
that the relationship of Road 1 to the villa site, and in
particular to Cemeteries 2 and 3, remains equivocal. The
southern element of this early route was clearly out of use
before a barn (Building 4) and secondary pond (Pond 2)
were constructed above it (Period 4.2), the latter being
associated with a boundary ditch that cut across the width
of the former track at the position of the cross-roads. Three
alternative interpretations seem possible:
1.

2.
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the track pre-dated the cemetery which cut across it when the
villa farm was founded, in which case the latter may have lain in
a rectangular enclosure in the southern part of Field 3 (mirroring
other divisions within Field 3 further north; see Fig. 3.2). In this
scenario, the southwards movement of the track to become a
metalled road (Road 3, Period 4.2) would have been coeval with
the creation of the villa farm in the late 1st to early 2nd century;
the pre-existing track and cemetery were in contemporary use,
with the cemetery respecting the position of the track and
accounting for the unusual sub-square shape of its enclosure.
This would suggest that Field 3 was sub-divided into two small

3.

enclosures at either end, with two rectangular enclosures in its
central part;
the least likely interpretation, on the available evidence is that
the track actually cut across the southern end of the cemetery (or
across its centre if Cemetery 3 is included), again accounting for
the somewhat irregular square shape of the cemetery enclosure.

On balance, the current author’s preferred interpretation is the second option (as depicted in Fig. 3.1).
Field System 3 – the villa farm core
Strip fields and substantial field enclosures were laid out
to the west and north of the villa farm’s courtyard (Fields
1–5). The evidence available, primarily gleaned from
aerial photographs, does not indicate an obvious entrance
to the villa, although it seems likely that it ran from the
road and through a garden area to the south. The main field
enclosures were large and rectangular, measuring
between c.125–200m long and c.22–40m wide. Within
these enclosures smaller areas were created over time, the
earliest field to have been sub-divided (Field 3) apparently
being the closest to the villa’s core. It was inside the
southernmost of these smaller units that a cemetery was
placed, seeing active use during the mid to late 2nd
century AD (Cemetery 2) with two further possibly
related cremation burials of broadly similar date found
south of the trackway (Cemetery 3; see Chapter 4). The
ditch which formed the western side of the cemetery
enclosure (10667, Fig. 3.2) was between 2.7–3.2m wide
and 1.12–1.25m deep, with evidence that it had been
re-cut at least once.
Stratigraphic evidence, whereby the northern
trackside ditch of Road 1 (10481) lay beneath a later barn
(Building 4) and the western ditch of Field 3 (ditch 10352
and its re-cut, ditch 10358) lay beneath an aisled building
(Building 3), clearly demonstrates that this field system
predated the later phases of the Roman villa (Period 4.2).
This interpretation is confirmed by Frend’s work, during
which what appears to have been part of this ditch system
was excavated (albeit interpreted by him as the robbed out
remains of a house) and found to measure c.2.1m wide
and no more than 0.6m deep, within which the skeletons
of two dogs and pottery dated to the mid 2nd century AD
were found (Frend 1968, 27–8, fig. 3; see Fig. 3.41).
Further excavation of Field System 3 and the associated
trackway by CAS was not extensive, with only a small
percentage (c.1.5%) of each trackway (10481, 10352 and
10358) and enclosure (10667) ditch being handexcavated, and no sieving or sampling undertaken.
Despite this limited investigation, a useful ceramic
assemblage was retrieved which indicates that the ditches,
although beginning to be backfilled in the mid 2nd
century, did not finally fall from active use until the late
2nd century AD. A total of 138 pottery sherds, weighing
3217g (1.65% of the site assemblage by weight), were
recovered from this group of features. Although worn, the
sherds are only moderately abraded with an average sherd
weight of c.23g. It is noteworthy that this range of fabrics
and forms is very similar to those found within Cemetery
2 (Chapter 4) and some may be the remains of disturbed
cremation vessels, or may indicate that similar pottery was
in use both within the cemetery and the settlement.
Outlying areas
To the south of the track leading to the villa farm (Road 1),
a slightly sinuous ditch2 (1300, Area 81; Figs 3.2 and 3.9)
clearly predated a large square enclosure (Enclosure 3,

Period 4.2), and was recorded in cropmarks as continuing
some distance to the south-east. However, its relationship
to the trackway that led south-eastwards from the crossroads remains equivocal, since this track appears to have
cut across the ditch, forming a triangular area (suggesting
that the two elements were unrelated). This ditch ran
broadly parallel to ditches and another possible track
recorded by cropmarks to the north-east of Road 1 and, if
so, may indicate the presence of land management,
probably fields, that predated the track and were therefore
perhaps Iron Age (or earlier) in date.
Further south, a distinctive localised episode of early
Roman ditch re-cutting, probably forming the southern
extent of Field System 3, took place along part of the
northern ditch of the Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure (Fig.
3.2). A 1.8m-wide segment was originally excavated
across this ditch (Ditch 2, 9520) during trial trenching in
1988 (Trench 10, Fig. 1.7). In 1990 this trial trench was
subsumed within Area 25 when a further 11.5m on either
side of the original segment was half-sectioned
longitudinally. Excavation in these segments was carried
out by hand with no sieving or sampling being undertaken.
The remainder of the ditch within Area 25 was emptied
mechanically with the fills visually scanned for displaced
artefacts. The infill consisted of a loose dark grey brown
sand loam which contained disturbed prehistoric lithics
and ceramic sherds (see Chapter 2) along with a few
Roman pottery fragments consisting of a Sandy grey ware
jar/bowl (4, 24g). All the pottery sherds are small and
abraded.
To the north-east, on either side of the track (Road 1)
leading north-eastwards from the cross-roads were two
further areas of fields and enclosures of varying type. A
pragmatic approach to the approximate phasing of these
(largely based on the assumption that curvilinear features
are earlier and more regular features are later) indicates
that two C- or D-shaped enclosures lay to the north, while
curvilinear fields lay to the south of the track, bounded by
a substantial ditch to the east. While elements of this area
were investigated by Haigh in 1984, the results are far
from clear-cut. Of note is the presence of a circular
enclosure of uncertain date (34.06m in diameter) which
may have originated in the Iron Age or later (see Section
3.V).
Building 1
(Fig. 3.3)
First identified by Dr. J.K.S. St Joseph, from an aerial
photo taken in 1962 (Frend 1978, 6, pl. 1), was a
substantial building (Building 1, 10507) located on the
eastern side of a courtyard with its gable-end facing the
trackway to the south. The structure saw comprehensive
excavation by Prof. Frend between 1963 and 1966:
notably, HRH Prince Charles excavated one of the
post-holes on its northern side during fieldwork
experience when he was an archaeology student at
Cambridge University (Frend 1978, 8). The building was
interpreted by Frend as an early to mid 2nd-century AD
aisled house, that had undergone several phases of
re-design but remained in use until the late 3rd century
when it fell into disrepair, perhaps as the result of fire.
Given this extensive previous work, the CAS excavations
were limited to the re-excavation of two of the post-holes
(10808 and 10889) and three of the ovens (10670, 10682
and 10673, all Period 4.2, see below). The description that
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Figure 3.3 Period 4.1. Constructional details of Building 1 (including features examined by Frend in 1967, as
indicated)
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follows is therefore based upon both the CAS work and a
reinterpretation of Frend’s published work (Frend 1978,
8–10, fig. 1), although it should be noted that reconciling
the results of the two excavations was not straightforward.
The initial structure was a rectangular aisled building,
orientated north-west to south-east, which measured
29.1m long and 10–10.3m wide externally. It had thick
walls (measuring c.0.65m wide), which made the internal
area substantially smaller. The wall foundations consisted
of limestone blocks within shallow, flat-bottomed
trenches, 0.68m wide and 0.24m deep. The principal roof
supports were two rows of eight (perhaps initially seven)
large posts3 which divided the interior into a central nave
c.5m wide, and side aisles, each c.2m wide (measured
from the centre of the post-holes). The roof was probably
tiled and many imbrices were recovered from the area of
the building. The rounded aisle posts (with diameters of
c.0.46–0.53m) had been positioned in large, circular or
oval post-pits, with an average diameter of 1.1m. The full
array of post-holes was only completely excavated in the
1960s when the maximum depth was recorded as 1.23m.
The average linear separation between the posts was 3m
and the distance between the first pair of posts and the
north-west end wall was 1.9m.
The building originally consisted of a large hall
(Room 1) with a contemporary smaller room (Room 2) on
its southern end, perhaps intended as a storage room or
bedchamber. The dividing wall was not set at a precise
right-angle to the perimeter walls, meaning that the rooms
created were somewhat irregular in plan. The central hall
was at least c.20m long (depending on its original
northern extent, which is unclear – see below), while the
southern room was much smaller at between 2.1m and
2.5m long. Slight traces of flooring, in the form of a gravel
spread, were found in the central room during previous
work but none was recorded during the CAS excavations.
The initial configuration of the northern end of the
building remains uncertain: its wall may have been
replicated in the north wall of a later room (Room 3, see
below), or may have lain just to the north of the seventh
pair of posts (perhaps accounting for the differing size and
shape of the two post-holes forming the eighth pair). Two
drying ovens, enclosed by a wooden partition, lay within
the northern part of the building (Oven Group 1), perhaps
close to its original north wall. Frend (1978, 8) suggested
that these (and later) ovens and the adjacent traces of a
burnt wood may have been the remains of an earlier drying
building, although the evidence is equivocal (for reasons
that are fully detailed below).
The creation of the northern room (Room 3; between
4.3m and 4.4m long) was clearly an alteration to the
original building layout, since the new internal wall cut
through the seventh pair of aisle post-holes, two of the
drying ovens (Oven Group 1) and a pit (Frend’s Pit B)
which, together with pits A and D, contained demolition
material (although the relationship of these to the original
northern end of the building remains unclear). Another pit
(Pit C) lay just to the west of the building. The date of these
pits remains uncertain, since Frend’s report is somewhat
unclear and contradictory:
• Pit A lay beneath the north-west corner of Building 1. This feature was
4
recorded as containing a ‘Castor ware’ hunt cup (Frend 1978, 8). The
only other pottery from this feature noted in Frend’s report is described
as 2nd century, suggesting a probably mid 2nd-century infill date for
this pit;

• Pit B lay beneath the building’s west wall, at the junction with the
dividing wall that separated Rooms 1 and 3. This pit appears to have
the most secure dating of all of Frend’s pits, with a good group of
pottery dating to c.AD 125 or early to mid 2nd century AD. The
material included a poppy-head beaker (Frend 1978, 15, no. 4);
• Pit C lay just outside the building. The samian (Dr 18 and 33)
recovered from it is of probable early to mid 2nd-century date and was
accompanied by ‘cooking pot of hard white ware’ (Frend 1978, 8).
However, the published pottery report (Frend 1978, 15, no. 5), notes
that the pit also contained a Nene Valley Hunt Cup (perhaps an error
for the pottery in Pit A noted above, which is not otherwise
mentioned);
• Pit D lay beneath the east wall of Building 1. It is largely undescribed
by Frend – the single sherd of illustrated pottery is described as a hard
whitish 4th-century type mortarium (Frend 1978, 14, no. 1).
Examination of the illustration suggests that this is a mid 3rd- to 4thcentury mortarium, making its presence in a pit that predated a
supposedly 2nd-century building an anomaly (the illustrated vessel
appearing too large to be intrusive).

At this time, an entrance into the new room was cut in
the north-east wall (measuring 2.13m/7ft wide; Frend
1978, 8). Within this newly created space lay two further
ovens (mirroring the alignments of the initial ovens to the
south) and a small stone-lined hearth. This alteration may,
therefore, have been undertaken to form a designated
kitchen or ‘hot work’ area, although Frend suggested
living quarters (Frend 1978, 8).
The building’s original entrance was positioned on its
south-western wall and would have led straight into the
large hall. Outside this entranceway, patches of cobbling
and gravel were preserved, indicating the presence of a
working yard area. Close to the entrance a substantial pit
which post-dated Building 1 (Frend 1978, 10, Pit E; see
Period 4.2, Fig. 3.11), contained late 3rd-century Rhenish
pottery, alongside demolition material including painted
wall plaster (Goffin, below). The latter suggests that the
building was well appointed, although evidently lacking a
hypocaust system and extensive mosaic floors. Despite its
character, it seems likely that Building 1 was never
intended exclusively for domestic use, but was multifunctional. Subsequent ovens (Oven Group 2, Period 4.2)
were positioned within the building’s central hall,
suggesting that the structure was used for drying crops
over a significant period of time, with several phases of
use. The building was evidently run down by the early 3rd
century AD, when it appears to have changed its role to
become a service building for a new and impressive stone
dwelling (Building 2) located to the south, to which it was
joined by a corridor (see Period 4.2, below).
Building A (dwelling) and ?Smithy
(Fig. 3.4)
Neatly positioned against a ditch associated with Field 3
lay a substantial post-built structure (Building A; Frend
1968, fig. 3; illustrated here in Fig. 3.4) which was aligned
parallel to Building 1, some 20m to the north-east, to
which its southern end may have been connected by a
fence (see Period 4.2 below). Its twelve surviving
post-holes indicate that the building was at least 7m wide,
by an unknown length (its northern end not having been
excavated by Frend and evidently having been destroyed
by ploughing before the CAS investigations). Frend
reported that the excavated stone-lined/packed post-holes
were spaced at regular 0.3m intervals and were of two
types: either rectangular (0.45m long, 0.23m wide, and
0.3m deep) or circular (diameter 0.23m, and between
0.23m and 0.3m deep) (Frend 1968, 23–9). It is unclear
whether this was an aisled building – its character (without
masonry foundations and utilising smaller stone-lined
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Figure 3.4 Period 4.1: Building A and smithy

post-holes than the other aisled buildings) and proximity
to the ditch to the west perhaps making this unlikely –
although it is possible that the mortar and clunch blocks
discovered within the adjacent ditch (itself interpreted by
Frend as the robbed out foundations for an earlier
building, but actually more likely to have been a ditch
associated with Field System 3) may have related to
demolition debris from this building. This building may
have been a similar length to Building 1 (which was 24.1m
long and 10–10.3m wide externally), forming a mirrored
pair of buildings on either side of the courtyard.
Overlying the partially infilled ditch recorded by
Frend and to the west of Building A was a small clay-lined
hearth (Frend 1968, 26–7), around which a considerable
amount of iron slag was found – leading to an
interpretation as a forging hearth: ironwork included a
wedge, a saw blade, a staple and a key. This feature was
encircled by seven small post-holes, suggesting that it was
enclosed by a temporary screen or windbreak which was
open-ended to the north-west. Within the structure’s
confines lay numerous burnt planks (identified as oak and
hawthorn), some of which formed a rectangle, together
with ash layers (Frend 1968, level 9).
The collapse, or demolition, of Building A as the result
of fire occurred in the later 2nd century, leaving the
building’s remains covering a rectangular area measuring
6.7m by 3.0m which extended across the footprint of the
‘smithy’ and fills of the underlying ditch (see section
drawing, Fig. 3.4).5 These remains included traces of a
monochrome mosaic floor and daub walling material
covered with decorative (mainly) blue-green painted wall
plaster (levels 8 and 8A), overlain by ‘rubbish debris’
(level 7) and a large subsequent deposit (level 3) of roofing
material comprising imbrex, tegula and slate tile. The fact
that the wall plaster lay face down suggested to the
excavator the collapse of a length of wall. Associated with
this building (sealed by the collapsed roof) were large
quantities of animal bone and mid to late 2nd-century
pottery. The numerous other finds included structural
ironwork (such as window latches and door keys),
window glass and items of personal dress. Of particular
note is an unusual late 2nd-century blue ‘paste’ intaglio
copper alloy ring engraved with an image of Bonus
Eventus, a divinity known to preside over agriculture
(Frend 1968, sf 8, plate If). When combined, the evidence
suggests that the structure was probably a dwelling, rather
than an agricultural building such as a barn.
Large pond (Pond 1) and garden
(Fig 3.5)
To the south of Building 1 and set within the north-east
corner of Field System 3 was a large pond with gently
sloping sides (c.20.5m wide and at least 0.5m deep). Its
presence was initially suggested by a thick layer of dark
yellow-brown clay (10790) which was subsequently
removed by machine over an area of c.41m2 on the
south-west side of the pond. Below this layer the pond
infill was excavated by hand and extensively sampled for
environmental data. Excavation revealed that the thick
layer of clay had sealed moisture within the deposits
below, preserving two highly organic waterlogged layers
within which plant macrofossils had survived in anaerobic
conditions. Both pond fills (basal fill 10476: a black soil
c.0.2m deep and secondary fill 10469: an olive green silt
loam clay c.0.5–0.12m deep) were rich in organic material

which mainly consisted of leaf and twig fragments.
Analysis revealed an abundance of box and spruce leaves,
alongside beet, marigold, fig, fennel, opium poppy, grape
and yew. This combination of macrofossils suggests the
presence of a formal landscape garden nearby (Murphy,
below). Other finds from these layers include a large
assemblage of pottery, animal bone, tile and small
amounts of tesserae, painted wall plaster and slag.
When combined, the artefactual and ecofactual
evidence suggests the presence of a high status building.
This building had either been destroyed by fire, or
demolished and the remains burnt, before being used as
hard-core to backfill the pond. The date of the artefacts is
consistent with this happening in the early 3rd century AD
(Period 4.2) and the material is probably associated with
the change of use of Building 1, when it was damaged by
fire and latterly maintained as a service building linked to
Building 2 by a corridor (see below).
Two fills overlay these organic basal layers. A small
dump of yellow-brown friable silt loam with common
pebbles (10787) was overlain by the thick clay layer up to
1.4m deep (10790) – both deposits may have served a
similar consolidation role in order to provide a firm
footing for a later building (Period 4.2, Building 2) which
was constructed in the area of Pond 1 and the footing of
which clearly cut through it (Fig. 3.5, section).
Subsequently, a slightly smaller replacement pond,
associated with Building 2, was dug close by to the
south-east (Pond 2).
Cemeteries
The southern end of one of the long enclosures associated
with Field System 3 (Field 3, Area 77) was sub-divided
into an approximately square area (measuring 20m x 22m)
that was used as a cemetery. Here, the earliest burials
(Cemetery 2, Phase 1) comprised four inhumations and a
dog burial of probable 2nd-century date. A second phase
of the cemetery dating to the mid to late 2nd century AD
consisted of fifty-three urned cremation burials
(containing fifty-five individuals) and three food
offerings. This was a mixed cemetery containing possible
family groups of juvenile and adult burials of both sexes.
Further south lay two isolated burials of possible mid
2nd-century date (Area 82, Cemetery 3) which may have
formed part of the same group or a separate cemetery (see
p. 357). The burials are fully detailed in Chapter 4.III.
Granary
(Fig 3.6)
To the west of the villa farm buildings, lying within Field
4, was a four-post raised granary (Granary 1). This was
located adjacent to, and perhaps replaced by, a six-post
granary of Roman type (Granary 2, see below). Features
of this earlier form were common in the Late Iron Age,
with two examples found nearby to the south at Bearscroft
Farm (Patten 2016). The post-holes were square in plan
and severely truncated, measuring on average c.0.25m
diameter, by only 0.12m deep. The fill was a dark brown
sandy clay loam with occasional small pebbles and
charcoal flecks that were almost completely devoid of
finds; only two sherds of Romano-British pottery were
found: one was a coarse Sandy red ware jar/bowl base
sherd (12g), the other a Shell-tempered ware jar/bowl
fragment (4g). The fragments are not closely datable
beyond the 2nd to 4th century AD.
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Figure 3.5 Period 4.1. Large pond (Pond 1) associated with Building 1
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Period 4.2: Villa, Phase 2 (3rd century AD)
Road 3
(Fig. 3.7)
During this period the Rectory Farm villa estate was
physically linked to Durovigutum by a metalled road. This
link had initially consisted of a trackway (see Road 1
above) which was subsequently metalled (on a slightly
different course and alignment) during the mid 3rd
century. This new metalled road was aligned north-east to
south-west and overlay the earlier track for most of its
length, but it diverged at its north-eastern end to take a
more southerly route that reflected the revised layout of
the surrounding fields (Field System 4). Aerial
photographic evidence suggests that at the terminal end of
the metalled road, just to the south of the farm buildings, it
flared out to provide a turning area for carts (potentially
connecting to the pre-existing trackways in this area that
linked to more remote parts of the farm and further afield).
A substantial enclosure (Enclosure 3) lay adjacent to the
south of this area and may have been built at this time to
help manage stock animals as they arrived and departed
the site. The provision of such a durable surface suggests
that heavy wagons were passing between the villa farm
and the town, but not beyond, emphasising that the farm’s
produce (horses, beef and cereal) was being taken directly
to Durovigutum. The southwards movement of the portion
of the road near the villa would presumably have
facilitated the extension of the garden area southwards,
with a possible approach route leading towards the
buildings from the road (to the east of Cemetery 2). Other
access points are hinted at by the available evidence: one
to the west of Building 3 (indicated by enclosure
boundaries) and another, flanked by narrow ditches
(recorded in Area 82), that may have run to the west of the
cemetery.
The road is clearly visible on aerial photographs and,
during the CAS excavation, was exposed in plan within
many of the site areas (Areas 10, 11, 25, 26, 27, 28, 41, 43,
46, 49, 50, 54, 77 and 81). However, the full cross-section
of the road and its ditches were excavated and recorded in
three areas (Areas 11, 25 and 41), only one intervention
being recorded in section (Area 11; Fig. 3.7). Excavation
was carried out by hand, with no sampling or sieving of
the ditch fills. The road was defined by two ditches which
ran parallel at between 6.7m and 7.85m apart. As recorded
in Area 11, these ditches (9059 and 9049) were 1.55m
wide, between 0.7m and 0.85m deep with rounded
profiles and were infilled with dark yellow brown silt
loam and common gravel (i.e. displaced road surface).
Between the ditches, the road comprised a base layer
(9069) up to 0.45m thick, of dark grey or dark yellow clay
loam within which was gravel aggregate (constituting up
to 50% of the fill) and larger lumps used as hard core, such
as the broken sandstone quern and rubber found in
component layer 9073 (SF 3021, Fig. 3.52 and SF 3035,
not illustrated). Over this foundation the metalled surface
was lain, with a slight camber, which consisted of a single
layer of gravel between 0.14m and 0.20m deep (9068).
Within the metalled surface narrow gullies up to 0.4m
wide and 0.15m deep could be seen and have been
interpreted as wheel ruts. Artefacts were scarce on the
road surface and within the ditches: only five severely

Figure 3.6 Period 4.1. Four-post structure (Granary 1)

abraded residual sherds of pottery (42g) were recovered.
The Nene Valley products comprise a NVCC1 beaker
fragment (1g) and pieces from a NVCC2 jar (2 sherds,
25g). Sandy grey wares comprise a SGW wide-mouthed
jar (11g) and a SGW(FINE) jar or beaker fragment (2g). It
is noteworthy that medieval pottery was recovered from
both of the roadside ditches, suggesting that the route may
have remained in use for another thousand years.
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Figure 3.7 Period 4.2. Field System 4 and the Roman road

Field System 4 and Enclosure 3
(Figs 3.7–3.9)
Field System 4
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the layout of
fields associated with the villa was recorded largely from
aerial photographs, meaning that the fine detail of its
history and development can only be broadly
hypothesised and summarised here. During the 3rd
century, it appears that the existing fields were adapted
and extended (Field System 4): this phase of development
saw the longest field (Field 1) sub-divided into smaller
stock enclosures and extended southwards to meet the
new metalled road and to accommodate a barn (Building
4). The southern end of what was now (if not before) an
adjacent large field (Field 6) was probably also extended
southwards at this time to reach the road frontage. Fields 2
and 3 were also reworked to accommodate the extended
villa courtyard (see above) and new subsidiary enclosures
were created to house a granary (Granary 2) and a
multi-functional/corn drying building (Building 3).
The ditches which formed these enclosures were
largely identified from aerial photographs, although a
section through one ditch was recorded on the northern
edge of Area 77 (location shown on Fig. 3.10, 10911). The
ditch measured c.1.65m wide and c.0.54–0.58m deep and
had fairly steep regular sides and a flat base. It was filled
with dark yellow-brown sandy loam which also contained
a small quantity of pottery. This material was evidently
not deliberately deposited within these ditches but
broadly dates to the later part of the Roman period, when
the ditches fell into disuse.
Outlying areas – Enclosure 3
On the southern side of the road (in Area 81) was the best
preserved and most fully excavated part of the new field
system, taking the form of a large rectangular enclosure
(Enclosure 3, Fig. 3.9). Due to the ongoing quarry work,
only 20% of this enclosure was preserved for
archaeological excavation, with elements to the east (that
perhaps included a gate and additional enclosures
adjacent to the junction of the metalled road and track)
being destroyed without record. The topsoil over the
surviving area was machine-stripped and the spoil metal
detected to maximise the recovery of artefacts. Sections
through the enclosure ditches were excavated manually,
although no sieving or sampling strategy was employed,
while the remainder of the enclosure ditch was emptied by
machine with visual scanning for artefact recovery prior
to destructive quarrying.
The enclosure in its original form was rectangular,
measuring 40m long and 35m wide (c.1400m2) and
defined by a broad steep-sided ditch with a flat base,
c.2.3m wide and 0.5m deep (1200). This was infilled with
dark brown sandy loam with sparse gravel and few finds
comprising animal bone, pottery, ceramic building
material and flint. Excavation through the enclosure ditch
provided no indication as to the position of any associated
bank although subsequent re-cuttings on the inner ditch
edge would suggest that the bank was external. The
enclosure ditch, on the surviving south-west side, ended
c.19m away from the road in a squared-off terminal which
would suggest that there was an entranceway adjacent to
the road. The infill of this terminal end contained an
articulated partial horse skeleton (unfortunately, this

skeleton was not retained and has not been analysed in
detail).
Alterations to the original design of the enclosure were
indicated by the fact that the entrance was closed by a
gully (1196), which was subsequently redug (1110).
These gullies were respectively 0.65m and 1.1m wide and
0.25m and 0.3m deep, with flat bases, and marked a
progressively inward redefinition of the limits of the
enclosure. The enclosure was also sub-divided by small
co-axial ditches (confirming the evidence from aerial
photographs). Gully 1189 was aligned north-west to
south-east and was 0.9m wide and 0.3m deep with a
rounded profile. Gully 1169 ran north-east to south-west
and was 0.7m wide and 0.3m deep with a flat base. These
dividing gullies may have been contemporary with any, or
all, of the various ditches which delimited the enclosure,
as they shared a similar dark brown sandy loam fill with
sparse gravel and residual flint and pottery. This is also the
case with four shallow gullies (1114, 1146, 1185 and
1197) on the south-east side of the enclosure. These were
each 0.1m deep, between 0.6m and 0.8m wide, and
extended for up to 3.5m away from the enclosure ditch.
Finds recovered from Enclosure 3 included a small
amount of pottery (five sherds, 65g) which dates the
primary ditch fills to the 3rd century AD. The pottery is
severely abraded and comprises Sandy grey ware (two
sherds, 31g), Shell-tempered ware (one sherd, 10g) and
Nene Valley colour-coated (two sherds, 24g) undiagnostic
jar/bowl fragments. This feature was re-cut at least twice,
which resulted in churned up redeposited material that
includes a small amount of late Roman and Early
Anglo-Saxon material associated with a later phase of
activity (see Period 4.3). The changes to the layout of the
enclosure, combined with its artefactual assemblage,
suggest that it was a well-maintained feature that evolved
over a significant period of time and may have continued
in use into the Anglo-Saxon period (see Chapter 5).
North-east: between Roads 1 and 2
To the north-east of the villa farm core, various new
enclosures were added (one of which contained an area of
quarrying recorded in Area 77; see Quarry 2, below).
Further south-east, more regular and smaller enclosures
were added fringing the track and within the bounded
area. (See note on circular enclosure above.)
Quarrying
(Fig. 3.8)
Quarry 1
A series of eleven inter-cutting Roman quarry pits lay near
the Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch 2, Trench 34) and may
originally have been dug to provide aggregate for the
Roman road and villa that were developed at this time.
While the Bronze Age mound was evidently still visible in
Period 4.1, as it was used for an inhumation burial in the
early to mid Roman period (see Chapter 4, burial 8503), it
seems that the area around the monument was deemed
suitable for gravel extraction in the mid to late Roman
period. It is, however, noteworthy that the prehistoric
mound was never completely dug away. The quarry pits
were concentrated to the northern and north-western parts
of the ring ditch, although a small area of pits was found
immediately adjacent to the mound ditch. The pits were
circular or sub-circular in plan, with steep sides and flat
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Figure 3.8 Period 4.2: The second phase of the villa in the 3rd century AD
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Figure 3.9 Period 4.2. Enclosure 3 and horse burial

Figure 3.10 Period 4.2. The villa farm courtyard and surrounding buildings
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bases and were between 3.3m and 1.5m wide and up to
1.05m deep. Their fills were fairly homogeneous and
comprised dark yellow-brown silt loam with common
small sub-angular pebbles, with lenses of yellow-brown
loam sand. Only c.5% (in terms of the available surface
area) of the quarry pits was excavated. Excavation was by
hand, with no sampling or sieving.
Once gravel extraction was complete these pits were
backfilled fairly quickly, perhaps with excess subsoil
from the building works and as a result they contained
only a small amount of residual abraded early to mid
Roman pottery, animal bone and shell, along with an
intrusive sherd of 17th-century pottery. Only twelve
severely abraded residual pottery sherds (weighing 107g)
were recovered from this feature group: most were locally
produced jar and storage jar fragments.
Quarry 2
To the north-east of the villa’s core, a discrete area of large
oval pits set within an enclosure lay to the north-east of the
main excavation area and may represent an area of gravel
quarrying that was perhaps associated with the
construction of Building 2 and its ancillary buildings.
These pits were later used to dump occupation debris until
the end of the Roman period and perhaps into the Early
Anglo-Saxon period. This long period of dumping
resulted in a relatively large assemblage of pottery
comprising a total of 374 sherds (weighing 16.169kg),
which represents 38.6% by weight of the Period 4.2
settlement assemblage. Significant amounts of ceramic
building material (particularly tegulae and imbrices) and
animal bone were also found.
All of these pits were identified through aerial
photography and were later recorded in plan, although
only two were partially excavated during the CAS work
(Areas 19 and 77; 10601 and 10701). Both were
half-sectioned and excavated by hand to the top of the
water-table, but no sampling or sieving was undertaken.
Pit 10601 was sub-circular in plan with a diameter of
3.1m. It had steep sides and was excavated to a depth of
1.1m when the top of the water table was encountered.
Although six context numbers were assigned to its fills, no
details of their character were recorded. The finds suggest
that the pit was open in the early 3rd century AD and not
completely backfilled until the late Roman period. Pit
10701 was considerably larger, with a diameter of 4.8m. It
also had steep sides and was excavated to a depth of at
least 1.05m. No details of its primary fill were recorded
(10832), although it contained pottery dated to between
the 2nd to 3rd century AD. This was overlain by a very
dark grey-brown friable clay soil containing pottery, tile
and animal bone that dates between the 2nd and 4th
centuries (10803). The upper fill of the pit (10702) was a
dark yellow-brown sandy loam containing pebbles,
animal bone and pottery dated to the late 3rd to 4th
centuries – a small amount of Early Anglo-Saxon pottery
was also found. It is worthy of note that two of the vessels
found within this pit are almost complete (Fig. 3.41, Nos 1
and 2). Both are Shell-tempered ware medium-mouthed
jars with signs of deliberate damage or ritual killing. It is
possible that these vessels are redeposited cinerary urns
disturbed during the re-development of the farmstead,
although they lay some distance from the site’s known
cremation cemeteries (see Chapter 4).

The villa courtyard and garden
(Figs 3.4, 3.8 and 3.10)
During the 3rd century the courtyard developed and
expanded to become a large well-managed space: to
achieve this the relevant earlier field and enclosure ditches
were filled in and built over. The yard was now (if not
before) sub-divided into at least two areas with a large
cobbled utilitarian space to the north and a garden to the
south that may have incorporated Cemetery 2. Within this
courtyard, a fence-line ran south-westwards from the
south-western corner of Building 1 to the south-eastern
corner of Building 3 on the other side of the courtyard,
covering a distance of 47m (Fig. 3.10). (It is possible that
an earlier version of this fence, of which no trace
remained, joined Building A and Building 1 in the
previous phase.) Six of the post-holes making up the
southern end of Building A and excavated during Frend’s
work in the 1960s lay along the same line, suggesting that
the fence respected the earlier building’s position
(although see caveats in relation to planning accuracy on
p. 175). A further six post-holes were recorded in plan
only by the CAS (five spanning the gap between Buildings
4 and A and one next to Building 1). This fence effectively
divided the farm’s courtyard into a working area to the
north and residential/ornamental area to the south.
As noted above, substantial patches of cobbled
surfacing lay to the west of Building 1 (which was traced
over an area of 6m by 1.5m) and south of Building 3: both
of which lay outside the entrances to the buildings.
Running on the same line as the fence noted above, close
to the south-western corner of former Building A (Fig.
3.4) was a cobbled surface/path (made of clunch blocks),
which clearly overlay the Field System 3 ditch and
perhaps formed a crossing point over the earlier ditch (or
had slumped into it).
To the south of Building 2 the repositioned pond (Pond
2) was enclosed by a ditch which effectively cut across the
former track (Road 1), either to create a squared off
southern end to the farm yard or to form a sub-division
within the garden (depending on where the boundary
between the two elements lay). With the insertion of the
metalled road (Road 3) on its new alignment, which
shifted the limit of the villa’s core southwards, there was
additional space for activities on the road frontage which
may have been expected to include an entranceway and
gate to highlight the new stone villa (Building 2) and its
postulated garden approach. There is uncertainty,
however, as to the exact layout of the southern end of the
villa complex at this time as excavation here (in Area 82)
was hindered by an extensive layer of alluvium which
covered many of the features in this part of the site. As a
result, various ephemeral gullies and post-holes were
recorded in plan but largely left unexcavated. The gap in
the excavated evidence means that, other than the
enclosure containing the possible barn (Building 4) to the
west, little is known of the nature of activities in the area
between Cemetery 2 and the northern side of the new road.
Building 1: re-use for corn-drying
(Figs 3.10–3.11)
The original large aisled building (Building 1) evidently
changed function during the early 3rd century, at which
time a new residential building (Building 2) was
constructed directly to the south and the two buildings
were joined by a walled corridor. The earlier building
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Figure 3.11 Period 4.2. Re-use of Building 1: internal ovens (Oven Group 2)
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essentially became a drying barn and perhaps also
provided workers’ accommodation. It was at this time that
the building’s south-western (original) entrance was
apparently also widened.
In this secondary phase, the building initially
contained four drying ovens (Oven Group 2: 10673,
10682, 10670 and 10692, the latter not recorded in plan),
although it is possible that some of these features may
have been associated with an earlier phase of the building.
The features were positioned in the building’s central
aisle, perhaps to reduce the risk of damaging the walls and
foundations through heat. However, oven 10673 lay very
close to two aisle posts and perhaps resulted in the fire
which dramatically damaged the building. The ovens
were positioned at various angles, perhaps suggesting
differing periods of construction. They did not inter-cut
and it is not possible to establish how many were in use at
one time. The oven fills were largely devoid of finds, with
only three severely abraded residual pottery sherds,
weighing 8g, being recovered: a single Sandy grey ware
sherd (3g), a Shell-tempered ware jar/bowl sherd (2g) and
a scrap of Moselkeramik (Trier) black-slipped ware
beaker (3g). Environmental sampling indicates that the
ovens were associated with crop-processing (Murphy,
below).
Frend’s excavation suggests that the building was
largely destroyed by fire in late 3rd century (as suggested
by the demolition material found in a later pit: Pit E, Frend
1978, 10; see Period 4.3 below). The southern end of the
building may have been reconstructed later in slightly
different form, effectively suggesting a ‘squatter
occupation’ phase which included a fifth oven (see Period
4.3).
Corridor
(Fig. 3.11)
The 8m distance between the south-eastern end of
Building 1 and the north-western end of Building 2 was
now connected by a walled corridor (10906), which was
recorded in plan during 1990 but not excavated. The
feature comprised two parallel wall foundation trenches,
infilled with gravel and set 3.8m apart. The fact that the
north-east corridor wall did not reach the southern end of
Building 1 suggests the possible presence of an entrance at
this point (or that the wall may have been machined away).
No traces of the corridor’s surface were found.
Building 2: Dwelling
(Fig. 3.12)
Located at the eastern edge of the villa complex, adjacent
and to the north of a new pond (Pond 2), was a substantial
rectangular building (Building 2, 10512) aligned
north-west to south-east. This building measured c.27.8m
long and c.8.5m wide (an approximate internal
measurement calculated from the robber trenches).
Unlike many of the other buildings on the site, it had no
aisle and the roof was evidently wholly supported by the
external walls, which were between 1.1m and 1.15m wide
and built of faced limestone blocks with a rubble core.
Where the wall crossed an earlier pond (Pond 1) the walls
had been placed on pitched limestone foundations, 0.35m
deep. There was also a buttress at the north-eastern corner
of the building, where the proximity of an earlier ditch
may have caused a structural weakness. Due to the
extensive robbing of the building, dating was problematic

as only a few residual late 2nd- to 3rd-century AD pottery
sherds were recovered from the wall construction trench
fill (10485). Internal features were also scarce, although a
small hearth was placed centrally towards the north-west
end of the building, together with some small pits that may
have been post-holes. None of these features could be
dated and they may not have been contemporary with the
building. Only thirteen sherds of pottery (202g) were
recovered from all features associated with the structure
(these are no longer present in the site archive).
Possibly also associated with the construction of
Building 2 was a line of three small pits (10487–9)
revealed in the base of Pond 1 (Period 4.1) which were
circular in plan with steep sides and flat bases (diameters
up to 0.5m, depths up to 0.25m). Their fills were
indistinguishable from the pond fill, suggesting that the
pits could either have been present in the base of the pond,
prior to its infilling, or that they could have been cut
through the infilling and backfilled with similar material.
The fact that the pits lay parallel to the south-west wall of
Building 2 (Fig. 3.12), however, may be taken as
indicating a contemporary relationship with that building,
suggesting that the pits could have been associated with
scaffolding used during construction.
There were no surviving floor levels and evidence for
the internal appearance of Building 2 is solely gleaned
from the surviving demolition debris in Pond 2 (see
below) which suggests that this building may have been
visually impressive, with a painted plaster interior, a
hypocaust system overlain by a mosaic floor, columns and
a hipped tiled roof.
Garden and Pond 2
(Figs 3.12 and 3.13)
Set within the eastern corner of the villa complex, directly
to the south of Building 2, a new pond was dug to replace
its predecessor (Pond 1) which now lay, infilled, beneath
the new building. Environmental evidence associated with
its fills suggests that a large garden may have lain close to
the building, with evergreens and grassed areas (Murphy,
below).
The second pond (1303) was a large sub-rectangular
feature, measuring 15.8m long, 12.8m wide and up to
1.3m deep, with a flat base and gently sloping sides. It was
initially examined by means of 1.5m wide trenches, offset
to provide a continuous section across the feature,
although only the longest south-west to north-east section
was fully recorded and is illustrated here (Fig. 3.13).
These trenches were excavated by hand, removing
approximately 20% of the pond infill. The remainder of
the feature was emptied by machine down to the basal
gravel fill, which was then hand-excavated to recover the
maximum environmental data (context numbers 1401 to
1414 were assigned to machined layers). A metal-detector
was used throughout the excavation of the pond to
maximise the recovery of metal artefacts. A number of
post-holes surrounded the eastern side of the pond,
perhaps indicating a screen or fence around this side.
The lower fills consisted of fairly clean gravel (1390,
1391, 1389, 1388, 1387, 1385, 1353 and 1352). Notably
these fills also contained numerous spruce cones (Pl. 3.11)
and evidence for other trees in the locality, along with oak
carpentry off-cuts possibly associated with the
construction of the new building. The pottery was dated to
the late 2nd to early 3rd century, while the spruce cones
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Figure 3.12 Period 4.2. Building 2
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Figure 3.13 Period 4.2. Section across Pond 2

produced a radiocarbon date of 90 cal BC to cal AD 220
(GU-5268; 1950±60 BP, 95% confidence). The pond fills
changed markedly above the basal layers and were
organic in character (1325, 1327, 1355, 1354, 1335, 1351
and 1318). Refuse that was probably associated with the
inhabitants of Building 2 accumulated within the pond
over time (perhaps overspill from a nearby midden), but
was never dumped in sufficiently large quantities to
prevent the pond from remaining in use. This debris
included oyster shell, butchered horse and cattle remains,
alongside large amounts of tile but relatively little pottery.
Other notable finds include a pilaster capital (Fig. 3.54,
No. 2; Blagg, below) and mortar, perhaps from a hipped
roof (Copleston, below). It is possible that some of these
heavy items may have sunk through several layers of the
pond fills to settle lower in the stratigraphic sequence.
Building 3: multi-functional
(Figs 3.10 and 3.14; Pl. 3.2)
Construction
Lying parallel to Building 1 and evidently connected to it
by a fence was a large rectangular aisled building
(Building 3; 10051; measuring 36.2m long by
11.5–11.8m wide) that replaced the now demolished
Building A which had lain c.15m to the east. It was used
for crop-drying, perhaps as a secondary function,
following use for accommodation. This was the best
preserved of the similar buildings found on the site. Many
of its internal features survived, along with a relatively

large artefactual assemblage. The foundations consisted
of gravel and limestone fragments set in shallow flatbottomed trenches, 0.6m wide and up to 0.24m deep. The
wall foundation on the north-east side was not present for
10m from the eastern corner but this probably resulted
from differences in the absolute depth of the wall
foundation. Evidence for the nature of the walls was
provided by the flat, roughly-faced limestone slabs which
were occasionally found on top of the foundations (these
perhaps supported a stone or clay brick superstructure).
The walls were c.0.5m thick which resulted in an internal
measurement of 35m long and between 10.3m and 10.5m
wide. The nature of these footings makes it unlikely that
the walls were ever intended to achieve any great height
and the main roof supports were two rows of nine
substantial aisle posts. These divided the interior of the
building into ten bays, with the main body of the building
being c.5.95m wide, and side aisles each c.2.2m wide. No
evidence for flooring was found, presumably due to the
removal of these layers by the plough.
The nine pairs of aisle posts suggest the presence of
circular flat-based posts, with an average diameter of
0.5m, that had been placed in large post-pits, circular or
oval in plan, with average diameters of 1m. Only three of
the post-holes were excavated to the base and these were
c.1.15m deep. No sampling or sieving took place. The
average linear separation between the posts (centre to
centre) was 3.35m and the first pairs of aisle posts were set
4.5m and 3.7m away from the north-west and south-east
end walls of the building. The very large post-holes
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Plate 3.2 Building 3 (Period 4.2), showing internal ovens (Oven Group 3) and drainage gullies (Gully Group 1),
from the north-west
containing substantial limestone post-pads (see 10047,
Fig. 3.14) suggest that a heavy roof, probably tiled, was in
place and a large assemblage of roof tile fragments was
collected from the footprint of the building. A tiled roof
may have reduced the risk of fire when the ovens were in
use. The limestone blocks used as post-pads and packing
were surrounded by dark yellow-brown loose sandy silt
that was rich in finds. The artefacts found include
structural debris such as ceramic building materials,
painted wall plaster and nails, alongside evidence of use
such as pottery, glass, a copper alloy ring (not illustrated,
SF 4026) and two coins (SF 4023, AD 335–40; SF4172,
AD 364–78). The pottery (a total of 428 sherds, weighing
6429g and representing 15.4% by weight of the Period 4.2
settlement assemblage) is moderately abraded with an
average sherd weight of 15g. The majority of the group
consists of locally produced utilitarian jar and dish forms,
deposited some time after the mid 3rd century AD.
Although fine table wares are present in very small
quantities, this is primarily a ‘working group’ of ceramic
vessels.
At the north-west end of the building was a large subrectangular clay-lined pit (10031). This was 5.7m long,
4.3m wide and 0.5m deep, with vertical sides and a flat
base and has been interpreted as a water tank. Post-Roman
robbing of building materials had removed definite proof
but the tank may have been built as a structural (and
contemporary) component of the building.
On the southern wall of the building was a small
entranceway, adjacent to which was an external cobbled
surface (10397) which survived along the entire length of

the south-eastern end wall and which would have
provided a durable entrance to the building. The entrance
fronted onto a large open space which formed part of the
yard area (Fig. 3.8).
Use: ovens
Building 3 contained at least twenty linear ovens (Oven
Group 3), ranging in length between 0.94 and 2.13m,
0.32m to 0.89m wide and surviving up to a depth of 0.5m
(this is a minimum number since additional ovens that are
clearly visible on the photographs were not recorded).
Fourteen of the ovens were excavated, half-sectioned and
sampled for charred plant remains. The ovens were
generally situated within the main body of the building,
with only a few positioned in the aisles, perhaps to reduce
the risk of damaging the walls. The ovens tended either to
share the same alignment as the long axis of the building
(north-north-west to south-south-east) or to be at right
angles to this alignment, which may suggest at least two
periods of oven construction. Most of the ovens, however,
did not inter-cut, meaning that it is uncertain how many
were in use at one time. As in Building 1, some of the
ovens overlay aisle posts, suggesting a late phase of use,
such as the oven recorded by Frend in 1967 which is
described below (Period 4.3). One of the ovens (10069)
had survived particularly well. It had a long narrow
steep-sided cut that was wider towards its northernmost
end; it measured 2.3m long, up to 0.67m wide and
survived to a depth of 0.35m. The oven had been dug into
the subsoil and was lined with clay mixed with chalk
(daub). Overlying the daub its sides had a secondary
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Figure 3.14 Period 4.2. Building 3, showing internal ovens (Oven Group 3) and later drainage gullies (Gully Group
1, Period 4.3)
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below) and the remains of a leguminous crop, probably
peas, were also identified in oven 10039. The pottery
associated with the construction of the ovens was dated to
the 3rd century AD with an end use date between the late
3rd and 4th centuries AD. Two coins were found (oven
10288 (unplanned), fill 10271, SF 4301, AD 270–4) and
oven 10067, fill 10252, SF 4028, AD 364–75) which
support this suggested dating.
External pits
Two large pits, one of which was clay-lined, were found
on either side of Building 3 (Pit Group 4) and are thought
to have been contemporary with it. Located on the northeastern side of the building, pit 10073 was sub-rectangular
(2.26m long, 1.3m wide and 0.5m deep), with vertical
sides and a flat base. It was lined with a thick layer of
yellow-brown clay and infilled with three layers of
yellow-brown sandy silt loam which also contained a
large pottery assemblage, including an almost complete
Sand-tempered ware jar (SF 4016). Other finds include an
iron stylus (SF 4462). On the southern edge of the
building was an even larger sub-rectangular pit (10378),
3.35m long, 2m wide, and 0.2m deep, again with vertical
sides and a flat base. This contained a single dark silt loam
fill that yielded a large number of finds – especially
pottery, but also animal bone, iron nails, wall plaster and
tesserae. It is noteworthy that several of the late Roman
utilitarian Shell-tempered ware jars recovered had
surviving internal lime deposits suggesting that they had
been used for water storage or as kettles. It is also of
interest that at least five mortaria were found, these vessels
perhaps being associated with the processes that were
undertaken inside the adjacent building. The pottery
assemblages indicate that both pits were open during the
late 2nd to mid 3rd centuries AD and backfilled between
the late 3rd to mid/late 4th centuries AD.

Figure 3.15 Period 4.2. Granary 2

lining of large limestone slabs, some of which survived in
situ and showed traces of burning. The primary fill was
dark yellow-brown sand which overlay a deposit of
charcoal and ash in the base of the feature.
Environmental evidence suggests that the ovens were
associated with the processing of cereal crops (Murphy,

Granary
(Fig. 3.15)
Positioned within one of the new field enclosures to the
west of the villa farm’s courtyard was a small six-post
rectangular building (Granary 2, 10009), measuring
7.95m long and 4.35m wide. Built on the same north-west
to south-east alignment as Building 4 and the other
farmstead buildings, this gives the impression of a
contemporary build. The rectangular enclosure
surrounding the granary opened on the east, with an
apparent route leading towards the adjacent building (Fig.
3.8).
The constructional post-holes were sub-rectangular in
plan (between 0.95–1.30m long by 0.75–0.90m wide) and
were extremely shallow (between 0.24–0.32m deep), with
generally slightly irregular bases. Those on the northeastern side were more substantial than those on the
south-west and the largest post-hole on each side lay in the
centre. The post-holes were hand-excavated with no
sampling or sieving being undertaken. They were infilled
with dark grey-brown silty loam within which were
common small pebbles, occasional charcoal, pottery,
ceramic building material, animal bone and oyster shell.
These post-holes, although appearing to be reasonably
substantial in plan, were extremely shallow and may be
better interpreted as being the base for stone supports for
the sill beams of a timber building raised above the ground
level. Situated very close to the former four-post structure
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(Granary 1), this building has been interpreted as its
successor, although there is no environmental data to
support this suggestion.
Located on the south-west side of Granary 2 and on the
same orientation was a shallow gully in two parts (10029,
10286) which measured 4.8m long, up to 0.27m wide and
between 0.09–0.16m deep. It was filled with a dark
yellow-brown silt loam with very occasional flecks of
charcoal. This may have been a structural feature related
to the building or possibly a drip gully.
Considering the shallow nature of the post-holes, a
reasonably large ceramic assemblage was retrieved.
Ninety-seven sherds (weighing 1081g) came from this
feature group which represents 2.6% by weight of the
Period 4.2 settlement assemblage, although the pottery
was severely abraded with an average sherd weight of
only c.11g. Shell-tempered ware jars and storage jars and
Sandy grey ware jars/bowls and dishes form the majority
of the assemblage. As is typical during this period, Nene
Valley products are well represented. The dating of the
finds suggests that construction took place during the 3rd
century AD, with a destruction date during the 4th century
AD.
Building 4: barn
(Fig. 3.16)
On the northern edge of the new road (overlying the earlier
trackway: Road 1) and associated with Field System 4,
another large aisled building was discovered. It was a
sixteen-post rectangular timber building (Building 4,
10437), measuring 21m long by 6m wide. Lying within an
enclosure, it fronted onto the road, which lay only 4.3m to
the south. No internal features other than post-holes were
identified.
The eight post-holes that formed the northern side of
the building lay within the stripped area of Area 77 and
were fully exposed, but only one of the post-holes on the
southern side was revealed (the existence of the remaining
seven post-holes being suggested by aerial photography).
The post-pits were rectangular or sub-rectangular in plan
with average dimensions of 1.45m by 1.2m, and with very
steep sides and flat bases. These large post-pits were set
between 2.8 and 3m apart from each other (measured from
the centre of the post). All of the excavated post-holes
were half-sectioned by hand, with no sampling or sieving
being undertaken. The definition of the post-pipes was
very clear in section (although not in plan) making it
possible to establish that the wooden posts had also been
rectangular or square in plan and measured at least 0.4m
across. In one post-pit, at a depth of 1m below the modern
ground surface, the base of a wooden post survived in situ
(10446), while the surviving fragment of another post was
seen in post-pit 10440. In the base of another post-pit
(10452) a large Bessales or ceramic flagstone, serving as a
post-pad, was still in place. The post-hole fills were fairly
homogenous dark brown silt loam containing common
pebbles and charcoal. They produced abraded pottery,
ceramic building material, shell and animal bone. Where
the posts had rotted in situ, a darker grey brown loam fill,
largely free of finds, was found.
A small assemblage of utilitarian Roman pottery was
recovered from the post-hole fills, characterised by the
presence of Shell-tempered ware jar and storage jar
fragments, along with Sandy grey ware jar/bowl and dish
fragments. In addition to the Bessales noted above,

unidentified brick fragments and flue tiles were found.
One of the flue tiles still retained the mortar from where it
had been set within a wall. The artefactual assemblage
suggests a construction date for the building during the
2nd to 3rd centuries AD, with destruction during the 4th
century AD.
Period 4.3: Villa, Phase 3 (4th century AD)
(Fig. 3.17)
Field systems and enclosures
The continuing tasks associated with the late Roman
villa’s contemporary fields (such as ditch maintenance
and cleaning out) cannot be identified from the available
evidence. However, metal detecting of the topsoil above
Enclosure 3 (founded in Period 4.2) was rewarded with a
good supply of Roman coins, all dating from the mid to
late 4th century AD (Constantius AD 354–64; House of
Constantine AD 354–64; Gratian AD 367–75;
Valentinian I AD 364–75; Valens 364–78, Valentinian I
AD 364–75; House of Valentinian AD 364–78,
Theodosius AD 388–95). These reflect the continued use
of the enclosure – possibly beyond the end of the Roman
period (see Chapter 5).
Buildings 1–3 and Pond 2
(Figs 3.11, 3.13 and 3.17)
Building 1
The villa’s core buildings (Buildings 1–3) appear to have
remained in use well into the 4th century AD, although
they were evidently not maintained in pristine condition.
Cutting into the southern part of Building 1 (Fig. 3.11)
were two pits (Pits E and F), which Frend (1978)
suggested dated to the late 3rd century. The first was a
large feature 1.21m (4 feet) deep, which contained animal
bone, oyster shell, brick and roofing slate, part of a
Rhenish-type beaker and an iron knife, together with ‘a
considerable quantity of interesting wall plaster’ (Frend
1978, 10; see Goffin below). Its fills were sealed by ‘a
layer of brownish soil ….. before the final phases of
occupation of the site’. No details of Pit F are given in
Frend’s report.
Various slots recorded by Frend in the southern part of
Building 1 are thought to have been associated with this
phase of use (Trenches D, E and unlettered; Frend 1978,
fig. 1) and contained mid to late 4th-century finds. During
this late period of use, a spread of ‘dark speckly earth’
overlay the building: it contained worn 4th-century coins
of Tetricus and the House of Constantine (Frend 1978,
10–11). Perhaps contemporary with this deposit was a
figure-of-eight shaped brick-built oven (Frend 1978, fig.
3.11, oven (1967)) which was positioned above an earlier
aisle post, suggesting that the structure remained in use
even after it was in a state of partial collapse following fire
damage. The adjacent careful positioning of a large,
socketed block of rectangular sandstone (0.6m by 0.4m
and 0.4m thick) over the original site of the second (or
third6) aisle post in the south-western line suggests that it
was positioned to support a structural upright, replacing
the original wooden post. A new stone-lined post-hole
added to the east wall of the building may also have
provided additional roof/wall support. Finds from
deposits associated with this phase included Nene Valley
colour-coated and shell-gritted pottery, along with
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Figure 3.16 Period 4.2. Building 4
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Figure 3.17 Period 4.3: the final phase of the villa in the 4th century AD

ceramic building debris including tile, red tesserae and
wall plaster (mainly pink), some iron slag and an
abundance of animal bones including two ox skulls (one
from Trench E).
Overlying the cobbled area outside the entrance to
Building 1 was a spread of gravel (perhaps a patched
repair), which itself sealed a gully (assigned to Gully
Group 3) that cut across the centre of the building. This
gully had previously been recorded by Frend as three
‘trenches’ (A–C, Frend 1978, fig. 1) which he believed
formed part of a timber rebuild of Building 1 but are in fact
more likely to have been part of a curvilinear gully which
(as recorded by the cropmarks) extended for some
distance to the south. Running off the south-west corner of
the building and evidently late in the sequence, above the
cobbled courtyard surface which itself contained two
worn coins of the House of Valentinian and 4th-century
pottery, was a line of pitched stones (excavated in 1967)
which perhaps reflects the presence of a makeshift wall
line that replaced the earlier courtyard fence in this
position. On the basis of the evidence (and the fact that this
feature post-dated a layer of ‘sterile soil’), Frend
suggested that sub-Roman activity was possible.
Building 2 and Pond 2
Building 2 also appears to have continued to function into
the 4th century, with the evidence for its eventual demise
coming from fills of its associated pond (Pond 2; Fig.
3.13). Overlying the earlier deposits were organic olive
green layers (1323 and 1316) which contained
4th-century pottery, alongside plant macrofossils and
pollen that may derive from a nearby arboretum: their date
suggests that use of the garden may have continued into
Period 4.3. Everyday use of the pond came to an end when
a layer of crushed mortar and numerous limestone floor
slabs, interpreted as demolition debris from the adjacent
building, were deposited (1313, 1383, 1384, 1324, 1312,
1314, 1349, 1350 and 1317). Final activity consisted of
the infilling of the depression that formed over the disused
pond with a grey clay loam (1307 and 1310) from which a
relatively large assemblage of late Roman pottery and a
single Early Anglo-Saxon sherd was recovered, as well as
four 4th-century coins (Constantine II AD 335–7;
Theodora AD 337–40; Magnentius AD 353; Gratian AD
367–75).
Building 3
The north-west end of Building 3 contained a number of
drainage gullies (Gully Group 1), one of which (10091)
was purely internal but was cut by another example
(10055) which extended beyond the building. This was
also the case with two further gullies on the north-west
and south-west sides of the building (unnumbered). The
fact that these gullies were cut through the wall
foundations and some of the ovens does not necessarily
mean that the building itself had gone out of use, but may
indicate a change of function, such as drainage features
inserted to service animal stalls. The small group of
pottery recovered from these features suggests a
construction date between the late 3rd and 4th centuries
AD, with an end date around the mid 4th century AD.
Coin evidence (SF4161; AD 347–8) suggests that the
cobbled area (10397) to the south of the building
remained in use into the mid 4th century. It was finally
buried by a wall-collapse, which spread for c.1m east of

the robbed out wall line and consisted of sandstone and
limestone blocks surrounded by soil (10294), which
contained 4th-century AD pottery including Nene Valley
colour-coat and Shell-tempered ware jar fragments,
which date the final demise of the building.
Building 4
Evidence for the end-date of Building 4 is less well
defined, although the presence of a small quantity of late
Roman Shell-tempered wares may again suggest a
4th-century AD date for its demise.
Building 5: basilica and garden (?Frend’s ‘bath-house’)
(Figs 3.17–3.18 and Pl. 3.3)
The latest structure in the development of the villa farm
complex excavated by the CAS (which was revealed in the
southern half of Area 77) was a heavily robbed/truncated
sub-square construction that is believed to have once
supported a rectangular hall-type structure (basilica) on
its western side, with a ‘garden court’ to the east. The
hall/basilica was apparently positioned to front onto the
earlier cremation cemetery to the east (Cemetery 2),
facing towards the main residential building (Building 2)
across the postulated garden area. Although of different
design to the other buildings on the site, this structure
shared a similar alignment to its predecessors. While its
precise construction date remains uncertain, the finds
recovered from the associated wells suggest that this
building was probably founded in the mid/late 3rd century
and remained in use until the late 4th century (see further
discussion in Chapter 6.V).
A ditch (10845) running beneath the foundation raft
cut the natural alluvial layer, was 2.6m wide by 1.8 deep,
and contained five similar fairly sterile grey-brown sandy
loam friable stony fills (Fig. 3.18, section). No pottery or
other finds were recovered. This ditch was presumably the
continuation of a ditch associated with Field System 3.
Significantly, Building 5’s foundation raft was recorded
as having slumped into it.
During excavation, the extensive spread of demolition
rubble that overlay the building, which largely consisted
of tile and brick (tegulae, imbrices, bricks and box flue
tile), was removed by hand in 5m squares, while the
remainder (due to limited resources) was machinestripped down to the top of the surviving building
footprint, which was subsequently sectioned by machine
towards the end of the project to provide a complete
profile (Fig. 3.18).
The foundation raft lay within a shallow cut
(unnumbered), with maximum dimensions of 13.4m
north-west to south-east by c.8m south-west to north-east
and 0.3m deep, which was dug through the alluvial layer.
At its base lay a slot (10892; 0.8m wide and 0.9m deep; its
fill (10879) was not recorded in section) which ran along
the south-eastern side of the construction cut and may
have continued northwards to link with another similar
slot (10848; 0.9m wide and 0.9m deep) that ran along the
north-east side of the building’s outer ‘court’. These two
slots contained common large flints packed with green
clay: sadly, no pottery or closely datable material was
recovered from these fills. The contemporary foundation
raft also consisted of a mixture of clay and flints (10797),
which to the west mirrored the sub-rectangular plan of the
underlying cut (the north-eastern extent of the
construction cut and raft remains unproven, but must have
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Figure 3.18 Period 4.3. Building 5 and associated wells
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Plate 3.3 Building 5 (Period 4.3), showing the adjacent timber-lined wells in the foreground, from the west

lain somewhere between the recorded section across it and
the possible garden beds to the east; see below). Although
no in-situ evidence for the superstructure of the building
survived, its suggested hall-type form may have been
supplemented by a portico to the east. A stone-lined
feature (10857) cut through the lower part of the
foundation raft. This was elongated and irregular in plan
with vertical sides and a flat base and measured 3.5m long,
by 0.8m wide and 0.25m deep: some 1.8m from its
western end the cut became circular with concave sloping
sides. This part of the feature was lined with limestone
fragments (10824) and was cut into by a very shallow
irregular feature (10858). Taken as a whole, this group of
features has been interpreted as the stokehole and furnace
for a hypocaust system associated with the building, albeit
with no clear evidence of burning being recorded.
Lying to the east of the hall, the area immediately in
front of the building was sub-divided by a short partition
slot (10894), accompanied by a wider foundation slot
described above (10848). These effectively created two
rectangular areas of slightly differing size, the largest
measuring 3.7m long and up to 2.3m wide, within which
two rectangular areas of the alluvium were exposed.
These features perhaps originally formed two beds of a
small garden, the existence of which is suggested by the
environmental evidence (see Murphy below). Intriguingly
a small area of opus signinum was found butting up
against the north-west side of the ‘garden court (10885,
not retained), while a substantial block of the same
material (perhaps forming part of a plunge pool) was
found in one of the adjacent wells (see below; see also
Building B).
It was disappointing to discover that the actual
footprint of the building contained very few finds, with

only thirteen pottery sherds (294g) being found: these are
dominated by Nene Valley products. Rich artefactual
assemblages were, however, recovered from the three
excavated wells located behind the building: these inform
on the fixtures and fittings of this structure (see below).
Building 5’s walls appear to have been constructed from
limestone blocks combined with brick. The structure was
made weatherproof by a tiled roof, which may also have
incorporated slates. Given its substantial scale, the
column capital recovered from Well 2 (Blagg and
Williams below, No. 1) is perhaps more likely to have
derived from the adjacent town than to have formed part of
an impressive monumental doorway or portico for
Building 5, although it is possible that another
monumental building lay somewhere in the near vicinity.
Internally, the large single hall-type room may have been
heated and contained a simple black and white mosaic that
was probably placed on a raised tile floor. Its walls were
plastered with good quality smooth plain red paint,
probably embellished with yellow and/or white internal
framing. Another plaster fragment with the same mortar
shows narrow parallel uneven stripes on a brown
background which may have formed an element of the
lower part of the wall decoration, while decorated ceiling
motifs were also found (see Goffin, below). There there
was no clear evidence for a robbing phase.
It was believed by the CAS excavation team (McAvoy
1999, 66) that this was the building first examined by
Frend in the 1960s and interpreted by him as a bath-house
(Frend 1968, 21–2; Building B below). Correlation of
Frend’s published excavation plans with the CAS results,
undertaken as part of this project, has however called this
suggestion into question and a direct equation now seems
unlikely for various reasons (see Buildings B and C,
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‘Correlation issues’ below). Possible interpretations of the
building are given in Chapter 6.V, one of which includes
its possible use as an outdoor dining room.
On the south-east side of the building (and perhaps
related to it) were three shallow drainage gullies (Gully
Group 2) aligned north-west to south-east, as well as at
least three (possibly four) sequential wells on its western
side. It was from the fills of these wells that most of the
artefactual and environmental evidence for the
construction, use and demolition of Building 5 was
recovered. Whatever its function, it is clear that this
structure needed a water supply and the capacity to drain
any excess. Of note is the fact that part of a possible
ceramic water pipe was recovered from Well 1 (Fig. 3.48,
No. 6), while lead pipes (that were perhaps later robbed
out) may also have been used within the surrounding gully
system.
Gully Group 2
Various gullies and ditches lay to the north-west of the
building, some of which were associated with Field
Systems 3 or 4. Running along the northern side of the
building was a distinctive gully (10720/10721), with a
square slot at its western end, linked by another gully to
Building 5 to which it may have connected. A slot dug
across the gully showed it to be 0.9m wide and 0.17m deep
with steeply sloping sides and a slightly rounded base. It
contained single dark grey-brown sandy silt loam that was
described as containing ‘rubble backfill’: abundant
‘stones’ (flint pebbles, average size 10mm), broken tile,
mortar and animal bone. A small late Roman (mid 3rd- to
4th-century) pottery assemblage comprising eight sherds
(weighing 304g) was recovered, consisting of Nene
Valley colour-coat (NVCC2) flanged dish and shellgritted (STW) jars.
On the south-eastern side of Building 5 were three
shallow gullies that ran from north-west to south-east for a
distance of at least 10m before they were obscured by later
features. The southernmost gully (10897) adjoined
Building 5, in line with the southern edge of the building
with which it thought to have been contemporary. The
gully was between 0.5–0.6m wide, 0.25–0.29m deep with
very steep sides and a flat base which sloped slightly
downwards as it progressed south-eastwards. The
excavated gully segment (10823) was filled with a single
dark brown sandy loam deposit that also contained a few
small limestone and sandstone blocks, along with mortar
and tile – but no pottery. This gully was cut by Well 1
(10495) (although it does not appear on the relevant
section drawing).
Some 3m to the north of gully 10897 and broadly
parallel to it was another similar feature (10898), which
was 0.85m wide by 0.35m deep, with very steep sides and
a flat base which sloped slightly downwards as it
progressed south-eastwards. The excavated segment
(10804) contained a dark brown sandy loam fill which
yielded a large number of animal bones, tile and pottery.
The latter consists of a small group (eleven sherds,
weighing 255g) of late Roman jars in Sandy grey ware,
Hadham grey ware, Shell-tempered ware and Nene Valley
colour-coated fabrics.
The third gully in the sequence lay furthest north and
was the most irregular and shallow (10899=10874),
measuring between 0.6–1.05m wide and between
0.07–0.25m deep with concave sides and a flat base. It ran

from north-west to south-east on a curvilinear alignment
and was not parallel to the other two gullies. The segment
excavated across it (10814) contained a loose very dark
grey-brown silt loam fill, within which was roof and flue
or voussoir tile, limestone blocks, sandstone tiles, animal
bone and pottery. The latter, however, comprised only two
(369g) residual sherds of Spanish amphora (BAT AM)
and a Nene Valley oxidised ware (NVOW) jar or flagon
fragment. A curving gully (10639/10723; Gully Group 3)
that interacted with the sequence of wells is recorded as
cutting this northernmost gully some distance to the south
(Fig. 3.17): while this relationship was not recorded in
terms of either of the other gullies in this group, cropmark
data shows that this gully probably ran across the other
two gullies. Given gully 10639’s relationship with the
wells (as demonstrated on Fig. 3.18), this implies that
Gully Group 3 was contemporary with Well 2 and thereby
with the active life of Building 5.
Wells associated with Building 5
(Figs 3.18–3.21; Pl. 3.3)
Introduction
Three deep wells (Wells 1–3), and a suspected fourth
(Well 4), were located adjacent to the south-west side of
Building 5, the first three of which had oak timber frames
set within large construction pits. The wells were
half-sectioned by hand and sampled for environmental
data, the lower fills being hand-excavated and the timbers
analysed. Above the timber frames, the upper well fills
were then removed by machine. The wells were not in use
at the same time but built consecutively, as is apparent
from their different relationships with a gully
(10639/10723, Gully Group 3), their artefactual
assemblages and the variety of carpentry techniques used
in construction. A fifth well was located by quarry
workers (Well 5) and timbers were recovered from it.
Well 1
(Fig. 3.19)
Located to the south of Building 5 lay the earliest and most
southerly well (10495). Its construction cut was ovoid in
plan, measuring 5.1m by 3.3m wide, with an overall depth
of 1.58m. The upper fills were cut by a later gully
(10639/10723; Gully Group 3). Once the well was dug
out, it was lined with an oak frame, only one course of
which survived in the base of the well. The frame
consisted of square dove-tailed timbers (10740: 0.95m x
0.95m) which were held in place externally by a pale
yellow-brown gravel layer (10745). Dendrochronological
dating of the timbers proved unsuccessful. Lying within
the wooden frame was a series of sticky dark grey silt clay
deposits with a high organic content (10739, 10732,
10737, 10736) containing wood fragments (pieces of
collapsed well lining?) and three large unworked
sandstone boulders, perhaps deliberately placed to line –
or act as a rudimentary filter in – the bottom of the well.
These layers were also full of domestic detritus such as
oyster shell, animal bone, pottery and tile which dates to
between the 3rd and 4th centuries AD. The pottery
assemblage recovered from these fills (clearly shown in
situ in Fig. 3.19) included a large dump of Sandy grey
ware kitchen vessels suggesting that the well began to be
backfilled between the late 3rd and early 4th century AD.
Several sandy silt layers, perhaps originally fills of the
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Figure 3.19 Period 4.3. Well 1

Figure 3.20 Period 4.3. Well 2
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construction cut, appeared to slump into the well (10706,
10719, 10747).
The disuse phase of the well was marked by the
deposition of a thick ashy layer that was evidently thrown
in from the northern side (10704). This layer contained
common charcoal, ash and patches of painted wall plaster
suggestive of an episode of fire damage, perhaps
associated with Building 5 or another nearby structure.
Over this ashy layer a series of thick dark grey-brown
sandy silt loam deposits quickly accrued (10497, 10705,
10496), possibly as a result of deliberate backfilling. It is
noteworthy that the uppermost fill of this well (10496)
contained the skeleton of a young dog (Luff and Smith,
below).
Well 2
(Fig. 3.20)
Located c.8m to the north-west of Well 1, a second well
(Well 2, 10400) was sub-oval in plan, measuring 3.9m
long and 3.25m wide, with an overall depth of 1.85m. At
its base, four courses of the rectangular oak frame
survived intact (10749: 1.6m long and 1.1m wide). The
frame was constructed using several techniques: the base
was made using box-sawn timbers nailed into place,
above which were two courses of thick planks fixed with
nailed mortice and tenon jointing, over which a single
course of thin boards was tightly wedged into place. Other
timbers observed in the fill of the well may have been the
remains of collapsed higher courses. Again, attempts to
date the timbers through dendrochronology proved
unsuccessful.
Between the construction cut and the base of the
wooden frame was a substantial layer of rubble consisting
of sandstone masonry blocks, tile and a large fragment of
opus signinum that was possibly originally part of a
plunge pool or bath (10782; see Lyons below). This fill
was overlain by redeposited natural (10794, 10802),
suggesting that the construction of the well was not
completed immediately, but that it was left to weather for a
short period. This deposit was overlain by a layer of gritty
sand (10760). The upper part of the wooden frame was
held in place externally by several layers of clay (10785,
10819, 10818, 10714).
Within the frame, the primary fill (10744: seen only in
the west corner of the well and therefore not shown in
section) was a light brown sand clay with a high gravel
content which contained a small amount of tile, pottery, an
iron bucket handle (SF 4144) and shoe leather with
hobnails (SF 4310–4319). This deposit could only be
broadly dated to the 3rd century AD. Above this was a
much more substantial very dark grey silt clay organic fill
(10728) which contained numerous fragments of tile,
pottery and a leather hobnailed boot (SF 4074). The finds
were dated more closely to between the late 3rd to early
4th century AD. The well’s organic basal infills also
provided evidence for a possible kitchen garden (Murphy,
below) and the remains of numerous honey bees were
found indicating the presence of nearby hives (Robinson,
below). This phase of use was effectively ended by the
deposition of an entire butchered calf skeleton (Luff and
Smith, below) and a layer of gravel (10800).
The top of the well shaft was sealed by very dark grey
sticky plastic silt loams (10483, 10455, 10912) which
contained numerous tile and pottery fragments dated to
the 4th century AD, along with two unidentified iron

objects (SF 4107 and 4137). Again, more animal remains
were found including the severed head of a horse (Luff
and Smith, below).
The three upper fills (10715, 10713, 10434) consisted
of stony yellow brown loose sandy loam soil within which
common pottery, tile and animal bone were found. Worthy
of note was the recovery of a large column capital (Fig.
3.53, No. 1) since this would have topped a column at least
2m high: this might signify the presence of a substantial
building in the immediate vicinity (possibly Building 5).
The pottery is relatively mundane and is consistent with a
dump of largely utilitarian kitchen vessels (Nene Valley
colour-coats (NVCC2) and Sandy grey ware) dating the
disuse of this well to between the early to mid 4th century
AD. Other finds include a denarius of Caracella dating to
AD 201 (SF 4175) and an unidentifed copper alloy object
(SF 4459).
Well 3
(Fig. 3.21)
The northernmost and latest of the three excavated wells
(Well 3, 10466) was located c.4m to the north-west of
Well 2, where it cut gully 10639. The construction cut was
sub-rectangular in plan, 3.5m wide and 2.8m long, with an
overall depth of 1.67m. At its base, two courses of a square
oak frame (10741: 1.1m x 1.1m) were constructed using
nailed mortice and tenon joints. Unlike the two adjacent
wells, the bottom course of the frame had reinforcing
corner-struts. These boards were supported by a sterile
yellow-brown sandy soil (10498). The timbers from this
frame were successfully dated using dendrochronology,
which produced a felling date range of AD 316–348
(Hillam and Tyers, below) suggesting a construction date
in the mid 4th century AD.
The primary fill was a dark yellow-brown sandy clay
that contained no closely datable finds (10759: not shown
in section). Within the timber frame this deposit was
overlain by three layers (10727, 10734, 10726), which
were dark grey silt clay deposits containing both organic
(wood and animal bone) and rubble fills (pottery, tile and
limestone blocks). Of particular interest were two objects
– a late Roman pewter bowl with graffito (Fig. 3.28, SF
4142) and a spectacular cockerel statuette (Fig. 3.30, SF
4327) – both of which were valuable objects and may have
been used as votives. The ceramic assemblage from these
layers dates during between the 3rd and 4th centuries AD.
The top of the framed well shaft was sealed by a very
dark grey soil (10482) which contained a small amount of
building rubble including tile and limestone fragments.
The uppermost backfills of the construction cut (10468
and 10467) were of dark yellow-brown to dark grey sandy
loam soil containing abundant pottery, tile, animal bone,
two tesserae and two iron nails. The pottery is a late
4th-century group, consisting mostly of shell-tempered
kitchen wares which, together with the radiocarbon dates,
suggest that the well was in use during the 4th century AD
and backfilled towards the close of that century.
Well 4
The excavator reported another possible well in an
unexcavated area to the north-west of gully 10814. No
further details were recorded, other than it would have
been in a similar corner position to Well 1 in relation to
Building 5 (albeit on its western corner).
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Figure 3.21 Period 4.3. Well 3

Well 5
A fifth well (10698) lay in the vicinity of Area 77, but
unfortunately was not planned or precisely located since it
was uncovered during gravel quarrying operations and
was not formally excavated. The timbers, however, were
recovered as they had been left as a discrete pile by the
quarry excavator. Dendrochronology indicates a felling
date of AD 309 (Tyers, below), suggesting that it was
contemporary with the final phase of the villa. It is not
known if this well was also associated with Building 5.

Buildings B and C: a possible bath-house
(Fig. 3.22)
Overview
Located to the south-west of Area 77, Frend found the
remains of at least one substantial building (Frend 1968,
Area A, 21–3, fig. 1; here described as Buildings B and C),
which was also re-plotted by Green in 1978 (112–3, fig.
36). As mentioned above, there is some difficulty in
reconciling this evidence with that recorded by the CAS
some twenty years later, not least since the measurements
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Figure 3.22 Period 4.3. Buildings B and C
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and orientations given in his published text do not
necessarily match those recorded on plan. It was initially
considered that Building B related to Building 5, as
recorded by the CAS, but, as is explained below, this now
seems unlikely.
Building B: bath-house?
The presence of a building (Building B, recorded in three
of five narrow trial trenches) was indicated by a large
deposit of ceramic building material found just below the
topsoil. To the north, the line of a wall foundation was
marked by broken tile fragments which ran from ‘east to
west’ (actually north-west to south-east) for a distance of
6m, on both the eastern and western sides of which were
traces of flint wall foundations. What may have been the
southern wall was indicated by a robber trench 1.21m
wide (depth not recorded) and the structure may have
continued to the west and south-east. The remains indicate
a rectangular room or building measuring c.12.5m by
7.5m externally which, from Frend’s plan, was attached to
a longer wall to the west. Within the building were the
remnants of clay floors and ‘foundations’ (unspecified)
covering an area of 10.7m x 12m, followed by an opus
signinum layer supporting the remains of a monochrome
mosaic floor (more than 100 tesserae being found). This
was then sealed by a layer of debris (including 4th-century
pottery, building debris and ‘meat’ bones). The pottery
and coins associated with this building date its use to the
last quarter of the 4th century AD. In addition, the clay
surface was overlain by deposits of (primarily)
plum-coloured painted wall plaster. Robber trenches and
various pits were also noted, the pits being dug along the
wall lines. Sealing the building was the substantial layer of
building debris noted above, including roofing slates
(probably from Collyweston), as well as broken flue and
voussoir tiles.
‘Building C’/field boundary
Further to the south-west, investigation in a larger
excavation area revealed a substantial ‘robber trench’
(1.2m wide and 0.91m deep) running on a different
alignment to Building B and apparently marking the
presence of a second building (Building C): its position
suggests an alternative interpretation as a field boundary
and it was interpreted as such by Green in his review of
Frend’s work (1978; see Fig. 3.22, c). Finds from the
feature included late Roman pottery and ‘bright crimson’
wall plaster.
Correlation issues
It was initially believed that Building B, interpreted by
Frend as a bath-house, was the same as Building 5 (albeit
that there was apparently no trace of Frend’s slots across
the building and that the debris sealing the structure
remained in place). However, the information recorded by
Frend raises various issues in relation to attempts to marry
it with the CAS excavations (Area 77), not least since an
overlay of the 1968 plan of Frend’s work with that of the
CAS places Building B c.5m from the south-western
corner of Building 5 (Fig. 3.22, a and b). [The evidence
was replotted by Green in 1978 (Fig. 3.22c), slightly to the
east of Frend’s suggested location, although this is clearly
incorrect since it would have overlain one of the recorded
wells; Fig. 3.22d.] In addition, the two buildings were
different shapes/sizes and were differently aligned: the

flint foundations of Building B were aligned south-west to
north-east, while the proposed hall of Building 5 was
aligned north-west to south-east. Assuming that Frend’s
initial plot (Fig. 3.22 a) is broadly correct, this would place
Building B behind Building 5 (Fig. 3.22 b): together they
perhaps formed elements of a bath-house, dining hall and
garden complex.
Another possibility is that Building C was actually the
same as Building 5, although this would suggest a massive
plotting error of around 25m. The former ‘building’
consisted of substantial ‘robber trenches’ and was of
similar scale and orientation to Building 5’s construction
footprint. However, no such substantial robber trenches
were recorded in relation to Building 5 and – at 0.91m
deep – they would clearly have survived any ploughing in
this area. Assuming that Building C did indeed equate
with Building 5, moving its plan eastwards to match the
north-east corner of Building 5 the revised position of
adjacent Building B would have meant that it extended
into the cremation cemetery (Cemetery 2) – this was
clearly not the case since burials survived in its proposed
footprint.
Frend noted that Area A (relating to Buildings B and
C) lay 150ft (45.72m) to the south of Area B (Frend 1968,
23), although his plan (fig. 1) indicates a distance of
something more like 180ft (54.86m). Both these
measurements are in fact of little help, since the former
distance would suggest that the first option noted above is
correct, while the latter broadly correlates with the second
suggestion.
Taken at face value, the suggestion that these were
broadly correct plots of an additional building (Building
B, just on the edge of Area 77) and the corner of a field
(?Building C, outside the excavated area) is perhaps the
best fit with the available evidence (this interpretation,
with Building B slightly rotated to match the alignment of
surrounding features, is presented in Fig. 3.17). However,
no evidence for such a substantial masonry structure(s)
was revealed by the cropmarks and it seems incredible that
the presence of a bath-house complex should have been
missed by the CAS. Sadly, the true situation can never be
known.
Drainage gullies
(Fig. 3.23)
A number of distinctive sinuous gullies (Gully Group 3)
were identified across Area 77. While several of these
features clearly post-dated Building 1 (10707) and
another enclosed the robbed out footings of Building 2
(1421), it is worthy of note that, in the area around
Building 5, these gullies (10639 and 10720) appear to
have been contemporary with the extant building. The
gullies can be traced on the aerial photographs over
distances of between 29m and 87m in length and, where
excavated, were fairly irregular in form, measuring
between 0.54m and 0.81m wide and 0.30–0.82m deep
with steep sides and rounded bases. The fill was fairly
consistent across all excavated slots and was a
yellow-brown friable sandy loam which contained
common late Roman pottery and building material. The
purpose of these gullies is unknown but may relate to
rising water levels in the later Roman period. They were
perhaps dug to encourage drainage, thereby enabling
Building 5 to remain in use.
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Figure 3.23 Period 4.3. Drainage gullies associated with the final phase of the villa

Issue

Period

I
IIa
IIb
III
IV
V
VI
VIIa
VIIb
VIII
IXa
IXb
X
XI
XII
XIIIa
XIIIb
XIV
XVa
XVb
XVI
-

(to AD41)
(41–54)
(54–68)
(69–96)
(96–117)
(117–38)
(138–610
(161–80)
(180–92)
(193–222)
(222–38)
(238–59)
(259–75)
(275–96)
(296–317)
(317–30)
(330–48)
(348–64)
(364–78)
(378–88)
(388–402)
3rd to 4th century

Total

%

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
6
0
2
11
9
16
1
2
2

1.9
1.9
7.5
11.3
3.8
20.8
17.0
30.2
1.9
3.8
-

of Carausius (AD 287–93). Although not initially heavy,
this loss continued into the 4th century. It was from AD
330 onwards that appreciable numbers of coins began to
be deposited, as is commonly the case on Romano-British
sites, and comprised largely the prolific issues of folles
from the mint of Trier. Within this group the loss increased
significantly after AD 335, with the later GLORIA
EXERCITVS, 1 standard folles outnumbering the 2
standard issue by five to one.
Loss remained high throughout the Constantinian
period. Most of the later types are irregular FEL TEMP
REPARATIO, falling horseman issues. Unusually, loss
reached a peak during the Valentinianac period (AD
364–78). These late 4th-century bronzes, which account
for over 30% of the assemblage, are unfortunately largely
illegible as a group and the mint marks have been badly
obscured in most cases. After AD 378 coin numbers
declined sharply but continued with the Theodosian
bronzes of the very late 4th century, indicating activity
through the final years of Roman Britain. The 4th-century
coins are not in good condition and mintmarks could only
be read in an unusually small number of cases. All coins
are bronze, except for the single denarius fragment.

Table 3.1 Chronological breakdown of Roman coins, by
issue period

III. The finds
Coins
by John Davies (1990s)
Fifty-five Roman coins were recovered. All but two have
been closely dated and their chronological breakdown is
shown in Table 3.1. Allocations by mint appear in Table
3.2, while the coins from both the 1960s and more recent
works are catalogued in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. This
assemblage is predominantly a late Roman one and early
activity is barely represented within the group. The
earliest coin is an as of Trajan, dated AD 98–9. Apart from
a single fragment from a denarius of Caracella, dated AD
201, this is the only evidence of activity prior to the late
3rd century AD. The assemblage resembles those from
other villas (and perhaps temples) – with its late
(especially Valentinianic period) peak.
The main coin list starts with two antoniniani of
Claudius II (AD 268–70), after which coin loss was
continuous through to the end of the 4th century. There are
small numbers of Gallic Empire antoniniani followed by
the coinage of the barbarous radiates and by a single issue

Issue

Period

XIIIb
XIV
XVa
XVb
XVI
Total

(330-48)
(348-64)
(364-78)
(378-88)
(388-402)

Amiens

Trier

Ironwork
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
Despite there being a relatively large group of ironwork
from the settlement (521 fragments representing c.481
objects), the assemblage contained little of interest or
significance. Most of the ironwork is in rather poor
condition, and as a result x-radiography was not of any
particular assistance in identifying many of the objects.
Thus many fragments cannot be identified or even
ascribed to any purpose, and do not appear in this
discussion. Apart from hobnails, there are no items
associated with dress and personal adornment, and only a
few which can be linked with any other particular
activities.
Hobnails
Most of the group of hobnails from non-funerary deposits
in Period 4.2 came from deposits associated with Building
3, particularly the cobbled surface (10397). It is likely that
these few objects were lost, in odd ones and twos, from
shoes worn day to day by those working in the building.
The remainder came from fills of the ovens within the
building (Oven Groups 2 and 3), where it might be
assumed that they had either been in shoes burnt as
rubbish, or in any material dumped in them after they went
out of use. With the exception of a single hobnail from the
fill of ditch 10795, in Gully Group 2, the few hobnails
associated with Period 4.3 came from Wells 1 and 2 and
again the most obvious source is waste disposal.

Lyons

Arles

Siscia

Illegible

Irregular
2
5

3

1

4
1
10

1
4

1

1
16

5
1

1

2
2
1
5

5

Table 3.2 Roman coins, allocated to mints
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7

SF

Emperor

Coin type

Date AD

Context

4090
4175
4249
4245
3865
4301
3869
3797
3800
3796
3807
3791
4092
3804
4014
3809
4501
3805
4023
4187
4503
4367
3868
3808
4161
3863
3798
4502
4099
4240
4328
3866
4246
4343
3799
3867
4354
4504
3796
3792
3794
4028
4332
4355
4248
4358
4172
4455
4011
4356
3806
4329
3793
3864
4340

Trajan
Caracella
Claudius II
Claudius II
Victorinus
Tetricus II
Barbarous radiate –Victorinus
Barbarous radiate – Tetricus I
Barbarous radiate – Tetricus II
Barbarous radiate
Barbarous radiate
Carausius
Constantine II
Crispus
Constantine I
House of Constantine
Constantine II
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
Theodora
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
Constans
Magnentius
Magnentius
Constantius II
Constantius II
Constantius II
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
House of Constantine
House of Valentinian
Valens
Gratian
Gratian
Valens
Valentinian I
Valentinian I
Valentinian I
Valentinian I
Valens
Valentinian I
Valentinian I
Valens
Valens
House of Valentinian
House of Valentinian
Gratian
Theodosius
House of Theodosius
Illegible
Illegible

As
Denarius
Antoninianus
Antoninianus
Antoninianus
Antoninianus

98–99
201
268–70
268–70
268–70
270–4
270–84
270–84
275–84
270–84
270–84
287–93
321
322
332–3
330–5
335–7
335–40
335–40
335–40
337–40
340
341–6
341–6
347–8
348–50
350–3
353
353–55
353–55
354–64
354–64
354–64
354–64
367–75
367–75
367–75
367–75
367–75
367–75
364–75
364–75
364–75
364–78
364–75
364–75
364–78
364–78
364–78
364–78
378–83
388–95
388–95
260–402
275–402

Clearance (10182)
Top fill of Well 2 (10400, 10434)
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Fill of oven 10288 (10271), Building 4
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Clearance (10165)
Unstratified
Clearance (10108)
Unstratified
Area 82
Unstratified
Post-pit fill (10329), post-hole 10348. Building 4
Unstratified
Area 82
Area 81, pit 1222 (fill 1223)
Unstratified
Unstratified
Layer (10391) above cobbles. Building 4
Unstratified
Unstratified
Area 82
Clearance over Building 5 (10421)
Clearance (10169)
Area 81
Unstratified
Unstratified check
Area 81
Unstratified
Unstratified
Area 81
Area 82
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified
Oven fill (10234), oven 10067. Building 4
Area 81
Area 81
Unstratified
Area 81
Post-pipe fill, post-hole 10375. Building 4
Area 81. (1222) on sherd.
Unstratified
Area 81
Unstratified
Area 81
Unstratified
Unstratified
Unstratified

Antoninianus
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Follis
Irregular Follis
Irregular Follis
Follis
AE2
Irregular AE3
AE2
AE2
AE2
Irregular
Irregular
Irregular
Irregular
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE3
AE4
AE4
AE4
AE3
AE4

Table 3.3 Summary catalogue of Roman coins
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Emperor

Type

Date

Area

Caracella
Constantius II
Constantius II
Trajan

Denarius
AE3
AE3
AE1
(Sestertius)
AE2
AE3
Dupondius
AE
AE3

216
348–53
348–53

Area A
Area A
Area A
Area B

364–75
379–95
84

Area B
Area B
Area C
Area C
Area C
Area C
Area C
Area C

Valentinian I
House of Theodosius
Domitian
Tetricus
Crispus
House of Constantine
House of Valentinian
House of Valentinian

Table 3.4 Coins published from the 1960s excavations
Domestic items
(Figs 3.24 and 3.25)
Domestic items from Period 4.2 are very limited in range.
A small whittle-tang blade fragment (SF 4505) was found
in Pond 2 (fill 1304) of Period 4.2. A single complete
stylus (SF 4462) came from Pit Group 4, pit 10073 (fill
10072) which indicates literacy, albeit perhaps at a low
level. A large bucket handle (SF 4144) came from Well 2.
It is of a common Roman type, illustrated by Manning
(1985, pl. 47, nos P16–18) and thus not out of place in the
fill of a well, as such losses must have been quite common.
Illustration catalogue
SF4462 Complete stylus of Manning’s (1985) type 3. L: 107mm; W
eraser: 9mm. 10072, pit 10073, Pit Group 4, Area 77, Period 4.2.
SF4144 Large drop handle with an extended central hand hold, with
shallow U-shaped cross-section. W: 338mm; W across
hand-hold: 30mm; Ht: c.170mm. 10774 (not visible on section),
Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.

Padlock
(Fig. 3.26)
An object from Period 4.3, Well 1 (10731) is clearly a
complex piece (SF 3800), and has been tentatively
identified as part of the mechanism from a barb-spring or
similar padlock (Manning 1985, 95) but the fragility of the
object means that it cannot be cleaned sufficiently to
determine the detail of its construction. Conservation did,
however, reveal some evidence of copper alloy in the area
around the barbs, which is likely to be from brazing,
commonly used on locks of this type (Conservation report
/ lab no 9006412).
Illustration catalogue
SF3800 Incomplete barb-spring padlock part. Top part (handle) is
absent. The remainder is poorly preserved but evidence can be
seen for the two spring leaves and for the round stop. L: 110mm;
W: 27mm; Th: 27mm. 10731, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.

Agricultural equipment
(Fig. 3.26)
Agricultural equipment was equally scarce. A small
fragment from Oven Group 3 (10038, 10093), appears on
x-ray to be part of a small goad, although the fragment is
too small for complete certainty. In addition, part of the
blade and tang from a sickle of Manning’s type 2 (SF
4250) was found in cleaning layer 10405. Although
sickles are well known in the prehistoric period, Manning

Figure 3.24 Roman iron stylus

(1985, 51) suggests that this particular shape was a Roman
introduction.
Illustration catalogue
SF4250 Small tanged sickle, much of the blade is lost. Probably
Manning’s type 2. L: c.165mm; W blade: c.14mm. Cleaning
layer 10405, Area 77.

Fitting
(Fig. 3.27)
Other objects include a swastika-shaped fitting or
escutcheon (SF 4209) from Period 4.2, Building 4. The
object has a single central nail or rivet for attachment and
conservation revealed the presence of solder on the piece
(Conservation report/lab. no. 9006209). Swastika- shaped
brooches are known from both the Roman and Early
Anglo-Saxon periods, and although this object is clearly
not a brooch, it seems likely that it is effectively
contemporary with the deposit in which it was found.
Illustration catalogue
SF4209 Fitting with central nail or rivet. X-ray shows it to be
swastika-shaped, with one arm now lost. L: 40mm; W: 35mm;
Th: 2mm. 10411, post-hole 14012, Building 4, Area 77, Period
4.2.

Structural elements and nails
Other Roman objects relate to structural elements of
Period 4.2, Building 3. A small fragment from a possible
hinge, small enough to have been on a chest or furniture
(SF 4463) came from a fill (10282) of post-hole 10281; a
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Figure 3.25 Roman iron bucket handle
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Figure 3.26 Roman iron padlock key and sickle

Figure 3.27 Roman iron fitting
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Figure 3.28 Roman pewter bowl, with graffito

fragment of perforated strip, possibly also from a small
hinge, came from pit 10031 (fill 10057); and a relatively
large plain ring (SF 4026; diameter c.49mm) came from
post-hole 10348 (fill 10329). A fragment from cleaning
layer 10107 (SF 4464) has been tentatively identified as a
drill bit of Roman type (see, for instance Manning 1985,
fig. 12, nos B61, B62).
Inevitably nails form a very large element of the site
assemblage: recognisable fragments form c.61% of the
overall assemblage. All are square-sectioned hand-forged
nails with flat round heads, and most fall easily into the
length ranges defined by Manning, for his Type 1b (1985,
fig 32) – these were in common use throughout the Roman
period. Nails from Period 4.2 derive largely from pits and
ditch fills, and, with only one exception, they did not occur
in groups of more than nine individual nails, suggesting
casual loss rather than any form of systematic deposition.
The one larger group, comprising nineteen nails, was from
Building 3, post-hole 10281, fill 10282. Others came from

the fills of Oven Group 1, and presumably reflect the use
of recycled timber as fuel. During Period 4.3 nails were
again deposited in only small numbers, predominantly in
well fills, perhaps incidentally, within timbers deposited
in the wells after they had gone out of use. The remainder
came from gullies, and again, would seem most likely to
have entered the fills incidentally.
Lead objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
Seventeen fragments of lead associated with both hot and
cold metalworking were recovered during the
excavations. Two small cylinders, made from rolls of lead
sheet were probably ad hoc weights or closures (both SF
4247), but cannot be dated as the form is one used over a
very long period. A triangular fragment of thin sheet (SF
4164), probably an off-cut, came from Period 4.2,
Building 3, post-hole 10348, fill 10329. A second
fragment of sheet (SF 4397) occurred residually in
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Anglo-Saxon deposits (Period 5, Pit Group 7, 1222), as
was a battered fragment of originally square or
rectangular-sectioned bar (SF 4446). Again, these are
most likely to be discarded or lost off-cuts. A twisted and
deformed fragment of strip (SF 4339) was recovered from
subsoil 1101, as was a lozenge-shaped fragment of sheet
(SF 4349), which had been folded into an equilateral
triangle. Again, both are likely to be off-cuts, but cannot
be dated with any precision. A small, irregular cast disc
(SF 4348) possibly served some specific purpose, but
again, cannot be dated. There were, in addition, ten small
solidified runs or drips of metallic lead. Of these, seven
were from subsoil 1101 (SFs 4331, 4337, 4341, 4351,
4352, 4357, 4359) and three were unstratified (all SF
4247).
Pewter bowl, with graffito
by Roger Tomlin (1990s) and Christine Howard-Davis
(2014)
(Fig. 3.28)
Only one pewter item was found. It is a small
hemispherical bowl discovered in the bottom fill of Well 3
(Period 4.3). The use of pewter is typically late Roman,
although there is little doubt pewter vessels were in use
before then (Beagrie 1989, 175). The circumstances of
deposition vary from find to find, but hoards are common,
as is the deposition of vessels within wells and other
watery places with a particular concentration along the fen
edge in East Anglia (op. cit., 178). Small hemispherical
bowls like this example are relatively common, often with
an applied footring, and traces of solder on the base of the
Rectory Farm example suggest that it originally had a
narrow footring attached. It is similar to vessel 5 from the
large Appleford hoard (Brown 1973, 185, fig 1.5), which
was probably originally also deposited in a well (op. cit.,
186).
A graffito, presumably the owner’s name, had been
scratched on the underside of the rim. This reads: IILIVS,
Elius, in capital letters. It presents some problems as it is
not possible to tell, by examination of the letters
themselves, which way up they were written. The second
stroke was made at a slight diagonal, like the first stroke of
the V, as if the writer intended V but incorporated the
following stroke into L instead. VL would give Iulius,
which occurs as a personal name without cognomen (e.g.
Hassal and Tomlin 1990, 365, no 4 and Roman
Inscriptions of Britain (RIB 1950). Elius is more difficult
and is not listed by H. Solin and O. Salomies (Repertorium
nominum gentilicum et cognominum Latinorum, 1088). It
could be a ‘Vulgar’ spelling of Aelius, but it is more
questionable whether this imperial nomen gentilicium
was used on its own as a personal name. The other
possibility is that it is the Greek name Helius (compare
RIB 251) unaspirated, which is occasionally found (Solin
1982, 368–70).
Illustration catalogue
SF4142 Complete cast and polished hemispherical pewter bowl with an
uneven beaded rim, and a shallow groove just below the
out-turned and flattened rim. The base is slightly concave, with
a slight central dimple. Three equally-placed spots of solder
might imply that it was originally part of a larger composite
vessel. There is a faint graffito beneath the rim. Diam 101mm;
Ht: 38mm. 10727, Well 3, Area 77, Period 4.3.

Copper alloy objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014), with Martin Henig
(1994)
Introduction
Only a small group of copper alloy artefacts was
recovered during the excavations, many of them coming
from subsoil, or being recorded as unstratified. Individual
objects vary substantially in their state of preservation,
from small, heavily corroded fragments, to extremely
well-preserved items, like the figurine of a cockerel from
the fill of a late Roman well. The material forms a very
disparate group but, where possible, objects are discussed
below in chronologically and functionally-related groups.
Personal possessions associated with dress form the most
easily recognisable group, although there are too few to
define any significant chronological or functional trends.
Personal items
(Fig. 3.29)
Brooches
A large and almost complete Colchester-type brooch (SF
4062) was found in cleaning layer 10599. It is not well
preserved as it has lost much of its original surface, a
problem noted for many Colchester-type brooches,
presumably reflecting a specific feature of their
manufacture (Mackreth 2011, 37). Mackreth has
suggested that evidence of at least three piercings along
the interface between catch-plate and bow is an indication
that the catch-plate was originally fretted, and thus likely
to be earlier in the sequence of the brooches’ development
(Mackreth 2011, 35). Although much of the catch-plate is
lost in this example, evidence survives for at least three
rectilinear piercings, suggesting that it is an early brooch.
Crummy (1983, fig. 6.38) illustrates an example of
broadly similar size, from Colchester, where it is dated to
the Tibero-Neronian period. Olivier (1996, 240)
summarises an early group ‘Simple Gaulish Brooches’ as
effective prototypes of the British Colchester variant, and
it is possible that SF 4062 falls into this group, current
from the first to the third quarters of the 1st century AD,
although Mackreth (1994, 288) would suggest that they
were out of use by c.AD 50/55.
Brooch SF 3802, found unstratified, is a fragmentary
plate brooch, probably originally with a raised notched
border and equally-spaced bosses around its periphery,
although this is largely conjecture, based on similar
examples from elsewhere, (see, for example, Mackreth
2011, fig. 108.10697, illustrating an example from a late
3rd- to 4th-century context at Stonea, Cambridgeshire).
Illustration catalogue
SF4062 Large Colchester-type brooch. Almost complete brooch, with
only part of the catch plate missing and the spring deformed.
The spring has four turns on one side of the pin and five on the
other, and is held in place by a hook anchoring the external
chord, which extends almost to the top of the bow. The bow is
low and plain, with an almost round cross-section and the wings
are decorated with two grooves each side. The catch plate was
probably pierced, perhaps by fretwork. L: 104mm; W: 35mm;
Ht: 24mm. Cleaning layer 10599, Area 77. 1st century.
SF3802 Small round plate brooch. Most of the original edge is now lost.
The innermost circular cloison has a notched edge. The central
field was probably filled with opaque blue enamel
(Conservation report / lab no. 9005802), although this is now
badly degraded. The piece was also possibly gilded, using the
mercury gilding technique. The small hinge survives to the rear,
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Figure 3.29 Roman copper alloy: personal possessions

but the pin is absent, and the catch-plate does not survive. L:
19mm; W: 17mm; Ht: 6mm. 10001, unstratified, Area 77. 2nd
century.

Finger rings
Several finger rings were recovered from Roman and later
contexts. The earliest (SF 4182), stratigraphically, is from
Pond 1, fill 10476 within Period 4.1. It is a simple spiral,
and might be regarded as too small for most fingers, but is
included here as there is a slight suggestion of decoration,
perhaps a snake-head, at one terminal. An unconserved

ring (SF 4167), probably with flaring shoulders, came
from Building 3, Period 4.2. A third, well-preserved, ring
with an oval, enamel-decorated bezel (SF 4361) came
from the fill (1106) of an Anglo-Saxon grave (1104, see
Chapter 5), where it was probably residual, as enamelled
decoration probably reached the peak of its popularity in
the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD. It should, however, be noted
that it is by no means unusual to find Roman objects in
Anglo-Saxon grave assemblages (White 1988, 1), and
evidence suggests deliberate acquisition and/or curation.
Another well-preserved ring (SF 4010), with a small glass
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bezel, probably undecorated but with a central ‘dimple’,
falls into the group of Romano-British rings with
imitation ‘gems’ defined by Henig (1978) and can be
dated to the 3rd century. Close parallels can be seen at
Cambourne (Brown 2009, object 16), and further afield at
Cirencester (Viner 1986, fig. 80.55), and at Uley (Henig
1993a, 171, fig 132 no 6), where Henig suggests that the
deposition of cheap trinket rings could be associated with
the cult of Mercury followed in shrines on the site. A small
and deformed fragment (SF 3801), found unstratified, has
been tentatively identified as part of a simply decorated
bangle.
Illustration catalogue
SF4182 Small spiral ring made from rectangular sectioned bar. There is
possibly simple decoration (snake head?) at one terminal.
Complete but unconserved. Ext diam: 16.5mm; Int diam:
15mm; Ht: 10. 10475, furrow 10479, Area 77, Period 4.1, not
closely dated.
SF4167 Unconserved ?finger ring with flaring bezel. Incomplete and
with surfaces lost. L: 22mm; W: 7.5mm; Ht: 4mm. Post-hole
10348, fill 10329, Area 77, Building 3, Period 4.2, 2nd century.
SF4361 Finger ring with enamelled bezel and flattened D-sectioned
band. The band expands to an oval bezel with alternating
quadrants enamelled in white and green. Ext diam: 25mm; Int
diam: 20mm; Ht 9.5mm. 1106, grave 1104, Area 81, Period 5.
2nd century?
SF4010 Deformed finger ring with flattened D-sectioned band, and
flattened but flaring, concave D-shaped shoulders to each side
of a small round glass bezel in an opaque pale grey-green glass.
L: 21mm; W: 21mm; Ht: 1mm. Cleaning layer 10100, Area 77.
3rd century.
SF3801 Tapering strip, now folded in two, as it narrows, after the bend,
there are three groups of parallel ridges. The narrow end
superficially resembles a snake’s head, but this could be
fortuitous. L: 31mm; W: 6.5mm; Th: 1.5mm. 1001, ditch 1694,
Area 78. 3rd–4th century.

Cosmetic or medical implement
(Fig. 3.30)
Roman cosmetic or medical implements are represented
by a single, well-preserved spoon-probe (SF 4362) from
the second re-cut of Period 4.2, Enclosure 3. It is a
common type, in this case made distinctive by the
deliberately square-ended spoon.
Illustration catalogue
SF4362 Small and delicately-made spoon-probe with olivary tip to one
end and distinctive square-ended spoon on the other. Both
terminals are delimited by small bead and reel motifs. In good
condition, but now deformed. L: 91mm; W: 6mm; Diam shaft:
3mm. 1103, Enclosure 3, Area 81, Period 4.2.

Cockerel figurine
by Martin Henig (1994)
(Fig. 3.30)
A single copper alloy object recovered from the CAS
excavations can be directly associated with Roman
religious belief. It is a small and extremely well-preserved
figurine of a cockerel (SF 4327), which was found in the
basal fill (10727) of late Roman Well 3 (Period 4.3).
Cockerels are closely associated with the Roman god
Mercury, symbolising his role as herald of the gods
(Green 1994). Mercury was particularly popular in Britain
and Gaul, especially as a god of commercial and business
success and, as a familiar of Mercury, one of the most
important deities in Roman Britain and Gaul (ibid.),
images of cockerels are not uncommon in the province.
Examples include figurines from the temples of Mercury
at Uley, Gloucestershire (Henig 1993b, 100, fig. 88, no.

4), Bancroft Villa (Green 1994, fig. 153), and Great
Walsingham, Norfolk (Bagnall Smith 1999, 31 nos
15–17, pl. 5), as well as two small examples from the
Trinovantian civitas at Chelmsford (Drury and
Wickenden 1982), and three rather crude examples from
the Caerleon civil settlement (Evans 2000, fig. 88, nos 112
and 115).
The Rectory Farm cockerel stands out, however, by
virtue of its accomplished workmanship, which puts it
amongst the best pieces of Romano-British animal art yet
known, and thus it represents an important addition to the
repertoire of animal figures from Roman Britain. In many
ways its closest parallel is a silver gilt cockerel from
Watermoor School, Cirencester (McWhirr 1986, 239 and
fig. 157), though this is both smaller and of lighter build.
Its prominent eyes and the plume of the tail feathers are,
however, especially close to those of the present example.
Patterned plumage is likewise to be seen on a fine copper
alloy cockerel from Aston, Hertfordshire (Rook and
Henig 1981) as well as on the famous eagle, probably
from a full size statue of Jupiter, found at Silchester, in
Hampshire. When the Aston cockerel was first published
(Rook and Henig 1981) its excellent quality was pointed
out, and it was compared with a cockerel found, together
with an image of Mercury, at the temple of Ritona at the
Altbachtal, Trier (Menzel 1966, 13–15, no. 28, taf.
12–15). It can be suggested that the birds from
Godmanchester, Aston, and Cirencester are all rather
superior in quality and more distinctive in style than the
Altbachtal bird and, indeed, most other published
cockerel figurines from continental Europe (see, for
instance those discussed by Kaufmann-Heinimann 1998),
and it is probable that they served in the same context as
those from the groups found near King Harry Lane, St
Albans (Henig 1984, 57–8, 60–61, fig. 19), surely
imports, and Kaiseraugst, Switzerland (KaufmannHeinimann 1994, 7–9, no 4, taf. 7–9), in each case
mounted on a pedestal in a group consisting of the god
with a goat, cockerel and tortoise (see below). It is by no
means impossible that the Rectory Farm figurine is
indicative of a temple on or near the site, but it must be
remembered that Mercury was also venerated in domestic
contexts. The silver gilt bird from Cirencester appears to
be from a house, as is a rather crude copper alloy cockerel
found in a cellar at Verulamium (Frere 1972, 143–4 fig.
49, no. 159). In addition, rather a fine cockerel figurine
with prominent eyes and hanging tail is recorded from the
mansio at Chelmsford, Essex (Wickenden 1988, 95–6, fig.
63, no. 20) where it is a reminder that Mercury also guided
and protected travellers. Whatever its context, the Rectory
Farm figurine is a minor masterpiece from what seems to
be emerging as a fine insular tradition of bronze casting,
perhaps developed as the response of native smiths,
trained in the Romano-Celtic tradition which valued
pattern very highly, to classical naturalism (Henig 1995,
95–8, illus. 63–64).
Dating remains problematic, and although the figurine
was found in the fill of a late Roman well, it could well be
earlier, as, even though the Aston cockerel also came from
a very late context, it was suggested that its naturalism
pointed to the Middle Empire, and on this criterion a date
around the Antonine period might be appropriate for the
Rectory Farm example. Alternatively, the casting of
figurines at Gestingthorpe, Essex seems, on balance, to
belong to the 3rd or 4th centuries, despite the classical
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Figure 3.30 Roman copper alloy: personal possessions. Figurines and domestic items
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nature of the mould showing a figure of Bacchus (Frere
1970; Draper 1985, 11) while the dress of a human figure
of a votary from Earith, Cambridgeshire (Green and
Henig 1988) is evidently 3rd century.

from the fill (10310) of a pit associated with Building 3; a
plain ring (SF 3614) from the fill (9552) of a pit in Quarry
1, and fragments of sheet (SF 4159) from the fill (10062)
of post-hole 10047, associated with Building 3.

Illustration catalogue
SF4327 Small, very detailed statuette of a cockerel, almost complete,
with only the feet and any base missing. The cockerel is well
proportioned, its length and height being equal. The bird’s head
is slightly inclined to the right, probably towards an image of
Mercury, on whose right side the bird would have stood. The
legs end with smooth surfaces, implying that there were never
any feet, or if there were, they were cast separately as part of a
pedestal. The cockerel has a prominent comb, large round eyes
and a slightly curved beak. The feathers of the neck are long,
those above curving around the neck, whilst those in front are
straight, forming a sort of bib. On the breast the feathers are
rounded, but they are long and luxurious along the back, where
they end in a splendid bifurcated tail. All the feathers are very
richly textured. Ht: 49mm; L: 49mm; W (across the back):
17mm. 10727, Well 3, Area 77, Period 4.3.

Illustration catalogue
SF4019 Two conjoined figure of eight links, made from rectangularsectioned strip. A third link is separate and almost flattened. L:
31mm; W: 6mm; Th: 3mm. Cleaning layer 10106, Area 77.
SF4330 Convex-headed stud with complete, square-sectioned shank.
Diam: 14.5mm; Ht: 18mm. Subsoil 1101, Area 81.
SF4346 Small hemispherical stud with central, slightly bent, shaft.
Diam: 12mm; Ht: 6mm. Subsoil 1101, Area 81.

Tortoise figurine
(Fig. 3.30)
Of note in relation to the cockerel figurine described
above (and thought to be of similar date) is a copper alloy
tortoise figurine (L: 47mm), which was found on
farmland at Berry Lane, 1.6km from Rectory Farm,
outside Durovigutum’s western gate. It is now held at the
Porch Museum, Godmanchester and is published here by
kind agreement of its curator, Kate Hadley. Archaeologist
Michael Green noted that ‘One of the most interesting
features of this bronze tortoise is the outline of the cock’s
claw on top of the shell. The claw is large enough to
reference a cockerel possibly without the actual presence
of the creature’ (Hadley, n.d.). Comparison with the
Rectory Farm cockerel suggests that the two items were
not directly associated (the stumps of the cockerel’s legs
being too large to fit the claw on the tortoise’s back). It
should be noted, however, that known groups of figures
comprising Mercury and his associated animals (ram,
tortoise and cockerel) show the animals as individual
figures, rather than one mounted upon another. An
example of such a Mercury group, dated to the 2nd/3rd
centuries, came from King Harry Lane, St Albans, and is
now in Verulamium Museum (SABMS 78.2).
Domestic items
(Fig. 3.30)
Items associated with the domestic milieu were sparse. A
fragment of chain, made from figure-of-eight links (SF
4019) can be identified as of Roman date with relative
confidence, but was found within cleaning layer 10106.
An almost identical fragment can be seen at the Bancroft
villa in Buckinghamshire (Hylton and Zeepvat 1994, fig.
150, no. 140). Two small dome-headed studs (SF 4330
and 4346) are common types, found on numerous Roman
sites, and possibly associated with upholstery and the
decoration of furniture and other small domestic items.
Both are from subsoil 1101.
There is, in addition, a limited number of other objects
from contexts of Roman date (Period 4); none are
illustrated. They are, for the most part, too fragmentary to
be identifiable, but include a single fragment of thin strip
(SF 4101) from Pond 1 (10469), Period 4.1; a small nail or
rivet from Oven Group 3 (10340), Period 4.2; a fragment
from the shaft of a very fine (diameter <1mm) pin (SF
4157) and a narrow tube of rolled sheet (SF 4154) both

Glass
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
Introduction
In addition to the glass bottle used as a cinerary urn in one
of the cremations (see Chapter 4), twenty-four fragments
of Roman glass came from non-funerary deposits.
Fourteen of these derive from a minimum of eight vessels,
nine are from window panes and there is one melted lump.
Of the vessels, only one is illustrated, although the
remainder are catalogued here for ease of reference.
1st- to 2nd-century vessels
(Fig. 3.31)
Fragment No. 1 comes from a long-necked yellow-brown
conical or globular jug with an angular ribbon handle
(Isings 1957, forms 52 and 55). Fragments of yellowbrown jugs are quite frequently found on later 1st to mid
2nd-century sites in the north-western provinces. The
forms have received detailed discussion in connection
with a discoid jug from Enfield (Price 1977, 155–8, fig.
27. pl. 8) and conical jugs from Towcester (Price 1980, 66,
nos 7–11, figs 15–6). Six fragments (Nos 4–9), came from
at least two blue/green bottles, one of which was certainly
prismatic. Both are most likely to be square bottles
(similar to SF 4197 seen in the cemetery assemblage), but
it must be noted that the rim, necks and handles from
bottles of all shapes were produced in the same way, and it
is possible that these fragments could also come from
cylindrical bottles, a type frequently noted on 1st-century
sites (Isings 1957, form 51), or from other less common
forms of prismatic bottle, for example the hexagonal
bottles seen in the 1st to mid 2nd centuries.
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Figure 3.31 Roman glass: ribbon handle fragment

4th-century vessels
The four fragments of 4th-century glass recovered (Nos
10–13) came from at least three vessels. Straight-sided
body fragment No. 10, is from a conical beaker, one of the
most common drinking vessels of the late Roman period
(Isings 1957, form 106), and a concave base fragment
(No. 12) is probably from a similar vessel, or perhaps from
a hemispherical cup (Isings 1957, form 96), another
frequently found 4th-century type. Both types are
discussed in connection with finds from Alchester Road,
Towcester (Price and Cool 1983, 119–122, nos 11–244,
30–4, figs 46–7) and Lankhills Cemetery, Winchester
(Harden 1979, 211–3, nos 162 and 385, fig 27). The
pushed-in base-ring (No. 11) comes from a vessel which
cannot be firmly identified, although similar bases are
known on 4th-century conical beakers and jugs (see, for
example, Isings 1957, forms 109a and 120a).

Figure 3.32 Roman jet beads

Illustration catalogue
1st- to 2nd-century vessels
1
Yellow-brown angular ribbon handle fragment, central rib,
jug. 10304, post-hole 10341, Oven Group 3, Area 77, Period
4.2.
(Following not illustrated)
2
Colourless body fragment, convex. 10295, ditch 10395, Field
System 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
3
Blue-green body fragments. 10295, ditch 10395, Field System
3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
4
Blue-green rim fragment, bottle. 10702, pit 10701, Quarry 2,
Area 77, Period 4.2.
5
Blue-green shoulder fragment, bottle. 10282, post-hole 10281,
Building 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
6
Blue-green angular reeded handle fragment, bottle. 10072, pit
10073, Pit Group 4, Area 77, Period 4.2.
7
Blue-green body fragment, prismatic bottle. 10602, pit 10601,
Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2.
8
Blue-green angular reeded handle fragment, bottle. 10496,
Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
9
Blue-green shoulder fragment, ?bottle, heat distorted. Cleaning
layer 10101, Area 77.
4th-century vessels
10
Yellow-green straight-sided body fragment, horizontal
abraded band. 10391, occupation layer, Building 3, Area 77,
Period 4.2.
11
Yellow-green pushed-in base. 10329, post-hole 10348,
Building 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
12
Yellow-green base fragment, slightly concave. 10434, Well 2,
Area 77, Period 4.3.
13
Pale blue-green body fragment. Cleaning layer 10420, Area
77.

Window glass
The nine fragments of windows glass came from at least
three matt/glossy panes of 1st- to 3rd-century date (Boon
1966, 43–4) and three 4th-century blown panes (Harden
1961). One fragment (from a plough furrow) has a grozed
edge, and probably comes from a pane which has been
shaped to fit into a frame, a technique used on a large pane
from the bath-house at Garden Hill, Hartfield, Sussex
(Harden 1974, 280).
Jet objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Fig. 3.32)
Two jet objects were recovered, both from Period 4.2
contexts associated with Building 3. One is a long cylinder
bead of typically Roman form (SF 4024), which has

broken along lines of weakness created during its
manufacture and decoration, as often seems to have been
the case. The type is relatively common, appearing
throughout the province in the 3rd century, when jet
became a popular and fashionable material for jewellery
(Allason-Jones 1996, 9) and remaining popular until the
end of the Roman period. Beads of this type are well
known from Colchester, where a group of 123 came from
grave deposits at the Butt Road cemetery, period 2
(Crummy 1983). The second object (SF 4017) is either a
large biconical bead or a relatively small, undecorated
spindle whorl. Slightly smaller jet beads (diam c.16mm)
come from later 4th-century contexts at Butt Road (ibid.),
but these have appreciably smaller perforations.
Illustration catalogue
SF4017 Flattened biconical/annular bead or small spindle whorl.
Undecorated. Diam: 28mm; Diam perf: 8mm; Ht: 11.5mm.
10090, gully 10089, Gully Group 1, Area 77, Period 4.2.
SF4024 Five joining fragments of a long cylindrical bead with deeply
turned grooves running around the circumference. L: 16mm;
Diam: 5mm. 10282, post-hole 10281, Building 3, Area 77,
Period 4.2.

Worked bone and antler objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Figs 3.33–3.34)
Seven bone objects derived from Roman contexts. All are
in good condition, but several are incomplete. Of the three
bone needles from the site, two are probably Greep’s
(1995) type 3.1, with a rectangular ‘eye’ and slightly
pointed head, and the third a Crummy (1983) type 2. In
general terms, needles can be found throughout the
Roman period, but in Colchester, the latter type might be
more characteristic of the 3rd to 4th centuries. The earliest
example stratigraphically (SF 4171) is from Field System
3, Period 4.1. Needle SF 4181 is from the fill (10485) of a
wall construction trench (10486) associated with Building
2 in Period 4.2. Needle SF 4153 was found unstratified.
There are, in addition, three mid-shaft fragments
which could come from either hairpins or needles (not
illustrated). All are from Period 4.2 contexts. The distinct
swelling in the shaft of SF 4151, from post-hole 10297
(fill 10298) associated with Building 3, suggests the
former, whilst the other fragments SF 4138 from posthole 10452 (fill 10453) in Building 4, and SF 4454, from
ditch 1172 (fill 1254), a re-cut of Enclosure 3, are
undiagnostic.
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also be borne in mind, see for instance Greep 1995 (fig.
519, no. 1210).
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.33)
SF4171 Complete needle with pointed rectangular-sectioned head and
rectangular eye. There is some wear polish on the irregular,
whittled shaft. Greep 1995, type 3.1. L: 108mm; W head:
4.5mm; Th head: 3.5mm; Diam shaft: 4.5mm. 10349, ditch
10296, Field System 3, Period 4.1.
SF4181 Joining fragments from the head and mid-shaft of a needle with
a flattened spatulate head, but otherwise round-sectioned.
Greep 1995, type 3.3, Crummy 1983, type 2. L: 74mm; W head:
4.5mm; Diam shaft: 2mm. 10485, wall construction fill 10486,
Building 2, Area 77, Period 4.2.
SF4153 Head of a simple needle with irregular eye cut from one side in a
flattened D-shaped groove, from the other in a rectangular
groove. One side of the perforation is very thin, as if worn,
suggesting perhaps that this example was used for some purpose
other than sewing. Greep 1995, type 3.1. L: 47mm; Diam shaft:
3.5mm. Unstratified.
(Fig. 3.34)
SF4139 Approximately half of an antler handle, now split
longitudinally. Probably originally contained a blade or other
tool with a square-sectioned tang. Some wear polish on the
handle, and some trimming, presumably to make the handle
more comfortable to use. L: 75mm; Diam: 30mm. 10476, Pond
1, Area 77, Period 4.1.
SF4100 Approximately half of a robust antler handle, now in several
fragments. Probably originally contained a tanged blade or
other tool of which a few small fragments survive. Some wear
polish on the handle, and extensive trimming, presumably to
make the handle more comfortable to use. There are, in addition,
numerous small cuts in a confined area, c.23mm wide, running
round the circumference of the handle. L: 113mm; Diam:
29+mm. Wall tumble 10294, Building 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
SF4212 Roughly-cut tapering fragment, perhaps a double-ended peg,
or a pin blank. L: 106mm; W: 11mm; Th: 8.5mm. Wall tumble
10294, Building 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.

Figure 3.33 Roman worked bone needles

There are two antler handles, probably originally with
iron blades or other tools. One is from early Roman
deposits in Pond 1, the other from wall tumble 10294
associated with Building 4 (Period 4.2). A roughly-cut
fragment from the same context (SF 4212) is similar to
objects from Butt Road, Colchester, which were from a
workshop possibly active in the 4th-century, and
described by Crummy (1981, 1983) as double-ended
pegs, and first thought to be rough-outs for pins, although
this identification was subsequently withdrawn. Its
resemblance, however, to a part-made pin-beater should

Leather shoes
by Quita Mould (1993)
(Figs 3.35–3.40)
A maximum of nine individual shoes came from the
Rectory Farm site and these were examined after
freeze-drying by the Ancient Monuments Laboratory. All
are of Roman date and nailed construction, each being of
calceus type originally having a closed or semi-closed
upper secured between the individual layers of the bottom
unit by nailing around the perimeter of the sole. All
represent the disposal of domestic rubbish. They were
recovered from four contexts: two of the wells (Wells 1
and 2) associated with Building 5, Pond 2 and items found
unstratified during quarrying operations. Those in the
latter category show details of the method used to join the
upper and bottom unit components: the lasting margin of
the upper being secured to the sole by thonging in addition
to the usual nailing.
A pointed-toed shoe (SF 4076 and 4087; Fig. 3.36)
from the basal fill (10731) of Well 1 (14095) has a
decorative leaf/tendril nailing pattern on the sole. This
distinctive nailing pattern (Birdoswald type Al; Mould
1997) has been found throughout Britain and the northwestern provinces and was most popular during the 3rd
century, being often (though not exclusively) associated
with a distinctive latchet fastening boot with integral tying
laces (van Driel-Murray 1987, 38).
Highly fragmentary components of a child’s shoe (SF
4310–4319) with type 1 constructional thonging7 and a
shoe for the left foot (SF 4074; Fig. 3.35) were found in
the basal fill (10744) of Well 2 (10400). The larger shoe
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Figure 3.34 Roman worked antler objects
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Figure 3.35 Roman leather: left nailed shoe

(SF 4074) has the heel stiffener and much of the right side
of the closed calfskin upper present, although little
diagnostic of style survives. The concave top edge has two
stitches running apparently from a lapped seal with whip
stitching which suggests that the upper originally had an
internal lining. The upper has been torn away from the
lasting margin but has a double line of crude stitch holes
by which it was originally attached to the bottom unit. A
fragment of a butted edge/flesh side seam remains at the
exterior side, a feature found on later Roman shoes (van
Driel-Murray 1987, 39 and fig. 9).
A heavily nailed bottom unit (SF 4521; Fig. 3.39) of
Rhodes type C (Rhodes 1980, 107; insufficient remains
for a more accurate classification) was recovered from the
lower organic fill (1347) of Pond 2 (1303).
Remains of four shoes (SF 4322 (Fig. 3.37), 4323,
4325, 4326 (Fig. 3.38)) and the fragmentary remains of a
fifth (SF 4324) were found during quarrying. Four of the
five soles were lightly nailed, having widely spaced
nailing around the perimeter and at the tread and seat. This
nailing is commonly found throughout the Roman period,

although may have become increasingly popular with
time.8 One sole (SF 4324) has a decorative nailing pattern
(Rhodes type a; van Driel-Murray type 1b), which is now
unfortunately unrecognisable. Three of the shoes (SF
4322–4) have constructional thonging joining the insole
and middle components: one (SF 4325) has not. Two (SF
4322 and 4323) have type 2 constructional thonging
which has been suggested to be a northern variant (Turner
et al. 1991, 195–6), as few examples from southern
Britain are recorded, namely a single example from
London and those from Caernarfon (ibid.): to these must
now be added the Rectory Farm examples. Where
sufficient of the upper survives, a closed upper is
indicated. One shoe (SF 4325) has the remains of the right
side of the calfskin upper with a broken toe seam and a
curving hemmed top edge with four lace holes at the fold,
one with a stub of lace remaining. The dating of shoes with
hemmed top edges with lace holes at the fold appears to
extend into the 3rd century, having been found in post-AD
200 contexts at Vindolanda and Birdoswald (see Mould
1997, style 4 for parallels).
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Figure 3.36 Roman leather: pointed-toed right nailed shoe

Figure 3.37 Roman leather: left nailed shoe
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Figure 3.38 Roman leather: right nailed shoe

The other shoes have no diagnostic features surviving
to provide an indication of date: however, they are of
interest as, together with SF 4325, they show details of
how the upper had been attached to the bottom unit and go
some way to explaining a number of stitch holes noted on
bottom units from other assemblages. In addition to the
perimeter nailing the lasting margin of each had been
tunnel-stitched to the flesh (upper) side of the sole by a
line of thonging (Fig. 3.40; note that the nailing and
thonging are shown running side by side for clarity).
Similar nailed soles with tunnel stitching along the edge of
the flesh side, which must also have had their uppers
attached in this way, have been noted on a number of sites
ranging in date from the 1st to 2nd century to the mid 3rd
century.9 Examples of stitched and nailed shoes are
occasionally found in small numbers amongst Roman
assemblages where the insole, upper lasting margin and
sole are held together principally by tunnel stitching10 and
the nailing appears to be employed to prevent excessive
wearing of the sole rather than being a principal feature of
the construction; these may be a constructional variant. It
seems that the majority of bottom units with both tunnel
stitching and nailing come from shoes of nailed
construction.

In addition to the perimeter thonging, one shoe (SF
4323) has the edge of the lasting margin whip-stitched to
the flesh (underside) of the insole with fine thonging (Fig.
3.40, 1) and four shoes (SF4322–4 and 4326) have the
middle lamina whip stitched around the edge of the insole
(Fig. 3.40, 2–3). Tunnel stitches on the flesh side of the
insole at right angles to the edge have been noted on many
occasions and are probably the result of securing the upper
or middle lamina to the insole in this way. Two of the shoes
(SF 4322 and 4326) have their upper lasting margins
braced together (Fig. 3.40, 3), to hold the upper in place
whilst the bottom unit components were attached during
manufacture. These small differences in construction may
simply reflect the manufacturing preferences of
individual shoemakers or slight differences in style of the
closed uppers, insufficient detail of the uppers themselves
being preserved for these to be recognised.
Illustration catalogue
SF4074 Left nailed shoe. 10728, Well 2 (10400), Area 77, Period 4.3.
11
SF4076 Pointed-toed right nailed shoe. Adult size 7. 10731, Well 1
/4087 (10495), Area 77, Period 4.3.
SF4322 Left nailed shoe. Unstratified.
SF4326 Right nailed shoe. Adult size 8. Unstratified.
SF4521 Nailed shoe. 1347, Pond 2 (1303), Area 77, Period 4.2.
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Figure 3.39 Roman leather: nailed shoe

Period
Cleaning layer/
subsoil
Period 1.3
Period 2.1
Period 2.2
Period 4.1
Period 4.2
Period 4.3
Period 5.1
Period 6.1
Period 7.1
Grand Total

Sherd
count

Weight (g)

ASW (g)

Weight (%)

1458

27356

18.8

14.1

1
1
4
540
1777
696
582
46
9
5114

4
5
114
82034
41866
22573
19573
1109
65
194699

4.0
5.0
28.5
151.9
23.6
32.4
33.6
24.1
7.2
38.1

0.01
0.01
0.1
42.1
21.5
11.6
10.1
0.6
0.03

Table 3.5. Roman pottery by period (pottery in italics
suggests unstratified, residual or intrusive)

cemetery (Cemetery 2, Chapter 4) and Period 4.2
settlement deposits (detailed above). In the late Roman
(Period 4.3) and Early Anglo-Saxon (Chapter 5) periods
Roman pottery was still in use but in much smaller
quantities (Table 3.5). The relatively large sherd size
reflects the complete vessels recovered from the Period
4.1 cremation cemetery (Chapter 4).
Of the total Roman assemblage, some 4985 sherds
(weighing 117.935kg) were recovered from non-funerary
deposits. These fragmentary vessels represent 60.6% (by
weight) of the whole site assemblage and have an ASW of
c.24g. A large proportion of the pottery is classed as
unstratifed as it was recovered during machining in Area
77 in the vicinity of the ‘villa’ complex (1449 sherds,
weighing 25.197kg and representing 21.4% of the
settlement assemblage). The majority of the remainder of
the assemblage was recovered from the backfills of pits,
wells and buildings associated with the building complex
itself (Table 3.6). This contrasts with other rural sites in
the region (e.g. Bob’s Wood, Hinchingbrooke; Lyons
forthcoming) where the majority of pottery is usually
retrieved from ditches (deposited by processes of
middening and manuring). This pattern of deposition
suggests a closer relationship to the original context of use
and also explains the relatively large sherd size of the
settlement pottery.

Figure 3.40 Nailed shoe construction diagrams

Roman pottery
by Alice Lyons, with contributions by Brenda Dickinson,
Lindsay Rollo and David Williams (2014)
(Figs 3.41–3.47)
Introduction
A total of 5114 sherds of Roman pottery, weighing
194.699kg, (average sherd weight (ASW) c.38g) was
recovered during the excavations. The majority of the
pottery is associated with the Period 4.1 cremation

Methodology
The assemblage was analysed in accordance with the
guidelines laid down by the Study Group for Roman
Pottery (Darling 2004; Willis 2004). The total assemblage
was studied and a catalogue prepared. The preliminary
pottery catalogue prepared by Rob Perrin was retained
and enlarged to include a count and weight (to the nearest
whole gram) for each sherd. Estimated Vessel Equivalent
(EVE) measurements were only collected for the
cemetery assemblage. The sherds were examined using a
hand lens (x20 magnification) and were divided into
fabric groups defined on the basis of the dominant
inclusion type present. The fabric codes are descriptive
and abbreviated by the main letters of the title (e.g. South
Gaulish samian = SASG); vessel form was also recorded.
Decoration and abrasion were also noted and a spot date
has been provided for each individual sherd and context.
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The fabrics and forms are described in Appendix 5.
Pottery from the site’s main cremation cemetery
(Cemetery 2) is detailed and illustrated in Chapter 4, but is
compared with the settlement assemblages in the
discussion below. This report also briefly describes the
pottery from each of the key feature groups by period
(minor groups are detailed in the archaeological sequence
text, above). The concluding discussion section places the
material in its regional context.
Fabrics and forms
Twenty-nine pottery fabrics were recovered from nonfunerary deposits. Locally produced wares predominate,
with Shell-tempered wares jar/bowl forms being the most
common and a similar range of vessels also manufactured
using Sandy grey wares and Sandy oxidised wares. The
majority of imported material is represented by Central
and Eastern Gaulish samian, colour-coated beakers from
Trier and Southern Spanish oil amphora. Mortaria, which
are well represented, were mainly supplied from the Nene
Valley. The majority of the Romano-British pottery dates
between the later part of the 2nd century and the 4th
century AD, while some vessels continued in use into the
early 5th century.
Coarse wares: reduced wares
Shell-tempered ware (STW)
(Fig. 3.41)
The Shell-tempered ware from the site totals 1511 sherds
(weighing 47,211g, with an ASW of c.31g), representing
40.0% of the settlement assemblage by weight. These are
the most common coarse wares in use within the villa
building complex, by both sherd count and weight, used
for a wide range of utilitarian storage and cooking tasks.
Although shell-tempered vessels had been in use since
prehistoric times (see Percival, Chapter 2.IV) the majority
of pottery was recovered from Periods 4.2 and 4.3 (3rd to
4th century), particularly in Quarry 2 and Building 3 with
Shell-tempered wares remaining in use within Period 5
Early Anglo-Saxon Pit Group 7. It was also a common
survivor in the cleaning layers that sealed these features.
Feature group
Cleaning layer
Pit group 7
Pit group 5
Well 1
Building 4
Pit group 4
Gully group 2
Pond 2
Pond 1
Well 2
Well 3
Field system 3
Gully group 1
Oven group 1
Well group 3

Sherd
count
1449
529
374
202
428
301
252
119
297
116
110
141
75
112
21

Weight (g)
25197
17168
16169
8622
6429
5971
5962
5019
4457
3659
3562
3329
2103
1315
1236

ASW (g)
17.4
32.5
43.2
42.7
15.0
19.8
23.7
42.2
15.0
31.5
32.4
23.6
28.0
11.7
58.9

Weight
(%)
21.4
14.6
13.7
7.3
5.5
5.1
5.1
4.3
3.8
3.1
3.0
2.8
1.8
1.1
1.1

Table 3.6. The pottery from feature groups that represent
over 1% of the settlement assemblage by weight

The majority of vessels are large storage jars with
rolled rims (Type 4.5.4). These vessels are very common,
long-lived, conservative in form and notoriously difficult
to date (Perrin 1996, 118, fig. 71, nos 459–62). Indeed, the
use of shell-tempered storage jars was so prevalent it
seems even to have discouraged the importation of
Horningsea wares which had a similar storage function
and flourished elsewhere on the fen edge between the mid
2nd and mid 3rd centuries AD (Evans et al. 2017). Also
common at Rectory Farm were medium-mouthed
cooking pots with rolled and underscored rims (Type
4.5.3), straight-sided dishes (Type 6.18 and 6.19) and
dishes (or casseroles) with flanged rims (Type 6.17).
It is not known where these vessels were made,
although it is worthy of note that they are not of the
Lincolnshire Dales (Tyers 1996, 190) or BourneGreetham (Tomber and Dore 1998, 156) type. An industry
producing wares of the type found at Rectory Farm has
been recorded at the Harrold kilns in Bedfordshire (Brown
1994, 19–107), although other more local kilns sites must
have existed (Tomber and Dore 1998, 212). Local
production is likely, especially since clay beds that contain
shell as a natural fossilised component can be found in
valley side exposures in the major arms of both the Middle
Great Ouse and Nene systems (Spoerry 2016).
Significantly, a Shell-tempered ware production centre
has been found at Earith on the eastern fen-edge and this
site may in fact be the source of many of these wares found
in and around north Cambridgeshire (Anderson 2013,
311). Moreover, one kiln producing a small number of
STW has been found at The Parks in Godmanchester
itself, although this may not have been its main product
(Evans, C.J. 2003, 58, kiln 3).
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.41)
1
STW. Medium-mouthed jar. Type 4.5.3. Chunk out of rim,
perhaps an act of deliberate damage, as well as a small hole in
lower body. 926g. SF 4260, 10703, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period
4.2. Mid 2nd century AD.
2
STW. Medium-mouthed jar. Type 4.5.3. 927g. SF 4261, 10703,
Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2. Mid 2nd century AD.
3
STW. Medium-mouthed jar. Type 4.5.3. 110g. 10455, Well 2,
Area 77, Period 4.3. Mid to late 3rd century AD.

Sandy grey ware (SGW)
(Figs 3.42–3.43)
The second most common coarse wares in the Rectory
Farm assemblage are the locally produced SGW fabrics
which as a group comprise 1568 sherds, weighing
23,433g and representing 19.9% of the settlement
assemblage by weight. Within this group a small number
of early Roman coarse grey wares (SGW(GROG) and
SGW(PROTO)) sherds were found, totalling only seven
fragments and weighing 121g, found within the Area 77
cleaning layer, Building 4 and Ditch 2. A small number of
finer early Roman grey wares also occurred as a residual
element scattered across the site (GW(FINE),
GW(GROG) and GW(SOFT) totalling seventeen sherds,
weighing 277g. These wares survive mostly as
undiagnostic jar/bowl fragments, although there are two
examples of jars with an everted rim (Type 4.13). The
majority of Sandy grey ware sherds, however, form a
fairly homogenous group (SGW) and total 1381 sherds,
weighing 20,120g, with an ASW of 14.6g and
representing 17.1% (by weight) of the entire settlement
assemblage. This ware reached its peak of use in the
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clays with high silver mica content are known around the
fen edge (Gurney 1986, 76–77), but most notably
originate from the Wattisfield area in north Suffolk
(Arthur 2004, 161–2).
Coarser fabrics, with a high added quartz content
(SGW(Q)), also form a significant component of the
assemblage (109 sherds, weighing 2210g). This ware was
used to produce jar/bowl and dish vessel types, although
no diagnostic vessels were recorded. It was particularly
common in Period 4.2 which may suggest that a local kiln
was manufacturing vessels in this fabric during that time.
The actual source of all these SGW vessels is, however,
unknown and it is almost certainly the case that several
large coarseware local production centres are missing
from the archaeological record. They may be present in
the industrial areas (to the south-east) of Godmanchester
where five pottery kilns have already been recorded
(Jones 2003, 13–21). Significantly, at least one pottery
kiln was briefly seen on the Rectory Farm site itself before
being destroyed by quarrying (Taylor 1981).

Figure 3.41 Roman pottery: Shell-tempered wares
(Nos 1–3)
middle Roman period (Period 4.2) when c.30% by weight
of all examples were deposited, but continued in use until
the end of the Roman period.
With the exception of storage jars (which were not
produced in large numbers in this fabric), the range of jars,
bowls and dishes produced are very similar to their STW
counterparts. Medium-mouthed jars with rolled rims
(Type 4.5), straight-sided dishes (Type 6.18 and 6.19) and
dishes (or casseroles) with flanged rims (Type 6.17) are
typical. It is noteworthy that the Romanised Iron Age
types, such as the wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3),
seen in the cremation assemblage were not commonly in
use within settlement groups. A very small number of
mortaria sherds were also found in this fabric (discussed
separately below).
Some grey fabrics are finer and were largely used to
make jar or beaker type vessels (SGW(FINE): 22 sherds,
151g; SGW(SOFT): 39 sherds, 467g), while others, most
commonly straight-sided dish forms (Type 6.19), that
contained silver mica as a natural component
(SGW(MICA): 10,364g) were also found. These may
have been brought into the site from some distance, as

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.42)
4
SGW. Platter. Type 6.22. 78g. 10602, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period
4.2. 3rd to 4th century AD.
5
SGW. Jar. 3g. 10444, post-pipe 10440, Building 3, Area 77,
Period 4.2. Mid 1st to 4th century AD. Not illustrated
6
SGW. Medium-mouthed jar, hole broken into base. Type 4.13.
335g. 10602, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2. 2nd to 4th century
AD.
7
SGW. Medium-mouthed jar. Type 4.5. 45g. 10496, Well 1, Area
77, Period 4.3. Mid 3rd century AD.
8
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 66g. 10602, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period
4.2. Mid 2nd to 4th century AD.
9
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 38g. 10603, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period
4.2. 3rd century AD.
10
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 58g. 10603, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period
4.2. 3rd century AD.
11
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 99g. 10496, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Mid 3rd century AD.
12
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 52g. 10736, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
3rd to 4th century AD.
13
SGW. Dish. Type 6.18. 87g. 10736, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
3rd to 4th century AD.
14
SGW(SOFT). Dish. Type 6.18. 76g. 10732, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. 3rd to 4th century AD.
15
SGW(Q). Dish. Type 6.18. 77g. 10706, Well 1, Area 77, Period
4.3. Mid to late 3rd century AD.
(Fig. 3.43)
16
SGW(MICA). Dish. Type 6.18. 56g. 10731, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. Mid 3rd to 4th century AD.
17
SGW. Flanged dish. Type 6.17. 60g. 10603, Quarry 2, Area 77,
Period 4.2. Mid 3rd to early 5th century AD.
18
SGW. Flanged dish. Type 6.17. 20g. 10496, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. Mid 3rd century AD.
19
SGW(Q). Flanged dish. Type 6.17. 67g. 10706, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. Mid to late 3rd century AD.
20
SGW. Dish. Type 6.19, single groove under rim. 155g. 10733,
Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3. 3rd to 4th century AD.
21
SGW(MICA). Dish. Type 6.19). External surface retains soot
residue. 190g. 10731, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3. Mid 3rd to 4th
century AD.

Nene Valley grey wares (NVGW)
Eighty-six sherds, weighing 1808g and representing 1.5%
of the assemblage by weight, were recovered. This fabric
stands out from other SGW as it has a pale grey core with a
darker grey surface (Perrin 1999a, 78–87), not dissimilar
to the NVCC2 described below. This material was first
produced in the second quarter of the 2nd century AD,
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Figure 3.42 Roman pottery: Sandy grey wares (Nos 4–15)

continuing throughout the 3rd century AD, but appears to
have ceased production in the 4th century AD. At Rectory
Farm it was mostly found in jar (Type 4.5.2 and 4.13)
forms, also commonly occurring as straight-sided dishes
(Type 6.18 and 6.19). Within the Rectory Farm building
complex it was particularly closely associated with Period
4.2 Pit Group 4, Quarry 2 and Period 4.3 Well 1.
Horningsea wares (HORN)
Thirty-two sherds (weighing 1352g) of coarse large
storage jar fragments were recovered (representing 1.2%
of the assemblage by weight). Most are undiagnostic but
one large distinctive out-turned rim (Type 4.17; Evans et
al. 2017) was recorded. Sherds were scattered across the
whole of the building complex and not closely associated
with any one feature group. As mentioned above, most
storage jars at Rectory Farm were produced using local
shell-tempered wares, but it is apparent that these vessels
were reaching the site in small numbers. This may have
been to do with their contents, rather than their purpose as
a storage vessel. Also found in small numbers were grey
ware undiagnostic jar fragments (eighteen sherds, 625g),
again thought to have been manufactured in the vicinity of
Horningsea.

Sandy reduced wares (SRW)
(Fig. 3.44)
A total of 168 sherds, weighing 3711g, representing
3.15% by weight of the settlement assemblage, were
recovered in a range of SRW fabrics. These are local
copies of black-burnished fabrics produced in the
south-west of Britain (BB1; Tyers 1996, 186–8) –
possibly also manufactured in the Horningsea industry
(Anderson 2013, 304). The majority of these are sandy
fabrics fired to a black surface colour (therefore
differentiated from Sandy grey ware) and commonly
burnished and found in standard (SRW) and slighter finer
(SRW(FINE)) fabrics – both versions being used to
produce mainly straight-sided dishes (Type 6.19). Dishes
with a triangular rim (Type 6.18) and flanged
dishes/casseroles (Type 6.17) were also commonly found.
Cross-hatch decoration is rare, unlike with the original
BB1 product. These wares are mainly associated with late
Roman deposits, such as Well 2 in Period 4.3 and Pit
Group 7 in Period 5. This ware would appear to have been
in use in the late Roman period and continued in use into
the Early Anglo-Saxon period. Sixteen sherds (463g)
were found in a similar fabric that has a red core with black
surfaces (BSRW/BSRW(FINE)). It was initially thought
this is a mis-fired version of the SRW fabric, but analysis
shows that – although this fabric was contemporary (i.e.
late Roman) – it was primarily used to produce dish forms.
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Valley in west Norfolk. These two cooking pot sherds are
particularly distinctive as they have been decorated with
rusticated clay ridges (Lyons 2004, 34, WNRW, fig. 28,
no. 53). Three mortaria made in this location were also
found and are discussed separately below.
Coarse ware: oxidised wares
Nene Valley oxidised ware (NVOW)
The largest group of oxidised wares at Rectory Farm
consists of Nene Valley white wares; a total of 120 sherds,
weighing 6658g, representing 5.7% of the assemblage by
weight, were recovered. The majority of this fabric is
represented by mortaria (which are discussed separately
below) but wide-mouthed jar/bowl forms, and a small
number of flagons, were also found (fifty-five sherds,
weighing 927g). It seems that this fabric formed a small
part of the Nene Valley industry throughout its lifetime
(Perrin 1999a, 108). At Rectory Farm the majority of
these wares were deposited in Period 4.2 and are
particularly closely associated with the Building 3
assemblage.

Figure 3.43 Roman pottery: Sandy grey wares (Nos
16–21)

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.44)
22
SRW(FINE). Dish (Type 6.18). 80g. 10733, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. 3rd to 4th century AD.
23
BB2. Dish (Type 6.18). 25g. 10728, Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Mid 2nd century to 3rd century AD.
24
SRW. Flanged dish (Type 6.17). 19g. 10496, Well 1, Area 77,
Period 4.3. Mid 3rd century AD.
25
SRW. Flanged dish with burnished diagonal lines (Type 6.17).
40g. 10705, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3. Mid 3rd to early 4th
century AD.
26
SRW(FINE). Flanged dish, burnished cross-hatch decoration.
Type 6.17. 85g. 10803, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2. Mid 3rd
century AD.
27
SRW. Flanged dish, burnished cross-hatch decoration. Type
6.17. 215g. 10606, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2. Mid 3rd to
early 5th century AD.
28
SRW(FINE). Jar, fine cross-hatch in shoulder cordon. Type 5.3.
135g. 10380, pit 10378, Pit Group 4, Area 77, Period 4.2. 4th to
early 5th century AD.

Nar Valley reduced ware (NARVRW)
Two sherds, weighing 37g and representing 0.03% of the
settlement assemblage by weight, were recovered in this
distinctive fabric. It is a hard rough fabric, very dark grey
throughout and produced at various kiln sites in the Nar

Gritty buff ware (SOW(gritty))
It was the locally produced gritty buff wares which were
the most popular non-specialist white ware: 185 sherds,
weighing 4810g and representing 4.08% of the
assemblage by weight. These utilitarian wares are visually
very similar to products made at Verulamium in the early
Roman period. As the supply of Verulamium white wares
declined in the mid 2nd century AD (Tyers 1996, 201),
regional potteries began to manufacture similar oxidised
wares with a gritty surface texture; kilns are suspected in
Northamptonshire as the ware has commonly been found
at Stanwick (Seager Smith 2009, 19) and are known in the
Nene Valley (Tomber and Dore 1998, 118) as well as at
Godmanchester itself (Evans et al. 2003, kiln 1, 43–53).
The fabric is found in a limited range of forms, most
commonly as ‘pulley’ rimmed jars (Type 4.8), but also as a
reeded rim bowl (Type 6.3). It is very strongly associated
with Period 4.2, particularly Building 3 and its associated
ovens (Oven Group 3). It is interesting to speculate
whether these wares were associated with the drying
processes being undertaken within that building. A few
mortaria sherds were also found in this fabric and these are
discussed separately below.
Sandy oxidised wares (SOW(FINE))
A smaller number of finer SOW fabrics were also
recorded; as a group these wares total seventy-one sherds,
weighing 1210g, and represent 1.0% of the entire
assemblage by weight. All these vessels are the remains of
cupped rim flagons (Type 1.9). Nearly a quarter of these
fragments, moreover, were recovered from Period 4.1,
Field System 3 deposits and may be disturbed cremation
vessels. Otherwise, the ware is present in very small
quantities scattered across the remains of the building
complex. The source of these vessels is not known,
although they may originate from an unknown kiln within
Godmanchester.
Sandy red ware (SREDW)
Eighty-four sherds in this fabric were found, weighing
784g and representing 0.7% of the assemblage by weight.
Some examples (twenty-eight sherds, 274g) have a white
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Figure 3.44 Roman pottery: Sandy reduced wares (Nos 22–28)

slip. They are made mostly as (undiagnostic) jar/bowl
wide-mouthed forms. It is possible they were produced in
Kiln 1 at The Parks, Godmanchester where white-slipped
ware jars with a range of body colours was reported
(Evans, C.J. 2003, 44). This ware was mostly recovered
from Period 4.2 deposits scattered across the villa
complex with no distribution concentrations visible.
Fine wares
Samian
by Brenda Dickinson
(Fig. 3.45)
A total of 109 vessel fragments, weighing 1405g with an
ASW of c.13g, and representing 1.2% of the assemblage
(by weight) was recovered, generally in Central and
Eastern Gaulish fabrics (Tables 3.7–3.8).
Very little of the samian from the buildings and ditches
is pre-Antonine. There are two sherds of South Gaulish
ware from La Graufesenque, one of which is likely to be
pre-Flavian. The Central Gaulish ware from Les
Martres-de-Veyre consists of three vessels from the
Trajanic or Hadrianic period and one which is HadrianicAntonine. The rest of the Central Gaulish ware, all
apparently from Lezoux, includes two Hadrianic vessels
and a few which could be either Hadrianic or early
Antonine. Otherwise, most of the samian seems to be later
than c.AD 160. This is borne out by the complete absence

of cups of Form 27 from Lezoux, where the form had
ceased to be made by AD 165 at the latest, together with
the predominance of forms such as 31R and 79, which first
appeared in their standard versions c.AD 160. Two of the
Central Gaulish vessels, both from Lezoux, are stamped.
The first, a Ludowici dish (No. 29), has a partial maker’s
stamp of Albucianus and dates to AD 160–200. This
stamp occurs at forts in northern Britain which were
recommissioned c.AD 160 and was used on some later
2nd-century forms. The second vessel (No. 30; Dr 31)
bears the mark of Asiaticus ii and probably dates to AD
160–190.
The assemblage also contains two gritted samian
mortaria and there are ungritted vessels, of Forms 31, 31R,
37(2) and 38(2), which seem to have been used for
grinding. Several rural sites in eastern Britain have
produced a high proportion of late 2nd- and 3rd-century
vessels apparently used as mortaria (for example, the
Sources
South Gaul
Central Gaul Les Martres-de-Veyre
Central Gaul Lezoux
Central or east Gaul
East Gaul

Vessel count
(%)
3.3
6.6
75.0
1.6
13.3

Table 3.7 The samian, quantified by origin
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Sherd count
(%)
1.9
4.8
76.0
1.9
15.3

unpublished assemblages from Caister-by-Yarmouth,
Hibaldstow and Winterton). This may have been because
such rural communities could not always afford purposemade samian or coarseware mortaria. Unfortunately, this
particular collection is too small to demonstrate whether
the same holds true for the Godmanchester complex.
Similarly, the apparent scarcity of decorated samian,
which tends to occur on impoverished sites, is not
necessarily significant here.
There are no particular distinguishing features to
indicate the dates of most of the East Gaulish vessels from
Rectory Farm, but the high proportion of East to Central
Gaulish ware suggests that most of it survived into, or was
acquired in, the 3rd century, after Lezoux ware had ceased
to be exported to Britain. Only two factories seem to be
represented, Rheinzabern and, to a much lesser degree,
Trier.
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.45)
29
SAM(CG). Ludowici Tx. Partial maker’s stamp LBV[CIANI]:
Albucianus of Lezoux, Die 6C. This stamp occurs at forts in
northern Britain which were recommissioned c.AD 160 and
was used on some later 2nd century forms such as 79, 79R and
80C. 56g. SF 4163, 10338, ditch 10395 Field System 3, Area 77,
Period 4.2. AD 160–200.
30
SAM(CG). Dr 31, slightly burnt, stamped ASI [TICIM]:
Asiaticus ii of Lezoux, Die 4a. Likely range for this piece is AD
160–190. SF 7013. 10602, Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2.

Moselkeramik (Trier) black-slipped ware
Only fifteen sherds (weighing 59g and representing
0.05% of the assemblage by weight) were recovered in
this fabric from settlement deposits. Most was recovered
from Period 4.2 features, including Buildings 2 and 3,
Oven Group 3 and Pit Group 4. The fragments are of
similar type and originated from small folded beakers
most of which have roughcast decoration (cf. Tyers 1996,
fig. 166, no. 9).
Nene Valley colour-coat (NVCC1, NVCC2)
(Fig. 3.46)
Located only 34km to the north of Godmanchester,
directly connected by Ermine Street, was the large
industrial complex at Durobrivae collectively referred to
Form
18/31
18/31 or 31
18/31R
18/31R or 31R
27
30
31
31R
33
36
37
38
45
46
79
TX

South Gaul

Central Gaul Les
Martres-de-Veyre

Figure 3.45 Roman pottery: samian (Nos 29–30)

as the Nene Valley pottery industry (Upex 2008, 89–99).
This started in the mid 2nd century AD by workers
originating from, or inspired by, the wares produced in the
Lower Rhineland (Tyers 1996, 173–5). From that time
this industry provided fineware beakers (NVCC1), then
specialist white ware flagons and mortaria (NVOW),
followed by grey wares throughout the 3rd century AD.
After a massive re-organisation of the Nene Valley
industry in the later 3rd century (Perrin 1999b, 87–9),
large quantities of durable dishes and jars in a
colour-coated fabric were produced.
A total of 134 sherds, weighing 938g, with an ASW of
only 7g and representing 0.8% of the settlement
assemblage were recovered in the earlier Nene Valley
colour-coated fabric, NVCC1. This ware was almost
exclusively found in early to mid Roman deposits (Period
4.1: 23.1% by weight). Period 4.2: 59.5% by weight and
was particularly closely associated with Pit Group 4,
Quarry 2 and Pond 1. It was found in a limited range of
forms including mid to late 2nd-century bag-shaped
beakers with cornice rims (Perrin 1999b, fig 60, nos
125–7), but most commonly as late 2nd- to 3rd-century
folded funnel-necked beakers (ibid, fig. 61, nos 166–7).
Central Gaul Lezoux

1

1
1

Central or East Gaul

1
6
2
1

1

1

4
5
10
1
4
2
1
1
2

Table 3.8 The samian, quantified by fabric and form
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2
3
1

2
2

East Gaul
1
7
2
1
2
1
6
8
11
1
5
4
2
1
1
2

Figure 3.46 Roman pottery: Nene Valley colour-coated ware (Nos 31–38)
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A total of 761 sherds, weighing 16,026g, with an ASW
of c.21g and representing 13.6% of the settlement
assemblage by weight were recovered in the ‘chunky’
utilitarian later Nene Valley colour-coat fabric, NVCC2.
This ware was largely found in the mid to late Roman
deposits (Period 4.2, 30.6% by weight; Period 4.3, 19.3%
by weight) and, while being relatively evenly spread
across the site at this time, a large group was associated
with Building 3. It was found in a conservative range of
forms comprising medium-mouthed jars (Type 4.5: Perrin
1999b, fig 65, nos 281–282), straight-sided dishes (Type
6.19; Perrin 1999b, fig 63, nos 231–235), flanged dishes
(Type 6.17; Perrin 1999b, fig 64, nos 255–261) and castor
boxes (Type 6.2; Perrin 1999b, fig 62, nos 208–213). A
few fragments of mortaria were also found (discussed
separately below).
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.46)
31
NVCC1. Beaker. Type 3.1. 141g. 10380, pit 10378 Pit Group 4,
Area 77, Period 4.2. Mid 2nd to early 3rd century AD.
32
NVCC2. Straight-sided dish. Type 6.19. 247g. 10398, ditch
10399, Field System 3, Area 77, Period 4.1. Mid 3rd to 4th
century AD.
33
NVCC2. 328g. Straight-sided dish. Type 6.19. 10398, ditch
10399, Field System 3, Area 77, Period 4.1. Mid 3rd to 4th
century AD.
34
NVCC2. Large flagon, with single handle, decorated with
white paint. Type 2.1. 311g. 10454, post-pipe 10452, Building
4, Area 77, Period 4.2. 4th century AD.
35
NVCC2. Dish. Type 6.18. 74g. 10380, pit 10378, Pit Group 4,
Area 77, Period 4.2. 4th to early 5th century AD.
36
NVCC2. Dish. Type 6.18. 22g. 10602, Quarry 2, Area 77,
Period 4.2. 3rd century AD.
37
NVCC2. Beaker, decorated with a raised slip. 60g. 10781, Well
2, Area 77, Period 4.3. 3rd to 4th century AD.
38
NVCC2. Narrow-mouthed jar with a pulley rim, cordoned.
Type 2.1. Found almost complete with only slight damage to the
rim. 900g. 10728, Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3. 4th century AD.

Oxfordshire red ware (OXRCC)
A few Oxfordshire fine red wares (fourteen sherds,
weighing 403g, 0.3% of the assemblage by weight) were
recorded, although only one flanged bowl form was
identified (Type 6.14). The pottery was associated with
Periods 4.3 and 5, particularly Gully Group 2. Nene
Valley colour-coated finewares, for which production
declined in the later 3rd century, were replaced in the
repertoire late Roman red wares from Oxfordshire, which
continued to be traded until the early 5th century. It is,
however, possible that some of the local Oxfordshire-type
products may have been made by an immigrant
Oxfordshire potter who is known to have been producing
similar wares at the Obelisk kilns at Harston,
Cambridgeshire during the second quarter of the 4th
century (Pullinger and Young 1981, 8–9).
Hadham wares
Twenty-six sherds of Hadham ware were recovered,
weighing 432g, with an ASW of c.16g and representing
0.4% of the assemblage by weight. These few sherds were
scattered across the later Roman features within the
building complex and in Early Anglo-Saxon Pit Group 7.
The kiln production centre at Hadham in Hertfordshire
thrived in the later Roman period, producing red table
wares made distinct by their high burnish (Tyers 1996,
168–9). These wares were produced in a similar range of
vessel forms to the Oxfordshire products as flanged

bowls, wide-mouthed jars or bowls and mortaria. At
Rectory Farm, however, only undiagnostic jar/bowl
sherds were found. A single jar/bowl fragment (weighing
9g, representing only 0.01% of the settlement assemblage
by weight) was also recovered in the grey ware version of
this fabric.
Specialist wares
Amphora
by D.F. Williams
Thirty-four sherds of Roman amphora were recovered,
weighing 4888g with an ASW of c.144g and representing
4.1% of the assemblage by weight. All are plain body
sherds with no rims, handles or spikes present. Eleven
were from the globular-shaped Dressel 20 olive oil
amphora made in Baetica, and commonly found on
Romano-British sites during the first three centuries AD
(Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 25). It is difficult to be
certain, but a superficial examination of the fabrics
suggests that these eleven sherds may represent a
minimum of four or five vessels. The flat-bottomed wine
amphora from southern France, Gauloise 4, is represented
by ten sherds, nine of which probably came from a single
vessel (ibid., Class 27). Importation into Roman Britain of
Gauloise 4 commenced soon after the Boudicaan revolt
(Peacock 1978), and by the early 2nd century AD it had
become the most common wine amphora in the province.
A single sherd may belong to the bifid-handled wine
amphora Dressel 2–4, although this is by no means certain
(Peacock and Williams 1986, Class 10). The remaining
three sherds cannot be assigned to source.
Mortaria
by Alice Lyons (catalogued by Lindsay Rollo, stamp
identified by Kay Hartley)
(Fig. 3.47)
A total of 113 sherds from a minimum of eighty-five
mortaria, weighing 8304g, were recovered (not including
the samian forms which are discussed separately above).
The assemblage is dominated by Nene Valley oxidised
wares (69% by weight), supplemented by other regional
and local variants (detailed below). Only one
Mancetter-Hartshill bead and flange form was stamped
(context 1308): see Hartley below. A significant
proportion of the mortaria came from unstratified
deposits, possibly because they were visible within the
spoil heaps (c.21% by weight), but also from Period 4.2,
Pit Group 4, Quarry 2 and Early Anglo-Saxon Pit Group 7.
As seen elsewhere in the region, such as Orton Hall Farm
(Perrin with Hartley 1996, table 76, 178), mortaria only
became popular from Hadrianic to Antonine times
onwards. These are specialist vessels that were difficult to
make and expensive to buy and thereby a good indicator of
the changing pottery supply to Rectory Farm in the mid to
late Roman period (Tyers 1996, 117).
Nene Valley oxidised ware mortaria dominate this
assemblage (c.69% by weight). Sixty-five fragments from
a minimum of twenty-two vessels, weighing 5731g, were
recovered. The vessels are off-white (self-coloured) and
usually lined with slag trituration grits. Where rims did
survive only two fragments (191g) are of the bead and
flange type (Tyers 1996, fig. 126, no. 101). The majority
are reeded rim variants produced between the late 2nd and
4th centuries AD (ibid, no. 102). No stamps were
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Figure 3.47 Roman pottery: mortaria (Nos 39–49)
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recorded. Also found were a small number (five sherds,
weighing 164g, from a minimum of four vessels) of Nene
Valley colour-coated mortaria. These are all of the same
hammer-headed design in production from the mid 3rd
century AD (Fig. 3.47, No. 49).
Seventeen fragments, weighing 1332g, from a
minimum of seven vessels, of Mancetter-Hartshill
mortaria were collected. This total represents c.16% of the
total mortaria assemblage by weight. The industry was
located on the Warwickshire/Leicester border and
produced fine-textured creamy white mortaria usually
gritted with red-brown sandstone grits. Its wares were
widely distributed around the Midlands, including north
Cambridgeshire, between the mid 2nd and early 4th
century AD (Tyers 1996, 123). It was possibly founded by
potters from the Verulamium region as some of the wares
initially produced were very similar. Latterly some of the
Mancetter-Hartshill potters may then have moved to the
Lower Nene Valley as there was a further cross-over of
styles and fabrics (Perrin 1999b, 132). The material
recovered from Rectory Farm (where it could be assigned
to type) consists of two bead and flange examples, one of
which is stamped, and two hammer-head reeded rim
types.
The stamp consists of two partial impressions close
together on what may be assumed to be the left-facing
position respective to the spout. When complete these
stamps read MAVRI between criss-cross borders. Many of
his stamps, including some from the same die as this
example, were associated with a kiln excavated in the
pottery-making area just south of Manduessedum on
Watling Street (Hemsley 1959), in part of the potterymaking area popularly known as the ‘Mancetter-Hartshill
potteries’. As a result of the fact that insufficient examples
were available at the time to show the beginning of stamps
from the same die as the Rectory Farm examples, the
drawing for them (ibid, fig 6, no. 1), has been wrongly
restored with the M ligatured to the A; the discovery of
more stamps from the same die has shown that they are
separate letters. There are no stamps which give the
maker’s name in full, meaning that it is not known whether
MAVRI is a contraction for MAVRIVS, as SARRI is for
Sarrius (for whom stamps exist in the nominative case
giving his full name), or whether MAVRI represents
MAVRVS in the genitive case. There are also at least three
Mancetter-Hartshill die-types which give stamps reading
MAVRIIM which may represent the name Mauremus
although ‘by the hand of Maurius’ might also be possible.
If all belong to the same potter, MAVRI would be a
contraction for Mauremus. No MAVRIIM stamps were
present at the kiln site and there is a noticeable difference
in the rim-profiles bearing the two sets of stamps. They are
treated as two potters, but it should be remembered that
they could be the work of the same potter and, if so, the
MAVRIIM stamps could represent his early work (NB, a
stamp from Godmanchester, The Parks, is one of these).
Up to eighteen mortaria of the potter who stamped MAVRI
were associated with the kiln at Manduessedum (ibid,
8–11 and fig. 6). This total includes some found in the
stokehole filling of a later kiln (W 2), datable within the
late 2nd to early 3rd century (excavated in 1964,
unpublished). This later stokehole is likely to have been
cut through the stokehole filling of the Hemsley kiln and
thus contained some material from it. The other major
potter associated with the MAVRI mortaria at this kiln was

Sennius, seventeen of whose mortaria are recorded from
the Wroxeter gutter, dated AD 150–70 (Atkinson 1942,
279–80). No stamps of either Maurius(?) or Sennius have
been recorded from the Antonine occupation of Scotland.
Stamps of Maurius (?) do appear at the Pennine forts at
Bainbridge and Ilkley which are believed to have been
unoccupied between AD 120–160. There is good reason
(not least their spout-types) to place Maurius(?) and
Sennius among those who were the latest to stamp
mortaria in these potteries. An optimum date of AD
150–70 is indicated for them, but a slightly earlier
inception date is possible
Seven SOW(gritty) mortaria sherds of Godmanchester/Verulamium type were recovered, weighing 337g,
from a minimum of five vessels and representing c.4% by
weight of the total mortaria from Rectory Farm. Where
these vessels could be assigned to type, two are bead and
flange varieties and the third has a reeded rim. It is known
that mortaria of this type were being produced in Kiln 1,
The Parks, Godmanchester in the later part of the 2nd
century AD (Rollo and Hartley 2003, 61) and it seems
likely that these local wares were in use at Rectory Farm.
Only three sherds, from three separate vessels and
weighing 200g (2.4% of the mortaria assemblage by
weight) were recovered in Nar Valley (NARVOW
(PENT)) fabric (Tomber and Dore 1998, 171). The Nar
Valley in West Norfolk was producing copies of Nene
Valley white ware reeded rim mortaria, also with slag
trituration grits, between the late 2nd and 4th centuries AD
(De Bootman and Lyons, in prep.). This was primarily a
regional ware but a small amount of material has been
found around the fen edge. One bead and flange and one
reeded rim example were found.
Also found in small quantities were SGW vessels with
a white slip (three sherds, weighing 135g, from two
vessels; 1.6% by weight). Single examples of bead and
flange and reeded rim types were recorded. It is possible
these are Swanpool products, traded from Lincolnshire
(Tomber and Dore 1998, 163).
A single sherd, weighing 36g, of a SCW reeded rim
mortaria was recorded. This very coarse product must
have been a local copy (unsourced) of a Nene Valley ware.
A single sherd of SOW(grog) was found (weighing
24g). This is an odd fabric in which to produce mortaria as
it is so soft. Fabrics of this type are rare in the Rectory
Farm assemblage, although a cinerary urn was found in a
similar ware (SF 4256). The same origin for this vessel,
Caldecotte, 60km to the south-west at the base of the Ouse
Valley, is suggested (Marney 1989, 92, no. 28).
The Oxfordshire industry was established in the early
2nd century when, similarly to the Mancetter-Hartshill
industry, it was established by Verulamium potters.
Distribution of its wares was common throughout East
Anglia during the 3rd to 4th centuries AD (Tyers 1996,
128). The majority of the Oxfordshire products from
Rectory Farm are white wares (OX OW) comprising nine
sherds, weighing 234g, from a minimum of six vessels
and representing 2.7% of the mortaria assemblage (by
weight). Only one diagnostic rim survives which is a
typical high bead over flange form with distinctive rose
quartz trituration grits (Tyers 1996, fig. 128) (Mort 10).
From the same source came two fragments (91g) of an
Oxfordshire red ware mortarium finished with a white
slip, one of which is a high bead over flange type. Also
found were two undiagnostic Oxfordshire red ware
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mortaria sherds finished with a red slip (37g). These
products were commonly distributed into the eastern
region in the late 3rd and 4th centuries AD (Tyers 1996,
178).
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.47)
39
NVOW. Reeded wall-sided. Fine slag trituration grits. 93g.
Parallel: Perrin 1999b, fig. 78, M47. Cleaning layer 10106, Area
77. Unstratified. Late 3rd to 4th century AD.
40
NVOW. Reeded wall-sided. Slag trituration grits worn, but still
rough. 135g. Parallel Perrin 1999b, fig. 78, no. M48. 1161,
Enclosure 3, Area 81, Period 4.2. Late 3rd to 4th century AD.
41
NVOW. Reeded rim. 92g. Parallel Perrin 1999b, fig. 77, M21.
Cleaning layer 10146, Area 77. 3rd century AD.
42
NVOW, orange wash. Reeded rim. Slag trituration grits. 133g.
Parallel: Perrin 1999b, fig. 77, M24. 1322, Pond 2, Area 82,
Period 4.2. Probably 3rd century AD.
43
NVOW. Reeded rim. Worn slag trituration grits. 180g. 10602,
Quarry 2, Area 77, Period 4.2. Probably mid 3rd to mid 4th
century AD.
44
NVOW. Reeded rim. Inside worn smooth. 268g. Parallel Perrin
1999b, fig. 77, M18. 10072, pit 10073, Area 77, Period 4.2. Pit
Group 4. Late 2nd-mid 3rd century AD.
45
NVOW. Large reeded rim with distinctive square distal end.
Inside worn smooth. 574g. 10746, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Probably late 3rd to 4th century AD.
46
NVCC2. Wall sided/hammer headed. Similar to Perrin 1999b,
fig. 79, M71. 18g. 10391, layer, Building 3, Area 77, Period 4.2.
Probably mid 3rd to mid 4th century AD.
47
MANCHH. Bead and flanged rim with an inturned distal end.
Stamped MAVRI (see above). 232g. Parallel: Perrin 1999b, fig
79, no M73. 1308, Pond 2, Area 82, Period 4.2. AD 145–170.
48
SGW, oxidised surfaces with a white slip. Reeded rim.
?Swanpool. Similar in form to Perrin 1999b, fig. 78, M36. 98g.
Cleaning layer 10010, Area 77. Later 3rd to 4th century AD.
49
OXOW. High bead over flange. 10g. Parallel: Tyers 1996, fig.
128, M17.11. 1222, pit 1223, Pit Group 7, Area 81, Period 5. 4th
century AD.

SOW(gritty) was also used to manufacture pulley rimmed
jars (Type 4.8) and mortaria. Products from the Nene
Valley industry are well represented and include NVGW
jar and dish (Type 6.18) forms. NVCC1 funnel-necked
beaker fragments and NVCC2 dish sherds (Types 6.18
and 6.19) were also present, along with a small number of
NVOW undiagnostic flagon and mortaria pieces.
Samian is the main imported fine ware at this time.
There are two sherds of South Gaulish ware from La
Graufesenque, one of which is likely to be pre-Flavian.
The Central Gaulish ware from Les Martres-de-Veyre
consists of three vessels from the Trajanic or Hadrianic
period and one which is Hadrianic-Antonine. The rest of
the Central Gaulish ware, all apparently from Lezoux,
includes two Hadrianic vessels and a few which could be
either Hadrianic or early Antonine.
Field System 3
A total of 138 sherds, weighing 3217g (1.7% of the site assemblage by
weight), were recovered from this group of features: taken as a whole this
assemblage is the most similar to the site’s funerary assemblage.
Although worn the sherds are only moderately abraded with an ASW of
c.23g. SOW(gritty) ware is the most common fabric (35 sherds, 780g)
found in the usual range of pulley rimmed jars (Type 4.8) and also a small
number of undiagnostic flagon pieces and one reeded rimmed bowl
(Type 6.3). STW is present in jar form, one of which has an everted rim
(Type 4.13), as well as a storage jar with a large rolled rim (Type 4.5.4)
(19 sherds, 709g). SGW were found in similar numbers to the STW but
with a much smaller sherd weight (19 sherds, 179g); recorded as
lid-seated and pulley rimmed forms (Types 4.4 and 4.8). Nene Valley
products were the main traded ware at this time with NVCC1 (3 sherds,
weighing 42g; undiagnostic beaker), NVCC2 (11 sherds, 622g;
undiagnostic jar and dishes (Types 6.18 and 6.19 (Nos 32–33), NVGW (4
sherds, weighing 181g – undiagnostic jar/dish) and NVOW (1 sherd,
weighing 31g – undiagnostic bowl) all represented. Undecorated Central
Gaulish samian was also found in small quantities (9 sherds, weighing
138g – dishes Dr 18/31 and 31, along with cup Dr 33).

Pottery by period

Fabric family

Period 4.1: late 1st to 2nd century AD
Within the settlement deposits assigned to Period 4.1, a
total of 411 sherds was recorded, weighing 7165g, ASW
c.17g, representing 6.1% by weight of the assemblage.
Twenty-three pottery fabrics were represented, some in
very small quantities (Table 3.9). The Pond 1 pottery
assemblage (297 sherds, 4457g) formed the most
significant group and is detailed below, along with the
material from Field System 3. This overview excludes the
funerary pottery which also originated from this period
and is discussed in Chapter 4. Period 4.1 is characterised
by the use of sandy grey ware (SGW), shell-tempered
ware (STW), sandy oxidised wares (SOW(Gritty), SOW),
Nene Valley colour-coats (NVCC1 and NVCC2) and
imported samian (SAM) wares. SGW fabrics were used to
produced a limited range of jars and dish types. Jars
included lid-seated (Type 4.4), globular with rolled rims
(Type 4.5) and pulley rim types (Type 4.8). The dishes or
platters are of a simple straight-sided design (Types 19
and 21) or straight-sided with a triangular rim (Type 6.18).
In this period, STW are the second most common
fabric and occur in a limited range of jar types. Mediummouthed jars with an out-turned squared (Type 4.5.2) or
everted (Type 4.13) rim were the only two vessel types
recorded, both with rilled surfaces. Also found were a
small number of undiagnostic storage jar body sherds.
Two oxidised wares were in use at this time (SOW(Gritty)
and SOW), both used to produced cupped rim flagons.

SGW
STW
NVCC2
SOW(GRITTY)
SOW
SAM
NVGW
NVCC1
NVOW
HORN GW
SREDW(WS)
SOW(GROG)
GW(GROG)
BSRW
MANCHH
SCW
SGW(FINE)
SREDW
SGW(PROTO)
OX OW
SGW(Q)
RHEN
GW(FINE)
Total

Sherd count

Weight (g)

Weight (%)

159
45
37
32
24
37
7
36
5
1
6
2
1
3
1
1
5
2
2
1
1
2
1
411

2339
1044
973
742
437
413
224
216
178
133
96
87
58
50
46
36
31
18
17
13
9
4
1
7165

32.6
14.6
13.6
10.4
6.1
5.8
3.1
3.0
2.5
1.9
1.3
1.2
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.01

Table 3.9 Period 4.1: Pottery summary
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Pond 1
The largest group from Period 4.1, excluding that from Cemetery 2, was
found within this feature (10477) which was associated with the initial
phase of the villa (Building 1). A total of 297 sherds, weighing 4457g,
with an ASW of 15g were found in seventeen individual fabrics. Of these
SGW was the most common (143 sherds, 2205g) with jar/bowl sherds
(Types 4.5 and 4.8) and straight-sided dishes (Types 6.18 and 6.19)
represented. Although common (35 sherds, weighing 596g), STW were
found in a very limited range of medium-mouthed jars with square
out-turned rims (Type 4.5.2). Nene Valley products were the main traded
ware at this time with NVCC1 (33 sherds, weighing 174g; funnel-necked
beaker), NVCC2 (26 sherds, 351g – castor box (Type 6.2) and dishes
(Types 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19), NVGW (3 sherds, weighing 43g; dish (Type
6.18)) and NVOW (4 sherds, weighing 147g; undiagnostic flagon and
mortaria) all represented. The largest group of Central and Eastern
Gaulish samian (27 sherds, weighing 265g) found at the site was located
within this feature group (contexts 10469 and 10476). Dishes (Dr 31,
31R, Walter 79), cup (Dr 33) and mortarium (Dr 45) were present, dated
to late 2nd or first half of the 3rd century AD. Together with other finds
(including the ceramic building material), this suggests the remnants of a
high status house and its waste were deposited within this feature prior to
the construction of Building 2 (Period 4.3), which was built above the
infilled pond.

Period 4.2: 3rd Century AD
Most of Roman pottery recovered from Rectory Farm
derived from deposits of this period, associated with the
main use phase of the villa complex. A total of 1777
sherds were recovered, weighing 41,866g, ASW 23.6g,
21.5% of the assemblage by weight. Although pottery was
found in most of the features assigned to this period,
relatively large assemblages were recovered from
Building 3 and the ovens within it (Oven Group 3), Pit
Group 4, Quarry 2 and Pond 2, which are detailed below.
At this time thirty-eight Romano-British pottery fabrics
were in use, although some in very small quantities (Table
3.10).
Period 4.2 is characterised by the abundant use of
locally produced coarse wares of which Shell-tempered
wares (STW) were the most common, along with Sandy
grey ware (SGW, SGW(Q)) coarse wares and sandy
oxidised wares (SOW(gritty). Products from the Nene
Valley were in good supply and comprise: Nene Valley
colour-coats (NVCC1 and NVCC2), grey ware (NVGW)
and white ware mortaria (NVOW). Mortaria were also
arriving from the Lincoln kilns at Mancetter-Hartshill
(MANCHH). Olive oil amphora from southern Spain was
present in significant quantities (BAT AM) and Central
Gaulish samian (SAM CG) was at its most common. At
this time Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphorae
(DR20) were still in use and several large fragments were
found.
The Shell-tempered wares are present in a very limited
range of forms, mostly as globular jars with rolled and
underscored rims (Type 4.5.3) and storage jars with large
rolled rims (Type 4.5.4). The Sandy grey ware fabrics
were found as globular jars (Type 4.5) and straight-sided
dishes (Types 6.18 and 6.19); perhaps used more as table
wares than their utilitarian STW counterparts. The Sandy
oxidised wares were commonly present as pulley rimmed
jars (Type 4.8) and also as reeded rim bowls (Type 6.3). It
was also within Period 4.2 that Horningsea storage jars
(Type 4.17) were at their most common, albeit still in
relatively small numbers compared to the locally
produced STW storage jars.
NVCC1 was present as bag-shaped beakers, both
plain and folded. NVCC2 is very well represented as
storage jars (Type 4.5.4), flanged bowls (Type 6.14) and a
range of dishes (Types 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19). NVGW was
present in a similar range of jar (Type 4.5) and dish forms

Fabric family
STW
SGW
NVCC2
NVOW
BAT AM
SGW(Q)
SOW(GRITTY)
NVGW
MANCHH
SRW
NVCC1
SAM
HORN
SRW(FINE)
SREDW
HADRW
OW(GROG)
SREDW(WS)
NARVOW(PENT)
GW(GROG)
MISC AMPH
SOW(GROG)
SOW
SCW
SGW(SOFT)
BSRW
RHEN
SFW
SGW(FINE)
GW(FINE)
GW(SOFT)
OX OW
SOW(FINE)
OXRCC
SGW(PROTO)
WW
SGW(MICA)
RW
Total

Sherd count
519
423
290
44
20
71
81
51
13
23
54
31
11
13
20
16
4
16
1
3
2
1
9
7
5
7
12
1
8
6
2
1
5
2
1
2
1
1
1777

Sherd weight
(g)
19422
6022
4917
1898
1367
1288
1150
925
805
702
557
521
493
246
231
223
120
116
92
74
74
77
73
61
60
45
51
46
45
33
30
24
25
19
14
11
6
3
41866

Sherd weight
(%)
46.4
14.4
11.7
4.5
3.3
3.1
2.8
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.3
1.2
1.2
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.0

Table 3.10 Period 4.2. Pottery summary

(Types 6.18 and 6.19). The NVOW was used to make both
jar/bowl and flagon types, as well as reeded rim and bead
and flange mortaria. MANCHH mortaria were more
unusual but present in a similar range of forms.
Building 2 and Pond 2
Only thirteen sherds of pottery (weighing 202g), were recovered from the
primary building of this phase (Building 2), representing only 0.5% by
weight of the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage. The pottery is
moderately abraded with an ASW of c.16g. Most sherds derive from
locally produced coarse ware vessels. The Sandy grey ware pieces are
from a lid-seated jar (Type 4.4) (nine sherds, weighing 140g) and the
Shell-tempered ware from undiagnostic jar pieces (two sherds, 30g).
Nene Valley products comprising NVGW (22g) and NVCC2 (10g) jar
fragments were also found.
A much more substantial group came from the new pond (Pond 2)
which lay directly adjacent to the southern end of the building. A total of
119 sherds, weighing 5019g, were recovered from this feature group.
This pottery represents 12% by weight of the Period 4.2 settlement
assemblage. The pottery is in good condition and has an average sherd
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weight of c.42g. Twelve individual pottery fabrics were found within this
feature, some in very small quantities, even as single sherds.
Unusually, products of the Nene Valley form the majority of pottery
from this feature. Most common are NVCC2 fragments of jar (Type
4.5.4), flanged bowls (Type 6.14) and dishes (Types 6.17 and 6.19), along
with a wall-sided mortarium. A small number of finer NVCC1 sherds
from a bag-shaped beaker were found (3 sherds, 24g). NVOW was
recovered as a single flagon fragment (10g) and several mortaria (see
below). NVGWs were found in small numbers (7 sherds, weighing 175g)
and include a cupped rim flagon (Type 1.9) and medium-mouthed jar
(Type 4.5.2). All other fabrics were recovered in much smaller amounts.
Shell-tempered wares were found as undiagnostic jar/bowl and storage
fragments (13 sherds, weighing 933g). Sandy grey wares occurred as
jar/bowl and dish (Type 6.18 and 6.19) fragments (28 sherds, weighing
804g). Three pieces from a Horningsea storage jar were also found
(308g).
Mortaria are well represented within this group: nine vessels were
found. Six NVOW partial vessels were recovered (408g), most as base or
body sherds only but one reeded rim example was found (No. 42). All of
these vessels were well worn before deposition. One MANCHH bead
and flange mortarium (No. 47; 232g) was found, providing the only
stamped example from the entire site assemblage. Fine ware mortaria
were also found, probably for use on the table and comprise a wall-sided
NVCC2 (108g) and a samian example (see below).
Imported wares are relatively well represented within this group.
Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphora was found (3 pieces, 484g).
In addition, nine Central Gaulish samian vessels were retrieved (13
sherds, 161g). Several were too abraded to assign to type but one dish (Dr
31R), three cups (Dr 33) and one mortarium (Dr 45) were recorded. The
mortarium dates to AD 170–200. Also found were two Hadham red ware
jar/bowl sherds (79g), typical of the 4th century AD.
Building 3 and its ovens
A total of 428 sherds of pottery, weighing 6429g and representing 15.4%
by weight of the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage, were recovered from
the structural elements of this building. The pottery is moderately
abraded with an ASW of 15g. The majority of the group consists of
locally produced utilitarian jar and dish forms, deposited some time after
the mid 3rd century AD. Although fine table wares are present in very
small quantities: this is primarily a ‘working group’ of ceramic vessels.
Most of the fragments are Shell-tempered wares (STW)
medium-mouthed jars (Types 4.4 and 4.5.3), but also straight-sided
(Type 6.19) and flanged (Type 6.17) dishes. A small number of storage
jars were also found. Utilitarian Nene Valley colour-coats form the
second largest component within this group and were found in a similar
range of vessels to the STW wares. Medium-mouthed jars (Type 4.5.4),
dishes (Types 6.17 and 6.19) and Castor boxes (designed for use as
casseroles) (Type 6.2) were also found. Other Nene Valley products
comprise a few sherds of the earlier NVCC1 undiagnostic beaker sherds,
NVGW jar/bowl and dish (Type 6.19) sherds, along with NVOW
jar/bowl and bead and flange mortaria. Sandy grey wares (SGW) form
the third most common group but mostly consist of undiagnostic jar/bowl
sherds and a small number of flanged dishes (Type 6.17). Sandy reduced
wares (SRW) were found in a similar range of jar and dish (Types 6.17
and 6.19) forms. It is noteworthy that no SOW(Gritty) sherds were found,
given that they were common within the drying ovens located within
Building 3 (see below). Imports consist of a single (large) sherd of
Southern Spanish olive oil amphora (DR20). Also found were imported
fine wares, consisting of three fragments of indented beakers from Trier
and two small cup (Dr 33) fragments of Central Gaulish samian
(Antonine).
The group of ovens (Oven Group 3) located within the building
yielded a total of 112 sherds, weighing 1315g, representing 3.1% by
weight of the period group settlement assemblage. The pottery is
severely abraded with an ASW of only c.12g. Although twenty
individual pottery fabrics came from within the ovens, many were
recovered in very small quantities – even as single sherds. Only three
fabrics were commonly found, all of which are locally produced and
utilitarian in character: Sandy grey wares (SGW), Gritty buff wares
(SOW(Gritty)) and Shell-tempered wares (STW). The SGW are
predominantly undiagnostic jar/bowl sherds, although a small number of
dishes (Type 6.18) were also found (47 sherds, weighing 409g). The
SOW(gritty) fragments are all jar fragments and only the pulley rimmed
type was recorded (Type 4.8) (14 sherds, weighing 265g). STW are
present as undiagnostic jar and storage jar fragments only (11 sherds,
weighing 232g). It is possible that these utilitarian wares were directly
associated with the use phase of the ovens. One NARVOW(PENT)
mortaria sherd was found (92g), also a small fragment of Spanish
amphora (BAT AM) (10g). Similarly, domestic (NVCC1: 6 sherds,

weighing 9g) and imported finewares were found as a residual element
(Trier: 4 sherds, weighing 6g and samian: 1 scrap).
The shallow gullies (Gully Group 1) found within Building 3 yielded
a total of seventy-five sherds, weighing 2103g, representing 5% by
weight of the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage. The pottery is only
moderately abraded with an ASW of c.28g. Most of the assemblage
consists of Shell-tempered ware jar and storage jar fragments (Type
4.5.3), although flanged dishes (Type 6.17) are also common (47 sherds,
weighing 1692g). Other locally produced coarse wares are present in
very small quantities, many as single sherds only (SRW, SGW, HORN).
Nene Valley products are represented by NVCC2 undiagnostic
jar/beaker sherds (16 pieces, weighing 161g), alongside a single NVGW
jar sherd (8g) and a NVOW wall-sided mortarium (40g), that had been
burnt after breakage. Only one Central Gaulish samian fragment (49g)
was found, deriving from a flanged bowl (Dr 38), dated to the early to mid
Antonine period.
Features post-dating the building contained a total of forty-five
sherds, weighing 590g, and representing only 1.4% of the Period 4.2
settlement assemblage. The sherds are severely abraded with an ASW of
only c.13g. This assemblage is broadly dated to between the 3rd to 4th
centuries AD. Only seven locally produced utilitarian fabrics were
present, dominated by Shell-tempered (STW) undiagnostic jar and
storage jar sherds (17 sherds, weighing 266g). Sandy grey ware (SGW) is
the second most common fabric but only comprises seven jar/bowl and
dish (Type 6.19) sherds, weighing 196g. A single sherd from a
Horningsea jar (27g) was also found. Nene Valley products include a
NVOW wall-sided mortaria (53g), while several scraps of NVCC2 jars
(13 sherds, weighing 22g) and NVGW jar and dish (Type 6.19) (2 sherds,
weighing 13g) were also found.
Pit Group 4
The two pits which lay just outside Building 3 (Pit Group 4) contained a
relatively large assemblage of 301 sherds, weighing 5971g, representing
14.3% by weight of the Period 4.2 settlement group. The pottery is only
moderately abraded and has an average sherd weight of c.20g. The local
utilitarian shell-tempered wares form the largest component of this
feature group (74 sherds, weighing 2221g) and are present in a
conservative range of jar and storage jar forms (Type 4.5.3); several of the
jars have surviving internal lime deposits suggesting that they were used
as kettles. Sandy grey wares had also been commonly deposited within
this feature (94 sherds, 1277g), occurring in a limited range of jar/bowl
forms (Type 4.5), along with dishes (Type 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19). A small
number of SOW(gritty) jar and flagon sherds (11 pieces, weighing 66g)
were also found.
Nene Valley products are common and include NVCC1 cornice
rimmed bag-shaped beaker (14 sherds, weighing 185g), NVCC2 jar,
beaker (e.g. Fig. 3.46, No. 31) and Castor box fragments (30 pieces,
weighing 255g). Many of these fragments have surviving decorative
motifs including raised bosses (not illustrated) and white painted designs
(No. 38). NVGW jar (Type 4.13) and dish (Type 6.18) fragments were
also relatively common (19 sherds, 432g). One of the dishes has a
post-firing ‘X’ graffito on its base. It is worthy of note that this pit
contained a large proportion of the mortaria found on the site. Four
NVOW mortaria were found (396g), most as base sherds only with
well-worn slag trituration grits; only one example has a surviving rim
which is reeded (Fig. 3.47, No. 44). The fragmentary remains of a
Mancetter-Hartshill (525g) reeded rim mortarium were also found.
Imported material occurred in small quantities, including Southern
Spanish globular olive oil amphora (DR 20) body sherds (10 pieces,
weighing 259g), along with two fragments of colour-coated beaker from
Treir (20g) and one Central Gaulish cup (Dr 33; 4g) dated to the Antonine
period.
Building 4
Features associated with this building contained sixty-six sherds
(weighing 873g) of Romano-British pottery, which represents 2.1% of
the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage by weight. The pottery is fairly
severely abraded with an ASW of only c.13g. The Building 4 assemblage
is characterised by the presence of Shell-tempered ware jar (No. 5) and
storage jar fragments, along with Sandy grey ware jar/bowl and dish
fragments. The presence of an almost complete Nene Valley
colour-coated (NVCC2) single handled flagon (No. 34) means that this
fabric is well represented by weight: the remaining material largely
consists of undiagnostic body sherds. The vessels are utilitarian and no
table wares were recorded.
Field System 3 and Enclosure 3
The ceramic assemblage from Field System 3 has already been described
in Period 4.1, but parts of the feature remained in use into Period 4.2.
Thirty-seven sherds were recovered from deposits assigned to this phase,
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weighing 713g, ASW c.19g, and representing 1.7% of the Period 4.2
settlement assemblage by weight. Shell-tempered wares are still
common (10 sherds, 265g) and present as medium-mouthed jars and
storage jars (Type 4.5.4). Gritty buff wares are also still well represented
and occurring as flagons, pulley rimmed jars (Type 4.8) and reeded rim
bowls (Type 6.3). Notably the two sherds of samian found within this
feature group are both diagnostic (102g). One is a Central Gaulish dish
(Dr 31) dating to the mid or late Antonine period. The other is a more
unusual dish form, also from Central Gaul. This Ludowici dish (Fig.
3.45, No. 29) is stamped with the maker’s mark for Albucianus of Lezoux
and dates from AD 160–200.
Thirty-eight sherds, weighing 577g and representing only 1.4% of
the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage were recovered from this phase of
Enclosure 3. The assemblage is moderately abraded with an ASW of
15.2g. Ten fabrics were found, most of which are locally produced
utilitarian wares. The most common are the SGW dish (Types 6.18 and
6.19) and jar/bowl sherds (14 fragments, weighing 173g), supplemented
by STW jar/bowl sherds (Type 4.5.3) (6 sherds, weighing 130g). Nene
Valley products include a single example of a NVCC1 beaker (2g), but
the later wares are more common, including NVCC2 jar/bowl and
flanged dish (Type 6.17) (11 sherds, weighing 102g), and a wall-sided
NVOW mortaria (135g). This feature was re-cut at least twice but this
process simply churned up previously deposited material.
Granary 2
Some 97 sherds, weighing 1081g came from this building, representing
2.6% by weight of the Period 4.2 settlement assemblage. The pottery is
severely abraded with an ASW of only c.11g. Shell-tempered ware jar
and storage jars (Type 4.5.3) (28 sherds, weighing 439g) and Sandy grey
ware jar/bowl and dish (Type 6.19) (39 sherds, weighing 337g) form the
majority of the assemblage. Typically, within this period, Nene Valley
products are well represented. A few NVCC1 beaker fragments were
found (2 sherds, 20g), but more commonly NVCC2 jar/bowl and dish
(Types 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19) (15 sherds, weighing 169g) were deposited.
Also found were NVOW flagon and mortaria fragments (2 sherds,
weighing 16g) and Hadham red ware jar/bowl sherds (6 sherds, weighing
47g). The single example of a Central Gaulish samian dish (Dr 18/31; 6g)
had been burnt prior to deposition.
Quarry 2
A large assemblage of 374 sherds, weighing 16,169g, was recovered
from the group of quarries to the north of the building complex. This
pottery represents 38.6% by weight of the Period 4.2 settlement
assemblage. The pottery is in good condition and has an average sherd
weight of c.43g. Twenty-three individual pottery fabrics were found
within these features, many in very small quantities (even as single
sherds). The majority, however, are locally produced utilitarian
Shell-tempered ware (162 sherds, 10618g) jars (Types 4.5.3) and storage
jars (Type 4.5.4). Two of these STW vessels are almost complete (Fig.
3.41, Nos 1 and 2). Both are medium-mouthed jars with underscored rims
(Type 4.5.3) – one has a ‘nick’ taken out of the rim and also a small hole
punched through the lower body. It is possible that these vessels are
redeposited cinerary urns (see Lyons, Chapter 4.III).
Sandy grey wares (SGW: 44 sherds, weighing 1402g and SGW(Q):
56 sherds, 898g) are less well represented within the quarry assemblage
and are present as jar/bowl sherds. An almost complete SGW high
shoulder jar (Type 4.13) has a hole broken into the base and may also be a
redeposited cinerary urn (Fig. 3.42, No. 6). More commonly, however,
SGW are found as dishes (Types 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19). It seems, within
this assemblage at least, that STW had developed a specialist jar and
storage jar role, while SGWs were more commonly used as dishes.
SOW(gritty) medium-mouthed pulley rimmed jars (Type 4.8) are
relatively common (17 sherds, weighing 292g), and mortaria were also
found in this fabric.
Typically, Nene Valley products are plentiful. NVCC1 indented
beaker sherds from a minimum of four vessels were found (21 pieces,
303g), along with NVCC2 jar fragments, dishes and mortaria (6.17 and
6.18) (13 sherds, weighing 241g). NVGW occurs in a limited range of
dishes (Types 6.18 and 6.19) (11 sherds, 212g). NVOW is generally
present as mortaria, although two ring-necked flagon fragments were
also found (Type 1.1) (9g). Mortaria are well represented within this
group, representing ten vessels. Six NVOW partial vessels were
recovered (505g), most as base or body sherds only but with two reeded
rim examples being found (Fig. 3.47, No. 43). All of these examples are
well worn and one was burnt before deposition. Two fragments of
SOW(gritty) bead and flange mortarium were found (118g), as were two
small MANCHH reeded rim mortaria pieces (48g). A wall-sided
NVCC2 mortarium was also found (29g).
Imported wares are relatively well represented within this group,
including Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphora (4 sherds, 441g).

In addition, ten Central and Eastern Gaulish samian vessels were found
(183g): Central Gaulish dishes (Dr 18/31, 31R, Dr 37 and Dr 46),
including a Dr 31 example stamped for Asiaticus of Lezoux (Fig. 3.45,
No. 30). Other forms present are Eastern Gaulish dish (Dr 31, Dr 31R),
cup (Dr 33) and flanged bowl (Dr 38). The vessels date from the late 2nd
to first half of the 3rd century and most, if not all, of these vessels are
significantly worn inside.
Taken as a whole, and perhaps simply as a result of its larger size, this
assemblage has the character of a well-used kitchen group with jars,
storage jars, mixing bowls, dishes, cups and flagons. Although the
relevant features were primarily identified by aerial photography, it is
clear that a large pottery sample was recovered from them.

Period 4.3: 4th century AD
Pottery deposition was in decline at this time, reflecting
the decreasing size of the building complex and the focus
on Building 5 and its associated wells. A total of 696
sherds, weighing 22573g and ASW c.32g, representing
11.6% of the assemblage by weight, were found. Twentyseven Romano-British pottery fabrics were recovered,
occasionally in very small quantities (Table 3.11).
This phase is characterised by the abundant use of
locally produced coarse wares, of which Shell-tempered
wares (STW) are dominant, along with Sandy grey ware
(SGW, SGW(Q)) coarse wares and Sandy oxidised wares
(SOW(gritty)). Products from the Nene Valley were in
good supply and comprise Nene Valley colour-coats
(NVCC1 and NVCC2), grey ware (NVGW) and white
ware mortaria (NVOW). Olive oil amphora from southern
Spain was present in significant quantities (BAT AM).
Samian was no longer in use, only six residual sherds
being found.
Shell-tempered wares were evident in a very limited
range of forms, mostly as globular jars with rolled and
underscored rims (Type 4.5.3) and undiagnostic storage
jars. The Sandy grey ware fabrics were found as globular
jars (Type 4.5) and straight-sided dishes (Types 6.18 and
6.19); perhaps used more as table wares than their
utilitarian STW counterparts. The sandy oxidised wares
were commonly present as pulley rimmed jars (Type 4.8)
and also as reeded rim bowls (Type 6.3). NVCC1 was
present both as bag-shaped and funnel-necked beakers.
NVCC2 was very well represented both as jars (Type 4.5),
flanged bowls (Type 6.14) and a range of dishes (Types
6.17 and 6.19). NVGW was present as undiagnostic jar
and dish forms. NVOW was present as reeded rim
mortaria only, a single bead and flange MANCHH
mortaria was also found.
Building 5
The footprint of this building yielded only thirteen pottery sherds,
weighing 294g, which represents only 1.3% of the Period 4.3 settlement
assemblage. The pottery is moderately abraded with an ASW of c.23g.
Nene Valley products are the most common and comprise NVCC2 jar
and dish sherds (5 sherds, 88g). Locally produced coarse wares form the
majority of the remainder of the small group: Sandy grey ware jars sherds
(2 sherds, 88g), Shell-tempered ware jar (Type 4.5.3) and lid fragments
(3, 49g), and a Gritty buff ware jar (Type 4.8) fragment (34g). Also found
was a less Sandy grey ware wide-mouthed jar (26g) and a Hadham grey
ware jar/bowl (9g).
Wells
It is noteworthy that all three of the timber-lined wells associated with
Building 5 contained quite different assemblages (the material from Well
1 forming the largest and most diagnostic group), demonstrating that they
were backfilled at different times, although each of them has the
character of a kitchen/tableware assemblage:
• Well 1: backfilled in the late 3rd to early 4th century AD – a large SGW
group
• Well 2: backfilled in the early to mid 4th century AD – an NVCC2 and
SGW group
• Well 3: backfilled in the mid to late 4th century AD – an STW group
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Fabric family
STW
SGW
NVCC2
BAT AM
NVOW
SGW(Q)
SRW(FINE)
SGW(MICA)
MANCHH
SOW(GRITTY)
NVGW
BSRW
SGW(SOFT)
HORN
SRW
SREDW
HADRW
NVCC1
SGW(FINE)
SAM
OXRCC
NARVRW
GW(SOFT)
SOW
BB2
HADGW
RHEN
Total

Sherd count
245
186
95
7
9
23
17
8
1
18
14
2
13
3
9
4
3
13
5
6
3
2
2
5
1
1
1
696

Sherd weight
(g)
7970
4107
3098
2681
1152
578
371
351
338
298
273
245
178
177
151
111
103
67
65
61
58
37
32
32
25
9
5
22573

45), with well worn interiors, date to the late 3rd and 4th centuries AD.
Also found was the lower part of a Mancetter-Hartshill (or possibly
NVOW) mortaria (338g). Buff gritty fabrics occurred in small numbers
(10 sherds, 129g), only as medium-mouthed jars with pulley rims (Type
4.8) consistent with use as a cooking pot. A very few sherds of unsourced,
but also probably locally produced, undiagnostic SOW flagon pieces
were found (4 sherds, 28g).
Imports – presumably residual by this time – are still present in small
quantities. A large Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphora fragment
was found (1852g), along with a Central Gaulish samian heavily burnt
cup (Dr 33) and an Eastern Gaulish samian dish (Dr 31R) (2 sherds, 42g).
The group includes a single piece of a colour-coated beaker from Trier
(5g).

Sherd weight
(%)
35.3
18.2
13.7
11.9
5.1
2.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.2
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.04
0.02

Table 3.11 Period 4.3: Pottery summary

Well 1 (disuse: late 3rd to early 4th century AD)
A total of 202 sherds, weighing 8622g, was recovered from the earliest
well, representing 38.2% by weight of the Period 4.3 settlement
assemblage. The pottery is in good condition, with a large ASW of c.43g.
Taken as a whole this group forms a kitchen/tableware assemblage dated
between the late 3rd to early 4th century AD. The majority of pottery
found within this feature consists of locally produced utilitarian Sandy
grey wares (98 sherds, weighing 2671g) which represent 31% by weight
of the feature group assemblage. The pottery includes a mixture of
jar/bowl forms (Type 4.5, Fig. 3.42, No. 7) and dishes (Types 6.17, Fig.
3.43, No. 17; Type 6.19, Fig. 3.43, No. 20). The straight-sided dishes with
the triangular rim (Type 6.18, Fig. 3.42, Nos 11–13) are the most
common; these are versatile forms which may have been used as kitchen
and/or table wares and were commonly in use from the mid 2nd to early
4th century. Other varieties of SGW fabrics (SGW(MICA), SGW(Q),
SGW(SOFT), SGW(FINE)) were also found in small quantities, in the
same limited range of forms (Figs 3.42–3.43, Nos 14, 15 and 19). It is
noteworthy that the SGW(MICA) fabric was only found as dishes (Types
6.18 and 6.19, Fig. 3.43, No. 21). A small number of Sandy reduced
wares (BSRW, SRW, SRW(FINE), SREDW) were found, mostly in the
form of flanged dishes (Type 6.17, Fig. 3.44, Nos 24 and 25), but also as
dishes with triangular rims (Type 6.18, Fig. 3.44, No. 22). These are local
copies, with variable firing finishes, of BB1 products.
Shell-tempered (STW) utilitarian wares were found in smaller
quantities (18 sherds, 1160g). Where it was possible to assign the
fragments to a form they are jar and storage jar pieces from
medium-mouthed jars with rolled and under-scored rims (Type 4.5.3).
Unusually, Nene Valley products do not form a large part of this group.
Small fragments from the remains of three NVCC1 bag-shaped beakers
(9 sherds, 46g) were found, along with a few NVCC2 jar/beaker sherds
(8, 127g). NVGW jar/bowl and dish sherds are slightly more common
(10 sherds, 196g). The most common Nene Valley product, however,
comprises NVOW mortaria fragments (4 sherds, 651g). Three examples
(including two joining sherds) of large reeded rim vessels (Fig. 3.47, No.

Well 2 (disuse: early to mid 4th century AD)
A total of 116 sherds, weighing 3659g, were recovered from this feature
group. This pottery represents 16.2% by weight of the Period 4.3
settlement assemblage. The pottery is in good condition and has an
average sherd weight of c.32g. The material consists of a smaller range of
fabrics and forms than from Well 1.
The most common fabric group (by weight) is the chunky NVCC2
products (13 sherds, 1352g). These largely comprise undiagnostic jar and
beaker sherds, some of which are highly decorated (Fig. 3.46, No. 37).
An almost complete narrow-mouthed jar was also found which has only
slight damage to the rim (Fig. 3.46, No. 38). It is the presence of this
vessel which has caused NVCC2 to appear the most common fabric type.
Other Nene Valley products include only three (19g) small fragments of
NVCC1 funnel-necked beaker, decorated with white paint. A single
reeded rim NVOW mortarium fragment has large slag trituration grits
that had been worn smooth (182g). However, as in Well 1, it is the Sandy
grey wares (SGW: 50, 797g, SGW(Q): 5, 111g, GW(SOFT); 2, 32g) that
are dominant by fragment count. This material consists largely of
fragmentary jar/bowl (Type 4.5) and dish (Type 6.18) pieces. Sandy
reduced wares (SRW(fine); 15, 259g. SRW; 1, 25g. BB2; 1, 25g) occur
only as jar, beaker (Type 4.13) and dish fragments (Type 6.18, Fig. 3.44,
No. 23).
Shell-tempered (STW) utilitarian wares were found in smaller
quantities (17 sherds, 570g). Where it is possible to assign the fragments
to a form they are jar and storage jar pieces from medium-mouthed jars
with rolled and under-scored rims (Type 4.5.3, Fig. 3.41, No. 3). Two
small pieces of SOW(gritty) undiagnostic jar fragments were found
(26g). Noteworthy perhaps is the presence of two pieces of Horningsea
storage jars (108g). As previously noted the role of storage jar was largely
fulfilled by shell-tempered wares, meaning that its presence here is an
indication of local trade. The same is true of the two pieces of Nar Valley
reduced ware cooking pot (37g) produced on the fen edge of west
Norfolk. Imports comprise only two small pieces of Southern Spanish
globular olive oil amphora (116g). No Gaulish samian or other imported
finewares were found.
Well 3 (felling date of timbers used in construction: AD 316–348. Disuse:
mid to late 4th century AD)
A total of 110 sherds, weighing 3562g and representing 15.8% of Period
4.3 settlement assemblage were recovered from this well. This is a
similar size assemblage to Well 2, but it is interesting that SGW is rare
and STW is the dominant utilitarian fabric. A similar range of fabrics was
found in the Period 5 features detailed in Chapter 5. The group is
dominated by similar Shell-tempered ware cooking pots with
under-scored rims (Type 4.5.3). One complete vessel was found and
several of the others still retain burnt food residues on their exterior
surfaces (82 sherds, 2541g). Nene Valley products are the second most
common group of fabrics, the majority of which are NVCC2
undiagnostic jar and beaker sherds, also dishes (Type 6.19) and flanged
dishes (Type 6.17) (13 sherds, 409g). The only other Nene Valley product
comprises two NVOW worn reeded mortaria fragments (209g). No
NVCC1 or NVGWs were found – their absence also suggests a date after
the early 4th century AD. Two small pieces of SOW(gritty) comprising
an undiagnostic jar fragment and a reeded rim bowl (Type 6.3) were
found (87g), as well as a few SGW wide-mouthed jar sherds and dish
(Types 6.18 and 6.19) fragments (6 sherds, 83g). Single sherds of other
coarse wares were also present. Imports comprise only two small pieces
of Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphora (53g). No Gaulish
samian or other imported finewares were found.
Gully Group 2
A total of 252 sherds, weighing 5962g, were recovered from the
curvilinear gullies which appeared to post-date the main use of the villa,
but may have functioned during the final use of Building 5. This pottery
represents 26.4% by weight of Period 4.3 settlement assemblage. The
pottery is in relatively good condition with an ASW of c.24g. Eighteen
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pottery fabrics were identified, some in very small numbers (even as
single sherds). The majority of pottery within the group consists of
locally produced Shell-tempered wares (125 sherds, 3650g). Jars (Type
4.5.3), storage jars and a small number of flanged dishes (Type 6.17)
were found. One of the jars is almost complete and has an internal
limescale accretion: it has been suggested this was used as a chamber pot.
Products of the Nene Valley formed the second most common group
of fabrics in this group. A single NVCC1 beaker fragment was found
(2g). The NVCC2 pottery (56 sherds, 1122g) includes jar and beaker
fragments, along with flanged bowls (Type 6.14) and straight-sided
dishes (Type 6.19), although flanged dishes (Type 6.17) form the most
common vessel type. Also found were a small number of NVGW jar
sherds (4 fragments, 77g). Sandy grey wares of several different types
form a significant part of this group, including SGW jar/bowl and dish
(Type 6.19) fragments (30 sherds, 468g). Other vessels include a few
fragments (3 sherds, 22g) of Gritty buff ware jar/bowl. It is interesting
that no NVOW mortaria was recovered within this group.
Imports – presumably residual by this time – are still present in small
quantities. Southern Spanish globular olive oil amphora was found (2
pieces, 296g). In addition four Central and Eastern Gaulish samian
vessels were retrieved (4 sherds, 19g): two were too abraded to assign to
type but one hemispherical bowl (Dr 37) and one flanged bowl (Dr 38)
date to the first half of the 3rd century AD. Replacing the samian within
the repertoire were several red ware fabrics. Three Hadham red ware
jar/bowl sherds (108g) were noted, as well as three Oxfordshire red ware
jar/bowl sherds (58g) and a small fragment from a locally produced
Sandy red ware jar (21g).

Discussion: the villa’s pottery
Pottery supply
The current research strategy and updated agenda for the
study of Roman pottery (Perrin 2011, 30) mentions
Godmanchester as a key site for the understanding of
ceramic use within the area of the Catuvellauni, within
which the town was located on the northern fringe. At
Rectory Farm, the Roman assemblage shows few signs of
high status as it is predominantly local in origin, moreover
it dates (or remained in use) between the late 1st to the
early 5th century AD, with pottery most abundant during
Period 4.2. Most of the pottery was made and distributed
within the tribal area of the Catuvellauni. Twenty-nine
individual fabric groups were recorded of which only six
fabrics dominate the assemblage, with the rest of the
wares registering at 5% or less (Table 3.12).
The bulk of the assemblage comprises shell-tempered
material, a common group of pottery on fenland sites
(Perrin 1999b, 116). Relatively local production is likely
as clay beds that contain shell as a natural fossilised
component can be found in valley side exposures in the
major arms of both the Middle Great Ouse and Nene
systems (Spoerry 2016). Indeed, a shell-tempered ware
production centre has been found within the Ouse Valley
at Earith on the eastern fen-edge and this site may in fact
be the source of much of the shell-tempered wares found
in and around north Cambridgeshire (Anderson 2013,
311). This fabric group became more common through
time, dominating supply during Periods 4.2 and 4.3, and is
thought to have peaked after AD 350 (Tyers 1996). Its
abundant presence here is a good indicator that activity
continued until the end of the Roman period.
It was the locally produced Gritty buff wares which
were the most popular non-specialist white ware, forming
the second most common fabric by weight within the
entire assemblage. They are particularly well represented
due to their frequent use in the Period 4.1 cremation
cemetery, with which they were closely associated. These
utilitarian wares are visually very similar to products
made at Verulamium (St Albans) in the early Roman
period. As the supply of Verulamium white wares

declined in the mid 2nd century AD (Tyers 1996, 201)
regional potteries began to manufacture similar oxidised
wares with a gritty surface texture; kilns are suspected in
Northamptonshire as the ware has commonly been found
at Stanwick (Seager Smith 2009, 19) and are known in the
Nene Valley (Tomber and Dore 1998, 118) and, most
pertinently, at Godmanchester itself (Evans 2003, 43–61).
The third most common fabric within the settlement
assemblage consists of Sandy grey wares, while the fourth
most numerous are the poorly made Sandy grey wares
found primarily within the cremation group. Where these
vessels were actually made is unknown and it is almost
certainly the case that local coarseware production centres
are missing from the archaeological record. They may,
however, be present in the industrial areas to the south-east
of Godmanchester, where five pottery kilns have already
been recorded (Jones 2003, 13–21). Significantly at least
one pottery kiln was briefly seen on the Rectory Farm site
itself before being destroyed by quarrying, although what
it was manufacturing is unknown (Taylor 1981). This
fabric group was dominant in Period 4.1 but, although still
in use, was generally superseded by Shell-tempered wares
in Periods 4.2 and 4.3.
Nene Valley colour-coated wares represent the fifth
largest group from the site, which is also characteristic of
other Cambridgeshire sites (Perrin 1996; 1999a and b;
Hill and Lucas 2003; Lucas 2006; Monteil 2013;
Anderson 2013, 305). Indeed, Nene Valley products
generally dominated supply into the fen basin, when
between the mid to late Roman period, the industry held a
virtual monopoly producing a popular range of
colour-coated vessels in coarse ware forms, with few other
wares being traded into the region on a large scale. This
dominance by a single industry is unparalleled elsewhere
in Roman Britain, including the substantial Oxfordshire
manufacturing centre (Hancocks et al. 1998, 79). It was
only towards the end of the 4th century – when perhaps the
grip of the Nene Valley industry was beginning to wane –
that other regional wares arrived in meaningful numbers.
Red table wares arrived from kilns in Oxfordshire
(c.130km to the south-west) and Hadham in Hertfordshire
(c.77km to the south), although it is possible that some of
these red wares were made by an immigrant Oxfordshire
potter who was producing similar wares at the Obelisk
kilns at Harston, Cambridgeshire during the second
quarter of the 4th century (Pullinger and Young 1981,
8–9).
The other regional wares present at Rectory Farm
arrived in much smaller numbers. These include a few
non-local vessels from Lincolnshire, with mortaria
coming from Mancetter-Hartshill and Swanpool which,
although a significant distance away (c.130km to the
north), were directly linked to Godmanchester via Ermine
Street.
Some non-local wares are present in such small
quantities that they give the impression of arriving with
individual travellers rather than being the result of largescale trade. Although not characteristic of the assemblage,
the small amounts of pottery from Caldecotte (c.60km to
the south-west within the Ouse Valley), the Nar Valley in
west Norfolk (c.85km to the north-east) and the Waveney
Valley on the Norfolk/Suffolk border (c.88km to the east)
may be indicative of local travel and the small-scale
movement of associated pottery.
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Fabric name

Abbreviation

Shell-tempered ware
Gritty buff ware
Sandy grey ware
Sandy grey ware (proto)
Nene Valley colour-coat
Nene Valley oxidised ware
Spanish Amphorae
Samian
Sandy reduced ware
Sandy grey ware (coarse)
Nene Valley grey ware
(Sandy) Oxidised ware (grog)
Horningsea reduced ware
Sandy red ware
Manchetter Hartshill white ware
Sandy Oxidised ware
Sandy grey ware (mica)
Oxfordshire red ware
Black surfaced red ware
Hadham red ware
(Sandy) Grey ware (fine)
Oxfordshire white ware
Sandy Coarse ware
Sandy grey ware (fine)
Nar Valley oxidised ware
Grey ware (grog)
Moselkeramik (Trier) black-slipped ware
Nar valley Reduced ware
Hadham grey ware
Total

STW
SOW(GRITTY)
SGW
SGW(PROTO)
NVCC
NVOW
BAT AM
SAM
SRW
SGW(Q)
NVGW
OW(GROG)
HORN
SREDW
MANCHH
SOW
SGW(MICA)
OXRCC
BSRW
HADRW
GW(FINE)
OX OW
SCW
SGW(FINE)
NARVOW(PENT)
GW(GROG)
RHEN CC
NARVRW
HADGW

Sherd count

Weight (g)

Weight (%)

1516
231
1392
29
898
130
34
130
143
111
88
17
50
84
17
55
11
16
16
26
69
9
12
22
3
6
14
2
1
5114

62696
29868
22103
21599
17032
13315
4888
3411
3309
2580
2486
2213
1979
1343
1332
682
667
494
463
432
815
234
219
151
200
181
112
37
9
194699

32.2
15.3
11.4
11.1
8.7
6.8
2.5
1.8
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.02
0.01

Table 3.12 The whole Rectory Farm pottery assemblage (settlement and funerary) listed by fabric family in descending order of
weight (g)

Imported wares make a minimal contribution to the
assemblage, with Spanish amphorae, along with Central
and Eastern Gaulish samian being the only wares found in
significant quantities. A small number of colour-coated
beaker sherds from Trier were also found. These wares
were not imported after the mid 3rd century.
Although the pottery assemblage – with its low levels
of samian and other imported wares – gives the impression
of a basic rural group, typical of the region, it is clear that it
does not give a complete picture of the status of the villa
farm at Rectory Farm which did, in other respects, have
aspects of high status living (see Chapter 6).
Function
It is recording the vessel forms which permits an
assessment of the actual nature of the occupation and how
this changed through time. The majority of vessels
recovered from Rectory Farm are utilitarian and they
mainly comprise jars/cooking pots, storage jars and dishes
(Table 3.13). Although there is a small number of finer
table wares such as beakers present the vast majority of the
assemblage comprises kitchen wares – or vessels that can
tolerate heat. This is especially relevant as a large number
of the pots were used as cinerary vessels during the Period
4.1 cremation burial ritual (it is possible the ashes were
still hot or warm when placed into the urn) and were also

associated with the Period 4.2 drying ovens in Building 3.
It seems that SOW(gritty) ware pulley rimmed jars (Type
4.8) as well as STW medium-mouthed jars with rolled
underscored rims (Type 4.5.3) were used primarily for
these heat-tolerant purposes.
Analysis of how different vessels were used through
time shows that medium-mouthed jars were the most
consistently used form throughout the Roman phase and
into the Anglo-Saxon period. This level of use only dipped
in Period 4.2 when specialist storage jars diminished the
‘jar’ share of the assemblage. The predominance of jars is
one of the determining factors of a typical rural
assemblage (Anderson 2013, 324), including a working
Roman farm.
Several forms such as the wide-mouthed jar and flagon
are common only in Period 4.1. This is certainly due to
their close association with the cremation cemetery
(Cemetery 2, Chapter 4 and above). Another early form
which declines in popularity through time is that of the
beaker, which is believed not to have been produced after
the mid 4th century AD. Dishes increase their market
share through time and the ratio of jar:dish increases in
Period 4.3. This success was almost certainly due to the
fact that they could be adapted to new needs. The
introduction of the flanged dish/casserole in the mid 3rd
century may reflect a development in cooking practice to
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Form
Medium-mouthed jar
Wide-mouthed jar
Storage jar
Flagon
Dish
Beaker
Mortaria
Amphora

Per 4.1

Per 4.2

Per 4.3

Per 5.1

53.0
23.9
0.6
7.7
5.6
1.7
0.4
0.00

32.8
1.3
27.6
1.8
6.8
1.9
6.7
3.1

51.5
1.5
7.4
0.3
11.4
1.2
6.6
11.4

23.7
2.6
5.4
3.7
2.9
0.5
10.1
1.3

Table 3.13 Selected pottery forms through time (% of
weight)

allow for a slow oven bake in addition to boiling and
steaming over an open flame. Moreover, coarse ware
colour-coated dishes are a common component of the late
Roman Nene Valley industry (Perrin 1999b, 104).
Mortaria become popular in the mid to late Roman period
and survived in use well into the Early Anglo-Saxon
period, perhaps because of their robust construction. This
is consistent with the regional pattern whereby mortaria
only became popular from the Hadrianic to Antonine
period onwards (Perrin 1996). Amphora, although never
found in large quantities at Rectory Farm, remained in
circulation until the end of the Roman period but then fell
from use entirely – this is an odd fact, since they are also
robust and remain useful even when damaged or broken.
Several vessel types are noteworthy by their absence.
These include cheese presses, tazze and lamps. These
forms, however, are only common in early Roman
deposits (Montiel 2013, 96) and had probably fallen from
use by the time most of the mid to late Roman Rectory
Farm assemblage was deposited.
Regional comparisons
Although ideally situated on the edge of both Ermine
Street and the River Great Ouse to receive traded ceramic
wares from almost anywhere in the Roman Empire, it has
been established that the population of Rectory Farm in
the Romano-British period were generally conservative in
their use of ceramic wares. This pattern of pottery supply
and consumption is typical of many other contemporary
rural sites in this area (Evans 2001, 31–3; 2011, 244)
Fortunately, in recent years western Cambridgeshire
has been subject to major archaeological investigations
which have increased archaeological understanding of the
region and provided useful comparative datasets. For
example, several large sites have been excavated on the
western Cambridgeshire clayland, such as the A428
(Lyons 2008), Love’s Farm, St Neots (Lyons and Percival
2018) and Bob’s Wood, Hinchingbrooke (Lyons
forthcoming), all of which are primarily rural sites with
roots in the Iron Age and Roman transition which are
relatively close to Godmanchester. A small number of
other villa farm estates have also been excavated, most
notably Stonea (Cameron 1996) and Orton Hall Farm
(Perrin 1996). Indeed, it could be argued that Orton Hall
Farm provides the nearest comparison to Rectory Farm,
comprising an ‘essentially fairly large, unpretentious,
self-contained, self-sufficient farmstead’ (Perrin 1996,
181).
The overriding defining characteristic of Rectory
Farm, however, is its location within both the Ouse Valley

and on Ermine Street – the settlement did not have direct
Iron Age predecessors but rose adjacent to the expanding
Roman town in the mid 2nd century. Sharing the location
of the Ouse Valley the most relevant published
comparative sites may be Little Paxton (Evans 2011) and
Earith (Montiel 2013; Anderson 2013). It is in fact a
combination of the data from these sites that is beginning
to form a cohesive view of pottery use within this area
(Table 3.14). The definitive result of this inter-site
comparison is that all of these sites share a conservative
pattern of pottery use and supply that is dominated by
locally produced grey and shelly coarse wares with the
majority of other products provided by the Nene Valley
industry. One obvious probable reason for this limited use
of imported wares is not a lack of wealth – as many aspects
of the archaeology at Rectory Farm are high status – but an
abundant local and regional supply. Indeed, as the local
clay beds provided such a good supply of both shell- and
quartz-based raw materials the majority of the population
at Rectory Farm would have been adept at exploiting the
local resources, with strong traditions of local pottery
manufacture that had been in place for hundreds of years
(Hancocks 2003, 100). Moreover, it was also a community
with access to the products of a significant (not yet fully
understood) industry at Godmanchester and also the large
pottery manufacturing centre within the Nene Valley.
These combined local and regional sources effectively
meant that demand for wares from further afield
(including samian) was reduced.
Funerary and settlement pottery compared
While the Rectory Farm Roman pottery assemblage is not
the largest assemblage to have been excavated recently in
the vicinity, it is the only one to contain significant
contemporary funerary and settlement assemblages. The
funerary assemblage is the largest single group of pottery
recovered from the site, consisting of ninety-four largely
complete vessels but constituting only eleven fabrics and a
fairly limited range of forms. Analysis has shown that the
cemetery was contemporary with the earliest phase of the
farm (Field System 3; Building 1) and that the cremation
assemblage consists of vessels that were in use during
everyday life – mixed with a selection of vessels that were
especially prepared and adapted for funerary use (Chapter
4.IV, ‘The Funerary Pottery: Ritual killing’). Indeed, in
terms of the site assemblage, unique aspects of the
cremation cemetery assemblage are the presence of
repaired and deliberately damaged vessels.
It is also worthy of note that the use of cremation burial
at Godmanchester generally (not only Rectory Farm)
seems to have continued longer than elsewhere in the
region, where it is primarily an early Roman practice. Not
only did an ‘old-fashioned’ burial ritual survive, but also
many of the pots echo their Iron Age predecessors – such
as the common use of the wide-mouthed cordoned jar as
both cinerary urns and accompanying vessels. These are
not heirloom vessels, but contemporary pots referencing
an older style (Thompson 1982).
Another interesting aspect of this assemblage is that
several of the vessels are poorly made. This particularly
applies to several of the grey wares copying beaker forms
and also the SOW(gritty) flagons. It is possible that these
vessels were made specifically for the cremation rite.
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Site

Location

Date

Bob's Wood,
Hinchingbrooke
Little Paxton

Ouse Valley

Ouse Valley

Late Iron Age to
Roman
Early Roman and late
Roman
Early Roman

Ouse Valley
Ermine street
Fenland
Ouse Valley and
Ermine Street

Earith, Langdale
Hale
Earith, The Camp
Ground
Orton Hall
Stonea
Rectory Farm,
Godmanchester

Ouse Valley

Sherd count

Weight (g)

6155

86731

Main fabrics

Publication
Lyons in prep. a

-

STW/SGW NVCC
STW, HORN GW,
NVCC
SGW/STW/NVCC

5275

-

14381

Montiel 2013

Mid to late Roman

60621

1648800

SGW/STW/NVCC

Anderson 2013

Mid to late Roman
Mid to late Roman
Mid to late Roman

32000
5144

560000
634213
194699

STW/SGW/NVCC
RW/STW/NVGW
STW/SGW/NVCC

Perrin 1996
Cameron 1996
This volume

Evans 2011

Table 3.14 Comparative sites with a summary of their main pottery fabrics

respectively). The remaining fabrics account for only a
small percentage of the total (2.5%).

Ceramic building material
by Phil Copleston and David Neal (1992)
(Fig. 3.48)
Introduction
Some 4076 fragments of Roman ceramic building
material, weighing 467kg, were recovered. Mostly
retrieved within the area of the Roman building complex,
the assemblage comprises c.42% roof tiles by weight,
with general brick and tile represented in similar amounts
(43%), whilst heating system tiles make up most of the
remaining sixth of the total. A few more unusual forms
were found, including antefixes and pipes. Of the thirteen
fabrics identified, the most common fabric is the oxidised,
chalk-flecked Fabric 2 (at 58%), followed by the plainer
oxidised Fabric 1 (at 21%). All the remaining fabrics
totalled less than one quarter of the group.
Methodology
Using Young (1979) as a guide to quantification and
Brodribb (1983; 1987) as a guide to forms, the whole
assemblage was recorded by context and feature group. It
was necessary to devise a fabric series as no suitable guide
to Roman tile and brick fabrics was available at time of
writing (1992). McWhirr (1979a) contained other
essential background reading, and was used as a guide to
comparative material and kiln sites. It should be
emphasised that only a small sample of the ceramic
build ing mater ial seen on site was colle cted.
Quantification by weight was considered to be the most
suitable method; the tiles themselves are quite
fragmentary, with no complete examples recovered.
Relevant measurements are shown below in relation to pes
(the Roman foot, c.294mm).
Fabrics
The most common fabric type is the orange-red Fabric 2
with chalk inclusions (57.6%), followed by orange-red
Fabric 1 with no inclusions (20.9%), the ‘soapy’ orangebrown Fabric 3 (7.7%) and the hard orange-brown Fabric
4 (4.9%). Fabric 1 was associated with all features, except
Buildings 1 and 4. Fabric 2 was associated with all
features, being the commonest fabric on the site; within
Building 3 its frequency was as high as 97%. Of the grey
fabrics, that with hard oxidised surfaces (Fabric 6; 4.2%)
was largely confined to the large-section bricks, as were
the shelly grey Fabrics 8 and 9 (1.9% and 0.4%

Fabric descriptions
Fabric descriptions are presented in Appendix 5.III. Note,
nos. 7, 10 and 11 were not used
Forms
Roof tiles
Tegulae are flat roof tiles, typically 1½ x 1 pes (435 x
290mm) and c.25mm thick, with upward turned side
flanges that have distinctive cut-outs at each end. The
cut-outs are used to lock the overlapping tiles together. In
this assemblage, tegula fragments are reasonably easy to
identify, particularly when the area around the flange
survives. Many are marked with semi-circular finger
impressions, interpreted as production batch marks or tile
workers’ illiterate signatures. The low pitch of Roman
roofs, combined with the heavy weight of the tiles made it
generally unnecessary to nail down tegulae and just five
nail holes in such fragments were found in the
assemblage, which were of two types: three for square
nails (Fig. 3.48, No. 1) and two plain circular or capped.
Close examination suggests that both types of holes were
made by pushing an object though the still damp or
leather-hard clay of the tile, such as a wooden stick, or in
the case of square holes, an actual nail. The capped hole
type (Fig. 3.48, No. 2) is probably from a tile designed to
‘catch’ on a nail or peg, whilst remaining weatherproof in
an exposed situation. Thickness, and semi-circular
signature marks, often helped to identify many flangeless
or plain fragments. Tegula flange types and cut-aways
were recorded (results are available in the archive).
Imbrices would have fitted over tegula flanges to seal
the joints between adjacent roof tiles and are slightly
tapered from a narrower upper end to a wider lower end
which would fit over the next imbrex below. Lengths and
thicknesses may vary, but here they are distinctively
c.15mm thick, approximately 1½ pes (435mm) long or
slightly longer, and of evenly curved section. A few
exhibit straighter sides and are sharply curved at their
apex. Only one survives to its full length in this
assemblage. Due to the fragmentary nature of this
assemblage it was not possible to distinguish imbrices
from the superficially similar roof ridge tiles (the latter
being similar in shape and function, but larger and
possibly straighter and thicker).
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Antefixes are ceramic fittings designed to block off the
end of the lowest imbrex at the roof eaves. At Rectory
Farm, the five examples found are circular, usually made
from re-used flue tile, and are c.20mm thick (Fig. 3.48,
Nos 3–5). No purposely made or ornate antefixes were
found, but a few examples of broken box flue tiles were
clearly chipped into a crude circular form, fitting neatly
inside the wider lower end of the imbrices. This suggests
that these could have been intended as rough and ready
antefixes or similar devices, although other
interpretations may be possible. All have been cut so that
the combing marks are preserved to assist keying, with a
number still retaining samples of mortar. Some are,
however, much smaller and may have had a different
function.
Bricks and wall tiles
Bricks and wall tiles were used to perform a number of
functions, although rarely, if ever, used in the same way as
modern bricks solely to construct complete walls. More
usually they formed string-courses within stone or rubble
walls, with the function of strengthening, stabilising and
binding together intermediate areas of stone. Other more
specialised forms were developed to fulfil particular
functions. The form types used as a guide here (after
Brodribb 1987) were bipedalis, sesquipedalis (typically
1½ x 1½ pes, 435 x 435mm), pedalis (typically 1 x 1 pes,
290 x 290mm), bessales (all square forms of various sizes,
with the latter two forms frequently occurring on many
sites stacked as hypocaust pilae (typically 3/4 x 3/4 pes,
215 x 215mm) and lydion (rectangular, usually used
within walls).
The fragmentary nature of the Rectory Farm
assemblage offers few opportunities to identify particular
forms positively, with most fragments ascribed to the
general ‘brick’ or ‘tile’ categories. Identification of most
brick types was at best tentative, and therefore for the
purposes of analysis they are treated as one type. The
distinction between ‘brick’ and ‘tile’ is probably
subjective, and perhaps a modern one, but some tile
fragments were clearly distinct from the thicker, coarser
and heavier brick fragments. However, fragments of
bipedalis (typically 2 x 2 pes, 580 x 580mm, and over c.50
thick) were usually easier to identify due to their sheer
bulk, coarseness of fabric, and variable firing towards the
core of the comparatively thick material or around
stab-holes made to assist firing. The main use of these was
probably to form floor surfaces, often by acting as a bridge
between the pilae of hypocaust systems. No other brick or
tile forms were identified with any confidence as, in
general, only one corner (or at most two corners and one
complete edge) survives.
Heating system tiles
Most easily identifiable, because of combing marks, are
the box flue or half box flue tiles. However, as it was
difficult to distinguish between the two types with any
confidence these are treated as one form. Surprisingly,
considering the number of box flues present, no voussoirs
were identified. The fragmentary nature of the
assemblage may have prevented their distinction from
otherwise superficially similar box flue fragments.

Water pipes
Only one small fragment of a curved flange, smoothed by
the tiler on both upper and lower surfaces, was found. This
was probably a male flange of the type found on
interlocking water pipes, an interpretation consistent with
the nature of the assemblage and the site. In addition, an
almost complete small section box flue tile without
combing (Fig. 3.48, No. 6) may equally be interpreted as a
water pipe with a bevelled end.
Brick and tile by period
Period 4.1: late 1st to 2nd century AD
Most of the fabrics noted above were present in the initial
phase of the villa buildings (Building 1), but Fabric 2
represents over 50%. The only clearly identifiable form is
imbrex, which makes up 76% of the total, the remainder
being other tile (possibly unidentified tegulae fragments,
to complement the imbrices). Amongst the material
recovered from Enclosure 3 associated with Field System
3, Fabric 2 accounts for 55%, followed by Fabric 1 at 24%,
and Fabric 4 at 15%. Only small amounts of Fabrics 3 and
6 are present. The proportions of fabrics are similar to the
site norm. Roofing tiles as a whole account for over 56%
of the total, a larger proportion than the site norm,
although within this tegulae are about the same at 27%.
Brick is proportionally much reduced at 15%, although
unidentified tile and box flue are as expected, at 15% and
14% respectively. Included with the brick is at least one
sesquipedalis fragment.
Period 4.2: 3rd century AD
Most of the tiles associated with Building 4 are in Fabric 2
(98%), with Fabrics 4 and 6 represented by only a few
fragments. Most of these are unidentified brick, although
one fragment was identified as a bessales, and some 30%
are clearly box flue tiles. In Building 3, Fabrics 1 and 2
account for over 80%, with only very small amounts of
Fabrics 3, 4, shelly Fabric 9, and grog and haematite
Fabric 14 making up the remainder. Nearly 47% of the
forms are roofing tiles (including one antefix or plug),
with some 32% other brick/tile (including one bipedalis
fragment) and over 20% box flue tiles. In the material
from Granary 2, Fabric 4 accounts for nearly 60% of the
assemblage, whilst Fabric 2 was 28%, and Fabric 1 made
up the remainder. Bricks and tile were over 67%, with box
flue representing 14%. Roofing tiles only amount to 18%
of the total. Included with the brick are two bessales
fragments.
Most of the material from the villa pond (Pond 2) is
very similar in fabric and form to that recovered from
other parts of the site, but in addition contains one possible
fragment of a pipe flange, as well as two new fabrics
(Fabrics 15 and 16). This assemblage differs from the
others, however, in that it probably consists of demolition
material from a single adjacent structure (Building 2). The
assemblage is even more fragmented than usual, with
obvious abrasion and burning, such as sooting and crazed
surfaces on many pieces, and this suggests that it
originated largely from a structure which was destroyed
by fire, with the remains deposited in this adjacent pond.
By far the commonest fabric is Fabric 2 at 69%, followed
by Fabrics 1 and 3 at 10% each. Fabrics 4, 5, 6, 14, 15 and
16 make up the remainder, but are present in only very
small quantities. The most common forms are tegulae and
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brick at 38% and 23% respectively, followed by imbrex at
18% and unidentified tile at 13%. Box flues account for
just 6% of the total overall.
In the assemblage of this phase from Enclosure 3, by
far the dominant fabric is Fabric 2 at 80%. This compares
with nearly 9% for Fabric 4, 6% for Fabric 1, 3% for
Fabric 6 and just 1% for Fabric 3. Tegulae were the most
common form at 35%, followed by brick at 25% and box
flue at 23%. Imbrices account for 9%, and other tile for
6%.
Period 4.3: late 3rd to 4th century AD
The area of Building 5 and its three adjacent wells was one
of the few areas of the site from which substantial amounts
of tile and brick were collected, and this is probably why
the relative proportions of both fabrics and forms present
are in general agreement with the site averages. Most
fabrics here are of Fabric 2, with a fair representation of
Fabric 1, and the remainder comprising very small
amounts of most of the other fabrics (including shelly
Fabrics 8 and 9). Here, roof tile amounts to some 30%,
with bricks forming the greater mass at 43% and box flues
at nearly 20%. One antefix is present and, within the total
for brick, are at least a pedalis/lydion and three sizeable
bipedalis fragments.
In Gully Group 2, Fabric 2 is the most common at
64%, followed by Fabric 4 at 17% and Fabric 6 at 10%.
Fabrics 1, 3, 5, and 12 amount to just 7% combined. The
most common form is unidentified tile at 39% (although
one fragment has a 10mm diameter capped nail-hole
indicating a possible tegula), followed by brick at 24%,
tegulae at 18%, imbrices at 11% and box flue at 9%.
Discussion
Fragmentation, abrasion, burning and re-use
No complete examples of tile were recovered from the
site, with most types represented by no more than a corner,
an edge, or usually about a quarter of the original. This
high level of fragmentation may not have been solely
caused by the processes of building collapse, demolition
and burial alone, but may be evidence of re-use before
final deposition. Some breakages may have occurred on
final deposition, although this is unlikely to account for
the complete fragmentation of the whole recovered
assemblage. Many breakages may have occurred when
the material was detached from its original structure only
with difficulty, fragmented through re-use on several
occasions, or deliberately broken up to a convenient size
for incorporation into later structures. It is unlikely that
tiles would have been re-used in their complete form.
A number of tile and brick fragments were abraded to
a greater or lesser degree. Many contexts within Pond 2 in
Area 82 contained a high proportion of abraded
fragments, with the abrasion often occurring along the
broken edges, rather than on flat surfaces, which were
otherwise generally unmarked. However, some other
pieces were heavily spalled on one or both surfaces,
occasionally making positive identification difficult. The
top homogeneous layer of Pond 2 contained a particularly
large number of abraded fragments (plough damage?). In
lower strata, particularly within the organic layers and
underlying gravels, obviously burnt and fire-crazed
fragments were more frequent.

Burnt fragments exhibit signs of slight surface
vitrification, discolouration, crazing and angular cracking
both on the surface and within the fabric body, and
obvious sooting or smoke blackening (many fragments
actually still smell of soot!). Most of these came from
within Pond 2 and strongly suggest a building burning
down, followed by final demolition and deposition into a
convenient hollow to level the site for re-use.
There was little positive evidence to indicate a re-use
of forms. Some individual pieces, particularly imbrices,
showed what could be interpreted as shortening or
remodelling by pecking or trimming at one end. The
objects interpreted as antefixes or plugs are clearly
re-shaped and rounded from fragments of combed box
flue tile. A number of tesserae for use in mosaics were
also clearly manufactured from some of the same fabrics
used for tiles (see Tesserae, below).
Marks, graffiti, combing, human and animal prints
(Fig. 3.48)
Marks: fourteen signatures or tiler’s batch marks were
identified. Within Building 3, three contexts produced
semi-circular finger impressions, two on unidentified tile
and one from a brick, and all in Fabric 2. One context in
Building 5 and one of its adjacent wells produced similar
impressions on an unidentified tile in Fabric 2. Within
Pond 2, seven contexts contained tiles with signatures –
six in Fabric 2, along with one example each in Fabrics 1, 3
and 4. These are mostly tegulae, but one is on a brick and
two were on unidentified tile. The Fabric 1 example is a
brick with a cut or incised batch-mark in the form of a ‘V’.
Other marks are double finger marks, all but two in
semi-circular form on tegulae or unidentified tile in
Fabrics 2 and 3, the others being wavy lines on tegulae in
Fabrics 2 and 4.
Graffiti: three graffiti were found. Within the material
associated with Building 5, one Fabric 8 brick has an
unusual trapezoidal incision or cut mark (Fig. 3.48, No.
7), whilst a Fabric 5 imbrex has some scratches, possibly
denoting III and IIII (Fig. 3.48, No. 8). From the upper
organic layer within Pond 2 one Fabric 3 imbrex fragment
was clearly impressed with the numeral IV (No. 9).
Combing: almost all box flue tiles, including the five
antefixes or plugs, were combed to provide a key for
mortar. A few examples were scored with a knife or sharp
instrument for the same purpose. Apart from the latter
examples, the combing had been made by the use of a
pronged instrument such as a comb or spatula. Due to the
quantity of flue tile, combing details were only recorded
from those features which merited full analysis. Wherever
this occurred the number of prong teeth marks were
recorded in the archive. The range of teeth was between
four and twelve, with most concentrated around eight in
number, although seven was also very common. The
fabrics used were 1–6, 14, and 15. Most of the examples
occurred, not surprisingly, in Fabric 2, followed by
Fabrics 1, 3 and 4.
Prints: only three human and one animal print were
recorded. Impressed, probably accidental, finger marks
were found on two imbrices in Fabric 2 and 4 from
Building 3 and one Fabric 8 brick from Building 5 and its
associated wells. There are also three small dimples
impressed into a tegula from Building 3 which may be
interpreted as finger impressions. The only recorded
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Figure 3.48 Roman ceramic building material (Nos 1–9)
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animal print is a cow’s hoof print on a Fabric 2 brick from
Building 5.
Source of material
Generally, the oxidised fabrics are very similar to material
seen from other sites in the East Midlands and East Anglia
and it is likely they were produced locally. Non-local tile
kilns, however, have been recorded within Hertfordshire,
Essex and Lincolnshire (McWhirr 1979b) and it is
possible that some tile was traded. It was observed that the
shelly tile fabrics (Fabrics 8 and 9) are very similar in
appearance to the shelly pottery fabrics probably
produced at Harrold and Earith, which are also found in
quantity here. Similar locally produced shelly fabrics have
also been recorded elsewhere in the region (Milton
Keynes tile Fabric 1 and the Museum of London’s
‘South-east Midlands Calcite-Gritted’ (both Zeepvat
1987)).
Conclusions
This study set out to provide an interpretation of the
buildings which once stood on the site from the evidence
of the recovered ceramic building materials. Thirteen
fabrics and a range of ten forms were identified within the
material. The range of forms is unexceptional, but
confirms that the basic types were used for tiled roofs,
walls (and possibly floors) incorporating brick of various
sorts, and the construction of heated rooms or buildings
with hypocaust systems. Ceramic water pipes may also
have been used on the site. Some of the material (of
various fabrics and forms) had clearly been re-used to
manufacture tesserae for use in mosaic floors within some
of the buildings (see below).
The evidence for particular functions, construction
sequences, re-use, rebuilding and the destruction of the
individual buildings is not conclusive from the study of
the ceramic building materials alone. The presence of a
wide range of ceramic fabrics might, however, suggest
that various sources for building materials were exploited
at different times or for different purposes. This might in
turn suggest that, if the material recovered is at least to
some extent representative of the original buildings on the
site, these structures were not of particularly high status in
terms of sophisticated construction, amenities or
decoration.
Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.48)
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Fabric 2 tegula with square nail hole. Cleaning layer 10100,
Area 77, unstratified.
Fabric 2 tegula with capped nail hole. 10609, gully 10608,
Gully Group 2, Area77, Period 4.3.
Fabric not recorded. Antefix. Cut down from flue tile. 1321,
Pond 2, Area 82, Period 4.3.
Fabric not recorded. Antefix. Cut down from flue tile. 1310,
Pond 2, Area 82, Period 4.3.
Fabric not recorded. Antefix. Cut down from flue tile. Ditch
10424, Area 77, Period 6.1.
Fabric 3 water pipe? Almost complete small section box flue
tile without combing, perhaps a water pipe with a bevelled end.
10496, Well 1, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Fabric 8 brick with trapezoidal incision or cut mark. 10782,
foundation, Building 5, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Fabric 5 imbrex with scratches, possibly denoting III and IIII.
10728, Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.
Fabric 3 imbrex fragment, impressed with the numeral IV.
1316/1323, Pond 2, Area 82, Period 4.2.

Object of opus signinum
by Alice Lyons (2014)
(Fig. 3.49)
Although opus signinum was recorded in the foundations
of Building 5, only one piece was retrieved from the site.
This was found in the foundation of Well 2 (10782, Fig.
3.20) and consists of the corner piece of a floor with a
raised lip or edge, possibly the edge of a plunge pool or
bath. The surface of the floor has been painted with plain
red ochre. It is 220mm thick and survives to 380mm wide
and 480mm long. The inner lip is 70mm wide and 40mm
high and is bevelled. This object was initially interpreted
as indicating the presence of a bath-house on the Rectory
Farm site (McAvoy 1999, 36–7), since opus signinum was
a type of waterproof mortar that was commonly used to
line swimming pools, cisterns and channels. Due to its
functionality, however, opus signinum quickly became
one of the most common paving techniques in the Roman
world (Vassal 2006). Given that the overall layout of the
Rectory Farm building does not support the bath-house
interpretation, it seems more likely that this material had
been salvaged from the Hadrianic Godmanchester
bath-house which was demolished in the later part of the
3rd century AD (Chapter 1.III). Further discussion on the
possible function of Building 5 appears in Chapter 6.V.
Mortar
by Phil Copleston and David Neal (1990s)
The methodology utilised in the examination of the
twenty fragments of mortar from the site is based on that
used in the tile and brick report, and uses the same
references (in particular Brodribb 1987, 10). The purpose
of this study has been to elucidate further constructional
details of the buildings which once stood on the site. Two
fabrics were identified:
M1.

M2.

Coarse cream mortar: Soft creamy-buff matrix, hackly fracture,
and with a powdery feel. Prominent inclusions of: abundant
medium sand 0.25–0.5mm, ill-sorted, sub-rounded; abundant
very coarse flint and chalk gravel 3–8mm, ill-sorted, rounded;
moderate very coarse crushed tile 4–6mm, ill-sorted, angular.
Occurs in Areas 77 and 82; 17 fragments accreted to tile and
brick. Similar to opus signinum.
Medium grey-cream mortar: Soft very sandy grey-cream
matrix, hackly fracture, and a powdery feel. Inclusions of very
abundant medium sand 0.25–0.5mm, well-sorted, rounded;
common very coarse crushed flint 5–10mm, well-sorted,
angular; sparse very coarse haematite 3–6mm, ill-sorted,
rounded. Occurs in Area 82 only; three separate fragments,
2319g in total

M1 mortar was present in Building 3 within the
combing of a box flue tile, which was probably set within
a wall. Two tiles from the same building have mortar M1
accreted to the upper surfaces and edge of a tile and a
brick, suggesting its use as cement within a wall. In
Building 5 and the associated wells, examples of M1
mortar were recovered attached to tegulae, imbrices,
bricks and a box flue tile, indicating a range of
applications within walls and roofs.
Four mortar samples were recovered from Pond 2, in
both type M1 and M2 mortar. The M1 mortar was attached
to two roofing tiles, while the M2 mortar samples only
occurred within this feature in the upper organic layer.
These three samples were not attached to any tiles, but
interestingly had largely retained their shape, resulting in
a number of negative impressions of the tiles to which they
were originally attached. These consisted of one large
lump, and two smaller pieces which fitted together to form
a complete length. The larger lump (160 x 140 x 90mm)
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Figure 3.49 Opus signinum fragment

generally has little shape to it, although one flat surface
may originally have been underneath, and the opposite
(?upper) surface is slightly rounded. The six separate tile
impressions apparent are of tegula flanges and the corners
and edges of flat tiles some 25mm thick (similar to typical
tegulae), but all at differing angles with no obvious pattern
to suggest their function. Interpretation of this evidence
suggests that the mortar could originally have come from
beneath a roof ridge tile, or more convincingly, from
within a rubble and broken tile filled wall. This latter

interpretation would account for the apparently jumbled
positions of the tile impressions.
The other two pieces of M2 mortar joined to form a
dart-shaped object with rounded upper surface and a
‘tang’ underneath tapering from the wide end to the
pointed end (180m x 90m x 80mm at lower end). This has
been interpreted as mortar from the underside of a hip-tile
from a hipped roof (a roof with sloped ends, rather than
gable-ended), with the gap between the underlying
tegulae moulding the mortar into a tapered ‘tang’. If this
interpretation is correct, as seems likely, then this is
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interesting evidence that at least one building on the site
had a hipped roof. Additionally, the thicker lower end of
the sample retains the cleaned-off vertical face of the
mortar that filled the gap between the upper hip-tile and
the next hip-tile below. When it is positioned vertically,
this gives a fair indication of the original roof pitch, which
here is angled at about 20–30º. This is the same as the
known pitches of Roman roofs in Britain and elsewhere
(Brodribb 1987).
As might be expected, this study of the mortar has
confirmed that it was used within walls (and probably
floors), in heating systems and within roofs. However, the
evidence for a hipped roof with a measured pitch is most
interesting and unexpected. Of the two mortar types
identified from within the samples recovered, the
creamy-buff coloured type M1 containing crushed tile,
appears to be similar to the common pinkish Roman
building cement opus signinum. Mortar type M2 is quite
different in appearance, being a dirty grey colour and very
sandy, and contains haematite which may originate from
elsewhere. The mixing of haematite into the mortar
presumably occurred on site and may indicate that tiles of
Fabric 14, which also contain haematite, may have been
manufactured here.
Tesserae
by Phil Copleston and David Neal (1990s)
A total of 222 ceramic and stone tesserae were recovered,
consisting of 220 (5877g) from the villa complex (Trench
77) and two (40g) from Trench 81. Although many of the
tesserae were unstratified, some derived from individual
features. Of those from Area 77 the majority are from
Building 5 (138 pieces, 3585g), while smaller quantities
came from Granary 2 (4 pieces, 68g), Building 3 (20
pieces, 549g), Enclosure 3 (2 pieces, 42g) and Gully
Group 2 (7 pieces, 186g). Many of the tesserae show signs
of burning.
The ceramic tesserae are mostly in ceramic building
material Fabrics 1 and 2, with a small amount in Fabrics 5
and 6. Whilst undertaking the quantification, it was
noticed that the type of tile from which the ceramic
tesserae had originally been cut could still be deduced in a
few instances. Of these, four were cut from imbrices, two
from brick and one from a box flue tile. Twenty-five
ceramic tesserae possess a very similar internal grey core,
appearing distinctively banded – most from Building 5 –
which may suggest that they were cut, if not from the same
tile, then possibly from the same batch of tiles used for this
purpose.
The stone tesserae are of two types, a creamy grey
Jurassic limestone and a blue-grey stone possibly from the
?Charnwood Forest area, Leicestershire. Tesserae of this
type are often associated with plain tessellated floors
although the presence of two colours would indicate that
these examples were probably originally arranged in a
series of coloured bands forming a border to a mosaic of
finer tesserae.
Six small tesserae were recovered. These may have
come from a mosaic, bordered by the tesserae described
above. They are of three colours: one red example, two
white and three grey. Little can be said about them except
to note the presence among the grey tesserae of an
example only 12mm in width, indicating that the mosaic is
likely to have been detailed and of some quality. It should
also be noted that yellow tesserae are not present in the

collection, however, this is typical of the region where
yellow stone is not indigenous; when yellow tesserae are
found invariably they have been made from smashed
amphorae and only used sparingly.
From the evidence recovered it is clear that a
tessellated floor or floors were constructed on this site, but
it has not been possible to conclude with complete
certainty from which building or buildings these tesserae
originated. Most were found, however, within contexts
associated with Building 5 (138 pieces), with Building 3
also containing a fair number (20). The remainder from
other contexts are probably residual.
Painted wall plaster
by Richenda Goffin (2014)
(Figs 3.50–3.51)
Introduction
A total of 324 fragments of painted wall plaster (weighing
32,355g) was recovered from the site, deriving from the
1960s works (204 fragments, 23,619g) and those of the
1980s and 1990s (120 fragments, 8736g). During analysis
of the assemblage, the 1960s material, now held at the
Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology, was examined and is detailed and
compared with the assemblage from the more recent
works in a separate section below. A breakdown of the
wall plaster quantification within the Roman phases is
shown in Table 3.15.
Method
The plaster was initially recorded by context number.
Fragments were sorted into broad fabric type, quantified
by count and weight and their physical characteristics
recorded. The number, approximate depth and type of the
coarse layers of mortar upon which the plaster was laid
were noted, along with other distinguishing features such
as the impressions of timber or herringbone roller
stamping impressions which could provide further
structural information. The thickness of the finer surface
plaster layer was also observed, as this could provide
valuable information on the quality of the wall scheme.
The decorative elements and colours used were described,
and other surface features such as construction lines,
evidence of trowelling, brushmarks or polishing were
identified. In addition, surface keying marks or pecking,
which could indicate that there had been more than one
phase of plastering, were recorded as well as any
deliberate scratching suggestive of graffiti. The plaster
was then examined by broad site phase, and related where
possible to the structural evidence provided by the
stratigraphic, artefactual and dating records.
The term arriccio is used to describe the coarse layers
of mortar upon which the finer plaster or intonaco was
laid. The intonaco is usually a fine layer of calcium
carbonate, but could be powdered limestone or marble
dust (Ling 1991, 199). These are accepted terms for the
physical characteristics of wall plaster (Mora et al. 1984).
No attempt has been made to catalogue the colours by any
objective means due to variation within individual
fragments, and the descriptions are based on colour
modifications in terms of common usage. It is likely in any
case that the pigments on most of the fragments are faded
and much reduced in terms of their original impact. The
term ‘stripe’ is used to describe a linear decoration of less
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Period
4.1 Early Roman
4.2 Middle Roman
4.3 Late Roman
Unstratified
Total

No. frags

Weight (g)

8
32
75
5
120

478
1253
6810
195
8736

Table 3.15 Wall plaster from the CAS excavations, by
broad phase
than 10mm, ‘band’ is used to describe a linear decorative
element of more than 10mm but whose complete width is
present, and the word ‘interval’ is used to describe a linear
design with one edge present but of indeterminate width.
The wall plaster is presented below by individual
excavation, followed by a combined discussion on the
techniques and pigments.
The assemblage from the CAS excavations
Period 4.1: late 1st to 2nd century AD
Only eight fragments (1.8% by weight of the total
assemblage) are phased to the early part of the Roman
period, all of which were recovered from Pond 1 (Fig.
3.5). The lower fill of this pond (10476), which lay
adjacent to Building 1, contained two very worn joining
plaster fragments of plain mid green, which was
subsequently seen in other plaster groups from the CAS
excavations. There were in addition four fragments of
plaster with mortar backing containing frequent large
pieces of crushed brick and tile and even larger pebbles up
to 10mm in length, all of which had been painted with
plain pale pink/red ochre. In spite of the coarseness of the
arriccio layer, the plaster has a full intonaco layer and as
far as can be surmised from its present condition, the
background colour is smooth and of reasonable quality.
Finally a large and faded wall plaster fragment with pink
and maroon pigment showing localised patches of
crushed brick and tile suggesting that it might have been
applied against an opus signinum floor was also found in
the pond fill.
A small fragment was recovered from the middle fill
of the pond (10469). It has two layers of arriccio, the
upper of which is pink in colour and contains small to
medium fragments of crushed brick and tile. The surface
is covered with a plain orange red.
Period 4.2: 3rd century AD
Thirty-two plaster fragments (1253g) came from deposits
assigned to the mid Roman period. Of these, eighteen
fragments weighing 550g were directly associated with
Building 3 (Fig. 3.14). In most cases only single small
fragments were collected from the fills of post-holes, but a
larger quantity (ten fragments, 400g) was found in
post-hole 10281 (fill 10282). Two fragments of smooth
pale buff yellow ochre, one of which has a black interval
>9mm in width was present, made of the same sandy
creamy mortar. Seven mostly larger pieces of plaster in a
different fabric were also mainly plainly decorated in a
pale red ochre and yellow ochre. Most fragments have
very worn surfaces, and one of them appears to have been
deliberately ‘pecked’ in order to provide keying for a
second phase of decoration. One fragment of worn yellow
shows some indication of a possible red ?linear design,

and one, with probably the same mortar, has a red
background with red and yellow. A small fragment of mid
pink with pitted surface has a large black ‘splash’ of
pigment on it, suggesting that it may derive from the lower
zone of a wall scheme, from the dado. Only one of the
mortar fabrics has any evidence of small pieces of crushed
brick and tile in its arriccio, and this was a small fragment
covered with plain red ochre. A small fragment of the
plain green, smooth, good quality plaster seen in the lower
fill of Pond 1 (10476, Period 4.1) was also present in
context 10283, fill of post-hole 10281 in Building 3.
The remainder of the painted plaster from the postholes of this building (contexts 10277, 10298, 10305, and
10369) consists mainly of small faded and worn
fragments of dark red ochre on a coarse arriccio with no
crushed brick and tile. The only exception to this is a
single very worn fragment from context 10298 (from
post-hole 10297 in the north-western corner of the
building) which has a very lime-rich mortar containing
little sand, but sparse to moderate crushed brick and tile
ranging from small to large in size (up to 8mm). The
fragment is slightly convex and does not have any
surviving intonaco. Its worn surface shows the remains of
a decoration in yellow ochre. It is possible that it is a
fragment of moulded plaster from around a door or
window aperture, or perhaps part of a quarter-moulding
junction between wall and floor.
The last and perhaps the most significant fragment
associated with the construction of Building 3 was found
in context 10308, fill of post-hole 10309. It is a fragment
with a slightly raised edge, suggesting that it may come
from the junction of two elements such as wall/floor,
wall/wall or wall/ceiling. Only a single layer of the
arriccio survives, which is buff sandy, and if there is an
intonaco, it is very fine. The design is composed of uneven
off-white stripes on a maroon background. It is the same
design as some of the plaster from well fill 10434, which,
it is suggested (below), represents the plaster from a
ceiling associated with Building 3 (Fig. 3.50, No. 4).
Two very small fragments of the same type of plaster
were recovered from one of the ovens within Building 3
(Oven Group 3, oven 10033, fill 10059). Both fragments
have a coarse arriccio deposit 9mm in depth which
contained moderate crushed brick and tile up to 3mm in
length. The plaster surface is covered with a smooth
orange red background. Outside the building, two
fragments of very worn plain green were found in the
cobbled surface (10397). They are in the same/similar
mortar fabrics as the other plain green fragments from the
site.
Eight fragments of painted plaster came from a pit
(10073, fill 10072, Pit Group 4), located to the east beyond
the foundations of Building 3. Six of these fragments,
some of which are in good condition, have the good
quality mid green decoration found in Pond 1, fill 10476.
One of the pieces has a yellow ochre stripe c.4mm in width
running down it. It seems likely that the fragments
represent part of a green coloured field which is
embellished internally with a yellow ochre stripe, but
which room they belonged to remains conjectural as the
green fragments were originally recognised in Period 4.1.
Two other different plaster fragments were also recorded
from the same pit fill (10072). One of these shows a plain
white background upon which there is a yellow ochre
interval made up of at least two yellow shaded stripes
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Figure 3.50 Roman painted wall plaster (Nos 1–12)
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delineated on one side with a red stripe c.9mm. The plaster
has been laid over a good quality sandy arriccio layer and
has a guide construction line which would have been
incised on the wet plaster. One other similar fragment is
very worn with the slight remains of a black stripe. The
yellow and red striped plaster shares the same decorative
scheme as the plaster from the 1960s excavations (Fig.
3.50, Nos 11 and 12).
A small plaster fragment with a worn (now white)
surface and dark buff coarse arriccio was present in a
destruction deposit (10294), to the east of Building 3.
Period 4.3: 4th century AD
The largest quantity of plaster by fragment count and
weight was assigned to this period (75 fragments
weighing 6819g). It derives from the three wells
associated with Building 5 (Fig. 3.18), from which it may
have originated.
Well 1 (10495) contained ten fragments of wall plaster
weighing 135g, which were recovered from two of the
upper fills. Fill 10705 contained five small and worn
fragments, four of which have the same mortar sequence
and decoration. The design is linear with red and watery
green expanses, painted over a thin intonaco which has
been applied over sandy buff mortar. The fifth piece of
plaster is cruder in construction and shows a plain dark red
surface colour, applied over a white intonaco, and a
mortar layer containing much calcium carbonate and
small fragments of crushed brick and tile. The upper fill of
the well (10496) contained a further five fragments in
poor condition. Two of these are extremely discoloured
and their condition suggests that they may have been
burnt; they were made from two layers of mortar, both of
which contained crushed brick and tile. Two other
fragments of worn plain red ochre were made in different
mortar fabrics but both contain crushed brick and tile.
Thirty-seven fragments of wall plaster (4010g) were
recovered from the uppermost fill (10434) of Well 2
(10400). From examining the mortars on the reverse of the
fragments, it is apparent that several decorative schemes
are present, as is detailed below.
Fifteen fragments are decorated with a smooth
background colour of polished red ochre, over a white
intonaco layer c.1mm in depth. This was laid over mortar
backing which is lime-rich (rich in calcium carbonate)
and full of medium to large fragments of crushed brick
and tile. In spite of the high quality treatment of the plain
background, the arriccio contains occasional very large
rounded pebbles up to 20mm in length, including ones
which are located close to the plaster surface (Fig. 3.50,
No. 1). One of the fragments has a ‘return’ suggesting that
it comes from the edge of a wall, from the junction with
another wall, or the floor or ceiling. Another fragment
with a similar fabric but no intonaco is slightly chamfered
and has a flat edge, suggesting that it butted up against
another structural feature, perhaps a door or window
frame, or perhaps more likely that it is part of a
quarter-moulding junction between the wall and the floor.
A fragment with a totally different decoration, but
probably the same mortar sequence, has a yellow brown
background with white stripes unevenly painted parallel
to each other and at right angles to another ?red or white
interval (Fig. 3.50, No. 2). In view of the haphazard nature
of the design, it may be a tiny remnant of a dado
decoration from the lower part of a wall scheme.

Seven fragments (weighing 423g) of a second similar
type were present. The pigment appears to have been
applied directly onto the arriccio, with no layer of fine
plaster applied as a background for the decoration. As a
consequence, the coarse linear trowel marks are clearly
visible. The arriccio, which is at least 15mm in thickness,
is made of a fine pink/buff lime-rich mortar which
contains frequent small to large-sized (up to 12mm in
length) fragments of crushed brick and tile and little sand.
The surviving decoration shows a scheme that was
originally a bright red (Fig. 3.50, No. 3), and one fragment
shows the remains of a white stripe running through it.
This may be the remains of a panel decoration
embellished with a white stripe.
A single fragment of a third decorative scheme was
present in context 10434. It is a large piece of plaster,
which is made of at least two mortar layers, the earliest
(nearest the wall) of which contained sparse fragments of
small (5mm or less in length) pieces of crushed brick and
tile. The fragment is decorated with a linear decorative
scheme in which red bands with white stripes are set at
intervals on a white background. They appear to be
running diagonally to a poorly defined maroon band
c.45mm in width (Fig. 3.50, No. 4). Both trowelling marks
and brushmarks can be seen, and the work is not of a high
quality. The pigments appear to have been applied directly
onto a very thin skin of fine intonaco plaster, if at all.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this plaster is the
reverse side of it. The original layer of mortar shows
distinct parallel impressions of narrow structural elements
similar to or the same as reeds, grouped together (Fig.
3.50, No. 5). This feature strongly suggests that this
plaster fragment originated from a ceiling. Vitruvius in
Book VII of his Ten Books on Architecture describes how
reeds should be tied into bundles with cord and fixed to the
underside of vaulted ceilings, and then rendered with
different layers of mortar and fine plaster (Hicky Morgan
1960, 205–6). The decorative element is likely to
represent a tiny survival of a ceiling based on a geometric
framework, perhaps squares or octagons in red with white,
framing roundels. The fragment from Godmanchester
may represent a two-dimensional version of more stylised
decorative ceiling schemes which are based on the
shadowing of moulded stuccowork (such as the ceiling
from the villa at Gadebridge; Davey and Ling 1981, 37).
An example of this simpler form of decoration can be seen
in the vault decoration from the baths at Wroxeter, where
lines and stripes of black and grey/yellow are painted on a
white background, with an embellishment of black spots,
dating to the second half of the 2nd or 3rd century (Davey
and Ling 1981, 200; Ling 1985 36).
The fourth decorative scheme is represented by three
fragments weighing 953g. Two large pieces have
substantial amounts of their mortar backing surviving.
The decorative scheme is laid over a thin intonaco and the
trowel marks underneath can clearly be seen. There are
two underlying mortar layers, both of which contain
occasional crushed brick and tile. The decoration is linear
and is made up of different shades of parallel yellow ochre
bands, with the lightest running parallel to a white band.
On the other side of the darker shade of yellow ochre there
are two narrower brown stripes on a white background.
One fragment shows that this linear decoration runs up to a
small brown line at right angles, which is reinforced by an
incised construction line (Fig. 3.50, No. 6). The scheme is
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so fragmentary that little can be ascertained about it.
Superficially the different shades of yellow and white
parallel stripes resemble part of an architectural scheme,
representing the shadows on the fluting of a column.
However, the ‘shading’ is on both sides of the column
which would not be the case if it were part of an
architectural perspective, and the flat and twodimensional treatment of the brown stripes on a white
background next to these stripes confirms a simpler
scheme. It is possible that this decorative scheme too,
represents part of a ceiling design, slightly more elaborate
than the one outlined above. Here, the brown and yellow
shading provides an attempt to simulate moulded stucco
work of vaults and ceilings. The shaded elements would
surround larger areas of white, which may have been in
themselves framed with the brown stripes internally. Once
again the villa at Gadebridge is a parallel, although more
sophisticated and also, perhaps closer in its level of
complexity, the reconstructed plaster from a bath suite of
the villa of Dalton Towers, near Collingham which dates
to the 3rd or 4th century (Davey and Ling 1981, 102–3). In
this example coloured roundels with central motifis are in
their turn framed with octagonal shapes which run parallel
to each other, with intermittent smaller squared motifs.
A further nine fragments of plaster recovered from
context 10434 have very deteriorated surfaces, and fabrics
which contain crushed brick and tile. One piece shows a
red and yellow linear scheme on a white background. Both
the trowel marks and the construction line are clearly
visible (Fig. 3.50, No. 7). This fragment shares the same
mortar sequence and decorative scheme as the fragment in
10072, although it is not such good quality in terms of its
execution. It is also similar in terms of its decoration to one
of the main plaster designs recorded from the 1960s
excavations. It has a better surviving arriccio than the
other fragments, indicating that the earliest mortar layer is
pinky yellow and contains sparse fragments of medium to
large (up to 5mm in length) crushed brick and tile.
A single fragment of plaster was present in the second
of the four fills forming the upper backfill of Well 2
(10483). The fragment shows a linear design in maroon
and green separated with a white stripe. The mortar
backing is white and sandy with no crushed brick and tile
but it is not the same as the fabric with the plain mid green.
The first layer of the upper backfill (10455) contained
fourteen fragments of painted wall plaster (1271g). At
least three different mortar types were identified, some of
which were seen in the top fill (10434). Nine fragments of
plaster were decorated in a good quality smooth red ochre,
over pale pink mortar layers which contained frequent
crushed brick and tile. They belong to the same plaster
group as No. 1 from context 10434. Two other fragments
show a red ochre linear decoration of indeterminate width
on a white background. One fragment shows the remains
of a dull beige motif. The mortar layers are off-white and
coarse, and contain sparse medium to large crushed brick
and tile (up to 10mm). A third fragment, perhaps made in
the same fabric, shows a faded band in a degraded colour,
perhaps brown, which has random white paint brush
marks of a linear shape. The fragment is slightly concave,
and has some slight linear impressions on the reverse.
Three plaster fragments were found in the lower layer
(10728) of organic silt in Well 2. Two fragments with the
same discoloured mortar both have a good quality
background colour of red ochre, and one of these has a

yellow stripe. The mortar is hard and discoloured
(possibly burnt) and has frequent small to medium
fragments of crushed brick and tile. The third fragment
has a completely worn surface and a sandy mortar which
contains crushed brick and tile.
A single fragment of plaster from 10760, one of the
lowest deposits in the well, is decorated with smooth plain
red ochre, over two arriccio layers, both of which contain
much crushed brick and tile. The combination of fabric
and decoration was seen in the upper deposit (10434), as
well as in other features associated with Building 5 (10455
for example).
Three fragments of painted plaster were recovered
from two of the upper backfilling layers of Well 3, whose
timbers were dated to the first half of the 4th century AD.
A fragment of plaster from fill 10468 has a worn surface
which is covered with plain dark red ochre. It has two
layers of arriccio, the earliest of which is lime-rich with
frequent crushed brick and tile up to 10mm in length. The
plaster from 10467 is made up of two fragments, one of
which also has a very worn red ochre background but
probably no intonaco layer. Its second mortar layer
contains moderate crushed brick and tile up to 9mm, and it
is possible that it is a fragment of an opus signinum floor,
covered with red pigment. A small fragment with a
completely different arriccio from the same context is
covered with a plain dark pink.
Small quantities of painted plaster were present in two
gullies and a probable ditch adjacent to the Building 5.
Four fragments of the same plaster type were recovered
from fill 10805 of gully 10804. They are decorated with a
dark pink background which has maroon and black
splashes, a typical type of decoration for the lower part of
a wall scheme, forming the dado. The plaster has two
layers of mortar, neither of which has any crushed brick or
tile inclusions.
A single fragment of plaster found in fill 10822 of
gully 10795 (Gully Group 2, Period 4.3) is made of a
lime-rich mortar containing frequent small to large
fragments of crushed brick and tile up to 10mm in length.
It is covered with smooth good quality red ochre, and has
been seen elsewhere in the plaster from 10455 and 10434,
fills of Well 2. A single fragment of plain white plaster
which may have been burnt was recovered from fill 10815
of gully 10814.
Discussion
The wall plaster assemblage from the CAS excavation is
very small, reflecting the widespread robbing and
destruction of many of the walls and ceilings of the major
structures. There were no surviving fragments of wall
stubs or in-situ plaster which could provide guidance and
evidence of the decorative schemes of the rooms. The
most significant fragments were retrieved from features
such as wells and ponds which were adjacent to particular
buildings, and can therefore only be tentatively attributed
to the building rather than a particular room and only then
by implication. Leaving aside these caveats, some further
observations relating to two buildings can be made.
Only small quantities of wall plaster were recovered
from Building 3, mainly from the fills of post-holes. In
view of the fact that there were ovens inside it and that it is
likely to have had mainly an industrial rather than
residential function, elaborate decoration would have
been unlikely. The plaster from post-hole 10282 includes
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a plain pink fragment with a white splash suggestive of the
lower part of a wall or dado. There is also a small fragment
of pink with a black splash, as well as two fragments of
smooth yellow of good quality, one of which has a black
interval, possibly representing internal framing of a
yellow panel. This simple scheme of yellow-framed fields
with pink dado could be hypothesised for one of the rooms
inside the large aisled building, but it should be
emphasised that this suggestion is tenuous and based on
the minimum of fragments.
The distribution of the distinctive good quality mid
green fragments, one of which is embellished with a
narrow yellow stripe, is considered below. Apart from the
fragments present in fill 10476 of Pond 1 (associated with
Building 1), they are mainly found in features such as pits
or post-holes adjacent to Building 3. They are good
quality and made from mortar layers which show no
evidence of crushed brick and tile. The colour green is
used to make up borders edged with white around red
fields with black intervals in British wall plaster schemes,
often dating to the Flavian and Trajanic periods (Davey
and Ling 1981, 33; Goffin 2005, 105). However, in this
case it appears that the green was used as a background
colour to make up the actual field or panel itself, which is
more unusual. Interestingly one of the major schemes at
the Itter Crescent villa in Peterborough was also based on
a very similar green (Goffin forthcoming). It is possible
that this particular shade of green was a popular choice
and was readily available in the region at this time.
It therefore seems likely that one of the rooms inside
the building had walls decorated in green rectangular
fields or panels with an internal frame of a yellow line
running around the inside of the panels. Any other details
of associated elements such as the dado are unknown.
Such a wall decoration would have been suitable perhaps
for a more formal reception room, rather than a basic
subsidiary room. One possibility is that the room could
have been decorated in alternating green and yellow
fields, but this is hypothetical and based purely on the
presence of both yellow and green fragments which have
the same or similar mortar types, and no fragments linking
the two colours, either to themselves or to a third colour
which could have formed an interval or division between
them have been found.
A larger fragment of white with maroon stripe and
yellow interval with a construction line was recovered
from post-hole 10072 which has a similar mortar layer. It
is possible that one of the internal wall schemes of this
building was based on a white background with
polychrome stripes and bands in yellow and red. Such
simple decorative schemes would have been very
appropriate for a subsidiary room or one which was not a
reception room. However, this decorative scheme was
also seen in the plaster from the 1960s excavations.
At least one of the walls associated with Building 5
was plastered with good quality smoothed plain red,
probably embellished with yellow and/or white internal
framing. Another fragment with the same mortar shows
narrow parallel uneven stripes on a brown background.
This may have formed an element of the lower part of the
wall decoration. The surviving plaster of this type is made
up of two mortar layers, each of which has crushed brick
and tile in its matrix. The material in the well (10400) also
indicates that there were two other linear decorations
which are both likely to have been from ceilings. One of

these is slightly more elaborate in its attempt to simulate
coffering on ceilings, whilst the second type is more two
dimensional and simpler in its execution. The quality of
the plaster from Building 5 is variable. The plain red ochre
which would have made up the middle zone of a wall
scheme is very often of good quality, being smooth and
polished, with no brushmarks visible. Interestingly this
good quality craftmanship is sometimes over layers of
mortar which are extremely coarse and which contain a
high percentage of crushed brick and tile, reflecting the
desire to prevent water penetration of the wall. However,
also present are some other decorative elements from
other wall schemes which show very crude and careless
workmanship. It is also possible that this plaster was part
of a scheme somewhere which was less visible to the
naked eye than the main wall scheme, meaning that there
was less need to be so thorough.
It should be emphasised that the quantity of plaster is
very low, and the major parts of the walls must have been
destroyed and removed elsewhere, making it difficult to
reconstruct the decorative schemes when such a tiny
percentage survives and the suggestions above are based
on very limited evidence, as well as the assumption that
the decorative schemes fitted into the overall customary
repertoire of wall decorations seen in the provinces of the
Roman Empire at this time.
The assemblage from the 1960s excavations
A total of 204 fragments of painted wall plaster weighing
23,619kg from the 1960s excavations was studied at the
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in
Cambridge. In addition, a further sixteen mortar
fragments weighing 5329g were found with the
assemblage (which were probably originally faced with
plaster) and these have also been discussed. The plaster
was fully quantified and the catalogue is available in the
archive. Unfortunately, although the fragments could be
fully described, relating the material to individual
buildings and rooms proved problematic, due to the lack
of surviving recorded information about the precise
provenance of this material. On some occasions pieces of
paper accompany the plaster with detailed information
such as ‘external wall plaster Room C window reveal’, but
other records are lacking. Where labels do exist, the
majority of the plaster relates to Area C (Building 1,
Frend’s building 10507; Figs 3.3 and 3.11). These areas
and rooms relate to Frend’s published interpretation of the
site (Frend 1968, fig. 1; 1978, fig. 1). Many and varied
decorative elements from different schemes were
quantified and recorded for the archive, but only the best
preserved and most coherent groups are described below.
Plaster descriptions
White background with polychrome bands
A number of large and well preserved fragments show a good quality
plain white background with linear decorations in different shades of
green and yellow, accompanied by a thinner black stripe. These derive
from Site C 4 (where fragments were found among the foundations of
Building 1) and Area B (broadly above Building 3). The plaster is laid
over good quality sandy off-white mortar layers, with no crushed brick or
tile. The decorative scheme is simple but of good quality, with a smooth
finish. It is likely to be part of the middle zone of a linear decorative
scheme on a white ground, which is commonly found in many
assemblages of Roman wall plaster. As so few fragments survive, it is
only possible to suggest that there was probably a central panel zone of
white fields framed with broad green bands consisting of narrower stripes
of different shades of green, probably with an inner frame of a narrow
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Figure 3.51 Roman painted wall plaster (Nos 13–18)

black stripe (Fig. 3.50, No. 8). There are no linking fragments to show the
right-angled return of the bands, or to link the linear scheme to the dado
below, meaning that this hypothesis is based on the frequency of this type
of simple decorative scheme found elsewhere. The band of green, 35mm
in width, is made up of three different shades of green stripes, each 7mm
wide (Fig. 3.50, No. 9). The darker shade of green is bordered with a
black stripe 7mm wide. At a distance of c.61mm away from the palest
green stripe there is a faded black stripe, 4mm in width. Although there
was no plaster which linked directly, it seems likely from a study of the
mortar that the lowest part of the wall scheme was a dado painted in red
ochre with cream, yellow and black splashes (Fig. 3.50, No. 10).
A second ‘colour-way’ of polychrome bands on a white background
was identified, which may belong to the same room or another one,
perhaps nearby. The plaster has two mortar layers making up the arriccio.
The upper one, which is c.18mm in depth, has a buff sandy matrix with
moderate pebbles up to 12mm in length, whilst the lower mortar layer,
which was at least 30mm in depth, is limier. This plaster surface shows
another probable middle zone of wall plaster decoration. Again the
scheme is painted on a good quality plain white background, which this
time has three different shades of yellow stripes grouped together,
forming a frame against the white background (Fig. 3.50, Nos 11 and 12).
The darkest shade of yellowy orange has a maroon stripe on its outer
edge. Additional fragments on a white background suggest that the white
fields may have been outlined with black stripes. It is likely that it too had
a red ochre dado with splashes of black and yellow. Three additional
fragments show a yellow ochre band >35mm in width painted parallel
with a dark maroon band 25mm in width. A fragment with a similar
mortar and decorative scheme was found in the CAS excavations from
context 10072. Here, the remains of a linear decoration of yellow ochre
bands with a maroon stripe on the outer edge was identified, exactly the
same decorative motif as the fragments described from the 1960s
excavations. In addition, another fragment of plain white with a thin

black stripe c.3mm wide was found, which may have framed the white
field internally.
One puzzling thing is that a further variation on the multi-shaded
linear decoration on a white background observed in green and yellow
was originally recorded amongst the Area B wall plaster (Frend 1968).
This is described as ‘stripes of a deep blue blending with two
intermediate colours of purple and mauve to sea-green in painted strips ¼
inch wide. Each zone had been divided from its neighbour by a black
horizontal line 0.1 inch thick’ (Frend 1968, 25). This plaster does not
seem to be present in the boxes now in the museum at Cambridge, and
was not described in the summary of individual boxed plaster from the
1960s excavations.
Although simple, the polychrome linear decorations are well
executed, and the bright stripes would have contrasted well against the
white background. Such colour combinations and simple schemes are
likely to have been used throughout the Roman period. Although the
plaster is attributed to Area C, the smaller aisled building (Building 1),
similar decorative schemes have been found in bath-house suites.
Polychrome bands (on this occasion with small intervals of white in
between the colours) with the addition of foliate motifs were present in
Building 14, a probable caldarium on the site at Winchester Palace,
Southwark (Goffin 2005, 136), which dates from the late 2nd to 3rd
century (Yule 2005, 67). Similar designs were also recorded on the first
phase of plaster associated with the frigidarium in the legionary fortress
baths at Caerleon, of Flavian date. Here coloured bands in reds and
greens, with the less application of yellow, black and grey, were painted
on a white background, also with simple floral patterns (Zienkiewicz
1986, 282).
Curved fragments with linear decoration in red and white
A number of significant fragments of unfaced mortar and curved, convex
pieces of painted plaster sharing the same mortar was identified from
Building 1 (Frend’s Area C). Several large roughly cylindrically shaped
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mortar fragments with deeply embedded parallel wooden linear
impressions c.25mm in diameter were recorded (Fig. 3.51, No. 13). The
best examples are accompanied by a label saying ‘mortar and plaster at
base of well’. The mortar is off-white but has some crushed brick and tile.
The curved fragments of painted plaster were found in several contexts,
and are decorated with red bands on a white background, with one
possible fragment originating from the probable dado from the lower part
of the wall scheme. The main part of the decoration is linear and based on
red ochre bands (Fig. 3.51, No. 14) (one fragment showing that it was
>30mm in width), with a black stripe c.3mm wide. A curved fragment of
stippled decoration was also found, based on a dark pink background
with moderate large (up to 10mm) black and cream splashes.
Although the shaped plaster might be from a window or door
surround, the mortar fabric and the convexity of the profile on some of the
fragments suggest that they may have faced the cylindrical fragments of
mortar re-enforced with wooden elements, and that they may represent
the remains of the facing, perhaps of slender pilasters which were
decorated with plaster embellished with simple red bands against a white
background with a dark pink dado. It is also possible that some of the
other chamfered fragments may be from quarter-mouldings, although
these are often dark maroon in colour and shaped to reflect the junction of
the wall with the floor.
Egyptian blue
A small quantity of fragments from a different decorative scheme with
blue pigment was identified (five fragments, weighing 67g), again from
Area C. Most of them are plain, although one is bordered with a white
stripe 9mm in width. One fragment has a curved edge suggesting it was a
background colour running up against a junction, perhaps from the side
of a wall (Fig. 3.51, No. 15). The fragments are small and only some of
the arriccio survives. In addition, some other small plaster fragments hint
at a more complex decorative scheme since they are painted in free style
in other colours. Other fragments have a green and maroon decoration
(Fig. 3.51, No. 16) and also a pale purple pigment on a white background
(Fig. 3.51, No. 17).
The apparent use of blue pigment as a background colour rather than
just as an additional decorative embellishment indicates that the room in
which it was used was likely to be a significant room, rather than a
subsidiary one. As Egyptian blue was not naturally produced but had to
be made up artificially, it was much more expensive (see discussion of
pigments, below). Blue pigment has been found as a background colour
in other schemes in Britain, but it is more often found in limited
quantities, to enhance a decorative element such as a candelabrum or
infill a space in an architectural scheme. It could be used as a background
colour, however. An example of this is a scheme from a building likely to
date to the first half of the 2nd century AD in Roman Southwark (Cowan
2003, 43). Here the plaster from Building 16, Group C of a sequence of
Roman buildings off Park Street was so badly weathered that it was not
possible to describe further decorative elements, apart from establishing
the presence of the blue background (Goffin 2003).

Building 1, Pit E
Twelve fragments of plaster weighing 1311g were
identified under the label of 77.743 and were associated
with Building 1 (Frend 1968, fig. 1). The group is made up
of several miscellaneous decorative elements but two
fragments are of significance. Both are made in the same
hard white mortar fabric with little crushed brick and tile.
They have a plain white background with parallel
black/maroon and white stripes at an interval of c.45mm.
One of them has the remains of two freely painted black
curved lines (Fig. 3.51, No. 18). Both fragments are very
discoloured. These fragments had been examined
previously, when the black lines were identified as traces
of the letters ‘I’ and ‘U’ (Frend 1978, 14). On another
fragment the letters ‘P’ or ‘B’ or ‘R’ and either ‘L’ or ‘I’
could be discerned, although this fragment was not
identified in the recent examination. These fragments
were recovered from Pit E dividing Room A (the southern
room) and B (the central nave), according to the 1978
report. Based on the two fragments seen by the author, the
black lines could be part of a freely painted dado
decoration, representing simulated coloured marble
veining, but the presence of more diagnostic lettering may
confirm that it is actually painted graffiti.

Building 1, Rooms F and G
Fifteen small fragments of painted wall plaster weighing
1155g were collected under the number 60.512A, which,
according to the accompanying labels was ‘internal wall
plaster all from Rooms F and G unless otherwise stated’
(Frend’s published plans only show rooms A–C). The
most significant pieces which share a hard white mortar
layer and a underlying layer containing crushed brick and
tile are decorated with a simple polychrome linear design
on a white background (red ochre, black and ?yellow),
whilst one better preserved fragment is also linear with
some splashed decoration. This fragment shows small red
and black stipples on a white background, separated by
red and black stripes. It is likely to have come from the
lower part of a wall scheme, representing a tiny fragment
of a dado which was made up of panels of black stripes
6mm in thickness outlined by red stripes, with
background splashes of the same colours. Once again this
is likely to be a stylised version of the imitation of marble
veneers which was customary with so many simple
decorative schemes.
Building 1, Room C
Three plaster fragments weighing 828g were recovered,
labelled ‘60.512B External wall plaster from Room C
window reveal’. One piece is painted with a wide maroon
band of at least 40mm in width, with an expanse of slightly
mottled green. A second fragment made in a coarse pink
mortar fabric has a white background with red splashes,
whilst the third piece which is plain red has a pink mortar
full of crushed brick and tile and adheres to a fragment of
tile.
Techniques
The plaster decorations all seem to have been applied in
true fresco ‘buon fresco’, i.e. whilst the plaster surface was
still wet, so that the pigments could bond well and were
durable, although of course, subject to fading.
Brushmarks and trowel marks are sometimes visible, and
also the construction lines impressed into the wet plaster
to provide guidance for the painter (No. 7).
One of the main features of the plaster recovered from
the CAS excavations is the large quantity of fragments
containing crushed brick and tile in their mortar backing
(81 fragments, 6610g). These fragments make up 67.5%
of the assemblage by fragment count, and 75.6% by
overall weight of the CAS assemblage. The addition of
this material was to increase the hydraulic properties of
the mortar so that it would withstand damp conditions,
either because of the location of the structure, or because
of its function. Thus hydraulic mortars containing brick
and tile can be found in particular for internal bath-house
walls in British excavations, but they could also be used
where the situation itself was prone to dampness or water
ingress. Vitruvius mentions how to undertake stucco work
in a damp environment, by applying a rendering coat of
mortar mixed with burnt brick instead of sand to a height
of about three feet above the floor, before applying the
stucco (Hicky Morgan 1960, 208–9).
By contrast there is less crushed brick and tile amongst
the assemblage which was excavated in the 1960s. A total
of c.32 fragments of plaster weighing 2708g contain
crushed brick and tile in their mortar backing, making up
15.6% of this assemblage by fragment count and 11.5%
by overall weight.
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Pigments
The vast majority of the pigments appear to be the
naturally occurring ones such as red and yellow ochre,
white, brown and black, which were relatively
inexpensive to produce and obtain. These colours were
categorised by Pliny as ‘plain’ whilst a few rarer pigments
were defined as ‘florid’. No pigment analysis was
undertaken.
The colour green was usually made from a pigment
called green earth, which includes the minerals glauconite
or celadonite which could be mixed with other minerals
(Ling 1991, 208). Recent x-ray fluorescence analysis of
the green pigment from Roman wall plaster from No. 10
Gresham Street, London indicated that on this occasion
the green is probably a mixture of green earth (celadonite,
glauconite and chlorite) and a copper mineral, probably
malachite (Barham 2004). A number of fragments of a
distinctive green shade were present in the CAS
excavations, (e.g. CEU 432/77 10072) with a few which
were identified also in the excavations in the 1960s. The
shade of green is not a yellow green but a definite
blue/green. This particular type of green was also
identified amongst the plaster from the excavations at Itter
Crescent, Peterborough where it was probably used to
form bands around panels in the middle zone (Goffin
forthcoming). A single fragment of plain dark green
plaster with a smooth, good quality surface was identified,
which has a pinky buff sandy arriccio with crushed brick
and tile. It was in the same box, labelled SQ G 2 (5), as a
small fragment of stucco moulding which had the same
mortar backing, and a group of white and grey tesserae.
The excavations in the 1960s produced a small number
of plaster fragments decorated with Egyptian blue (Fig.
3.51, No. 15). This was an artificially produced pigment
which was made up of a compound of sand, flowers of
soda and copper filings which were then baked in an oven
to form pellets (Ling 1991, 208). Pale shades of blue could
be achieved through finer grinding, and it could also be
mixed with other colours such as white or green. Pliny’s
records indicate that Egyptian blue was about three times
the cost of ordinary yellow ochre.
There is very little evidence for the use of the imported
pigment cinnabar (vermilion), which had to be mined
from Spain in the form of mercuric sulphide. This bright
red is described by Pliny as belonging to the ‘brilliant’ or
‘florid’ class of colours, and was very expensive as it had
to be supplied by the employer rather than the contractor
(Vitruvius 7, 9, in Hicky Morgan 1960). Only a few
fragments of what may have been a very vivid red were
noted amongst the plaster from Rectory Farm, which
could be a possible candidate to be cinnabar rather than
red ochre. This is scheme 2 of Building 5, where a few
fragments show the faded remains of some relatively
bright red (Fig. 3.50, No. 6). However, in view of the low
quality of the mortar preparation and the preparation of
the surface plaster, it is unlikely that such an expensive
pigment would have been used on plaster that was
otherwise of at best average quality.
Some fragments of plaster with lilac/pale purple
decoration were present on the material from the 1960s
but they are pale and watery and unlikely to be the ‘florid’
purple derived from the organic dye of madder and
oak-gall (Ling 1991, 209).

Illustration catalogue
CAS excavations
1
Plaster with coarse mortar fabric containing crushed brick and
tile. 10434, Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.
2
Worn decorative motif, possibly dado. 10434, Well 2, Area 77,
Period 4.3.
3
Fragment of plaster with bright red background. 10434, Well 2,
Area 77, Period 4.3.
4
Plaster showing probable ceiling decoration. 10434, Well 2,
Area 77, Period 4.3.
5
Mortar showing impressions of reeds on reverse side of painted
plaster from probable ceiling. 10434, Well 2, Area 77, Period
4.3.
6
Plaster fragments showing possible ceiling-decoration of
coloured bands. 10434, Area 77, Well 2, Period 4.3.
7
Plaster surface showing impressed construction line. 10434,
Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.
1960s excavations (all associated with Building 1)
8
Linear decoration in shades of green on white background. Site
C, level 4 (Wall plaster from among stone foundations).
9
Detail of green shades on linear decoration. Site C, level 4 (Wall
plaster from among stone foundations).
10
Fragment from lower part of wall scheme (dado) showing
post-depositional damage. Site C.
11
Polychrome linear decoration in shades of yellow. Site C,
Trench 2, level 5.
12
Detail of yellow shades on linear decoration. Site C, Trench 2,
level 5.
13
Fragments of mortar with structural impressions from
?pilasters. Site C, level 3.
14
Curved plaster decorated in maroon and white linear
decoration, probably facing the pilasters. Site C.
15
Fragment showing blue pigment with white stripe. Site C, levels
3, 4 and 7.
16
Green and maroon decoration. Site C, levels 3, 4 and 7.
17
Pale purple decoration. Site C, levels 3, 4 and 7.
18
Fragments of plaster with possible black lettering. 77.743. Pit E,
dividing Frend’s Rooms A and B (Frend 1978, fig. 1).

Stone objects
by Ruth Shaffrey (2014)
(Fig. 3.52)
A small assemblage of stone objects was recovered from
Roman contexts, including quern fragments, a roof-stone
and a disc. In addition, a polished stone ?axe-head
fragment (SF 3593) found in the fill of a Roman ditch
(9459) is certainly residual from Neolithic activity and is
therefore detailed in Chapter 2.
Of the three quern fragments recovered, two were
found close together. A probable saddle quern/grinding
slab and a rubber, both of sandstone, were found in a
buried soil layer (9073) associated with the Roman road in
Trench 11 (SF 3021 and 3035), where they may have been
re-used to fill pot holes. A third fragment is a worn and
undiagnostic fragment of lava, probably from a rotary
quern, found in Pond 2 (1403, fill of pond 1306). Three
further quern fragments from Anglo-Saxon contexts are
likely to be residual from Roman activity.
The single stone roof tile fragment came from Period
4.2 Enclosure 3 (ditch fill 1294). This retains a small
circular perforation of 5mm indicating that it was fixed
with a nail. It does not show any signs of re-use but is
insufficient evidence on its own to indicate the presence of
a stone-roofed building. A small architectural fragment of
oolitic limestone was also recovered (Period 4.2, Pond 2,
fill 1307) – it is not diagnostic; other more substantial
architectural fragments are reported on by Blagg below. A
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Figure 3.52 Roman worked stone objects
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small slightly burnt sandstone disc (SF 4104) was found in
Period 4.3, Gully Group 2 (fill 10608). Discs of this size
are of uncertain function with various suggestions of use
as counters or small vessel lids or pan stands. The
blackening suggests some exposure to fire, indicating that
its use as a stand may be the most likely interpretation.
The worked stone from Roman contexts is indicative
of food preparation and thus domestic activity. A variety
of stone types are represented, and although these are
generally typical of the region, the range suggests either
chronological variation or an ad-hoc supply.
A final piece of stone (found unstratified in Area 77) is
a fragment of marble, probably cippolino verde, although
it has not been subjected to any chemical analysis (SF
4022). Only a corner of the fragment survives but the
thickness (15mm) suggests it is from a palette rather than a
table top. It is clearly of high status but in keeping with that
indicated by the architectural ornaments discussed by
Blagg and Williams below.
Illustration catalogue
SF3021 Possible saddle quern or processing slab. Sandstone. The
largest face is slightly uneven but it has been worn very smooth.
It is very slightly concave. The other surface is angled, concave
and worn very smooth. There is a roughly circular edge but it is
not from a rotary quern. Measures >170 x >110 x 60mm. 9073,
buried soil layer (part of Road 1, pre-metalled surface), Area 11,
Period 4.2.
SF4104 Disc/counter. Grey micaceous sandstone. Piece of stone that
has been carefully chipped into a circular shape. Naturally flat.
No wear. Slightly burnt (blackened) on one face. Measures 50 x
54mm diameter x 16mm thick. 10609, gully 10608, Area 77,
Period 4.3.
SF4022 Possible palette. Marble, possibly cippolino verde. Edge
fragment with one corner, both edges are bevelled. Faces are
flat. None of the surfaces are polished but they are all very
smooth. Measures 75 x 22 x 15. AM no 9006022. Cleaning layer
10108, unstratified, Area 77.

Architectural stonework
by Tom Blagg (stonework) and David Williams
(petrology) (1999)
(Figs 3.53–3.54)
Three significant pieces of architectural stonework were
recovered. The first is a column capital (Fig. 3.53, No. 1)
which was found in the infill of Well 2, adjacent to
Building 5. The profile of the mouldings is of regular form
and not closely diagnostic of date or type, although
perhaps more likely to be 1st or 2nd century in date rather
than later. The full column is likely to have been about 2m
in height, and is comparable with columns from the
porticos or courtyards of houses at Caerwent and the villas
at Chedworth, Fishbourne and Kingsweston (Blagg 1982,
137). The porch of a commensurate building would be
another possibility. Such a substantial building may have
lain in the immediate vicinity or, perhaps more likely, may
have been sited in Durovigutum (Godmanchester).
A pilaster capital (Fig. 3.54, No. 2) was found in the
infill of Pond 2 (1303), adjacent to Building 2, which (as
detailed in the catalogue below) formed the slightly
domed top of a niche. At the bottom right corner there is a
small raised area of relief carving, cut with curved grooves
which give the effect of drapery rather than of foliage. The
representation of a figure standing in a niche framed by
pilasters is likely to be either funerary or religious. As an
example of the former, the tombstone from Lincoln of a
boy holding a hare may be cited (Huskinson 1994, no. 58).
Such tombstones are usually monolithic, however,

whereas this block is part of a larger monument. It could
still be funerary, or part of such a religious structure as the
Screen of Gods or the monumental arch at London (Hill et
al. 1980). Insufficient detail survives for the piece to be
dated, or related stylistically to material from other sites.
Both of these architectural features have been
constructed from creamy-white limestone blocks which
contain visible ooliths and some pieces of broken shell.
Thin-section examination shows that both are made from
the same type of stone, which can be identified as having
come from the Lincolnshire Limestone formation
(Inferior Oolite). This is a tough durable stone which was
much used in the Roman period and later centuries for
building purposes (Williams 1971; Clifton-Taylor 1987).
A comparison with material held in the rock reference
collection of the Department of Archaeology, University
of Southampton, indicates that a virtually identical rock
comes from Wansford, near Peterborough. This location
is also amongst the nearest Lincolnshire limestone
formations to Godmanchester, lying some 29km to the
north-west of the site, and it is suggested that this area may
well be the source of the stone for the column and
moulding.
The third item is a small irregular slab of fine-grained
white polished limestone (No. 3), probably used as a
marble veneer. A comparison of the hand-specimen with
similar textured white marble held in the Southampton
University Comparative Stone Collection showed that the
closest matches were examples collected from several
locations in Istria, Croatia and from the Oolithe de
Marquise, near Boulogne. A thin section was taken from
the Godmanchester stone and examined using the
petrological microscope. Under high magnification the
presence of fairly well-rounded proto-ooliths could be
seen, set in a mosaic of interlocking calcite grains. This
proved to be texturally much closer to thin sections taken
from the oolitic limestones of Marquise than to the finergrained limestones of Istria. On this evidence it seems
quite likely that the Godmanchester stone came from
Marquise, though possibly from a different facies of the
local oolitic limestone than is normally associated with
the Oolithe de Marquise (Worssam and Tatton-Brown
1990). As far as the writer is aware, the Godmanchester
fragment is the most northerly example of Marquise stone
yet to come to light in Roman Britain.
Catalogue
1
Column capital. Oolitic limestone. The capital has tool-marks
which show that it has been finished on a lathe. There is a dowel
hole in the bottom of the shaft which would have served to attach
it to the lathe spindle, as well as to secure it in position on the
column drum below. The profile of the mouldings is of regular
form, and not closely diagnostic of date or type, although
perhaps more likely to be 1st or 2nd century AD rather than
later. Height 345mm, width (top) 630mm, diameter of shaft
343mm. 10713, Well 2, Area 77, Period 4.3.
2
Pilaster capital. Oolitic limestone. The left side is broken. The
right side is dressed with a broad chisel, and is slightly hollowed
to ensure a good fit along the edges with the adjoining block.
There is a butterfly cramp-hole in the upper edge. The back is
roughly dressed with a punch. The front has, on the left side, the
capital of a pilaster which projects 105mm from it. This is
carved with the leaves of a Corinthianising capital. The central
leaf has a tapering midrib, and at the right edge there is the stem
of another leaf or a volute (a spiral, scroll-like ornament). The
upper part of the decoration is broken away, and the left side of
the capital is also missing. The surface of the stone to the right of
the capital is curved in two planes, showing that it formed the
slightly domed top of a niche. At the bottom right corner there is
a small raised area of relief carving, cut with curved grooves
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Figure 3.53 Roman architectural stonework: column capital
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Figure 3.54 Roman architectural stonework: pilaster capital

3

which give the effect of drapery rather than of foliage. Height
335mm, width 370mm, depth 470mm. 1317, Pond 2, Area
77, Period 4.3.
Polished limestone slab that was possibly used as marble
veneer. Surviving length 76mm, width 46mm, depth 17mm.
1308, Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.3. Not illustrated.

Metalworking debris
by Justine Bayley (1990s)
A total of 2267g of iron slag was recovered from the
site, of which 1848g was found in stratified contexts.
None of this material was found in situ, as no intact
metalworking hearths or furnaces were found. Slag
from two Period 4.1 contexts (Field System 3, 10338

and Pond 1, 10476), provides definite evidence for smithing
hearths, with a further hearth possibly indicated by slag
from Building 4 (10448). All of the slag is a product of iron
smithing.
In the report on his earlier work on the site, Frend
identified a ditch infill of ash and charcoal, derived from oak
and hawthorn and containing a number of iron objects, that
was associated with a small hearth and post-hole building
(Frend 1968, 26–7, fig. 3). This feature is thought to have
been located within the yard area to the east of Building 3
(see Fig. 3.10), but unfortunately it was not re-discovered
during the CAS excavations. A considerable amount of iron
slag was recovered from around the hearth and the analysis
undertaken suggested that forging was taking place.
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Understanding of the evidence from iron working has
developed, however, since this analysis was carried out
and, given the absence of the material from the earlier
work, it is now considered possible that only smithing was
taking place. All of the material was recovered from
Roman or post-Roman deposits and is interpreted as
redeposited Roman ironworking waste, possibly from the
putative iron-smithing workshop.

IV. Zooarchaeological and botanical evidence
Faunal remains
by Rosemary Luff (1992) and Ian Smith (2014)
Introduction
A total of 175,354g of animal bone was recovered from
Roman contexts. The largest assemblage came from
Period 4.2, while those from Periods 4.1 and 4.3 contained
much less material. Cattle remains dominated all the
samples, although large numbers of horse bones were also
retrieved, in particular from Pond 2. It seems that the villa
farm did not specialise in the husbandry of sheep/goat or
pigs, although older sheep were kept for their wool.
Butchery had been undertaken mainly with knives which
accounts for the large number of intact bones recovered,
both for horse and cow. It is quite clear that the
Godmanchester horse and cattle butchery is similar; many
of the meat-bearing long bones demonstrate knife-cuts
indicative of dismemberment and especially filleting. It is
also possible that some of the inhabitants of the site were
consuming horse which, as is detailed in the following
text, is interesting and significant. Hunting was not a
common pursuit as evidenced by the sparse number of
wild animals recorded, the largest number of fragments
(five bones and four antler) being recorded for red deer,
Cervus elaphas.
Analysis of the material was undertaken by Rosemary
Luff in 1992, with targeted revisions and additions by Ian
Smith in 2014. The original site report used a variant
phasing structure (RB phases). These broadly equate with
the current phasing (RB1=Period 4.1, RB1/2=Periods
4.1/2, RB2=Period 4.2, RB3=Period 4.3), although there
are discrepancies. For example, the late Roman wells are
now phased to Period 4.3, but appear in the equivalent of
Period 4.2 in Luff’s original text for reasons unknown.
Figures from the original archive report are not available
in digital form and are therefore referenced here, rather
than reproduced.
Sampling, collection policy and methods
Extensive plough damage and the past removal of
masonry had reduced the availability of good, well-sealed
contexts (including floor layers) across the whole area of
Roman occupation. The aim of the excavations in relation
to the faunal remains was therefore limited to the retrieval
of a basic but good quality sample of the economic
evidence from all major phases and from all major
categories of features, but principally those with
recognisable functions, for example the wells. A lack of
adequately stratified deposits did not allow a study of
spatial distribution in and around the Roman building
complex; however, a number of well-sealed, datable
contexts were extensively sampled.
A routine sample of 20 litres was taken from features
such as post-holes, ovens and the upper fills of wells.

Where a fill was less than 20 litres the entire context was
sampled. Large bulk samples were taken for flotation
from the lower fills of wells (50 litres) and from Pond 1
(100 litres). Sub-samples (20 litres) were retained from
contexts associated with these features for botanical,
palynological and entomological analysis. The remainder
of the material was floated and the flots and residues
sorted for animal bone. Large bulk samples (100 litres)
were taken from Pond 2 contexts from which animal bone
had been recovered during excavation. This material was
coarse wet sieved (8mm, 4mm, 2mm) and some animal
bone extracted. In addition, a series of 20ml samples was
also taken across the transect of the pond.
The methods utilised in the analysis of the material are
detailed in Chapter 2.V. Bone fragments were identified
and counted by skeletal element for each taxon using the
NISP method of quantification (Grayson 1984). The taxa
bone fragment count includes all bone fragments that
could be identified with respect to the presence of some
particular trait, that is the epiphyses of long-bones or in the
case of long-bone shaft fragments, the occurrence of
specific foramina. The coding system for the taxa and
anatomies follows that of Jones with certain modifications
and refinements (Jones 1981). Where species
identification was uncertain, additional categories were
used, for example OXO, which comprises animals of large
artiodactyl and perissodactyl size (for example horse, red
deer and cow) and SMA which consists of beasts of
smaller size (such as sheep, goats, roe deer, dogs and
pigs). Two other categories allow somewhat closer
identifications with fragmentary material, LAR which
describes red deer/cow size and RUM which reflects roe
deer/sheep/goat types.
Species present
The species present at the site during the Roman period are
shown on Table 3.16, which excludes birds and fish. The
latter are as follows: domestic fowl (Gallus gallus),
domestic goose/greylag goose (Anser dom./Anser anser),
domestic duck/mallard (Anas dom/Anas platyrhynchos),
raven (Corvus corax), snipe (Gallinago gallinago), tufted
duck (Aythya fuligula), eel, (Anguilla anguilla), flounder
(Platichthys flesus), herring (Clupea harengus), perch
(Perea fluviatilis), pike (Esox lucius), plaice (Pleronextes
platessa) and roach (Rutilus rutilus).
The main Roman contexts yielding substantial
quantities of animal bones were Pond 2 and three wells
associated with Building 5; lesser amounts of material
were excavated from the aisled buildings (Buildings 1 and
3) and Building 5 itself. The most striking aspect of the
Roman bone assemblages is the preponderance of horse
remains, particularly in Period 4.2. In general horse bones
are sparse on Roman sites and the animals from Rectory
Farm are particularly significant since they provide
possible evidence for human consumption.
Table 3.17 shows the relative representation of the
main domestic taxa and fragmentation categories for the
wells and Pond 2. They are similar in that OXO and cow
fragments dominate both contexts. However, the second
most important taxa after the cow is the horse in Pond 2
and SMA in the wells. There are more SMA fragments in
the wells than in Pond 2; since pig bones are relatively
easy to identify and no roe deer was identified on the site,
it is possible that sheep/goat were more important in this
context. Pig remains are low in both assemblages.
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Domestic mammals
Cattle (Bos taurus)
Sheep (Ovis aries)
Goat (Capra hircus)
Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra)
Pig (Sus domesticus)
Horse (Equus caballus)
Dog (Canis familiaris)
Cat (Felis catus)
Total domestic mammals
Wild mammals
Red deer (Cervus elaphus)
Hare (Lepus sp.)
Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
Rat (Rattus sp.)
Bank vole (Clethrionomys glareolus)
Field vole (Microtus agrestis)
Water vole (Arvicola terrestris)
Wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus)
House mouse (Mus musculus)
Common shrew (Sorex araneus)
Total wild mammals
Oxo (Horse/cattle/red deer)
Lar (Cattle/red deer)
Sma (Sheep/goat/roe deer/pig/dog)
Rum (Sheep/goat/roe deer)
Total identified mammal
Unidentified mammal
Amphibians (Rana sp./Bufo SPa )

Period 4.1

Period 4.1/4.2

Period 4.2

Period 4.3

87 (13)

53

47 (3)

40 (7)
9
6 (2)
4

16 (2)
4 (1)
15 (2)
6

146 (22)

94 (5)

*593 (49)
2
2
143 (36)
49 (7)
232 (95)
^14 (8)
3
1038 (195)

4 ant

5+4 ant
3
2
2

1

13 (1)
2
†10
1 (1)
2
75 (5)

1

1

6
107
10
47
5
321 (22)
40
17

89
1
50
234 (5)
12

13
2
13
4
1
49
1234 (5)
35
418 (3)
45
2819 (203)
258
408

1
92
5
46
219 (5)

Small mammals identified by teeth and jaws. Post-cranial material not included.
ant = antler
Bone fragment counts do not include:
* 73 frags from calf skeleton.
^ 87 frags from partial burial.
† 139 frags from partial burial.

Table 3.16 Number of bone fragments (NISP) for the Roman period (teeth in brackets)

Tables 3.18–3.21 show the skeletal element
representation for OXO, LAR, SMA and RUM for the
Roman period. The proportion of cattle remains recovered
from the Roman phases is very similar, if not identical in
Luff’s RB1 and 2 (Luff 1992a, fig. 2). While sheep/goat
decrease in number between these two phases, only to
increase slightly in RB3, the equid remains dramatically
increase from RB1 to RB2 when they become the second
most dominant species and decrease slightly in RB3. Pigs
stay at fairly consistent low levels throughout all periods.
Horse/ass/mule
Size and shape
Maltby has stated that most equid bones on British
archaeological sites have been identified as horse
although contemporary pictorial and documentary
evidence point to both mules and donkeys being present
from at least Roman times (Maltby 1981, 161). The high
usage of mules in the Roman period and the site’s
proximity to a mansio and major Roman road (see
discussion below) leads to the need to investigate the
possible presence of mules at Rectory Farm.

Members of the Equidae family differ mainly in the
form and relation of the face, the size of the metapodials
and in the teeth. While donkeys are relatively easy to
identify morphologically (for example Newstead, Ewart
1911; Tripontium, Noddle 1973; Frocester Court, Noddle
1979), the same is not true of the hybrids, that is the
hinnies and jack-asses. Hybrids of jack-asses and mares
are called mules while hybrids of stallions and jennies
(female asses) are called hinnies. There are three main
ways of attempting distinctions between the equids,
involving morphologically the skull and the shape of the
enamel folds of the teeth, and metrically the slenderness
index of the metapodials (Bokonyi 1986, 306–8;
Eisenmann and Beckouche 1986). For the latter two
methods a relatively large bone and tooth sample is
needed.
At Billingsgate, London, a mule was identified by
Armitage from 2nd-century levels (Armitage 1979). The
criteria used centred on the shape of the mandible and the
enamel folds of the lower first molar (see below on equid
teeth). This is the only mule to have been identified from
Roman levels in Britain and it should be emphasised that
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Wells
NISP
Cattle
OXO
LAR
Sheep/Goat
SMA
RUM
PIG
HOR
Total

*111 (15)
251 (1)
7
26 (4)
69 (2)
7
11 (1)
24 (20)
506 (43)

Pond 2
NISP

%
22
49
1
5
13
1
2
4

%

295 (18)
476 (2)
1
20 (3)
31

29
47

11 (1)
181 (66)
1015 (90)

1
18

2
3

* 73 frags from calf skeleton excluded

Table 3.17 Number and percentage of bone fragments
(NISP) from the late Roman wells and Pond 2

this identification is still open to interpretation since
Armitage had access to only one mule then currently
available in the British Museum (Natural History).
In order to examine the possible presence of mules at
Rectory Farm, the teeth and jaws were examined
morphologically. The lower cheek teeth of equids are less
OXO
Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

LAR

SMA

2

2

13
4

3

2

1
2

differentiated than the upper ones. Unfortunately, mule
identification is hampered in archaeological samples
since there is a worldwide shortage of contemporary mule
skeletons. Use was made of three specimens from the
British Museum of Natural History which had the
following catalogue numbers: BM(NH) Reg. no.
1888.12.3, BM(NH) 1980.414 and BM(NH) 84.1617.
The following characteristics were investigated for
identification purposes.
It is claimed that a small fold, the pli caballin is found
in well developed form in only caballine teeth, however
5–10% of horses do not sport one. A tiny pli caballin
sometimes appears on the milk premolars of half asses and
asses in a well-developed state, but it is only rudimentarily
formed on the permanent premolars, particularly the
upper second in early stages of wear. Thus the presence or
absence of a well-developed pli caballin is supposedly a
good feature for distinguishing the upper cheek teeth of
horses from those of half-asses and asses (Bokonyi 1986,
306). The Godmanchester equids demonstrate maxillary
rows with some teeth exhibiting a sizeable pli caballin
while other teeth in the same row do not, suggesting that
this feature is not sufficiently reliable for any firm
identification (Dr J. Clutton-Brock, BM (NH), pers.
comm.).

RUM

OXO
Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

1

4
2
1

1

2

1

5

1

6
56
12

4
1
3

1
22
13

4

107

10

47

5

Table 3.18 Body part distribution for OXO, LAR, SMA
and RUM fragments from Period 4.1

LAR

2

SMA

RUM

4

1
1
10
1
1

1
1
1
7

1

1

3
3
2
1
4
47
5

89

1

1
22
20

1

50

0

Table 3.19 Body part distribution for OXO, LAR, SMA
and RUM fragments from Periods 4.1/4.2
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Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

OXO

LAR

SMA

RUM

55

14

9

2

2
88

3

10

1

99
19
4

1
1

16
5
9
2

2
3

49
17
29

1
2
2

6
18
50
32
2
14
75
481
194

1
1
9

1234

35

1
8
9
20

1
4
2
4
1
1
17
194
102
3
418

Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

3
9

1
4
20

45

OXO

LAR

SMA

7

2

4

RUM

1
1
10

2

6
5

1

4
1
3
3
5
43
12

3

8
21

92

5

46

1

0

Table 3.20 Body part distribution for OXO, LAR, SMA
and RUM fragments from Period 4.2

Table 3.21 Body part distribution for OXO, LAR, SMA
and RUM fragments from Period 4.3

In the buccal region of molars and premolars there is a
tendency for the enamel surfaces between the styles to be
concave in half-asses with gradual transitions to the
columns (parastyle, mesostyle and metastyle). In asses the
transitions from the interstylar surfaces to the columns are
abrupt with the pronounced angles consequently forming
a flat-based ‘U’. In horses the interstylar profile is deep
ditch-like and narrow and the styles are thick but some of
these features are recognised as being somewhat
subjective (Bokonyi 1986, 307).
The form and length of the protocone has been
proposed as a valid distinguishing feature; this is short in
asses and much more variable in horses (Bokoyi 1986,
307; Eisenmann and Beckouche 1986, 75). However, it
proved very variable in two of the mules examined at the
British Museum (BM(NH) 1980.414 and BM(NH)
84.1617), one being horse-like and the other ass-like and
is thus not a good feature for distinguishing mules from
other equids.
Differences occur in the form of the metaconidmetastylid (medial) valley (sulcus lingualis) and the
degree of penetration of the protoconid-hypoconid
(lateral) valley (sulcus externus) (Bokonyi 1986, 307).
The medial valley has a ‘U’ shape in horses and a ‘V’

shape in true asses. The lateral valley is very deep in
caballines and nearly touches the enamel on the other side.
Both the British Museum mules (BM(NH) Reg no
1888.12.31 and 1980.414) have a well developed
penetrating lateral valley and the medial valley exhibits a
definite V-shape in contrast to the U-shape of the
caballines.
The Rectory Farm samples do not contain any ass
bones. The majority of teeth/jaws pertain to caballine
horses: however, two mandibular rows suggest mules
(from Pond 2 (1311) and Well 2 (10434)); the sulcus
lingualis is ass-like in the P4 and M2 of specimen 1311
and the P3, P4 and M2 of specimen 10434. The sulcus
externus varies in the aforementioned teeth from being
fairly well developed to extremely well developed and
touching the enamel on the other side (M2, 10434). In
addition, specimen 1311 exhibits a much smaller third
molar than second premolar which is a characteristic of
asses (Dr J. Clutton-Brock, pers. comm.).
Size
Hilzheimer stated that the slenderness index of the metacarpals breadth
in the middle/length is, generally above 14 with horses but under 13.5
with asses and half-asses proving that horses have thicker legs
(Hilzheimer 1921; 1941, 12) but there can be some overlap between the
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different subgenera (Bokonyi 1972, 16). Eisenmann and Beckouche
(1986, 124) did not find the marked resemblance between mule and horse
which had been suggested by Willoughby (1974). The metacarpal of the
mule resembles that of a donkey and can be distinguished from it by a
better developed sagittal ridge. The metacarpal of the hinnie resembles
more that of a domestic horse and is mainly more gracile and the facet for
the unciform is weakly developed (Eisenmann and Beckouche 1986,
124).
Horse and ass metatarsals are very similar – hence it is virtually
impossible to separate the hybrid mule and hinnie forms (Eisenmann and
Beckouche 1986, 126). The Period 4.1/4.2 equid metacarpals from
Rectory Farm demonstrate slenderness indices more akin to horses, most
being over 14 (Table 3.22). There does appear a separation into two
groups, top and bottom; and since the metatarsal measurements do not
distinguish the equids (horse, ass, hinnie and mule) it is proposed that this
separation might be a sexual one with males at the top and females at the
bottom. However, some of these beasts could be geldings, but very little
research has been undertaken concerning the identification of castrated
males. Entire horses (i.e. uncastrated) were preferred by the Roman army
and geldings were preferred for road service (Varro VII, 14, after White
1970, 503).
The majority of pre-Roman Iron Age horses had shoulder heights
between 10 to 12 hands (Luff 1982) although occasionally, extremes
have been observed at Barley, Herts (14 hands), Gussage All Saints
(Harcourt 1979; most 110–135cm, smallest 102, largest 145, hence 10 to
14 hands) and Tollard Royal (Bird 1968) where a horse the size of a
modern hunter was excavated. The majority of Romano-British ‘horses’
that have been studied mainly fall within the upper end of the Iron Age
bracket, that is in the 13 to 14 hands range (Luff 1982). Large animals of
14.5 hands plus were identified at Lynch Farm (Wilson 1975),
Corstopitum (Corbridge; Hodgson 1968), Newstead (Ewart 1911),
Gadebridge Park villa (Harcourt 1974a), 1st-century levels of Frocester
Roman villa (Noddle 1979), Woodcuts, Woodyates (Pitt-Rivers 1892),
Farmoor (Wilson 1979), 1st- to 5th-century levels at Barton Court Farm
villa (Wilson, B. 1984) and Scole (Jones 1977) (in Luff 1982, 136).
Possibly the large beasts occurring in the villa and sixteen farmstead sites
were used in connection with rounding up sheep and cattle, since a farmer
would gain a considerable advantage from being seated on a tall horse.
Discussion
In the context of the Rectory Farm site, consideration of the role mules
played is important since the mansio of Roman Durovigutum lay nearby
and the town was directly connected to the site town by a metalled road.
Within this discussion Roman literary sources have been used to aid
interpretation, although it is recognised that Italy and Roman Britian
were not geographically close and that there were considerable regional
variations in agrarian practice.
In the late Empire the cursus publicus (the state transport system)
developed an intricate bureaucratic machinery and manifold chain of
command in order to ensure the efficient running of its stations – the
mansiones and muationes – positioned along the main roads. There were
two branches to the cursus publicus: the cursus velox, a fast service and
the cursus clabularis which was a slow service. The Codex Theodosianus
(C.Th.) or Theodosian Code compiled in the late 4th to 5th centuries
includes material dating from the reign of Constantine 1 (AD 306–37)
and comprises the edicts that were broadcast in Roman times in order to
stop abuses of the cursus publicus. This information is of great value in
that it gives many details about the animals and vehicles used in later
Roman times. It is evident that mules provided the basic traction for the
vehicles of the cursus velox. That they were required in large numbers is
in no doubt, since a quarter of the post-horses (veredi) of the cursus velox
had to be replaced annually (C.Th. 8.5.34).
Although mules (and hinnies) exhibit a high degree of heterosis and
are adaptable to unfavourable conditions – being substantially heat
tolerant, disease resistant, sure-footed and prone to longevity (Epstein
1984, 181) – there were strict Roman laws forbidding their ill treatment.
This rather indicates that the beasts suffered harsh handling and it is
therefore not surprising that a mule medic was stationed at the mansiones
(Chapman 1979, 346). Pictographic and literary evidence indicate that
mules were widely used in the Roman world for pulling carts and other
vehicles and for pack-animal duties (Chapman 1979, 345); indeed, all
vehicles on the roads were pulled by mules (Varro, De Be Bustica 11.8.5).

Age at death
Tables 3.23 and 3.24 show the equid ageing profile
defined for each context (each deposit being treated as a
separate entity). Most of the horse bones and teeth were
excavated from Pond 2. In general, most of these animals
died at less than 9 years old, with many being 5–8 years of

Period

GL

SD

Bd

SD/GL

4.1/4.2
4.2

222.0
234.0

34.0
32.4
26.7
32.6
33.6
32.3
34.3
34.5
30.1
35.0
33.9
31.6
33.5

46.2
49.5
41.0
46.4
47.4
43.1
48.1
50.4
45.2
50.3

15.32
13.85

214.0
222.2
210.0
229.9
221.0
211.3

234.0

45.9
50.5
46.6

15.23
15.12
15.38
14.92
15.61
14.25

14.32

SD/GL – slenderness index

Table 3.22 Roman horse metacarpal measurements (in
mm. After von den Driesch 1976)

age. Some older animals occurred at 10–11 years, 11–12
years and 13–14 years old. One individual was aged at just
less than 2 years and this, taken with the number of
deciduous teeth recovered from the site, is suggestive of
horses being bred on site. However, the long bone
epiphyseal fusion data demonstrates that all the
postcranial material recovered was of a mature nature
(Table 3.24). Equids recovered from the wells
demonstrate some young (5–6 years) and some much
older beasts (15 and 15–16 years) than those excavated
from the pond.
The Romans did not allow mares to mate before 2
years of age and considered them useless for bearing after
the tenth year (Varro II.7.11 and Columella V1.28).
Currently, horses are not considered suitable for light
work until 4 years of age.
Body part representation
Table 3.25 shows the skeletal element representation of
horse bone fragments for the Roman wells and Pond 2
(Period 4.2). The pond bone consists of waste and also
much non-waste bone, the latter in the form of
meat-bearing limb bones displaying evidence of filleting
by fine-bladed knives; evidently a substantial quantity of
horse meat had been consumed. While the wells did not
contain as much horse bone, the butchery of the bones is
similar to that observed from the pond. There is a distinct
lack of carpals, tarsals and phalanges which is odd, since
the pond was carefully sieved: it is therefore proposed that
the faunal material has resulted from secondary
deposition. Skeletal elements from Periods 4.1 and 4.3
were low but the butchery of these is considered in
conjunction with those from Period 4.2 in the section on
butchery (below).
Pathology
(Pls 3.4–3.5)
Horse jaws were x-rayed to allow measurement of the
teeth and also to observe whether they were sufficiently
deep to allow implantation for the teeth; inbred animals
occasionally display jaws that are not large enough to take
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Crown Height Measurements
Period

Context

Period 4.2

Pond 2
1307
1308
1316
1317
1318
1325
1325
1408
1408
1412
1310
1311
1325
1325
1337
1404
1404
1404
1412
Wells
10728
10434
10434
10434
Building 3
10310
Gully
10805
Ditch
9063
Pit
1251

Period 4.3

Wear Stage

Jaw

P2

13–14 years
6–7 years
7–8 years
7–8 years
8–9 years
<2 years
5–6 years
6–7 years
7–8 years
11–12 years
10–11 years
6–7 years
5–6 years
7–8 years
4–5 years
5–6 years
6 years
6–7 years
8 years

Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Upper
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower

21.2

7–8 years
5–6 years
15 years
15–16 years

Upper
Lower
Lower
Lower

7–8 years

Upper

15–16 years

Upper

9–10 years

Upper

10–11 years

Lower

P3

P4

M1

M2

64.1

62.6

59.3
65.0
E

M3

74.5
58.9
39.7

63.5

60.4

59.6

48.5

65.9

74.0

70.9
68.5

75.3

24.0

35.0

42.5

64.6
74.0

76.6
84.0

61.8
72.0

70.0
76.0

45.0
66.9
65.0

75.0

79.0

E

56.3

59.8

80.4
68.0

68.0

48.0
44.6

70.7
59.3

72.3
69.2

60.1

67.0

66.5

54.4
73.0
27.6

59.3
74.6
28.1
28.7

57.8
80.6

58.0
85.4

56.6

52.4
16.6

29.1

22.0

50.0
42.4

69.5
57.2

21.2
20.6
57.4

28.2

A
44.7

28.0

39.0

46.0

40.0

41.0

34.0

E=erupting through bone
A=absent

Table 3.23 Roman horse teeth ageing (after Levine 1982)

well-developed teeth. The Rectory Farm animals
displayed healthy jaws.
Initially the concept that the dump of animals in Pond
2 had resulted from some sort of disaster was considered,
during which the animals could not be suitably maintained
or fed. Long bones with visible fusion lines were X-rayed
in order to detect Harris lines, which are lines of
interrupted growth and can occur with poor nutrition.
None of the excavated sample shows evidence of Harris
lines. Indeed, few horse bones evince evidence of disease
and only the following identifications were made:

Goody 1975, 65). It produces ulceration of the articular surfaces with
deposition of new bony deposits on the external edges which is a
healing process. The end result is that the joint cannot be flexed and the
horse becomes lame. There is some thought that there might be a
hereditary factor in this condition, certain hock conformations being
more prone than others;
• Pond 2 (1337): cervical vertebra with massive exostosis around the
distal centrum;
• Pond 2 (1404): metatarsal proximal articulation demonstrating large
lytic lesion, again probably indicative of spavin.

• Well 2 (10455): first phalanx (toe bone) with well developed low ring
bone (Pl. 3.4). The causes of ring bone are similar to spavin; most ring
bones are thought to be due to concussion on hard surfaces and nearly
always cause some lameness (Baker and Brothwell 1980, 120–21).
The hard surface of Roman roads may have had quite an effect on horse
feet, perhaps causing severe lameness;
• Well 3 (10727): metatarsal demonstrating spavin (Pl. 3.5). This is a
bone inflammation which usually commences on the inner side of the
hock near the head of the metatarsal bone and extends into the fused
first and second tarsals, and sometimes the second tarsal (Smythe and

Size
Shoulder heights of cattle were estimated using the
method of Fock (1966; after Boessneck and von den
Driesch 1974) and were made in cm. A clear trimodality is
demonstrated at Rectory Farm (histogram in the archive
report; Luff 1992a, fig. 8) and this could represent sexual
differences of male, female and castrate and/or breed
differences. The shoulder heights range from 109.2cm to

Cattle
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Period

DHUM

DMTC

15–18 mo
4.1

4.1/4.2

4.2

4.3

Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused

DMTT

DSCAP

DFEM

DRAD

16–20 mo

1 yr 8 mo

3–3.5 yrs

3.5 yrs

1
100
1
1
100

1
100

1
100

2
100

21
100

12
100

11
100

11
100

7
100

12
100

1
100

DHUM=distal humerus; DMTC=distal metacarpus; DMTT=distal metatarsus; DSCAP=distal scapula; DFEM=distal femur; DRAD=distal radius

Table 3.24 Long bone epiphyseal fusion data for horse from the Roman period (after Silver 1969)

128.5cm and, in comparison with cattle from other
Romano-British sites, reflect small and large beasts (Luff
1982); the mean height is 117.5cm. The coefficient of
variation is 5.1 which suggests little admixture of sex.
Indeed, the range is strikingly similar to that from Roman
Colchester (Luff 1992b) where the cattle ranged from
102.5cm to 128.1cm but the mean is much higher, the
Colchester mean being 112.2 with a coefficient of
variation of 4.2. Most of the Colchester cattle were
identified as females.

Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

Sex
(Pl. 3.6)
The trimodality observed might represent sexing in the
form of males, females and castrates but the coefficient of
variation argues against this. In order to test this further,
Higham (1969) and Higham and Message’s (1963)
measurements for sexing were used – that is, metacarpal
distal width was plotted against distal epiphysial width.
Examination of the Rectory Farm material (Luff 1992a,
fig. 9) shows a definite separation into three groups.
Howard’s indices of metacarpal mid-shaft width/
length x 100 (MB) and distal width/length (DB) were
plotted and calculated against each other (Luff 1992a, fig.
10; Howard 1963). The bones with an MB higher than 185
and a DB higher than 33 were assigned to bulls, while
those that had lesser indices were more likely to be
castrates with a slight admixture of bulls. The data showed
strong differences between the Rectory Farm assemblage
and that from Colchester (Luff 1992a, figs 9 and 11).
Morphological data strongly supports the idea that the
sample is dominated by male beasts. Plate 3.6 shows two
adult male skulls of different size.
Age at death
by Ian Smith (calf burial, 2014) and Rosemary Luff
(1992)
(Pl. 3.7)
The majority of cattle are mature with wear stages 40 plus
and were thus over 30 months old (Silver’s modern ageing
figures); however, some younger animals occur, as
evidenced by wear stage 21. A few young animals
occurred in all phases (as apparent in Table 3.26) – i.e.

Wells

Pond 2

7

6

2

20

4

9
19
20
1

2

1
2
1

1

10
8
11
14
1
2

1
1

17
7
4
11
13
1

1

4
4

24

181

Table 3.25 Body part distribution for horse from the late
Roman wells and Pond 2
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Plate 3.4 Horse first phalanx (toe bone) with well-developed low ring bone (Well 2, fill 10455, Period 4.3)

Plate 3.5 Horse metatarsal demonstrating spavin (Well 3, fill 10727, Period 4.3)

7–10 months old. In addition, a 5–6-month old calf
skeleton was found in Well 2 (10400, discussed below).
As with the horse assemblage the presence of such young
animals is indicative that cattle breeding was being
practised. This pattern of mature slaughter reflects that
observed from urban and/or military sites (Maltby 1981,
182). For example, at Portchester, most of the cattle jaws
had numerical wear stages of over 35, some with very
heavy tooth wear (Grant 1975). The other pattern that
Maltby noticed (rurally) was animals of all ages but with
mature animals predominating (Maltby 1981, 179).
Fourth-century deposits from Exeter showed the presence
of quite a few immature cattle (Maltby 1979, 30, 155) but
there is evidence that late Roman Exeter was becoming
more rural in nature.

The remains of a calf (Bos taurus) (Pl. 3.7) came from
a clay-rich fill of a late Roman well (Well 2, context
10728), associated with Building 5 (Period 4.3). This
animal falls within the category of skeletal remains
sometimes described as associated bone groups or special
deposits for which either mundane and/or ritual activities
might be proposed. These skeletal remains were
recovered from this lower fill with tile, pot, brick, painted
wall plaster and other bones including those from
butchered cattle. Whilst the calf’s presence might be
explained as a natural death, some of the associated
material (including bones from other species) was clearly
a deliberate deposition. Plausibly there was deliberate
dumping of all this material into the well soon after it had
fallen into disrepair. The accumulation of the surrounding
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Period
4.1

4.1/2

4.2

4.3

Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused
Unfused
Fused
% Fused

DSCAP

DHUM

DMTC

DMTT

7–10 mo

12–18 mo

2–2.5 yrs

2.5–3 yrs

1
100
1
3
75
2
36
95

1
100
2
100
4
25
86

1
4
80
2
2
50
4
22
85

5
100

3
100

1
100

DRAD

2
100
1

7
26
78
2
1
33

DFEM
3.5–4 yrs

1
2
66
10
10
50
1
1
50

10
11
52
1
100

DSCAP=distal scapula, DHUM=distal humerus, DMTC=distal metacarpus, DMTT=distal metatarsus, DRAD=distal radius, DFEM=distal femur

Table 3.26 Long-bone epiphyseal fusion data for cattle from the Roman period (after Silver 1969)

deposit (10728) appears to post-date the deposition of the
calf (and other remains). No evidence for butchery of the
calf was noted during the re-assessment in 2014.
An important function of the Romano-British farm
was the production of cattle (and horses) to supply the
military. In such a system, the calf would be economically
valuable and from a modern perspective its presence in the
well at Rectory Farm is puzzling. Locally at both Love’s
Farm, St Neots (Baxter 2010) and Bob’s Wood,
Hinchingbrooke (Baxter 2009) perinatal and calf remains
have been recorded at low frequencies but nevertheless
plausibly interpreted to represent cattle-breeding on these
sites.
At the time of excavation, the Rectory Farm animal
was recognised to be a single, largely complete skeleton. It
appears probable, according to maxillary tooth wear,
states of epiphyseal fusion and non-replication of skeletal
parts, that eighty-seven of the bones came from a single
calf. The skull (cranium) is represented by a range of
complete elements comprising adjoining (unfused) left
and right frontals, both maxillae, both hyoids, a right
auditory process, a right malar and left premaxilla. There
is slight damage to the supra-occipital, left malar, the left
palatine, and the left nasal bone. It is highly probable,
given their stratigraphic association and state of
development, that all of these elements are associated.
However, some other bones present within this group
clearly have no anatomical association with the calf (see
below).
The majority of the larger skeletal elements are present
in the hand-collected material. Various smaller elements
from the calf skeleton are missing, notably most of the
unfused vertebral bodies, the majority of the tarsals and all
of the carpals and all but one of the phalanges. Amongst
the hand-collected material, the majority of smaller and
less elongated elements are missing. The more compact or
rounded elements are undoubtedly more difficult to
recognise during excavation (especially, it is suggested, in
a clay-rich context such as this) and the representation
amongst the hand-collected material from this calf (and
the puppy from fill 10496, discussed under ‘Dog’ below)
are thought by the current author (IS) to relate directly to
this factor (cf Payne 1975).

The scapular bicipital tuberosity is unfused, as are the
surfaces between the atlas left and right dorsal centres.
The deciduous maxillary premolars p2, p3 and p4 are in
wear, although the most nuchal quarter of the p4 cusps,
and the nasal cusps of the p2 remain unworn. Although not
boxed with the rest of the calf bones there is a right
mandible from fill 10728 which appears to belong to this
calf skeleton. The calf is estimated to have been more than
a month old (since the maxillary and mandibular fourth
premolars are in wear) and less than eight months old
(since the mandibular (and maxillary) 1st molars are still
in the crypt) (Halstead 1985). Whilst the earlier
maturation of, and age extrapolations from, recent breeds
present problems regarding age estimation in ancient
domesticates (Noddle 1984) this was clearly a young
animal (and perhaps most plausibly bred on site).
In general, the condition of the calf bones is excellent
although there is some loss and flaking of surface bone.
There is erosion of bone edges notably amongst the ribs
and vertebrae. The surface preservation is comparable to
erosion stages 2 to 3 (Brickley and McKinley 2004) and
this good state probably relates to the plastic character of
the well context in which the remains were preserved. No
evidence of butchery was identified and the damage can be
related to post-depositional taphonomic processes
including excavation. Fractures across one of the ribs and
an ulna are judged to be post-depositional.
There is a fine, shallow mark which spans the left and
right unfused frontals and clearly predates the postdepositional separation of these parts. Although
superficially similar to a cut mark, the shallow but
relatively wide profile over much of its length, the abrupt
end to the mark on the right frontal, parallel indistinct
marks and coinciding colour distinctions all raise doubts.
Micro-striations are visible under high magnification
(x60) but such striations have been demonstrated to occur
through trample damage (Dominiguez-Rodrigo et al.
2010). The feature exhibits characteristics outlined by
Fisher (1995) that suggest it may be the product of
sedimentary abrasion and it is probable that such abrasion
was post-depositional and may possibly relate to
disturbance reflected in the presence of associated
non-calf elements. The presence of the latter suggests
contemporary deposition of butchered remains. These
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Plate 3.6 Two adult male cattle skulls of different size

Plate 3.7 Calf (Bos taurus) skeleton from a late Roman fill (10728) of Well 2, Period 4.3
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Element

Side

NISP

MNE

frontal
maxilla
auditory process
premaxilla
mandible
malar
palatine
nasal
hyoid
supraoccipital
atlas
cervical vertebra
thoracic vertebra
thoracic vertebra
lumbar vertebra

LR
LR
R
L
R
LR
L
L
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
axial
L and axial

lumbar vertebra
lumbar vertebra
vertebral epiph
ribs
ribs
sternum
scapula
humerus
humerus
humerus
radius

Fusion

Condition

Notes

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
5
1
2

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
5
1
1

UF
UF
UF

c
c
c
c
c
Ld, Rc
c
c
Ld, Rd
Ld
c

adjoining along suture

UF

c
d
d

LR
R
LR
R

2
1
2
12

2
1
11

UF
UF
UF
UF

c
d
c
c

L

12
1
2
2
2

UF
UF
UF
UFE
UFPD
UFE
UFPD

c

LR
R
LR
R
LR

12
1
2
1
2
1
2

ulna
metacarpal diaph
metacarpal d
ilium
ischium
femur diaph

LR
LR
L
LR
LR
LR

3
2
1
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

UFP
UF
UFE
UF
UF
UFPD

femur d epiph
femur caput
tibia diaph
tibia p epiph
tibia d epiph
metatarsal
calcaneus
navicular cuboid
Total

LR
L
LR
LR
L
LR
R
LR

2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
87

2
2
1
2

UFE
UFE
UFPD
UFE
UFE
UF
UFP

UF
UF
UF
UF

c
c
c
c
c

bagged and boxed separately

no ventral part
no epiphyses but vertebral body fused to arch
no vertebral bodies present
spinous process only but thoracic MNE = 6
adjoining unfused vertebral centra and transverse arch
and process
two vertebrae, no vertebral bodies
part arch and transverse process
two vertebral epiphyses
11 R ribs are present, one fractured poss during
excavation
12 L ribs are present, scuff marks noted

post deposition abrasion widespread, shallow,
multi-directional
recent break to R distal and post-depositional break to L

c
c

lateral condyle (distal) only

c

mark on L posterior/proximal shaft judged to relate to
trample, scuffs marks on right anterior distal

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

recent damage to L posterior distal shaft

R = right, Condition: c = circa complete, d =damaged, Ld = left damaged, Rd = right damaged, Lc = Left complete, Rc = Right complete. Fusion: UF =
unfused, UFP = unfused proximal, UFD = unfused distal, UFE = unfused epiphysis. Notes: MNE=minimum number of elements

Table 3.27 The calf from Well 2: anatomical element representation

elements include cattle mandibles and hacked long bones,
fragments of large mammal vertebra and cranium, ribs
from a medium-sized mammal, a bird long-bone shaft, a
pig tooth (canine) fragment and a cattle scapula hacked at
the base of the spinous process.
Body part representation
Table 3.28 shows a comparison of skeletal element
representation with horse from Period 4.2 via the

Indicators. Clearly, there is a dearth of skull fragments
both for cattle and also horse. These fragments are more
likely to have been recorded under the OXO and SMA
categories but Tables 3.18–3.21 do not show this. Further,
no tarsal or carpal bones were recovered and percentages
for phalanges are low despite the implementation of a
sieving procedure. Although meat-bearing and non-meatbearing bones are present for cattle, there is a
predominance of non-meat-bearing bone, while the
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Cattle
N
Horncore
Mandible
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Matatarsal
First phalanx
Total

5
47
34
22
10
1
22
17
14
32
25
16
245

%
2
19
14
9
4
<1
9
7
6
13
10
6

Horse
N

%

2
11
20
10

2
11
20
10

11
14
5
10
11
6
100

11
14
5
10
11
6

Sheep/goat

Pig

4
7

1

24
1
3
12
19
1
12
4
3
22

13
1
1
1

MWS

Payne

Age in Years

N

M1 unworn
M2 unworn
M3 unworn
M3 coming into
wear
M3 in full wear
M3 in heavy
wear

1–6
7–18
19–28
29–35

A–B
C
D
E–F

0–1/2
½–1
1–2
2–4

1
3
4
6

36–46
47+

G–H
I

4–8
8–10

9
1

Table 3.30 Age estimates for sheep/goat mandibles from
the Roman period (after Payne 1973)

reverse is true for the horse remains. As already
mentioned, the butchery of the cattle and horse carcasses
is similar, being the product of a knife-cut tradition.
Pathology
Few diseased bones were recorded for the cattle. Three
cattle mandibles from Pond 2 (Period 4.2) demonstrate a
lack of the third pillar of the third molar. This is probably a
genetic anomaly inherited at birth. Pond 2 also yielded a
cattle metatarsal with spavin (although this condition is
associated more with horses, it is found in trek oxen;
Baker and Brothwell 1980, 117). The anterior articular
facet of a cow cervical vertebra showed inflammation of
the bone with a lytic lesion.

1
12
6
2
2
2

Sheep and pigs
Introduction
Most of the sheep and pig bones retrieved from the site
were associated with Period 4.2 and were spread across a
variety of features; Table 3.29 shows the body part
representation which reveals that both meat-bearing and
non-meat-bearing bones occurred. Twenty-four sheep/
goat mandibles allowed the construction of a kill-off
profile after the method of Payne (1973; Table 3.30). The
majority of sheep had reached maximum body weight
when slaughtered and were thus at least 2 years old, while
quite a few were over 4 years of age. It would appear that
the animals were exploited mainly for wool.
The pig and sheep bones demonstrated butchery by
knives rather than axes or cleavers and thus followed the
trend for cattle and horses. Bone-working occurred on the
site as shown by a sawn-off calf metatarsal (10468) found
in Well 3 (10730).

1
4
1

15

11
4

143

Definition

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 3.28 Body part distribution for cattle and horse
indicators from Period 4.2

Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebrae
Thoracic vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

Stage

1
49

Table 3.29 Body part distribution for sheep/goat and pig
from Period 4.2

Pig (Sus scrofa/domesticus)
(Fig. 3.55)
Whilst tooth size and tooth wear (Tables 3.31–3.34)
suggest that most of the pigs were probably domesticates,
some appendicular elements appear likely to originate
from wild boar (Sus scrofa). All of the mandibular pig
teeth (which come from Periods 4.2 to 5.1) were measured
to test the likelihood that wild boar was present. Wild boar
populations undoubtedly vary according to geography
and period. There are overlaps in size between wild and
domesticates and there is therefore no particular
measurement threshold which proves the presence of wild
boar. However, wild boar do tend to have larger teeth than
domesticated pigs and the presence of wild boar might be
s u g g e s te d b y b i mo d a l d is t r ibu t io n s i n to o t h
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Context

Cut

Period

Association

1291

-

4.2

1307
1312
1406
10602
10702
10496
10607
1134
1290
1290
1290
1290
9554
9554
9554
9554

1305
1305
Machining
10601
10701
10495
10813
1130
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
9553
9553
9553
9553

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.3
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1

Finds no.
(Enclosure 3)
Pond 2
Pond 2
Pond 2
Quarry 2
Quarry 2
Well 1
Gully Group 2
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6

10666
9354
10100

-

7.1
unstrat
unstrat

Modern
-

d4

P4

M1

M2

erupting
/circa ‘a’

() M1 and M2 lost
premortem
f
a

d

h
l
?
j

b

()
g
h
h
g–k

d
e
in crypt
g/h
c
()
h
e
d
e
d
d
e
?

/

h

c

k

e
h

M3

a
g
erupting
a
()
in crypt
()
e
a

a
a
a
judged
unerupted

a?
a?

erupting

Suggested ages
c.12–16m
(Silver 1969)
6–12m
>24m
12–24m
12–24m
6–12m
?>24m
12–24m
6–12m
>24m
>24m
?>24m
?>24m
12–24m
12–24m
12–24m
?12–24m
?<6m
12–24m
?<6m

Wear stage codes a to l from Grant (1982) and suggested ages [in months] from Bull and Payne (1982).
()=absent tooth/empty alveolus, /=fractured cusp

Table 3.31 Pig tooth wear stages, by context and period

measurements. The sample of measurable third
mandibular molars is too small to demonstrate such a
distribution (NISP=5) but these Rectory Farm specimens
(average = 34.02, range = 6.8) are comparable to those
from the large sample of pigs from Late Neolithic contexts
at Durrington Walls where the M3 length ranges from
31.5 to 38.5 (Albarella and Payne 2005). European wild
boar measurements in Albarella (2004) show
considerable variation according to region (mean = 38.2)
and the presence of small wild boar cannot therefore be
entirely excluded. Width and length measurements from
the other molars (M1 and M2), for which there are larger
samples, do not show a conclusive distinction and the
number of baseline British specimens is quite small
(Albarella 2004, fig. 3.18). Despite these qualifications
regarding the metrical data, none is within the upper end
of the range expected for European Sus scrofa – all of
these teeth are quite tightly grouped biometrically (see
Fig. 3.55) and thus all are plausibly from domesticates.
The degree of wear to occlusal surfaces of the teeth is
perhaps a more reliable or conclusive indicator since it
suggests that most pigs were killed at an early age,
reflecting a largely managed (domesticated) pig
population (see Table 3.34) in the Roman period.
Sheep (Ovis)/goat (Capra) ratios
The majority of anatomical elements examined appear to
be from sheep rather than goat, but the presence of goat
has not been excluded in some cases. Very few humeri are
in a state (due to lack of epiphyseal fusion or damage to the
distal end) to provide measurements that might allow
sheep/goat differentiation (Table 3.35). Two humeri from
Periods 4.1 (Pond 1:10476) and 4.2 (Pond 2: 1307) exhibit

several features (Boessneck 1969) that indicate they are
probably from sheep rather than goat. Given that two
humeri (from Well 3, 10482) are a probable pair, there is
one measurement per phase.
No sheep/goat metacarpals (see Table 3.36) were
noted with strongly converging condyles and verticilli as
are typical in goats (Boessneck 1969). The sheep/goat
metapodials are similarly subject to damage that has
radically reduced the number of specimens that might
produce measurements. One unfused metacarpal from
Period 4.3 Gully Group 2 (10805) is notably broad at
mid-shaft, perhaps suggesting the kill-off of a kid or male
lamb.
Amongst the scapulae, an example from Gully Group
2 (1225) – according to the angle of the spinous process
and the form of the pecten – may be from sheep and
another from Gully Group 1 (10315) also appears to be
from sheep but its fragmentary state (the lateral tubercle is
damaged) makes this identification more tenuous. In the
specimen from Pond 2 (1307) the length of the collum
(ASG) is notably pronounced, certainly much larger than
the standard values expected in unimproved sheep (Davis
1996) and although this might suggest the presence of
more than one sheep breed in the Romano-British period,
the sample is far too small to be conclusive and
alternatively could indicate a species differentiation
(Table 3.37). Certainly there is overlap between sheep and
goat in these scapula neck dimensions and this group is far
smaller than the sample size recommended by Noddle
(1978).
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Tooth:

M3

M3

M3

L

WA

WP

Context

Cut

Association

Period

1307
1312
1406
10282
10602
10602
10702
10496
10496
10607
1134
1290
1290
1290
1290
9554
9554
9554
9554
9354

1305
1305
Machining
10281
10001
10001
10701
10495
10495
10813
1130
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
9553
9553
9553
9553
-

Pond 2
Pond 2
Pond 2
Building 3
Quarry 2
Quarry 2
Quarry 2
Well 1
Well 1
Gully Group 2
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Cleaning

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.3
4.3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
-

34.5

M2

M2

M2

M1
L

L

WA

WP

22

13.05

14.1

M1

M1

WA

WP

d

11.7

13.6
16.3
15.1
16.7
16.5
14.5
13.5

10.3
9.7
d
11
9.3
d
9.1

11.2
9.8
10.2
11.1
10
10
9.8

16.3

9.4

9.92

16

10.5

10.8

16.8
15.6
15.3

d
9.9
9.9

10.9
10.5
9.9

15.7

9.7

10.6

11.3

Note

M3 d
21.7

35.9

17.5

12.3

30.2

13.8

12.1

35
32.5

16

12.3
14.1

37

15.9

13

14.5

d
23.9

13
14.5

14.2
15.1

18.9
19.5
21.4

11.9
12.2

11.9
12.6
13.1

20
19.9
20
22.8
21
19.7
21.8
21.3

12.7
11.1
12.6
14
12.6
12.5
12.4
12.7

13.7
11.5
13.1
15.1
12.7
11.8
12.7
13.4

M2 d

M3 nfe

Key: M3 = third molar, M2 = second molar, M1 = first molar, L = length, WA = width of anterior, WP = width of posterior, nfe = not fully erupted, d =
slight damage, cl = cleaning layer

Table 3.32 Pig permanent mandibular molar measurements (following Payne and Bull 1988), by context and period

Tooth:
Measurement
Average
Median
Range
Standard deviation
Average deviation
Skewness

M3
L

M3
WA

M3
WP

M2
L

M2
WA

M2
WP

M1
L

M1
WA

M1
WP

34.2
35
6.8
2.5
1.9
-0.8

14.9
16
6.2
2.4
1.9
-1

12.8
12
2
0.8
0.6
1.4

21
21
5
5.6
1.1
0.5

12.7
13
3.4
0.9
0.6
0.5

13.3
13
3.6
1.1
0.9
0.1

15.5
15.7
3.3
1.1
0.87
-0.8

9.9
9.8
1.9
4.7
0.4
0.6

10.5
10
1.9
0.6
0.5
0.6

Table 3.33 Pig tooth measurement summary

Figure 3.55 Scatterplot of Roman pig (Sus scrofa cf domesticus) second mandibular molar measurements following
Payne and Bull (1988)
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Context

Cut

Association

Period

1307
1312
1406
10607
10496
10602
10702
9554
9554
9554
9554

1305
1306
Machining
10813
10495
10601
10701
9553
9553
9553
9553

Pond 2
Pond 2
Pond 2
Gully Group 2
Well 1
Quarry 2
Quarry 2
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 6

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.3
4.3
5
5
5
5
5
5

1134
1290
1290
1290
1290
9354
10100
1291

1130
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
Finds no.
Cleaning
Cleaning
-

Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
-

5
5
5
5
5
-

10666

10665

-

-

d4

P4

M1

M2

M3

Suggested age
(Halstead 1985)
months

/circa ‘a’

f

a

h

d
c
g/h
e
in crypt
d
d
e
?

a
g
erupting
in crypt
()
a

6–12m
>24m
12–24m
12–24m
?>24m
12–24m
6–12m
12–24m
12–24m
12–24m
?12–24m

d

j
l
?
g
h
h
g–k

k
b

e
h
()
h

/

()
h
e
d
e
c

a
a
a
judged
unerupted
()
E
a

erupting

a?
erupting

() M1 and M2 lost
premortem

a?

6–12m
>24m
>24m
?>24m
?>24m
12–24m
?<6m
c.12–16m (Silver
1969)
?<6m

Table 3.34 Pig tooth occlusal wear, by context and period

Other taxa
Dog (Canis familiaris)
(Pl. 3.8)
Few remains of dog occurred on the site in non-funerary
contexts. Butchered dog bones perhaps reflecting
cynophagy were found in Pond 1 (jaw and radius), in Well
2 (tibia) and Pond 2 (humerus). Butchery marks have been
observed at the Iron Age sites of Ashville, Winnall Down,
Balksbury and Danebury (Maltby 1986, 1987a and 1996;
Knight 2002, 20). Pliny notes that the Roman upper
classes were even served puppies (Pliny NH 29, 58).
The skeleton of a young dog found in Well 1 (10496;
Table 3.38; Pl. 3.8) is of particular interest in that there is
evidence locally that dog deposition or burial was given
careful consideration in the Romano-British period and
that a range or practices might be expected (as has been
detailed as occurring at Durovigutum in Chapter 4.V).
Elsewhere ritual deposition of dogs within later 3rd- and
4th-century shafts has been claimed from Cambridge and
certainly the presence here of a repeated assemblage from
multiple shafts of a single (mature) dog with one or two
human infants in apparent association with a rush mat and
a pair of child’s shoes is highly suggestive of ritual
behaviour (Burnham and Wacher 1990, 247). The same
can be said of three early 3rd-century dog burials which
were arranged in a triangular formation around a pot and
in association with other domesticates including a
sacrificed horse (Burnham and Wacher 1990, 248). In
addition to possible ritual deposition, several dog bones
from Well 2 (10400) were noted by Luff to be butchered
and cited as possible evidence for cynophagy.
It appears probable (according to tooth wear, states of
epiphyseal fusion, and non-replication of skeletal parts)
that all the bones from Well 1 (apart from five non-canid

Context

Cut

Association Period

BT

Bd

HTC

10476
1307
10482
10482
1295
10404

10477
1305
10466
10466
Finds no.
-

Pond 1
Pond 2
Well 3
Well 3
Well 6
Cleaning

29.4
28.3
27.6
27.7
29.1
25.0

31.1
30.3
30.0
29.9
31.0
27.6

15.2
14.5
14.3
14.3
15.1
13.6

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.3
5
unstrat

Key: Bd (von den Driesch 1976), BT and HTC (Davis 1992).
Humeri from (10482) are judged probably a pairing from the same
individual [and with an associated left radius]

Table 3.35 Sheep/goat humerus measurements, by
context and period

elements discussed below) come from a single young
domestic dog. The posterior part of the dog’s skull
(cranium) is largely complete but the frontal parts are
detached and variously fragmented. The right maxilla and
zygomatic process of the malar bone are conjoined and
largely complete (with in-situ M2 and loose P4). The left
hand zygomatic is fractured from the posterior part of the
maxilla which has alveoli and is associated with a row of
loose teeth (P3, P4, M1 and M2). There is also a loose left
hand side maxillary canine but the corresponding anterior
maxilla is absent. The anterior part of the left mandible is
missing, as is the dorsal part of the left coronoid process.
There is a loose left mandibular incisor and the recovered
left mandible includes a partial canine alveolus and empty
alveoli to the surviving loose P4 and M1 and in-situ M2.
The right mandible is complete (with in-situ premolars
and molars and refitting canine and incisor). Only the P1
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Context Cut

Assoc.

Per.

GL

Bp

SD

Metacarpal
1324
1305
9554
9553
9554
9553
9554
9553

Pond 2
PG 6
PG 6
PG 6

4.2
5
5
5

131
119.5

22.7
24.3
21.3
21.5

dmg
16
12.3

9554
10401
10402
10403
10405

PG 6
cl
cl
cl
cl

5
-

131

Quar 2
Bldg 5
cl

4.2
4.3
-

134.7
123.2
c.130

9553
-

Metatarsal
10703
10701
10805
10804
10401
-

22.1
22.7
20.3
23.8
21.5
19.1

14.3
11.8
14.9
13.4
13.5
8.8
13.3

Bd

B at f

29.3
29.3
23.7
UFD/
gna
25.5

Bfd

DEM

DVM

DIM

DIL

DVL

DEL WCM

WCL

28.1

10.7
10

16.7
15.5

14
13

13.8
13.1

16.3
15

10.6
9.5

12.3
11

12.5
11.6

10.3

15.5

13.2

13

15.1

9.9

10.4

11.2

9.9
9.3

15.8
15.6
17.6

12.7
12.2
14.3

12.7
12.6
13.9

14.5
14.9
16

9.3
11.4
9.1
9.8
prox
saw

gna
gna

24.8
22

24.5

24.2

GL, Bp, SD, Bd (von den Driesch 1976); all other measurements Davis (1992)
gna = carnivore gnawing, UFD = unfused distal, dmg = damage, cl = arbitrary cleaning layer, prox saw = proximal end sawn, PG = Pit Group

Table 3.36 Sheep/goat metapodial measurements

and M3 and one incisor are absent from the right
mandible. It is therefore clear that no cranial bones or teeth
are replicated.
Various elements from the hindquarters of the dog are
missing, including the pelvis, both femora and some axial
elements. However, within Well 1, deposit 10496 overlay
fill 10705, from which a left and a right dog femur were
recovered, both unfused at the proximal end and plausibly
from this skeleton. The anterior portion of the vertebral
column is largely present; the seven cervical vertebrae are
present, as are seven of the thoracic vertebrae. The
foremost of the thoracic vertebrae are missing and those
present are estimated to be numbers four to ten. All of the
lumbar vertebrae, sacrum and caudal vertebrae are absent.
All of the larger metacarpals and metatarsals are present,
with the exception of the second right metatarsal. The
smaller first metacarpals are absent, as are all of the
carpals, tarsals and phalanges.
The sex of the dog is uncertain since there is no
baculum and the humeri are unfused proximally and thus
cannot be subjected to the ‘table test’ as outlined by
Ruscillo (2006). This animal was between about a year
and 1½ years old according to the tibiae which are fused
distally (indicating >13–16 months) and unfused
proximally (indicating <18 months) (Silver 1969). No
more precise estimate comes from examination of the
other appendicular and dentary elements.
The skull is relatively long and narrow or of
dolichocephalic type. Although damaged, the proportions
of the cranium and zygomatic arch to premaxilla suggest a
cephalic index of approximately 50 to 55. This is an
estimate based on a damaged skull and is included to
demonstrate that the skull is clearly not brachycephalic.
Certainly this was not a short-legged terrier type but the
fact that it is not fully grown clearly limits what can be
stated about its stature.
There are no obvious signs of butchery and much, if
not all, of the damage can be related to post-depositional
taphonomic processes including excavation. Fractures
across the blades of the scapulae, and the shafts of radii,

Period

Context Cut

Association

4.2
4.2
4.3
5
unstrat

10315
1307
1225
9554
10104

Gully Group 1
Pond 2
Gully Group 2
Pit Group 6
Cleaning

10313
1305
1227
9553
-

GLP
36.9
32.5

SLC

ASG

20.7
20.1
17.5
17.0
17.8

21.1
29.2
19.0
18.0
17.0

Table 3.37 Sheep/goat scapula measurements

ulnae, tibiae and across the ribs have a clear postdepositional origin according to their transverse
orientation and the rough irregular nature of the fractured
edges. There are some fine, shallow marks on various
elements, notably the distal right tibia, proximal left tibia
shaft and distal left humeral epiphysis and shaft. The latter
exhibit characteristics outlined by Fisher (1995) that
suggest they are the products of sedimentary abrasion
and/or recent damage. Root etching affects the mid-shaft
of the right humerus. Some of the damage is recognisable
as recent on the basis that it transgresses areas of shallow
concretion or staining that are clearly post-depositional.
One complex mark on the right mandible takes the
form of a number of possible cut marks restricted to an
area of 3 x 4mm on the ventral/lateral of the horizontal
ramus directly below the posterior end of the carnassial.
This mark is partially affected by the varnish on which the
site code has been inscribed. Trample appears to be
excluded since the mark is both relatively deep and
restricted to a small area. In addition, however, the mark
does not obviously take the form of a single chop mark
since it has individual components (that might be said to
mimic multiple fine cut marks). It is possible that repeated
light hacking with a sharp blade could produce such
damage but the orientation of the marks is notably parallel
and where hacking is implicated one might perhaps expect
some deviation from such alignment. This location and
alignment might suggest it is associated with skinning but
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10
9.2

Plate 3.8 Dog (Canis familiaris) skeleton from Well 1 (fill 10496) Period 4.3

the fact that it is a deep complex mark restricted to a small
area makes this appear improbable. The posterior edge of
the affected area exhibits an irregularly fractured aspect
which, tentatively, indicates a post-depositional origin.
There are five non-canid specimens amongst the dog
bones (bagged with them, from context 10496) and their
presence may suggest post-depositional disturbance or
truncation of the burial or that butchered bones were
deposited into the well at the same time as the young dog.
These elements are a partial right malar/zygomatic of
sheep/goat/roe deer, a partial right sheep or goat pelvis, a
sheep or goat butchered rib fragment (transverse hacked
several times), an unidentified mammalian fragment, and
a cattle humerus (partial right distal medial shaft including
medial coronoid fossa) fragment. The latter bears recent
damage and evidence for canid gnawing.
Cat
Fewer cat bones were found than those from dogs; one
bone occurred in Building 3, two bones were found in
Pond 2 and one bone was found in a pit. Two post-cranial
cat bones were discovered in post-holes belonging to
Buildings 3 and 4.
Deer
Wild animal remains rarely occur throughout the history
of the site (Table 3.16). It is uncertain whether the site’s
inhabitants chose not to hunt them or that they were
simply not readily available. However, antler was worked
on the site with saws: one red deer antler fragment from
Pond 1 (10476); two red deer antler fragments from
Period 4.1 pit 1071 (not recorded) and a red deer antler
fragment from Building 3.

Birds
Few avian bones were recorded from the site; most of the
bones came from Building 3, with duck and fowl bones
being the most common. A few of the fowl bones had been
cat-gnawed; this is important evidence of meal debris
since cats consume chicken bones very quickly.
Knife-cuts were observed on a chicken tibiotarsus and a
duck humerus.
Fish, by Alison Locker
Fish bones were identified mostly from Period 4.2
features and the implementation of a sieving routine was
responsible for their recovery. The flat fish are all fairly
small (that is, immature) and would have been caught in
estuaries or along the shore line. The roach and other
cyprinids are also small and were hardly worth eating, as
indeed was the pike. The perch operculum comes from a
fish that would have been approximately 30cm in length
and this (together with the eel vertebrae) is likely to be
food waste.
Discussion
Fragmentation and limb type
Table 3.41 illustrates the percentage of whole bones
recovered from the total sample of each individual taxa
per phase. It is clear that high percentages of whole horse
bones were recovered from Period 4.1–4.3, the same
being true of the cattle remains from Period 4.2 and 4.3.
This might not seem unreasonable for horses, since quite
often they were accorded separate burials on the site but
the Godmanchester horse bones exhibit a profusion of
cut-marks made by fine-bladed knives indicative of the
stripping of flesh for consumption. The main contexts
containing relevant bone were Pond 2 and the three wells
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Element

Side

NISP

MNE

Fusion

Notes

neurocranium, occipital condyles,
auditory processes
maxilla and loose teeth
maxilla, P3, P4, M1, M2
maxillary canine
zygomatic malar
zygomatic process of temporal
mandible, (),(),M2
mandible and (), I2, C, () P2, P3,
P4, M1, M2,()
atlas
axis
cervical vertebra
thoracic vertebra

LR

1

1

F

suture visible between frontals

R
L
L
L
LR
L
R

4
5
1
1
2
3
3

1
1
1
1
2

LR
LR
LR
LR

1
1
5
7

1
1
5
7

F
UF
UF, UFE
UF

ribs (head/neck)
ribs (head/neck)
ribs (shaft)
scapula
humerus diaphysis
humerus epiphysis proximal
radius
ulna
metacarpal 2
metacarpal 3
metacarpal 4
metacarpal 5
metacarpal 2
metacarpal 3
metacarpal 4
metacarpal 5
tibia

R
L
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
LR

10
7
8
5
2
2
6
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

10
7
0
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

F
UFP, FD
UFE
FP, FD
FP, FD
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
UFP, FD

metatarsal 3
metatarsal 4
metatarsal 5
metatarsal 2
metatarsal 3
metatarsal 4
metatarsal 5
Total

R
R
R
L
L
L
L

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
96

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
66

includes adjoining I2, P2, P4
includes adjoining P3, P4, M1, M2
loose

-

includes adjoining P4, M1
(I1, P1 and M3 are absent but the corresponding alveoli are
present)

1

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

all anterior epiphyses fused and posterior unfused
the cranial epiphysis of the most anterior vertebra is fused (FLV),
all other thoracic vertebral epiphyses are unfused

complete
recent fractures across both proximal and distal shafts
ulna R fractured across mid shaft
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
distal shafts fractured at approx. same point post-depositionally/
recently
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete

Side: L = left R = right, F=fused, UF=unfused, UFE=unfused epiphysis, UFD=unfused distal, UFP=unfused proximal

Table 3.38 Quantification, fusion and condition of hand collected bones from Canis sp. Period 4.3, Well 1 (context
10496)
associated with Building 5. Table 3.42 compares these
two types of context with respect to recovery of whole
cattle and horse bones. Although not many horse bones
had been deposited into the wells, there is some similarity
between the two contexts in that the percentages of whole
bones belonging to cattle and horse are reasonably
consistent between both types of context. This suggests
that the bone in these assemblages resulted from similar
human activities.
Pond 2 is characterised by the greatest OXO long-bone
shaft mean fragment weights (Table 3.43) with the
smallest occurring in Building 4. The pits have the
greatest long bone shaft mean fragment weights for SMA
with Granary 2 showing the smallest. Presumably these

smaller fragments came from floor deposits in the
buildings. In general Pond 2 yielded the largest shaft
fragments and whole bones.
There is an equal representation of the fore and hind
limbs for both cattle and horse from each type of context
and this suggests that whole animal carcasses were
processed on the site. Pond 2 revealed the remains of
seventeen cattle and nine horses, while the wells yielded
seven cattle and two horses.
Horse and cattle butchery marks
The butchery of the cattle and horse carcasses is that of a
knife-cut tradition; there are few signs of axes or cleavers
having been employed. Even non-meat-bearing bones
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Bone

Code

cranium

7
15
23
25
27
29
Code

Post-cranial
scapula
humerus
radius

ulna
tibia
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MT2
MT3
MT4
MT5

GLP
SLC
Bd
GL
Bp
Bd
SD
SDO
DPA
Dd
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd
GL
Bd

Code
84.5
62.6
63.9
35.6
19.2
60.1
R

32
33
38
39
40

47.45
33.95
54.9
50.0
42.5

4.1/4.2

29.6
22.6
32.1
169.9*
17.4
23.1
11.2
20.0
23.7
17.0
23.2
56.4
9.2
63.7
9.1
62.2
8.5
52.7
9.7
62.2
8.8
69.1
9.2
70.9
8.8
63.4
8

69.5
9.2
70.8
8.5
63.7
7.7

4.2

4.3

Table 3.39 Measurements from Canis sp. Period 4.3, Well
1 (context 10496). All measurements and their numbers
/letter codes after von den Dreisch (1976)

Period 4.1

Period 4.2

8

27
1
1
1
1
1
2

6
2

NISP
21
6
8
22
26
9
2
12
259
107
26
82
21
3
1
6

Whole

%Whole/NISP

3
2

11
22

53
30

20
28

3
6
1

3
28
33

Table 3.41 The percentage number of whole limb bones
(HUM, RAD, MTC, FEM, TIB, MTT) for the Roman
period

*= estimates on fractured/damaged specimens

Eel (Anguilla anguilla)
Flounder (Platichthys flesus)
Herring (Clupea harengus)
Perch (Perea fluviatilis)
cf. perch
Pike (Esox lucius)
Plaice/Flounder (Pleuronectes platessa/
Platichthys flesus)
Roach (Rutilus rutilus)
cf. cyprinid ?Roach (Rutilus rutilus)
Small cyprinid
Small flatfish
Unidentified

Taxa
Cattle
Horse
Pig
Sheep/Goat
Cattle
Horse
Pig
Sheep/Goat
Cattle
Horse
Pig
Sheep/Goat
Cattle
Horse
Pig
Sheep/Goat

L

31.8
168.0*
17.5
22.5
11.2
19.6
24.2
17.2
23.5
56.2
9.2
63.3
8.8
62.6
8.5
52.7
9.7

Species

Period
4.1

2
3
1
2
10

Table 3.40 Number of fish bone fragments (NISP) per
period

such as the metatarsals showed much evidence of
knife-cuts both for cattle and horse. These probably
resulted from skinning and severing the tendon insertions.
While the butchery of the cattle and horses was essentially
similar between Pond 2 and the wells, the cattle from the
wells show many more chop-marks on the mandibles and
scapulae. Clearly meat was being filleted from these
bones (cheek meat, which can be quite substantial in the
case of the cattle) – hence the knife-cuts – but the chopmarks are more indicative of dismemberment.
Maltby has drawn attention to the differences in cattle
butchery practice between Roman rural and Roman urban
sites in Hampshire; rural butchery made maximum use of
knives, a labour-intensive method, while urban butchery
mainly utilised choppers and cleavers. Maltby accounted
for this variation by suggesting that urban butchers needed
to develop a technique that would cope with the intensive
exploitation of huge numbers of beef carcasses for a
swiftly growing population (Maltby 1989, 89). Grant,
however, interprets butchery with knives as being very
much an Iron Age tradition (Grant 1989, 141). Chopping
up carcasses for meat occurred at some of the earliest
Roman military sites and was probably a technique
brought in from Italy as part of a military tradition of food
preparation. Her results from the Iron Age and Roman
farmstead at Odell, Bedfordshire are extremely
significant. At Odell, knife-cut butchery occurred in the
Late Iron Age and the early Roman period but the later
Roman phases showed evidence of new chopping
techniques. Grant suggests that a distinct butchery
practice is more likely to emerge where the killing and
cutting up of animal carcasses was centralised (Grant
1989, 141).
Hippophagy: the consumption of horse-flesh
The evidence that the inhabitants of the Rectory Farm site
may have been eating horse flesh is highly significant,
given the otherwise scant archaeological evidence and
contemporary documentary accounts of the Roman
aversion to the eating of horse flesh, except possibly in
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Wells
N

%

Pond 2
N

%

*24
7
5

22
27
21

52
41

18
23

Cattle
Sheep/Goat
Pig
Horse

* 35 whole bones from calf skeleton excluded from count

Table 3.42 Counts and percentages of whole bones from
the late Roman wells and Pond 2

Context
Building 4
Granary 2
Building 5
Pits
Pond 2
Ditches

OXO LBN

SMA LBN

N

X frag weight (g)

N

X frag weight (g)

48
5
50
17
69

5.62
8.20
9.16
7.58
14.85

36
12
22
5
20
1

2.33
0.57
2.31
4.80
3.10
1.00

Table 3.43 OXO and SMA mean (X) fragment weights by
context

emergencies, for example the wrecking of Germanicus
fleet (Tacitus Annals II, 24) and the revolt of Civilis
(Tacitus Histories IV, 60). The Italian Romans abhorred
horse flesh although Pliny mentions that donkeys were
occasionally eaten (Pliny NH 8, 170) and their meat was
considered beneficial for swine sickness (Pliny NH 28,
265). Butchered horse bones have been recovered from
several Iron Age sites including Ashville (Wilson 1978,
119, 122 and 125), Tollard Royal, Dorset (Bird 1968),
Winnall Down and Balksbury, Hants (Maltby 1995). The
horse bones recovered from Iron Age sites are generally
from mature animals (those over ten years of age) and this
signifies that they were not primarily exploited for meat
production.
The poor representation of the horse in Roman and
indeed Anglo-Saxon settlements may be directly related
to the decline in importance of the horse as a producer of
meat. Records of butchery on horse bones are rare (Grant
1989) but this might be related to the scant attention given
to butchery in many faunal reports, particularly those of
rural sites which in the Roman period show higher
percentages of horse bones than urban sites (Luff 1982).
Table 3.44 demonstrates this quite clearly utilising data
from Luff 1982.
Romano-British rural sites in Hampshire have
produced relatively large percentages of horse bones. At
Owslebury, horse was a regular source of meat and
occurred as 10–20 % of the total number of cattle and
horse bones (Maltby 1987a). Horse was comparatively
well represented at Abbotstone Down (Maltby 1986) and
Easton Lane (Maltby 1987b) and was exploited for meat
in the early Roman period. However, at the urban site of
Winchester horse bones were most commonly found in
assemblages with bone-working waste and formed less
than 10% of total horse and cattle deposits (Maltby
1987c). Quite often horses were accorded special burial
both in the pre-Roman Iron Age and Roman periods, for

example at Barton Court Farm (B. Wilson 1984) and Iron
Age Farmoor (Wilson 1979).
A number of interesting horse remains were recovered
from the mansio area at Caesaromagus (Chelmsford) in
Essex, in particular the ‘votive’ well deposit (site AR, F31;
Luff 1988). The well was dated to AD 150–200 and was
6.5m deep, having been re-cut at least six times over a
period of fifty years. Five horse skulls were found in the
well, together with the complete skeletons of seven foetal
lambs, raven, cockerel and human bones. Four other
complete horse skulls were found around the wells, along
with other cranial and post-cranial material. The horses
were pony-sized and most of the beasts died at less than
ten years of age, with several being less than eight years
old. It is very likely that these horses were worn-out nags
associated with the mansio. However, due to the character
of the associated finds, this deposit was interpreted as of a
ritual nature.
Another Roman site where much horse was identified
is the Roman temple at Witham in Essex. Here, the
percentage of horse bones dramatically increased from
8% of the main domestic stock in the early 2nd- to mid
3rd-century phase to 13% in the 3rd- to 5th-century phase
(Luff 1999). The site provided definite evidence for the
consumption of horse meat. The age profile of the animals
showed that 49 out of 66 horses died at under twelve years
of age, while 25 were less than eight years old and four
animals were 15–20 years old.
The Rectory Farm remains are more akin to those
recorded from more rural sites and perhaps this is not
particularly surprising, since the site relates to a villa
building complex. The horse age spans are plainly
comparable with those from Witham where it is known
that horse meat was consumed. A ritual connotation can
be eliminated since Pond 2 (which was carefully sieved
and where most of the horse remains occurred) mainly
contained cattle and horse remains with a few sheep and
pig bones.
The nature of the burial of the horse carcasses in Pond
2 suggests that they were quickly interred, perhaps in one
episode. If this is true, a huge amount of meat would have
been gleaned from such a collection of beasts, which was
perhaps preserved for further use, sold in nearby
Godmanchester or feasted on by the inhabitants.
Green claimed that during the first half of the 3rd
century, 20% of the meat eaten at the mansio in
Durovigutum was horse meat (Green 1975, 191). Since
the phasing for Pond 2 and the mansio are similar, it is
possible that this was a specific episode, potentially in a
time of catastrophe. Consumption of horse flesh was not a
normal practice in the Roman period and further, Green
relates that a major disaster overtook the town of
Godmanchester towards the close of the 3rd century. The
mansio and bath-house were gutted by fire and left
derelict, while south-east of the mansio disarticulated
Roman Iron Age sites
Roman military sites
Villa sites
Towns/civil settlements
Native settlements

36%
0%
61%
20%
42%

Table 3.44 Percentage number of comparative sites with
5%+ horse bones (only Romano-British sites with 100+
bone fragments were used)
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human bones and skull fragments were excavated (lying
over 3rd-century deposits), perhaps the result of
Anglo-Saxon raiders (Green 1975, 206), although this
would imply a late 4th-century date at the earliest.
The increase of horse remains in the later Roman
period merits further examination at a national level. As
already described, Rectory Farm and Witham
demonstrate this trend, but there are other similar sites
spread further afield. For example, Barton Court Farm in
Oxfordshire shows a significant increase in equid bones
during the 3rd to 4th centuries: the increase puts horse
third in order of importance, with cattle and sheep first and
second respectively. Wilson has pointed out that
occasionally horse meat would have made a major
contribution to diet even exceeding that of sheep and pigs
in Roman times (Wilson, B. 1984). The rural farmstead at
Odell, Bedfordshire shows a definite increase of horse
between the 3rd to 4th centuries (B. Dix and A. Grant,
pers. comm.).
By the time of the Emperor Theodosius and probably
much earlier there were imperial stud farms which
supplied horses for the army. The cost both in
replacements of casualties and in maintenance would
have been substantial in the late Empire and there would
have been a military demand on landowners for grazing
(White 1970, 297). The increase of horse remains on the
aforementioned sites is perhaps related to this need and is
worthy of further investigation.
One could argue that all the horses originated from the
mansio in Godmanchester and were sent to a ‘knackers
yard’ at Rectory Farm as worn-out nags. However, a very
young animal was recovered from Rectory Farm (as were
some very old beasts) and surely these would not have
been used in the Imperial Post system. Perhaps the two
possible young mules (1311 and 10434 discussed above)
originated from the mansio. Further, there are indications
of both male and female horses, indicating a farming
regime.
The cattle bones also support the suggestion that this
was more in the nature of a breeding establishment in that
there is a bias in selecting male animals which are at the
upper end of the size scale for Romano-British cattle (Luff
1982). If there was breeding of cattle on this site one
would expect to see less variability in size as the genetic
pool would be reduced by the selection for those
characteristics the cattle breeders deemed desirable. Most
Romano-British sites, and even prehistoric ones, yield
large numbers of cows rather than male animals and
constitute breeding stock that has become too old for
calf-bearing and subsequently ended up as beef for
consumers (Luff 1982; Legge 1989). Large numbers of
horse and cattle bones in association have been found at
Appleton in Norfolk, Hambledon in Bucks and the
Rockbourne Down enclosure and this merits closer
examination (Applebaum 1972, 209).
Further discussion of horse and cattle taphonomy and
butchery
by Ian Smith (2014)
(Pls 3.9–3.10)
The supplementary analysis of the faunal remains
conducted in 2014 led to an additional consideration of
the evidence for butchery of horse and cattle, which
reviews and, in part, contradicts some of Luff’s original
report (above). Clear evidence for horse dismemberment

(decapitation) is present at the site from Well 3 (10482) in
the form of multiple fine knife cuts traversing the right
occipital condyle and two finer cuts on the left condyle (Pl.
3.9). Little evidence suggestive of the hacking of horse
elements was, however, noted. In this regard, the
Romano-British site of Eaton Socon, Cambridgeshire is
worthy of mention since at that site there is evidence for
disarticulation of horses and incorporation of their bones
into food refuse deposits, but many horse bones remained
complete (Sykes 2004).
The possible extent of horse butchery at Rectory Farm
has been highlighted by Luff, above. With regard to the
potential importance of horse meat in the human diet, the
majority of horse bones were concentrated within a single
phase and from a single feature: Pond 2 (see Table 3.25).
As such, the horse bones were distributed in a manner that
contrasts with the rest of the main domesticates (which are
distributed more widely) and this might suggest that the
horse bone disposal within the pond was different in
nature, was perhaps an anomalous event and might not
relate to the normal human diet. Unfortunately, no records
are available to relate the individual marks recorded in
Luff’s drawings in the archive to particular contexts, and
thus it is difficult to re-examine any particular mark with
confidence that the correct specimen is being examined.
However, it is clear that various types of damage have
affected the horse bones and they are certainly not all of
anthropogenic origin, as the following discussion will
illustrate. Various bones of both horse and cattle come
from Pond 2 (1408) and Luff has suggested (see above)
that the horses were quickly interred. The bones from this
context include a horse humerus which has a linear area of
transverse shallow parallel marks on the cranial facing
shaft, proximally of the lateral condyle and coronoid fossa
and running in the direction of the deltoid tuberosity.
Superficially, and in terms of configuration, these have
much in common with filleting marks. However, there are
no ‘scoops’ of bone as typically seen in filleting and when
magnified, the marks are revealed as a multitude of tiny
surface scratches that are here interpreted as scuff marks.
The same specimen is also affected by a deep mark that
traverses the lateral epicondyle, and which is aligned as
expected in dismemberment hacking, but which is clearly
post-depositional. Horse tibias from the same context are
characterised by complex surface damage including much
sedimentary abrasion and with pitting and furrowing at
the carnivore gnawed proximal ends. These observations
appear to be at odds with Luff’s suggestion that the horses
were quickly interred in Pond 2 but supports her theory,
based on the poor representation of distal elements, that
the element representation results from secondary
deposition. Plausibly this bias might be explained by a
clearance episode, whereby large horse elements were
transported to the pond.
Several other contexts contain concentrations of horse
elements and in some there are probable associated bones.
There is an articulating horse humerus and radius/ulna
from Pond 2 (1403) and probable associated axis and two
other cervical vertebrae from Enclosure 3 (8566). Recent
fractures affect horse bones from a cleaning layer (10406)
and Quarry 2 (10604), and carnivore gnawing affects
horse bone ends from several contexts, notably Quarry 2
(10604), Well 2 (10455) and Well 3 (10727) (see Pl. 3.10).
The concentrations of some gnawing marks (for instance
at the olecranon) suggest to the current author that certain
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Plate 3.9 Horse dismemberment (decapitation) from Period 4.3 Well 3 (fill 10482), showing multiple fine knife cuts
traversing the right occipital condyle and two finer cuts on the left condyle

elements were still articulated when gnawed. Predictably,
amongst groups of Romano-British cattle and horse bones
recorded by Luff, the densest parts are much better
represented than spongy late fusing ends and less robust
parts. This is demonstrated, for instance, by both the cattle
and horse humeri where, in both species, all proximal
zones are clearly under-represented and the more robust
(shaft and distal) zones are frequent. The same applies to
the other horse and cattle limb bone zones recorded by
Luff. Clearly then, taphonomic factors must have affected
the survival of these zones in the Roman phases (from the
ponds and wells), causing a bias towards the more robust
dense areas. This therefore contradicts the statement by
Luff that taphonomic factors have not affected the
assemblages from these periods.
The question of access of carnivores (probably mainly
dogs) to bones that came to rest in deep negative features is
of interest. It appears likely to the present author that many
of these horse bones must have been exposed to a period of
carnivore gnawing and surface abrasion prior to their
deposition in the ponds and wells. One can speculate that
this may potentially have been controlled (deliberate
exposure to dogs) since there is little evidence that any
were exposed for a period sufficient to allow significant
sub-aerial weathering. An interpretation of the element
representation seen in the horse carcase from Enclosure 3
(8566) is that carnivores have removed the appendicular
elements, leaving the axial skeleton. This pattern of
element representation is well documented and can be
achieved in as little as 24 hours (Haynes 1982; Stallibrass
1987).

Evidence for post-cranial dismemberment of horses
was not noted during the targeted work undertaken here
and it is notable that the marks recorded by Luff are
distributed almost entirely on the shafts and not near the
ends of the main limb bones of both horses (and cattle). No
evidence was seen that any horse scapulae were processed
in Roman military fashion, as some of the cattle scapulae
certainly were. Cattle scapulae (for instance, from Pond 2
(1404), Gully Group 2 (10815), and Quarry 2 (10832)) are
variously hacked at the base of the spinous process, bear
filleting marks or are hacked into much reduced
rectangles. A cattle scapula from Well 2 (10728) has an
ancient perforation in the centre of the blade, numerous
filleting marks and hacking each side of the collum and at
the base of the spinous process. Other hacked cattle
elements include the ribs chopped transversely into short
sections (with a cleaver or heavy knife) from many
contexts including Enclosure 3 (10322), Pit Group 4
(10072), and Well 1 (10496).
Although Luff has suggested that marks on the large
mammal metatarsals probably relate to skinning and
severing of tendon insertions, many such marks affecting
the horse metatarsals appear (according to their shallow
profiles and abrupt terminus morphology) to be of
post-depositional origin. In support of this, the
configuration of all of the marks plotted on the cattle and
horse metatarsals appear functionally deficient in that
they show a strong deviation from documented marks
associated with skinning or dismemberment (Lauwerier
1988; Binford 1981).
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Plate 3.10 Gnawed horse bones from Period 4.3 Wells 2 and 3 (fills 10455 and 10727)

Conclusions
by Ian Smith, with Rosemary Luff
The current view of the main Rectory Farm faunal
assemblage (which dates to the 3rd to 4th centuries) is that
it relates to a fairly sophisticated farm which specialised in
the breeding of cattle and horses (and perhaps mules,
although these could have come from Durovigutum’s
mansio). As mentioned above, Roman horse breeding
tactics did not allow mares to mate before two years of age

and they were then considered useless for bearing after the
tenth year (Varro 11.7.11 and Columella VI.28). Although
the Romans were sadly misguided in this approach,
perhaps we are seeing this in practice at Rectory Farm
where many of the equids were indeed less than ten years
old.
Amongst the large mammal remains, cattle are the
most frequent in all periods although a significant number
of horses were also recovered and, in common with
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several other local rural sites, the horses are particularly
common in the 3rd century AD (Sykes 2004; Baxter 2009;
2010).
Luff explored the possibility that horses and/or mules
were bred here based on the age at death and sex ratios of
the horse remains. Whilst young animals might be
expected to be under-represented as compared to adults,
the age evidence for young horses appears to be limited.
However, one horse was judged to be less than two years
old according to the dental records (Table 3.23) and its
presence does suggest at least one birth in the vicinity. The
epiphyseal fusion evidence in support of on-site breeding
is not strong and demonstrates the presence of adult horses
but not young animals. Although the ageing evidence is
thus rather tenuous, there is good evidence that carnivores
had access to horse bones and clearly the smaller, unfused
and relatively porous bones of foals should be more
poorly represented as compared to the adults. Evidence
for the breeding of horses is relatively good from early
Romano-British contexts at another Cambridgeshire site,
Bob’s Wood, Hinchingbrooke (where, however, the
dental evidence is also limited) but where there is also a
range of perinatal and unfused post-cranial elements
(Baxter 2009).
Cattle remains are most frequent amongst the
Romano-British phases according to NISP (Luff 1992,
table 11) and percentage number of indicators, being
followed in frequency by sheep and then pig. Support for
the frequency of cattle bones as compared to those of
medium sized mammals (sheep and pig) comes from the
‘OXO’ and ‘SMA’ categories which most plausibly
largely reflect cattle and sheep respectively. Tooth wear
evidence suggests that the majority of the cattle were
mature and (as discussed by Luff, above) the presence of
calf remains suggests the possibility of breeding of cattle
on site. Whilst taphonomic factors have probably
discriminated against the smaller domesticates, it appears
likely that cattle were the main source of meat. The data
compiled by Luff (1992, table 12) demonstrates that there
are clear differences between this site and others such as
Bob’s Wood and Love’s Farm where sheep/goat comprise
the most common taxa according to MNI (Baxter 2009;
2010). The sheep/goat age profile is skewed towards older
animals and the deduction that this relates to wool
production is reasonable although lambs (and kids) are
probably under-represented (Munson 2000) and thus a
mixed approach to management (including dairying)
cannot be excluded. Some lamb (and mutton) was
probably produced and consumed here (since there are
some very small unfused lamb/kid bones, as well as the
butchered adult elements).
Many of the best-preserved groups of bone from this
site are from deep features and cohesive, plastic contexts.
The density of complex negative features including
ponds, pits, post-holes, wells, burials, building
foundations, field systems and enclosures must have
resulted in a good deal of bone redeposition, and it is
probable that whole or partial skeletons and groups of
contemporary bone waste were truncated by such
processes. Although some associated bone groups might
be explained as the result of deliberate deposition of
particular parts by carnivores or humans, and although
some features clearly take account of earlier features, a
proportion of the element representation must
undoubtedly relate to the widespread digging and

backfilling of features. Such redeposition is one probable
source of the sedimentary abrasion which is seen on the
surfaces of a majority of bones to a greater or lesser extent.
Insect remains
by Mark Robinson (2014)
(Fig. 3.56)
Taphonomy
The Roman insect assemblages all accumulated in organic
sediments at the bottom of wells, ponds and a ditch which
held stagnant water (Tables 3.45–3.46). The ponds and
ditch evidently had many insects living in them. Although
terrestrial insects from the surrounds of the features
predominated, concentrations of remains were low,
probably because pitfall trapping effects were weak.
Organic refuse had been dumped in these features and
Pond 2 (which lay close to Building 2) had a probable
indoor component to its fauna. The insect remains from
these features are rather fragmentary, albeit without
severe decay. Few insects lived in the wells and the
majority probably entered them via natural agencies. The
concentrations of remains were high and the wells seem to
have exerted a strong pitfall trapping effect. Both wells
contained organic refuse which had been dumped in them
and insects would probably have been introduced with it.
Well 2 contained a significant proportion of synanthropic
beetles which had probably been derived from inside a
building. Preservation of the remains is good.
Period 4.1 and 4.2
Conditions in the features
Samples were taken from Period 4.1, Field System 3
(ditch 10481) and Pond 1 (fill 1423), while another came
from Period 4.2, Pond 2 (sample 8243). Aquatic insects
make up sizeable proportions of the assemblages from
these features and the small water beetle Helophorus cf.
brevipalpis is the most numerous beetle from the two
ponds and the ditch. It usually occurs in small bodies of
stagnant water. Ochthebius minimus, which can occur in
similar habitats, was found in two of the samples.
Phytophagous insects which feed on aquatic or marginal
insects are entirely absent. There is a single example of
Heterocerus sp. from pond sample 8243 and several
specimens of Platystethus cornutus gp. and P. nitens from
both Pond 2 and the ditch. They would have found a
suitable habitat in organic-rich mud at the edge of the
features. A single specimen of Oulimnius sp. was found in
P o n d 2 . T h is b e et le r e q u ir e s cl e an f l ow i n g
well-oxygenated water and seems out of place amongst
the remainder of the fauna. It is most unlikely to have lived
in the pond and had probably flown to the site from the
River Ouse. The overall picture given by the insects for the
ponds and ditch is that they held stagnant water, were
largely devoid of aquatic plants and had bare, muddy
margins.
Open habitats
The wood- and tree-dependent beetles of Species Group 4
are absent. The Carabidae and Staphylinidae which tend
to flourish in open habitats such as weedy ground are not
as numerous as from the well samples but, for example,
Harpalus rufipes and species of Amara are present. The
range of phytophagous beetles which feed on herbaceous
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plants is limited but Phyllotreta nigripes and P. nodicornis
suggest that Cruciferae or Reseda spp. grew in the vicinity
of ditch 10481.
The Scarabaeidae and Elateridae with larvae that feed
on the roots of grassland herbs (Species Group 11) and
weevils of the family Apionidae and genus Sitona which
feed on grassland trefoils (Species Group 3) are absent
from the Pond 2 samples and only the former group is
present in ditch 10481. However, the Scarabaeoid dung
beetles from the genera Geotrupes, Aphodius and
Onthophagus which occur in the droppings of large
herbivores (Species Group 2) are much more abundant
from Pond 2 and the ditch than from the wells, with values
of 16% and 12% (Fig. 3.56). These are more typical of the
results that would be expected from a settlement which
kept domestic animals. Perhaps domestic animals were
sometimes present in a rather bare area of ground adjacent
to the pond and ditch. Interestingly there was another
record of Aphodius varians from Pond 2, a beetle now
extinct in Britain but identified from one of the Late
Neolithic pits at Godmanchester (see Chapter 2.V). In this
instance, it was represented by a left elytron with a large
pale shoulder spot.
Decaying organic material and buildings
Values for Coleoptera from the families Hydrophilidae
and Staphylinidae which are associated with foul organic
material were low from Pond 2 and ditch 10481. They
could all have been living along with the dung beetles of
Species Group 2 in animal droppings. Pond 2 yielded a
range of species likely to have been derived from indoor
habitats. The proportion of Latridiidae is high, at 9% of
the terrestrial Coleoptera (Fig. 3.56, Species Group 8).
Grain beetles of Species Group 9b are also present, with
Oryzaephilus surinamensis and Sitophilus granarius
being joined by Cryptolestes ferrugineus. Cleanings from
a building used to store grain had probably been dumped
into the pond.
Period 4.3: Wells 2 and 3
Conditions in the wells
Although a few water beetles were found in these wells,
no species was represented by more than two individuals.
They had probably flown in from ponds and ditches
elsewhere rather than representing breeding populations
in the wells. Well 2 (10400) contained larval head
capsules of chironomid midges, while aquatic insects
other than beetles were entirely absent from Well 3
(10730). Although the water in the wells was stagnant in
the sense that it was not running, there is no evidence from
the insects for foul conditions.
Grassy and weedy habitats
Despite evidence from the macroscopic plant remains that
trees and shrubs grew on the site, Coleoptera dependent
on such vegetation (Fig. 3.56, Species Group 4) are
entirely absent. There is a single Heteropteran bug,
Dolycoris baccarum, which feeds on Prunus spinosa
(sloe), from Well 2. The majority of insects identified
from the wells were from an open landscape.
The wells were probably surrounded by weedy
disturbed ground and there was stronger evidence for this
habitat than from the ponds and ditch. The various
Carabidae which tend to indicate such a habitat (Species

Groups 6a and 6b) are never common in archaeological
assemblages of insects (Robinson 1983; 1991). The
abundance of Harpalus rufipes from Species Group 6a
and Amara bifrons from Species Group 6b, however,
tends to suggest areas of sandy soil with patches of weeds
in the vicinity of the wells. Various other Carabidae and
free-living Staphylinidae which are equally abundant on
weedy ground or in grassland are also well represented.
The Coleoptera from Well 2 include a strong
phytophagous element which feeds on weeds. Three
species or groups of related species are strongly indicated.
There are five species of Phyllotreta, represented by ten
individuals, which feed on Cruciferae or Reseda spp., and
three species of the Apionidae along with two species of
Podagrica, represented by ten individuals which feed on
Malvaceae, especially Malva sylvestris (common
mallow). Urtica dioica (stinging nettle) is suggested by
the beetles Brachypterus urticae, Taeniapion urticarium
and Nedyus quadrimaculatus, and also the heteropteran
bug Heterogaster urticae. Taken together, these are weeds
of neglected or waste ground rather than cultivated soil.
Scarabaeidae and Elateridae with larvae that feed on
the roots of grassland herbs are not particularly abundant
in the samples (Fig. 3.56, Species Group 11). However,
weevils of the family Apionidae and genus Sitona which
feed on clovers, medicks and vetches comprise 5–6% of
the terrestrial Coleoptera from the wells (Species Group
3). This group is favoured by hay meadow conditions but
will also flourish if their host plants are present in wayside
or waste-ground vegetation. The homopteran bugs
Aphrodes bicinctus and A. fuscofasciatus confirm that
there was a component of grasses in the vegetation.
Scarabaeoid dung beetles from the genera Geotrupes
and Aphodius only comprise between 3–4% of the
terrestrial Coleoptera from the wells (Species Group 2).
There are low values for this group whose members occur
in the droppings of large herbivores on pasture.
Proportions of around 10% would be expected for a
settlement engaged in mixed farming and up to 20% or
more from deposits adjacent to enclosures used to corral
stock (Robinson 1991). It is thought unlikely that
domestic animals were kept in the immediate vicinity of
the wells and that the high population of insects amongst
the vegetation around the well resulted in the very local
fauna predominating in the assemblages over the insects
of more distant origin.
The entomological evidence is unable to demonstrate
whether horticulture was practised on the site. The species
of Phyllotreta (flea beetles) can be serious pests of
cabbages and other varieties of Brassica, but they also
feed on cruciferous weeds. There was a single specimen of
Longitarsus anchusae which (from personal experience)
is known to be able to damage Echium vulgare (viper’s
bugloss), grown as a garden flower. In Britain it mainly
occurs on species of Echium, Cynoglossum and Anchusa
(Fowler 1890, 339) but it can occur on most European
members of the Boraginaceae (Koch 1992, 115).
Decaying organic material and buildings
In addition to the scarabaeoid dung beetles described
above, various other beetles from the wells occur in a
wider range of categories of foul decaying organic
material, as well as in animal droppings on pasture.
Certain sphaeridiine Hydrophilidae (including
Megasternum concinnum), and oxyteline Staphylinidae
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Figure 3.56 Species Groups of Coleoptera from Roman deposits expressed as a percentage of the total terrestrial Coleoptera (i.e. aquatics excluded). Not all the terrestrial
Coleoptera have been classified into groups

Period

Early Roman (4.1)

Context

Ditch 10481 Pond 1 1423 Pond 2 8243

Well 2 (10400)

Well 3 (10730)

Sample weight (kg.)

4.0

1.0

20

2.0

4.0

1

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
-

1
-

1
-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
-

1
-

1
1
1
2
1
1
-

1
2
1
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
5
1
1
4
8
1
3
2
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
2
1
3
1
-

1
19

7

16

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
-

1
-

1
1
-

1
1

1
1
4

1
1
7
7
7

GYRINIDAE
Gyrinus sp.
HALIPLIDAE
Haliplus sp.
DYTISCIDAE
Agabus bipustulatus (L.)
Agabus sp. (not bipustulatus)
Colymbetes fuscus L.
Rhantus sp.
Dytiscus sp.
Hydroporus sp.
Hygrotus inaequalis (F.)
CARABIDAE
Carabus sp.
Nebria brevicollis (F.)
Clivina collaris (Hbst.) or fossor (L.)
Trechus obtusus Er. or quadristriatus (Schr.)
Bembidion properans Step.
B. tetracolum Say
B. obtusum Serv.
B. guttula (F.)
B. lunulatum (Fouc.)
Bembidion sp.
Poecilus cupreus (L.) or versicolor (Sturm)
Pterostichus melanarius (Ill.)
P. strenuus (Pz.)
Synuchus vivalis (Ill.)
Calathus fuscipes (Gz.)
C. melanocephalus (L.)
Laemostenus terricola (Hbst.)
Olisthopus rotundatus (Pk.)
Amara cf. aenea (Deg.)
A. bifrons (Gyl.)
Amara spp.
Curtonotus aulicus (Pz.)
Harpalus rufipes (Deg.)
H. affinis (Schr.)
Ophonus sp.
Badister sp.
Demetrias atricapillus (L.)
Paradromius linearis (Ol.)
Syntomus foveatus (Fouc.)
S. obscuroguttatus (Duft.)
HELOPHORIDAE
Helophorus nubilus F.
H. porculus Bed. or rufipes (Bosc.)
H. grandis Ill.
H. aequalis Thom. or grandis Ill.
H. cf. obscurus Muls.
Helophorus sp. (brevipalpis size)
HYDROPHILIDAE
Enochrus sp.
Hydrobius fuscipes (L.)
Cercyon haemorrhoidalis (F.)
Cercyon sp.
Megasternum concinnum (Marsh.)

Mid Roman (4.2) Late Roman (4.3)
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Habitat
Group

6b

6a

Period

Early Roman (4.1)

Mid Roman (4.2) Late Roman (4.3)

Context

Ditch 10481 Pond 1 1423 Pond 2 8243

Well 2 (10400)

Well 3 (10730)

Sphaeridium bipustulatum F. or marginatum F.
HISTERIDAE
Acritus nigricornis (Hoff.)
Onthophilus striatus (Forst.)
Histerinae indet.
HYDRAENIDAE
Hydraena sp. (not testacea)
Limnebius papposus Muls.
Ochthebius minimus (F.)
O. cf. minimus (F.)
LEIODIDAE
Choleva or Catops sp.
SILPHIDAE
Silpha obscura L.
STAPHYLINIDAE
Lesteva longoelytrata (Gz.)
Lesteva sp.
Omalium sp.
Tachinus sp.
Tachyporus sp.
Aleocharinae indet.
Coprophilus striatulus (F.)
Anotylus nitidulus (Grav.)
A. rugosus (F.)
A. sculpturatus gp.
A. cf. tetracarinatus (Block)
Platystethus cornutus gp.
P. nitens (Sahl.)
P. nodifrons Man.
Carpelimus bilineatus Step.
C. cf. pusillus Grav.
Stenus sp.
Othius laeviusculus Step.
Gabrius sp.
Philonthus spp.
Tasgius ater (Grav.)
Gyrohypnus angustatus Step.
G. fracticornis gp.
Leptacinus pusillus (Step.)
Xantholinus linearis (Ol.)
X. linearis (Ol.) or longiventris Heer
GEOTRUPIDAE
Geotrupes sp.
SCARABAEIDAE
Aphodius luridus (F.)
A. ater (De G.)
A. fimetarius (L.)
A. cf. fimetarius (L.)
A. granarius (L.)
A. distinctus (Müll.) or paykulli Bed.
A. cf. sphacelatus (Pz.)
A. varians Duft
A. contaminatus (Hbst.)
A. porcus (F.)
Aphodius spp.
Oxyomus sylvestris (Scop.
Onthophagus sp. (not joannae)

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

-

1
1
-

1
-

1
3

-

1
1
5
2

2
-

1
-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1
1
4
4
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
-

2
1
1
2
5
2
3
3
2
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2

1
2
9
1
17
2
1
1
3
6
1
3
1
4
2
2
2
2

1

1

1

3

1

2

1
1
1
1
-

1
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

1
1
1
1
2
-

1
2
2
2
-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Habitat
Group

1
1
1
1

7
7

2

Period

Early Roman (4.1)

Context

Ditch 10481 Pond 1 1423 Pond 2 8243

Well 2 (10400)

Well 3 (10730)

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

1
1

-

-

1
1

1
1
1

-

-

-

3
1

-

-

-

1

1
3

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

2

17

-

9b

-

-

1

-

-

9b

-

-

1
-

-

1

1

-

2
4

3
5

1
2

-

-

1

1
1

1
-

2

-

1

3

3

1
-

-

2
1
6

8
1
5

2
1
-

8
8
8

-

1

-

-

-

9a

-

-

-

1
-

1

4
4
-

1
1
-

1
-

1
2
3
1
1
3
-

2
1

BYRRHIDAE
Simplocaria maculosa Er. or semistriata (F.)
ELMIDAE
Oulimnius sp.
HETEROCERIDAE
Heterocerus sp.
ELATERIDAE
Agrypnus murinus (L.)
Athous bicolor (Gz.)
Athous sp.
Hemicrepidius hirtus (Hbst.)
Agriotes sp.
CANTHARIDAE
Cantharis sp.
Rhagonycha sp.
ANOBIIDAE
Ptinus fur (L.)
Anobium punctatum (Deg.)
MALACHIIDAE
Malachius sp.
KATERETIDAE
Brachypterus urticae (F.)
NITIDULIDAE
Meligethes sp.
SILVANIDAE
Oryzaephilus surinamensis (L.)
LAEMOPHILOEIDAE
Cryptolestes ferrugineus (Step.)
PHALACRIDAE
Olibrus sp.
Stilbus sp.
CRYPTOPHAGIDAE
cf. Cryptophagus sp.
Atomaria sp.
COCCINELLIDAE
Propylea quattuordecimpunctata (L.)
Coccinella septempuctata L.
CORYLOPHIDAE
Orthoperus sp.
LATRIDIIDAE
Latridius minutus gp.
Enicmus transversus (Ol.)
Corticariinae indet.
MYCETOPHAGIDAE
Typhaea stercorea (L.)
ANTHICIDAE
Anthicus antherinus (L.)
Cyclodinus floralis (L.) or formicarius (Gz.)
CHRYSOMELIDAE
Donacia or Plateumaris sp.
Gastrophysa viridula (De G.)
Phyllotreta atra (F.)
P. nigripes (F.)
P. nodicornis (Marsh.)
P. nemorum (L.) or undulata Kuts.
P. vittula (Redt.)
Longitarsus anchusae (Pk.)

Mid Roman (4.2) Late Roman (4.3)
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Habitat
Group

1

11
11
11
11
11

9a
10

5

Period

Early Roman (4.1)

Context

Ditch 10481 Pond 1 1423 Pond 2 8243

Mid Roman (4.2) Late Roman (4.3)
Well 2 (10400)

Well 3 (10730)

Habitat

Longitarsus spp.
Podagrica fuscicornis (L.)
P. fuscipes (F.)
Chaetocnema concinna (Marsh.)
Chaetocnema sp. (not concinna)
Psylliodes sp.
APIONIDAE
Aspidapion radiolus (Marsh.)
A. aeneum (F.)
Taeniapion urticarium (Hbst.)
Pseudapion rufirostre (F.)
Oxystoma craccae (L.)
Apionidae indet.
DRYOPHTHORIDAE
Sitophilus granarius (L.)
CURCULIONIDAE
Gymnetron melanarium (Germ.)
Mecinus pascuorum (Gyl.)
Nedyus quadrimaculatus (L.)
Trichosirocalus horridus (Pz.)
Ceutorhynchinae indet.
Sitona hispidulus (F.)
Sitona sp.
Hypera sp. (not zoilus)
Total

1
1
-

-

4
1
1

7
1
2
6

7
1

-

1

-

2
4
3
1
1
7

1
1
6

3
3

-

-

2

2

-

9a

1
79

21

1
1
3
103

2
4
4
211

1
3
1
1
146

Group

3
3

Table 3.45 Roman Coleoptera (minimum number of individuals)

(including Anotylus rugosus) of this habitat comprise
4–6% of the terrestrial Coleoptera (Species Group 7). In
addition, Anotylus nitidulus, another beetle of foul organic
material which is not part of Species Group 7, make up
12% of the terrestrial Coleoptera from Well 3.
The high proportion of A. nitidulus from Well 3 does
suggest that there was a pile of foul organic material near
the well from which the beetle was emerging or that the
beetle was present in refuse thrown into the well.
However, the values for Species Group 7 are no higher
than would be expected for a rural landscape with
naturally occurring accumulations of dead vegetation,
some animal droppings etc. The wells did not contain full
midden faunas and the puparia of Diptera which occur in,
for example, dung heaps, are absent.
Well 3 did not produce a recognisable component of
indoor insects. However, they comprise a significant part
of the fauna from Well 2. Woodworm beetle (Anobium
punctatum, Species Group 10) is present, although not
abundant. The synanthropic beetles of Species Group 9
are much better represented, at 10% of the terrestrial
Coleoptera. They can be divided into two categories:
Species Group 9a, general synanthropic species, and 9b,
serious pests of stored grain. There is a single example of
Ptinus fur, a beetle which naturally feeds on rather dry
food debris in birds’ nests etc. but flourishes in food waste,
or old hay and straw indoors. The remainder are grain
beetles: Oryzaephilus surinamensis and Sitophilus
granarius. These two beetles, which on present evidence
appear to have been introduced by the Romans, can be
very serious pests of stored grain (Kenward and Williams

1979). While they could have crawled to the well from an
infested building, it is more likely that cleanings from a
grain store (such as the excavated building, Granary 2) had
been dumped into it. Members of the Latridiidae are also
more abundant from Well 2, where they comprise 7% of
the terrestrial Coleoptera than from Well 3, where they
form 2% of the total (Species Group 8). They mostly feed
on moulds on damp, but not foul, dead vegetation. They
are often abundant in settlements, where they thrive in old
hay, damp thatch and drier compost.
Honey bees
Remains of workers of Apis mellifera, the honey bee, were
identified in samples from both wells. Only a single head
was identified from Well 2 but a minimum number of
fourteen individuals is represented by the fragments
recovered from Well 3. This is not the earliest example of
honey bee from the British Isles, since it was identified
from an Iron Age deposit at Mingies Ditch, Oxon (Allen
and Robinson 1993, 139) and further remains were found
in a Late Iron Age or early Roman ditch at Caldecotte,
Milton Keynes, Bucks (Robinson 1994, 230). Nor is it the
only Roman record – honey bee has also been identified
from Roman wells at Bowling Green Farm, Faringdon,
Oxon (Robinson, unpublished a), Claydon Pike, near
Lechlade, Gloucestershire (Robinson 2007, 204–6) and
Hunts Hill Farm, Havering, Greater London (Robinson
2011). What is significant is the number of bees from Well
3. The other finds only demonstrated that colonies of
honey bees were present and that their products – honey,
beeswax and propolis (a resinous adhesive) – were
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Period

Early Roman

Context

Ditch 10481

Pond 1 (1423)

Pond 2 (8243)

Well 2 (10400)

Well 3 (10730)

Sample weight (kg.)

4.0

1.0

20

2.0

4.0

-

-

1

7

3

-

-

1
-

1
4
1
1
2

1
1

-

1
-

1
-

1
1
1
2

1
2
2
1
1

-

-

3
10

1
4
1
9
1
8

1
14
11

+
2
-

+
-

+
1
-

+
8
2
6

1
5

DERMAPTERA
Forficula auricularia L.
HEMIPTERA – Heteroptera
Dolycoris baccarum (L.)
Heterogaster urticae (F.)
Peritrechus sp.
Scolopostethus sp.
Dictyonota tricornis (Schr.)
Anthocorinae indet.
HEMIPTERA – Homoptera
Philaenus or Neophilaenus sp.
Aphrodes bicinctus (Schr.)
A. fuscofasciatus (Gz.)
Aphrodes sp.
Homoptera indet.
HYMENOPTERA
Myrmica scabrinodis gp. –worker
Lasius fuliginosus (Lat.) – worker
L. fuliginosus (Lat.) – female
L. niger gp. – worker
Apis mellifera L. – worker
Hymenoptera indet.
DIPTERA
Chironomidae indet. – larva
Bibio sp. – adult
Dilophus febrilis (L.) or femoratus Meig. – adult
Bibionidae indet. – adult
Diptera indet. – puparium
Diptera indet. – adult

Mid Roman

Late Roman

+ present

Table 3.46 Other Roman insects (minimum number of individuals)

available for exploitation. The concentration of bees in the
Rectory Farm sample provides much better evidence for
bee-keeping. It is possible that the bees in the well had
been asphyxiated as part of the process of extracting
honey from a skep and then discarded into the well. It is
more likely, however, that the bees were from a nearby
colony and were visiting the well in order to obtain water
to dilute their honey. From personal observation, the bees
of a hive will tend to concentrate on a single source of
water even when many potential drinking places are
available, and individuals are often drowned while
drinking. This still does not prove that bees were being
kept on the site. However, a wild colony of bees in a
settlement would be a considerable nuisance and
bee-keeping therefore provides the most plausible
explanation. The Romans were familiar with relatively
advanced forms of apiculture and had hives that could be
opened so that comb could be cut away without the
destruction of the whole colony.
Discussion
The Roman insects from Godmanchester are in many
ways typical of insect assemblages from Roman rural
settlements. They include species from weedy disturbed

ground and scarabaeoid dung beetles. Synanthropic
beetles are present and the levels of other beetles likely to
be favoured by buildings, haystacks etc. are enhanced.
However, there is no certain evidence from the insects to
support the botanical evidence (Murphy below) for the
presence of ornamental garden plants.
Two aspects, however, are of particular importance.
Firstly, there is the possible evidence of bee-keeping from
the finds of honey bee. It is possible that the honey bees
represented another aspect of the high status of the villa
along with the ornamental plants; both could have been
part of an attempt to create a classical Roman garden.
Secondly, the presence of the grain beetles Cryptolestes
ferrugineus, Oryzaephilus surinamensis and Sitophilus
granarius is interesting. These beetles, which can be
major pests of stored grain, are well-known from Roman
towns and military sites, commonly being pests in
deposits of general organic refuse and sometimes present
in sewage (Smith and Kenward 2011; 2012). They are also
known from very large villa establishments, for example
Bancroft, Milton Keynes (Pearson and Robinson 1994,
583–4). However, they generally appear to be absent from
small villas, villages and farmsteads, which only tend to
have minor pests of stored products such as Stegobium
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paniceum (Booth et al. 2007, 24). The structures found at
Rectory Farm show it to have been a high status Roman
site. The reason for this difference may either have been
that the surplus grain produced on smaller and lower
status sites was sent to the towns for storage or that
de-husked grain was only stored at high status, urban and
military sites. These beetles would probably have
experienced difficulty attacking spelt wheat while it was
still in its spikelet form.
Plant remains
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)

c)

Introduction and methodology
The lower fills of some pits and ditches, along with the
wells and the ponds at Rectory Farm were waterlogged
and included plant macrofossils preserved in anaerobic
conditions. Bulk samples were processed in a bulksieving/flotation tank using 0.5mm meshes throughout.
Sub-samples were also retained from most wet deposits
for laboratory processing, using the methods of Kenward
et al. (1980). The flotation tank was also used for the
retrieval of charred plant remains from features with dry
fills: e.g. pits, the upper fills of wells, ponds and ovens.
Sampling and bulk sieving/flotation were both on a large
scale, which provided an opportunity to make an
assessment of the macrofossils present in the deposits
before selecting particularly informative samples for
detailed analysis. Wood and some other large
macrofossils were collected by hand from some Roman
ponds and wells. This material is considered in a separate
section below.
Although primarily concerned with plant
macrofossils, this report includes brief notes on mollusca,
which were generally poorly preserved and sparse or, in
the case of some Roman contexts, dominated by
uninformative synanthropic and ‘open-country’ terrestrial
taxa.
Drying ovens
Building 1: Oven Group 2 (Period 4.2)
Eight samples from the fills of three ovens came from this
building (Fig. 3.11). The flots were initially scanned.
Samples from contexts 10683 and 10806 (oven 10682,
samples 8181–2) produced restricted assemblages. Those
from 10675 and 10674 (oven 10673, samples 8186 and
8184) are similar, but in 10678 (oven 10673, sample 8185)
cereals and weed seeds are well-preserved. Fills of oven
10670 (10689, sample 8186; 10672, sample 8187; and
10690, sample 8188) are different in character, with little
charred material but abundant fuel ash slag, and mollusc
shells discoloured by burning. Macrofossils from samples
8185 and 8188 were analysed (Table 3.47) and see below.
Building 3: Oven Group 3 (Period 4.2)
Twenty-one samples were collected from the fills of the
numerous ovens within Building 3 (Oven Group 3, Fig.
3.14), as well as from associated post-holes. The flots
were initially scanned, and proved to fall into four main
categories:
a)

b)

Samples with comparatively abundant charcoal, including
many fragments >2mm and variable quantities of charred cereal
grains in a generally poor state of preservation. Occasional culm
fragments are present. Cereal chaff and weed seeds are either
rare or absent. Fragments of off-white fuel-ash slag are

d)

sometimes present. This group includes oven fills: 10077 (oven
10052; sample 8108), 10059 and 10074 (oven 10033, samples
8110–11), 10234 and 10252 (oven 10067, samples 8112–13),
10092 and 10094 (oven 10038, samples 8115 and 8117), 10268
(oven 10069, sample 8120), and 10030 (on-site numbering error
as this is an oven cut, filled by 10056 and 10065; sample 8126);
Samples with lower charcoal densities and smaller fragments,
but with similarly sparse cereal assemblages dominated by
poorly-preserved grains. From contexts: 10264 (oven 10041,
sample 8109), 10064 and 10093 (oven 10038, samples 8114 and
8116), 10096 (oven 10049, sample 8121), 10071 (oven 10034,
samples 8122–3), and 10266 and 10284 (oven 10066, samples
8124–5);
Samples with low charcoal densities, including large-seeded
Fabaceae and some poorly-preserved cereal grains, but either
little or no weed seeds or chaff. From contexts: 10304 (post-hole
10341, sample 8118) and 10340 (oven 10039, sample 8119);
Samples with fairly abundant charcoal and abundant
well-preserved cereal grains, chaff and/or weed seeds. From
contexts: 10327 (oven 10325, sample 8105), 10267 (oven
10043, sample 8106) and 10271 (oven 10288, sample 8107).

Samples in the first two categories were not
considered suitable for analysis. In both cases, poor
preservation of grains and rarity of chaff and weed seeds
implies that there may have been differential preservation
during charring due to high temperatures and/or good
oxygen supply (Boardman and Jones 1990). The
surviving assemblages are not thought to be
representative of the plant material originally present. The
analysed samples (detailed in Table 3.47) are from groups
c) and d).
Samples 8106, 8107 and 8185 include abundant cereal
chaff, mainly of Triticum spelta (spelt wheat), associated
with some seeds of arable weeds, cereal grains (including
some specimens that had germinated prior to charring),
and some culm fragments. In sample 8105 arable weeds
seeds are much more common, the predominant species
being Anthemis cotula, a weed prevalent on heavy clay
soils (Kay 1971; Murphy 2003). In sample 8119 cereal
remains are uncommon, but there are seeds probably of
peas (Pisum sativum) associated with some weed seeds.
Fruits of Cladium mariscus (saw-sedge) occur in three
samples.
Discussion
Evidence for the functions of Roman ‘corn-driers’ was
reviewed by van der Veen (1989), who concluded that they
were multi-purpose structures used, amongst other
functions, for parching malt and drying grain for storage.
At any given site, characterising function depends upon
the composition of assemblages of charred plant material
from their fills. However, consideration of numerous
reports on charred material from ‘corn-driers’ leads to the
conclusion that most have produced mixed assemblages,
composed of charred fuel residues and charred residues
from the product being heat-treated, in varying
proportions (Murphy and de Moulins, in prep.). Charred
germinated cereal grains and detached ‘sprouts’
(coleoptiles) are present in the Rectory Farm samples and
this could be an indication of malt-drying, using spelt
wheat grains. The most complete example of a rural
Roman maltings is from Stebbing Green, Essex, where a
combination of archaeobotanical, artefactual and
structural evidence has been used to indicate the presence
of a malting vat, malting floor, parching ovens and mill to
grind the malt to grist suitable for brewing (Murphy
1999). The ovens at Rectory Farm could have been related
to a similar enterprise. However, much of the cereal chaff
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Oven

10673

10672

10043

10288

10325

10039

Context no.

10678

10690

10267

10271

10327

10340

Sample no.

8185

8188

8106

8107

8105

8119

+
13
4
9
17
9
4

+
4
1

+
7
5
3
96
7
14
1
+
166
2
3
1

+
2
9
15
30
7
32
1
+
130
3

+
1

+
4

Crop plants
Cereal indet. (ca fr)
Cereal indet. (ca)
Cereal indet. (spr)
Triticum spp. (ca) a
Triticum spp. (gb)
Triticum spp. (spb)
Triticum spp. (ri) b
Triticum spp. (ri) c
Triticum spp. (a fr)
Triticum spelta L (gb)
Triticum spelta L (spf)
Hordeum spp. (ca)
Hordeum sp. (rn)
Pisum sativum-type (s) d
Pisum sativum-type (co)
Weeds/grassland plants
Brassica sp.
Agrostemma githago L.
Atriplex sp.
Chenopodiaceae indet. e
Medicago/Lotus/Trifolium-type
Vicia/Lathyrus sp.
Polygonum aviculare L.
Fallopia convolvulus L. (A Love)
Rumex spp.
Polygonaceae indet.
Lithospermum arvense L.
Sherardia arvensis L.
Galium aparine L.
Galium sp.
Plantago lanceolata L.
Anthemis cotula L.
Tripleurospermum inodorum L.
Asteraceae indet.
Bromus mollis/secalinus
Bromus/Avena sp.
Avena sp. (ca)
Avena sp. (a fr)
Poaceae indet.
Poaceae/cereal (cn)
Wetland plants
Eleocharis palustris/uniglumis
Cladium mariscus (L) Pohl
Trees/shrubs
Corylus avellana L. (ns fr)
Sambucus nigra L.
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Bracts
Rhizomes
Stem fragments g
% flot sorted

2

60
1

1
4

9
1

42
89
Fr
1
4

2

4
2co

2

6

110
3
3
1
18

2
2

9

1
1
1
3
1
1

1

24

3

33
1

6
1

9
5

+

+
1

158 f
1
1
1

1

2

2

1

2+fr

26

3

3

1
4

1

2
2

6

6

+
+
25

+
+
50

3.1

6.25

3.1

50

1
3
+

Abbreviations: a – awn; ca – caryopsis; cn – culm node; co – cotyledon; fr – fragments; gb – glume base; ns – nut shell; ri – rachis internode; rn – rachis
node; s – seed; spb – spikelet base; spf – spikelet fork; spr – cereal ‘sprouts’.
Notes: a – germinated grains present; b – better-preserved examples are of T. spelta-type; c – includes one T. aestivum–type; d – sub-spherical to slightly
elongate seeds, c.3.0–5.4mm, no hilums; e – poorly preserved and often fragmentary; f – also fragments; g – woody and monocot.
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from these samples is thought to be a charred fuel residue.
Spelt chaff in particular often occurs in profusion in
samples from corn driers, and it has been argued that it
should be regarded as a product, rather than a by-product
from spelt production (van der Veen 1989). Sample 8119
is unusual, in being largely composed of leguminous
seeds, probably peas, which were presumably being dried
for storage when accidentally burnt. Peas were certainly
grown as a separate crop in Roman Britain, as evinced by a
deposit from a burnt granary at Great Holts Farm,
Boreham, Essex (Murphy 2003).
The charred remains of Cladium mariscus are very
likely to represent fuel residues. They could be derived
from sedge cut on adjacent fen or from sedge peat. It has
been possible to demonstrate the use of peat as a fuel in
Roman Britain, by obtaining AMS dates on charred
macrofossils of peat-forming plants. For example, at
London Lode Farm, Nordelph, Norfolk, charred nutlets of
Cladium from the debris of a Roman salt-producing site
were dated to 400–170 cal BC (95% confidence;
OxA-5437, 2225±50 BP) and 810–510 cal BC (OxA5438, 2540±55 BP): obviously these nutlets significantly
pre-dated the Roman site, and were already sub-fossils
when charred during peat-burning (Murphy 2002).
Wells associated with Building 5 (Period 4.3)
Samples from the fills of these three wells were initially
assessed, but only three samples from their basal fills were
analysed (Table 3.48). In addition, macrofossils noted
during assessment are detailed below.
Well 1
A highly organic fill of this well with abundant wood
fragments (fill 10731, sample 8129) proved to contain
common fruits, seeds and other plant macrofossils,
charred monocotyledon stem fragments, beetles, mollusc
shell fragments, small mammal and amphibian bones, and
vivianite concretions. On the basis of this analysis it seems
clear that the upper aerated and incompletely waterlogged
fills formed in shallow depressions after partial infilling of
the well shaft. The molluscs, mainly of terrestrial species,
indicate fairly open but disturbed conditions in the
vicinity. The depressions seem to have acted as traps for
small mammals and amphibians. Small amounts of cereal
processing waste and marine mollusc shell accumulated,
but there appears to be little evidence for large-scale
refuse dumping. The charred remains of Cladium and
occasional shells of fully aquatic molluscs could be
derived from peat, thatching materials, litter or other
sources.
Wells 2 and 3
One sample from Well 2 was analysed (fill 10728, sample
8127) and another from Well 3 (fill 10727, sample 8128).
Materials recovered from all the samples recovered from
these features are as follows (showing context (sample)):
Well 2
10434 (8097) Charcoal; poorly-preserved charred wheat and barley
grains, some chaff; mollusc shells very abundant, mostly Trichia,
Vallonia, and Cochlicopa spp; small mammal and amphibian bone;
intrusive roots and other plant material.
10713 (8098/9) Charcoal; poorly-preserved charred cereal grains, some
charred weed seeds etc.; degraded wood fragments; mollusc shells
abundant, including Trichia, Cepaea, Vallonia, Vertigo, Helix, and

Anisus leucostoma; small mammal and amphibian bone; fuel ash slag;
intrusive roots etc.
10715 (8100) Organic sample with degraded root material; charcoal;
poorly preserved charred cereal grains; charred monocotyledon stem
fragments and Cladium nutlets; molluscs, including Trichia, Cepaea,
Vallonia, Theodoxus fluviatilis; scraps of Ostrea shell; small mammal
and amphibian bone; fuel ash slag.
10455 (8101) Organic sample with degraded root material; charcoal;
some poorly-preserved charred cereal grains and chaff; charred
monocotyledon stem fragments and Cladium nutlets; some shells of
Trichia and Vallonia; fuel ash slag.
10728 (8127) Highly organic sample with abundant wood fragments and
other uncharred and charred plant macrofossils; Coleoptera; molluscs
(mainly Trichia, Vallonia, Helix); fish scales; small mammal and
amphibian bone; fuel ash slag; vivianite concretions. (See Table 3.48.)
Well 3
10467 (8102) Charcoal; poorly-preserved charred cereals, some charred
weed seeds; molluscs (mainly Trichia); scraps of Ostrea shell; small
mammal and amphibian bones; intrusive roots etc.
10468 (8103) Slightly organic with degraded root material; charcoal;
some charred Hordeum and Triticum spelta-type grains; some charred
weed seeds; molluscs (Trichia, Vallonia etc); small mammal and
amphibian bone; intrusive roots and other plant material.
10482 (8104) Organic with degraded root material; charcoal; some
charred Hordeum and Triticum spelta-type grains; large leguminous
seeds and some charred weed seeds; molluscs (Trichia, Vallonia etc);
small mammal and amphibian bone; intrusive roots and other plant
material.
10727 (8128) Highly organic deposit with abundant wood fragments;
fruits, seeds and other plant macrofossils common; charred cereal grains
and T. spelta chaff; beetles; molluscs (Trichia, Helix etc.); small mammal
and amphibian bones; fuel ash slag. (See Table 3.48.)

Discussion
Plant macrofossils from the three well fill samples
analysed are listed in Table 3.48. The assemblages are
dominated by weed taxa, the most abundant being
Sisymbrium officinale, Cerastium spp, Stellaria media,
Chenopodiaceae, Torilis japonica, Polygonum aviculare,
Rumex spp., Urtica dioica, U. urens, Ballota nigra,
Anthemis cotula, Cirsium/Carduus sp., Onopordum
acanthium and Sonchus oleraceus. Weed floras from
Roman wells have been discussed by Greig (1988), and
the species lists and relative proportions of weed taxa in
the Godmanchester wells closely conform to Greig’s
results from sites in the Midlands.
Grassland plants occur consistently, but at lower
frequencies. Taxa include Ranunculus spp, Linum
catharticum, Prunella vulgaris and Poaceae. There are
also some species characteristic of wet grassland, fen and
other wetland habitats: Lynchis flos-cuculi, Filipendula
ulmaria, Eleocharis, Cladium mariscus, Carex spp. and
Juncus spp. It is probable that these represent material
derived from peat, hay or from fen vegetation collected for
use as thatching or litter. Remains of Pteridium fronds
probably represent similar material. Scrub and woodland
plants are sparsely represented (Rubus, Prunus spinosa,
Corylus, Sambucus), but could either be derived from
food waste or nearby trees and bushes.
Overall, infilling of the wells appears to have occurred
in an abandoned, overgrown part of the site. There was a
low density scatter of charred cereal remains, but evidence
from other features (see above) indicates large-scale
cereal processing and use of chaff as fuel, meaning that it
is not surprising that some material derived from these
sources was dispersed across the site and incorporated in
these well fills. More unexpected were remains of garden
plants, which are discussed below.
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Sample

8129

8127

8128

Well

Well 1

Well 2

Well 3

Context

10731

10728

10727

Crop plants
?Cereal culm fragments
Beta vulgaris L.
Calendula cf. officinalis L. b
cf. Foeniculum vulgare L.
Papaver somniferum L.
Triticum sp. ca ch
Triticum sp. ri ch
Triticum sp. spf ch
Triticum spelta L. gb ch
Triticum spelta L. ri ch
Triticum spelta L. spf ch
Triticum spelta L. uc gb
Trees, shrubs, woodland herbs
Corylus avellana L.
Prunus spinosa L.
Prunus/Crataegus-type (thorns)
Rosa-type (thorn)
Rubus sect. Glandulosus
Rubus sp.
Sambucus nigra L.
Dryland herbs (grassland)
Daucus carota L.
Linum catharticum L.
Plantago major L.
Poaceae indet
Prunella vulgaris L.
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus
Dryland herbs (weeds)
Aethusa cynapium L.
Agrostemma githago L.
Anagallis sp.
Anthemis cotula L.
Aphanes arvensis/microcarpa
Apiaceae indet.
Atriplex patula/hastata
Ballota nigra L.
Capsella-type
Centaurea cf. cyanus L.
Cerastium sp.
Cerastium/Stellaria
Chenopodiaceae indet.
Chenopodium album L.
Chenopodium cf. ficifolium Sm
Chenopodium rubrum-type
Cirsium/Carduus sp.
Conium maculatum L.
Fallopia convolvulus (L.) A Love
Fumaria cf. officinalis L.
Hyoscyamus niger L.
Malva sylvestris L.
Medicago-type
Nepeta cataria L.
Onopordum acanthium L.
Papaver argemone L.
Papaver rhoeas L.

(+)
(+)
2+fr
(+)
(+)
(+)

(+)

1
(+)
2

(+)

(+)
(+)

(+)
1
1
3
(+)
1
(+)

(+)
+

2
6
5
16
4
3

(+)
1
1

(+)
1

2

(+)
4+cap

13
1
2
(+)
(+)
(+)
1 (+1ch)
(+)
2
3

4+fr
9
6
1
3
17cf
3

8
(+)

22
2
6
2

3
1

27
3
3

14
16
(+)
(+)
1
1

4
21

1
1
24
3
2
4
(+)

(+)
3
6

4

17
1

2
1
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3
2
1 ch
2
1
1

Sample

8129

8127

8128

Well

Well 1

Well 2

Well 3

Context

10731

10728

10727

2
3

21
2
2
15
1

8

Polygonaceae indet.
Polygonum aviculare L.
Reseda luteola L.
Rumex acetosella L.
Rumex sp.
Solanum nigrum L.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill
Sonchus oleraceus L.
Stellaria media (L.) Vill
Sysymbrium officinale (L.) Scop
Taraxacum sp.
Thlaspi arvense L.
Urtica dioica L.
Urtica urens L.
Wetland/shallow water herbs
Apium graveolens L.
Carex spp.
Cladium mariscus (L.) Pohl
Eleocharis palustris/uniglumis
Filipendula ulmaria L.
Juncus spp.
Lynchnis flos-cuculi L.
Montia fontana L. subsp chrondrosperma
Ranunculus sceleratus L.
Rhinathus sp.
Ferns
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn pi + ra
Indeterminate/unassigned to ecological group
Apiaceae indet.
Asteraceae indet.
Brassicaceae (siliqua fragment)
Brassicaceae indet.
Centaurea sp. a
Lamiaceae indet.
Lamium sp.
Potentilla sp.
Stellaria graminea/palustris
Valerianella sp.
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Bracts e
Buds
Epidermal fragments
Monocot stem fragments
Wood/twigs
Sample wt (kg)

5

1
3

4
175
134

18
33

1
39

(+)
356
33

172
110

1
(+)

1
2
(+)

(+)
90
8

1
(+)
1
+

+
(+)
1
(+)
1
+

+

+++

2
1

2

+
1
+
2
4
2
2

1
1
7
6
+
+
+
+
+++
0.2

8

1
1
1
6

+
+
+
0.5

+
0.5

Abbreviations: ca – caryopsis; cap – capsule fragments; ch – charred; fr – fragments; gb – glume base; imm – immature; pi + ri – pinnules and rachis;
ri - rachis internodes; spf – spikelet fork; uc – uncharred; (+) – noted during scanning bulk sample flots.
Notes: a – base of inflorescence with bracts; b – additional samples from bulk sample flots; c – also some charred leaf fragments; d – not definitely
identified, but including some ?Avena caryopsis periderm; e – elongate bracts (or perhaps leaf tips) with serrated edges. The samples also included
ostracods, cladocerans, beetles, molluscs (Vallonia, Trichia, Helix), bones of fish, amphibians and small mammals
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Ponds 1 and 2 and Ditch 10481
(Fig. 3.57)
The samples
Ponds 1 and 2 and Field System 3 (ditch 10481, cut by
Pond 2), were sampled. Plant macrofossils from the
samples analysed are listed in Table 3.49.
Ponds
During the first phase of excavation a sample from the
basal fill of Pond 1 (sample 8095, Period 4.1) was
processed by bulk-sieving/flotation. The flot is highly
organic and largely composed of leaf and twig fragments,
but clearly, due to the processing method used, it does not
include macrofossils <0.5mm and, since it has been dried,
delicate macrofossils have not survived in a recognisable
state. Hence, the assemblage retrieved is incomplete,
although a sub-sample of the available flot was sorted and
macrofossils extracted. In March 1992, during a second
phase of excavation, it was possible to obtain a further
sample (8246) from a deposit (1423) at the edge of Pond 1.
At the same time, samples from the basal and middle
fills of Pond 2 were examined from two locations:
samples 8234, 8233 and 8232 from layers 1452, 1397 and
1326 (next to pollen Monolith 3; 8208); and samples 8225
and 8223 from 1390 and 1325 respectively (next to
Monoliths 1 and 2; 8206–7). Other samples were
collected from the basal pond fills specifically for the
retrieval of large macrofossils (wood, conifer remains,
etc.) by hand-collection or coarse-sieving in the
laboratory. Sample 8224 from 1323 was also inspected,
but proved to contain only badly degraded material. A
single sample 8236 from the basal fill (1355) of ditch
10481 was also examined.
In compiling Fig. 3.57, unquantifiable macrofossils
(e.g. leaf fragments, twigs) were omitted, as were
indeterminate taxa and partly-identified macrofossils that
could not be assigned to an ecological group. Taxa
occurring at frequencies of 5% or more are plotted
individually, as are some ecologically distinctive taxa.
Frequencies of Triticum glumes are shown, but other
cultivated plants occurring only sporadically are not.
In this section, only vegetation in and around the
ponds is considered: evidence for their having formed part
of a garden is considered separately below.
The pond fills produced remarkably few remains of
aquatic plants – just a few macrofossils of Lemna,
Ranunculus subg Batrachium, and Alismataceae. This
seems to suggest that whilst the ponds were maintained,
they were regularly cleaned out, inhibiting growth of
aquatics; but, once they were derelict and used for refuse
dumping, if there was any standing water still present, it
was so eutrophic that growth of phytoplankton shaded out
most aquatic macrophytes.
In samples from the basal fills, grassland taxa are
moderately abundant (9.6% of the total count in fill 8246;
13.8% in 8234; 8.8% in fill 8225). Linum catharticum is
fairly consistently the most abundant grassland species,
up to 7.9% in fill 8234. There are some other taxa
characteristic of calcareous grassland, including Daucus
carota, Picris hieracioides and Poterium sanguisorba.
Other damp to wet grassland and fen plants include
Ranunculus spp., Filipendula ulmaria, Rhinanthus sp.,
Plantago lanceolata, Prunella vulgaris, Leucanthemum
vulgare, Leontodon sp., Eleocharis spp. and Carex spp.

The presence of calcicoles seems at first sight surprising,
soils in the vicinity having formed largely on gravels.
However, soil analysis (Canti, Appendix 4) has shown that
the surface gravels were suffused with carbonate-rich
groundwater from the underlying Jurassic clays. Rumex
acetosella is listed in Table 3.49 in the ‘weed’ category,
but of course also occurs in acidic grassland. It therefore
appears that within the catchments of these ponds there
may have been a mosaic of grassland types, reflecting
variations in soil pH, base status and drainage.
Most of the other plants represented in the basal pond
fills were, however, weeds, ranging from small annual
species to larger perennials particularly Urtica dioica.
Roundwood, leaves, nuts, seeds and cones indicate the
proximity of Alnus, Buxus, Corylus, Fraxinus, Picea,
Prunus, Quercus, Salix/Populus and Taxus.
The organic deposits overlying the basal fills include
abundant dumped refuse. Here, percentages of weed taxa
increase markedly, compared to the basal fills. In Pond 2,
Plantago major, Polygonum aviculare and Coronopus
squamatus increase progressively in abundance from
samples 8234 to 8232, and since these plants are tolerant
of trampling, it seems that there was increased activity
locally, associated with refuse dumping into the disused
ponds. Still more marked is the increase in Chenopodium
rubrum/glaucum in these samples, and still more so in
sample 8223, in which this taxon comprises 78% of the
total assemblage. The disturbed, nutrient-enriched
conditions associated with dumping were evidently
particularly favourable for this, and other, weeds.
Percentages of grassland taxa decline.
Ditch 10481
The basal fill of ditch 10481 (1355, sample 8236)
associated with Field System 3 includes an assemblage
similar to those of the upper organic pond fills, dominated
by weeds but with some grassland and scrub taxa.
However, this sample contains markedly more aquatics:
particularly Lemna, at 20% of the total count, indicating
that it held standing water during infilling. Crop plants,
including charred and uncharred cereal chaff, mostly of
spelt, occur in all samples. This need not necessarily
indicate crop processing in the immediate vicinity, since it
is clear that there was large-scale processing elsewhere on
site, and charred debris could easily have been winddispersed.
Garden plants
(Fig. 3.58)
As part of a villa farm complex, it was initially assumed
that the two ponds were purely functional, for watering
stock. However, the presence of remains of garden plants
suggests otherwise. The distribution of macrofossils from
Roman contexts probably or possibly derived from
‘garden’ plants is summarised in Table 3.50. It is difficult,
however, to know which taxa to include or exclude. Rosa
sp., represented by fruitstones and thorns, and Viola sp. by
seeds, could represent either wild or cultivated plants as,
potentially, could Apium graveolens and Daucus carota.
Trees similarly present problems: the pond fills yielded
remains of Alnus, Buxus, Corylus, Fraxinus, Picea,
Prunus, Quercus, Salix/Populus and Taxus. Any of these
could relate to intentional plantings, but only those which
are unlikely to have been established locally by natural
dispersal are included in Table 3.50.
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Figure 3.57 Plant macrofossils from the Roman ponds and associated features

Feature

Pond 1 (10477)

Pond 2 (1303)

Ditch
(10481)

Layer

10476

1423

1390

1451

1325

1397

1326

1355

Sample

8095

8246

8225

8234

8223

8233

8232

8236

Context-type

Basal fill

Marginal
fill

Basal fill

Marginal
fill

Organic
fill

Pond fill

Pond fill

Ditch fill

3
3

38

12
3

7

8

4

fr

1

Crop plants (including cultivated woody plants)
Cereal indet. ca ch
2
Cereal indet. spr ch
1
Ficus carica L.
1
Hordeum sp. ri uc
Papaver cf. somniferum L.
Triticum sp. ca ch
1
Triticum sp. gb ch
6
Triticum sp. gb uc e
Triticum sp. ri ch
7
Triticum sp. ri uc
Triticum spelta L. gb ch
9
Triticum spelta L. spf uc
Triticum spelta L. uc gb
Vitis vinifera L.
1
Trees, shrubs, woodland herbs
Buxus sempervirens L.
Corylus avellana L. (ns ch)
Picea abies (co br) a
Picea abies (L.) Karsten (lvs)
Picea abies (s)
Picea abies (sh)
Quercus sp. (lvs)
Rosa sp. (fr)
Rubus sect. Glandulosus
Sambucus nigra L.
Solanum dulcamara L.
Dryland herbs (grassland)
Achillea millefolium L.
Agrimonia eupatoria L.
Daucus carota L.
Leucanthemum vulgare Lam
Linum catharticum L.
Picris hieracioides L.
Plantago lanceolata L.
Plantago major L.
Poaceae indet.
Poterium sanguisorba L.
Prunella vulgaris L.
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus
Ranunculus parviflorus L.
Trifoilum-type (cal fr)
Dryland herbs (weeds)
Aethusa cynapium L.
Agrostemma githago L.
Anagallis arvensis L.
Anthemis cotula L. b
Aphanes arvensis/microcarpa
Arenaria cf. serpyllifolia L.
Atriplex patula/hastata
Ballota nigra L.
Brassica sp.
Bromus mollis/secalinus (ch)
Capsella-type

1

1
1

1

2

+
+

+

+
3
+

+

3
1
24

4

1
2
2
2

3

1

+
+

+
1

3
4

1cf
1cf
3
1
1

7
1

12
1

1 (ch)

2
1+1(ch)

20
11

2

3
7

15
12

1 (ch)

2
1
35
1
7
1
1
12
8
1

1

5

3cf
7

2

6

17
2

119
6+1(ch)

9
18

4
9

14
13

4

1
1

1
11
4

9
3

13
2

1

2

2

fr
1

3

15

1
37

15
1

2
fr
1
25
3
11

1
6
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1
1
9
18
3
3

25
1
1

Feature

Pond 1 (10477)

Pond 2 (1303)

Layer

10476

1390

Cerastium sp.
Chenopodiaceae indet.
Chenopodium album L.
Chenopodium rubrum/glaucum
Cirsium/Carduus sp.
Conium maculatum L.
Coronopus squamatus (Forskal) Ascherson b
Fumaria cf. officinalis L.
Hyoscyamus niger L.
Lapsana communis L.
Malva sylvestris L.
Medicago-type c
Papaver argemone L.
Papaver sp.
Persicaria lapathifolia (L.) Gray
Persicaria sp.
Polygonum aviculare L.
Potentilla reptans L.
Reseda luteola L.
Rumex acetosella L.
Rumex sp.
Silene cf. latifolia Poiret
Solanum nigrum L.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill
Sonchus oleraceus L.
Sonchus sp.
Stellaria media (L.) Vill
Thlaspi arvense L.
Totilis japonica (Houtt) DC
Tripleurospermum inodorum (L.) Schultz-Bip
Urtica dioica L.
Urtica urens L.
Wetland/shallow water herbs
Carex spp.
Eleocharis palustris/uniglumis
Filipendula ulmaria (L.) Maxim
Juncus spp.
Rhinanthus minor L.
Aquatics
Alismataceae indet.
Lemna sp.
Ranunculus subg Batrachium

1(ch)
1
1
2
4

1423
5
6
1
2
fr
1
1

8
1
9

Ditch
(10481)

1451

1325

1397

1326

1355

16
1

3

3
2
1
5

1
1
153
4
1
110

10
18
102
9
28
2
fr
1

646
2

28
1
2
1
5

1

45

12

2

1

1
2

1

1
2

2
2

1
5
1 (ch)
2+2(ch)
4

5

186

20
3

9+14(d)

56
3

68+74(d)

2
13
11

15
12

21
15

9

21
16

21
6

5
5

1

29
1
1 (ch)
82
8
3
1

1
1
1
9

76

2

3

58
43

88
14

79
21

1
2
1

3
1

15

+
2

fr

21

6
2
40
6

16

2
45
6

+

63
6

129
19

39

2

3

3
1

+

+

+

1

105
6

1
1

1

2
1

Ferns
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn pi + ra
Indeterminate/unassigned to ecological group
Apiaceae indet.
8
Asteraceae indet.
1
Brassicaceae indet.
Caryophyllaceae indet.
Centaurea sp.
Euphrasia/Odontites
Galium sp.
Lamiaceae indet.
2
Polygonaceae indet.
6
Potentilla sp.
9
Primulaceae indet.
Solanum sp.

1
+

4
4

+

2

1

1
1

+
2
1

1
3

1
2
1
4
13

6
6
10
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3

2
7
10
2

1
4
7

1
6
12
1

2
7
27

1
15

fr

2

Feature

Pond 1 (10477)

Pond 2 (1303)

Layer

10476

1423

1390

Stellaria graminea/palustris
Valerianella sp.
Viola sp.
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Buds/budscales
Charcoal
Mosses
Thorns
Twigs
Sample wt (kg)
% sorted

4
14

4
2

4+1(ch)
+
+

8
+
+

+
f
f

+
+
1
100

1451

Ditch
(10481)
1325

22

22
+
+
+
+
+
4
100

1397

1326

2
1

2

fr
25
+
+

14

17

62

+

+
+

+

+
4
100

+
0.5
100

+
4
100

+
1
100

1355

7

+
1
50

Abbreviations as for Table 3.48.
Notes: a – intact cones of Picea were also present in samples 8240, 8243, 8244, 8245, and small find nos. 4523, 4526 and 4529; b – counts partly
estimated, based on fragments; d – very badly preserved; e – variably preserved but including T. spelta; f – bulk-sieved sample, small sub-sample sorted.
Invertebrate remains included rare ostracods, cladoceran ephippia (very abundant in middle fills of Pond 2 and ditch), beetles and fly puparia.
Molluscs were uncommon, but a few shells of Trichia hispida, Vallonia spp. and Lymnaea truncatula were noted. Additional samples scanned but not
examined in detail were 8228 (1390) and 8224 (1323).

Table 3.49 Plant macrofossils and remains from Ponds 1 and 2 and ditch 10481

Records of many of these species from other Roman
sites in Britain are summarised by Murphy and Scaife
(1991). It is notable that Well 2 (10728) in the western part
of the site, adjacent to Building 5 (Fig. 3.18) produced
remains of plants more often characteristic of kitchen
gardens or small domestic gardens, whereas both Ponds 1
and 2 (which lay to the east, close to Buildings 1 and 2)
included some species more commonly found in
‘landscape’ gardens.
It is not clear whether the Buxus leaves came from
clipped hedges or standard trees: almost all the leaves
came from the dried flot (sample 8095) and had
fragmented during drying, so that incomplete leaves could
either have been cut or fractured (Fig. 3.58d). Taxus is
represented only by a twig and no leaves were recognised.
However, remains of Picea (leaves, shots, wood, cones;
Fig. 3.58a–c; Pl. 3.11) clearly do relate to standard trees.
Evergreens, including conifers, both clipped and as
standards, are characteristic of Roman gardens in Italy, as
described by Pliny (Zeepvat 1991, 53), and they were used
in both formal and naturalistic plantings. It seems
reasonable to suggest that the use of spruce and yew in the
Godmanchester garden, replacing the bay and cypress of
the Mediterranean, was an adaptation of the classical style
to the British climate. Picea is not a native species and
must represent a Roman introduction. A radiocarbon date
of 90 cal BC to cal AD 220 (GU-5268, 1950±60BP, 95%
confidence) was obtained from one cone. The species is
widely distributed over much of northern and central
Europe and on mountains further south. When
re-introduced to Britain in the 17th century, spruce
appears to have come from Germany: Sir Thomas Hanmer
(1659) notes that ‘the finer sorts of firs wee call Spruce
Firrs, being brought from Prussia’ [sic].
The plant remains from Roman contexts therefore
suggest the presence of a kitchen garden, perhaps in the
vicinity of the wells, and a larger-scale garden including
evergreens and grassed areas (see above) around the
ponds. Whether the fig and grape macrofossils from Pond

Taxon

Common
name

Well 2 Ponds

Beta vulgaris
Buxus sempervirens
Calendula cf. officinalis a
Ficus carica
cf. Foeniculum vulgare b
Papaver somniferum
Picea abies
Taxus baccata
Vitis vinifera

Beet
Box
Marigold
Fig
Fennel?
Opium poppy
Spruce
Yew
Grape

+

10728 10476 1303
+
+
+
+
+
+

?c
+
+

+

Notes: a – Presumably in this context C. officinalis, but morphologically
indistinguishable from C. arvensis; b – Poorly preserved; c – Matches P.
somniferum morphologically, but very small seed

Table 3.50 Garden plant species

1 simply represent food refuse from imported dried fruits,
or local cultivation, remains uncertain. No wood of these
species was seen.
Wood
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
(Figs 3.59–3.61)
The retained wood comprises loose pieces of wood from
the fill of Pond 2. It consists of roundwood fragments,
rarely more than 100mm in length and recently broken,
with pieces of cut mature oak wood (Quercus sp).
Sketches of the latter are given in Fig. 3.59. They include
wedge-shaped pieces, wooden ‘blocks’ and one very thin
probably board fragment. The roundwood, in order of
abundance, (see Fig. 3.60) is of Quercus (oak), Corylus
(hazel), Prunus (sloe etc.), Alnus (alder), Salix/Populus
(willow/poplar), Fraxinus (ash), Picea (spruce) and Taxus
(yew).
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Figure 3.58 Macrofossils of Picea and Buxus from Pond 1, Period 4.1 (Sample 8095)

Plate 3.11 Spruce (Picea abies) cones from Pond 2 (Period 4.2)
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Figure 3.59 Worked wood recovered from Pond 2 (Period 4.2)

The mature oak wood pieces have the appearance of
woodworking debris, although some pieces might have
been artefact fragments. The alder and willow/poplar
stems could represent prunings from pond-side trees. The
Prunus stems probably include more than one species:
some have rays generally 4–6 cells wide and could be of
the P. spinosa/domestica/insititia group, but others are
only 2–3 seriate and are probably of the P. avium/cerasus
group (Schweingruber 1982, 135). The probable
significance of the spruce and yew stems has been
discussed in ‘Plant Macrofossils’ above.
Only Pond 2 (1303) produced significant amounts of
mature trunk or branch wood, which appear to consist
largely of wood-working waste, although some pieces
could represent fragmentary artefacts. All is of oak. The
roundwood from this pond is likely to represent waste
constructional wood, mixed with garden prunings.
Additional wooden material from the late Roman
wells associated with Building 5 included a worked
timber plank (with square sockets), that had been thrown
into the backfill of Well 1 (10706, SF 4530, Fig. 3.61). The
in-situ well timbers were scientifically dated and are
detailed by Hillam and Tyers below.

Figure 3.60 Roundwood stems from Pond 2 (in order of
abundance)

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 3.59)
SF4522.1
SF4527
SF4522.2
SF4528

Trapezoidal, flat, thin piece of mature wood. 62 x 36 x
2mm. Quercus. 1347, fill of Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.2
Cut piece of mature wood. 95 x 56 x 90mm. Quercus.
1336, fill of Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.2
Mature wood, trapezoidal cross-section. 35 x 25 x 60mm.
Quercus. 1347, fill of Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.2
Cut piece of mature wood, wedge cross-section. 35 x 25 x
70mm. Quercus. 1336, fill of Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.2

SF8243.26

Roundwood, transverse cut. 7mm diam. Picea. 1409, fill
of Pond 2, Area 77, Period 4.2

(Fig. 3.61)
SF 4530
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Short rectangular section of worked wood with square
sockets. c.580 x c.280 x c.30mm. 10706, fill of Well 1,
Area 77, Period 4.3

Figure 3.61 Wood associated with Well 1, Building 5 (Period 4.3)

Dendrochronology
by Jennifer Hillam (1993), updated by Cathy Tyers (2014)
(Figs 3.62–3.65)
Introduction and methods
Four late Roman wells (Period 4.3) revealed during the
excavations retained some of their timber lining, samples
from which were submitted for dendrochronological
analysis. Timbers from a fourth well were also examined.
Analysis was undertaken as detailed by Hillam (1993), in
accordance with the subsequently published guidelines
for dendrochonology (English Heritage 1998).
Results
Details of all samples submitted to the Sheffield
University Dendrochronology Laboratory are provided in
Table 3.51.

Well 1
This feature (10495, Fig. 3.19) produced a single row of
timbers held together at the corners by dovetail joints.
Each of the four timbers was sampled for analysis. The
four oak timbers from this well are all tangential planks
with cross-sectional dimensions of approximately 320 x
45mm. The samples contain 25–31 wide rings with some
sapwood remaining on three of them. None of them
proved suitable for dating purposes.
Well 2
A rectangular well (10400, Fig. 3.20) was lined on its four
sides by four rows of timbers. The bottom three layers
were held together by lap joints; the upper timbers were
unjointed. These produced sixteen samples for analysis
(Table 3.51). A further two samples (8158, 8143) were
taken from unattached timbers associated with the second
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Sample no

Context no Timber location

Total no of
rings

Sapwood
rings

Average ring
width (mm)
-

Conversion
type

Dimensions
(mm)

E
E
E
E

325x40
320x45
325x45
305x45

Comments

Well 1 (10495)
8133
10729
8134
10772
8135
10773
8136
10774

single row
single row
single row
single row

25
31
27
27

7
9
4

Well 2 (10400)
8137
10761
8138
10762
8139
10763

4th row, north
4th row, south
4th row, west

23
?
22

1
-

E
E
E

140x40
245x50
165x50

8140
8141
8142
8143

10764
10765
10766
10767

4th row, east
3rd row, north
3rd row, east
3rd row, unattached

25
14
33
7

2

E
E
E
E

180x50
335x55
330x55
120x25

8144
8156
8157
8158

10775
10776
10777
10778

3rd row, west
3rd row, south
2nd row, west
2nd row, unattached

35
32
36
28

15
7

E
E
E
E

325x55
325x50
285x50
145x35

8159*
8160
8161
8164*
8165*
8166*
8167

10779
10780
10781
10783
10786
10791
10792

2nd row, north
2nd row, east
2nd row, south
bottom row, west
bottom row, east
bottom row, north
bottom row, south

47
39
30
56
41
44
?

12
10
7
16
-

3.4

E
E
E
B
B
C
A

315x55
295x50
300x50
130x100
140x85
135x105
130x115

Well 3 (10466)
8145*
10756
8146*
10751
8147
10752
8148*
10753
8149*
10754
8150*
10755
8152
10768
8153
10769
8154
10770
8155
10771
8162
10757
8163*
10758

bottom row, east
upper row, south
upper row, east
upper row, north
upper row, west
bottom row, south
bottom row, corner strut
bottom row, corner strut
bottom row, corner strut
bottom row, corner strut
bottom row, north
bottom row, west

62
66
28
74
82
91
16
9
11
12
31
76

14
2
13
3
13

2.3
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.6
1.2

E
E
E
E
E
E
C
C
C
C
E
E

300x100
300x65
310x60
320x65
275x95
260x80
50x40
45x35
40x30
45x30
265x70
250x50

knotty
knotty
knotty
knotty

Well 5 (10698)
8191
10693
8192*
10696
8193*
10697
8194*
10901

?
?
?
?

28
84
69+
95

6
5
25

1.6
1.4
1.1

A
A
A
A

180x145
230x180
180x155
220x125

felled winter

1.8
2.3
2.2

knotty
timber
incomplete
knotty
wide rings
timber
incomplete?

bark edge
timber
incomplete
knotty

bark edge
knotty

woodworm holes

knotty

* indicates that the ring sequence was measured; conversion type A – round wood, B – halved, C – quartered, D – radial plank, E – tangential plank (see
English Heritage 1998)

Table 3.51 Details of the tree-ring samples from Roman contexts

and third rows respectively. There is a marked difference
between the oak timbers from the bottom row and those in
the top three rows. The latter are tangential planks
measuring 25–55mm in thickness, although 50–55mm is
most common (Table 3.51). Their widths vary from
around 300mm for the second row, 325mm for the third,
and 140– 245mm for the fourth row. The bottom layer of
timbers, by contrast, are squarer in shape with

cross-sectional dimensions of approximately 135 x
110mm. All the timbers were cut from fast-growing (and
therefore wide-ringed) oak trees, and many contained
knots. Sapwood is present on eight of the timbers. Only
one sample (8164) contained more than fifty rings. Its
rings were measured, as were those from the three samples
with more than forty rings, all of which had bark edge
(samples 8159, 8165, 8166). The ring patterns of 8164 and
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8166 crossmatched (t = 4.9) to give a site master sequence,
GM1, with fifty-six rings. This does not match any of the
other ring sequences from Godmanchester, nor is there
any correlation with an extensive range of dated reference
chronologies. It is unlikely that this short sequence from
Well 2 will ever be reliably dated. The unmatched
individual sequences from this well were also compared
with the same date reference chronologies but to no avail.
Well 3
This feature (10466, Fig. 3.21) produced twelve tree-ring
samples from its two rows of timbers. The four timbers in
each row were joined together at the corners by tenon
joints; those on the bottom row were also supported by
corner struts.
All the timbers are oak. The eight timbers lining the
four sides of the well are tangential planks measuring
250–320mm by 50–100mm in cross-section. The corner
struts are smaller timbers measuring approximately 50 x
30mm. The latter has 9–16 annual growth rings, making it
unsuitable for dating purposes. The larger timbers tend to
be knotty and relatively wide-ringed, but six have more
than fifty rings. Of the bottom row timbers, only 8162
with thirty-one rings was rejected; the others have 62–91
rings, and three retain some sapwood rings. In the upper
row, 8147 proved too knotty for accurate measurement,
but the remainder have 66–82 rings including one with
two rings of sapwood. When their ring sequences were
compared against each other, it became apparent that
some of the timbers appeared likely to have been derived
from the same tree. The ring patterns of two of the bottom
row timbers (8150, 8163) are very similar (Fig. 3.62,
Table 3.52), as are those from three of the upper row
timbers (8146, 8148, 8149) (Fig. 3.63, Table 3.52). The
individuals in these two groups were therefore combined
to produce a single series for each of the two trees
represented, GM2 (91 rings) and GM3 (83 rings)
respectively. The ring pattern from the bottom timber
(8145) was found to match GM3 (t = 7.7) and hence these
two sequences were combined to produce an 84-year site
master sequence (GM4).
GM2 and GM4 were compared with dated reference
chronologies from England and elsewhere in Europe
spanning the Roman period through to the modern period.
GM2 cross-matches consistently with a series of
chronologies, indicating that it spanned the period AD
225–315 (Table 3.53). GM4 cross matches consistently,
but less well than GM2, when it spanned AD 224–307.
This was also consistent with a possible, but weak, cross
match (t = 3.7) identified between GM2 and GM4. It
should be noted that there were relatively few
chronologies covering the late Roman period at the time of
the original analysis in 1991 and that, whilst these have
been added to subsequently, this period remains poorly
replicated with respect to sample density and
geographical coverage. However, no other consistent
cross matching has been identified for these site
sequences despite comparing them with the extensive
network of dated reference chronologies from mainland
Britain and elsewhere in Europe spanning the last two
millennia, and earlier, available in 2014.
None of the dated timbers from this well has bark edge
but four of them retain sapwood (Fig. 3.65). The dates of
their heartwood–sapwood transitions vary between AD
294 and AD 305. If the individual component timbers of

Filenames

G8146

G8148

G8149

G8150

G8163

G8194

G8145
G8146
G8148
G8149
G8150
G8163

7.2

9.6
10.2

6.8
18. 6
10.1

3.8

3.5
13.0

4.5
-

– indicates t values less than 3.0

Table 3.52 t value matrix for dated sequences from Well 3
(10466) and Well 5 (10698)

GM2 and GM4 are considered separately, felling date
ranges of AD 316–355 and AD 315–348 respectively are
obtained. However, if it is assumed that all six timbers are
coeval then a single felling date range for the timbers from
Well 3 (10466) of AD 316–348 is obtained.
Well 5
Another well (10698; located in the vicinity of Area 77 but
not planned) was uncovered during gravel quarrying
operations and not formally excavated or recorded. The
timbers were not in situ but had been left as a discrete pile
by the quarry excavator. Four timbers were sampled for
analysis. The four oak timbers from this feature differ
from most of those described above in that they show
fewer signs of working and tend to come from almost
complete tree trunks (Table 3.51). Cross-sectional
dimensions are 180–230mm by 125–180mm. Timber
8191 is the most complete trunk. It has twenty-eight rings,
six of which are sapwood, and was felled in winter. The
remainder had been trimmed on at least two sides. They
contain 69–95 measurable rings. Complete sapwood is
preserved on two sides of timber 8194, although the outer
few rings were too narrow for accurate measurement. The
measured ring sequence had ninety-five rings, and a
further five complete and one incomplete outer rings were
counted, indicating that the parent tree was felled in its
101st year.
Timbers 8192 and 8193 both contain knots but it is
apparent that the two ring patterns are very similar,
producing a t value of 10.0, suggesting that they were
derived from the same tree (Fig. 3.64). Their ring width
data were therefore combined to produce a single tree
sequence of 93 years (GM5). This does not match timber
8194, nor any of the other Godmanchester sequences.
Comparison with dated reference chronologies was also
unsuccessful and GM5 remains undated.
The 95-year sequence of timber 8194 was compared
with the dated reference chronologies. It cross-matched
consistently but relatively weakly when it spanned the
period AD 209–303 (Table 3.53), but again this was also
consistent with a possible match (t = 3.9) with GM2.
This well is represented by a single dated timber, 8194.
The last measured ring dates to AD 303 but, allowing for
the unmeasured rings to the bark edge (five complete, one
incomplete), a precise felling date of summer AD 309 is
obtained (Fig. 3.65). This suggests that the timber-lining
from Well 5 pre-dates the timber-lining from Well 3
(10466), although this is based on the assumption that
none of the dated timbers were re-used.
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Figure 3.62 Well 3: diagram showing the similarity between the ring sequences derived from Samples 8150 (red) and
8163 (blue) which are thought to represent timbers derived from the same tree

Figure 3.63 Well 3: diagram showing the similarity between the ring sequences derived from Samples 8146 (red),
8148 (blue) and 8149 (green) which are thought to represent timbers derived from the same tree

Figure 3.64 Well 5: diagram showing the similarity between the ring sequences derived from Samples 8192 (red) and
8193 (blue) which are thought represent timbers derived from the same tree

Reference chronology

Cottons Wharf, London (Tyers pers. comm.)
Billingsgate Bath, London (Morgan pers. comm.)
Eastgate, Gloucester (Morgan pers. comm.)
Tower of London (Hillam 1982)
1 Poultry, London (Tyers 2000)
St Peters Hill, London (Hillam 1992)
Sunlight Wharf, London (Hillam 1992)
Belfast long chronology (Brown et al. 1986)
Netherlands eastern (Jansma 1995)

Date span

t values

AD 205-353
AD 245-386
AD 206-290
AD 154-328
307 BC-AD 290
AD 191-294
AD 225-293
5289 BC-AD 1983
AD 190-395

t values with dated reference chronologies; - indicates t values less than 3.0

Table 3.53 Dating the Rectory Farm timbers
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GM2
(AD 225–315)

GM4
(AD 224–307)

8194
(AD 209–303)

GODMAN
(AD 209–315)

5.1
4.5
6.1
5.4
3.0
5.0
3.2

3.2
3.5
3.8
4.8
6.1
4.8

3.7
3.1
4.1
4.5
3.1

4.4
5.9
5.3
4.3
4.2
5.4
3.7
5.0
4.8

Figure 3.65 Bar diagram showing the relative positions of the dated samples and their individual interpreted felling
dates

Discussion
On the basis of the above results, the data from GM2,
GM4, and 8194 were combined to produce the 107-ring
site master sequence, which dates to AD 209–315 (Table
3.53). However, two points should be noted: first, the level
of correlation between the three data sets is relatively low;
and second that the component sequences show greater
similarities with different reference chronologies. This
may indicate that the timbers came from different sources
but with the paucity of relevant reference data it is not
possible to confirm or refute this possibility and this
remains the case over twenty years after the original
analysis. This site chronology was one of the first English
chronologies to extend forward into the 4th century AD
and it is still (in 2014) one of only a small number of such
site chronologies. A gap between the late Roman site
chronologies and the Early Anglo-Saxon site
chronologies in England still exists. This gap in the
tree-ring record is not apparent in Ireland or Scotland (i.e.
outside the sphere of Roman influence), suggesting that it
somehow relates to the withdrawal of the Roman Army
(Tyers et al. 1994).
The Godmanchester timbers are derived from young,
relatively small trees and also tend to be knotty. These
characteristics appear representative of timber
assemblages thought on other archaeological evidence to
date to the late 3rd/early 4th century and certainly reflect
the few other timber assemblages that have been
successfully dated to this period dendrochronologically

(e.g. Hillam 1992). This contrasts with, for example, the
huge 1st- to 2nd-century AD timbers excavated in London
(e.g. Hillam 1986; Tyers 2000; Tyers 2001) and those
found associated with Roman Carlisle (e.g. Groves 1990;
Darrah 2009; Tyers and Tyers 2009). It may be that early
Roman demands on surrounding woodland had depleted
it of larger trees over an extensive area so that by the late
3rd century AD timber may have had to be brought from
further away, perhaps leading to the selection of smaller
trees, or that newly regenerating woodland on previously
cleared areas was being exploited.
Conclusion
Analysis of the forty-three samples from Godmanchester
was disappointing in that the majority were unsuitable for
dating purposes. It was, however, worth examining the
samples in detail in view of the rarity of timber
assemblages from the late Roman period in England.
Seven timbers in all were actually dated. Six timbers from
Well 3 suggest a felling date range of AD 316–348, whilst
8194 from Well 5 was felled in the late spring/summer of
AD 309. The tree-ring evidence therefore suggests that
the lining of Well 3 was constructed after that of Well 5.
Although the Godmanchester timbers were from young
trees and therefore produced short ring sequences, the
study has provided a new reference chronology for the
period AD 209–315 which will no doubt prove useful for
future analyses of material from the late Roman period.
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Palynology
by Patricia Wiltshire (1990s)
(Figs. 3.66–3.68)
Introduction
Samples taken for pollen analysis include monoliths of
sediments from ponds and individual samples taken in
stratigraphic sequence from wells. Wherever possible, the
pollen assessment mirrored that of the macrofossil
analysis so that some comparison might be made in an
attempt to separate strictly local from extra-local and
regional components of the vegetation. The methodology
used is described in Chapter 2.V.
Ponds
Pond 1 (sample 8246)
Results are shown on Table 3.54. Pollen was sparse and in
a relatively poor state of preservation. Table 3.54 shows
that both microscopic charcoal and iron pyrite spherules
were found, as well as the floating aquatic plant Lemna
(duckweed). No tree pollen was found and this
emphasises the very open nature of the site during the life
of the feature. This pond predated Pond 2, suggesting that
there were even fewer trees in the landscape at this time
than later. Certainly, alder was consistently present in the
early deposits of Pond 2. The pollen assemblage is
dominated by taxa characteristic of weedy grassland and
waste ground although the presence of Filipendula
(meadow sweet) indicates damp soils and possibly a tall
herb community locally. The presence of cereal-type
pollen suggests cereal growing and/or processing locally,
or even the dumping of cereal waste into the pond.
Pond 2 (1303, sample 8206)
Results are shown in Table 3.54. Figures 3.66 and 3.67
show the relative positions of the various monoliths
collected for analysis and the lithology of Monolith 1
(sample 8206). In view of the fact that cones, leaves and
twigs of Picea (spruce) had been found in the basal
sediments of this feature (Murphy, above), it was decided
that sampling should concentrate on the lower layers of
sediments. All samples contained sparse pollen although
concentration was sufficiently high to allow quantitative
analysis should it be deemed necessary. Preservation was
also moderately good. Three major lithological layers
were sampled: one from the basal orange gravel, three
from the overlying orange sandy clay, and four from the
grey/brown clay/muds above.
Microscopic charcoal was found in every sample and
iron pyrites spherules were also abundant throughout. The
latter indicate that the sediments were perennially
anaerobic; it is probable standing water was always
present and the pond was not subjected to periodic drying.
Furthermore, irrespective of the organic content of each
sedimentary layer, there must have been a sufficient
amount of organic material for fermentation, and
microbial sulphate and iron reduction (Wiltshire et al.
1994). This means that, throughout the history of the
feature, the basal sediments were sulphidic and smelly,
and inhibitory to the activity of burrowing invertebrates.
An egg of Ascaris was found at 81cm and one of
Trichuris at 71cm. As a result of the host range of these
parasites, great care should be taken in interpreting their
presence, but it is tempting to suggest that cess material

Figure 3.66 Pollen: Pond 2, position of monoliths

might have been dumped into the pond, or that animals
had access to the water. On the other hand, the eggs could
have been derived from offal or carcasses.
The pollen spectra indicate that the landscape was a
very open one although there were certainly trees growing
in the area. The most frequent, especially in the early
history of the pond, was Alnus (alder) but Quercus (oak)
was also present. The Pteridium (bracken) found in these
deposits might have been derived from the understorey of
a stand of oak somewhere in the catchment. A single grain
of Sambucus (elder) was found in the basal gravel and this
shrub must have been growing fairly close to the pond
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Sample Depth (cm)

Pond 1 (8246)

Pond 2 (1303)

Bulk

53

Trees/Shrubs/Climbers
Alnus
Coryloid
Fraxinus
Quercus
Sambucus

61

67

+
+

Obligate aquatics
Lemna
Other
Iron Pyrite Spherules
Microscopic Charcoal
Ascaris
Tricuris

75

79

81

83

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

Spore formers
Pteridium
Herbs
Alchemilla type
Anthemis
Aster type
Capsella type
Caryophyllaceae
Centaurea nigra type
Cereal type
Chenopodiaceae
Cirsium
Cyperaceae
Filipendula
Galium type
Gramineae
Lactuceae
Leguminosae undiff
Lotus type
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Polygonum aviculare
Potentilla type
Ranunculus type
Rumex undiff.
Sanguisorba minor
Sinapis type
Trifolium type
Umbelliferae
Urtica type

71

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+ Pollen sparse but countable

Table 3.54 Pollen from Roman ponds (Ponds 1 and 2)

since it is insect-pollinated and its pollen does not travel
far. Single grains of Fraxinus (ash) and Coryloid
(probably Corylus – hazel) were also recorded and this
could mean that there were just isolated individual trees
growing some distance away.
No pollen of Picea (spruce) was found in this
assessment although abundant macrofossil remains of the
tree have been described by Murphy (above).
Many of the taxa in Table 3.54 are ruderals with a wide
ecological range, and it is difficult to specify local habitats

precisely, but the assemblage indicates that the area
surrounding the site was probably dominated by weedy
pasture. This is shown by the large number of weed taxa
and the high frequency of Gramineae (grasses), Lactuceae
(e.g. dandelion) and Plantago lanceolata (ribwort
plantain).
From this limited analysis it would seem that the pond
was remarkably free of floating aquatic plants or, indeed,
emergent vegetation around its edges. However, plants
such as Cyperaceae (sedges), Ranunculus type (e.g.
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Figure 3.67 Pollen: Pond 2, lithology

Figure 3.68 Pollen: Well 2, lithology

buttercup), Rumex spp. (docks) and Umbelliferae (e.g.
angelica) were probably exploiting the damp, trampled
margins along with Plantago major (rat-tail plantain) and
Polygonum aviculare (knotgrass). Certainly rat-tail
plantain and knotgrass are characteristic of compacted,
trampled and damp waste ground. However, both plants
are often indicators of cracked paving and heaps of bricks
and mortar, and they grow well in dumped masonry
(Grime et al. 1988); it is interesting that they were
frequent in the early history of the pond. They were
probably growing around its edges, but may also have
been exploiting demolition material.
Many of the pollen taxa may be interpreted as
indicating disturbed and possibly eutrophicated soils e.g.
Urtica type (e.g. stinging nettle) and Potentilla type (e.g.
Potentilla anserina – silverweed) whilst acid habitats are
indicated by bracken.
The consistent find of cereal type pollen indicates that
cereal growing and/or processing was being carried out in
the very near vicinity, and many of the weeds in Table 3.54
are commonly found in arable fields as well as on waste
ground and in grassland. Unless the cereal pollen had been
derived from cereal waste dumped into the pond, it may be
assumed that corn fields or processing floors were quite
close to the feature.
It is interesting that the pollen assemblage contains
taxa which are generally thought (a) to favour neutral or
higher soil pH and (b) are often found in species-rich
grassland such as Sanguisorba minor (salad burnet),
Lotus type (e.g. bird’s foot trefoil), Alchemilla type (e.g.
Aphanes arvensis – parsley piert). Furthermore, Murphy

(above) found Linum cartharticum (purging flax) and
Prunella vulgaris (self-heal). Today both are commonly
found in neutral to alkaline species-rich, undisturbed, but
heavily grazed, grassland (Grime et al. 1988).
Godmanchester lies on river gravels (Hodge and Seale
1983) and therefore, considering the acidic nature of the
subsoil at Godmanchester, the presence of calcicolous
plants is surprising. However, the site’s soils might have
been neutralised and enriched by the intensive activity of
people and their stock animals to the extent that microsites
suitable for these plants were created; and both are
certainly found in building rubble (cf. knotgrass and
rat-tail plantain above). On the other hand, these plant
remains might have been derived from herbivore dung.
Although Godmanchester itself has acidic subsoil, it is
surrounded by calcareous clays and loams, derived from
Jurassic and Cretaceous strata (Hodge and Seale 1983),
making it is quite feasible that animals were grazed on
calcareous grassland a little distance away. Their dung
may then have found its way into the pond after they were
driven to the site. In view of the intensive comminution
and fermentation of plant material in the ruminant’s
digestive process it is possible that at least some of the
dung would have come from horses rather than cattle. The
state of preservation of both seeds and pollen would
suggest that, if they had indeed been derived from dung,
they had been subjected to a less efficient digestive system
than that of the ruminant.
It must be stressed very strongly that these
interpretations are highly conjectural and experimental
evidence of the relative effects of herbivore digestion on
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plant material is necessary before firm conclusions are
made. Indeed, another possibility is that hay was being
collected from calcareous grassland and being brought to
Godmanchester for stalled animals; the hay itself could
have been dumped into the pond.
Wells
Well 2
The results of the pollen obtained from fills of this well
(10400) are shown in Table 3.55 and a diagram of the
lithology appears in Figure 3.68. Pollen was only
moderately abundant in the upper fills (from 0–12cm from
the datum line) and below those depths, pollen frequency
was too low to allow quantitative analysis. However,
pollen preservation was moderate to good in the upper
layers. Microscopic charcoal was found in every sample.
The sequential sampling throughout the deposits does
not reveal any convincing changes in pollen assemblage
with depth. However, if a standard 1.0g aliquot had been
taken from an homogenised bulk sample, it is conceivable
that a large number of taxa would have been missed. It is
immediately obvious from Table 3.55 that during the
period of sediment deposition in the feature, there were
trees within the catchment area. Oak was obviously the
most frequent tree but alder, birch, and elm were also
growing in the hinterland. The presence of Rosaceae
undiff. (e.g. Rosa – rose or Crataegus hawthorn), Rubus
(blackberry) and Salix (willow) indicate scrub growing
very close to the well.
It is exciting to have found (possible) Picea (spruce) in
four samples. If, indeed, the grains are of spruce, it might
indicate that the tree was actually growing at
Godmanchester rather than simply having been imported.
It also indicates that the upper well sediments are probably
contemporaneous with the basal fills of Pond 2 in view of
the discovery of spruce cones in the latter (Murphy,
above).
The pollen assemblage suggests the range of local
habitats are as described for Well 3 (10466), below. The
immediate landscape was certainly dominated by weedy,
grazed grassland and waste ground. The consistent
presence of Filicales spores might suggest that ferns were
growing on the sides of the well itself, or possibly even on
local walls. Acid heath is indicated by a single grain of
Calluna (ling/heather) and, considering the nature of the
Godmanchester subsoil, it is not surprising that local areas
might have supported heathers. The presence of the
calcicolous salad burnet might suggest contamination of
the well with animal dung or hay gathered away from the
site (see discussion of Pond 2). It is unlikely that the pollen
of this small insect-pollinated plant arrived in the
sediment from the pollen rain and it is far more likely to
have derived from dumped material.
Well 3
Results from the fills of this well (10466) are shown in
Table 3.55. The sample depths represent the depth below
the base of the upper sandy layer. Pollen abundance was
moderate to sparse and preservation was rather poor.
Microscopic charcoal was found in all the samples and a
Trichuris egg was found at 8cm. Only a single grain of oak
was found at 8cm and no other tree pollen was observed.
This indicates an exceedingly open terrain for some
considerable distance around the site.

The pollen assemblage is dominated by taxa
characteristic of a number of habitats including: (a)
weedy, grazed grassland, (b) damp, trampled soils, (c)
drier, disturbed waste ground, and (d) damp, tall herb
communities.
The frequent find of bracken and the lack of tree pollen
suggests that this fern was probably infesting local acid
pastures rather than being a component of a woodland
understorey. It is interesting that Murphy (above) found
bracken macrofossils in the well deposits and this must
indicate dumping of plant material in the well. Murphy
also found remains of woody taxa such as Corylus (hazel),
Rosa (rose), Rubus (e.g. blackberry) and Sambucus
(elder) whilst no pollen of these plants were found.
Certainly, there is no indication that anemophilous hazel
was growing anywhere near the site, whereas the
insect-pollinated shrubs could have been close by but not
near enough for their pollen to be recorded. The cereal
pollen could have been derived from the dumped cereal
material recorded by Murphy. The macrofossil evidence
suggests that the well was used for discarding waste plant
material and, in view of the presence of the trichurid egg in
the uppermost sample, it is possible that cess or dung was
also deposited in the feature. However, it is unfortunate
that macrofossil analysis necessitates such large volumes
of sediment. If finer sampling had been feasible, it might
have proved possible to determine whether dumping was
confined to the upper fills of the well.
The pollen assemblages of both Wells 2 and 3 suggest
very open conditions on the site, but more woody taxa
were recorded from the former. This confirms other
evidence (including pottery) to suggest that they were
functional at slightly different times.
Radiocarbon dating
by Alex Bayliss, Christopher Bronk Ramsey and Gordon
Cook (updated 2013)
The results of analysis of samples from Roman deposits
are detailed in Table 3.56. The Roman burial (AA-9568)
cut into the mound of the prehistoric ring ditch, suggesting
that this was still visible as an earthwork at this time.
Sample GU-5268 confirms that the waterlogged spruce
cones from Pond 2 were Roman in date.

V. The Roman villa farm
by Christine Howard-Davis and Alice Lyons
As in the preceding chapter, this section focuses on the
material evidence for the Roman period, with wider
discussion appearing in Chapter 6.V.
Period 4.1: Villa, Phase 1 (late 1st to 2nd century AD)
The buildings
This period saw the foundation of the villa farmstead at
Rectory Farm, although hints of earlier settlement were
apparent, both here and at the adjacent Cow Lane site
(Haigh 1984 and see above). The initial buildings
(Building 1 and Building A) lay within a field system of
long narrow paddocks, bounded by trackways to the south
and east (Field System 3 and its trackway, Road 1). A large
pond lay close to the buildings and presumably provided
water for crops and livestock (Pond 1). Outside the farm’s
core, a small granary lay isolated in a field (Granary 1).
This settlement probably endured for several generations
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Well 2 (10400)
Depth (cm)
Lithology
Fill of well
Water surface
Below water surface
Trees/Shrubs
Alnus
Betula
Coryloid
Picea?
Quercus
Rosaceae undiff
Rubus
Salix
Ulmus
Dwarf Shrub
Calluna
Herbs
Anthemis type
Artemisia
Aster type
Caryophyllaceae
Centaurea nigra type
Cereal
Chenopodiaceae
Cirsium
Cruciferae undiff
Cyperaceae
Filipendula
Galium type
Gramineae
Hypericum perforatum type
Lactuceae
Leguminosae undiff
Lotus type
Malva
Papaver
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Polygonum aviculare
Ranunculus type
Rhinanthus type
Rumex
Sanquisorba minor
Sinapis type
Stachys type
Succisa
Trifolium type
Umbelliferae
Urtica type
Spore formers
Filicales
Ophioglossum
Pteridium
Trichuris
Charcoal

Well 3 (10466)

0

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

32

36

38

+

+

8

12

16

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+

+
+

Table 3.55 Pollen from Wells 2 and 3
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+
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+

+
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+

+

Laboratory No.

Reference No.

Sample type

Radiocarbon Age
(BP)

d C (‰)

Calibrated date range (95%
confidence)

GU-5268

432-8244

1950±60

-23.8

cal BC 90–220 cal AD

AA-9568

432-8503

Picea abies cones from infilling of
Pond 2
human bone from a burial cut into the
mound of the ring ditch

1865±55

-20.8

20–320 cal AD

13

Table 3.56 Radiocarbon results and stable isotopic values from Roman deposits

and was contemporary with the various cemeteries
described in Chapter 4. There is little environmental
evidence to provide an impression of the appearance of the
area at this time. Pollen from Pond 1 indicates the
presence of weedy grassland and waste ground, along
with evidence for cereal being grown or being processed
locally: this presumably reflects the mixed agricultural
use implied by the field systems that developed at this
time.
Finds and environmental evidence
Few domestic items were associated with this phase of
settlement activity. A single enamelled and gilded plate
brooch was found unstratified but, in view of its likely
2nd-century date, was probably linked to this period. In
addition, amongst the scraps of copper alloy objects from
Pond 1 is a spiral ring, possibly a finger ring with
snake-head terminals, falling into the group often referred
to as trinket rings and regarded as having little monetary
worth. Nails from the same pond hint at discarded wooden
objects or scrap building timber in the pond or in later fills,
although the dozen nails recovered do not seem to imply
any large scale dumping. Pond 1 also produced a
significant assemblage of pottery, which, it can be
assumed was thrown directly into it. These vessels show
the relatively narrow range of fabrics, which was to persist
throughout the life of the site. Most of the utilitarian
storage and cooking vessels are in Sandy gritty wares and
Shell-tempered wares, all probably locally made, and
which, incidentally, seem to have also been regarded as
appropriate for cremation burials (see Chapter 4). There
is, however, an appreciable element of finewares, all
probably tablewares, with a funnel-neck beaker in Nene
Valley colour-coated ware 1, alongside dishes and a
Castor box (possibly a casserole-type cooking dish) in
Nene Valley colour-coated ware 2. In addition, there is an
unusually high (for the site) representation of samian
ware. This again includes dishes/platters and drinking
cups (Dr 33), but also includes several samian ware
mortaria (Dr 45). Typical of the later 2nd to early 3rd
century, the assemblage was probably dumped from
elsewhere, being yet another hint that a high status
establishment must have stood nearby, and when
demolished, its debris was dumped into the pond. The
same pond produced a very small amount of painted wall
plaster from its fills, along with evidence for the use of
opus signinum and a few tesserae, again all hinting at the
disposal of demolition debris, cleared from elsewhere.
The amounts of debris at this date, however, are so small
as to make it unlikely that this was systematic dumping.
As might be expected, there was a small amount of
fragmentary and moderately abraded pottery from other
features associated with this period, principally the
ditches and trackways of Field System 3. Presumably this
material reflects the pottery in use at this time, and was

deposited in the course of agricultural activity. Although
in small amounts, the range of fabrics evident within the
group is essentially the same as that seen in the fill of Pond
1.
Period 4.2: Villa, Phase 2 (3rd century AD)
The buildings and their surroundings
The 3rd century saw the floruit of activity on the site, with
a range of large, primarily agricultural buildings erected.
Most of these buildings surrounded a courtyard and
comprised a new stone-built dwelling (Building 2), three
buildings evidently associated with crop processing and
storage (the secondary phase of Building 1 and Buildings
3 and 4) and a substantial granary (Granary 2). One of the
structures (Building 3) contained numerous ovens which
were almost certainly multi-functional, being used to dry
both crops and malt for brewing. The complex was
delimited by ditches on the west and north sides, a
trackway to the east (Road 2) and a new metalled road to
the south (Road 3). Immediately to the east of the
trackway that ran along the eastern side of the buildings
(Road 2) were at least seven large quarry/rubbish pits
(Quarry 2).
Many of the building-related finds from Period 4.2
(including architectural stonework, wall plaster, tile and
brick) reflect the presence of typically high status living.
Often fragmentary and abraded, none of these items were,
however, found in their original positions, having been
dumped into nearby open features (for instance Pond 2),
or having been incorporated in the fills of pits or
post-holes. The items provide tantalising hints of the
appearance and structure of the principal villa buildings,
although some of the particularly monumental
architectural stonework may have been robbed from
nearby Durovigutum. A substantial column capital came
from the fill of the construction cut for Well 2 (Period 4.3),
although its presence amongst other masonry and rubble
seems to imply that its origins lay in the preceding period
or even earlier. The column is lathe-turned, perhaps
indicating specialist manufacture, and would have topped
a column some 2m high, comprising one element of a
formal porch or portico associated with a building of some
pretension. A pilaster capital found in the fill of Pond 2
(1303) is somewhat different and would appear to have
flanked a niche, perhaps containing a draped figure. The
most likely origin of the piece is from either a tombstone
or a religious group, perhaps suggesting an association
with the site’s main cemetery (detailed in Chapter 4; see
further discussion in Chapter 6.V). The investment in such
substantial monuments would be equal to or more than
commensurate with the status and level of wealth implied
by a villa complex. The stone of both of these architectural
fragments has been identified as coming from the
Lincolnshire limestone formation, a raw material
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extensively used in the Roman period (and later) for
building. The nearest source, very similar to the material
from Godmanchester, is found at Wansford, near
Peterborough, some 29km to the north-west of the site,
and it is quite likely that either the stone for building, or a
ready-made turned capital, would have been brought from
there. A small fragment of a white marble architectural
veneer, also found in the pond, comes from much further
afield, and probably derived from Marquise, near
Boulogne. This item provides clear evidence of the extent
of long-distance trade during the Roman period. Such
luxury goods were presumably somewhat costly, and their
use a clear indicator of the social aspirations and wealth of
the villa’s owners (Isserlin 1998, 142).
Building 3 produced a small amount of painted plaster,
reflecting its interior décor. Several fragments have
clearly been ‘pecked’ meaning that their surfaces had been
prepared for renewal on at least one occasion. Most were
painted with simple geometric designs in various shades
of red and yellow ochre, occasionally delineated with
black lines, but on one, a mid pink ground has a splashed
design which might identify it as coming from the lower
part of a decorative scheme for a wall. One fragment (from
post-hole 10298), might come from the moulding
surrounding a window or door, or possibly a quartermoulded junction of a kind found, typically, between wall
and floor. A single fragment from another post-hole
(10309), painted maroon with white stripes, has been
associated with other plaster from a ceiling in Period 4.3
Building 5 (10797), which again reinforces the extent of
disturbance seen in the Roman levels, as does the presence
of fragments with a green ground and yellow strip, found
in pit 10073 (Pit Group 4), which are probably from the
same room as fragments found in Pond 1 (Period 4.1).
Presumably, some of the buildings investigated
(including the granary and barn) were simpler in style and
internal appearance, perhaps being timber-framed and
rendered. Ceramic building materials from the site
included sufficient roof tiles (imbrices, tegulae, and
simple antefixes), to suggest that they probably had tile
roofs. There were also bricks of various kinds and sizes,
which had a number of architectural uses. A few ceramic
and stone tesserae from Building 3 hint at tessellated
floors, perhaps in a chequer-board design, but it is
possible that these derive from the putative earlier
structure.
In addition to the buildings ranged around the villa
farm courtyard there is significant evidence for a garden,
which is fully discussed in Chapter 6.V. The wellpreserved environmental evidence from Ponds 1 and 2
indicates a nearby landscaped area planted with trees
(including spruce, yew, oak, ash and elder), grasses and a
range of plants that would have formed a garden in the
Roman style, adapted for the local climate. While its
precise location is unknown, the garden may have flanked
an entrance route leading northwards from the metalled
road (Road 3) with the cemetery enclosure lying to its
west.
Fields and enclosures
The surrounding fields (Field System 3) were sub-divided
to create smaller stock enclosures and paddocks, perhaps
resulting from a change in land use from a primarily arable
landscape to one specialising in cattle and horse
production (Field System 4). Forming part of the new field

system, Enclosure 3 appears to have been of a type typical
in this area in the late Iron Age and Roman periods.
Similar enclosures have been found at Haddon V,
Willingham (cropmark only), Werrington (Mackreth
1988), and Colne Fen, Earith (all illustrated in Evans and
Hodder 2006b, 97–279, fig. 6.27). Although no internal
structures, such as houses, granaries, burials or kilns,
survived within the Rectory Farm example it was clearly
sub-divided into approximately 20 x 20m co-axial
divisions, with smaller linear sub-divisions along one side
(which it is tempting to interpret as livestock field
shelters): if this settlement did specialise in breeding
horses, it is possible that this enclosure was specifically
designed for their management. Although the presence of
an articulated horse skeleton in the ditch adjacent to the
enclosure’s entrance way is perhaps suggestive of ritual, it
may also be connected to the purpose of the enclosure.
The circular enclosure recorded in cropmarks to the east
of the villa (Haigh 1984) is perhaps of significance here:
while its date and interpretation remain uncertain, given
the significance of horses at the Rectory Farm villa it is
interesting to note its similar size to the 1st-century gyrus
(horse training ring) found at Lunt Fort near Coventry (the
only known example in Roman Britain; Lunt Roman Fort
2016), albeit that it lacks the distinctive entrance funnel
and gate.
Finds and environmental evidence
The majority of the more personal finds from the site
appear to originate from the rather prosaic farm buildings
associated with the villa, and the substantial level of
disturbance seen in the archaeological deposits at all
dates, has resulted in many of the Roman objects being
recovered from cleaning contexts, subsoils, topsoils, or
found unstratified. Indeed, whatever the status of the
buildings investigated, the overall lack of contemporary
finds might imply that the villa complex was not only kept
relatively clean and tidy, but also that it was thoroughly
cleared out on or shortly after its final abandonment,
although this is highly speculative and other mechanisms
could account for the lack, such as subsequent disturbance
by agriculture.
There is very little amongst the group to shed light on
the physical appearance of the villa’s occupants. Two
typically Roman finger rings were found, one from a posthole in Building 3, the other from an Early Anglo-Saxon
inhumation burial, although it is most likely that, by the
time it found its way into the burial, it was either simply in
the disturbed soils of the grave backfill, or had been a
found or curated item, meaning something to the occupant
of the grave that was not necessarily closely connected
with its origin. A third ring of 3rd-century form, was
found in topsoil cleaning layer 10100, but, again, seems
most likely to have been worn during the life of the villa. A
further ring, with an intaglio, was recovered from Frend’s
excavations (see Fig. 3.4). A small fragment of a bangle
was found unstratified. Bangles reached their peak
popularity during the 3rd and 4th centuries, and it might
more reliably be associated with Period 4.3, but this is
open to debate. During this period of popularity, bangles
seem to have been an exclusively feminine accessory, but
it must be borne in mind that simple bangles are often,
today, worn by men as well, and have little gender-specific
connotation.
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Relatively undiagnostic bone pin fragments from
features associated with Buildings 3 and 4 could be
hairpins, and would, again suggest the wearing of simple,
inexpensive, and largely practical items of personal
adornment by the females of the household. Neither the
rings nor the bangle could be regarded as ever having been
valuable in monetary terms, and they seem most likely to
have been the sort of personal adornment that would have
been worn by the less elevated members of the household.
Similarly, the single, shattered jet bead from a post-hole
(10281) in Building 3 cannot be taken to indicate anything
more than a casual loss, perhaps a single bead lost or
damaged when a string of beads was broken in the course
of day to day activity. There is little else to indicate
typically feminine concerns, but a well-preserved spoonprobe came from the ditch of Enclosure 3 (1169), where it
was presumably deposited in household rubbish. These
are normally regarded as being used for extracting
cosmetics from small-necked jars or vials, but could
equally have been used for anything required only in small
amounts, for instance medicinal substances.
Evidence of other items of clothing is confined to
hobnails from nailed shoes, worn by men and women
alike, all of which were associated with features in
Building 3, mainly a cobbled surface (10397), where odd
hobnails might well have been lost in day-to-day activity.
There was, in addition, a needle from the fill of the
foundation trench (10484) for one of the walls of the villa,
which can be associated again with textile maintenance. A
bone needle from a post-hole within Building 2 is
presumably associated with the maintenance of textiles,
and others were found in Period 4.2 contexts and
unstratified. If correctly identified as a spindle whorl, the
large biconical bead from Gully Group 1 is also associated
with textile, or at least yarn, production at a domestic
level, assuming that the Roman housewife, like her later
counterparts, would have spent a considerable part of her
day spinning woollen or linen thread, often as an adjunct
to other activities.
Deposits assigned to the 3rd-century phase produced
over 60% of the pottery from the site, and as a result
pottery has contributed considerably to an illustration of
day-to-day activity within the buildings. As a direct result
of its provenance, mainly pits, wells, and other small cut
features around the buildings, rather than enclosure
ditches, it is argued that it can be linked more directly with
contemporary activity around the buildings than is often
the case on rural sites. The assemblage is notable for its
extremely utilitarian nature, which might be regarded as
typical of a rural setting, with samian and other imported
finewares such as Nene Valley colour-coated wares only
present in small amounts and a very heavy reliance on
locally-produced vessels. If reports of a kiln (destroyed
some time ago) are correct, some of the latter may have
been produced on the subject site. Similar very local
production is also postulated for some of the ceramic
building materials from the site, raising the likelihood
that, in terms of these objects, the settlement could have
been largely self-sufficient, with only more exotic items,
such as samian ware drinking cups and plate/dishes,
bought in, almost on an individual basis. The narrow
range of samian vessel forms, almost none of them
decorated, and the heavy wear seen on many of them
might suggest that these, originally quite expensive, items
were personal possessions, carefully cared for and used

until they were effectively unserviceable. This obviously
has implications for the social status of their owners.
When samian was no longer easily available, from the
early 3rd century, it seems that the inhabitants turned, not
surprisingly, to the more easily available Nene Valley
products, using their colour-coated beakers for drinking.
There seem to be interesting differences in pottery use
between the various buildings examined. In the possible
barn (Building 4) the pottery (c.2% of the overall
assemblage) was all very abraded, suggesting trampling,
with the size of the group (only sixty-six fragments)
indicating that pottery had not been used within the
building in significant quantities. Although a range of
storage vessels, jars and dishes was noted, there was only a
single flagon, and no finewares. In contrast, however,
Building 3 produced slightly over 15% of the overall
pottery assemblage, and although the pottery was again
utilitarian (predominantly jars and dishes, for cooking and
eating, with only a few storage vessels) there were a few
imported finewares, including an indented beaker in a
Trier fabric (unusual on the site), and samian cups of form
Dr 33, both vessel types also seen in a contemporary pit
group (Pit Group 4), and suggesting that its contents
derived from the same activities. All of these might
suggest the preparation and consumption of food within
Building 3, and by extension, that the building provided
accommodation for some of the site’s inhabitants, as well
as, perhaps later, a focus for crop processing and malt
drying. The presence in Pit Group 4 of mortaria and jars
with an internal deposit strongly suggesting their use for
boiling water might reinforce this, although boiling water
has a number of uses other than cooking (from brewing to
laundry), all of which might be associated with relatively
low status people living in the building. The re-use of
Building 1 as a barn produced very little pottery, and
might well not have been used for accommodation.
Precisely what was being eaten at the villa farm is less
clear, although there is evidence for the presence of all the
main meat-bearing domesticates. There is some
suggestion of the consumption of horse meat, which again
might have implications for the social status of the
inhabitants, although it is possible that this was intended
as food for hounds or guard dogs. Many of the intact bones
show the use of a knife for defleshing, in a manner thought
typical of rural Roman butchery, and which might well
point to the production and consumption of largely
boneless cuts of meat, presumably for stews and
casseroles rather than roasted or boiled joints. Indeed, it
has been suggested that the so-called ‘Castor boxes’ seen
amongst the Nene Valley wares on the site might have
served as lidded casserole dishes. The evidence for cereals
and other vegetable foods is less clear, as a result of poorly
preserved deposits, but the presence of Spanish olive oil
amphorae implies that olive oil was being used, and Gallic
wine amphorae give some hint at what was being drunk.
With the exception of that gained from the pottery
associated with this period, evidence for other day-to-day
activity was equally scant. Domestic items were confined
to a single blade from Pond 2, and a single stylus from a pit
(10073) within Pit Group 4. The latter suggests literacy,
although a single stylus cannot be taken to indicate that it
was widespread. Even if it is assumed that elite members
of the household and their personal staff would have been
literate, its use in or around this agricultural complex
might well have been confined to simple record-keeping.
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This evidence is supplemented by a range of recorded
graffiti, including batch numbers scratched in tile and both
scratched and possibly painted marks on the painted wall
plaster indicates that at least basic literacy was relatively
commonplace at this time.
Despite the obvious agricultural nature of many of the
buildings, farming equipment was rare, the most obvious
item being a typically Roman sickle found in cleaning
layer 10405. Apart from a small fragment of what is
probably an ox-goad from Oven Group 1 (10093) and a
fragment of typically Roman chain from a cleaning layer,
there is nothing else. What this means in terms of use and
deposition is unclear, but might, again, suggest that the
villa was either cleared prior to abandonment, or that it
was thoroughly scavenged by its subsequent inhabitants.
There is little from the site that might indicate any
systematic industrial activity. It is possible that a bone
object found in wall collapse associated with Building 3
could be a pin roughout, but it seems more than likely that
many simple bone objects, like hairpins, or perhaps
weaving equipment like pin-beaters, were made on an ad
hoc basis, as and when required, rather than being
obtained from a specialist source. Interestingly, the heavy
reliance on locally-made shell-tempered pottery for
storage vessels has raised the possibility that some, at
least, of the large number of vessels associated with this
phase were made very locally, even perhaps on the estate.
Otherwise, the evidence for high-temperature industry is
confined to secondary iron-working, with small amounts
of smithing slags being recognised. Such low-level
industry might be expected around a farm, producing
simple items for use on the estate, for repairing iron
fittings and so on.
It is perhaps difficult to say much about the trading
networks which provided goods to the estate. It is
probably the case that it was in many ways self-sufficient
(especially in terms of food and labour, and possibly in
small-scale textile production), and many of the other
basic necessities would undoubtedly have been available
locally in the Roman settlement of Godmanchester itself.
The town’s proximity to Ermine Street presumably made
the transport of commodities fairly easy over slightly
longer distances, with some of the pottery fabrics used on
the site being attributable to producers as far as c.130km
away, and a few from even more far-flung producers in
Central and Eastern Gaul, although these were
presumably bought locally from retailers. As with the
majority of the imported pottery fabrics, which appear in
only small quantities, it is likely that they arrived as
one-off personal possessions or, as has been suggested for
the few vessels from Horningsea, it was the contents that
were important and sought-out, rather than the container.
The same is undoubtedly the case for the Spanish olive oil
and Gaulish wine amphorae noted above.
Period 4.3: Villa, Phase 3 (late 3rd to 4th century AD)
Basilica (?triclinium) and ?bath-house
Frend noted that the debris associated with his flint-walled
structure (1968, 21–3; Building B) was very similar to that
recorded by Green (1960) in his description of the
bath-house he excavated within Durovigutum at Pinfold
Lane. The remains of the hollow voussoir tiles, in
particular, suggest the vaulted structure of a bath-house. If
this building/room was indeed an element of a bath-house,

its presence suggests a late flourishing of the Rectory
Farm villa estate, an hypothesis that is perhaps supported
by the presence of another distinctive late structure
(Building 5).
The evidence suggests that Building 5 was walled with
limestone blocks and bricks, with a tiled roof. Internally,
the large single room was heated, contained a simple
monochrome mosaic and had painted plastered walls and
ceiling. Its eastern frontage may have been porticoed,
facing out onto an integrated kitchen/herb garden (see
above) that buzzed with the hum of bees from a nearby
hive. Perhaps to facilitate maintenance of this garden the
building was served by a series of (at least) three wells and
a series of drainage gullies. The design of the building was
perhaps inspired by a similar large example in nearby
Godmanchester interpreted as a basilica but the actual
purpose of which is unknown. Given its association with a
garden, it was perhaps a triclinium (for outdoor eating),
which might account for the substantial column which
perhaps once stood in the garden court to the east (see
further discussion in Chapter 6.V). That this building was
also used for ritual activities is apparent, since one of the
adjoining wells contained possible votive deposits
including whole animal carcasses, a pewter bowl and a
cockerel figurine associated with the god Mercury (see
below).
Building 5 and the associated well group are singular
in the amount of brick and tile they produced, making it
clear that the structure was roofed with tiles of typical
Roman type (imbrices and tegulae) and there was a single
plain antefix. The lack of decorated antefixes might well
carry an implication for the status of the building, giving,
perhaps an impression of make-do-and-mend rather than
a desire for conspicuous display. There was also a
considerable amount of brick and box flue tile,
presumably deriving from the heating system necessary
for a high status heated room. The single fragment of
ceramic water pipe recovered from the site was
presumably once part of a supply system that conveyed
water to this and other buildings and was perhaps
accompanied by lead or wooden pipes of which no trace
remains. These pipes may have been set within the
excavated gullies.
A significant amount of painted wall plaster was found
in the fills of Well 2, which lay close to Building 5, and it
seems reasonable to suggest that it in fact reflects the
painted schemes decorating the internal walls of the
building. Like the plaster seen within the buildings of the
preceding phase (Period 4.2), various decorative schemes
were noted, suggesting that the plaster derives from more
than one room, or even more than one building. Again red
ochres predominate, occasionally with white stripes, with
fragments coming from flat stretches of wall, including
the junction of wall and ceiling, the dado/lower part of the
wall, and from window or door embrasures. One fragment
suggests decorative panels defined in white. A third
decorative scheme, probably from a ceiling, has red
bands, with white stripes, on a white background,
reflecting a ceiling decorated with a geometric design of
squares or octagons framing roundels. A few fragments
seem to imply some more figurative decoration, showing,
perhaps, the fluting on a column or possibly a more
complex geometric ceiling design, imitating moulded
stucco. It is not surprising that the plaster was
accompanied by substantial amounts of brick and tile, and
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included fragments of box tile, used in the heating systems
of bath-houses and other hypocausted rooms. Small
amounts of painted plaster, little different to that from
Well 2, also came from Wells 1 and 3, but in much smaller
amounts.
The finds assemblage
On the whole, most of the finds from this period were
recovered from the three wells associated with Building 5,
and thus must reflect two different strands of deposition.
Some objects were presumably dropped or fell into the
wells whilst they were still open and in use, but most must
have entered them in the course of backfilling, either
natural or deliberate, and it is quite likely that many were
fragmentary before they found their way into the wells, or,
in the case of many of the iron nails, were within discarded
wood. Only one object can be associated with the use of
the wells with any degree of confidence, in the form of a
large, typically Roman, bucket handle found in a fill of
Well 2. It is also possible that some of the more complete
vessels from the lower fills of the wells could have been
used to raise water; for example, the complete
Shell-tempered ware jar found in Well 3 was perhaps lost
in such an attempt.
The remainder of the finds from the wells seem to be
associated with their initial disuse and subsequent
backfilling. As a result of this, it is likely that most finds,
being discarded rubbish, relate to earlier activity. The
finds associated with Period 4.3 provide almost no
evidence to illustrate the dress of the inhabitants of the site
at this time. A handful of hobnails came from Wells 1 and
2 and from the adjacent gullies. Even considered together
they are unlikely to represent more than a single shoe sole,
and it might be argued that rather being indicative of the
wearing of nailed shoes in Period 4.3, their origin lies in
Period 4.2, with odd nails surviving and entering the local
soils as the leather of the soles decayed. Wells 1 and 2 also
produced fragmentary nailed leather shoe soles of
3rd-century type from their basal fills, which are, as
discarded rubbish, again likely to reflect the dress of
earlier inhabitants of the site.
There seems to be little difference in the suite of
pottery used in and about the settlement at this time, and it
remained largely reliant on locally-produced shelltempered storage vessels and jars, with the Nene Valley
kilns, a little further afield, the principal supplier of
tablewares (dishes and beakers), filling the gap left by the
collapse of the samian industry in the mid 3rd century.
Building 5 produced very little pottery, which suggests
that it was kept relatively clean and, when demolished, the
debris cleared (hence the plaster and other building
materials in the well). Interestingly, Shell-tempered wares
are less common than Sandy gritty wares in the Well 2
assemblage, although it is not clear what this might mean.
Although still rather utilitarian in nature, the latter
probably served a dual purpose as kitchen and table wares,
and – if their origin lies largely in Building 5 – might
imply that it was a rather more specifically domestic
context than some of the other earlier structures, for
example the Period 4.2 buildings, which appear to have
served as stores as well as accommodation.
Apart from pottery, finds from the wells were scant.
Two objects of interest, perhaps illustrating something of
the religious aspect of personal life, came from the basal
fill (10727) of Well 3. This fill was highly organic, but

seems to have an element of debris, accumulated after it
had ceased to be used for water, comprising bone, wood,
tile, and fragments of limestone. One object is a small but
very finely-made cast copper alloy cockerel, possibly
originally part of a larger group of figures, which would
have included a figure of the god Mercury, and was
perhaps accompanied by a goat and a tortoise, as seen in
continental examples. It is probably earlier in date than the
suggested date-range for the well, which implies that it
was a curated item – not entirely surprising given its likely
connection with personal religious beliefs. Its size might
suggest that it comes from a household shrine, perhaps
close to or even within Building 5, which may have been a
building of some pretension. This might well be reflected
in the high artistic and technical standards seen in the
portrayal of the cockerel, and presumably mark it as
having some considerable financial worth. Mercury was a
particularly popular deity in Britain and Gaul, especially
as a god of commercial and business success, and his
presence amongst the household gods of a well-to-do
family would not be out of place. A small pewter bowl
came from the same well fill. Probably part of a larger
composite vessel, it too would have been of some value.
The graffito ‘Elius’ (possibly Julius, Aelius, or Helius,
depending on how it is read) seen on the base, presumably
refers to an owner. The presence of these two unusual
items within the well must raise the possibility that they
were part of a structured, or votive, deposit, perhaps
signifying a ritual closure of the well, before it was placed
out of use by backfilling. Alternatively, the well might be
seen as an appropriate place to dispose of a religious
object that was no longer required. It is perhaps of interest
that the overlying deposit (10728) contained the skeleton
of a young, unbutchered, calf, apparently placed whole
within the well shaft, before it was subsequently
backfilled, again contributing to the possibility that a
small group of unusual items, associated by their place in
the lower fills of Well 3, might represent a deliberate act.
The remainder of the artefacts seen in the wells seem to
derive from demolition debris, being mainly tile and
brick, painted plaster, wood and iron nails. Part of the
mechanism of a barb-spring padlock was found in Well 1,
and may have entered the well within other domestic
rubbish, dumped when the feature was backfilled.
It seems very likely that, having gone out of use, the
part-filled wells were used as general receptacles for
rubbish, including food debris (perhaps from meals taken
within Building 5), with cereals and chaff as well as
oysters and butchered bones from the principal
domesticates, showing evidence for filleting and
chopping. A scapula from Well 2 (fill 10455) has a
perforation characteristic of hanging it for smoking or
salting, which can be seen especially on military sites
(Maltby 2014, 793; 2015, 181), but must have been
current wherever there was a need to preserve meat, either
through necessity or to produce luxury foods like modernday air-dried bresaola. The presence of a calf in the well
might hint at cattle-raising, although (as already noted) it
is also possible to see its deposition as an act of ritual. The
severed head of a horse came from fill 10455, but no other
unequivocally butchered horse bones were noted and it is
not impossible that the horse carcase/carcasses had been
exposed for sufficiently long to have been gnawed by
canids before their deposition in the well, and the
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part-filled well had, again, simply served as a convenient
rubbish receptacle for noxious items.
In similar vein, the skeleton of a young dog was
amongst the finds from Well 1. Again there is the
possibility that this reflects a ritual act, but it is equally
likely that the dead animal was disposed of in a convenient
receptacle. While the situation remains equivocal, there is
evidence from Cambridge (and similar evidence from
Durovigutum) for the ritual deposition of dogs within later
3rd- and 4th-century shafts (Burnham and Wacher 1990),
buried in a manner highly suggestive of ritual behaviour.
Several other dog bones from this well were thought to be
butchered and thus could be regarded as evidence for the
consumption of dog meat, although this is usually
regarded as restricted, in the Roman world, to a sacrificial
or medicinal context (Simoons 1994, 238; and see further
discussion in Chapter 6.V).
Finally, pollen from Well 1 has provided some
indication of the prevailing environment, suggesting a
mix of weedy grazed grassland, which would not be
unreasonable if cattle-breeding or dairying were possible
activities, as were inferred from the bone assemblage,
with some wasteland, as might have been the case when
the buildings were decaying and subsequently
demolished. The presence of grain and chaff in several of
the well fills suggests that grain was probably grown or at
least processed locally.
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Endnotes
1

2

3

It should be noted that Frend’s recording was later
noted as a sketch plan (1978, 5), its inaccuracies being
verified by the fact that recorded dimensions,
illustrations and orientations do not match in Frend’s
1968 report. See further discussion throughout this
chapter.
This feature was numbered on the original site plan as
1152, which is an error, since this is the master number
for Field System 4. It has been re-numbered as context
1300 in post-excavation.
Frend’s plan shows five pairs of posts within this room
with a further post to the north (Frend 1978, fig. 1),
while the CAS recorded seven pairs in the same room.

10
11
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‘Castor ware’ is an outdated term for Nene Valley
colour-coat, although it was used as an umbrella term
for all colour-coated wares.
Frend’s section across this area (1968, fig. 2) was not
located on his plan (fig. 3) and was not directly
correlated with the excavated remains as planned (in
terms of context numbering). It clearly traversed the
central part of the trench (presumably between
Trenches 1 and 2, although the position of the latter is
not mentioned in his text): a ‘best guess’ fit (as shown
on Fig. 3.4) suggests that the section line ran between
the pit containing the spearhead to the west and Frend’s
‘post-hole 1’ to the east, although this does not entirely
accord with the published description of both the
excavation and stratigraphic sequences.
See endnote 3.
Classification of constructional thonging used to join
the insole to the middle and middle laminae
components of the bottom unit: type 1 = single central
line of thonging running from toe to seat; type 2 =
occurring at each side of the tread to produce a
diamond pattern at the forepart with central line down
waist to seat; type 3 = line of thonging around the
perimeter.
Type B of Rhodes’ classification of the 1st- to
2nd-century assemblages from Billingsgate Buildings,
London (Rhodes 1980, 107); type A2-5 1st- to 2ndcentury assemblage from Castle Street, Carlisle (Padley
1991, 228); type 1a of van Driel-Murray’s classification
originally used for the Bonner Berg assemblage (1983,
20–22), but since employed on many assemblages; type
B at Birdoswald (Mould 1997); later 3rd-century well
at Dalton Parlous (Mould 1990, 231-4); Portchester
(Ambrose 1975, 251, fig. 133, 266-8).
Billingsgate Buildings (Rhodes 1980, 110, no. 552, fig.
60 U/S); Zwammerdam (van Driel-Murray 1977, 256,
no. 17, fig. 32, no. 80 and 261, fig. 34, AD 75–260);
Vechten (van Driel-Murray 1980, 352, fig. 7, no 10);
Dalton Parlours (Mould 1990, 231-22, fig. 142, no. 11);
Birdoswald (Mould 1997, 2076, ditch 4, mid 3rd
century).
Castle Street, Carlisle (Padley 1991, 233, fig. 214, no.
987); Billingsgate Buildings, London (Rhodes 1980,
116, nos 537 and 559).
Sizes have been calculated from insole length from the
English shoe-size scale, with 10% allowance made for
shrinkage.

Figure 4.1 Location of the Romano-British funerary archaeology. Scale 1:5000
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Chapter 4. The Villa’s Cemeteries
I. Introduction

stratigraphic sequence was evident. Two further burials
(Cemetery 3) which lay further south may once have
formed outliers to Cemetery 2.

(Fig. 4.1)
Accompanying the villa were various cemeteries and
isolated burials. An outlying cremation cemetery
(Cemetery 1) and an inhumation burial were positioned
close to the Neolithic and Bronze Age mounds (Section II
below). The major cemetery (Cemetery 2), however, lay
within one of the enclosures associated with the first phase
of the villa (Period 4.1) and was used as a cremation
cemetery during the mid to late 2nd century AD. These
burials are detailed in Section III below, where they are
described by burial group in numerical order (by context),
except in the case of double burials in which a

II. Minor cemeteries and isolated burials
Cemetery 1 (?2nd century AD)
(Fig. 4.2)
A group of four unurned cremations was found to the
south-west of the Neolithic mound in Area 78 (Ring Ditch
1; graves 1671 (sk. 1672), 1674 (sk. 1675), 1677 (sk.
1678) and 1680 (sk. 1681); Table 4.1). Three were
arranged in an arc, between 1.7 and 2.2m from the outer

Figure 4.2 Cemetery 1, near Ring Ditch 1. Scale 1:150
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Skeleton (grave)

Weight

Est. fragment count

Est. mean fragment size

Sk. 1672 (1671)
Sk. 1675 (1674)
Sk. 1678 (1677)
Sk. 1681 (1680)

5.3g
10.5g
27.3g
70.2g

50
120
213
519

7mm
9mm
9mm
10mm

Colours

Age

Sex

neutral white
neutral white
neutral white, blue
neutral white, grey

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Adult

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Table 4.1 Roman cremation burials in Cemetery 1

edge of the ditch, and the fourth (1680) was cut into the
infill of an adjacent Iron Age trackway ditch (Field
System 1, 1669). The burials were found after machinestripping and the contents of the burial pits were
completely emptied by hand and wet-sieved (the data
includes bone retained by the 2mm mesh). All four pits
were sub-circular and shallow with gently sloping sides
(0.35m diameter and very shallow due to truncation by
machine; their depths were not recorded); they contained
dark brown sandy loam, burnt human bone and charcoal.
The bone had been burnt predominantly to a neutral white
colour, suggesting that the pyre reached a temperature in
excess of c.940° C (Shipman et al. 1984). Unfortunately,
the individual burials contained insufficient bone for
radiocarbon dating but burial 1677 contained a single
sherd of 2nd-century pottery. This sherd may, of course,
be intrusive but similar unurned burials were found in the
2nd-century cremation cemetery in Area 77 (Cemetery 2)
and a contemporary date for these burials is proposed.
Isolated burial
(Fig. 4.3)
A single inhumation (sk. 8503) was located on the
north-west side of the Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch 2),
between the ditch and its internal mound. No grave cut
was visible and as a result the skeleton was discovered
during the machining of Area 34, which resulted in some
bone loss. No objects were associated with this burial. The
skeleton lay in a contracted position on its right side,
orientated with the head to the south and its feet the north.

Skeletal analysis revealed a mature adult with arthritic
indicators in the spine. The sex could not be determined. A
radiocarbon date of cal AD 20–320 (AA-9568, 1865±55
BP, 95% confidence) was obtained from the skeleton,
placing it in the early to mid Roman period.

III. The main cemeteries (?late 1st to late 2nd
century AD)
Cemetery 2, Phase 1: inhumations (?late 1st to mid
2nd century AD)
(Figs 4.4 and 4.5)
One of the long enclosures within Field System 3 (Area
77) was sub-divided into an almost square area
(measuring 20 x 22m) that was used as a cemetery (see
further comments on the cemetery enclosure in Chapter 3,
p.147). Within this space lay a small group of inhumation
burials (Cemetery 2, Phase 1, Period 4.1, Table 4.2),
comprising a female adult (sk. 8543), three infants (sk.
8534, 8535 and 8516) and a dog. All of the burials were
unfurnished and were not closely grouped, but lay within
the western half of the enclosure. The dog burial (grave
10580, sk. 8512) was positioned to the north of the human
inhumations and was orientated east to west, with its head
to the west. Its front legs were flexed and its back legs
extended. The animal was an old adult. Analysis shows
this dog survived a broken leg and tooth loss in life and
was skinned before burial (Smith below).

Figure 4.3 Inhumation 8503 associated with Ring Ditch 2
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Burial

Skeleton

Condition

Age

Sex/stature

Notes

10587

8516

Estimated 6 months–1 year.

Unknown

10624

8534

Poorly preserved
skeleton, about 50%.
Poorly preserved
skeleton, about 50%
complete

Unknown

10628

8535

Poorly preserved
skeleton, about 50%
complete

10638

8543

Poorly preserved
skeleton, about 80%
complete

Perinatal (dental development, Massler et al. 1941).
Estimated long-bone length (Scheuer et al. 1981; the
long-bones were slightly damaged) suggests an age of
about 37–38 weeks in utero, i.e. neonatal, perhaps
slightly premature.
Perinatal (dental development, Massler et al. 1941).
Estimated long-bone length (Scheuer et al. 1981; all
long-bones were somewhat damaged) suggests an age
of about 36-37 weeks in utero, i.e. neonatal, perhaps
slightly premature.
35–45 years(dental wear, Brothwell 1981).

Cut by Group 1:
cremation 10563
Cut by Group 1:
cremation 10621

Unknown

Cut by Group 4:
cremation 10617

Female/151.2cm

Cut by
post-Roman ditch
10585

Table 4.2 Roman inhumation burials in Cemetery 2, Phase 1

These burials were not accompanied by any objects to
aid dating, nor was any scientific dating analysis
undertaken. It is known, however, that they were laid out
within a field system that may have been founded in the
late 1st century (Field System 3) and that they were
overlain and in some cases cut into by the mid 2nd-century
cremation cemetery (Cemetery 2).
Cemetery 2, Phase 2: Cremations (mid to late 2nd
century AD)
Introduction
A second phase of Cemetery 2 (Period 4.1) remained in
use between the mid to late 2nd century AD and
comprised fifty-three urned burials (containing fifty-five
individuals) and three food offerings. It contained
juvenile and adult burials of both sexes interred in small,
possibly family, groups. Where sex could be established,
nineteen were probably male, eleven female and
twenty-five were undiagnostic. Infants and old people
were severely under-represented. A conservative range of
funerary rites was evident: unurned (2), urned (22) and
urned burials furnished with between one and three
vessels (29) (Table 4.3). Two burials appear to have been
cremated accompanied by animal remains, possibly
deliberately placed joints of meat. The burials contained
very few personal possessions and only one grave
contained a pair of unburnt hobnailed shoes placed next to
a cinerary urn.
All the burials were dug into the natural alluvial layer
(c.0.5m thick) which covered most of Area 77 and overlay
the natural gravel. They were an unexpected find

discovered during machine-stripping, which inevitably
resulted in some damage to the urns but many were
recovered intact. There was also clear evidence that
post-depositional truncation of some urns had occurred
due to modern ploughing. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to identify many grave cuts in the alluvium in
Area 77 (nor in Area 82, where the cremations were
excavated in very wet circumstances). The contents of all
the urns were completely removed and wet-sieved.
Codes used to identify pottery fabrics are given in
Appendix 5.
Burial types
The different burial rites utilised have been classified on
the basis of the interpretation of field records, combined
with grave goods and osteological evidence: the terms
used are broadly based on those of McKinley (2004). A
quantification by burial type appears in Table 4.3.
• Unurned: In these examples, the cremated bone was placed in a pit
with no accompanying vessel or grave goods and backfilled with
redeposited natural subsoil or mixed with a charcoal-stained soil/pyre
debris. Occasionally there was evidence of a concentration of bone
suggesting that the bone may originally have been held in an organic
container.
• Urned: Urned cremations are those where cremated bone was
contained within a vessel.
• Urned and furnished: In these examples, cremated bone was contained
within a vessel and accompanied by accessory vessels and/or other
grave goods.
• Food offering: This term relates to a deposit that includes
indeterminate burnt animal or cereal remains.

The cemetery was carefully laid out, possibly divided
by paths or small hedges, that have left no physical trace
but are suggested by the positioning of the burials. The

Group

Date

Description

Unurned

Urn only

Urned + 1

Urned + 2

Urned + 3

Total

1

Mid 2nd century

0

4

5

3

1

13

2

1

5

9

3

0

18

3

Mid to late 2nd
century
Late 2nd century

Founder burials:
samian users
Central burials

1

6

4

0

0

11

4

Late 2nd century

0

5

1

0

1

7

5
6
Total

Mid 2nd century
2nd century

Burials to the
north-east
Burials to the
south
Outliers
Food offerings

0
2
4

2
1
23

2
0
21

0
0
6

0
0
2

4
3
56

Table 4.3 Roman cremation burials in Cemetery 2, by type and group
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Figure 4.4 Cemetery 2. Scale 1:150
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Figure 4.5 Cemetery 2, Phase 1 inhumation burials. Scale 1:150
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Burial
10527
10531
10536
10543
10544
10549
10563
10581
10588
10594
10613
10619
10621

Double burial
10534
10534
10529
10529

Yes

Age

Sex

Cinerary urn

Flagon

Beaker/Jar

Samian

Middle aged adult
Young adult
Middle aged adult
Unknown
Young adult
Middle/older adult
Young/middle aged
adult
Middle aged adult
Young adult
Young adult and adult
Middle aged adult
Young adult
Middle aged adult

F
?F
Unknown
Unknown
?M
M
M

4202
4219
4224
4203
4205
4231
4057

4204
4225
4221
-

-

4220
4226
4232
4056

M
F
M and ?F
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

4060
4064
4059
4271
4282
4284

4069
4267
4272
Stolen

4268
-

4066
4285
-

Table 4.4 Cemetery 2, Phase 2: the founder burials (Group 1)

ceramic evidence suggests that a primary group of samian
users established the cemetery in the mid 2nd century,
after which time further burials were interred around
them. Two further separate groups (perhaps families or
community leaders) have also been identified. It is worthy
of note that two segments of the cemetery enclosure (the
south-east quarter and the area to the north-east) remained
empty – perhaps being used to house a small shrine or
garden of remembrance. There is no evidence of where the
pyres for the cemetery were located and while it is
possible that these were located in these empty spaces,
such activity may have been placed in a more remote
location. In total, five clear groupings exist and the
cremation groups are therefore presented reflecting these
divisions (Table 4.3); a sixth group comprises food
offerings.
Group 1: first burials (mid 2nd century)
(Fig. 4.4)
Summary
A close spatial grouping of thirteen burials was located in
the western part of the cemetery enclosure, six of which
used samian accessory vessels. Six of the seven samian
vessels that were found within the cemetery were
recovered from this group (Table 4.4). The majority of the
pottery within this group dates to the mid 2nd century AD
and as such may be the earliest within the cemetery and
perhaps arguably the wealthiest, since these burials were
the only examples to be consistently furnished with
imported (relatively expensive) pottery. They could be
considered the ‘founder’ burials, which subsequent
burials respected and around which further burials
accumulated.
Most of the cremation pits contained single burials;
one was a double burial. Fourteen individuals are
represented, all of which were young to middle-aged
adults. Six were probably male, four female and four
could not be assigned to a sex. It is noteworthy that there
were no juveniles or very elderly people within this group,

although two of the cremations in this group cut earlier
infant inhumations (see Phase 1, above).
All of the cremations were urned. At this time the most
popular fabric chosen as the cinerary urn was the locally
produced Sandy grey ware (proto) wide-mouthed
cordoned jar, supplemented by Sandy oxidised ware
(gritty) jars (one of which is of the pulley rimmed type).
Three Nene Valley oxidised ware jars were also used, one
of which is lid-seated, and a single Shell-tempered ware
lid-seated cooking pot. Nine of the cremations were
furnished. Five were provided with one additional vessel
(either a flagon or samian dish), three with two vessels
(always a flagon and samian dish) and one with three
accessory vessels comprising a flagon, cup and samian
bowl.
None of these cremations included other artefacts such
as brooches, nor any redeposited pyre debris.
Cremation 10527
(Fig. 4.6)
Type: urned
Date: mid 2nd century
Sex: female
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4202)
Lying at the north-west corner of the Group 1 graves, this
burial comprised an urned cremation with no accessory
vessels. The cinerary urn is a SGW(proto) ware widemouthed jar with an everted rim and (an empty) cordon on
its neck. It contained a dark brown sandy loam and a
quantity of burnt human bone (10528). The cremated
bone is the remains of a middle-aged adult female (sk.
8532). The bone had been successfully burnt white, with
subsidiary grey material (880 fragments, weighing
451.7g, 15.2mm mean fragment size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4202 Urn. SGW(proto), with oxidised surfaces. Wide-mouthed
cordoned jar (Type 5.3). 1548g. Mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.6 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10527
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Figure 4.7 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10531
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Figure 4.8 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10536
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Double burial 10534
(Figs 4.7–4.8)
This double burial was one of the southernmost graves in
Group 1. Unusually within this cemetery the cut remained
visible, and consisted of an irregular oval shallow pit
(c.0.5m diameter, 0.25m deep) that contained two burials
(10531 and 10536), of which burial 10531 was the
earliest. Both burials were urned and both had two
accessory vessels consisting of miniature single-handled
cupped rim flagons and repaired (?curated) samian dishes.
As a result of their close spatial relationship and similar
burial rite, it is possible that the individuals interred within
this pit were related. Both burials had been damaged by
ploughing and machining. The pit was filled by dark
yellow-brown loose sandy clay with very few small flint
sub-rounded pebbles (10535).
Cremation 10531
Type: urned and furnished with two accessory vessels
Date: AD 135–150
Sex: ?female
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4219), flagon (SF 4204) and samian dish (SF 4220)

The provision of a funerary urn and two accessory vessels
makes this burial one of the better furnished cremations
within the cemetery. A NVOW wide-mouthed jar was
used as the funerary urn (SF 4219) and contained loose
dark yellow-brown sandy clay loam and a relatively large
amount of cremated human bone (10532). A stamped
Central Gaulish samian dish (SF 4220) furnished the
burial; it had been carefully placed vertically and adjacent
on the north-west edge of urn. This vessel is of interest as
not only is it potentially older than the other pots within
the burial (possibly an heirloom), but it has also been
repaired (with glue) in antiquity. A near complete
miniature SOW(gritty) flagon (SF 4204) was placed
adjacent to the urn on the south side.
The human bone is that of a young adult, tentatively
identified as a female (sk. 8514). The bone was burnt light
grey, with subsidiary white, blue and black material (3000
fragments, weighing 964.8g, 15.4mm mean fragment
size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4219 Urn. NVOW, oxidised with a fumed surface. Wide-mouthed
cordoned jar (Type 5.3). 1263g. Mid–late 2nd century AD.
SF4204 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature cupped rim flagon,
single handle (Type 1.9). 375g. Late 2nd century AD.
SF4220 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG). Dish Dr 18/31–31, stamped
LOLLI M (Walke 1965, no. 196): Lollius ii of Lezoux, where
stamps from the die (2a) have been found. The dish is almost
complete, in one large piece with a few tiny pieces. There is
evidence that the dish was repaired (glued) in antiquity. The
footring is moderately worn. The stamp has been noted at
Camelon and in an early-Antonine pit at Castor (Hartley and
Dickinson 2009, 97–9). It was used on a wide variety of forms,
including 27 and 79, in roughly equal proportions. 355g. A date
c.AD 135–165 is likely for the die, with AD 135–150 for this
vessel.
Cremation 10536
Type: urned, furnished with two accessory vessels
Date: mid to late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4224), flagon (SF 4225) and samian dish (SF 4226)

This was the second and latest burial in pit 10534 and was
urned and furnished with two accessory vessels. The
cinerary urn is an incomplete SOW(gritty) jar (SF 4224)
that contained loose dark yellow-brown silt loam clay
(10537), cremated human bone and a piece of samian dish
(SF 4226). To south of the urn, and lying vertically
adjacent to it, was the remainder of the samian dish. The
missing rim of the funerary urn and the presence of the
samian dish fragment within its fill was apparently the
result of plough drag. The samian dish had been repaired
in antiquity (with glue) and may originally have been
placed as a lid that became dislodged. To the north of urn,
and adjacent, lay a miniature NVOW(fine) flagon (SF
4225) which had also been damaged by the plough.
The burnt bones are the remains of a middle-aged adult
of indeterminate sex (sk. 8519). The bone had been burnt
white to light-grey, with subsidiary grey, black and brown
material (2260 fragments, weighing 744.3g, 10.1mm
mean fragment size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4224 Urn. SOW(gritty). Jar, rim missing. 938g. 2nd to 3rd century
AD.
SF4225 Accessory vessel. NVOW(fine). Miniature single handled
flagon, rim missing. 277g. Mid 2nd to 3rd century AD.
SF4226 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG) (Les Martres-de-Veyre). Dish Dr
18/31–31. Many fragments, giving about one third of the vessel.
The footring is moderately worn. Fault on rim (second). Glued
in antiquity. 204g. Hadrianic–Antonine (AD 120–150/200).

Double burial 10529
(Figs 4.9–4.10)
This double burial lay in the northern part of the Group 1
burials. The pit (0.35m diameter, 0.32m deep) contained
two cremations (10543 and 10544) of which burial 10544
was the earliest. Both burials were urned, one (10543)
having a single accessory vessel. Both burials had been
significantly damaged by ploughing and machining.
Cremation 10544
Type: urned
Date: mid 2nd century
Sex: ?male
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4205 and flagon (SF 4221)
Metalwork: one iron nail (unnumbered)

This disturbed burial consisted of a single funerary urn
(SF 4205) that had been broken by the plough and dragged
into a tilted position, overlying the miniature flagon
accessory vessel (SF 4221). The urn is a large lid-seated
STW jar that contained soil, a large quantity of charred
bone and one iron nail, probably an accidental inclusion
from wood used in the funeral pyre. The cremated remains
are those of a young adult, tentatively identified as male
(sk. 8518). The bone was burnt grey-white with subsidiary
blue-black material (2100 fragments, 968.5g, 15.9mm
mean fragment size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4205 Urn. STW. Large lid-seated jar (Type 4.4). Charred residue on
body. 2363g. Early/mid 2nd century AD.
SF4221 Accessory vessel. NVOW. Miniature single handled cupped
rim flagon (Type 1.9). Complete, although fragmented. 325g.
Mid 2nd century.
Metalwork
One iron nail, square-sectioned hand-forged, with flat round head,
c.30mm long (Manning 1985, type 1b, fig. 32).
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Figure 4.9 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10543

Cremation 10543
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4203)

yellow-brown loose loam (10530) and a small amount of
cremated human bone. The burnt bone could not be
assigned to sex or age (sk. 8517). It had been burnt to a
blue-white colour (10 fragments, 0.8g, 8.0mm mean
fragment size).

In this cremation pit, an urned cremation was
accompanied by a single vessel. The urn is an NVOW
wide-mouthed carinated jar (SF 4203) that contained dark

Pottery catalogue
SF4203 Urn. NVOW. Wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3). 1285g.
Mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.10 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10544
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Figure 4.11 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10549

Cremation 10549
(Fig. 4.11)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: early to mid 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle/older adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4231) and samian dish (SF 4232)
This cremation burial consisted of a large, but incomplete,
SGW(proto) cinerary urn (SF 4231) which contained
loose dark yellow-brown silt clay (10550) and cremated
human bone. Unfortunately, the burial had been badly
damaged by both ploughing and machining and only the
bottom half of the urn survived. A single accessory samian
dish (SF 4232) was carefully placed vertically adjacent on
the south-east side of the urn. It is noteworthy that this Dr
31 samian dish was unworn and probably new when

placed in the grave, although it also had been severely
damaged.
The cremated remains are those of a middle-aged to
older male (sk. 8524) (1641 fragments, 527.1g, 13.0mm
mean fragment size). The bone had been burnt white to
blue, with subsidiary brown, black and grey material; the
variation in firing seems random, perhaps indicating that
the bone was subjected to fierce initial heat which
fragmented it, with the result that different fragments
found their way to areas of lesser or greater heat within the
pyre. Analysis of the bone also found evidence for
ossification on the right sacro-iliac (pelvis) joint, a
condition typified by new bone growth associated with a
fracture. A thoracic vertebral body shows a Schmorl’s
node on its superior surface, which suggests the adult male
buried here may have suffered from possible back pain
and inflammation.
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Figure 4.12 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10563
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Pottery catalogue
SF4231 Urn. SGW(proto), flint tempered. Lower half of jar. 577g. Mid
1st to 2nd century AD.
SF4232 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG) (Lezoux). Dish Dr 18/31–31.
About one quarter of the vessel survives. The footring is
scarcely worn. 134g. Hadrianic or early Antonine (AD
125–150).

Cremation 10563
(Fig. 4.12)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century
Sex: male
Age: young/middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4057) and samian dish (SF 4056)
Cutting into inhumation burial 10587 (Phase 1), this
cremation was located on the western edge of Group 1. It
was urned and furnished with one accessory vessel. The
cremation was contained in a SOW(gritty) pulley rimmed
cinerary urn (SF 4057) filled by dark brown sandy loam
(10564) and cremated bone. The urn is cracked but not
badly broken, only missing part of rim. The samian Dr 36
dish (SF 4056) was located to south-east of the urn and
had been ?deliberately broken into two halves and placed
on edge. The act of deliberately breaking vessels of
relatively high value during the burial rite has been
recorded elsewhere (see Lyons, Section III, ‘Ritual
killing’ below).
The cremated bone is that of a young to middle-aged
male adult, with a large robust skeleton (sk. 8527). The
bone was burnt grey, black and white (3538 fragments,
weighing 692.9g, 22.0mm mean fragment size). The bone
fragments are generally larger than those from other
Rectory Farm cremations. Firing seems very poor and
rather uneven which suggests that the incomplete firing
seen in this burial was due to exposure to a hot fire (as
indicated by the frequently white outer surfaces of the
bones) but with insufficient time for complete firing to
occur.
Pottery catalogue
SF4057 Urn. SOW(gritty), fumed. Medium-mouthed jar with a pulley
rim (Type 4.8). 1155g. Mid 2nd to mid 3rd century AD.
SF4056 Accessory Vessel. SAM(CG) (Lezoux). Dish Dr 36. Almost
complete, in three pieces. Broken in antiquity and repaired with
glue. The footring is quite heavily worn. A graffito (comprising
three crosses) was inscribed under the base after firing. Two
grooves w ere al so sc ored in t he foot ri ng. 322g.
Hadrianic–Antonine.

Cremation 10581
(Fig. 4.13)
Type: urned and furnished with one vessel
Date: late 2nd century
Sex: ?male
Age: middle-aged adult
Animal bone: unidentified fragments
Pottery: urn (SF 4060), flagon (SF 4069)
An oval burial pit (c.0.65m long by 0.45m wide and 0.25m
deep), vertically sided and flat bottomed contained a
single funerary urn (SF 4060) placed at its south-eastern
end. The pit (10583) was backfilled with loose dark

yellow-brown silt clay with small sub-angular/subrounded flint pebbles. The pit backfill also contained two
abraded Roman grey ware pottery sherds and another
handmade sherd.
The funerary urn itself is a SGW(proto) widemouthed cordoned jar that contained cremated bone
covered with a layer of loose dark brown silt clay (10584).
The internal surface of the funerary urn is spalled,
suggesting that the ashes may have been hot when placed
into the vessel, causing some damage. The accessory
vessel, which consists of a miniature SOW(gritty) flagon
(SF 4069), had been carefully placed within the urn.
The burnt human bone originated from a middle-aged
adult tentatively identified as a male (sk. 8536), and was
burnt white and grey, with subsidiary blue and black
material (2948 fragments, 1123.5g, 8.6mm mean bone
size). The burial also contained a poorly fired,
unidentified fragment of animal bone which showed
evidence for gnawing, perhaps suggesting that it was a
bone which had been lying around on the surface in the
pyre area and inadvertently collected with the cremated
human bone, rather than being part of funerary offering
burnt with the corpse. Three unburnt and unidentified
animal bone fragments were also found.
Pottery catalogue
SF4060 Urn. SGW(proto), grey with red-yellow ‘sandwich type’ core.
Wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3). Internal surface
spalled. 1850g. Late 1st to 2nd century AD.
SF4069 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature cupped rim flagon
with a single handle (Type 1.9). 367g. Capacity 590ml. Late 2nd
century AD.

Cremation 10588
(Fig. 4.14)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd century AD (by association)
Sex: female
Age: young adult
Animal bone: lumbar vertebra of a sheep or goat
Pottery: urn (SF 4064)
Burial 10588 was one of the most northerly of the Group 1
burials. No cremation pit cut was visible. It was a simple
burial consisting of a single urned cremation with no
accessory vessels. The SOW(gritty) jar utilised as the
cinerary urn (SF 4064) was badly damaged during
machining when the top half of the vessel was destroyed.
The lower half was filled with dark yellow-brown soil and
a large quantity of charred human bone. The latter is that
of a young adult female (sk. 8537). The bone was burnt
white, with grey and blue subsidiary material (1060
fragments, weighing 644.2g). Also found with the burnt
human bone was a burnt fragment of sheep or goat lumbar
vertebra. It is not clear if this inclusion was accidental or
deliberate – it could perhaps be the remains of food (a
sacrifice and/or funerary feast component) that was burnt
with the individual.
Pottery catalogue
SF4064 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar, neck and lower half of
body only. Grooves on shoulder. Fumed and sooted. 910g. Mid
1st to 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.13 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10581
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Figure 4.14 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10588
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Figure 4.15 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10594
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Figure 4.16 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10613
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Cremation 10594
(Fig. 4.15)
Type: urned and furnished with two accessory vessels
Date: AD 140–160
Sex: male and ?female (double burial)
Age: young adult and adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4059), flagon (SF 4267) and samian dish
(SF 4066)
Located in the centre of Group 1, no pit cut for this burial
was visible, although all three vessels were found within a
0.5m radius. The cremated bone was contained within a
SGW(proto) jar (SF 4059) which was also filled with dark
yellow-brown silt loam (10595). The urn was
accompanied by a miniature flagon (SF 4267) and a worn
Central Gaulish samian dish (SF 4066). Unusually within
this cemetery, the cremated bone included the remains of
two individuals, comprising a young adult male and
another adult tentatively identified as a female (sk. 8540).
The bone had burnt white and blue, with a lesser amount
of grey material (2320 fragments, weighing 1310.4g,
12.4mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4059 Urn. SGW(proto). Medium-mouthed jar with an everted rim.
1732g. Early to mid 2nd century AD.
SF4267 Accessory vessel. Flagon. SOW(gritty), red fabric covered with
a white slip. Miniature single handled cupped rim flagon,
complete. 292g. Capacity 680ml. Mid 2nd century AD.
SF4066 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG) (Lezoux). Dish Dr 36. Complete,
in large pieces. Well-used before deposition: the footring is
heavily worn and the slip has worn off the barbotine leaves.
315g. Early to mid Antonine (c.AD 140–160).

Cremation 10613
(Fig. 4.16)
Type: urned and furnished with three accessory vessels
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4271), flagon (SF 4272), beaker/cup (SF
4286) and samian dish (SF 4285)
Lying in the north-eastern part of Group 1, this burial was
neatly contained within a cinerary urn (SF 4271) and well
furnished with three accessory vessels. This was one of
only a few cremations within the cemetery that was
provided with a full set of accessory vessels: dish, flagon
and cup. Within the funerary urn was a dark brown sandy
loam (10623) and cremated bone, on the top of which the
beaker/cup (SF 4268) and samian dish (SF 4285) were
placed. The flagon (SF 4272) was found nearby, and to the
side of, the funerary urn. All the vessels were damaged by
machine except the samian dish which had been
deliberately broken in two when placed within urn. The
burnt human bones are the remains of an unsexed
middle-aged adult (sk. 8551). The bone had been burnt
white, with grey-blue subsidiary material (3400
fragments, 1405.7g, 18.3mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4271 Urn. SGW(proto), reduced, coarse and hard. Wide-mouthed jar
(Type 5). 2099g. Early to mid 2nd century AD.

SF4272 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature cupped rim flagon,
with a single handle (Type 1.9). 285g. 2nd century AD.
SF4286 Accessory vessel. GW(fine)(mica). Miniature beaker/cup
(Type 3.14). The base is now pink in colour, possibly due to
exposure to hot ashes within the cinerary urn. 101g. Early to mid
2nd century AD.
SF4285 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG)(Les Martres-de-Veyre). Bowl
Curle 15. Deliberately snapped into two pieces. The dish was
never stamped, but there is a freehand spiral in the centre of the
base. The footring is heavily worn and there is some wear or
erosion on the rim. 280g. Hadrianic.

Cremation 10619
(Fig. 4.17)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4282) and flagon (stolen during
excavation)
Being located on the north-eastern edge of the Group 1
graves, this burial might equally well have been placed in
Group 2. No cut was visible. The burial was placed neatly
within a NVOW cinerary urn (SF 4282) and accompanied
by a flagon, but unfortunately this was stolen by night
hawks before it could be fully recorded. It is known that
the flagon had been placed within the urn. The burial was
severely damaged both by machine and night hawks. The
cremated human bones are the remains of a young adult of
indeterminate sex (sk. 8546). The bone was mainly burnt
grey with white, blue and dark grey subsidiary material
(3032 fragments, 694.5g, 9.1mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4282 Urn. NVOW. Lid-seated jar (Type 4.4), narrow cordons on
shoulder. Fragmentary. 1506g. Mid 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10621
(Fig. 4.18)
Type: urned
Date: mid to late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4284)
This burial was located on the south-east corner of the
Group 1 graves. It comprised a single SOW(gritty)
funerary urn (SF 4284) filled with dark yellow-brown soil
and charred human bone fragments (10622). The burial
was severely damaged during the machining process. The
human bones are the remains of a middle-aged adult of
indeterminate sex (sk. 8547). They are burnt to a light grey
colour, with white, blue and black subsidiary material
(1250 fragments, weighing 429.6g, with a mean average
bone size 11.6mm). Also present with this cremation is a
complete, unburnt infant femur and rib fragment, which
originate from an inhumation (sk. 8534) which lay nearby
to the south-west (Phase 1).
Pottery catalogue
SF4284 Urn. SOW(gritty), fumed from kiln. Medium-mouthed jar with
a pulley rim (Type 4.8). 1616g. Mid to late 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.17 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10619
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Figure 4.18 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 1, cremation burial 10621
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Burial
10510
10525
10539
10541
10547
10558
10571
10574
10576
10590
10592
10593
10597
10614
10626
10629
10631
10801

Double burial

10573
10573

Age

Sex

Cinerary urn

Flagon

Beaker/Jar

Samian

Young adult
Young adult
Middle aged adult
Middle aged adult
Middle aged adult
Middle/older adult
Juvenile (8–14 years)
Juvenile (c.10 years)
Adult
Middle aged adult
Unknown
Young adult
Young adult
Middle aged adult
Unknown
Infant (0–2 years)
Adult
Unknown

M
F
M
?M
Unknown
M
Unknown
Unknown
?M
F
Unknown
F
Unknown
M
Unknown
Unknown
??M
Unknown

4192
4200
4223
4228
4230
4237
4256
4068
4029
4063
4065
4279
4263
4278
4287
4289
3951

4238
4258
4262
4061
4264
3950

4201
4227
4025, 4058
4257
4259
4266
4276, 4281
-

-

Table 4.5 Cemetery 2, Phase 2: central burials (Group 2)

Group 2: central burials (mid to late 2nd century AD)
Summary
Clustered in the central western part of the cemetery lay a
group of eighteen burials (Table 4.5; Fig. 4.4), to the
north-east of the initial group of samian users (Group 1).
The group spans the mid to late 2nd century AD. It was
also within this area of the cemetery that the early Roman
dog had been buried (Phase 1). The condition of the
cremation burials varied, with some being well preserved
and others heavily truncated by both plough and machine.
All of the cremation burials contained one individual.
Seven have been identified, or tentatively identified, as
men, three as women, and eight cannot be assigned to a
sex. There is also a mix of ages ranging from infant to
older adult (one infant, two juveniles, four young adults,
five middle-aged adults, one possibly older adult, two
adults and three where age cannot be ascertained). Within
this group a number of burial rites were present: one burial
was unurned (10626), five were urned (10510, 10541,
10590, 10629, 10631), nine were urned with a single
accessory vessel (10525, 10539, 10558, 10571, 10574,
10576, 10592, 10593, 10801) and three were urned with
two accessory vessels (10547, 10597, 10614). None of
these burials used samian as accessory vessels.
Of the seventeen cinerary urns within this group
SOW(gritty) jars are the most consistent selection – five
such vessels were used, at least four of which are of the
pulley rim type. Two urns are STW jars, one lid-seated,
one with a rolled rim. One unusual OX(GROG) lid-seated
jar was used. The remainder of the cinerary urns are
various SGW narrow-, medium- and wide-mouthed jars.
There is no pattern of age and gender and the number and
type of pots selected for burial.
Of the nine burials which were accompanied by a
single vessel, a small flagon or cup was the most popular
choice. Four miniature cupped rim flagons were found in
the SOW(gritty) fabric, one in a NVOW ware, with at least
one of these vessels placed directly within the cinerary
urn. Two cups were single accessory vessels, that were

also placed directly within the cinerary urn: one was
produced in the local SOW(gritty) fabric – the other an
NVCC1 vessel. The other two single accessory vessels
both reflect their Iron Age descent and are a SGW(proto)
wide-mouthed jar and a SREDW small pedestal beaker/
cup – similar to a Butt beaker. These vessels may have
been heirlooms.
Where two accessory vessels are present there is a less
clear selection choice. One burial contained two
SGW(proto) narrow-mouthed jars or flasks to furnish the
grave (10547), another a miniature NVOW flagon and
SRW(FINE) miniature cordoned bowl or cup (10597).
The third example contained a SOW(gritty) jar and
SGW(proto) miniature folded beaker/cup (10614). An
overview of the accessory vessels reveals a strong focus
on flagons and cups – necessary for liquid libation – with
small or miniature vessels that could fit within the cinerary
urn. While personal possessions were still almost
completely absent within this group, one burial (10597)
did contain the remains of a pair of leather shoes.
Cremation 10510
(Fig. 4.19)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4192)
No cut was visible for this burial, which was located fairly
centrally within the Group 2 burials. The cremation was
neatly held within a STW lid-seated cinerary urn (SF
4192) which contained friable dark brown sandy silt loam
with small round pebbles and a very large quantity of
partly-burned bone fragments (10511). The cremated
bones are the remains of an unsexed middle-aged adult
(sk. 8509). The majority of the bone was burnt white to
light grey, with subsidiary grey, black and brown material
(2260 fragments, 744.3g, 10.1mm mean bone size).
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Figure 4.19 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10510

Pottery catalogue
SF4192 Urn. STW. Lid-seated medium-mouthed jar (Type 4.4).
Handmade. Soot residue on external surfaces. Part of rim
shaved off, possibly plough damage. 1688g. Mid 1st to 2nd
century AD.

Cremation 10525
(Fig. 4.20)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: female
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4200) with beaker/cup (SF 4201)
Lying on the north-eastern edge of the Group 2 burials, this
was one of five cremations (10554, 10523, 10801, 10525,
10539), positioned in a straight line running NNW–SSE,
suggesting that there may have been a physical division
within the cemetery which was invisible archaeologically,
such as a fence or hedge. The fill of the SOW(gritty)
cinerary urn (SF 4200) comprised fine gravel mixed with
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Figure 4.20 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10525

soil and burnt bone overlain by dark yellow-brown soil
(10526). A small lower Nene Valley colour-coated fine
ware beaker or cup (SF 4201), had been carefully placed
within the urn. The small amount of cremated bone
retrieved comes from a young adult female (sk. 8531).
There was a duplicated element within the bone
assemblage (left acetabulum), but it is possible that this was
a stray pyre inclusion (see Mays, below). The bone was
burnt grey and white, white some blue black material (415
fragments, weighing 329.8g, 10.3mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4200 Urn. SOW(gritty). Jar or cooking pot, rim missing. 861g. Early
to mid 2nd century AD.
SF4201 Accessory vessel. NVCC1. Miniature bag-shaped beaker or
cup, with a cornice rim (Tyers 1996, 146–8). Internal wear
marks consistent with stirring. 58g. Mid to late 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10539
(Fig. 4.21)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4223) and beaker/cup (SF 4227)
The northernmost of the Group 2 burials, this cremation
was one of six graves (10565/6, 10592, 10541, 10547,
10539, 10600) that lay in a near-straight line, along a
north-east to south-west alignment along the northwestern side of Group 2 and into Group 6, together
perhaps marking a lost partition feature within the
cemetery enclosure. It was also one of five burials (10539,
10525, 10801, 10523, 10554) that lay in a straight line
along a NNW to SSE alignment, marking another
sub-division within the enclosure at right angles to the
first. The cremation was neatly urned in a SOW(gritty)
pulley rimmed cinerary urn (SF 4223). The urn contained
dark brown friable silt loam which also included some
partly-burned bone fragments (10540). The SOW(gritty)
beaker/cup (SF 4227) was also carefully placed on top of
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Figure 4.21 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10539

this fill within the urn. The cremated human bone
originated from a middle-aged male adult (sk. 8520). The
majority was burnt to a grey colour, with other remains
burnt white, blue and black (2150 fragments, 775.6g,
8.8mm mean bone size).

Pottery catalogue
SF4223 Urn. SOW(gritty), fumed in kiln. Medium-mouthed jar with a
pulley rim (Type 4.8), fragmentary. 1876g. 2nd century AD.
SF4227 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Beaker/cup, simple form –
almost crucible-like. 107g. 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.22 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10541

Cremation 10541
(Fig. 4.22)
Type: urned
Date: mid to late 2nd century AD
Sex: ?male
Age: middle-aged adult
Animal bone: unburnt fragment of amphibian
Pottery: urn (SF 4228)
This unfurnished burial was located in the northern part of
Group 2 and was one of six burials (10565/6, 10592,
10541, 10547, 10539, 10600) that lay in a straight line
perhaps indicating the presence of a sub-division of the
cemetery enclosure. The pit cut was circular and 0.18m in

diameter and 0.26m deep. The cremation urn survived in
good condition and is unbroken, comprising a large poorlymade STW cordoned jar (SF 4228), that contained dark
yellow-brown soil with flint gravel towards the base of the
vessel (10542). The fill also contained a quantity of charred
bone which comprises the remains of a middle-aged adult,
possibly male (sk. 8521). The bone has been burnt to a grey,
also white, colour (865 fragments, weighing 1008.1g,
12.9mm mean fragment size). Also found within the
cinerary urn was a small unburnt fragment of amphibian
(?frog) humerus. This may suggest that the burial was left
uncovered sufficiently long for a frog to fall into the vessel
before it was finally covered over.
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Figure 4.23 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10547

Pottery catalogue
SF4228 Urn. STW. Medium-mouthed cordoned jar, with squared out
turned rim (Type 4.5.2). Poorly finished. 2680g. Mid to late 2nd
century AD.

Cremation 10547
(Fig. 4.23)
Type: urned, with two accessory vessels
Date: early to mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4230) and two miniature jars (SF 4025
and SF 4058)

within the cemetery enclosure, this cremation was located
in the northern part of the graves assigned to Group 2. The
circular cremation pit (0.3m in diameter and 0.1m deep)
contained a SGW(proto) poppy-headed beaker cinerary
urn (SF 4230), which held the cremated bone and a dark
brown sandy loam (10548). This vessel is a local copy of a
Rhenish form (Tyers 1996, 65). The burial was furnished
with two miniature narrow-mouthed cordoned jars also
produced in the local SGW(proto) fabric. The cremated
remains were of an unsexed middle-aged adult (sk. 8523).
The bone had been burnt to a grey colour, with subsidiary
white and blue material (780 fragments, weighing 442.7g,
16.8mm mean bone size).

Forming one of the line of six burials (10565/6, 10592,
10541, 10547, 10539, 10600) that may reflect a partition
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Figure 4.24 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10558

Pottery catalogue
SF4230 Urn. SGW(proto), reduced coarse ware with flint inclusions.
Poppy-headed beaker (Type 3.8). Bottom half only. 442g. Early
to mid 2nd century AD.
SF4025 Accessory vessel. SGW(proto), reduced coarse ware with large
flint inclus ions a nd kiln fume marks. Minia ture
narrow-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 2.1). 366g. Early to mid
2nd century.
SF4058 Accessory vessel. SGW(proto), reduced fine self-coloured grey
ware. Miniature narrow-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 2.1).
305g. Early to mid 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10558
(Fig. 4.24)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: early to mid 2nd century AD
Sex: ?male

Age: middle/older adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4237), cordoned jar (SF 4238)
Located in the centre of the Group 2 graves, this cremation
was contained within a circular pit cut (0.3m in diameter
and 0.2m deep). The cinerary urn is a poorly fired SGW
wide-mouthed cordoned jar (SF 4237) which contained
dark yellow-brown soil and charred bone (10559). A hole
had been punched through the vessel base in antiquity as an
act of ritual killing (see discussion). On its western side
were fragments of a similar SGW(proto) wide-mouthed
cordoned jar accessory vessel (SF 4238). The rims of both
vessels had been recently damaged during machining. The
cremated remains are those of a middle-aged to older adult,
possibly male (sk. 8526). The bones are rather unevenly
fired, some fragments are white whereas others are merely
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blackened. There is no real pattern as to which areas of the
body are well and which poorly fired; the difference is
probably due to fragments of bone falling to hotter or cooler
areas of the pyre as the bones shattered on combustion
(1950 fragments, weighing 750.g, 13.3mm mean bone
size).

Cremation 10574
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: juvenile (about 10 years old)
Animal bone: burnt pig, unburnt sheep/goat, unidentified fragment
Pottery: urn (SF 4068), flagon (SF 4259)

Pottery catalogue
SF4237 Urn. SGW, grey with grey to red-yellow ‘sandwich’ core.
Wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3) fragmentary. Hole
punched in base. 1165g. Mid/late 1st century to early/mid 2nd
century AD.
SF4238 Accessory vessel. SGW(proto), reduced coarse hard and grey.
Cordoned jar, rim missing, fragmentary. Mid/late 1st century to
early/mid 2nd century AD.

This burial was the southernmost of the two adjacent
cremations within this group. The burial pit was circular
(0.45m in diameter, 0.25m deep) and contained a cinerary
urn (SF 4068) in the form of a SOW(gritty) pulley rimmed
jar which contained loose dark brown sandy silt with
cremated bone (10575). The urn had been damaged by
ploughing. A single miniature SOW(gritty) flagon
accessory vessel had been placed on its side (SF 4259)
underneath the cinerary urn. Both the vessels within this
burial were poorly finished and may have been seconds.
The cremated human remains were of a juvenile aged c.10
years old (sk. 8542). The bone was burnt white and grey
(500 fragments, 323.0g, 15mm mean bone size). A burnt
pig astragalus was found with the cremated human
remains, and may have been the remains of a joint of meat
burnt with the individual at death or an accidental
inclusion. The unburnt sheep/goat tooth and another
unidentified bone fragment found may be incidental
inclusions.

Double burial 10573
(Figs 4.25–4.26)
Two juvenile burials were found adjacent to each other in
the northernmost part of Group 2, just to the south of the
proposed north-east to south-west fence-line. The fact that
both burials were juveniles and that they were buried so
closely together suggests they may have also been
connected in life. Both burials also contained burnt animal
bone suggesting that a meat offering was burnt with the
body.

Pottery catalogue
SF4068 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed pulley rimmed jar (Type
4.8). Poorly formed rim, possibly a second. 1562g. 2nd century
AD.
SF4259 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Cupped rim miniature flagon
(Type 1.9), poorly formed rim, possibly a second. Deliberate slit
cut at base of neck. 405g. Late 1st to 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10571
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: early to mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: juvenile (between 8–14 years)
Animal bone: four fragments of unidentified, burnt animal bone
Pottery: urn (SF 4256) and a beaker (SF 4257)

Forming the northernmost of the two cremations within
this group, this cremation pit was oval (0.4m by 0.3m and
0.3m depth) and contained a cinerary urn (SF 4256). The
urn was of an unusual type, being a poorly made
OW(grog) lid-seated jar. The vessel had been adapted for
funerary use, or ‘ritually killed’, with a hole deliberately
punched in its lower body. The urn contained loose dark
brown sandy silt and cremated bone (10572). The burial
was furnished with a SREDW(WS) miniature pedestal
beaker (SF 4257) which had been placed upside down to
the north of, but adjacent to, the cinerary urn. Both vessels
had been damaged by the plough. The cremated bone is
the remains of a juvenile, aged between 8 and 14 years, for
which the sex could not be established (sk. 8541). The
bone was burnt white and grey with subsidiary blue
material (490 fragments, weighing 147.1g, 12.1mm mean
bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4256 Urn. OW(grog). Lid-seated medium-mouthed jar (Type 4.4;
Evans, C.J. 2003, 50 and fig. 25, no. 10). Poorly made/finished.
Hole deliberately punched in lower body. 1685g. Mid/late 1st
century to early/mid 2nd century AD.
SF4257 Accessory vessel. SREDW(WS). Miniature pedestal cupped
rim beaker, bands of rouletting around the girth. Unusual form.
Chunk missing out of rim – possibly deliberately damaged in
antiquity. 234g. AD 130–150.

Cremation 10576
(Fig. 4.27)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: ?male
Age: adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4029) and flagon (SF 4258)
This cremation was located towards the centre of this
group of burials. No cut was visible within the alluvium.
The cremation was contained within a large STW lidseated medium-mouthed jar (SF 4029) within which was a
fill of dark yellow-brown friable sandy silt loam and burnt
bone fragments (10577). Carefully placed on the top of
this fill, within the urn, was a SOW(gritty) miniature
flagon accessory vessel (SF 4258). The cremated remains
are those of a ?male adult (sk. 8533). The majority of the
bone was burnt white with subsidiary white, black and
brown material (1022 fragments, weighing 500.8g,
10.2mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4029 Urn. STW. Lid-seated medium-mouthed jar (Type 4.4). 1733g.
Early to mid 2nd century AD.
SF4258 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature cupped rim flagon,
single handle (Type 1.9). 444g. Mid-late 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.25 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10571
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Figure 4.26 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10574
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Figure 4.27 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10576
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Figure 4.28 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10590

Cremation 10590
(Fig. 4.28)
Type: urned
Date: mid 2nd century
Sex: female
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4063)
On the western edge of the Group 2 burials, this cremation
was located adjacent to the burials assigned to Group 1.
No cut was visible. It consisted of a single SGW(proto)
medium-mouthed cordoned jar utilised as a cinerary urn.
Within the urn was dark brown friable silt loam containing
small to medium rounded and angular pebbles and a large
quantity of partially-burnt bone fragments (10591). The
cremated remains are those of a middle-aged female adult

(sk. 8538). The right orbital roof shows cribra orbitalia of
porotic type (Brothwell 1981, fig. 6.17), an indicator of
anaemia. The majority of the bone was burnt white with
subsidiary blue and grey material (2200 fragments,
1095.8g, 18.0mm mean bone size). This context also
contained an unburnt proximal humerus (epiphysis
unfused) of a sheep/goat which may be the remains of a
meat offering that was placed within the grave. Also found
was the vertebra of a reptile/amphibian which suggests the
burial was left open for a short time, allowing the creature
to fall accidentally into the vessel.
Pottery catalogue
SF4063 Urn. SGW(proto). Medium-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 4.5 2).
Poorly made pre-firing, waster. 2345g. Mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.29 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10592

SGW(proto) wide-mouthed cordoned jar utilised as a
cinerary urn (SF 4065) was completely smashed by the
machine and its contents were destroyed. No fill or
cremated bone was recovered from this burial. A NVOW
miniature cupped rim flagon (SF 4262) accessory vessel
was displaced by the machine but survived intact.

Cremation 10592
(Fig. 4.29)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4065) and flagon (SF 4262)
Forming one of a group of six burials (10565/6, 10592,
10541, 10547, 10539, 10600) that perhaps lay along a lost
boundary within the cemetery enclosure, this burial was
located in the northern part of the Group 2 graves. The

Pottery catalogue
SF4065 Urn. SGW(proto). Wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3).
Smashed. 903g. Late 1st to early-mid 2nd century AD.
SF4262 Accessory vessel. NVOW. Miniature cupped rim flagon, with
single handle. Complete but not recovered in situ. 395g.
Capacity 880ml. Late 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.30 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10593

Cremation 10593
(Fig. 4.30)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century
Sex: female
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4279) and flagon (SF 4061)
Metalwork: traces of a corroded iron object
Lying on the eastern edge of the burials assigned to Group
2, this cremation pit had removed the skull of inhumation
10638 (Phase 1). The burial comprised a SOW(gritty)
pulley rimmed cinerary urn (SF 4279) which contained a

friable very dark grey-brown soil and burnt human bone
(10596). An iron object had corroded against the body of
this vessel, possibly a deliberately-placed grave good or a
nail from the pyre debris, but its form cannot be
established. A SOW(gritty) miniature cupped rim flagon
(SF 4061) accessory vessel may originally have been
placed in the mouth of the cinerary urn but it had been
displaced by the machine and smashed. The cremated
bone belonged to a young adult female (sk. 8539). Most of
the bone had been successfully burnt white with some
subsidiary material burnt grey (642 fragments, weighing
390.6g, 9.9mm mean bone size). It is noteworthy that this
burial includes quite a few rather large fragments, e.g. the
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Figure 4.31 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10597

fairly intact distal 6–7cm of the right tibia, superior half of
a left talus and an almost complete right patella. These
large fragments are also white or light grey, i.e. thoroughly
fired, perhaps suggesting that they were heated fairly
slowly so that they did not shatter into small fragments.
Pottery catalogue
SF4279 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with a pulley rim
(Type 4.8). 896g. 2nd century AD.
SF4061 Flagon. SOW(gritty). Miniature single handled flagon, rim
missing. 270g. Late 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10597
(Fig. 4.31)
Type: urned, with two accessory vessels
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown

Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4263), flagon (SF 4264) and jar (SF 4266)
Metalwork: hobnails (SF 4265)
No cut for this burial was visible within the alluvium; it
was located in the northern part of Group 2. A SOW
(gritty) jar with a pulley rim had been utilised as a cinerary
urn (SF 4263), which contained a dark brown soil with a
large quantity of ash and charred human bone (10598).
The burial was furnished with two miniature vessels
comprising a NVOW flagon (SF 4264) and a SRW(FINE)
wide-mouthed cordoned jar (SF 4266). All three vessels
had been severely damaged during machining. Found
neatly grouped on the eastern side of the flagon were a
large quantity (more than 100) of hobnails (SF 4265; see
Howard-Davis, below). It is likely that they are all that
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Figure 4.32 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10614

remains of a pair of hobnailed shoes placed within the
grave, either as a grave gift or symbolic token, or as part of
the deceased’s clothing. The cremated remains are those
of a young adult of unknown sex (sk. 8544). The main
bone assemblage was burnt white and grey, with
subsidiary black and brown material (1145 fragments,
644.2g, 11.1mm mean bone size).

Pottery catalogue
SF4263 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed pulley rimmed jar (Type
4.8). Badly damaged. 685g. Mid to late 2nd century AD.
SF4264 Accessory vessel. NVOW. Miniature single handled flagon,
rim missing. 274g. Mid to late 2nd century AD.
SF4266 Accessory vessel. SRW(FINE)(BSRW). Miniature widemouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3). Fragmentary. 223g. Mid to
late 1st century to mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.33 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10626

Cremation 10614
(Fig. 4.32)
Type: urned, with two accessory vessels
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4278), jar (SF 4276), beaker (SF 4281)
Metalwork: seven complete iron nails
In the southern part of Group 2, no cut for this burial was
visible within the alluvium. The large SGW(proto)
wide-mouthed cordoned jar utilised as a cinerary urn (SF
4278) not only contained a fill of dark yellow-brown loose
sandy loam and burnt human bone (10615), but also iron
nails and two accessory vessels. The burial was furnished
with a small SOW(gritty) flagon, of which only the lower
half survives, which had a hole deliberately punched
through the lower body in an act of ‘ritual killing’ (SF
4276). Also within the cinerary urn was a small SGW
(proto) folded beaker (cup), an odd vessel as the fabric is a
very coarse and locally made, while the form is one more
commonly produced in fine ware fabrics (SF 4281). All
three vessels had been damaged post-burial, either by the
plough or by the machine.
Seven iron nails were recovered, all are squaresectioned hand-forged nails with flat round heads and most
fall easily into the length ranges defined by Manning, for

his type 1b (1985, fig 32), which were in common use
throughout the Roman period. In all cases these are nails
c.30mm long, and thus not hobnails from nailed shoes, but
presumably from wood used in the pyre, or from other
nailed objects burnt as pyre goods.
The cremated remains are those of a middle-aged male
adult (sk. 8553). The majority of the bone had been
successfully burnt to a white and grey colour, with some
blue subsidiary material (7200 fragments, weighing
1279.2g, 8.3mm mean bone size). Analysis revealed
evidence for degenerative joint disease of the spine (a
superior facet joint of a cervical vertebra is eburnated and
two cervical vertebral bodies show Grade II osteophytosis.
In addition, two thoracic or lumbar vertebral body
fragments show Grade I and one Grade II osteophytosis
(Sager 1969, reproduced in Brothwell 1981, fig. 6.9)).
Pottery catalogue
SF4278 Urn. SGW(proto), grey with red-yellow ‘sandwich core’.
Wide-mouthed cordoned jar (Type 5.3). Fragmentary. 2842g.
Mid 2nd century AD.
SF4276 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Small flagon base, rim
missing. Hole punched through lower body. 483g. Mid 2nd
century AD.
SF4281 Accessory vessel. SGW(proto), large flint inclusions.
Miniature carinated folded beaker, rim missing. 147g. mid 2nd
century AD.
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Figure 4.34 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10629

Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: infant (0–2 years)
Pottery: urn (SF 4287)

Cremation 10626
(Fig. 4.33)
Type: unurned
Date: unknown
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: none
This was the southernmost burial assigned to Group 2. It
comprised a small depression (0.29m in diameter by 0.1m
deep) filled with dark brown soil, stones and a quantity of
charcoal (10625). This feature was significantly truncated
by modern machining, as result of which only a very small
amount of burnt undiagnostic human bone was recovered
(sk. 8557). The bone had been burnt white and blue (three
fragments, 0.1g, 12.0mm mean bone size).
Cremation 10629
(Fig. 4.34)
Type: urned

Once again, no cut for this cremation was visible within
the alluvium, which lay on the eastern edge of Group 2. It
comprised a single SGW carinated cinerary urn which
contained a dark yellow-brown friable silt loam with a few
small pebbles and a small quantity of burnt human bone
(10630). The vessel had been damaged during machining.
The cremated bones are the remains of a juvenile aged
between 0–2 years for which the sex is unknown (sk.
8555). The majority of the bone had been successfully
burnt to a white colour with some subsidiary blue material
(95 fragments, weighing 17.1g, 10.0mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4287 Urn. SGW, with oxidised surfaces. Narrow-mouthed carinated
jar, rim missing. 443g. Early/mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.35 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10631

Pottery catalogue
SF4289 Urn. SGW(proto), hard. Medium-mouthed jar, with a central
panel of very coarse rouletting. No local parallels have yet been
found for this vessel, but it may have roots in Late Iron Age
coarse ware jars (Thompson 1982, type C, 211–95). 263g. Mid
2nd century AD.

Cremation 10631
(Fig. 4.35)
Type: urned
Date: mid 2nd century
Sex: ??male
Age: Adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4289)
This burial was found on the western edge of Group 2 and,
again, no cut was visible within the alluvium. The cinerary
urn comprised a SGW(proto) medium-mouthed jar of
unusual form, certainly unique within this assemblage
(SF 4289). Unfortunately, the vessel was completely
smashed in the machining process and what remained of
the fill (10632) was collected from beneath the
fragmentary vessel. The cremated remains retrieved are
those, tentatively identified, of an adult male (sk. 8552).
The bone has been successfully burnt to white, with some
blue material (48 fragments, weighing 24.9g, 15.5mm
mean bone size).

Cremation 10801
(Fig. 4.36)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 3951), flagon (SF 3950)
This burial lay on the eastern edge of Group 2 and is one of
five (10539, 10525, 10801, 10523, 10554) that lay in a
straight line along a NNW–SSE alignment, marking a
possible division within the cemetery enclosure. No cut
was visible within the alluvium. The SGW(Q) mediummouthed jar cinerary urn (SF 3951) was mis-placed
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Figure 4.36 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 2, cremation burial 10801

during excavation (having originally thought to have been
stolen) and the fill was not recorded. The vessel was
accompanied by a SOW(gritty) miniature cupped rim
flagon (SF 3950) (not shown on plan).
Pottery catalogue
SF3951 Urn. SGW(Q), calcareous and flint inclusions. Mediummouthed jar with a rolled rim. 364g. Early to mid 2nd century.
SF3950 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature single handled
cupped rim flagon. 363g. Late 2nd century AD.

Group 3: Burials to the north-east (late 2nd century)
(Fig. 4.4)
Summary
The eleven cremation burials that formed this group
(Table 4.6) date to the late 2nd century AD. Most of the
cremation pits contained single burials; one was a double
burial. Twelve individuals including juvenile, young
adult, middle-aged adult and older adult are represented.
They were grouped together in the north-eastern segment
of the cemetery enclosure. Condition varied, with some
cremations being well preserved and others heavily
truncated by both the plough and machining.
As detailed below, a variety of burial rites was present.
One of the cremations was unurned (10565), six were
urned (10503, 10505, 10508, 10513, 10515, 10657) and
four were urned with a single flagon accessory vessel

(10501, 10518, 10662, 10659). None of the pottery was
adapted for funerary use with acts such as ‘ritual killing’.
Limited ranges of pottery fabrics and forms were used,
with a strong reliance on the SOW(gritty) wares produced
locally at Godmanchester. Of the ten cinerary urns within
this group, seven are made in the local SOW(gritty) fabric,
four of which can be identified as jars with a distinctive
‘pulley’ or bifid rim. Two of the cinerary urns are made in a
STW fabric, one of which is lid-seated. The final vessel is
a NVOW jar. Only four of these burials contained an
accessory vessel, all of which are SOW(gritty) miniature
single-handled flagons. None of these burials used samian
(or other red wares) as accessory vessels. None of these
cremations include other artefacts such as brooches,
although one did contain a small number of hobnails
present as residual pyre debris.
Cremation 10501
(Fig. 4.37)
Type: urned and furnished with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: ?female
Age: adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4213) and flagon (SF 4214)
This burial was located in the northern part of Group 3,
although the individual cut was not visible. The cremation
was contained within a SOW(gritty) ware pulley rimmed
jar which also contained dark brown sandy loam. Placed
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Figure 4.37 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10501
Burial
10501
10503
10505
10508
10513
10515
10518
10565
10662
10657
10659

Double burial
Yes

10517
10517

Age

Sex

Cinerary urn

Flagon

Beaker/Jar

Samian

Adult
Juvenile & young adult
Middle aged adult
Adult
Adult
Juvenile (4-8 years)
Middle aged adult
Older adult
Unknown
Young/middle aged adult
Middle/older adult

?F
Unknown & ?F
M
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
?M
Unknown
?F
Unknown

4213
4215
4206
4208
4193
4194
4195
4306
4305
4307

4214
4207
4309
4308

-

-

Table 4.6 Cemetery 2, Phase 2: burials to the north-east (Group 3)
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Figure 4.38 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10503

within the funerary urn was a SOW(gritty) flagon
accessory vessel. Both vessels were almost certainly
produced in the local Godmanchester kilns between the
late 2nd and early 3rd century, with a date in the earlier
part of this range being the most likely (Evans, C.J. 2003,
44). Analysis of the skeleton (sk. 8505) has resulted in its
tentative identification as a female, although it is certainly
an adult. The bone was successfully burnt to a grey-white
colour, although some was black (870 fragments,
weighing 657g, with a mean size of 15.8mm).
Pottery catalogue
SF4213 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with a ‘pulley-type’
rim (Evans, C.J. 2003, 46, fig 25, no. 6. 1353g. Late 2nd century
AD.
SF4214 Accessory vessel. SREDW. One handled flagon (325g) with a
reed rim. Late 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10503
(Fig. 4.38)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd (to 4th) century AD
Sex: unsexed and ?female
Age: juvenile and young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4215)
Located in the centre of the Group 3 cremations, no pit cut
for this burial was visible. It comprised a single funerary
urn (SF 4215) of which only the bottom half survived. The
vessel is a shell-tempered jar of indeterminate form;
which contained a very dark grey-brown sandy loam
(10504) and burnt bone. When discovered the urn was
lined with gravel, perhaps deliberately. Analysis of the
cremated bone (sk. 8506) revealed that this was a double
burial. The urn contained the remains of an unsexed
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Figure 4.39 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10505

juvenile between 10–17 years, and a young adult
tentatively identified as a female. The bone was burnt
white, with a blue subsidiary colour (1770 fragments,
weighing 608.3g, with a mean size of 10.5mm).
Pottery catalogue
SF4215 Urn. STW. The bottom half of a jar (1207g). Handmade. Worn,
with soot residue. Not closely datable: 2nd to 4th century AD.

Cremation 10505
(Fig. 4.39)
Type: urned
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4206)
The burial was located on the eastern edge of Group 3. No
cut was visible. It comprised a funerary SOW(gritty) urn
(SF 4206) which contained a loose dark brown sandy loam
(10506) and the cremated bone from a single middle-aged
adult male (sk. 8507). The bone was burnt white, with a
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Figure 4.40 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10508

blue/grey subsidiary colour (1136 fragments, weighing
575.9g, with a mean size of 16.1mm).
Pottery catalogue
SF4206 Urn. SOW(gritty). Bottom half of a jar (681g). Late 2nd to 3rd
century AD.

Cremation 10508
(Fig. 4.40)
Type: urned
Date: mid to late 2nd century
Sex: unknown
Age: adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4208)
Metalwork: hobnails
Lying in the middle of the Group 3 burials, this cremation
comprised a single funerary urn of which only a few
fragments survived (SF 4208, not illustrated). The NVOW
urn contained dark yellow-brown sandy loam (10509) and
cremated bone (sk. 8508). Due to the absence of the sides
of the urn, it was difficult to define the burial cut. A few
hobnails were also found within this urn, although are not
sufficiently numerous to constitute a shoe and may either
have been worn by the deceased on the pyre, or were
residual within the cremation debris. Only a small amount
of cremated bone survived due to the poor condition of the
urn. The remains were those of an unsexed adult and the
bone had been burnt blue/white (114 fragments, weighing
50.5g, 10.9mm mean bone size).

Pottery catalogue
SF4208 Urn. NVOW. Jar, fragments only. Fine with burnished surfaces.
90g. Mid to late 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10515
(Fig. 4.41)
Type: urned
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: juvenile (4–8 years)
Pottery: urn (SF 4194)
Located on the western edge of Group 3, this burial
comprised a single SOW(gritty) funerary urn (SF 4194)
which contained dark brown sandy loam and cremated
human bone (sk. 8513). Although probably produced in
the local Godmanchester kilns, no direct parallel for the
funerary urn can be identified. When analysed it was
established that the cremated bone was from a juvenile
aged between 4–8 years old. Most of the bone assemblage
had been evenly burnt to a white colour, although it was
noted that many of the endocranial surfaces of the skull are
black while the ectocranial surfaces are white, suggesting
some unevenness in the burning process (538 fragments,
weighing 113.5g, 8mm mean fragment size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4194 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with an everted rim
(Type 4.13). 956g. Late 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.41 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10515
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Figure 4.42 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10518

Double burial 10517
(Figs 4.42–4.43)
Pit 10517 (0.4mm diameter, 0.37mm deep) contained two
cremation burials (10518 and 10513), both of unsexed
adults in very similar funerary urns (same fabric and type),
although burial 10518 also contained an accessory vessel.
There was no significant difference in date between the
two burials and they may have formed a family group.

Cremation 10518
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4195) and flagon (SF 4207)

The burial lay on the eastern edge of Group 3, below
cremation 10513. It comprised a funerary urn (SF 4195)
which contained dark brown loose sandy loam and burnt
human bone (sk. 8511). A single flagon accessory vessel
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Figure 4.43 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10513

(SF 4207) formed part of the burial. The cremated remains
were of an unsexed middle-aged adult and had been burnt
white/grey, with blue subsidiary material (1700
fragments, 892.6g, 10.4mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4195 Urn. SOW(gritty). SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with a
‘pulley-type’ rim (Evans, C.J. 2003, 46, fig 25, no. 6). 1146g.
Late 2nd century AD.
SF4207 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature single handled
flagon (rim missing). 304g. Late 1st to 2nd century AD.
Cremation 10513
Type: urned
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4193)

Above cremation 10518, this burial lay on the eastern edge
of Group 3. It comprised a single SOW(gritty) pulley
rimmed funerary urn (SF 4193) which contained loose
dark brown sandy loam and cremated bone. The vessel
was lined with a layer of gravel. The small jar was burnt
and spalled, possibly having been damaged at the end of
the cremation process during the transfer of the hot ashes
into the urn. The cremated bone was from an unsexed
adult (sk. 8510). The bone was burnt white to blue, with
some black remains (750 fragments, weighing 382.3g,
with a mean weight of 17.1g).
Pottery catalogue
SF4193 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with a ‘pulley-type’
rim (Evans, C.J. 2003, 46, fig. 25, no. 6). 668g. Late 2nd century
AD.
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Figure 4.44 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10565

situ. No cremated bone was found associated with this
disturbed cremation.

Cremation 10565
(Fig. 4.44)
Type: unurned
Date: unknown
Sex: ?male
Age: older adult
Pottery: none

Pottery catalogue
SF4306 Urn. SOW (gritty). Jar, top half lost. 318g. Late 2nd century AD.
SF4309 Accessory vessel. SOW(Gritty). Miniature flagon, single handle,
with a cupped rim (Type 1.9). 313g. Late 2nd century AD.

This unurned cremation was located beyond the northwest corner of Group 3, consisting of burnt bone only (sk.
8528). The human remains were of an older adult
tentatively identified as a male. The bone had been burnt
to a white colour, with subsidiary grey and black colours
also present (2360 fragments, weighing 370.2g, 10.1mm
mean bone size).
Cremation 10662
(Fig. 4.45)
Type: urned, with an accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4306) and flagon (SF 4309)
This cremation was located in the south-east corner of the
Group 3 burials. The urned cremation and accessory
vessel had been badly disturbed, which may have been
due to plough damage as well as modern machining. As a
result the vessels were badly broken and apparently not in

Cremation 10657
(Fig. 4.46)
Type: urned
Date: late 1st to 2nd century AD
Sex: ?female
Age: young/middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4305)
Forming the southernmost burial within the Group 3
graves, this burial comprised a single large well-preserved
shell-tempered funerary urn. The vessel was lid-seated,
although no evidence for a lid survived. Within the urn
was dark yellow-brown loose sandy silt loam containing
small to moderate angular and round pebbles. The
cremated bone was located towards the bottom of the
vessel and comprised the remains of a single young-tomiddle-aged adult, tentatively identified as a female (sk.
8556). The bone was burnt grey/white (1050 fragments,
weighing 330.7g, 13.2mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4305 Urn. Large STW jar with everted lid-seated rim (Type 4.4).
(2840g). Late 1st to 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.45 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10662
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Figure 4.46 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10657

accessory vessel was found nearby (SF 4308). The
cremated bone (sk. 8554) derived from a middle to older
adult of indeterminate sex. The bone was burnt grey to
white (1050 fragments, weighing 330.7g, 13.2mm mean
bone size).

Cremation 10659
(Fig. 4.47)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle/older adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4307), flagon (SF 4308)
This burial was the northernmost within Group 3. It
comprised a badly plough-damaged funerary urn (SF
4307) filled with dark yellow-brown soil and some
charred human bone (10660). A better preserved flagon

Pottery catalogue
SF4307 Urn. SOW(gritty). Medium-mouthed jar with a ‘pulley-type’
rim (Evans, C.J. 2003, 46, fig. 25, no. 6). White slip lost through
over-firing. 498g. Late 2nd century AD.
SF4308 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature flagon, handle and
rim missing. Severely abraded. 292g. 2nd to 3rd century AD.
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Figure 4.47 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 3, cremation burial 10659

Group 4: Burials to the south (late 2nd century)
Summary
A small group of seven cremations was found in the
south-west quadrant of the cemetery enclosure, broadly
dating to the late 2nd century AD (Table 4.7; Fig. 4.4). The
condition of the vessels is mixed as some survived well but
others, particularly the most southerly, were severely
damaged during machining. All of the burials were neatly
urned and contained a single individual. These were
mature, middle-aged or older, adults: three are male, one
female and three cannot be ascertained. It is tempting to
speculate that this area was reserved for community
elders, especially since this quadrant also contained the

richest burial within the cemetery. As detailed below, a
variety of cremation burial rites were present. The richest
burial within this group and indeed the cemetery, utilised a
glass bottle as a cinerary urn with three accessory vessels
including a worn (?heirloom) samian dish (burial 10520).
Two of the accessory vessels within this burial had been
adapted for funerary use.
In comparison with burial 10520, the remainder of the
burials in this group were conservative. Although all six
were urned, only one was furnished a single miniature
SOW(gritty) flagon. As in the Group 3 burials, a limited
range of pottery fabrics and forms was selected with a
strong reliance on the locally produced SOW(gritty)
wares. Four of the cremations used SOW(gritty) jars as
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shoulder, attached to the neck below the rim, with twenty-one
shallow ribs pulled down into points on shoulder. Horizontal
shoulders, three straight sides with shallow central indents
above base, but only a trace of the fourth side. Complete flat
base with moulded design in low relief; two concentric circles
containing lettering M V P retrograde. There are small bubbles,
elongated in the neck, and larger elongated bubbles in the
handle. Strain cracks on upper surface of the rim. There are
black specks, small lumps and streaks, especially in the handle.
Horizontal scratches around lower neck, vertical scratches on
body. Base edge worn. Ht: 295mm; Body Ht: 215mm; Diam
rim: 98–100mm; Diam neck:75–80mm; W base: 140mm; Th:
2.5–9mm.

cinerary urns, one of which could be identified as a pulley
rim, the other a narrow-mouthed cordoned jar. Also
utilised was a SGW(proto) wide-mouthed cordoned jar
and, uniquely within this assemblage, a large Horningsea
storage jar. None of these cremations include other
artefacts such as brooches, although two did contain a
small number of nails present as residual pyre debris.
Cremation 10520
(Fig. 4.48)
Type: urned, with three accessory vessels
Date: late 2nd century AD (worn samian dated to AD
160–180)
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: carinated jug (SF 4199), flagon (SF 4196) and
samian dish (SF 4198)
Glass: bottle, used as urn (SF 4197)
Metalwork: two small iron nails
Burial 10520 was placed centrally within the south-west
quadrant of the cremation enclosure and, uniquely within
this assemblage, the cremated remains were urned within
a square glass bottle (SF 4197; see Price et al. below). The
bottle contained friable dark brown sandy silt loam, small
to moderate round and angular pebbles (10521) and a
large amount of burnt human bone (sk. 8515). Two small
iron nails were also retrieved from inside the bottle: their
size (c.30mm long) indicates that they are not hobnails,
but presumably came from wood used in the pyre or from
other nailed objects burnt as pyre goods.
Three accessory vessels accompanied this burial. The
first is an unusual SOW(gritty) carinated jug (SF 4199),
filled by dark yellow-brown friable sandy loam
containing a very few small pebbles. A small, single
handled flagon with evidence for deliberate damage on
the shoulder (SF 4196) and a worn samian dish with
graffito (SF 4198) were also found. It is noteworthy that at
least two of the accessory vessels had post-firing
adaptations. The condition of the samian vessel suggests
that it was probably the oldest vessel within the group,
possibly an heirloom.
The cremated bone comprised the remains of a
middle-aged male adult (sk. 8515). The bone was burnt
white, grey and blue, also brown (1635 fragments, 800g,
22.2mm mean bone size). Analysis of the remains found
ossicles in the lambdoid suture.
Glass catalogue
SF4197 Urn. Glass. Square bottle. Forty-two fragments, twenty-eight
joining, of a substantially complete square bottle (one side of
the body is missing). Narrow horizontal rim, the edge bent out,
up, in, and flattened. It has a wide cylindrical neck with slight
tooling marks at the base. An angular reeded handle is applied to

Pottery catalogue
SF4196 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature single handle
flagon, rim missing. A large hole has been pierced through the
vessel shoulder in antiquity, possibly an example of ritual
killing. 283g. Late 2nd century AD.
SF4198 Accessory vessel. SAM(CG). Dish Dr 31, stamped BOR[ ]IOF
(Curle 1911, no.17): Borillus ii of Lezoux, where stamps from
the die (5b) have been found. Dish is substantially complete and
is like the Wroxeter Gutter type of Form 31. It is more abraded
than the other samian vessels from this cemetery, on the
footring, rim and the inside of the base and wall. A graffito X
was inscribed under the base after firing. Many stamps from the
same die occur in Antonine Scotland and it was used to stamp
forms 18/31R, 27 and 79/80. 396g. Borillus’s overall range will
be c.AD 150–180, with AD 160–180 for this vessel, in view of
its form.
SF4199 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Carinated jug. Unusual form.
Type 1.10. 320g. Late 2nd century AD.
Metalwork
Two iron nails square-sectioned hand-forged with flat round heads
(Manning type 1b 1985, fig. 32). In both cases the nails are c.30mm long.

Cremation 10523
(Fig. 4.49)
Type: urn, with one accessory vessel
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: middle/older adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4216) and flagon (SF 4217)
Metalwork: two iron nails (unnumbered)
This was the northernmost grave in the Group 4 burials,
located in a fairly isolated position towards the centre of
the enclosure. It is one of five graves (10539, 10525,
10801, 10523, 10554) that lay in a straight line along a
NNW–SSE alignment marking a division, a lost fence,
hedge or path, within the cemetery. The burial comprised
a wide-mouthed and cordoned grey ware (SGW(proto))
funerary urn, with a roughly circular hole in its base (SF
4216). This vessel was possibly quite old when used in
this way and the post-firing hole made in the base may be
an example of ritual killing (Lyons, below). It contained
dark yellow-brown sandy silt clay (10524), cremated
human bone and two iron nails which may have derived

Burial

Age

Sex

Cinerary urn

Flagon

Beaker/Jar

Samian

10520
10523
10545
10551
10553
10554
10617

Middle aged adult
Middle/older adult
Middle aged adult
Unknown
Unknown
Middle aged adult
Middle/older adult

M
Unknown
M
Unknown
Unknown
?F
M

4197 (glass)
4216
4229
4233
broken urn
4235
4280

4196
4217
-

4199
-

4198
-

Table 4.7 Cemetery 2, Phase 2: burials to the south (Group 4)
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Figure 4.48 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10520
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Figure 4.49 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10523

from wood used in the pyre or from other nailed objects
burnt as pyre goods. Also found, lying on its side nearby to
the north-west, was an accessory vessel consisting of a
miniature SOW(Gritty) flagon (SF 4217). The cremated
remains (sk. 8530) are those of a middle to older adult of
indeterminate sex. The bone was burnt to a grey colour,
with subsidiary white material (2890 fragments, weighing
832.6g, 15.1mm mean bone size).

Pottery catalogue
SF4216 Urn. SGW (proto), grey with oxidised surfaces. Wide-mouthed
cordoned jar (Type 5.3). Hole in base. 2023g. Early to mid 2nd
century AD.
SF4217 Accessory vessel. SOW(gritty). Miniature cupped rim flagon,
with a single handle (Type 1.9). 250g. Late 2nd century AD.
Metalwork
Two iron nails square-sectioned hand-forged with flat round heads
(Manning type 1b 1985, fig 32). In both cases the nails are c.30mm long.
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Figure 4.50 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10545
Cremation 10545
(Fig. 4.50)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd to 3rd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4229)
Located in the north-western part of the Group 4 burials,
this cremation lay adjacent to cremation burial 10617:
their close grouping may suggest that they were related in
some way. Both cremations overlay inhumation burial
10628 (Phase 1, above). The cremated bone was
contained in a large funerary urn (SF 4229) with no
accessory vessel. The urn is a Horningsea ware storage jar
filled with yellow-brown soil and large quantity of burnt
human bone (10546). This is an unusual funerary urn

choice within this community (perhaps utlising a large pot
for a large man). A post-firing hole, possibly an example
of ‘ritual killing’ (see pottery overview below), was
punched in the lower half of the vessel wall. The bones
were the remains of a middle-aged adult male with a large
robust skeleton (sk. 8522). Analysis revealed a cervical
vertebral body which bears a thick osteophyte on its
anterior surface, covering the entire height of the vertebral
body, probably an osteophyte of the type associated with
diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH). The
majority of the bone had been successfully burnt white
and grey, with subsidiary blue and black, remains (2150
fragments, weighing 775.6g, 8.8mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4229 Urn. HORN. Storage jar with a large everted rim (Type 4.17).
2775g. 2nd to 3rd century AD.
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Figure 4.51 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10551

funerary urn (SF 4234). This vessel is, however, unusual
within the context of this assemblage both in its form and
size, which is small for a cinerary urn. Since no fill or
cremated bone was identified within the remains of the jar,
it is possible that it was a displaced accessory vessel.

Cremation 10551
(Fig. 4.51)
Type: urned
Date: late 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4233)
This burial was the southernmost within Group 4 and
within the entire cemetery enclosure. It comprised a single
SOW(gritty) funerary jar (SF 4233). The burial had been
badly damaged and only the lower half of the vessel
survived. The jar contained dark yellow-brown loose
sandy silt loam, along with some partially-burned bone
fragments (10552).
Pottery catalogue
SF4233 Urn. SOW(gritty). Lower half of jar only. 541g. 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10553
(Fig. 4.52)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd to 3rd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4234)
This burial was located to the east of burial 10551 and was
also one of the most southerly of the burials within the
cemetery enclosure. It comprised a fragmentary
SOW(gritty) narrow mouthed jar recorded on site as the

Pottery catalogue
SF4234 Urn. SOW(gritty). Narrow mouthed jar (Type 2.1 variant).
860g. 2nd to 3rd century AD.

Cremation 10554
(Fig. 4.53)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd to 3rd century AD
Sex: ?female
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4235)
This burial lay on the eastern edge of Group 4 and was one
of five graves (10539, 10525, 10801, 10523, 10554) that
lay in a straight line along a NNW–SSE alignment,
perhaps marking a sub-division within the cemetery. The
cremation urn was badly broken during machining and the
top part of the narrow mouthed jar was lost. A quantity of
dark yellow-brown soil, with a number of charred bones,
survived within the broken vessel (10555). The surviving
bone was from a middle-aged adult, tentatively identified
as a female (sk. 8525). The bone was unevenly burnt with
white and grey remains, along with subsidiary material
that was burnt blue and black (1660 fragments, 812.9g,
12.2mm mean bone size).
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Figure 4.52 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10553

Pottery catalogue
SF4235 Urn. SOW(gritty). Fragmentary narrow mouthed jar
(smashed). 985g. 2nd to 3rd century AD.

Cremation 10617
(Fig. 4.54)
Type: urned
Date: early to mid 2nd century AD
Sex: ?male
Age: middle/older adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4280)
This burial lay to the north-west of the cremations
assigned to Group 4 and was positioned adjacent to
cremation burial 10545, to which it may have related. This

burial had been damaged in antiquity (probably by
insertion of cremation 10545) and further disturbed by
modern machining. It consisted of a single SOW(gritty)
narrow-mouthed jar funerary urn (SF 4280) which
contained a loose dark brown silt loam and cremated
human bone (10623). The burnt bones are the remains of a
middle/older adult, tentatively identified as a male (sk.
8545). The bone had been burnt white/grey with
subsidiary material burnt black (329 fragments, 451.6g,
20.6mm mean bone size).
Pottery catalogue
SF4280 Urn. SOW(gritty). Narrow-mouthed jar, cordoned (Type 2.1).
969g. Early to mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.53 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10554
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Figure 4.54 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 4, cremation burial 10617

Group 5: Outlying burials (mid 2nd century)
Summary
Two cremation burials lay at the edges of the cemetery
enclosure and did not appear to be associated with any
group (Table 4.8; Fig. 4.4). These burials are dated to the
mid 2nd century AD and may be contemporary with

Group 1 – the samian users. The two burials were urned
and furnished with one accessory vessel. Both were of
adults, one male. The first burial lay at the eastern edge of
the cemetery enclosure (10600) and the second burial lay
close to the northern ditch of the cemetery enclosure
(10611).

Burial

Age

Sex

Cinerary urn

Flagon

Beaker/Jar

Samian

10600
10611

Adult
Middle aged adult

Unknown
M

4283
4268

-

4275
4270

-

Table 4.8 Cemetery 2, Phase 2: outlying burials (Group 5)
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Figure 4.55 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 5, cremation burial 10600

Cremation 10600
(Fig. 4.55)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4283) and jar (SF 4275)
On the eastern edge of the cemetery enclosure lay this
isolated burial. It was one of six burials (10565/6, 10592,
10541, 10547, 10539, 10600) that lay in a straight line,
along a north-east to south-west alignment, that perhaps
marked the position of a lost boundary marker within the

cemetery enclosure. A large STW pulley rimmed jar (SF
4283) had been utilised as the cinerary urn and contained a
dark brown silt loam as well as a quantity of burnt human
bone (10610). Carefully placed within the cinerary urn
was a SGW(MICA) miniature narrow-mouthed jar or
flask (SF 4275). The cremated bones are the remains of an
adult for which it has been impossible to assign to a sex
(sk. 8549). The majority of the bone has been successfully
burnt to a white colour, with subsidiary remains burnt grey
and black (870 fragments, weighing 435.1g, 14.3mm
mean bone size).
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Figure 4.56 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 5, cremation burial 10611

Pottery catalogue
SF4283 Urn. STW. Large pulley rimmed jar (Type ??). Base incomplete
but may have been deliberately pierced. 2488g. 2nd century
AD.
SF4275 Accessory vessel. SGW(MICA). Miniature narrow-mouthed
jar or flask with a raised bead on neck (Type 2.1). 303g. Late 1st
to Mid 2nd century AD.

Cremation 10611
(Fig. 4.56)
Type: urned, with one accessory vessel
Date: mid 2nd century AD
Sex: male
Age: middle-aged adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4268) and beaker/jar (SF 4270)
Lying on the northern edge of the cemetery enclosure, this
isolated burial held a cinerary urn which comprised a large
NVOW wide-mouthed jar (SF 4268) which held dark

yellow soil with a quantity of charred human bone
(10612). Placed inside the urn was a worn Lower
Rhineland miniature bag shaped colour-coated beaker/
cup (SF 4270). The cremated remains are those of a
middle-aged male (sk. 8550). The majority of the bone has
been successfully burnt to white and grey colours, with
some blue and black subsidiary material (1045 fragments,
weighing 844.8g, 21.9mm mean bone size). It was noted
during analysis that some of the bone fragments were
unusually large, presumably as the heating of these parts
was sufficiently slow to prevent shattering of the bones
into small fragments.
Pottery catalogue
SF4268 Urn. NVOW. Wide-mouthed jar (Type 5). 802g. Mid 2nd
century AD.
SF4270 Accessory vessel. RHINE CC. Bag-shaped beaker/cup with a
cornice rim (Tyers 1996, fig. 166). Roughcast decoration, worn
smooth. 63g. Mid 2nd century AD.
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Figure 4.57 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 6, cereal offering? 10556

Group 6: possible food offerings (2nd century)
Three small pits, all on the western edge of the cemetery
enclosure, did not contain human remains. One contained
burnt cereal (10556), the others (10566, 10568) the
cremated remains of indeterminate animals. These
features have been interpreted as food offerings.
?Cereal offering 10556
(Fig. 4.57)
Type: urned
Date: 2nd century AD
Sex: unknown
Age: unknown
Pottery: urn (SF 4236)

amount of charcoal flecks (10557). The fill of the urn was
very different from any of the other urn fills examined,
particularly as there was no cremated (human or animal)
bone. There were, however, abundant cereal remains
consisting of spikelet forks and charred spikelets, together
with an estimated grain:glume ratio close to that expected
in spikelets, suggesting that the cereals were charred as
intact wheat spikelets or even ears, rather than
representing primary cleaning by-products. A symbolic
deposition of viable food seems possible.
Pottery catalogue
SF4236 Urn. STW. Bottom half of jar. 511g. 2nd century AD.

Although badly damaged during machining the bottom
part (approximately one third) of a cremation urn was
excavated and contained very dark brown soil with large

Animal cremations
(Fig. 4.58)
One pit containing a possible food offering (10566) was
isolated on the western edge of the cemetery enclosure
and consisted of a shallow circular scoop (0.14m diameter
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Figure 4.58 Cemetery 2, Phase 2, Group 6, animal cremation 10568

by 0.06m deep) which contained a silt clay fill and a
deposit of cremated unidentified animal bone (10567). A
similar small pit (10568) was again located on the western
edge of the cemetery enclosure. A roughly oval cut was
visible (0.3m wide and 0.17m deep), with its sides sloping
down to a concave base. The excavator speculated the
possible decay of an organic container in situ. The pit was
filled with a loose to friable dark yellow brown sandy silt
loam and two small pieces of bone, one partially burnt
(10570). The bone could only be identified as
indeterminate animal (sk. 8529). Its proximity to food
offering 10556 raises the possibility that this was a similar
deposit.
Cemetery 3: Burials in Area 82 (?mid 2nd century)
(Fig. 4.59)
Of particular interest in the otherwise largely blank area
immediately to the south of the main track is the presence
of two cremation urns in Area 82 (Fig. 4.1; Cemetery 3).
One was a burial of a young adult ?male within a SGW
cordoned jar of which only the bottom part survives
(1301, urn SF 4460) while the other is an indeterminate
burial within a SOW(gritty) pulley rimmed jar of which
only the top survived (1302, SF 4461). (The cremation
vessels are illustrated in Fig. 4.59.) These vessels are of a
similar fabric and form, although less well preserved, to
those identified in Cemetery 2: Group 1 and are thought to
be contemporary with them (mid 2nd century). These

burials, however, clearly lay outside the main cemetery
enclosure (Cemetery 2), making it possible that they were
unenclosed outliers, perhaps segregated for some (now)
unknown social reason. A more probable suggestion,
supported by the planned (but unexcavated) evidence for
field boundaries in this area, is that funerary enclosures
were developed within Field System 3 on both sides of the
relevant trackway (Road 1).
Cremation 1301
Type: urned
Date: (mid 1st to) mid 2nd century AD
Sex: ?male
Age: young adult
Pottery: urn (SF 4460)
No cut for this cremation was visible within the alluvium.
The SGW cordoned jar cinerary urn (SF 4460) was
severely damaged during machining and the upper part of
the vessel was lost. Surviving within the jar were some
burnt human bone fragments, derived from a young adult,
possibly male (sk. 8568). The majority of the bone has
successfully burnt to a white colour; however, many
broken surfaces are black in colour suggesting that in
many cases fragments fell to cooler parts of the pyre after
the bones had shattered (2132 fragments, weighing
487.3g, 7.1mm mean bone size).
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Fabric family
SOW(gritty)
SGW
NVOW
STW
HORN
OW(grog)
SAM
GW(mica)
SREDW
RHINE CC
NVCC1

Cinerary

Accessory

21
15
5
8
1
1

16
4
4

7
3
2
1
1

Table 4.9 The cremation cemetery pottery fabrics, listed
in descending order of vessel count by cinerary urn and
then by accessory vessel (vessel count)

Figure 4.59 Cemetery 3, Area 82, pottery from
cremation burials 1301 and 1302

Pottery catalogue
SF4460 Urn. SGW. Cordoned jar, the rim is missing and the base
severely worn. 421g. Mid 1st to mid 2nd century AD.

Cremation 1302
Type: urned
Date: 2nd century AD
Sex: ?
Age: ?
Pottery: urn (SF 4461)

(Table 4.9). The pottery dates suggest that the cemetery
was in use, approximately, over a fifty-year period
between AD 150–200.
Most of the cinerary urns were locally produced and
previously used utilitarian wares, reflecting the range of
vessels used within the settlement assemblage (see Lyons,
Chapter 3.III). The accessory vessels, however, comprise
a wider range of local and non-local vessels – some old,
some new – and some of which were adapted for funerary
use. It should also be noted that the two most popular
fabrics (SOW(gritty) and SGW(proto)) were used to
produce a limited, but totally separate, range of vessel
types. Some of these had been used in a domestic setting
(such as the pulley rimmed cooking pots), while others
may have been produced specifically for the funerary rite.
Fabrics
Fabric descriptions are presented in Appendix 5.

Again, no cremation cut was visible within the alluvium.
This burial was severely damaged during machining and
only a few fragments of the SOW(gritty) pulley rimmed
cinerary urn (SF 4461) were recovered. No fill or burnt
human bone was recovered from this vessel.
Pottery catalogue
SF4461 Urn. SOW(gritty), fumed. Medium-mouthed pulley rimed jar
(Type 4.8), top half of vessel fragments only. 79g. 2nd century
AD.

IV. The finds
The funerary pottery
by Alice Lyons, with contributions by Brenda Dickinson,
Lindsay Rollo and David Williams (2014)
Introduction
An assemblage of ninety-four largely complete vessels
(129 sherds, weighing 76.764kg) was recovered from the
cremation phase of Cemetery 2, representing 39.4% (by
weight) of the whole site assemblage and with a large
average sherd weight of 595g. Fifty-one vessels were used
as cinerary urns, thirty-eight furnished the graves and five
were displaced/unstratified. A conservative range of only
eleven pottery fabrics was used to produce these vessels

Fabrics used for both cinerary and accessory vessels
Gritty Buff ware (SOW(gritty))
Twenty-one cinerary urns and sixteen accessory vessels (totalling
thirty-seven vessels; c.41% by vessel count) found within the cremation
cemetery were manufactured in SOW(gritty) fabric. This utilitarian
fabric commonly occurs in the western fen basin during the Roman
period (Lyons 2008) and is similar to products of the Verulamium
industry but it is also known to have been produced in other Upper Nene
Valley and Northamptonshire kiln sites such as Ecton and Stanwick
(Martin and Wallace 2002, 3.7.1, iii and iv). Significantly, however,
wares in this fabric were also produced locally, including within a kiln
excavated at The Parks in north Godmanchester (Evans, C.J. 2003, kiln 1,
43–53).
Within the cremation cemetery the range of vessels found in this
fabric is limited to two main types: pulley rimmed jars (Type 4.8) and
small or miniature cupped rim flagons with a single handle (Type 1.9).
Pulley rimmed jars were particularly common, since at least twelve
examples were used as cinerary urns. The number may have been higher
but the top half of several of the cinerary urns was destroyed during the
machining process. All of these pots show signs of wear and several also
have soot residues on the exterior. The use patterns on these pots are
generally consistent with domestic use, although it is possible some may
have become fumed and discoloured as a result of being placed close to
the funeral pyre. It is worthy of note that one of the SOW(gritty) cinerary
urns (SF 4193, from burial 10513, Fig. 4.43) is burnt and spalled
internally as a result of the insertion of hot ashes into the vessel. This type
of vessel was commonly in use between the mid 2nd and early 3rd
centuries. At Verulamium, pulley rimmed jars have been found in layers
dated AD 130–80 (Wilson, M.G. 1984, fig. 93.2244–6, 2249–51,
2253–4), while similar forms produced in Lower Nene Valley cream
ware are noted from sites alongside Ermine Street to the north of
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Godmanchester (Hancocks et al. 1998, fig. 44, W3.3) and date to the
second half of the 2nd century (Perrin 1999b, 109, fig. 66, no. 317). Other
similar vessels have been noted in Godmanchester by Frend (1968, fig. 9,
nos 1, 4 and 12) and are thought to have been produced at an (unsourced)
Godmanchester kiln in the first quarter of the 3rd century (H. Green, pers.
comm.). A kiln producing this vessel type and dating from this time (late
2nd to early 3rd century) has been more recently excavated at The Parks
in Godmanchester and fully reported on (Evans, C.J. 2003, 43–53, fig.
25, no. 6).
Thirteen of the distinctive small cupped rim single handled flagons
were found in the cremation burials as accessory vessels. It is noteworthy
that, before the analysis of the Rectory Farm excavation results, flagons
of this type were not thought to have been commonly produced at
Godmanchester (Evans, C.J. 2003, 44). It may be significant, however,
that an identical vessel was found in a cremation at The Parks in
Godmanchester and that the fabric was consistent with local production
(ibid, 59, fig. 33, 7).
Many of these small flagons, although skilfully made, are not well
finished and few show signs of wear. It is possible these were deliberately
manufactured for funerary use where the finish of the product was not of
primary concern or were seconds not suitable for domestic use. At
Broughton, in Milton Keynes (Lyons 2014) many of the flagons were
also possible seconds, perhaps deliberately collated only for funerary
use. The Rectory Farm flagons are consistently small (most stand at a
height of 16cm and have a capacity of between 590 and 880 ml) and could
be regarded as miniature. It is interesting, moreover, that several were
placed directly within the cinerary urn (burials 10501, 10576, 10581,
10614, 10619), possibly a practice associated with libation. Another had
been placed in the mouth of the vessel, effectively being used as a stopper
or lid (burial 10593), in a similar way to the famous Colchester face-pot
cremation (Braithwaite 2007, 259, pl. J9). In both these instances use of a
smaller vessel would be advantageous, although theories around the
miniaturisation of everyday objects in funerary contexts abound (Mills
2010; Alberti 2013).
In addition to these mass-produced wares, a single carinated jug (SF
4199, burial 10520, Fig. 4.48) and beaker (SF 4227, burial 10539, Fig.
4.21) were found in the same fabric. The jug is a small carinated vessel
with few parallels, although similar vessels have been found in early
Roman contexts at West Stow (West 1990, nos 263 and 264). The beaker
has a very simple form, almost a crucible shape or possibly a paint pot:
either of these interpretations may indicate the occupation of the interred
individual (burial 10539, that of a middle-aged adult male).
Sandy grey ware (SGW)
Three SGW fabrics were recorded, which are essentially the same fabric
manufactured to differing standards of finish.
SGW(proto)
SGW(proto) was the second most common fabric utilised within the
cremation cemetery at Rectory Farm (16% by vessel count). The fabric
has been described as ‘proto’ because it is a poorly made and finished
product, distinct from standard grey ware pottery production, and more
commonly found within early Roman assemblages within the region
(e.g. Lyons in prep. a and b; forthcoming; Lyons and Percival 2018).
Eleven SGW(proto) vessels were used as cinerary urns and, where the
upper portion of the vessel survived, it could be established that most of
these were wide-mouthed jars. Several of these jars have decorative
cordons on the shoulder and are Romanised versions of an Iron Age type
(Thompson 1982, type ‘B’, 85–210). One example has been damaged by
the insertion of the hot ashes and the internal surface has become spalled
(SF 4060, burial 10581, Fig. 4.13).
One SGW(proto) cinerary urn (SF 4230, burial 10547, Fig. 4.23) is
distinctive as it is a roughly made local copy of a Rhenish poppy-headed
beaker form (Tyers 1996, 65). The choice of poppy-headed beakers as a
funerary urn may have been apt, since the poppy was associated with
peaceful rest as a result of the opium extracted from its seed head
(Scarborough 1995). The use of such vessels as cinerary urns has been
recorded at Broughton, near Milton Keynes, also within the
Catuvellaunian territory (Lyons 2014). It is noteworthy that opium poppy
is known to have been cultivated at Godmanchester at this time (Murphy,
Chapter 3.IV).
Only four SGW(proto) vessels were used as accessory vessels, two of
which furnished the distinctive poppy-headed beaker burial described
above (burial 10547). These are a pair of miniature narrow-mouthed
cordoned jars or flasks (SF 4025 and 4058, burial 10547, Fig. 4.23), unique
within the assemblage, and probably serving the same purpose as a flagon
– although it is tempting to speculate that they also had a medicinal
purpose. Again serving as accessory vessels and produced in SGW(proto)
are a cordoned miniature jar (SF 4238, burial 10558, Fig. 4.24) and a
crudely made miniature folded beaker (SF 4281, burial 10614, Fig. 4.32).

The poor finish of the grey ware fabrics may not have been due to a lack of
potting skill, rather these vessels – especially the fine ware imitations, such
as the poppy-headed beaker and the miniature folded beaker – may have
been specifically manufactured for funerary use.
SGW
Three SGW vessels were used as cinerary urns within the cremation
assemblage, all of which had been badly damaged by the plough and
machine. Two are wide-mouthed cordoned jars (Type 5.3), the third is a
carinated jar base. Similar to some of the SGW(proto) vessels described
above, these are locally produced Romanised versions of an Iron Age
type (Thompson 1982, type ‘B’, 85–210), suggesting that they are
perhaps better finished versions of the same fabric.
SGW(Q)
One SGW(Q) vessel was used as a cinerary urn within the assemblage.
This coarse hard fabric, with calcareous and flint inclusions was used to
produce a medium-mouthed jar with a rolled rim (SF 3951; Type 4.5,
burial 10801, Fig. 4.36). It is similar to the SGW(proto) ware described
above, a more poorly mixed clay with coarse inclusions, but essentially
the same fabric.
Nene Valley oxidised ware (NVOW)
Nine NVOW vessels were found within the cemetery assemblage (c.10%
by vessel count). Five were used as cinerary urns, all of which are jar
forms. Two wide-mouthed cordoned jars (Type 5.3) were utilised – an
undiagnostic wide-mouthed jar (Type 5), along with a lid-seated version
(Type 4.4; Perrin 1999b, fig. 66, no. 322). The four accessory vessels are
all miniature cupped rim single handled flagons, similar to the
SOW(gritty) forms described above (Type 1.9; Perrin 1999b, fig. 66, nos
315, 316). One is in a slightly finer fabric (SF 4225, burial 10536, Fig.
4.8). All of these vessels were produced in the 2nd century and probably
fell from production after the early 3rd century when NVGW (for the
jars) and NVCC2 (for the flagons) production took hold and the
manufacture of NVOW diminished (Perrin 1999b, 108–109).

Fabrics used for cinerary urns only
Shell-tempered ware (STW)
All of the eight STW vessels recorded were used as cinerary urns. These
vessels had been well used before deposition, indeed one large jar (SF
4205, burial 10544, Fig. 4.9) still has a charred food residue attached. It
may therefore be the case that these cooking pots were selected for use as
cinerary urns as they were known to be able to withstand the heat
(thermal-shock) from the hot ashes and would not shatter (or become
spalled) during the burial rite.
A range of vessel types was identified comprising one pulley
rimmed vessel (Type 4.8), similar to the SOW(gritty) types described
above, three lid-seated jars (Type 4.4) and two wide-mouthed jars – one
of which is cordoned (Type 5.3). Similar Shell-tempered wares dated
between the 2nd to early 3rd centuries are known from excavations at
Durobrivae (Perrin 1999b, 116–24, fig. 70). The source of these vessels
is probably local (see Lyons, Chapter 3.III).
Horningsea (HORN)
One Horningsea ware storage jar was used as a cinerary urn (SF 4229,
burial 10545, Fig. 4.50). Large storage vessels of this type were
commonly found on the western fen edge during the 2nd and 3rd
centuries AD. The large manufacturing centre at Horningsea was located
c.30km to the south-east of Godmanchester along the route of Ermine
Street (Evans et al. 2017). Within the funerary assemblage, however, it is
unique and it may have been chosen to reflect the large physical stature of
the individual interred – a middle-aged male (burial 10545).
Oxidised ware (grog) (OW(GROG))
One OW(grog) vessel was used as a cinerary urn within the assemblage
(SF 4256, burial 10571, Fig. 4.25). This is a medium-mouthed lid-seated
jar that was poorly finished. A non-local source is suggested as both the
fabric and form is consistent with production at Caldecotte, 60km to the
south-west at the base of the Ouse Valley, during the mid 1st to early 2nd
century AD (Marney 1989, 92, no. 28). A similar form with a slightly
different fabric was found in the Godmanchester Park Lane assemblage
(Evans, C.J. 2003, 50, fig. 46, no. 10) and close parallels of form are
found in deposits at Verulamium dated to AD 130–150 (Wilson, M.G.
1984, fig. 96, 2306). The vessel fabric is unique within the Rectory Farm
cemetery assemblage. Could the non-local source of the pot hint at trade
along the Ouse Valley, or the movement of people? Or could its rarity be
something to do with it being selected especially for the funeral of a
juvenile (burial 10571) – perhaps the strict vessel selection seen with the
adult cremations did not apply to those who had not reached adulthood?
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Group

Burial

Small Find

Urn or accessory vessel

Fabric

Form

Type of deliberate damage

Group 1
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 4
Group 4
Group 5

10613
10510
10558
10571
10574
10520
10523
10600

SF4285
SF4192
SF4237
SF4256
SF4259
SF4196
SF4216
SF4283

Accessory
Urn
Urn
Urn
Accessory
Accessory
Urn
Urn

SAM
STW
SGW
OW(grog)
SOW(gritty)
SOW(gritty)
SGW(proto)
STW

Curle 15
Type 4.4
Type 5.3
Type 4.4
Type 1.9
Type 1.9
Type 5.3
Type 4.8

Snapped in half
Rim shaved off
Hole punched in base
Hole pierced in lower body
Slit at base of neck
Hole pierced through shoulder
Hole punched in base
Hole punched in base

Table 4.10 Vessels that have been deliberately damaged before burial

Fabrics used as accessory vessels only
Samian (SAM)
Seven samian dishes were used as accessory vessels within separate
cremation burials; only single samian vessels were found in each burial.
All the samian vessels are from Central Gaul, made at either the factories
at Lezoux or Les Martes-de-Veyre, and date between AD 125–160. Six of
these vessels are associated with mid 2nd-century Group 1, the earliest
and the richest group of burials within the cemetery. All of the burials are
those of adults and comprise one double male and female burial, two
male burials, one possible female and one of unknown sex. There is no
clear correlation between the sex of the individual, their age at death and
the selection of samian vessel type – beyond the fact that all had reached
maturity.
Dishes were the most common form, with three examples of dish Dr
18/31–31. One of these vessels was unworn when placed in the grave (SF
4232, burial 10549, Fig. 4.11). The other two had been well used before
being buried, indeed both were mended with glue in antiquity (SF 4220,
burial 10531, Fig. 4.7; SF 4226, burial 10536, Fig. 4.8). In addition, one
of the vessels was stamped for Lollius ii of Lezoux (SF 4220). Also found
was a more unusual small dish (Curle 15) which, although not stamped,
has a free-hand spiral inscribed pre-firing in the internal base (SF 4285,
burial 10613, Fig. 4.16). This vessel had again been used before
deposition, on which occasion it was deliberately snapped in half or
‘killed’.
The two remaining vessels are both worn Central Gaulish dishes
manufactured in Lezoux. This vessel type is distinctive, being decorated
with a moulded barbotine wreath on the rim (Dr 36) and is a type
commonly chosen for use in funerary deposits (Bird 2013). Other
examples of its use can be seen at Bob’s Wood, Cambridgeshire
(Wadeson forthcoming), Strood Hall, Essex (Biddulph 2007, grave 1593,
fig. 3.36), Springfield Road, Brighton (Dudley 1981) and the St Pancras
cemetery in London (Down 1971). At Rectory Farm two examples of the
form were used: one Dr 36 had been significantly worn before deposition
(SF 4066, burial 10594, Fig. 4.15), while the other had been repaired with
glue in antiquity and been marked with a graffito (SF 4056, see below).
A single ?heirloom vessel (Dr 31 dish) was also recovered from late
2nd-century Group 4 (SF 4198, burial 10520, Fig. 4.48). It furnished the
burial of a middle-aged adult male and bears a maker’s stamp for Borillus
II of Lezoux, as well as a post-firing graffito.
The samian from the cemetery has several characteristics not seen in
the other fabric types within the cremation assemblage. It is apparent that
the samian vessels are the only ones within the cremation assemblage
that show signs of repair. Three (out of a total of seven) of the dishes were
mended with glue in antiquity (SF 4220; 4226; 4056). This ‘make do and
mend’ behaviour may reflect the scarcity of samian, or the means to
acquire it, within the period AD 125–160. The town of Godmanchester
itself was dramatically expanding at this time, with the construction of
the mansio and bath-house giving an impression of wealth and economic
success (Chapter 1.III), while supplies of samian to this region were not
known to be scarce at this time – what, then, could be the reason for a
shortage of new samian? It was obviously still valued, even in its broken
state, and retained for use in the funerary ritual. It may be that once
broken these vessels became suitable for funerary use, as one samian dish
that was previously unbroken was deliberately snapped in two upon
burial (SF 4285).
One of the glued Dr 36 dishes has also been adapted with a
post-firing graffito of three crosses inscribed under the base, while two
grooves had been sawn into the footring (SF 4056, burial 10581, Fig.
4.13) – possibly as an act of deliberate damage. A Dr 31 dish also has a
single post-firing cross inscribed under the base (SF 4198). These could
be inscribed Roman numerals used as tally marks by a merchant to count

his stock (XXX = 30) or possibly ‘marks of identification’ such as those
identified by Tomlin at Inveresk Roman Fort, in East Lothian, Scotland
(Tomlin forthcoming). Although their actual significance is not certain,
the possibility that they were second-hand vessels from the nearby fort
should be considered. The only other incidence of graffito recorded at
Rectory Farm is the name Elius inscribed on the rim of a pewter bowl
(Chapter 3; SF 4142, Fig. 3.28).
It is clear, however, that most of the samian vessels were old, or at
least used, when they were placed within their respective cremations
during the mid to late part of the 2nd century AD, and generally older than
the cinerary urns with which they were associated. Even so, the samian
from the cemetery is still significantly earlier in date than the
predominantly 3rd-century Central and East Gaulish settlement
assemblage.
Micaceous grey wares (GW(MICA))
Three GW(fine) vessels, with common mica as a natural component of
the clay, were used as accessory vessels. Clays with high silver mica
content are known around the fen edge (Gurney 1986, 76–77), but most
notably originate from the Wattisfield area in north Suffolk (Arthur 2004,
161–2). Wattisfield is located 90km to the east of Godmanchester and,
although connected by Roman road and river trade routes, the under-fired
nature of at least two of these pots would suggest a more local source.
The two possible locally made products are a narrow-mouthed jar, in
a soft grey fabric with black burnished surfaces (SF 4275, burial 10600,
Fig. 4.55) and an underfired (red with a yellowish core) miniature widemouthed cordoned jar (SF 4238) – being poorly fired and finished, this
fabric is perhaps the coarsest of the three.
The skilfully made miniature beaker, with an everted rim (SF 4286,
burial 10613, Fig. 4.16), is especially well made and finished and is
possibly a non-local product: no parallels have yet been found.
Sandy red ware (SREDW)
Two SREDW vessels were selected as accessory vessels. The first is a
one-handled flagon with a reeded rim (SF 4214, burial 10501, Fig. 4.37).
The second is a miniature pedestal beaker with bands of rouletting
around the girth (SF 4257, burial 10571, Fig. 4.25) reminiscent of its Iron
Age predecessors (Thompson 1982, type A3, 53–9); this vessel has also
been fired with a white slip. The fabric of both these vessels is consistent
with local production, such as seen in Kiln 1 at the Parks in
Godmanchester (Evans, C.J. 2003, 44), where many of the vessels were
fired with a white slip. No exact local parallels for either of the Rectory
Farm forms is apparent within the known products of this kiln.
Colour-coated vessels
Two similar colour-coated vessels were used as accessory vessels within
the cremation assemblage. Both are miniature bag-shaped beakers, used
as cups, that have been significantly worn before deposition. One is
roughcast (SF 4270, burial 10611, Fig. 4.56), although the clay pellets
have been worn smooth through use, and was manufactured in the Lower
Rhineland region between the mid to late 2nd and early 3rd century AD
(Tyers 1996, fig. 166, nos 7 and 8). The plainer version (SF 4201, burial
10525, Fig. 4.20), with internal wear marks from repeated stirring, was
manufactured within the Lower Nene Valley in the late 2nd century AD
(Perrin 1999b, fig. 60, no. 127). It is noteworthy that Lower Rhineland
potters were responsible for the development of the Lower Nene Valley
pottery industries, with the result that similar products were made at both
locations. The Nene Valley examples, however, usually lack the
roughcast decoration (Tyers 1996, 148).
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Ritual ‘killing’
Eight of the vessels within the Rectory Farm cemetery
assemblage show signs of deliberate damage inflicted just
prior to deposition. This is a recognised form of Roman
funerary behaviour, with Iron Age antecedents,
colloquially referred to as ‘ritual killing’ (Going 1988,
23). It has been suggested that the inclusion of mutilated
vessels (such as those that were holed) within graves may
have been with the intention of making a liquid sacrifice:
‘liquid may have been poured into them, perhaps more
than once, to drain into the earth as an offering to the
spirits of the underworld’ (Biddulph 2006, 32). At
Rectory Farm the theory that ritual killing was to do with
libation may have some support as this practice was most
commonly seen in funerary urns. Overall, however, the
practice was not limited to any one class of vessel fabric or
form (Table 4.10).
Evidence for ritual killing can be seen elsewhere
within the region, as at King Harry Lane (Stead and Rigby
1989, 203), Broughton Manor Farm near Milton Keynes
(Lyons 2014) and Great Dunmow in Essex (Going 1988,
22). There is, however, no evidence for clipping or
piercing of vessels from sites at Bancroft, Monkston Park
or Wavendon Gate (Williams and Zeepvat 1994; Bull and
Davis 2006; Williams et al. 1996), suggesting that not all
sites in the region used this rite. It may be significant that
the late 2nd-century cluster of burials (Group 3), is the
only group which did not utilise this funerary rite, by
which time it had perhaps fallen from use.
Glass bottle
by Jennifer Price and Sally Cottam (1992), reviewed by
Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Fig. 4.48)
The square bottle from cremation burial 10520 (Cemetery
2, Phase 2, Group 4) contained cremated bone and lay
within a grave cut which was excavated by machine; the
vessel was damaged during excavation, with one wall cut
away and destroyed. Such blue/green square mouldblown bottles occur on Claudian and Neronian sites in
Britain, but become very much more common during the
Flavian period, continuing in use throughout the 2nd
century. Vessel fragments are numerous on later 1st- and
2nd-century occupation sites, often forming between 30%
and 50% of the glass assemblage at this time.
The bodies and bases of square bottles were almost
invariably blown in a mould, before the neck and folded
rim were formed and the handle applied, being attached to
the shoulder of the bottle and drawn up to the neck. The
outside of the handle was combed or reeded and the ridges
pulled onto the shoulder in points in order to form a strong
join. The base was nearly always decorated with a design,
which, having been carved into the base-piece of the
mould, appeared in relief. It was frequently geometric,
often concentric circles, and was probably intended to
strengthen and stabilise the vessel.
Their primary purpose was the transport and storage of
liquids, semi-liquids, and possibly other small ‘pourable’
items such as olives. The differences in size and form seen
in the full range of such vessels were, probably, dictated to
a large extent by the nature of the product they were
intended to contain. Thus some bottles are tall and narrow,
like one from Carrawburgh in Northumberland (Allason
Jones and McKay 1985, 38, no. 131), and others, like the
Rectory Farm example, are shorter and wider. The width

of the neck also varies considerably, with some only wide
enough for the passage of liquids, but others sufficiently
wide to allow a hand to reach into the body of the vessel.
Complete vessels are sometimes found in later 1st- and
2nd-century burials, with wide-necked examples often
used as cinerary urns. Scratches and wear on the bases
strongly imply that such vessels had often served other
purposes before being re-used as containers for cremated
bone.
Lettering may appear within the base design, as on this
example, and very occasionally pictorial motifs were
employed. The significance of letters on the bases of these
vessels is not clear. They might indicate the maker or
owner of the bottle, the place where the vessel was made,
or the intended contents. In this example the base design
comprises two concentric circles in shallow relief and
within them three retrograde letters; an M, a V or an A
upside down and lacking the central bar, and a P. The
letters are small for the size of the base and are not well
moulded. The V has a thickening at its angle which could
be the central bar of an A. This combination of letters has
been found on at least three other square bottles in Roman
Britain, though none is from the same mould. A complete
bottle from a burial in Baldock cemetery, Hertfordshire,
dated to about AD 150, has the inscription M A (or V
upside down) P in large letters within a circle (Westell
1931, 279, group 102, no. 61). One from Springfield villa,
Brighton has the retrograde moulding VI A (upside down)
P within four corner pellets (Charlesworth 1966; Dudley
1981, 83, fig. 8 no. 1), and a base fragment from East
Pallant House, Chichester, has the letters V P within a
circle and is perhaps related to this group (Price and Cool
1989, 140, EP13, fig. 19.4).
Nails
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
Structural nails
All of the structural nails from the cemetery are
square-sectioned hand-forged nails with flat round heads,
and most fall easily into the length ranges defined by
Manning, for his Type 1b (1985, fig. 32) which was in
common use throughout the Roman period. They came
from a range of contexts including cremation burial 10614
and the fill (10615) of the related urn (containing skeleton
8553). Nails also came from cremation 10520, associated
with skeleton 8515, and the fills of cremations 10524,
10536, and 10590. In all cases these are nails c.30mm
long, and thus not hobnails from nailed shoes, but
presumably from wood used in the pyre, or from other
nailed objects burnt as pyre goods.
Hobnails
Over 100 hobnails were recovered from Phase 4.1
cremation burial 10597 (SF 4265, Fig. 4.31), within
Cemetery 2. It is highly likely that they represent a pair of
hobnailed shoes placed within the grave, or cremated with
the individual interred, either as a grave gift or symbolic
token, or as part of the deceased’s clothing. Nailed shoes
were a common item of dress in the Roman period and
appear frequently in both cremation and inhumation
graves within south-east England (Philpott 1991, 165).
There is, in addition, reason to believe that they were also
placed in graves as a symbol of the deceased’s journey into
the afterlife (Atkins and Atkins 2004, 396). Other Period
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4.1 burials (10523, skeleton 8503) and cremation urn fills
(10508, 10595, 10528) produced hobnails, but only in
small numbers.

V. Zooarchaeological and botanical evidence
Human skeletal remains
by Simon Mays (1990s, reviewed 2014)
The inhumed bone
Isolated burial
An isolated burial (sk. 8503, Fig. 4.3) was found in a
shallow grave cut into the top of the Bronze Age mound
surrounded by a ring ditch (Ring Ditch 2). The burial,
which was somewhat damaged by machining, yielded a
radiocarbon date of cal AD 20–320 (AA-9568, 1865±55
BP, 95% confidence), placing it in the Romano-British
period. It was the moderately well preserved skeleton
(80% complete) of a probable male, aged between 22 and
40 years of age (dental wear, Brothwell 1981; pubic
symphysis – Suchey et al. 1987). The estimated stature is
173.0cm. Pathologies include a Schmorl’s node on the
superior surface of T12. There is a pit 4mm deep, lined
with trabecular bone in the proximal joint surface of the
left proximal hallucial phalanx. This was probably
non-pathological. The counterpart for this bone in the
right foot is normal. Vertebral osteophytosis is present to
Sager’s (1969, reproduced in Brothwell 1981, fig. 6.9)
Grade II in three lumbar vertebrae and on the first sacral
vertebra. There is marginal spurring with no joint surface
changes at many joints and a large osteophyte on the
medial margin of the right patella.
Cemetery 2, Phase 1
The initial phase of what was to become the site’s main
cremation cemetery consisted of one adult, three infants
and a dog burial (Fig. 4.5).
The adult burial (sk. 8543, burial 10638) was that of a
female aged 35–45 years (based on dental wear;
Brothwell 1981), which was poorly preserved. The stature
is estimated at 151.2cm. The remains show advanced
osteoarthritic changes in many joints, alongside several
other minor pathologies. The following joints show
osteoarthritis (diagnosed according to Rogers et al. 1987):
one right rib, five left hand phalanges, the left sacro-iliac
joint (all to Sager’s Grade II); the distal ends of both
Infant
0–2 yrs
Male
Probably
male
Possible
male
Female
Probably
female
Possibly
female
Unsexed
Total

Child
2–12 yrs

Adolescent
12–18 yrs

Young
adult
18–35 yrs

ulnae, the proximal right ulna, the medial left clavicle, one
left metacarpal, two right metacarpals, two right carpals,
one right hand phalanx, the distal end of the left tibia, the
proximal ends of both tibiae, the right sacro-iliac joint, the
left talus, the left cuboid, one left metatarsal and the facet
joints of S1, five cervical, five thoracic and five lumbar
vertebrae (all to Sager’s Grade III). Many bones showed
Sager’s Grade 1 changes (marginal lipping only) but these
are not interpreted as indicative of osteoarthritis. The
following vertebral bodies show osteophytosis
(diagnosed using criteria described by Rogers et al.
(1987) and Resnick (1985)): one cervical, four thoracic
and one lumbar vertebra (Sager’s Grade I), three cervical
and four thoracic vertebrae (Sager’s Grade II), one
cervical and three thoracic vertebrae (Sager’s Grade III).
There are sclerotic, porotic patches on the neural spines of
L2–5. These seem to be false joints between the vertebrae
and it appears that patches on neighbouring vertebrae
would have been in contact during normal extension of the
lumbar spine due to the advanced deformation of the facet
joints due to severe osteoarthritis. C5–7, T2–4 and T6–12
show short, thick, smooth osteophytes on their bodies.
The osteophytes cover the whole height of the vertebral
centra. These appear to represent incipient DISH or
‘bone-former’ type changes.
The three infant inhumations all lay sufficiently close
to cremation burials for a relationship between all those
buried to be considered. Inhumation sk. 8534 (burial
10624) lay next to cremation sk. 8547 (burial 10621);
inhumation sk. 8535 (burial 10628) lay next to cremation
sk. 8522 (burial 10545), and inhumation sk. 8516 (burial
10587) lay next to cremation sk. 8527 (burial 10563). On
examination of the cremated remains from sk. 8547 an
unburnt infant femur was found among the cremated
bone. This femur is almost certainly part of infant
inhumation burial sk. 8534. Several unburnt infant bones
were found with the cremated remains of sk. 8545; these
almost certainly come from infant inhumation sk. 8535. In
both the above cases, bones from infant burials clearly
found their way into the urns of neighbouring cremations.
On site it was noted that these two infant inhumations
appeared to be in a somewhat disarticulated state. It thus
seems likely that the infant inhumations were disturbed by
the cutting of the pits for the cremations and, when these
pits were backfilled, the soil contained some of the bones
from the inhumations which then fell into the urns. It thus
seems that the inhumations predate the cremation burials.

Young/
middle
adult

Middle
adult
35–50 yrs

Middle/
older
adult

Old adult
50+ yrs

Indeterminate
adult

Total

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
3

1
0

6
1

1
2

0
1

0
1

10
6

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

0
0

0
0

0
0

3
0

0
1

2
1

0
0

0
0

0
1

6
5

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
1

3
3

1
1

2
11

0
2

5
16

2
5

0
1

3
7

17
47

Table 4.11 Age and sex composition of the cremation burials
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The three inhumed infants were aged 36–37 weeks in
utero, 37–38 weeks in utero and 6–12 months. The limits
of normal gestation are about 38–41 weeks (Tanner 1989)
but after about 28 weeks a foetus is potentially viable and,
even in antiquity, could have survived given care
(Molleson 1989). Thus it is not possible to determine
whether the two neonatal infants were stillbirths or
whether they died in the immediate post-natal period. The
older infant was, in the absence of dental remains, aged
using estimated long bone length, a fairly imprecise
method for an individual of this age.
In the absence of modern medical care mortality
among infants and young children was high; more than
40% of deaths may have occurred in the under 15 age
group, with most of these occurring during infancy
(Brothwell 1987). Clearly children in general and infants
in particular are under represented at the Rectory Farm
cemetery. The scarcity of infants is consistent with results
from other Romano-British cemeteries – it is rare to find
neonatal or infant burials in cemeteries before the 4th
century (Watts 1989); prior to this they appear to have
been generally buried on settlement sites.
The cremated bone
Introduction
Human bone from forty-seven of the cremations was
examined. Of the remaining five cremations, four were
uncovered by machining (hence no bone could be
recovered) and the fifth proved to contain no identifiably
human bone (only a few fragments of animal bone). Of
these, cremations, forty-four were urned in pottery
vessels, one was urned in a glass vessel and in two
instances the bone was found in a small pit.
Bone recovery
The cremated bone was recovered by sieving through a
series of meshes down to 0.5mm. Bone was hand-sorted
from material retained by the 4mm mesh, while material
retained by the smaller mesh sizes was not sorted but was
available so that it could be scanned for diagnostic
fragments. Unless otherwise stated, all weights, estimated
fragment counts and estimated mean fragment sizes refer
solely to the bone fragments retained by the 4mm mesh.
The inhumed bone (unburnt) was hand-recovered on site.
Age and sex
An impression of the sex of adults was gained from the
dimorphic aspects of the pelvis and skull (Workshop of
European Anthropologists 1980), or failing this, from the
general size and robusticity of the remains. It is not
normally feasible to determine the sex of juveniles from
their bones. Approximate age at death in juveniles was
estimated using dental development (Massler et al. 1941),
e p i p hy s e al f u s io n ( Wo r k s h o p o f E u r o p ea n
Anthropologists 1980), or failing this, from the general
size and robusticity of the remains. In adults, cranial
suture closure (Perizonius 1984) was used to give a very
approximate indication of age. Age and sex composition
of the group as a whole is shown in Table 4.11.
Double burials?
In addition to the double cremation burials recorded on the
site (in which two separate individuals were buried in
separate urns within a single cremation pit), three other
cremation burials provide evidence, in the form of

duplication of skeletal elements, for the presence of two
individuals. In one of these cases (sk. 8531, burial 10525,
Fig. 4.20), there was replication of only one skeletal
element, the left acetabulum. Except for this the remains
seem to be mainly or entirely from a single individual, an
adult of small build, probably a female. The question thus
arises as to whether this context should be considered as a
‘true’ double cremation burial or whether the duplicated
element should be regarded as a ‘stray’ element in a single
cremation. A major hindrance in answering this question
is the substantial quantity of bone in a cremation burial
which remains unidentifiable: clearly one might make the
argument that had more fragments been identifiable, more
remains of a second individual may have emerged.
Arguing against this, however, is the fact that in sk. 8531
there are no differences in the general size and robusticity
of the remains, stage of enclosure of cranial sutures etc.,
which might have suggested the presence of two
individuals even in the absence of further duplication of
skeletal elements. Although rather short on bone for an
adult burial (only 329.8g), the cremation urn was almost
complete and it thus seems unlikely that the duplicated
element is a stray fragment introduced by later
disturbance to the burial.
If the same pyre, or pyre area, was used for separate
cremations, then when the remains of a cremated
individual were collected together for burial, bone
fragment(s) from a previous cremation may have been
inadvertently (or even intentionally) included with them.
At some sites where artefacts were burnt with the body
adjoining fragments of the same artefact have been found
in different burials, suggesting that this type of scenario
may have occurred. Unfortunately, no such adjoining
fragments of burnt artefacts were found in the
Godmanchester cremations. This is an explanation,
however, which would be consistent with the findings in
sk. 8531.
The remains from cremations 10503 (sk. 8506, Fig.
4.38) and 10594 (sk. 8540, Fig. 4.15) indicate that they
were double burials in the proper sense – in both cases
there is substantial duplication of skeletal elements.
Quantities of bone
The figures for weight of bone, estimated number of
fragments and estimated mean fragment size are given in
Tables 4.12–4.14. (The figures for single cremations refer
only to those for which there is no evidence for duplication
of skeletal elements – i.e. they exclude cremation 8531 as
well as 8506 and 8540.)
Weight of bone
(Figs 4.60–4.66)
It has been shown (Wahl 1982) that cremation of an adult
corpse yields about 2–3kg of bone. The mean weight for
the single adult cremation burials from Rectory Farm is
thus about one quarter of that expected from a complete
skeleton; even the largest cremation burial from the site is
at most two-thirds complete. Cremated bone survives
well, even under adverse soil conditions where inhumed
bone does not (discussion in Wahl 1982), making it
unlikely that significant losses of remains have occurred
due to poor survival of bone in the soil at Godmanchester.
Some of the cremation burials have been somewhat
plough-damaged. Cremation urns were classified by the
excavator as complete, almost complete (where minor
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Type

N

Mean

sd

Range

All single cremations
Single adult cremations

44
38

599.4
678.3

352.1
308.5

0.1–1405.7
24.9–1405.7

Table 4.12 Summary statistics for weights of bone
(grammes) from cremations

Type

N

Mean

sd

Range

All single cremations
Single adult cremations

44
38

1536
1735

1300
1287

3–7200
48–7200

Table 4.13 Summary statistics for estimated bone
fragment counts from cremationss

Type

N

Mean

Range

All cremations
Single adult cremations

47
38

13.9
14.6

7–30
7–30

Table 4.14 Summary statistics for estimated mean
fragment size (mm) from cremations

damage had occurred to the rim area of the vessel) or
incomplete; instances where unurned cremations may
have suffered plough damage were also noted. In order to
assess whether significant bone was lost as a result of
plough damage to the burials, weights of bone from urns
which were complete or almost complete were compared
with weights of bone from those which were incomplete
and unurned cremations which had suffered plough
damage (all the unurned cremations studied had suffered
this type of truncation). For the purposes of this analysis,
only single adult cremations are considered. The results
are shown in Table 4.15.
As it is likely that the distribution of weights of
plough-damaged burials is from a distribution of
non-normal form (see below) a t-test is not a valid method
of determining whether the difference between the
weights of the intact and damaged cremations is
significant; non-parametric tests need to be used. The
Mann-Whitney test indicates that the weights are different
at 0.001% level. It thus seems that plough damage is one
factor causing loss of bone from the Godmanchester
cremations.
The mean bone weight for the intact single adult
cremations is still only about one third of the weight of
remains expected from the cremation of an adult corpse.
At Godmanchester amounts of bone present in the
material retained by the smaller mesh sizes were fairly
small, hence even if this material had been sorted and
Type

N

Median

Mean

sd

Intact single adult
cremations
Plough-damaged single
adult cremations

28

762.9

777.4

274.0

10

447.2

400.5

222.7

Table 4.15 Summary statistics for weights of bone
(grams) from plough damaged and non-plough damaged
single adult cremation burials

weighed it would have added only a little to the totals. The
reason for the shortfall in bone weights would seem to be
losses of bone in antiquity during collection of bone from
the pyre and/or between retrieval of bone from the pyre
and its final burial. Although substantial losses have
occurred, the distribution of bone weights of the intact
single adult cremations is approximately normal. This is
in contrast to the distribution of bone weights at sites
where there is major loss of bone due to plough or other
damage to the burials, for example Mucking (Mays 1992):
here, the distribution of bone weights was heavily skewed
towards the lower values and, although numbers are small,
the distribution of weights from the Godmanchester
truncated cremations seems also to be skewed to the lower
weights.
In the undisturbed cremation burials, all the bone came
from the urns and none was found in the soil around them.
It may be that the urns were filled with bone in situ, with
great care being taken not to spill any bone around them
or, more likely, that they were filled with bone as it was
collected from the pyre. A further possibility is that the
bone was collected from the pyre and put into a temporary
container to be transferred to the urn at a later stage. In
addition to the bone there was also a small quantity of
charcoal in the vessels. None of the pots were full of
bone/charcoal. In a few burials the bone (and any
charcoal) lay at the bottom of the pot, but in most cases it
was fairly evenly distributed throughout the fill due to the
intense earthworm activity at the site. It could be argued
that if in antiquity the bone was collected from the pyre
together with some organic material such as unburnt
fragments of wood, this organic material may have
decayed leaving the impression that the pots were not
completely filled. Although this scenario cannot be
completely excluded, on the evidence available it is
perhaps unlikely that the distribution of bone weights
would exhibit such a strong central tendency if the bone
were collected in such a haphazard way. It also seems
unlikely that settling of the urn contents over time would
be sufficient to suggest that the pots may originally have
been filled.
At the Romano-British cemetery at Welwyn Grange,
Herts, many of the cremations contained very little bone;
this was interpreted as suggesting that some burials
represented ‘token’ bone deposits only (Wells 1973).
Interring substantial amounts did not seem to be an
important part of the cremation ritual in many instances.
This is in contrast to the situation at Rectory Farm where it
was clearly an important part of the cremation ritual to
retrieve from the pyre and bury substantial quantities of
bone, even if it was not important to inter all the skeletal
remains. The distribution of bone weights would seem to
suggest that a certain amount of the bone (750g–1kg) was
deemed by those conducting the funerary rituals at
Rectory Farm to be an ‘appropriate’ amount to bury. That
bone collection from the pyre was incomplete is
consistent with the discussion of sk. 8531 in which it was
inferred that the single duplicated skeletal element in this
burial was introduced as a result of using a single pyre or
pyre area for successive cremations with incomplete
retrieval of the bone. The volume of the urn did not seem
to influence the amount of bone collected – least squares
linear regression analysis indicated no statistically
significant correlation between the two variables (r=0.32,
p>0.1).
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Figure 4.60 Histogram of weights of bone from all single cremations

Figure 4.61 Histogram of weights of bone from adult single cremations (200g intervals)

Figure 4.62 Histogram of estimated bone fragment counts from all single cremations
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Figure 4.63 Histogram of estimated bone fragment counts from adult single cremations

Figure 4.64 Histogram of estimated mean fragment size for all cremations (5mm intervals)

Figure 4.65 Histogram of weights of bone from intact single adult cremations (200g intervals)
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pattern of firing tends to be random with respect to the
different parts of the skeleton, indeed in some cases
adjoining fragments of the same bone seem to have been
exposed to very different degrees of firing.
Animal bone

Figure 4.66 Histogram of weights of bone from
truncated single adult cremations (200g intervals)
Firing of the remains
It has been demonstrated (Shipman et al. 1984) that bone
colour may be used as an approximate guide to firing
temperature. At Rectory Farm the main colour of the
cremated bone was generally neutral white, but grey, blue,
and black fragments were also frequent. According to
Shipman et al. (1984) it is likely that predominantly
neutral white fragments have been exposed to
temperatures in excess of c.940°C. Generally speaking
the fragments from any particular cremation at Rectory
Farm show a mixture of colours: often the periosteal
(outer) surfaces are neutral white whereas the endosteal
(internal) surfaces and the broken edges of the fragments
show colours characteristic of exposure to rather lower
temperatures. A scenario consistent with this pattern is
that the corpse was placed in the hotter (upper) part of the
pyre. The outer surfaces of the bone would have been
exposed to the most intense heat. The heat of the pyre
causes the bones to shatter and the fragments fall to lower,
cooler parts; the broken edges and endosteal surfaces tend
to be rather less well fired than the periosteal surfaces. A
further observation which supports this theory is that the

Dog burial
by Ian Smith (2014)
(Fig. 4.5; Pl. 4.1–4.3)
A small, adult dog was buried within Phase 1 of Cemetery
2 (10580, sk. 8512) associated with a group of inhumation
burials (Fig. 4.5). It has transverse cut marks most
obviously across the right distal tibia shaft on a relatively
well-preserved bone surface proximal of the medial
malleolus (Pl. 4.1) and across a more poorly preserved
surface of the anterior part of the maxilla (the muzzle) (Pl.
4.2). Other marks are judged to relate to post-depositional
erosion, trampling and excavation damage. Although
considerably damaged, all of the major cranial and
postcranial bones are present, as are the metapodia (and
some of the phalanges). The butchery marks and element
representation suggest that this dog was skinned prior to
deposition as a whole carcase. During life it suffered and
survived a broken leg (Pl. 4.3) and the pre-mortem loss of
several teeth.
Following the table test (Ruscillo 2006), the left
humerus rests on its antero-ventral side suggesting the
probability (70%) that it is from a female. The right
humerus cannot be assessed in this manner due to the fact
that details are obscured by pathology.
According to both tooth eruption (the third molars
have erupted and are worn) and epiphyseal fusion states
(all elements are fused and the femoral fusion lines are not
visible) this dog was certainly an adult (over 18 months)
(Silver 1969). Although states of tooth wear and tooth loss
vary greatly between individuals, considerable age is
suggested in this case by the teeth which are heavily worn,
and by tooth loss and alveolar remodelling. It appears safe
to state that this was an elderly dog. It had also fully
recovered from a serious leg injury prior to death. The
suggestion has been made that a dog from Roman
Silchester with multiple fractures must have been nursed
back to health (Lobell and Powell 2010) and whilst it is

Plate 4.1 Adult dog from Cemetery 2, Phase 1 (sk 8512, burial 10580), showing transverse cut marks across the
right distal tibia shaft on a relatively well preserved bone surface proximal of the medial malleolus
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Plate 4.2 Cut mark across the muzzle of the adult dog from Cemetery 2, Phase 1 (sk 8512, burial 10580)

plausible that the same happened here, many dogs clearly
manage very well on three legs.
A wide range of dog types is known from Roman
Britain (Lobell and Powell 2010) from supposed small lap
dogs to hunting types. The rapid diversification in small
types appears to have led to a range of characteristic
features including bow-legs and crowded teeth. This dog
was small-medium sized (Harcourt 1974b, [femur+tibia]
suggests it was some 47.3cm at the withers; Table 4.16)
and it appears to have been short-muzzled and straightlegged. Its height is the same (47cm) as the mean from a
site at Hinchingbrooke (Baxter 2009). The posterior part
of the skull is damaged but the muzzle appears to be
relatively short (as compared to maxilla width at the
M1/M2) and thus this dog appears to have been
brachycephalic. There is not enough of the cranium
surviving to determine whether it had the domed head and
lacked a sagittal crest as described from Godmanchester
by Harcourt (1974b). The premolars are uncrowded and,
although much of one carnassial is missing and the other
mandible is fragmented, there appears to be some
crowding of the molars.
Animal bone from cremations
by Sebastian Payne and Simon Mays (1990s)
Fragments of burnt animal bone were found in three
cremations and a pit:

Plate 4.3 Adult dog from Cemetery 2, Phase 1 (sk
8512, burial 10580), broken and healed humerus

• sk 8529 (pit 10568, Fig. 4.58) consists of a few fragments of burnt and
unburnt animal bone, none of which proved to be unidentifiable to
species;
• cremation sk. 8536 (burial 10581, Fig. 4.13) includes a poorly fired,
unidentified fragment of animal bone which shows evidence for
gnawing, perhaps suggesting that it was a bone which had been lying
around on the surface in the pyre area and inadvertently collected with
the cremated human bone, rather than being part of a funerary offering
burnt with the corpse;
• a burnt fragment of a lumbar vertebrae of a sheep or goat was identified
with sk. 8537 (a young adult female; burial 10588, Fig. 4.14);
• a burnt pig astragalus was found with the remains of sk. 8542 (a child
aged about 10 years, burial 10574, Fig. 4.26). This may have been
another food offering.
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Element

Side

NISP

MNE

Fusion

Notes

occipital condyles
auditory process, temporal
maxilla and loose teeth. Right
(),I2,(),C,P1,P2,(),P4,M1,().
Left (),I2,(),C,(),P2,P3,P4,M1,M2.
cranial frags
mandible, P2, P3, P4, M1 and
associated loose canine
mandible and I2, I3, C, P2, P3, P4,
M1, M2, ()
atlas
axis
cervical vertebra
thoracic vertebra
lumbar vertebra
sacrum
ribs (head/neck)
ribs (head/neck)
ribs (shaft)
scapula
humerus
radius
ulna
metacarpal 2
metacarpal 3
metacarpal 4
metacarpal 5
metacarpal 2
metacarpal 3
metacarpal 4
metacarpal 5
pelvis
femur
femur
tibia

LR
R
LR

2
1
1

1
1
1

F

recent fractures
recently fractured
cut marked; the associated loose teeth are - right 2nd and left
3rd incisors, right and left canines, left and right M2, left M3.
Molars heavily worn pre-mortem. Right P3 alveolus

LR
L

8
2

1
1

-

R

1

1

-

1
1
5
11
9
1
7
5
22
19
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

1

1

FP,FD

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
139

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
44

LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
L
R
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
LR
L
R
L

tibia

R

astragalus
calcaneus
calcaneus
metatarsal 2
metatarsal 3
metatarsal 4
metatarsal 5
metatarsal 2
metatarsal 3
metatarsal 4
metatarsal 5
phalanges
Total

R
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
R
R
R
indet

F
FP,FD
FP,FD
FP
F
F
F
F
F
F
indet
F
F
FP,FD
FP,FD
FP,FD

F
F
F
F
indet
F
F
F
F
F
F

recent fracture across horizontal ramus, heavy wear to
carnassial and premolars
heavy wear to incisors, canine and fourth premolar. The
carnassial is reduced to two low hollow pillars
recent fracture to left alar
largely complete
largely complete
erosion and damage to transverse and spinous processes
transverse processes damaged/absent
recent damage
recent damage
recent damage
recent damage
recent damage
left humerus bears features of pre-mortem trauma and healing
complete
largely complete, distal absent
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
recent fracture at mid-shaft
distal absent
complete
recent damage
largely complete
largely complete
largely complete, very fine cut marks on distal shaft near medial
malleolus
distal shaft clearly cut marked, fibula fused to tibia at mid/distal
shaft, some damage to proximal articular,
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
distal absent
proximal absent, recent fracture
complete
complete
complete
complete
includes lateral elements

Key: Side: L = left, R = right, F=fused, FP= fused proximal, FD=fused distal

Table 4.16 Dog burial from Cemetery 1, Phase 1: Quantification, fusion and condition of hand collected bones
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code

12

13

34

35

cranium
code

63.5
1

83
13

58.6
19

32.3
20

mandible left
mandible right
code

125
GLP

20.1
v. worn
SLC

18.5

35.3

scapula left
code

27.5
Dp

21.5
GLC

Bd

humerus left
humerus right
code

35.7
path
GL

142
135
Bp

28.5
28.5
Bd

SD

radius left
radius right
code

140
139
SDO

16.1
16
DPA

19.8
20.1

10.5
11

ulna left
ulna right
code

18.7
18.5
LAR

23
22.5

pelvis
code

19
GLC

Bp

Bd

femur left
femur right
code

155
156
Bp

34
34
GL

28.1
26.6
Dd

Bd

tibia left
tibia right
code

29.5
29.3
GL

157
157
Bd

14.4
14.4

19.8
19.1

mc2 left
mc3 left
mc4 left
mc5 left
mc2 right
mc3 right
mc4 right
mc5 right
mt2 left
mt3 left
mt4 left
mt5 left
mt2 right
mt3 right
mt4 right
mt5 right

51.7
59.5
58.5
damage
51.1
59.6
50
58
65.4

7.9
8.5
7.5
6.3
7.5
7.8
8.3
8
7.9

57.5
64.7
66.1
57.5

6.6
7
7.6
7.2
7

Estimated withers height (mm)

478.54

450.80
447.58

466.55
469.56
458.44
458.44

path= pathology
All measurements and their numbers /letter codes after Dreisch, A. von den (1976) and withers height estimates from Koudelka (1885)

Table 4.17 Measurements from Canis sp. from the dog burial (10580)

Although some Romano-British cremation cemeteries
have yielded burials which contain burnt animal bone that
almost certainly seems to represent deliberate burning of
parts of animals with the corpse as funerary offerings (e.g.
Brougham, Cumbria – Bayley and Martin-Hoogerwerf
1978; Cameron 1985), it seems probable that at least one
of the cases noted at Godmanchester represent bones
which happened to be lying around in the area of the pyre
and were inadvertently collected with the human remains.
In addition to the burnt animal bone several cremation
burials yielded a few fragments of unburnt animal bone,
including some which came from reptiles/amphibians.
These are almost certainly intrusive.

Plant macrofossils
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
Cemetery 1
The four cremations assigned to this small cemetery (1674
(1676); 1671 (1673); 1680 (1679) and 1677 (1679)) were
associated with a small Neolithic mound (Ring Ditch 1).
Burial 1677 contained a single Romano-British sherd,
while burial 1680 cut into an Iron Age ditch – the other
examples were undated. The flots from all four
cremations were sorted, but results were largely negative
(Table 4.18).
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These samples included relatively small amounts of
plant material, with conspicuously fewer cereal remains
than came from Cemetery 2 (see below). The sparse
assemblages from these cremations are interpreted as
charred fuel or kindling residues. Wood, incompletelythreshed cereal residues and sedge or sedge peat seem to
have been the main fuels.
Cemetery 2
The second group, from which thirty-nine samples were
available, comprised a discrete cemetery of 2nd-century
AD date, within a rectangular enclosure. The flots were
initially scanned, and proved to contain generally low
densities of charcoal associated with charred grains of
Triticum and Hordeum, some cereal chaff, mainly of T.
spelta, occasional culm fragments and weed seeds. Ten
samples, representing a randomly-selected 25%
sub-sample, were sorted and analysed. In addition, a
conspicuously cereal-rich sample from a pit (10556, fill
10557, Fig. 4.57) that may have held an urned food
offering was analysed. Charred plant remains from these
contexts are listed in Table 4.19.

Cremation no.

1671

1674

1677

1680

Sample no.

1673

1676

1679

1682

Crop plants
Cereal indet (ca)

1

Weeds/grassland plants
Anthemis cotula L.
Arrhenatherum elatius L. (tu)
Medicago/Lotus/Trifolium-type
Vicia/Lathyrus sp.

1
4

3

1

Wetland plants
Cladium mariscus (L.) Pohl
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Rhizomes
Tubers
% flot sorted
Sample volume (litres)

2co

1co

1
+

2
+

100
14

100
9

1

50
12

1+fr
100
13

Table 4.18 Plant macrofossils from Cemetery 1

Cremation no.

10520

10523

10527

10533

10541

10556

10558

10573

10576

10591

10625

Sample no.

10522

10524

10528

10537

10542

10557

10559

10575

10577

10591

10627

+

+
2

+
3

+

+
3

+

+
1

+
1

+
3

4

10
2

27

4

28

1
11

1
5
1

2
16
2

1

5

2
7
5

1

3

+
40
6
21
68
24
1
3
+
101
8
12b

2

5

14

2a
1
2
1c
1

2

1

Crop plants
Cereal indet. (ca fr)
Cereal indet. (ca)
Hordeum sp. (rn)
Hordeum spp. (ca)
Triticum spelta L. (gb)
Triticum spelta L. (spf)
Triticum spelta L. (spk)
Triticum spelta L. (tspf)
Triticum spp. (a fr)
Triticum spp. (ca)
Triticum spp. (gb)
Triticum spp. (ri)
Triticum spp. (rn)
Triticum spp. (spb)

1c

Weeds/grassland plants
Anthemis cotula L.
Arrhenatherum elatius L. (tu)
Avena sp. (fb)
Bromus mollis/secalinus
Dianthus sp.
Fallopia convolvulus L. (A Love)
Medicago/Lotus/Trifolium-type
Poaceae indet.
Poaceae/cereal (cn)
Polygonum aviculare L.
Rumex spp.
Sherardia arvensis L.
Tripleurospermum inodorum L.
Wetland plants
Cladium mariscus (L.) Pohl
Indeterminate seeds etc.
Rhizomes
% flot sorted

1

26
3

1

1

1
15
1

1
7
1
1+fr
1

2
1

1

1
fr

fr
1

fr

1
1

1
1

3a
4
2

2
2+fr

1

1
2
2

1
100

100

100

100

Table 4.19 Plant macrofossils from Cemetery 2, Phase 2
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1
1

2

100

6.26

100

1
+
100

100

4
2
+
50

+
25

With the exception of fill 10557, the assemblages from
this cemetery are quite consistent in composition,
consisting mainly of spelt wheat chaff with some remains
of free-threshing wheat, some grains of wheat and barley,
arable weed seeds and cereal culm fragments. Fruits of
Cladium mariscus (saw-sedge) occur sporadically, with
‘tubers’ of the onion couch grass and other unidentified
rhizome and tuber fragments. The sample from fill 10557
is different. It came from the truncated base of an urn,
isolated from the main cremation group. There is no
cremated bone in the sample. Plainly, this sample includes
far more cereal remains than the cremations; and the
presence of spikelet forks and charred spikelets, together
with an estimated grain:glume ratio close to that expected
in spikelets, suggests that the cereals were charred as
intact spikelets or even ears, rather than representing
primary cleaning by-products. Some type of placed
symbolic deposition seems possible.

VI. Discussion: the Roman burials
by Christine Howard-Davis and Alice Lyons
It was around the middle of the 2nd century that a discrete
enclosed cremation cemetery was established in one of the
enclosures to the west of the villa farm complex, an area
which had already been sparsely used for inhumation
burials. This cemetery is thought to have been
contemporary with the initial villa buildings and
continued in active use until the end of the 2nd century
when (or before which) it may have become incorporated
into the landscaped garden. A smaller cremation cemetery
lay next to one of the prehistoric mounds (Cemetery 1).
The main villa cemetery (Cemetery 2) began with an
initial phase of four inhumations, consisting of a woman
in her mid 30s to mid 40s, buried close to three young
children, two of them possibly early still-births or early
live births which died very shortly after, the third an infant
of between six months and a year of age. None of the early
burials had any accompanying grave goods which might
add to their dating, and there is no evidence that the graves
were specifically marked. Thus, it seems possible that, by
the time the first cremation burials were made, the earlier
burials had been forgotten, especially since they had each
been disturbed by later grave cuts. The burials in Phase 1
of Cemetery 2 hint at a high infant mortality, perhaps
abortion or miscarriage, with neonatal children treated
very differently to the majority of adults of which only one
was buried within the vicinity at Rectory Farm. Pliny
records that the cremation rite was only given to infants
after they had teethed (Naturalis Historia 7.16.12, cited in
Watts 1989) and it is apparent that they were generally
treated differently from the older population (Philpott
1991, 101).
Early Roman (pre-Christian) neonatal burials are very
rare in the eastern region, although examples have been
found at the Itter Crescent villa site, near Peterborough
(Lyons in prep. b) and Piddington villa in
Northamptonshire (Roy Friendship-Taylor, pers. comm.).
At Rectory Farm these very young individuals were
buried in a relatively isolated place that only later became
adopted for cremation burial. The formal burial of
neonates and infants sets the group aside as unusual, and
the proximity of a woman of child-bearing age to three
young children presumably suggests a close familial
relationship, perhaps even a succession of family losses.

The burials seem to be accompanied by a dog (a bitch),
which was perhaps an elderly family pet (as the skeletal
evidence suggests it had been well cared-for).
Alternatively, the fact that the animal had been skinned
might simply mean that it was buried, being of no further
use, after the skin was taken and at a time when knowledge
of the human burials had been lost. The association
between dogs and human burials is not unusual, however,
and seems to reflect one or more strands of Roman belief:
such beliefs are well represented at Godmanchester,
where numerous dog burials are known. Close to the
mansio at Pinfold Lane some 30 pits were found, almost
all of which contained dog burials (at least two individuals
per pit) (Appendix 2, HMG Site 1), while similar remains
have been found elsewhere in the town; a ritual association
for such burials has been suggested (Crummy and Phillips
2008, 86). In the context of the young age of three of the
Rectory Farm burials, the most obvious interpretation of
this particular dog burial is that the animal – a loved and
faithful companion – was intended to provide company
and protection in the possibly somewhat bleak afterlife
available to the young (Toynbee 1971; Groot 2008, 162).
Another possible interpretation is more complex, raising
the possibility of interpreting this group as reflecting rites
associated with the goddess Hecate, well-known for her
particular concern with states of liminality (Soren and
Soren 1998, 622) and especially those, like children, who
die prematurely (ibid., 624). Her worship is particularly
associated with the sacrifice of dogs, especially puppies,
but also adult animals. A closely related but less well
known goddess, Genita Mana, associated with the female
monthly cycle, childbirth and death, was also given dogs
as sacrifice, often in the attempt to protect the family
(Simoons 1994, 238) and it would not be impossible to see
the sacrifice inferred here being an attempt to put an end to
the cycle of loss evidenced by these deaths. A series of
‘ritual shafts’ excavated in the 1970s at Castle Street,
Cambridge (Pullinger 1976, 340–1) each contained two or
three infant burials, thought to have been in wicker baskets
or on mats; six of the pits also contained dog skeletons,
and it is easy to see these as being associated with the
worship of one of these goddesses. At Rectory Farm, the
fact that the dog had been skinned before burial but still
carefully placed in an articulated position, perhaps
suggests a more complex burial process. Although rare,
there is evidence for the ritual sacrifice of dogs in funerary
contexts (Philpott 1991, 204). Non-funerary skinned
articulated burials, however, are not particularly unusual.
There are records of dogs cats and horses from many
periods that were skinned but not necessarily eaten and
therefore did not need to be disarticulated. We can only
speculate as to what this particular dog skin may have
been used for, but it seems that different types of leather
were valuable in Roman times (Ian Smith, pers. comm.).
The second phase of the cemetery – consisting entirely
of cremation burials – seems to have been well laid out,
with familial and/or social groups defined by pathways or
hedges. Analysis has suggested that several groups can be
defined, both on slight differences in the composition of
the grave assemblages, and on the basis of age ranges.
There were fifty-five cremated individuals, interred in
fifty-three burials. Little can be said about these
individuals in terms of physical attributes, although it
appears that most were adult, few were children, and only
one was an infant, and based on those where gender could
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be assigned, males outnumber females by a factor of very
approximately 2:1. One individual who does stand out,
however, is the remains of a large middle-aged man who
was buried in a large Horningsea storage jar (Group 4,
10545, SF 4229). Both the man and the jar appear unique
within this cremation cemetery and it may be that this
individual’s distinctive size in life was reflected in the
choice of a storage jar as his funerary urn.
The evidence shows that the cremation processes
employed were varied, with some bone fragments
remaining quite large, which could perhaps (but not
necessarily) demonstrate an incomplete cremation
process. If this were the case, a short burning time could
indicate limited access to fuel. What is more certain,
however, is that there is no instance where the entire
skeletal remains have been placed within the grave. This
lack of complete skeletons, combined with the absence of
in-situ pyre evidence at Rectory Farm suggests that the act
of cremation itself took place elsewhere (Cool 2011),
although severe truncation may also explain the dearth of
evidence for pyres. Reinforcing the suggestion of off-site
cremation is the presence of occasional ‘stray’ bones
within the cremation containers, both human and animal,
which could reflect accidental collections from a
communal pyre. Spalling inside several of the urns might
suggest that the ashes were still relatively hot when placed
in the urn, but since many of the urns could well have had a
period of use in the kitchen prior to deposition (where the
use of fats in cooking has created similar effects; Perry
2011), this cannot be stated with complete confidence.
There are few indicators of pre-mortem pathological
or other conditions, a lack perhaps exaggerated by the fact
that few, if any, of the cremation deposits represent even
most of the cremated remains of any one individual. Seven
of the cremation deposits were not placed in the grave
within a pottery or (in only one case) glass vessel. It is not
clear whether they were simply placed, uncontained,
within the grave cut, or were originally in organic
containers, most likely a bag of some kind. Interestingly
four such burials were outliers, their graves cut close to
Ring Ditch 1 (Cemetery 1). The majority of the burials in
Cemetery 2, however, were placed within relatively
open-mouthed vessels, usually a locally-made cooking
jar. There is little evidence as to whether these were
originally covered within the grave. Again, organic covers
would have not survived, but the presence of occasional
unburnt amphibian bones might suggest that this was the
case, the animals falling into a void beneath the cover as it
decayed, or alternatively, that the urn stood unburied for a
short while before burial (or even that there was some
limited access after burial), for the deposition of offerings.
In some instances (e.g. burial 10536) it is possible that the
mouth of the funerary jar was originally covered by a
samian dish, in another, a small flagon was used as a
stopper or cover.
The inclusion in Roman graves of pottery vessels
associated with eating and drinking is an increasingly
accepted illustration of a widely practised funerary ritual,
in which the consumption of food and drink at one or more
funerary feasts plays an important part (Toynbee 1971;
Groot 2008). Many of the graves contained one or more
accessory vessels, the most popular being small flagons
(nineteen instances) and beakers (thirteen instances),
clearly intended to dispense and consume liquids. There is
reason to suggest that the flagons were sub-standard

products and might have been specifically made or sold
for funerary use and they were on many occasions
accompanied by a dish (of samian ware) or a cup/beaker in
a range of wares, making clear that there was a close
emphasis on the consumption of food and particularly
drink, but whether this was actual or metaphorical is not
clear. Interestingly, few graves contained both flagon and
beaker, suggesting that the presence of one or the other
was more important than their combination, and perhaps
suggesting that it was more of a symbolic act. However, it
should be remembered that wooden, leather or bone
drinking vessels may originally have been present, but did
not survive long-term burial. Willis (2005) has suggested
that the vessels included within graves are more often than
not relatively small, suitable to use by the deceased rather
than reflecting the deposition of equipment from (or for) a
feast (unless, of course, the tablewares were subsequently
divided between the diners, and assuming that the
deceased was a real presence, then they too could have
been treated as a diner and received a portion). In addition,
five of the flagons were actually deposited within the
cinerary urn, raising the likelihood that they were used for
libation at some point during the funeral rites, then being
set aside as ritually polluted by their association with
death (Toynbee 1971). The choice of poppy-headed
beakers as a funerary urn may have been popular as the
poppy was associated with peaceful sleep and death
because of the opium extracted from the seed head
(Scarborough 1995).
The earliest group of cremation burials (Group 1;
thirteen burials, fourteen individuals) stands out, not only
in that the graves had close spatial links but also because
six of them also contained a samian vessel. All were dishes
of various forms (Dr 31, Dr 18/31–31, Curle 15), along
with the open dish form decorated with a wreath (Dr 36)
known to be particularly closely associated with funerary
deposition (Bird 2013). Most are worn and/or old,
implying that they had seen considerable use, and the one
example that appears to be unused was clearly broken
(perhaps deliberately) when placed in the grave. Willis
(2005) suggests that this decrepitude might reflect their
origin as much-used personal possessions, and it is not
difficult to suggest that, even in a relatively impoverished
social grouping, a samian vessel might have become a
much-used item, closely identified with a specific
individual, and perhaps imbued in some way with their
‘person-ness’. In this context, it is not surprising that at
least two have simple graffiti (burials 10520, 10563),
presumably indicating ownership in some sense, albeit in
an illiterate fashion. Although it is speculative, it could be
the case that the colour of samian was also of importance,
red and white being colours particularly associated with
death by the Romans (Thomas 1979), which could
reinforce the likelihood that the group buried with samian
vessels were more familiar with the canon of Classical
symbolism, being more ‘Romanised’ than their
successors.
Apart from ceramics, there are surprisingly few finds
that can be associated with the cremation cemeteries.
Most are associated with the inhumation and cremation
burials, illustrating the sequence of rites associated with
the disposal of the dead, and the public display of respect
shown to them (Williams 2004).
A single glass vessel, a large square storage bottle, had
been used as a cinerary urn within grave 10520. Its narrow
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neck would seem to imply either that there was some
deliberate selection in the size of bone placed within it, or
that the bone fragments were deliberately reduced in size,
in order to get them into the bottle – both suggestions are
possible. The use of glass vessels as cinerary urns was a
Roman introduction to Britain in the mid 1st century;
however, other mid to late 2nd-century examples are
known and may reflect a tendency to display wealth
openly at this time (Philpott 1991, 26). Two nail fragments
were also found inside the bottle, presumably deriving
either from the wood of the pyre, or from a bier or other
wooden object burnt as pyre goods, although there has
been recent discussion of potential magic or atropaic
reasons for deliberately including individual nails within
burials (Alfayé Villa 2010, 429). Nails were also found
within the vessels containing cremated bone in burials
10523 and 10614, and within the fills of burials 10536 and
10590. There does not seem, in the latter, to be any
evidence that the nails had been deposited within a box or
casket.
Nailed shoes were a common item of dress in the
Roman period (Philpott 1991, 165 and table A10; 274–6)
and the hobnails from them frequently appear in both
cremation and inhumation graves. Shoes placed as grave
goods became a common practice in the 2nd century. To a
large degree it can reasonably be assumed that this is an
indication that the deceased was dressed in clothing
reflecting their rank, and there is, in addition, reason to
believe that shoes were also placed in the grave, or on the

pyre, as a symbol of the deceased’s journey into the
afterlife (Philpott 1991, 165–75; Cool 2011, 309–10;
Atkins and Atkins 2004, 396). They were represented,
within several of the burials of Cemetery 2, by groups of
hobnails. For the most part they were present in low
numbers (1–5 examples), from burials 10523, 10527, and
10595, but over 100 (SF 4265) came from burial 10597,
where they appear to have been deposited, as a pair of
shoes, alongside the cinerary urn. It seems likely that the
smaller groups derived from shoes burnt on the pyre,
adding to the suggestion that not all the remains of the pyre
were placed in the grave after cremation, with perhaps
more effort put into collecting bone than other less
obvious or by this point in the process, less significant
items.
Amongst the objects found in cleaning the area round
the cremations (cleaning layer 10599) a large and almost
complete Colchester-type brooch (SF 4062; HowardDavis, Chapter 3.III) dates to the first three quarters of the
1st century: it seems likely to have been deposited
amongst the grave goods, perhaps from one of the more
disturbed burials. Brooches are a common inclusion in
burials of all dates, both cremations and inhumations, as
can be seen at the King Harry Lane site at Verulamium
(Stead and Rigby 1989) and over and above their
pragmatic uses in closing and ornamenting clothing, it is
increasingly suggested that they often expressed
affiliation and ethnicity (Swift 2011, 211).
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Chapter 5. After the Villa
I. Introduction

and various other features (including a well) were in use
within or near its confines.

By the early 5th century the Roman villa farm was
derelict. That some activity continued on the site (perhaps
seamlessly) is indicated by the presence of a wicker-lined
well, a burial and a relatively small mixed late Roman and
Early Anglo-Saxon artefactual assemblage. This activity
was focused within the footprint of the Roman field
system and it is therefore possible that some of the former
enclosures continued to be used, perhaps accompanied by
seasonal settlement. Although no direct evidence for
Anglo-Saxon settlement was recorded, the area around
Roman Quarry 1 had been re-cut and used to dump hearth
debris associated with a group of Anglo-Saxon pottery
fragments and food waste. These remains may be the
remnants of seasonal or temporary post-Roman
habitation. In the medieval period the land was
incorporated into larger field systems and remained under
the plough until modern times, when quarrying
commenced. During the mid 20th century the southwestern end of the survey area was utilised as allotments.

II. The archaeological sequence
Period 5: Anglo-Saxon
(Fig. 5.1)
Summary
Evidence for Anglo-Saxon activity was only found in four
areas, all to the north of the Neolithic trapezoidal
enclosure (Areas 34, 77, 81 and 82). It should be
recognised, however, that excavation targeted the
Neolithic and Roman remains and unsampled areas of the
site may well have contained further evidence for AngloSaxon occupation. It was the area within the footprint of
Enclosure 3 which held the most Anglo-Saxon evidence –
a wicker-lined well, an inhumation burial and a series of
smaller pits. Two large pits were also found in the Roman
cremation cemetery enclosure (Pit Group 7), while a
further series of pits containing Anglo-Saxon hearth
waste was found in Area 34 (Pit Group 6). The remaining
Anglo-Saxon evidence mostly comprised pottery
recovered from cleaning layers within Area 77. This
evidence may indicate that, while the buildings of the
Roman farm had become derelict, several of the
enclosures that formed part of the Roman field system
were still extant and suitable for re-use.
Enclosure 3 and related features
Enclosure 3
(Fig. 5.2)
The final element of re-design and re-cutting of this
Roman enclosure consisted of the addition of an L-shaped
ditch (1157) which appears to have formed a new entrance
from the adjacent road (Road 3). A post-Roman date is
intimated by its cutting of an inhumation burial that was
radiocarbon dated to the very late 4th or early 5th century

Well 6
(Figs 5.3–5.4)
A large wicker-lined well (1127) was located near the
centre of the south-eastern arm of the ditch of Enclosure 3
(Area 81). It was discovered during the machine
excavation of Enclosure 3 which fortuitously halfsectioned the well down to the top of the wattle lining.
After recording the section, the remaining upper well infill
layers (down to the top of the wattle lining) were removed
by machine, with hand sifting for finds recovery. The
entire feature was then emptied by hand with further
environmental sampling undertaken, but no sieving or
sampling for artefact recovery attempted.
The well was large and circular (with a surface
diameter of the construction cut of 5.3m) and was dug
through the original Enclosure 3 ditch. It survived to a
depth of 2.3m and the lower part was waterlogged and
contained a well-preserved hazel, maple and ash wattlelining (1267) which survived to a height of 0.45m
(Murphy, ‘Wood’ below). The wattle was supported by a
layer of clayey sand (1137) which contained many finds
including fragmentary Roman ceramic building material
used as hard core during the construction. Within the
wattle chamber the primary fill was very dark grey-brown
clay sand which also contained wood fragments (1136).
This layer was overlain by three gravelly deposits
(1133–5) which were sealed by a distinct layer of iron pan.
Over this, although only around the edges of the well, was
a layer of loose gravel (1131 and 1132). The upper two
backfills were clay capping deposits (1129 and 1135)
which also contained a large artefactual assemblage
including Roman pottery and tile, animal bone and,
significantly, twenty-five sherds of Early Anglo-Saxon
pottery (of early to mid 5th-century date) and a single
glass bead of possible 4th- to 5th-century date.
Environmental analysis demonstrates that overall, the
assemblages closely resembled those from Roman wells
at the site, and again indicate infilling in a weedy
overgrown area of land as might be the case during a
period of abandonment.
Inhumation burial
(Fig. 5.2)
An isolated human burial was located within the footprint
of Roman Enclosure 3, cutting into its western edge. It lay
within a shallow grave (1104, sk. 8564) cut through the
upper fills of an earlier gully (1157, Period 4.3 Gully
Group 2), which in turn cut the terminal end of Period 4.2
Enclosure 3 where an articulated horse skeleton had been
also carefully placed (see Chapter 3, Enclosure 3). It
comprised the crouched skeletal remains of a man, aged
50 years or more, carefully positioned on his left side,
orientated W–E. Two copper alloy objects were found
within the grave: a buckle (SF 4360, not illustrated) that
may have been part of a purse suspended from the waist
and a (?heirloom) finger ring (SF 4361, Fig. 3.29).
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Figure 5.1 The site in the Anglo-Saxon period (Period 5)

Figure 5.2 Period 5: Enclosure 3, Early Saxon inhumation burial and Pit Group 5
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Figure 5.3 Period 5: Early Saxon Well 6
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Figure 5.4 Period 5: Early Saxon Well 6 constructional details

Pit Group 5
(Fig. 5.2)
Also surviving in the south-west corner of Enclosure 3
were six pits (1118, 1140, 1142, 1170, 1175, 1223) which
were, where possible, completely excavated by hand,
although no sieving or sampling was undertaken. These
pits were laid out in two parallel rows, c.4m apart, aligned
north-west to south-east. Their function is unclear as they
were too substantial for regular post-holes, but they may
have served as the foundations of strong fences associated
with stock control. The pits were all oval in shape, up to
1.7m long by 1.4m wide and 1.42m deep, with steep sides
and flat bases. They contained a single uniform dark
brown friable sandy loam containing late Roman and
Early Anglo-Saxon pottery.
Other areas
Pit Group 6
(Fig. 5.1)
A large pit (9553) was cut into the complex of Roman
quarry pits (Quarry 1) located to the north of the Bronze
Age mound (Ring Ditch 2) in Area 34. The pit extended
beyond the area opened for investigation but was at least
6m wide and 7m long with a very irregular base. Only
c.30% of the available pit fill was removed: excavation

was carried out by hand with no sampling or sieving
undertaken. Closer examination revealed that it was in fact
a series of intersecting pits but with a single dark greybrown silt clay upper fill which contained Roman and
Early Anglo-Saxon pottery, fired clay, burnt stone and
indications of antler-working (9554). Anglo-Saxon
pottery was also recovered during general cleaning over
the Quarry 1 complex. It is possible that pottery could
have been manufactured in this area as a large part of the
Anglo-Saxon pottery assemblage was found here in a
homogenous fabric, although taking the entire finds
assemblage into consideration, it appears more like a
dump of domestic waste, perhaps including hearth
material, from an unlocated – but nearby – domestic
dwelling. Radiocarbon dating of two samples of
articulating animal bone from pit 9553 gave a combined
result of cal AD 410–535 (SUERC-49247/49248; see
Bayliss et al. below).
Pit Group 7
(Fig. 5.5)
Two shallow pits (10560 and 10578) were located 2.6m
apart within the area of the 2nd-century cremation
cemetery. The pits were fully excavated by hand, with no
sieving or sampling undertaken. Pit 10560 was circular in
plan with a diameter of 2.5m and was 0.25m deep. It
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H.M. Green (1978, 111) as lazy-beds known to have been
used in Roman agriculture elsewhere in the region. The
pits were rectangular and were in two sizes: smaller pits,
between 4.5–5.1m long and 1.9–2.1m wide; and larger
pits, between 8.3–9m long and 1.35–2m wide. The pits
were grouped by size and set out in rows. They were
c.0.42m deep with steeply sloping sides and flat bases and
were separated by narrow gravel baulks. Their fill had the
appearance of relatively recent backfilling, with clearly
visible mixed topsoil and subsoil. Fragments of
post-medieval clay tobacco pipe stems were recovered
from three of the four excavated pit segments.
The pits provide evidence for a highly organised but
localised activity. The control seen in pit size may reflect
the extraction of measured amounts of gravel, and the
relative shallowness of the pits may have been a result of a
high water table. If these were gravel extraction pits, they
were perhaps associated with the construction of the
nearby railway during the 19th century.

Figure 5.5 Period 5: Early Saxon Pit Group 7

III. The finds
contained a loose dark brown silty loam (10561) within
which Roman and Early Anglo-Saxon pottery, Roman
tile, common animal bones and a piece of iron scrap were
found. The second pit (10578) was irregular in plan,
measuring 1m long by 0.7m wide and was 0.27m deep,
with gently sloping sides and base. This pit contained
Roman tile, charcoal and animal bone. On the surface
were large limestone pieces and the remains of a small
Anglo-Saxon pot. These were interpreted by the excavator
as rubbish pits.
Period 6: medieval
Field System 5
Evidence for activity of the medieval period is confined to
agriculture, in the form of ridge and furrow. Furrows were
evident on the aerial photographic plots across the project
area and were planned and partially excavated in Area 77,
where they were cut through the Roman buildings. The
furrows had a distinctive V-shaped profile and were
substantial at up to 1.7m wide and 0.45m deep. It is
noteworthy that these furrows were on a totally different
alignment to the underlying Roman archaeology –
running in an approximate east to west direction. It is
interesting, however, that an associated trackway
followed a similar alignment to the Roman trackway and
survived to be recorded by Frend’s excavations in the
1960s (Frend 1968, 20, fig. 1). Evidence for a field or
paddock constructed at right-angles to the medieval
trackway consisted of a single ditch that ran north-east to
south-west and varied in depth from 0.31 to 0.38m and in
width from 0.9m to 1.55m. It cut through Building 5
before turning sharply through 90º and exiting the site in
Area 82.
Period 7: early modern
(Fig. 5.6)
Located to the north of the Bronze Age mound, close to a
bend in the stream, was a series of twenty-four distinctive
large rectangular pits (Pit Group 8) revealed within Area
36 (others were mapped from aerial photography in Areas
60, 64 and 67). Prior to this excavation they had been
interpreted, on the basis of aerial photography only, by

Copper alloy objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Fig. 5.7)
Personal possessions
Amongst the finds recovered during cleaning (layer
10408) was part of a late Roman or Early Anglo-Saxon
horse head buckle (SF 4091) of Hawkes and Dunning
(1970) type IB. Although regarded, during the late Roman
period, as a military type (Appels and Laycock 2007),
there is evidence that Early Anglo-Saxon examples
appear almost exclusively in female graves, for instance
that at Dyke Hills, Dorchester (Kirk and Leeds 1952, fig.
27), and several other instances are noted by White (1988,
figs 27–9) and Marzinzik (2003, fig. 73, type II.1b). A
second possible buckle or annular brooch (SF 4360, not
illustrated) came from the fill (1106) of Period 5 grave
1104, where, although not chronologically diagnostic, it
could have been amongst the grave goods, which included
a 2nd-century ring (SF 4361; see Chapter 3.III).
Probably of slightly later date, another item (SF 4338)
has been tentatively identified as one element of a
decorated wrist clasp of unusual form. Hines’s detailed
typology (1993) does not provide any direct parallels,
although his type B7 are simple plates, the ornate incised
decoration perhaps echoes the repoussé decoration of type
B13a, whilst the shaped rear edge reflects that of type
B17. Incised decoration on a buckle plate from Alfriston
in Sussex (Grave 17), which has a generic similarity in the
design (Marzinzik 2003, fig. 79.3), perhaps provides a
date in the 5th to 6th centuries.
Domestic item
Object SF 4021, found in cleaning layer 10108, is hollow,
indicating that it was intended to be mounted, presumably
on a strap. It was perhaps part of a horse harness, but no
parallels have as yet been found.
Harness pendant
The most significant of the medieval copper alloy objects
is a harness pendant (SF 3803) found unstratified.
Decorative horse furniture came into popularity in the late
11th century (Ashley 2002, 27) and flourished from the
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Figure 5.6 Period 7: Early modern Pit Group 8
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Figure 5.7 Post-Roman copper alloy objects
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Figure 5.8 Post-Roman ironwork

mid 13th century onwards, slowly falling from popularity
during the 14th century (op. cit., 31; Griffiths 1995, 62).

third possible knife blade (SF 4018) comes from cleaning
layer 10132.

Illustration catalogue
SF4091 Buckle with opposed horse-heads, less than half survives. The
horses’ eyes are defined by ring-and-dots, their manes by short
lines, and a single ring-and-dot at each shoulder could be the
vestigial indication of a dolphin, or the musculature of the
shoulder. Back plain, as the item is flat cast. L: 21mm; W:
27mm; Th: 4mm. Cleaning layer 10408. 4th–5th century
SF4338 One element of highly decorated wrist clasp, one small rivet
and two hooks or tags to the rear. Complex engraved design. L:
46mm; W: 28mm; Ht: 4mm. Subsoil 1101. 5th–7th century
SF4021 Hollow decorative element, with rectangular cross-section,
presumably intended to be mounted on a narrow strap. Upper
surface decorated at each end with three ridges, and in the centre
a circular ridge and central perforation. The back is plain, and
the perforation does not continue through. L: 31.5mm; W:
15mm; Th: 7mm. Cleaning layer 10108. Anglo-Saxon or
medieval?
SF3803 Flat-cast hexafoil harness pendant with central floral design.
Conservation suggests that the central design could have been
set in blue enamel. Five of the six external lobes are divided in
three, resembling buds, the sixth forms the suspension loop for
the piece, set at 90 degrees. A central perforation suggests a
second element, now missing. L: 40mm; W: 30mm; Th: 6mm.
10001 unstratified. Mid 13th to 14th century.

Illustration catalogue
SF3535 Incomplete whittle-tanged blade. The blade is offset from the
tang, giving a sinuous outline and the end of the tang appears to
curve into a spiral. L: c.113mm; W: c.16mm; Th: 2.5mm. 9554,
pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34, Period 5.
SF3745 Small whittle-tanged blade with short triangular blade. L:
c.90mm; W: 10mm; Th: 2mm. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area
34, Period 5.
SF3654 Two interlinked oval, open loops. L: c 42mm; W: 32mm. 9554,
pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34, Period 5.

Ironwork
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Fig. 5.8)
Potentially Anglo-Saxon ironwork came from the fills of
pit 1223 (fill 1222) in Pit Group 5, and pit 9553 (fill 9554)
in Pit Group 6. The former produced part of a possible
hinge (SF 4447), and what appears (on x-ray) to be a
fragment of needle with a rectangular eye (SF 6506). The
latter pit produced two small blades, both of potentially
Anglo-Saxon type (SF 3535; 3745), and two links of chain
or perhaps inter-linked double-spiked loops (SF 3654). A

Glass bead
by Chris Howard Davies (2014)
(Fig. 5.9)
A single glass bead (SF 4366) came from the Period 5 fill
of the Anglo-Saxon well (Well 6). Polychrome beads of
this kind are most closely associated with the post-Roman
period, although multi-coloured beads are known from
the Iron Age and occasional examples are known as
exotics in the Roman period (Guido 1978, 45). Similar
beads can be seen in the Early Anglo-Saxon cemetery
(Graves 30, 90, 108, and 133) at Morning Thorpe, Norfolk
(Green et al. 1987, figs 303, 324, 334, 341). Brugmann
(2004, 36; her ‘Mottled Blue’ beads) notes their wide
distribution within the Anglo-Saxon world, dating them to
the 4th/5th century. It should be noted, however, that a
very similar example is known from York (Rogers 1993,
fig. 676 and fig. 677, no. 4837), where a late 6th- to mid
7th-century date is suggested.
Illustration catalogue
SF4366 Very irregular and worn wound bead in translucent dark blue
with marvered splashes of opaque red and white. Ext diam:
14mm; Diam perf: 4mm; Ht: 10mm. 1290, Well 6, Area 77,
Period 5. Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon.
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Figure 5.9 Anglo-Saxon glass bead

Worked bone and antler objects
by Christine Howard-Davis (2014)
(Fig. 5.10; Pls 5.1–5.2)
Four worked bone objects came from post-Roman
contexts. All are in good condition, but several are
incomplete. There is a single small hairpin with a
decorative head, from Period 5 pit 9553 (fill 9554), within
Pit Group 6. A very similar example can be seen amongst
hairpins from Bancroft villa, Bucks (Bird 1994, fig. 177,
no. 326), where it was found in the destruction levels
associated with the latest phase of the villa, dated to the
4th to early 5th centuries, suggesting that pin SF 3540
could be broadly contemporary with Period 5.
Other bone objects include what has been tentatively
identified as a comb plate (SF 3420), although there is no
evidence of the rivet holes which characterise these
objects and it seems somewhat insubstantial. The
decoration, however, can be compared with comb and
comb case fragments from the Early Anglo-Saxon
cemetery at Spong Hill, Norfolk (Hills 1977, figs
130–31). Both this and a second fragment of decorative
bone inlay (SF 3419) are from Period 5 pit 9553 (fill 9554)
in Pit Group 6. A third, plain strip (SF 3543) comes from
the same pit.
There are, in addition, fragments of sawn antler from
Period 5 pit 9553 (fill 9554, Pl. 5.1), which undoubtedly
indicate the use of antler for a range of small objects. One
of the fragments (a single tine, cut with a short length of
the main beam to each side; SF 3801, Pl. 5.2) has a number
of small but deep and sharp-edged indentations in a group
on one side, suggesting that it might have been used as
either a hammer, or more likely an anvil, in metalworking.
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Plate 5.1 Red deer antler fragments, sawn-off (Pit
Group 6, pit 9553, fill 9554)

Figure 5.10 Post-Roman worked bone and antler objects

Plate 5.2 Red deer antler tine (Pit Group 6, pit 9553, fill 9554)
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Antler anvils, albeit of different form, were used in
making and sharpening saw-toothed iron sickles in 2nd- to
3rd-century Romania (Beldiman et al. 2011), and
evidence suggests that they were used over a long period,
up to the present day in rural Spain (Grau-Sologestoa
2012) and probably elsewhere.
Illustration catalogue
SF3540 Head and mid-shaft of small hairpin. The irregular-sectioned
shaft swells towards the head. The chisel-shaped head is
decorated with two triangular-sectioned grooves at 90 degrees
to the shaft, and above them an effectively crenellated head with
two deep vertical triangular nicks, giving it (from the top) a
zig-zag appearance. One side seems to have the uppermost of
the two horizontal bars decorated with vertical small nicks. L:
56mm; W head: 8mm; Th head; 2mm; Diam shaft: 4mm. 9554,
pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34, Period 5. 4th–5th century?
SF3420 D-sectioned strip decorated with approximately equallyspaced groups of four incised grooves, crossing the axis. At one
of the surviving ends this changes to a wider spaced group of
two lines, with the space between them filled with a diagonal
group of three grooves, and on the other side a second group
provides a mirror image. L: 58mm; W: 6mm; Th: 3.5mm. 9554,
pit 9553, Area 34, Pit Group 6, Period 5.
SF3419 Very fine fragment of ?inlay with rounded edges marked by
parallel grooves on each side and a row of carefully-drilled ring
and dot motifs running down the centre. L: 35mm; W: 6mm; Th:
1.5mm; Diam ring: 1.5mm. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area
34, Period 5.
SF3543 D-sectioned strip cut from a dense long-bone. No decoration,
no obvious pins, but a central patch of wear. L: 128mm; W:
13mm; Th: 6mm. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34, Period 5.
SF3801 Red deer antler tine, now in four pieces. Sawn from the main
beam to form a T-shaped object. There are small indentations in
a group one side, as well as evidence for rodent-gnawing (I.
Smith, pers. comm.). L: c.300mm. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6,
Area 34, Period 5.

Roman pottery from Anglo-Saxon contexts
by Alice Lyons (2014)
Attention given to the contribution of ‘latest Roman’
groups enhances our understanding of the Roman to
Anglo-Saxon transition, and analysis shows that, in the
early 5th century, more Roman pottery remained in use
than newly made Saxon vessels. A total of 582 RomanoBritish sherds (weighing 19,573g, ASW c.34g and
representing 10.1% of the assemblage by weight) were
recovered from Early Anglo-Saxon features, mostly
within Pit Group 5 (see below). Nineteen Romano-British
pottery fabrics were found in Period 5 deposits, some in
very small quantities (Table 5.1). It is thought that these
vessels were sufficiently robust to have remained in use
into the Early Anglo-Saxon period.
Alongside Early Anglo-Saxon handmade coarse
wares (see Blinkhorn below), Period 5 is characterised by
the abundant use of locally produced Roman coarse wares
of which Shell-tempered wares (STW) were the most
common. The Shell-tempered wares are present in a very
limited range of forms, mostly as globular jars with rolled
and underscored rims (Type 4.5.3) and flanged dishes
(Type 6.17). Sandy grey (SGW) and reduced (SRW)
wares were also found as undiagnostic jar/bowl sherds
and straight-sided dishes (Types 6.17 and 6.19). Products
from the Nene Valley were still present; NVCC2
continues to be represented as jars (Type 4.5), flanged
bowls (Type 6.14) and a range of dishes (Types 6.17 and
6.19). NVOW is present as wall-sided reeded rim mortaria
only. Notably sandy oxidised wares, commonly found in
the form of flagons, did not remain in use in the Early
Anglo-Saxon period, possibly because they were

Fabric family
STW
NVCC2
NVOW
SGW
SRW
BAT AM
HORN
OXRCC
BSRW
SCW
HADRW
SAM
SOW(gritty)
HORN GW
SGW(soft)
SOW
OX OW
SGW(fine)
NVCC1
Total

Sherd count
401
80
13
46
13
1
3
2
4
1
3
5
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
582

Sherd weight
(g)
12660
2615
1955
824
549
255
197
195
123
60
29
29
19
17
15
13
10
5
3
19573

Sherd weight
(%)
64.68
13.36
9.99
4.21
2.80
1.30
1.01
1.00
0.63
0.31
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.02
100.00

Table 5.1 Period 5. Roman Pottery in Anglo-Saxon
contexts

associated with the consumption of wine, which did not
continue. Other fabrics found in very small numbers are
thought to be entirely residual.
As noted above, the majority of Period 5 pottery was
recovered from Pit Group 5; 529 sherds, 17,168g,
representing 87.7% of the period assemblage by weight.
Despite the presence of several almost complete vessels
the ASW is only 32.5g, indicating that the remainder of
the group is severely abraded. Some is also burnt.
The vast majority of the material comprises STW jar
and cooking pot, as well as storage jar, fragments (Type
4.5.3) (398 sherds, 12,527g). Several of these vessels are
almost complete. One has a hole pierced through the lower
wall which may be an example of ‘ritual killing’ and it is
suggested they may be disturbed (or re-used) cinerary
cremation vessels that were perhaps deliberately
collected. Nene Valley products contribute the second
most common component (64 sherds, 1853g). This
material comprises jar pieces, flanged bowls (Type 6.14)
and dishes (Type 6.17), alongside straight-sided dishes
(Type 6.19) and a small table mortarium (Type 7). Eleven
fragments from two NVOW reeded wall-sided mortaria
(1680g) were found, both of which are severely worn and
burnt after breakage. Sandy grey ware sherds are fairly
common but mostly comprise undiagnostic jar/bowl
sherds, as well as a flanged dish fragment (Type 6.17;
32,385g). Coarser SRW pieces are from straight-sided
dishes only (Type 6.19) (10 sherds, 272g). Three large
pieces of Horningsea ware storage jar were also found
(197g). Late Roman red wares include a single fragment
from a late Oxfordshire red colour coat flanged dish (Type
6.14) (170g) and three Hadham red ware undiagnostic
jar/bowl pieces (29g). The remainder of the pit group
assemblage comprises small single sherds of residual
material.
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Period

Association

Context

Cut

4.2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
Total

Pond 2
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Well 6
Enclosure 3
Enclosure 3
Pit Group 5
Pit Group 6
Pit Group 7
Cleaning
Cleaning
Cleaning
Cleaning
Cleaning

1307
1129
1135
1290
1295
1173
1291
1171
9554
10561
9354
10166
10167
10170
10171

1305
1130
1130
Finds no.
Finds no.
1172
Finds no.
1170
9553
10560
-

F1
No

Wt

1

3

1
1

21
2

1
3
9

12
132
123

1

41

17

334

F2
No

F3
No

Wt

1
3

1
24

19

17
338
246
2
17

28
678

2

F4
No

Wt

F5
No

Wt

F6
No

Wt

1

8

6
1

51
31

11

220

4

90

23

400

238

30

1
1
10
7
1
1

Wt

257

3

48

6

129

14
2
1

282
45
20

1
1

6
12

28

542

2

49

1

18

10

168

13

235

Date
E/MS
E/MS
E/MS
ESAX
E/MS
E/MS
ESAX
5th c.
ESAX
E/MS
E/MS
E/MS
E/MS
E/MS
E/MS

Table 5.2 Anglo-Saxon pottery occurrence by number and weight (in g) of sherds per context by fabric type

Anglo-Saxon pottery
by Paul Blinkhorn (2014)
(Figs 5.11–5.12, Pls 5.3–5.4)

F2:

Introduction
The Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery assemblage
comprises 107 sherds with a total weight of 2446g. The
estimated vessel equivalent (EVE), by summation of
surviving rim sherd circumference, is 0.97.

F3:

F4:
F5:

Methodology
The pottery was initially bulk-sorted and recorded on a
computer using dBase IV software. The material from
each context was recorded by number and weight of
sherds per fabric type, with featureless body sherds of the
same fabric counted, weighed and recorded as one
database entry. Feature sherds such as rims, bases and lugs
were individually recorded, with individual codes used
for the various types. Decorated sherds were similarly
treated. In the case of the rim sherds, the form, diameter in
mm and the percentage remaining of the original
complete circumference was all recorded. This figure was
summed for each fabric type to obtain the estimated vessel
equivalent (EVE).
The terminology used is that defined by the Medieval
Pottery Research Group’s Guide to the Classification of
Medieval Ceramic Forms (MPRG 1998) and to the
minimum standards laid out in the Minimum Standards
for the Processing, Recording, Analysis and Publication
of post-Roman Ceramics (MPRG 2001). All the statistical
analyses were carried out using a dBase package written
by the author, which interrogated the original or
subsidiary databases, with some of the final calculations
made with an electronic calculator. Any statistical
analyses were carried out to the minimum standards
suggested by Orton (1998–9, 135–7).
Fabrics
The following fabric types were noted:
F1:

Granite. Moderate sub-angular granite fragments up to 2mm,
most 1mm or less. Gold mica flakes up to 1mm. Rare

F6:

sub-rounded calcareous material up to 1mm. 17 sherds, 334g,
EVE = 0.12.
Oolitic Limestone. Sparse to moderate sub-rounded limestone
fragments up to 1mm, rare to sparse organic voids up to 5mm. 24
sherds, 678g, EVE= 0.28.
Quartz and Chaff. Sparse to moderate sub-angular quartz up to
1mm, rare to sparse chaff voids up to 5mm. 2 sherds, 257g, EVE
= 0.09.
Fine Quartz. Moderate to dense sub-angular quartz up to 1mm,
most 0.5mm or less. 28 sherds, 542g, EVE = 0.23.
Coarse Quartz. Sub-angular quartz between 1–2mm. 13
sherds, 235g, EVE = 0.22.
Calcitic Sandstone. Moderate sub-angular calcite-cemented
sandstone up to 2mm, moderate to dense ‘free’ quartz grains
c.0.5mm. 23 sherds, 400g, EVE = 0.03.

The pottery occurrence by number and weight of
sherds per context by fabric type is shown in Table 5.2.
Each date should be regarded as a terminus post quem.
The range of fabric types is fairly typical of AngloSaxon sites in the region (e.g. Anderson 2003), with the
petrology suggesting most are manufactured from local
clays, including the granitic sherds. Such pottery is known
to have been made in Leicestershire (Vince and Williams
1997), but decayed granitic pebbles, a likely source of
pottery temper, are known from local river gravels in the
St Neots region (Blinkhorn 2018).
The bulk of the assemblage comprises plain body
sherds, all of which have a smoothed ‘wet hand’ and/or
burnished finish on the outer surface. Most of the pottery
is in good condition and the mean sherd weight is fairly
large (22.9g). The assemblages appear largely to be the
result of secondary deposition, with individual pots only
represented by one or two sherds. Few cross-fits were
made within individual context groups, and none between
contexts, indicating that the material is largely the result of
secondary deposition, and from different sources.
Chronology
The dating of Early Anglo-Saxon hand-built pottery is
almost entirely reliant on the presence of decorated
sherds. It seems that the Anglo-Saxons generally stopped
decorating hand-built pottery in the 7th century (Myres
1977, 1), but it cannot be said with certainty that an
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assemblage which consists of only plain sherds is of
7th-century date. Usually, decorated hand-built pottery
only comprises around 3–4% of domestic assemblages, as
was the case at sites such as West Stow, Suffolk (West
1985) and Mucking, Essex (Hamerow 1993). Thus, fairly
small assemblages of plain pottery have to be given a
broad period date of the 5th to 9th century.
The complete lack of Ipswich and Maxey Wares at this
site means that there is no definite evidence of AngloSaxon activity in the later 7th–8th centuries. For sites
further to the east of here, hand-built pottery largely ceased
to be used from the early 8th century onwards, with
assemblages at sites in that area consisting almost entirely
of Ipswich Ware – any assemblages lacking the latter date
to the 7th century or earlier (Blinkhorn 2012). However, the
location of Godmanchester, on what appears to be the
boundary of the Primary and Secondary Zones of Ipswich
Ware consumption (ibid.), means that this cannot be
advanced with certainty in this case, although the fact that
the pottery assemblage from the Cardinal Distribution Park
site in Godmanchester consisted of a small number of
sherds of Ipswich Ware and large quantities of hand-built
material (Anderson 2003) suggests that the site is in the
Secondary Zone, and that the plain hand-built wares could
date to any time during the Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon
period. However, the decorated sherds present amongst this
assemblage indicate very strongly that activity was limited
to the 5th century, and very likely the earlier part of it. The
most closely datable group is that from pit 1170 in Pit
Group 5 which includes a small carinated bowl and a sherd
from a vessel with chevron-and-dot decoration (Nos 5 and
6), both typical of the early to mid 5th century. Other
contexts produced sherds with line decoration (e.g. Nos 1
and 7), with bossed and/or stamped decoration, the most
typical styles of the late 5th and 6th centuries (Myres 1977),
entirely absent. The dating of the decorated sherds is
discussed in more detail below.
The assemblage
Well 6
(Pl. 5.3)
Anglo-Saxon pottery was recovered from various fills of
this well (1129, 1135, and 1290/1291). Context 1129
produced a small sherd from a fairly thick-walled
(c.12mm) and presumably large vessel. The large sherd
from context 1135 is of a similar thickness, but from a
different pot. Both are undecorated.
Contexts 1290 and 1291 contained sherds from the
same vessels, although no cross-fits were noted, but given
the circumstances of excavation, they appear likely to be a
single deposit. The assemblage includes a number of
sherds with incised decoration which suggest that the
group is quite early in date. Three non-joining sherds with
rather uneven incised horizontal lines (No. 1a–c) probably
came from a vessel similar to some in the Myres corpus
with a simple horizontal band around the neck or
shoulders and generally early in date (Myres 1977, fig. 88,
90 and 91), although some examples are known from the
late 6th century (ibid., 18). However, context 1290
produced a sherd with fragments of linear decoration
which appears to have originally been from a vessel with
linear chevron decoration (ibid., figs 262–9). Pots with
such decoration tend to be early, although as with the
carinated bowls, 6th-century examples are known (ibid.,

Plate 5.3 Micrograph of one of the grog inclusions in
the Schlicklung covering the outer surface of the sherd,
from Well 6
45). Vessels with a simple band of combed decoration on
the shoulder are known in association with 5th-century
material at Mucking (e.g. Hamerow 1993, fig. 99).
Rusticated sherds from at least three vessels are also
present (e.g. No. 3), and context 1290 produced one of the
two sherds from the site with a thick slip applied to the
outer surface (No. 4). This technique, known as
Schlicklung (Hamerow 1993, 35), was generally applied
to the lower bodies of large, thin-walled vessels and is
considered to be functional, i.e. to facilitate the handling
of large vessels. The sherd from this context is particularly
interesting as it has, somewhat usually, an exterior slip
containing what appears to be grog in the form of crushed
Roman pottery or tile (Pl. 5.3). This is rather unusual, and
the sherd appears to be unique, as all the other known
examples use natural inclusions in the slips. The technique
is not considered to have chronological significance on
continental sites (ibid.), but it is worthy of note that at
Mucking, the sherds which had been treated in this fashion
were almost completely confined to the southern end of
the site, the area of 5th- to 6th-century occupation (ibid.,
fig. 23), which led Hamerow to suggest that it is almost
certainly a 5th-century technique in England (ibid., 37).
The weight of evidence would suggest therefore that
this well was backfilled at some point in the early to mid
5th century.
Pit Group 5
One fill of pit 1170 (1171) contained four sherds of
Anglo-Saxon pottery with a total weight of 149g. Three of
the sherds are from decorated vessels. The first of these
(No. 5) is a fairly large fragment of a carinated bowl with
incised lines above the carination. Such vessels are
thought to be amongst the earliest Anglo-Saxon pottery in
England, having parallels with Scandinavian and German
vessels of the 4th and early 5th centuries, with the latter
known as Schalenurnen (Myres 1977, 17). Such pots are
not common in England, but similar vessels are known
from Little Wilbraham and Peterborough (ibid., fig. 89,
no. 2668 and fig. 91, no. 2012), and others are known from
Cambridgeshire with facets on the carination (ibid., fig.
95). A similar carinated vessel was noted at Stoke Doyle
Road, Oundle (Pearson 1994), some 20km to the
north-west of Godmanchester. The rest of the assemblage
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Plate 5.4 Micrograph of one of the inclusions in the
Schlicklung covering the outer surface of the sherd,
from Pit Group 7

was plain and fairly unremarkable, other than a small
closed vessel with a sharply carinated shoulder. Such
vessels were not present amongst the group of pottery said
to date to the 5th century from Orton Hall Farm near
Peterborough (Mackreth 1996b, 206–9), but most of the
pots of this type from Mucking in Essex were closely
associated with the 5th-century phase of activity
(Hamerow 1993, fig. 28), with one such vessel occurring
in a grave of early 5th-century date. A lesser number of
later examples were noted, however, including one in
association with material culture of 6th-century date
(ibid., 42).
The second sherd (No. 6) is small, but has decoration
which suggests a very early date. It comprises a triangle or
chevron with a single fingertip impression in the centre, a
style classified by Myres as chevron-and-dot decoration
(ibid., fig. 285–8). Myres cited many 4th-century
continental parallels with vessels with such decoration,
some of which occurred with carinated bowls (ibid., 50).
He noted a vessel with such decoration from Cambridge
(ibid., fig. 285, no. 320).
The third sherd (No. 7) is from a vessel which is likely
originally to have had a biconical or hollow-necked form,
a characteristic immediately suggestive of an early date
(ibid., 3). The decoration comprises diagonal slashing
between horizontal cordons. Such decoration is not
common, with few examples in the Myres corpus, but the
closest examples to this sherd are seen by him as being
early in date (ibid., 23). Vessels with such decoration are
rare at Mucking, although a carinated bowl from the site
had been incised in similar fashion (Hamerow 1993, fig.
181), and a single sherd from the early group of pottery
from Orton Hall Farm also had similar decoration
(Mackreth 1996b, fig. 118, no. 7).
It would appear therefore that this group of pottery is
the earliest Anglo-Saxon material from the site, with all
three sherds very likely to be early to mid 5th century in
date.
Pit Group 6
The largest context-specific group of Anglo-Saxon
pottery from the site came from pit 9553 (fill 9554) and
consists of fifty-four sherds weighing 1131g –
approximately half the assemblage of this date. The only

decorated pottery comprises two non-joining sherds from
a sharply-carinated closed vessel with light punch-marks
above the carination (No. 8). The form, with the
well-developed, angular carination, appears very likely to
be of early date. Myres (1977, 2–4) noted that most are
very early, although one or two 6th-century examples are
known. The decoration, of apparently random, shallow
punched ‘dots’, appears to have few, if any, obvious
parallels, with most decoration of this type being
accompanied by incised linear designs. Perhaps the
closest parallels to this vessel in the Myres corpus are the
vessels with finger-tipped ‘rosette’ decoration (ibid., fig.
288), which are seen as early in date. The sherd also has no
parallels at Mucking or Orton Hall Farm. Further afield, it
also appears to have no parallel amongst the cremation
urns from either Spong Hill in Norfolk (Hills and Penn
1981; Hills et al. 1987) or Cleatham in Lincolnshire
(Leahy 2007).
The assemblage also produced four rim sherds, three
from jars (Nos 9–11), and another from a small bowl (No.
12). Two of the three jars have a slightly shouldered
profile, whilst the other appears to have originally had a
globular form. Forms such as these occur throughout the
Early Anglo-Saxon period (Myres 1977, 3–6)
Pit Group 7
(Pl. 5.4)
Pit 10560 (fill 10561) yielded mainly plain sherds,
including a rim from a large jar. It also contained a sherd
from another vessel with a Schlicklung coating on the
outer surface (No. 13), but it is from a different vessel to
the sherd from context 1290, having a limestone-rich slip
(Pl. 5.4). This suggests a 5th-century date for the group.
Discussion
This group of pottery, although not particularly large,
appears to be very early in date on the basis of the
decorated sherds. The carinated bowl and the jars with
linear decoration, along with the rather unusual carinated
jar with the punched decoration, all appear to date to the
early to mid 5th century, meaning that a very strong case
can be made that the Anglo-Saxon activity dates to
immediately after the end of the Roman period. Certainly,
bossed and/or stamped pottery, which is typical of the late
5th and 6th centuries, is entirely absent here. The
Anglo-Saxon pottery from the nearby site at the Cardinal
Distribution Park, Godmanchester, consisted almost
entirely of plain wares, and appears later in date, and has
datable Middle Saxon pottery in the form of Ipswich Ware
(Anderson 2003).
This area of the country has a number of very early
Anglo-Saxon pottery assemblages (e.g. Murray 2006),
and a number of Roman sites in the region have evidence
of Anglo-Saxon activity (Mackreth 1996a, fig. 1),
although in the case of the latter, it is often difficult to
know if this represents continuity of use. For example, the
site at Orton Hall Park, c.25km to the north of this site, is
one such example. It produced an assemblage of pottery
which was said by the author to be of early date due to it
being in direct association with a late Roman comb, a
biconical vessel and a fragment of what appears to be an
Anglo-Saxon imitation of a mortarium (ibid., 206), but the
decorated material has few parallels with the pottery from
this site being, in the main, stamped wares which are
usually more typical of the 6th century (Myres 1977).
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Figure 5.11 Anglo-Saxon pottery (Nos 1–8)

Perhaps the most curious sherd from the site is that
from context 1290 (No. 4) with the exterior layer of slip,
Schlicklung, containing what appears to be crushed
Roman tile and/or pottery as grog. While Anglo-Saxon
pottery with Schlicklung is fairly-well attested, and
usually early in date, the use of Roman ceramic material as
grog in the temper appears to be unique. It is tempting to
see this as an attempt by the potter to maintain
symbolically the Roman pottery tradition or cultural

practice, but, of course, the reasons for it may be entirely
functional. Overall, the assemblage would appear to date
to sometime in the period AD 400–450/70, due to a
combination of early styles of decoration and the lack of
later material such as bossed or stamped sherds, but
whether this represents continuity from the Roman period
is a question that must remain open to debate – it is
certainly a possibility from the ceramic evidence.
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Figure 5.12 Anglo-Saxon pottery (Nos 9–13)

Illustration catalogue
(Fig. 5.11)
1

Fabric F4. a–c) Three non-joining incised sherds from the same
vessel. Uniform black fabric with a light but even burnish on the
outer surface. 1290 and 1291, Well 6, Area 81, Period 5.
2
Fabric F4. Incised sherd. Light orange fabric, smoothed outer
surface. 1290, Well 6, Area 81, Period 5.
3
Fabric F1. Rusticated sherd. Uniform dark grey fabric,
smoothed outer surface. 1291, Well 6, Area 81, Period 5.
4
Fabric F5. Sherd with grog-rich slip on the outer surface.
Uniform dark grey fabric. 1290, Well 6, Area 81, Period 5. (Pl.
5.3)
5
Fabric F1. Fragment of decorated carinated bowl. Black fabric
with light brown patch on the even burnished outer surface.
1171, pit 1170, Pit Group 5, Area 81, Period 5.
6
Fabric F1. Fragment of a vessel with chevron and dot
decoration. Black fabric with lightly burnished dark brown
outer surface. 1171, pit 1170, Pit Group 5, Area 81, Period 5.
7
Fabric F3. Fragment of a vessel with incised decoration. Dark
grey fabric with patchy black and brown outer surface. 1171, pit
1170, Pit Group 5, Area 81, Period 5.
8
Fabric F4. Two non-joining body sherds from a carinated
vessel with stabbed decoration. Dark grey fabric, with patchy
brown, black and orange lightly burnished outer surface. 9554,
pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34, Period 5.
(Fig. 5.12)
9

10

11

12

13

Fabric F2. Jar rim sherd. Uniform black fabric, light burnishing
on areas of the inner surface. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area
34, Period 5.
Fabric F5. Jar rim sherd. Black fabric with a reddish-brown
inner surface, smoothed outer surface. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group
6, Area 34, Period 5.
Fabric F4. Jar rim sherd. Black fabric with a reddish-brown
inner surface, smoothed outer surface. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group
6, Area 34, Period 5.
Fabric F1. Bowl rim sherd. Uniform black fabric, lightly
burnished outer surface. 9554, pit 9553, Pit Group 6, Area 34,
Period 5.
Fabric 2. Sherd with limestone-rich Schlicklung on the outer
surface. Uniform dark grey fabric, grey-brown slip. 10561, pit
10560, Pit Group 7, Area 77, Period 5. (Pl. 5.4)

Ceramic building material
by Phil Copleston (1990s) and Alice Lyons (2014)
The Roman ceramic brick and tile recovered from Saxon
features was not individually quantified, but during
excavation it was noted that the material was a common

residual element in the soil and subsoil layers in the
vicinity of the derelict villa and also in all post-Roman
features (as with the Roman pottery – see above). None of
the Roman tile was re-used for any new buildings on the
site, although a quantity may have been used as hardcore
during the construction of the wattle-lined well (Well 6).
The well fill yielded almost equal proportions of Fabrics 1
and 2 (see fabric details in Chapter 3) at 41% and 43%
respectively. Fabric 5 makes up 11% of the total, and there
are negligible amounts of Fabrics 4 and 6. Over 50% of the
forms are tegulae, with box flue and brick at 16% each.
Other tile accounts for 13%, with the remainder being
imbrices.
Stone objects
by Ruth Shaffrey (2014)
Four stone objects were recovered from Anglo-Saxon
contexts, comprising three undiagnostic quern fragments,
all probably residual from Roman activity. They comprise
a single fragment each of Millstone Grit, lava and shelly
limestone. Discussion of the other querns can be found in
Chapter 3.III. The limestone fragment came from the
Early Anglo-Saxon well and is unusual and not
particularly well suited to the task. Although it seems
likely that this item is residual from Roman activity,
limestone rotary querns have been recovered from
A n g l o - S ax o n c o n t ex t s at H o r co t t Q u a r r y in
Gloucestershire (Shaffrey in prep b) and limestone saddle
querns came from Anglo-Saxon contexts at Mucking.
There, they were interpreted as probably residual Roman
items with the possibility that, since limestone querns are
rare, they could be an Early Anglo-Saxon type (Buckley
and Major forthcoming).
Catalogue (unillustrated)
SF4375 Upper rotary quern fragment. Shelly limestone. Edge
fragment showing small part of circumference (less than 5%).
The grinding surface is slightly concave and pecked, though the
2cm nearest the circumference is worn smooth. The upper
surface is crudely shaped but rather rough. The edges are curved
and lean in slightly. Centre does not survive. Measures 33mm
thick x indeterminate diameter. 1290, Well 6, Area 81, Period 5.
Early Anglo-Saxon.
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NISP
Domestic mammals
Cattle (Bos taurus)
Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra)
Pig (Sus domesticus)
Horse (Equus caballus)
Cat (Felis catus)
Total domestic mammals

124 (5)
57(3)
63(7)
22(3)
3
269(18)

Wild mammals
Red deer (Cervus elaphus)
Total wild mammals
OXO (Horse/cattle/red deer)
LAR (Cattle/red deer)
SMA (Sheep/goat/roe deer/ pig/dog)
Total identified mammal

6+8ant
14
345(1)
22
125
775(19)

Domestic birds
Domestic Fowl (Gallus dom.)
Domestic Goose/Greylag Goose (Anser dom./Anser
anser)
Domestic Duck/mallard (Anas dom./Anas
platyrhynchos)
Wild birds – unidentified

Skull
Horncore
Maxilla
Mandible
Hyoid
Scapula
Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Carpal
Metacarpal
Innominate
Femur
Tibia
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Tarsal
Metatarsal
Metapodial
Axis
Atlas
Cervical vertebra
Thoracic vertebra
Lumbar vertebra
Sacrum
Vertebra
Ribs
Long bone fragments
First phalanx
Second phalanx
Third phalanx
Total

4
1
1
1

Table 5.3 Number of bone fragments (NISP) for the
Anglo-Saxon period (teeth in brackets)

IV. Zooarchaeological and botanical evidence
Human skeletal remains
by Simon Mays (1990s, reviewed 2014)
A single possible Early Anglo-Saxon skeleton was
recovered, having been found inhumed within a grave
(1104; sk. 8564) within Enclosure 3. It is moderately well
preserved (80%+ complete). An age of 50+ years is
indicated by the dental wear (Brothwell 1981) and cranial
suture closure (Perizonius 1984), while the sex is
i d e n ti fi e d as m a le ( Wo r k s h o p o f E u r o p ea n
Anthropologists 1980). Several minor pathologies are
evident in this skeleton, including ankylosis of several
cervical and thoracic vertebrae. There is no trace of
disease or injury to the spine (other than degenerative joint
disease); the vertebral fusions probably represent
instances of congenital block vertebrae.
Faunal remains
by Rosemary Luff (1992) and Ian Smith (2014)
(Pl. 5.5)
The faunal assemblage from the Anglo-Saxon features
(Well 6, pit 9553 and an unnumbered ditch associated with
Field System 3) consists of 761 animal bones, most of
which pertain to domestic stock, cattle, sheep/goat and pig
(Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Cattle are the most common
domestic species followed by pig, sheep/goat and then
horse if the NISP quantification method is used (Luff
1992, figs 2 and 3). It is apparent that the proportions of
these taxa have changed from the Roman period; there is a
decline in the importance of cattle whereas pigs and
sheep/goat increase in importance. While pig and
sheep/goat bones make up 4% and 13% respectively of the
main domestic mammals in the Romano-British sample,
there are more pigs and sheep/goat represented at the site

OXO

LAR

70

6

35

2
1
3
2

43
4
2

18
6
6

SMA

RUM

4
5
1
1

4
2

1
1
2
12

3
1
4
10
2
2
9
87
43

345

1

1
2

1

5
60
30

22

125

0

Table 5.4 Body part distribution for OXO, LAR, SMA
and RUM fragments from the Anglo-Saxon period

in the Anglo-Saxon period (23% and 21% respectively).
The decrease in cattle is not so apparent if the 44% of OXO
fragments are considered; these fragments are probably
those of cattle since scant horse or red deer bones were
identified.
Slightly different results are obtained if the Indicator
method is used, in that the relative importance of
sheep/goats is slightly increased at the expense of pigs.
This is probably caused by a lack of distally fused pig
bones. The main indicators for the pig are mandibles and
pelves whereas sheep/goat indicators are mainly tibiae. In
summary, cattle were the most commonly exploited
species at the site with both pigs and sheep/goat being
relatively important. This contrasts with results from West
Stow in Suffolk where sheep dominated all the faunal
samples for the Early Anglo-Saxon village with cattle and
pig showing relatively high percentages; in the Roman
period at West Stow the proportions of cattle and
sheep/goat were very close (Crabtree 1989).
For three metacarpals from Period 5.1 context (9554),
both morphological criteria assessed by sight (Boessneck
1969) and measurements DEM plotted against WCM
(Rowley-Conwy 1998, fig. 3), suggest that these
specimens are from sheep. Three cat bones were retrieved
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Plate 5.5 Wild boar metapodials (Pit Group 6, pit 9553, fill 9554)

Element

GL

Bp

LeP

Bd

B

MT IV
MC III
D MT IV
D MC III

104.9
89.3
89.4
80.7

17.3
20.4

99.5

20.3
21.2

16.2
18.3

Key: MT IV = fourth metatarsal, MCIII = third metacarpal , D MT IV, D
MC III = maximum measurements for these anatomical elements from
Durrington Walls

Table 5.5 Wild boar (Sus scrofa) metapodial
measurements from pit 9553 (Pit Group 5, fill 9554)

from the Anglo-Saxon period, two in pits and one in the
well.
Of note from context 9554 are pig metapodials that are
much larger than any from the baseline data from
Durrington Walls (Albarella and Payne 2005) and almost
certainly came from a wild boar (Pl. 5.5 and Table 5.5).
Due to the small size of the sample any conclusions should
be treated with caution. Nevertheless, it would appear that
the changes seen in the proportions of sheep/goat and pig
during the Anglo-Saxon period indicate a different animal
husbandry practice from that of the Romano-British
period. Red deer is represented by eight fragments of
antler, three limb bones and one jaw; the antler fragments
have been sawn-off (Pl. 5.1; see ‘Worked bone and antler
objects’ above).
As cautiously highlighted by Luff (1992, table 11),
greater proportions of sheep and pig in the Saxon contexts
appear distinct from the Roman phases. However, in
addition, the post-Roman butchery evidence (from e.g.Pit
Group 6, 9554) appears to reflect either continuity of
some Roman butchery practices or alternatively that there
is redeposited late Roman material in such backfill
contexts. Some continuity in species proportions,
slaughter patterns, diet and economy has been suggested
elsewhere in Early Anglo-Saxon contexts and it is not

until the Late Anglo-Saxon period that the wooldominated economy appears to emerge (King 1991). In
this case, there are cattle long bones and scapulae hacked
in the manner one expects from a Roman military context.
The presence of horse bones in Pit Group 6 (9554) is
another echo of previous phases, some gnawed by
carnivores, and others with fractures of unknown origin.
The same context contains red deer (Cervus elaphus) long
bones (humerus and femur) with evidence for ancient
fractures and carnivore gnawing. This may reflect the
trend at some villa sites of an increasing diversity of
meats, in particular an increase in deer in the late Roman
and post-Roman periods (King 1991).
Insect remains
by Mark Robinson (2014)
Since it was considered important to add an Anglo-Saxon
assemblage to the sequence from Rectory Farm and
despite the fact that insect remains were absent from the
assessment samples from Well 6 (1127), additional
samples were examined from those contexts in which
macroscopic plant remains were found. However, no
insect remains were found other than an example of the
carabid beetle Pterostichus melanarius.
Plant remains
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
Plant macrofossils from the basal fills of Well 6 (1135,
1136, 1137) are listed in Table 5.6. The three samples are
very similar in composition. The assemblages are
dominated by weeds, particularly Stellaria media,
Chenopodium album, Polygonum aviculare and Urtica
dioica. Grassland plants and wetland species occurred at
lower percentages. Uncharred seeds and capsule
fragments of flax/linseed (Linum usitatissimum) are
present in all three samples, and that from fill 1137
includes charred cereal remains, including spelt glume
bases. Given the intensity of cereal crop processing on the
site during the Roman period, the latter could well be
re-worked from Roman deposits. Overall, the
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Fill

1135

1136

1137

1135

1136

1137

Sample

8198

8199

8200

8198

8199

8200

1

3

fr

1

+

3+fr
++

2
1
35
1

Crop plants
Linum usitatissimum L. s
Linum usitatissimum L. cap fr
Triticum spelta L. gb ch
Triticum spelta L. ri ch
Dryland herbs (grassland)
Agrimonia eupatoria L.
Linum catharticum L.
Plantago major L.
Poaceae indet.
Prunella vulgaris L.
Ranunculus acris/repens/bulbosus
Dryland herbs (weeds)
Anagallis arvensis-type
Aphanes arvensis/microcarpa
Arenaria sp.
Arrhenatherum elatius tu ch
Atriplex patula/hastata
Ballota nigra L.
Capsella-type
Chenopodiaceae indet.
Chenopodium album L.
Cirsium/Carduus sp.
Fumaria cf. officinalis L.
Hyoscyamus niger L.
Malva sylvestris L.
Nepeta cataria L
Papaver sp.
Persicaria sp.
Polygonum aviculare L.
Potentilla reptans L.

Rumex acetosella L.

2
1
1
1
1
2

7

1
1
16
1
2

6
2

1

1
13
1

4

17
31

15
2
4

1
18
2
1

88
5

1
117
4

4
1
2

Stellaria media (L.) Vill
Thlaspi arvense L.
Torilis japonica (Houtt) DC
Urtica dioica L.
Urtica urens L.
Vicia sp. co ch

35

Wetland/shallow water herbs
Carex spp.
Juncus spp.
Lycopus europaeus L.

1
5
8
1
8
17

Rumex sp.
Silene cf. latifolia Poiret
Solanum nigrum L.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill
Sonchus sp.

5
4

2
363
13

2
+

Indeterminate/unassigned to ecological group
Asteraceae indet.
1
Brassicaceae indet.
1
Caryophyllaceae indet.
Lamiaceae indet.
1
Lamium sp.
3
Polygonaceae indet.
2
Potentilla sp.
4
Stellaria graminea/palustris
Indeterminate seeds etc.
15
Charcoal
+
Wood
+
Thorns
+
Mosses
+
Sample wt (kg)
0.5

2

9
24
1
1
11
1
10
1
83
2

12
1

56

30
6
1

122

7
+

1
1

1
7
2
5
1
5
1
7
+
+
+
+
0.5

3
5
4
11
+
+
+
+
0.5

Abbreviations: cap - capsule; ch - charred; co - cotyledon; fr - fragment; gb - glume base; s - seed; tu - ‘tuber’

Table 5.6 Plant macrofossils and other remains from Well 6

Figure 5.13 Wattle well-lining 1267 from Anglo-Saxon Well 6 (1127). Histogram of stem ages. This is based on the
sails and rods recorded at sail no. 4433 only
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Figure 5.14 Wattle well-lining 1267 from Anglo-Saxon Saxon Well 6 (1127). Scattergram of stem age/size
distribution
Sample

Context

Timber
location

Total no of
rings

Sapwood
rings

Average ring
width (mm)

Conversion
type

Dimensions (mm)

Comments

8201
8202
8203*
8204*
8205

4441
4442
4443
4444
4445

?
?
?
?
?

16
44
45
6

8
19
20
-

1.8
1.6
-

A
A
C
B
A

55x30
95x65
85x50
115x70
35x35

not oak

bark edge?
not oak, felled winter

* indicates that the ring sequence was measured; conversion type A – round wood, B – halved, C – quartered (see English Heritage 1998)

Table 5.7 Timber samples from Well 6 submitted for dedrochronological analysis

assemblages closely resemble those from Roman wells at
the site, and again indicate infilling in a weedy overgrown
area of land.
Wood
by Peter Murphy (1990s, reviewed 2014)
(Figs 5.4, 5.13–5.14)
The lower part of the Anglo-Saxon well (Well 6, 1127)
had a wattle lining comprising vertical sails with
horizontal interwoven rods. Samples were examined from
ten of the sails and from rods at sails 4433 and 4438 (Fig.
5.4), on opposite sides of the well. It is very likely that rods
recorded at 4433 were also present at 4438, though it was
not possible to trace each rod around the circumference of
the well during excavation: obviously it would have been
preferable to follow each rod individually, and only to
sample from the base of each, but practicalities precluded
this. For example, the Acer stem 4428, with three
distinctive final narrow rings looked very like a narrower,
one year younger, continuation of stem 4415. To avoid
‘counting’ stems twice, only the rods from 4433 have been
used in compiling the summary diagrams (Figs
5.13–5.14). The results of the analysis have shown that
hazel was the main wood used, with maple and ash. Most

of the rods were 10–20mm in diameter, 3–8 years old:
sails were 18–31mm, 7–10 years old.
Dendrochronology
by Jennifer Hillam (1993) and Cathy Tyers (2014)
(Fig. 5.15)
Timber samples from the Anglo-Saxon well were
submitted for dendrochronological analysis (Table 5.7).
Analysis was undertaken as detailed by Hillam (1993), in
accordance with the subsequently published Guidelines
for Dendrochronology (English Heritage 1998).
The shaft of Well 6 was lined by a rough frame of
timbers around an inner circular wattle. Five samples were
taken from the frame timbers. The timbers are generally
small. Samples 8202–4 are oak; 8205 is Salix/Populus
spp. and 8201 is a member of the Pomoideae. The latter
group includes such trees as hawthorn, apple and rowan,
but it is not possible to identify them more closely on the
basis of their wood anatomy (Schweingruber 1978,
123–31). It was impossible to distinguish the ring
boundaries on timber 8201, whilst timber 8205 was
rejected because it contained only six rings. Of the oak
samples, 8202 is a small piece of almost complete
roundwood with sixteen rings, eight of which are
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Figure 5.15 Well 6: diagram showing the similarity between the ring sequences derived from samples 8203 (red)
and 8204 (blue) which are thought represent timbers derived from the same tree

Figure 5.16 Combined relative probability distribution of dates from articulating animal bone groups from pit 9553

Laboratory
Number

Reference
number

Context

Radiocarbon
Age (BP)

SUERC-49247

432-4554a

SUERC-49248

432-4554b

articulating right pig radius and ulna 1553±30
from the lower portion of the
uppermost fill of pit 9553
probably articulating left cattle
1631±30
astragalus and calcaneum from
lower portion of the uppermost fill
of pit 9553

d C (‰) / d15N (‰)/ C:N

Calibrated date range
(95% confidence)

?21.2±0.2 / +7.1±0.3 / 3.3

410–580 cal AD

?21.3±0.2 / +6.1±0.3 / 3.3

340–540 cal AD

13

Table 5.8 Radiocarbon results and stable isotopic values from Anglo-Saxon deposits in pit 9553

sapwood. Timbers 8203 and 8204 have 44 and 45 rings
respectively; both have sapwood rings and 8204 may have
had a bark edge. The ring sequences of 8203 and 8204
were measured. Comparison of their ring patterns (t =
10.8) indicates that they are probably from the same tree
(Fig. 5.15). Thus, they were combined to produce a single
tree series of 45 years (GM6). Not surprisingly,
considering the shortness of the ring sequence, no match
was found between them and dated Anglo-Saxon
reference chronologies.
Radiocarbon dating
by Alex Bayliss, Christopher Bronk Ramsey and Gordon
Cook (updated 2013)
(Fig. 5.16)
The two results on samples of articulating animal bone
from Pit Group 6; pit 9553 (Table 5.8) are statistically
consistent (T’=3.4; T’(5%)=3.8; v=1), which suggests
that both samples were freshly deposited in the pit. Their
ages may thus be combined to suggest that this material
was deposited in 410–535 cal AD (95% probability; pit
9553).

V. The site in the Anglo-Saxon period
by Christine Howard-Davis, with Alice Lyons
Apart from the pottery, Anglo-Saxon finds were largely
confined to pit 9553 (Pit Group 6) which cut into an earlier
complex of backfilled quarry pits. Its contents seem to
reflect the clearance and disposal of day-to-day domestic
rubbish, although there was a very clear admixture of
Roman material, perhaps indicating some larger-scale
clearance, or perhaps simply deriving from the
disturbance of earlier deposits. The finds have a relatively
narrow date range, possibly confined to the late 4th and
5th century AD, and the unusually good preservation (for
the site) of the animal bone from this feature appears to
suggest that it was all disposed of fairly quickly, before the
bone could be eroded by natural processes. This
interpretation is reinforced by the fragmentary but
unabraded nature of the pottery, which might suggest that
it represents breakages that were cleared away and
dumped quite rapidly, rather than material that was lying
around the site and trampled for any length of time. Again,
the metalwork and the worked bone from the pit is
confined to small and easily lost personal items, such as
small buckles, needles and small knives, that could easily
have been lost in a domestic context, and swept up in
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rubbish clearance. The pit also produced an appreciable
amount of burnt stone, presumably from hearths, and
again indicating a largely domestic milieu. This might
suggest that the date range of all the finds from the feature
is limited, providing a glimpse of a relatively closelyrelated group of objects reflecting the detritus of daily life.
There is only a very small amount of evidence for the
appearance of the inhabitants of the site at this time, with
the two objects most easily attributable to the period both
being effectively unstratified. Part of a typically 4th- or
5th-century buckle came from cleaning layer 10408 (SF
4091) and one element of an unusual wrist clasp, or
possibly belt plate (SF 4338) from subsoil 1011. It is
possible that both of these items bridge the 5th-century
transition from Roman to Anglo-Saxon styles, with the
former found in both periods, and the decoration of the
latter being in an arguably classical idiom, but reminiscent
of Early Anglo-Saxon belt sets such as those from
Alfriston (Marzinzik 2003) and Mucking (Cemetery I,
grave 117; Hirst and Clark 2009, fig. 192). Horse-headed
buckles comparable to SF 4091 first appeared in the late
Roman period, mainly, as far as can be determined,
associated with male burials, and thus presumably, male
dress, but they continued into the Early Anglo-Saxon
period, appearing by this period in female graves (see, for
instance grave 987 at Mucking; Hirst and Clark 2009, fig.
111), thus the object can be of little help in establishing
gender.
A single bone hairpin (SF 3540) was found within the
pit, and presumably indicates a feminine presence,
although Owen-Crocker (2004, 77–8) suggests that
hairpins were not worn with anywhere near the frequency
seen during the Roman period, and the possibility might
be raised that it was used to secure a veil or loose
head-covering rather than a hairstyle, or to secure clothing
elsewhere on the body. Its distinctive head can be
paralleled elsewhere from a context suggesting a later 4thto early 5th-century date, placing it in the same period of
transition, as Roman influence declined and that of
immigrant groups grew. A decorated bone strip from the
same context (SF 3420) is likely to have come from a
comb or comb case. Often highly decorated, such combs
were clearly prized possessions, emphasing an interest in
personal hygiene (one important purpose for fine-toothed
combs being the removal of nits and lice), styling and
personal grooming in general. Whilst today we might
regard this as a feminine interest, in a society where both
genders are likely to have worn their hair long, possibly
braided, this might not always have been the case. There
was, in addition, a single polychrome bead from Well 6.
Again, less likely to have been a gender-specific item than
now, this particular bead type seems to have been widely
distributed in the Anglo-Saxon world, and has been dated
by Brugmann (2004, 26) to the 4th/5th centuries, again
emphasising the early date of post-Roman activity on the
site.
Only one item of personal dress can be associated
unequivocally with a particular individual, being a small,
plain, ring, probably an annular buckle (SF 4360) from
grave 1104. It is small and poorly preserved, but is similar
to those seen at or near the waist of the deceased in
numerous Early Anglo-Saxon burials (see, for instance,
Hirst and Clark 2009, graves 340, 598, 599, and 630), and
presumably attaching a pouch, or other small objects to a
belt. There were no other obvious personal possessions in

the grave meaning that little more can be said about the
relatively elderly male occupant of the grave. There was,
however, an enamelled ring (SF 4361) within the fill of
this grave, but as it seems most likely to be of 2nd- or
3rd-century date, it was perhaps simply residual within the
fill. It should noted that it is by no means unusual to find
Roman objects in Anglo-Saxon grave assemblages
(White 1988, 1).
Although radiocarbon dating was not undertaken, the
stratigraphic position of the burial indicates a probable
Early Anglo-Saxon date. While it is perhaps difficult to
believe it was a coincidence that a horse burial and human
burial occurred so close together, the two burials appear to
have been separated by a significant period of time of at
least 150 years. Examples of pits containing both horse
and human remains, used for a considerable period of
time, have been recorded elsewhere in the region but have
more normally been associated with Iron Age and Roman
activity (Lyons 2011, 18).
Evidence for day-to-day domestic activity is similarly
scant, and seems to suggest that any settlement at this site
was relatively transient and by no means dense. The
arguments for dating it to a short period during the 5th
century are presented elsewhere. This would bring it into
line with the early date proposed for the metalwork, and a
small ceramic bowl from pit 1170 (Pit Group 5) can
perhaps be given a 5th-century date. There is sufficient
evidence, however, to suggest that much of the pottery
used at this time was the same, or little different, to what
had been used on the site for some considerable time
before. Roman pottery from this period comprises some
10% of the overall pottery assemblage, and arguments can
be made to suggest that some, if not all of it had remained
in use into the 5th century. Although, again, there is a
range of fabrics, the group shows the same heavy reliance
on locally made jars and dishes, principally in Shelltempered ware. In all, 87% of the Roman pottery in use at
this date came from Pit Group 5, although much of it was
rather abraded, and the average sherd weight was low.
About half of the Anglo-Saxon pottery came from pit
9553 in Pit Group 6, or from the cleaning layers above it.
Interestingly, the Roman pottery from this pit is regarded
as entirely residual, perhaps suggesting that the contents
of various pit groups mark a break in the continuity of
pottery supply and use. Evidence suggests that the Roman
pottery was broken in antiquity and that its initial
clearance was not particularly thorough, with few of the
vessels anywhere near complete. However, joining sherds
were noted, suggesting that breakage occurred
immediately before, or at deposition, although the lack of
complete profiles might favour the former. There is
nothing to suggest that it originates from anything but a
domestic context. There is, however, less evidence as to
what might have been prepared and served in the pottery
vessels seen. Although some of the animal bone from this
period was well-preserved, there was considerably less of
it. Beef remained the most popular meat, with sheep and
pig being well represented. The presence of wild species,
including boar and red deer, may indicate the
diversification of meat sources. There is, apart from this,
very little change, with a marked persistence of RomanoBritish butchery techniques. Again there is butchered
horse amongst the assemblage, but evidence that some
articulated limbs had been gnawed by canids might imply
that it was not intended for human consumption, and at a
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speculative level, it might be possible to suggest that, as
hunting for the table increased, so did the need for hunting
dogs, which, of course, would have had to be fed meat, as
would guard-dogs (Crabtree 2013).
Two relatively small blades came from pit 9553 (SF
3535 and SF 3745) and would seem to be of a size to be
personal possessions used in day-to-day activities, for
instance food preparation and eating, and with no obvious
specialist use. A third, similar knife was found in cleaning
layer 10132. Chain links from pit 9553 (SF 3654) could
derive from a range of items, not least amongst them
suspension chains for a cooking vessel.
There is little else to be learned from the finds. A
possible hinge (SF 4447) from pit 1223 is probably from a
box of some kind, and it is possible that fragments of
decorative and plain bone inlay (SF 3419, SF 3543) would
have been used to decorate such an object. It is possible
that bone SF 3543 is actually a ‘blank’ intended to be
further decorated, but wear-polish towards the centre of
the fragment might suggest that it always intended to be
plain.
Evidence for trade and industry is extremely limited. It
is likely that, except for a few regional imports, the pottery

was made very locally, presumably on or near the
settlement, which would seem to fit with a general attitude
of make-do-and-mend drawn from most of the other finds.
There was, amongst the fabrics noted, an oolitic-tempered
fabric (Fabric F2) which may have come from a region of
Jurassic geology, although this was possibly no more than
c.20km to the west, in the Nene Valley area. An iron
needle was found in pit 1223 (Pit Group 5; SF 6506), and
points to some textile working, or at least maintenance,
but there were none of the loomweights or spindle whorls
which might have been expected, even if production was
at a domestic level. There were several sawn fragments of
antler from the fill of pit 9553 – although insufficient to
suggest large-scale bone or antler-working, they are an
indication that the raw material was being saved for
subsequent use, presumably on an ad hoc basis, as and
when new or replacement objects were required. There
was also an antler object tentatively identified as an anvil
used for small-scale metalworking, such as, for instance,
the sharpening of toothed tools such as saws.
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Chapter 6. General Discussion
I. Introduction
The site at Rectory Farm contained two nationally
important elements – a unique Neolithic monumental
complex and a near-complete Roman villa farmstead. It is
not surprising, therefore, that it has attracted many
researchers over the decades since its initial discovery in
1955, with the result that aspects of both its prehistoric
and Roman archaeology have appeared in several
publications (Frend 1968; 1978; Green 1978; Barclay and
Harding 1999; McAvoy 2000; Malim 1999a and b; 2000;
Healy et al. 2011). Partial publication in so many volumes
has led to some interesting challenges in the process of
bringing this monograph to completion, particularly in
terms of correlating data and questioning interpretation
(detailed in Section 6.V below). Preparation of this
volume – while respecting and appreciating the work of
those who have gone before – has provided the first
opportunity to tell the story of the site as a cohesive whole,
an outcome which is particularly important since the site
is now lost to gravel extraction and the paper record and
material archive are all that remain.

II. Location, landscape and alluviation
Lying 16km south-west of the Cambridgeshire fen edge,
on a relatively flat plateau within the valley of the River
Great Ouse (Fig. 1.3), the Rectory Farm site was ideally
situated to take advantage of a range of surrounding
environments and their natural resources. Eastern
England’s fenland is one of the largest single areas of wet
lowlands in the United Kingdom, covering parts of
Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, Norfolk and Suffolk.
After the last Ice Age, during the Mesolithic, the fenland
basin was a well-wooded environment with river systems
carrying water into the sea. During the Neolithic, farming
commenced on the fen edge and on its islands (as the sea
levels rose), with the prehistoric population probably
peaking in the later 3rd and early 2nd millennium BC. By
the Late Bronze Age, in the 1st millennium BC, rising sea
levels meant much of the southern fenland was too wet to
settle. It was not until the Roman period that significant
parts of the wetlands were reclaimed as salt production
became common and an infrastructure of canals and roads
was put into place. Occupation continued in the
Anglo-Saxon period and by medieval times the fenland
was fully settled (Hall and Coles 1994).
The Great Ouse is one of Britain’s largest rivers: its
headwaters rise near the western border of
Northamptonshire and the river enters the sea on the
southern margin of The Wash at King’s Lynn in Norfolk
(Green, C. 2000, 4–5, fig. 1.2). As such, the Ouse Valley
was a major corridor providing a significant line of
communication for nomadic Palaeolithic and Mesolithic
people for thousands of years (Dawson 2000a; Last 1999,
88; Green, C. 2000, 15). Their presence is witnessed by
the worked flint tools they left behind as they took
advantage of natural resources such as fresh water, fish

and the flora and fauna provided by the deciduous
woodland dominated by oak, hazel and lime. It was not
until the Neolithic that the quantity of archaeological
material (largely flint and pottery) increased as the valley
base was cleared of its natural woodland (Bayliss et al.
2011, 729, fig. 14.48). Tree clearance is recorded in the
Ouse Valley at both Rectory Farm and Brampton
(Macaulay 1995), while Neolithic evidence for coppicing
was found at Etton (Pryor 1998, 75). The management and
clearance of trees provided space not only for crops and
grazing but also for settlement. A large assemblage of
unstratified Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age lithics was
retrieved c.1km to the south of the excavations at Rectory
Farm, at the Cardinal Distribution Park (Wait 1991) and
two pit clusters containing Neolithic flint were found at
Bearscroft Farm, adjacent to the south (Patten 2016),
which both provide probable evidence of periodic
domestic activity. Significantly, the newly cleared areas
also allowed the construction of monumental sites within
the modified landscape (Evans and Hodder 2006a, 365).
One of the main challenges associated with living in
this location – a problem which persisted throughout
antiquity – was the changing water levels (Roseff 2000,
27–33). After the Middle Neolithic, as the environment
warmed and sea levels rose, significant episodes of
flooding allowed dumps of alluvium to be deposited by
the River Ouse within its flood plain (Last 1999, 91, fig.
8.2). Deposits of up to 6m of alluvium have been recorded
but thicknesses of 2–3m are more common in the
Godmanchester area. The alluvial material is a calcareous,
grey-brown silt clay, often with shelly deposits and
occasional beds of peat (Green, C. 2000, 14; Canti,
Appendix 4). At Rectory Farm the land was almost
certainly subjected to serious seasonal flooding during the
Neolithic but the first major episode of alluviation is
recorded in the Late Bronze Age. After a gap in
occupation, most of the subsequent Roman archaeology
cut through thick alluvial layers.
Within the Roman town of Godmanchester itself,
another serious episode of flooding occurred in the mid
3rd century AD when flood silts encroached over the
gravels from the north-west up to the 9m contour (Green
1978, 103, fig. 34). Second-century deposits within the
town were in fact sealed by alluvial material (Green 1975,
204). Analysis of the Lidar survey (Fig. 1.3) shows
Rectory Farm in an area just high enough to escape the
worst of the flooding – unlike the nearby Roman town.
Recent analysis suggests that, during this period, rising
water levels were more of a gradual encroachment than a
single (or repeated) catastrophic event (Dawson 2000b,
111–14). The rising water levels do not appear to have
directly affected Rectory Farm, rather its hinterland, as the
flood waters stopped on the edges of the Roman villa farm
estate.
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Figure 6.1 Reconstructions of the Neolithic trapezoidal enclosure, showing (top) its ceremonial usage and (bottom)
the later addition of the cursus (by John Vallender)

I I I . T h e Ne o l i t h i c a n d B ro n z e A g e
monumental complex
Introduction
It has been known for some time that the Middle and
Lower Ouse Valley contained a well-developed Neolithic
and Bronze Age ritual landscape within which

monumental complexes were placed – a behaviour which
set Neolithic societies apart from all earlier communities
(Malim 1999a and b; Malim 2000, figs 8.1–8.4; Last
1999, 87). Nearby sites include Late Neolithic and Early
Bronze Age ceremonial monuments at Brampton.
Adjacent to these are the Neolithic to Bronze Age
occupation and field systems found on the northern side of
the adjacent Alconbury Brook at Huntingdon Racecourse.
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Other relevant sites in the vicinity include the cursus and
long barrow at Eynesbury. These complexes (Table 1.1)
demonstrate a range of forms and the East of England
research framework has highlighted this variety (Brown
and Murphy 1997), suggesting that the specific design and
form of these monuments was less important than the
function they served (Last 1999, 90).
The range and growing complexity of the new
monument types, seen from the mid 4th millennium BC, is
exemplified by the Rectory Farm complex which
comprised a large Early/Middle Neolithic trapezoidal
enclosure with a contemporary internal square enclosure
and a small external round barrow. Both the trapezoidal
enclosure and barrow were subsequently incorporated
into a Middle/Late Neolithic cursus. In the Early Bronze
Age, a larger barrow was constructed a short distance to
the north. Finally, in the Middle Bronze Age, a third
smaller enclosure was built over the trapezoidal feature.
Developing a full understanding of the meaning of these
structures, their inter-relationships and the environment
within which they were established and utilised, may help
in turn to increase understanding of the social dynamics
that occurred during the Neolithic (Harding and Barclay
1999, 6). The complex is of undoubted national
significance and the trapezoidal enclosure is, thus far,
unique in Britain.
The trapezoidal enclosure
(Fig. 6.1)
Construction
‘The layout of the monument strongly suggests that the
earthwork and post-array were built as a single entity. On
this basis it is estimated that the trapezoidal enclosure and
the post-array were built in or after 3685–3365 cal BC
(95% probability)’ (Healy et al. 2011, 288).
The earliest and most impressive part of the Rectory
Farm monumental complex was the large trapezoidal
enclosure (reconstructed in Fig. 6.1). Although the
evidence is by no means unequivocal, it seems likely that
this monument was constructed a short time before the
mid 4th millennium cal BC, at the cusp of the Early to
Middle Neolithic periods (Healy et al. 2011, 288). Initial
construction involved the placing of three large timber
posts in a NNW to SSE line, spaced c.100m apart. These
posts were positioned where the entranceway to the
enclosure would later be built, suggesting that they were
the foundation posts of the monument from which both
physical and astronomical measurements were taken.
There is good reason to believe that a detailed knowledge
of the sun’s annual motions along the horizon were used in
setting out the monument, which was probably designed
to mark its movements, particularly the early May and/or
August sun rises (Ruggles, Chapter 2.III). These first
posts, however, did not form part of the final design. The
completed monument consisted of twenty-four
free-standing timber posts laid out in a symmetrical
trapezoidal shape, with a wide entrance at the north-east
end. A single post was located at the centre of the entrance.
Around the outside of these posts was a ditch (3m wide
and 1m deep), with an inner bank, which enclosed an area
of 6.3ha. The maximum width of the enclosure was 228m,
the axial length was 336m and the entrance was 168m
wide. The entire monument was aligned north-east to

south-west, which is thought not only to have been related
to movement of the sun but also to have reflected the
course of the Ouse in Neolithic times. Presently, the Ouse
lies at a distance of c.200m from the monument’s location,
but its course is thought to have been significantly closer
during the prehistoric period.
Once the desired astronomical and physical alignment
of the monument had been established, the three
foundation posts may have been used as a base line from
which each opposing pair of posts could be measured,
with the distance (c.34m) between each post paced out
(Castleden 1992, 22–3) or defined using some other
means (see below). The foundation posts were finally
overbuilt or demolished after the post array had been
successfully completed, an event that was evidently
marked by the deposition of partial cattle skulls in the
entranceway ditch terminals (one of which was later
disturbed, giving an erroneous radiocarbon date). Placed
deposits of animal bone within monumental ditch termini
were a recognised Neolithic behaviour thought to have
been used to mark significant events symbolically (Pryor
1998, 365–6). Fragments of broken polished axes (at least
two) hint at other ritual practices associated with the
Rectory Farm enclosure and more such evidence may
have existed in unexcavated parts of the ditch.
The fact that such a huge monument could be built so
accurately is remarkable. For example, its entrance (at
168m wide) was exactly half of its axial length (336m).
Could this accuracy have been achieved by pacing alone
or is it possible that aids to measurement were used? One
option could have been the use of regular lengths of rope
or twine. Flax twine was found in the ditch of the
contemporary causewayed enclosure at Etton (Taylor
1998, 157, fig. 174), while rope made from twisted
honeysuckle was used to position the central tree stump of
the Bronze Age timber circle at Holme-next-the-Sea in
Norfolk (Brennand and Taylor 2003, 30–31). Other
available devices for measurement, such as short cut
lengths of wood, could also have been used to measure
distance accurately. It is clear, however, that the
community who carefully laid out the monument at
Rectory Farm were concerned with balance and symmetry
in a way rarely apparent in other Early Neolithic
complexes – as such it signifies a community that was
unafraid to change their landscape and use innovative
monument design to enhance their relationship with the
natural land- and skyscapes.
The evidence suggests that the entire trapezoidal
enclosure had a ‘unified construction’ and was built in a
single phase of activity. A sense of the effort required to
construct its ditch is given in Table 6.1, using formulae
adopted by the Raunds Area Project (J. Humble, pers.
comm.). The total volume of gravel removed during the
excavation of the ditch would have been c.1824m3, based
on an extrapolation of the volume of a 1m sample length of
ditch (2.0828m3). This does not include time for bank
construction, should this have been more than a simple
dump of material, nor for the erection of the posts. It
therefore appears that, if gang labour or groups of people
were used to build this monument, it could have been
completed in under a month. The very act of constructing
the monument could have been a unifying community
experience which may have contributed to, or even
become, the main focus of the monument (Evans and
Hodder 2006a, 316–8).
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Ditch vol (m)
3

Three person team hours*

c.1824
8047
Excavation time
1 day
1 week
1000 people
144 people
* = 0.68

Few items were found within the trapezoidal enclosure
and its associated deposits, and those that were had been
severely abraded. Primary contexts only yielded animal
bone (perhaps having been deliberately placed), with
pottery and flint coming from later deposits. Sparse
artefactual assemblages of this type are, however, typical
for monuments of this period (Bayliss et al. 2011, 724).

Total person days**
1006
1 month
34 people

m3 per hour, ** = 8 working hours per day

Table 6.1 Manpower figures for trapezoidal ditch
construction

Pottery
‘As with monument building, pottery also represents a
new technology in the Neolithic involving a re-moulding
of natural materials’ (Last 1999, 87).

The chosen site was a fairly low-lying flat plateau (at
an average of 8.1m OD), which was almost certainly
affected by seasonal (winter) flooding. Environmental
evidence indicates that its ditches (at least the lower
levels) were permanently waterlogged. If prehistoric man
fully understood his environment, as seems likely, then
this may have been part of the initial design (Pryor 1998,
364). It was perhaps the intention to define the space using
water – creating an island – out of marginal or liminal
space (Malim 1999a, 80; Pryor 1998, 364). Indeed, its
connection to the river may have been emphasised by the
water levels in the ditches rising and falling with the
ever-changing river (Evans and Hodder 2006a, 365). This
concept is not unknown in the region and it has also been
suggested that water-filled ditches may have been part of
the design of the possibly contemporary – perhaps slightly
later – causewayed enclosure at Etton (Pryor 1998, 351).
Environmental evidence suggests that once built the
monument was kept clear of scrub by allowing animals
(cattle or sheep) to graze the area.

The Early Neolithic pottery from the trapezoidal
enclosure is characterised by Plain Bowl body sherds
(twenty sherds, 132g), with only one sherd of
Peterborough Ware (4g) found, although the body sherds
recovered are somewhat larger and better preserved than
those found in other features (ASW of 6.6g). The small
enclosure (Enclosure 1) within the larger monument also
contained relatively large sherds, albeit in significantly
smaller quantities: the condition of the pottery suggests
that it was deposited within surface middens before
finding its way into the enclosure ditch. No complete or
deliberately placed pots were found. That the assemblage
consists largely of Plain Bowl and does not contain the
large amounts of decorated pottery seen elsewhere in the
region is a significant determinant for establishing when
the monument was in active use (Percival, Chapter 2.IV).
Since one of the markers of the end of the Early Neolithic
is the cessation in use of Plain Bowl pottery and the
introduction of (decorated) Peterborough ware (Bayliss et
al. 2011, 729), the presence of mainly Plain Bowl and a
small amount of Peterborough Ware within the enclosure
indicate that it was in use around the beginning of the
Middle Neolithic (c.3500 BC), which is consistent with
the radiocarbon dating.

Subsidiary features
An additional element of the Neolithic monument
complex was an annular ditch (9.5 x 8.5m) demarcating a
small mound that lay c.200m to the south-west of the
trapezoidal enclosure. Despite the fact that this ditch
contained no dating evidence, a problem common to
Neolithic barrows (Bradley 1984, 47), it seems likely that
it was built contemporaneously with the larger monument
since each of the trapezoidal enclosure’s posts would have
been visible from the top of its central mound (Ruggles,
Chapter 2.III), perhaps indicating that it served as a
platform from which the enclosure’s layout could be
visually checked and, later, from which the events held
within it could be viewed.
Lying within and probably contemporary with the
initial phase of use of the trapezoidal enclosure was a
small isolated square enclosure (19.2m by 18.4m;
Enclosure 1) aligned parallel to the southern arm of the
surrounding monument. This feature contained only a
small amount of Earlier Neolithic pottery and struck flint.
Its purpose is unknown, since it contained no features or
other clues to its function. Possible interpretations include
an enclosure for animals that were brought to be
slaughtered here, or an inner sanctum for the leaders of the
seasonal ritual.
Finds from the trapezoidal enclosure
Overview
The limited excavation of the enclosure ditch clearly
reduced the opportunity to retrieve material from its fills.

Worked flint
Of the forty-one Early Neolithic struck flint pieces from
the site, only eleven were associated with the trapezoidal
enclosure and comprise unmodified debitage derived
from retouched and utilised pieces. Cores are also
represented, along with a coarse stone tool and a single
example of micro-debitage. It is clear that the lithic
assemblage overwhelmingly utilised the local gravel
terraces of the River Ouse and, although small, the
assemblage appears to be a typical example of domestic
Early Neolithic flint-working (Dickson and Parker,
Chapter 2.IV). This material may have been produced
here but it could also have been brought to the site for
formal deposition (Pryor 1998, 253). Formal tool types
are represented by two bifacially retouched knife forms
which, although isolated finds, may have been
deliberately deposited within the ditch. Also found within
the footprint of the trapezoidal enclosure was a single
flake of grey Lincolnshire Wolds flint, probably from a
polished flint axe, that came from a Late Neolithic context
(Ditch 1; 9463). In this case, the axe – which was probably
a prestige item as well as having more pragmatic uses
(Bradley and Edmonds 2005) – could well have been
transported or acquired in the course of longer-distance
trade.
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Animal bone
The majority of animal bone recovered from prehistoric
deposits was found within the trapezoidal enclosure
(2798g; 37.3% by weight). Most of the bone originated
from domestic species, especially cattle, although pig and
sheep/goat remains were also found; red deer was the only
wild species represented. While the sample size is small
and the bones are badly eroded, some contexts have
yielded evidence for butchery, perhaps reflecting the
standard cattle-based economy of the Earlier Neolithic
(Evans and Hodder 2006a, 316). Two partial cattle skulls
seem to have been deliberately placed in the butt ends of
the ditches that formed the trapezoidal enclosure entrance
(one being disturbed later) which is a process of structured
deposition that has been recorded at other Neolithic
monuments (Pryor 1998, 253).
Human bone
No human bone was found directly associated with the
trapezoidal enclosure, a fact which has potential
implications as to its function. However, only a small
proportion of the monument’s ditches was examined and
it is possible that such remains existed elsewhere.
Monument duration
In attempting to establish how long the trapezoidal
monument was in use, the dearth of artefactual evidence is
clearly a hindrance. It is apparent, however, that the
enclosure ditches were only re-cut once, suggesting a
relatively restricted period of use: at other monuments,
such as Maxey/Etton for example, up to five re-cuts were
observed (Pryor 1998). Comparative evidence from other
Neolithic monuments (causewayed enclosures) suggests
that some remained in use for c.400 years, but this appears
to have been the exception rather than the rule. Most
monuments were functional for anywhere between one
generation and 200 years (Bayliss et al. 2011, 724) and it
would seem that the Rectory Farm enclosure falls into this
category. There is, however, a notable period of re-use,
during which one of the post-holes within the array was
re-excavated and re-used as a pit (there being no evidence,
such as a post-pipe, for the insertion of another post),
perhaps half a millennium after the monument was first
constructed (see below). This leads us neatly on to the
question of what happened to the monument. It has been
demonstrated to have been carefully designed and
constructed but was perhaps not actively used for more
than one or two centuries at most. Was the monument left
to decay naturally or was it deliberately destroyed? Within
every surviving post-pipe were traces of carbonised
wood, suggesting either that the posts were fire-hardened
before they were used or that each post was individually
burnt in situ, either as an accidental or deliberate act.
Radiocarbon dating of this material provided a terminus
ante quem for the monument’s construction, indicating
that the post-array could not have been built after c.3500
BC, i.e. on the cusp of the Early to Middle Neolithic. The
ceramic and flint assemblages are both consistent with
this date.
It appears that by the time the Rectory Farm cursus
was built, perhaps only 100 years later than the trapezoidal
enclosure (see below), the earlier monument’s ditches had
become filled by natural processes and the land in the
vicinity was now covered in scrub. It seems, however, that
the monument bank remained (largely) upstanding, as is

suggested by the respect given to its alignment by the
Bronze Age, Iron Age and Roman features.
During the Late Neolithic, one of the former array
post-holes (9474; P6 in the archaeoastronomical analysis;
Fig. 2.19), which lay centrally on the northern side of the
trapezoidal monument, was re-dug and then partially
infilled before an antler pick was placed in position and
the pit backfilled. Radiocarbon dating of the antler
suggests a date of 3030–2500 cal BC (OxA-2323,
4220±90 BP), making it considerably later, by c.500
years, than the original post array. This leads to the
interesting question of how and why this ancient post-hole
was relocated in the ground, since the original wooden
post could not have survived; logic dictates that its
position must have been marked in some other way,
perhaps by a cairn or small mound. The differing
treatment of this particular post-hole suggests that it was
in some way special, perhaps once having contained a
?kin-related totem pole (see below), that was for some
reason singled out in the Late Neolithic. Notably, this post
lay at the northern curving end of a contemporary ditch
(Ditch 1) which cut across the trapezoidal enclosure. It is
perhaps more than coincidence that the post was amongst
those associated with precise lunar alignments (being
included in the groups of posts associated with the
moonset at its northern minor and major standstill limits;
see Ruggles, Chapter 2.III).
Function and use
‘It is clear that these structures placed a human imprint on
the landscape and established conditions under which
places could be encountered and understood’ (Thomas
2007, 260).
While archaeological evidence can inform on how and
when a monument was built, the real fascination is in
trying to understand why and to what purpose. To this end,
work addressing the way in which monuments were used
and experienced – comprising, for example, analyses of
patterns of visibility and movement around them – has
formed an important theme in their analysis (Barrett 1994;
Tilley 1994). It is worth noting that these perspectives
involve not only movement into and around single
monuments, but also relationships between monuments
and the wider landscape (Harding and Healy 2007). As
described above it is known that the trapezoidal enclosure
at Rectory Farm took its place in a larger ritual landscape
along the Ouse Valley, and also that it was very precisely
laid out and aligned with respect to both its land- and
skyscapes (Tilley 1994; Ruggles 1998, 208).
It is convenient to begin our interpretation by
dismissing those functions which the monument clearly
did not serve. It is unlikely to have been used for long-term
settlement since no domestic features were found within
its confines and the low level of finds argue against
everyday use. In addition, the monument was much larger
than any Neolithic settlement found thus far (Evans and
Hodder 2006a, 335–6). There is also no direct evidence to
suggest that the monument was associated with human
death, again a role that was evidently undertaken by other
contemporary monuments in the region. The distance
between the encircling posts suggests that they did not
support any superstructure (such as lintels) or protection
from the elements (such as wattle panels, as has been
suggested for post-built cursuses in Scotland; Thomas
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Figure 6.2 Comparative scale plans of the Neolithic cursus at Holm, Dunragit and Holywood North (after Thomas
2006, fig. 1)
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2007 and see below). It also seems unlikely to have been
used as a defensive site, since its ditches were only 1m
deep and the enclosure was deliberately left open at one
end. On this basis, it can be postulated that this was an
important place invested in and built by the whole
community, which not only radically changed the local
landscape but also provided a coherent and controlled
ritually-charged community space (Last 1999, 86). In
essence, this may have been a sacred ‘island’ that was
symbolically defined by large posts and water-filled
ditches, located within a changing semi-nomadic society
(Whittle 1997; Pollard 1999; Harding 1999, 33).
Inside this well-defined space, the alignment of the
post-array with the early May and/or August sunrises
suggests that the monument was used to mark the
changing seasons, whereby ‘in spring, livestock were
born and crops sown, followed by harvest and the
slaughter of animals in the autumn’ (Thomas 2007, 261).
The evidence suggests that the monument was used to
observe and perhaps ritualise the annual cycle of birth, life
and death, the repetition of these seasonal gatherings
effectively constructing a communal experience and
memory.
If the monument was indeed designed to mark the key
points of the agricultural cycle, it may have been built by a
well-established agricultural community – effectively,
farmers who became monument builders (Russell 2002,
168). The space within the enclosure was sufficiently
large (6.3ha, Fig. 6.1) that it could have contained many
groups of people and their livestock (Evans and Hodder
2006a, 336). However, no-one standing within it would
have had complete sight of every post, nor the first
glimpses of the sunrise. It is therefore possible that, while
the majority of the community were enclosed within the
ritual space, a select few took their place on the small
barrow which lay to the south-east, outside the enclosure,
from which position each post could be seen as the sun
rose over those assembled.
Those using the monument may have travelled to it by
river or overland routes along the river valley but, with its
entrance facing away from the river, visitors would have
had to traverse around it to reach its interior. Once at the
entrance, there is no evidence for the presence of any
physical barriers (with only a single post being sited
half-way between the two terminal ends). How visitors
duly moved within the monument’s interior is of course
unknown. Any formal procession of people (and animals)
may have referenced the post-array (in terms, perhaps, of
kinship groups) and/or the small internal enclosure;
encouraging people to move around within it (Thomas
2007, 261). Assuming that large-scale communal
activities (such as feasting) took place within the
monument, new arrivals may have processed within it
before finding a place to settle, tether beasts and cook
food. Although (as noted above) finds were scarce, they
do include pottery fragments, worked flint (including
knives) and butchered animal remains – perhaps the
remains of slaughter and consumption. The bone
fragments are all severely abraded and some gnawed by
dogs, which is consistent with surface middening. In
general, however, the space within the monument was
well maintained and excess waste was apparently taken
away in order that the ‘sacred space’ was kept clean
(Evans and Hodder 2006a, 333).

It is necessary to consider the possible additional roles
of the post settings, which were almost certainly used as
‘symbolic elements’ within the monument (Thomas 2007,
261). Many of these substantial timbers, perhaps standing
some 2.75m high, were unrelated to observations of the
movements of the sun or moon. While they may have
symbolised the many trees of the forest that had been
cleared to create space for the monument, it is possible
that they were in effect totem poles. Today, indigenous
populations use such poles to identify kinship groups and
to commemorate ancestry (Jonaitis and Glass 2010): if
used in a similar way at Rectory Farm, specific posts could
have marked the assembly point of a particular kinship
group within the monument. It is also possible that they
were carved and/or painted – if so, their creation would
have required artistic skill combined with an intimate
understanding of wood and lithic tools. Designs such as
those familiar from Neolithic rock art are possible, such as
those found on standing stones (albeit largely found thus
far in the north of the country): ‘these curious marks vary
from simple, circular hollows known as ‘cups’ to more
complex patterns with cups, rings, and intertwining
grooves’ (Sharpe and Mazel 2008). Such decoration
would have contributed to the visual impact of the
monument, as well as providing a functional aid to its use.
Innovation: typology and parallels
(Figs 6.2–6.4)
‘There is nothing like the trapezoidal enclosure at
Godmanchester anywhere else in southern Britain (or
indeed beyond). It seems best to consider it as part of the
considerable diversity of monumental construction that
characterises the middle part of the fourth millennium BC’
(Bayliss et al. 2011, 726–7).
Extensive research, which began when this monument
was first identified from an aerial photograph, has
struggled to find close parallels; as such the trapezoidal
enclosure is presently unique in the archaeological record
and therefore provides a challenge to the traditional
typology of Neolithic monument types. It has the
trapezoidal shape and inturned entrance seen at some
mortuary long-barrows (particularly the Haddenham
example; Evans and Hodder 2006a, 100, fig. 3.30), the
timber posts found at henges (Beex and Peterson 2003)
and the encompassing of a large space similar to
causewayed enclosures (Pryor 1998, 15, fig. 11; Evans
and Hodder 2006a, 240, fig. 5.1). It can be said, therefore,
that the Rectory Farm trapezoidal enclosure fits within the
Neolithic tradition of building linear monuments that
began with mortuary enclosures and ended with the cursus
(Malim 1999a, 77–85). As such it represents a unique
innovation within the wider ‘linear’ tradition of the Ouse
Valley (Healy et al. 2011, 343; Malim 2000, 57–88), but
one that was not replicated regionally, nationally or
internationally.
A class of monument that has been suggested as a
broad parallel (Thomas 2006, 233) is the group of Early
Neolithic (4000–3600 BC) post-built cursuses discovered
in lowland Scotland, with excavated examples at
Holywood, Holm and Dunragit (Thomas 2007). However,
as Figure 6.2 clearly indicates, although trapezoidal in
plan, these examples are not topographically similar to the
Rectory Farm enclosure either in form or size – they are
also earlier in date and many miles away, with no similar
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Figure 6.3 Comparative scale plans of the Neolithic enclosures at Rectory Farm, Lower Luggy (Powys) and Church Lawford

Figure 6.4 Comparative scale plans of the causewayed enclosures at Haddenham and Etton with the trapezoidal
enclosure at Rectory Farm

sites in the areas in between, making an association highly
unlikely (Chris Hayden, pers. comm.).
Additional parallels, perhaps just as unsatisfactory,
include small trapezoidal enclosures, one in England and
one in Wales, that could be considered broadly similar to
(but by no means the same as) the Rectory Farm example,
with a further two tentative parallels identified in France.
The first of these is the trapezoidal enclosure at Church
Lawford, Warwickshire (Palmer 2002), which straddled
the edge of a hill slope overlooking the valley, a position
reminiscent of many causewayed enclosures (Edmonds
1999). It measured 135m long by 70m wide and was
orientated WNW to ESE, with an entrance in the shorter
eastern side (Fig. 6.3). A plain ceramic sherd in a coarse
fabric from the primary ditch fill may date to the Early or
Middle Neolithic, while a spread of pottery in the upper
fill includes Peterborough ware in the Mortlake style.
Radiocarbon dates of c.3800–3200 cal BC have been
obtained from the upper fills. This enclosure was cut by a
long barrow in a similar way that the Rectory Farm
enclosure was cut by its cursus, while several round
barrows also formed part of the complex. The enclosure
was significantly smaller than Rectory Farm example, but
larger and earlier in date than the second British example –
a trapezoidal enclosure at Lower Luggy near Welshpool,
Powys, Wales (Gibson et al. 2006). This small ditched
enclosure measured 40m long and 30m wide with
rounded corners, an internal bank, a possible gate
structure and post-pits inside the bank (Fig. 6.3). It was
orientated north-west to south-east. Finds were few but
radiocarbon dates from wood found at the base of the ditch
proved to be Early or Middle Neolithic (c.3650 and 3350
cal BC). It lay only 40m to the north-west of a long barrow.
Both the enclosure and the long barrow were situated on a
broad gravel terrace above the present flood plain at c.76m
OD and formed the most northerly element of the Dyffryn
Lane henge complex (Gibson 1995).
The remaining broad parallels occur in France at
Pont-sur-Seine, c.100km south-east of Paris, where two
trapezoidal enclosures lay side by side. Although they
were of differing sizes (the larger was 165m long and the
smaller 136m) they both had a funnel-like drove way
attached to their entrances and contained many internal
structures. These examples are probably rather too
different, geologically remote and a little too late

(post-3500 cal BC) to be related in any way to the Rectory
Farm example (Desbrosse 2009).
Also worthy of note, although not of the linear
tradition to which the trapezoidal enclosure at Rectory
Farm is thought to belong, is the causewayed enclosure at
Haddenham (Fig. 6.4). This perhaps provides the closest
parallel in terms of the scale of the Rectory Farm
monument (Evans and Hodder 2006a). Located at a
distance of c.26km to the north-east of Godmanchester,
again within the Ouse Valley and even closer to the fen
edge than Rectory Farm, this enclosure (although
causewayed) was also (sub-)trapezoidal in shape and a
broadly similar size, with an 890m ditched perimeter
enclosing a space of 8.75ha. This monument was broadly
contemporary with the Rectory Farm enclosure, dating to
the mid 4th millennium BC, albeit that its finds
assemblages were sparse and the pottery largely
undecorated. It appears to have been in use for a relatively
short period (possibly less than a century) and subject to a
late period of reuse/recutting.
As this research has demonstrated, the use of the
trapezoidal shape in Neolithic monuments was rare, but
present, in both the long barrow mortuary enclosure
tradition (Evans and Hodder 2006a, 196, fig 3.73) and
other enclosures (such as those at Rectory Farm, Church
Lawford and Lower Luggy). What, then was the possible
significance of the trapezoidal form? Both Hodder (1984,
32) and Bradley (1998, 46) saw these Neolithic
monuments as symbolic transformations of ‘houses of the
living’ into ‘houses of the dead’, although by the time the
Godmanchester enclosure was built, trapezoidal
European Neolithic longhouses had long been replaced by
different house-building traditions (Last 2013). Although
there are some chronological problems with this interpretation it is tempting to speculate that the Rectory Farm
monumental enclosure was conceived as a large ‘house’,
not for the dead, but for the living (a suggestion fully
compatible with the concept of an ‘island’ noted above).
Why this monument type was not replicated
elsewhere, as monuments continued to be built within the
Ouse Valley throughout the Neolithic and into the Bronze
Age periods, is also worthy of consideration. The nearest
monumental complexes to Godmanchester, such as those
at Brampton and Buckden-Diddington (Late Neolithic
and Early Bronze Age), are closer in date and morphology
to the subsequent phases of activity at Rectory Farm.
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Site name

Cursus location

Length (m)

Width (m)

Alignment

Godmanchester
Brampton
Stirtloe
Eynesbury (most southern)
Eynesbury
Eynesbury (most northern)
Maxey/Etton
Fen Drayton, Drayton
Stonea

Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley
Ouse Valley
Welland Valley
Ouse Valley/fen-edge
Cambridgeshire fen

560 (up to 1500)
300 (up to 1500)
132
314
>98
1770
400 (up to 1600)
>400

90
25
52
80
66
58
100
20

North-east to south-west
North-west to south-east
North-west to south-east
East to west
North to south
North to south
North-west to south-east
NNE to SSW (also described as east–west)
North-west to south-east

Table 6.2 Cambridgeshire cursuses and their dimensions

Clearly, the investment made in the laying out and
construction of this gigantic trapezoidal monument to a
very high level of accurate symmetry, aligned with both
the river and the rising sun (as certain times of the year),
was significant. This level of effort was not reflected in
longevity of use, however, as the monument does not
appear to have survived for many generations. Belief
systems were dynamic during the Neolithic period and
developed relatively quickly. Reflecting this, the
trapezoidal enclosure at Rectory Farm was superseded by
(and partially incorporated into) the new cursus and the
belief and behaviours it represented.
The cursus
(Fig. 1.6)
‘To the people who built the cursuses at Eynesbury and
elsewhere along the Ouse Valley there was obviously great
purpose in them….’ (Malim 1999a, 85)
Introduction
A cursus is defined as an enormously elongated rectilinear
enclosure of varying length, demarcated by ditches or pits,
with nearly all examples being the same at both ends, but
on very rare occasions having one open end (Harding and
Barclay 1999, 2). It has been suggested that the form may
have developed from a distinctive Early Neolithic
monument class – the long mortuary enclosure – which
were generally less than 50m long and 25m wide (ibid., 1).
Traditionally, these monuments have been interpreted as a
defined arena for religious or ceremonial processions
which may have been associated with the cult of the dead
(if they did indeed develop from mortuary enclosures),
with early research focused on the physically impressive
Dorset cursus (Bradley 1991 and 1993; Tilley 1994,
170–201). At Rectory Farm, a cursus defined by two
parallel ditches, spaced 90m apart, was observed on aerial
photographs to run north-east to south-west from the
south-western end of the trapezoidal enclosure for a
distance of 0.56km before becoming obscured by the
suburbs of modern Godmanchester (Fig. 1.6). It is one of
at least 110 cursuses known, the majority of which are
distributed across the southern half of England. As a class
of monument it is one of the most prevalent and widely
distributed and as such it must have played an important
role in Neolithic life (Harding and Barclay 1999, 4–5).
Typology and parallels
Cursuses are rarely found in isolation but generally form
part of monumental complexes. In the river valleys of the
Midlands, East Anglia and the Upper Thames Valley

compact complexes, with at least three other monuments
(as occurs at Rectory Farm) are the norm (Harding and
Barclay 1999, 5). Within the Lower Ouse Valley at least
nine cursuses have been identified (Table 6.2; several are
plotted on Fig. 1.4), five of which have been classified into
three monument types (Last 1999, 92):
1.
2.

3.

long features constructed in segments, possibly related to earlier
enclosures (Maxey and Stonea);
medium length features associated with streams and often
directly added to earlier monuments (Brampton and
Godmanchester);
short enclosures of a more ephemeral nature (Eynesbury).

Construction
Falling into Last’s Type 2 category, the design of the
Godmanchester cursus is interesting. It is essentially a
long rectangle, with the southern arm joining the
south-west, or closed, end of the trapezoidal enclosure at
its central point and the northern arm aligned with the
northern side of the trapezoidal ditch. The cursus
therefore adopted the same alignment as the trapezoidal
enclosure and effectively extended its linear form, an
adaptation also observed to have happened to the
enclosure at nearby Brampton (Last 1999, 90). The
Godmanchester cursus clearly post-dated the trapezoidal
enclosure by a significant period (estimated as between
100 and 500 years), since its ditch terminal cut through the
ditch of the trapezoidal enclosure which had by now been
completely infilled.
At Rectory Farm there were significant differences
between the character of the northern and southern cursus
ditches: the southern ditch was unbroken, wide and deep
with a rounded base, while the northern ditch was narrow,
shallow, flat-bottomed and had several gaps or ‘passages’
along its course. Such gaps or causeways within cursus
monuments are not common but have been previously
recorded (Harding and Barclay 1999, 3). The contrast in
size between the northern ditch (up to 2.4m wide and
0.66m deep) and the more substantial southern ditches (up
to 3.3m wide and 1.15m deep) must have been intentional.
It is conceivable that the banks, where the ditches were
deeper, were deliberately made higher at the cursus
terminal and along its southern side, effectively forcing an
exit or entrance through the gaps in the northern side
toward the river. Furthermore, in the northern corner of the
Rectory Farm cursus, one gap led to a gully that ran
alongside the northern arm of the trapezoidal structure
which may also have formed a passageway to control the
movement of people. This resonates with the theory that
cursuses were concerned with controlling movement and
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that their entrances may therefore have been conceived as
special or powerful places (Last 1999, 92).
The varying character of the northern and southern
ditches raises the possibility that the ditches were not dug
contemporaneously, or that the cursus was perhaps left
unfinished; however, significant differences within other
cursus ditches are known (Harding and Barclay 1999, 3;
Bradley 1993, 57). These differences suggest that, unlike
the trapezoidal monument which appears to have been
excavated in one unified episode, the act of constructing
the long cursus ditches may have been episodic. It is also
possible that these episodes of digging may have been just
as important as any subsequent activity that took place
within the cursus by imbuing meaning into the monument
for those who toiled to create it (Harding and Barclay
1999, 6). As with the trapezoidal enclosure,
environmental evidence suggests that the ditches were
permanently filled with stagnant water. Again, a single
episode of re-cutting was recorded which suggests that the
cursus was not actively maintained for many generations.
The results of the macrofossil and pollen analysis reveal
that the cursus was constructed within a man-made
landscape of lightly grazed pasture surrounded by
woodland of mainly oak and hazel, with some alder, lime
and the occasional pine.
Dating
Unfortunately, artefacts were scarce within the fills of the
cursus ditches. Only twelve pottery sherds, some little
more than crumbling fragments (residual Early Neolithic
pieces), and eleven lithic objects were recovered. It is not
thought that any of this material was deliberately
deposited or that the finds were contemporary with the
monument. This absence is, however, typical of this
monument type as most cursuses are similarly devoid of
finds (Harding and Barclay 1999, 4; Last 1999, 93). The
difficult issue of dating cursuses, with their poor
artefactual assemblages, has been tackled by Barclay and
Bayliss, aided by more radiocarbon dates becoming
available. They concluded that construction of cursus
monuments is a tradition that belonged to the Middle
Neolithic, or the second half of the 4th-millenium cal BC,
a period spanning 200–650 years (Barclay and Bayliss
1999, 25). The Rectory Farm cursus – although only
broadly radiocarbon dated to between 3550–2505 cal BC
(at 95% probability) with a likelihood that it was
constructed after 3400 cal BC (67% probability) (Healy et
al. 2011, 288) – fits well into this suggested period of use.
Function and use
Incorporating earlier monuments
It is particularly noteworthy that the Rectory Farm cursus
not only cut into the south-western ditch of the earlier
trapezoidal enclosure, effectively extending its length, but
also ran (equidistant) either side of the small Neolithic
mound. This phenomenon of ‘incorporation’ is a wellknown habit of cursus builders, begging the question of
the purpose of these deliberate acts. It is evident that linear
class monuments, such as those at Brampton and
Godmanchester, were incorporated much more
sympathetically by the cursus builders than those that
were positioned in relation to non-linear monuments (Last
1999, 90). In the latter case, cursuses cut across and
effectively destroyed monuments such as causewayed

enclosures (including those at Etton/Maxey in
Cambridgeshire (French and Pryor 1992, fig. 21) and
Fornham All Saints in Suffolk (Hedges and Buckley 1981,
fig. 5)). The differences between the treatment of the two
types of earlier monument during the creation of a cursus
are striking. It seems likely that the sympathetic
incorporation of linear-type monuments by cursus
builders served as an act of ancestor commemoration,
effectively creating a bond between past and present
(Harding and Barclay 1999, 6; Bradley 1998, 99). In
contrast, the cursus may have represented an act of
challenge or even desecration to non-linear monuments
(Ashwin 2000, 237), perhaps reflecting a deliberate
attempt by emerging political forces to legitimise their
new way of life (Malim 1999a, 84; Harding 1999, 35).
Affinity to water
Presumably, whatever the intentions that lay behind its
creation, the site chosen for the Rectory Farm cursus was
selected not only based on the perceived relationships
with earlier monuments but also the surrounding natural
features – which in eastern England generally comprised
watercourses (Last 1999, 94). It is noteworthy that
although the size and orientation of all the Ouse Valley
cursuses (such as Brampton, Stirtloe and Godmanchester)
appear diverse, all were aligned towards the nearest major
watercourse and ran from the higher ground towards the
valley base, so that although their forms were different
their purpose appears to have been the same (Last 1999,
90–91, fig. 8.2). Consequently, it has been suggested that
there is a plausible relationship between the events that
took place within some cursuses and the presence of a
river and, moreover, that there may even have been a
symbolic link between the flow of the river and the
movement of people within the cursus (Harding and
Barclay 1999, 5; Last 1999, 94). It is therefore tempting to
speculate that the permanently water-filled ditches of the
Rectory Farm cursus, with gaps providing access to the
adjacent stream, may also reflect this watery association.
In this context, it is also possible that the high water levels
apparent during the 3rd millennium BC were not a
hindrance to monument building as previously thought
(Evans and Hodder 2006a, 365), but an advantage as the
presence of water was itself important in linking the
monument to the natural world.
Monument use
Assuming that the course of the Godmanchester cursus
continued until it met the River Ouse, it would seem
logical to suggest that it was primarily accessed from the
river. The gaps and causeways within the northern ditch
faced onto a subsidiary stream of the Ouse, which could
also have been used for access. If, as stated above, the
meaning of the cursus was closely tied to the river, arriving
by that means may have been part of the ritual. It has long
been thought that the morphology of cursuses lends them
to procession or structured movement, undertaken as an
act designed to mediate between culture and nature (Last
1999, 86–7 and 95). The Godmanchester cursus had no
‘new’ internal features but, if a procession did take place
within its confines, it is possible that it referenced the
upstanding Neolithic barrow. It is significant that negative
evidence tells us that deposition was not a major element
of ritual practice here. In this regard, it is interesting to
speculate whether these long, empty, box-like monuments
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were for human use at all. It is possible, for example, that
by sharing the alignment of the trapezoidal enclosure, the
Godmanchester cursus could have been built to emphasise
the rays of the sun on the specific day – if so, it would
argue for a continuity of aspects of purpose between the
trapezoidal enclosure and the later cursus (Loveday 1999,
58). The idea of a cursus being aligned with solar
movements has also been suggested for the Brampton
example, which may have been positioned to catch its
setting rays (Malim 1999a, 80–83).
The Rectory Farm cursus was clearly not a unique
monument type, but one of many contemporary
complexes built within the Ouse Valley and beyond
(Malim 2000). Another important aspect when
considering its role is to assess what impact it had on the
wider environment. The cursus ran for a distance of at
least 1.5km and as such it is possible that it was a
pre-existing route that became ritualised and controlled
through monumentalisation (Last 1999, 88, 92 and 94).
The cursus would have formed a significant barrier for
people and animals wishing to traverse it, with large
ditches and banks to navigate. It is possible that part of its
function was to act as a physical boundary to those who
used this part of the Ouse Valley – effectively, a reminder
of who was in control. In this scenario, use of the cursus
would have been less important than its actual
construction, representing the attempt of its builders to
establish their ‘new’ authority (see above) by imposing a
greater level of order and alignment which transformed
the wider landscape (Harding 1999, 34 and 36; Barrett et
al. 1991, 58; Bradley 1993, 54–5).
The Bronze Age barrow
Located c.200m to the north of the trapezoidal enclosure
and the cursus was a large ditched mound (37 x 34m; Ring
Ditch 2). Unfortunately, although it was extensively
excavated, associated artefactual material remained
elusive. Dating this monument has therefore been
problematic but both its form and (limited) ceramic and
lithic assemblages indicate an Early Bronze Age origin,
making it contemporary with the comparable round
barrows found within many of the other monumental
complexes of the Ouse Valley, most notably at Maxey
(Pryor et al. 1985, 66–70, 233–41) and Haddenham
(Evans and Hodder 2006b, 17–59). Upstream from
Godmanchester, slightly smaller ring ditches surrounded
the cursus monuments at Brampton and Diddington
(Evans 1997) and a ring ditch of similar dimensions lay
adjacent to a cursus at Eynesbury (Malim 1999a).
The function of the Rectory Farm barrow requires
consideration as, although its form appears typical of a
funerary monument, no contemporary burial survived
within it. An intriguing aspect of the barrow design which
may be relevant to its function is the character of the fills
of its ditch: it seems possible that it was deliberately
infilled with a calcareous material giving it a pale or white
appearance (Canti, Appendix 4). If so, this ‘white ring’
would have stood out within the valley floor and the
barrow may then have functioned as a landscape or
territorial marker of some kind, a similar interpretation
being offered for a barrow at Haddenham (Evans and
Hodder 2006b, 18). As such, this mound may have been
an isolated marker barrow with a notably different
function from clusters of funerary barrows seen
elsewhere. Its isolated location, close to both the relict

trapezoidal enclosure and the cursus, certainly suggests
that its builders were aware of their existence and that it
was important that the barrow was built close-by.
Subsequently, the Iron Age field systems incorporated
the upstanding monument into their layout, after which an
early Roman inhumation was cut into the side of the
mound. This practice is not unusual, as Bronze Age
monuments were frequently subject to reuse, although
this was more common in the Anglo-Saxon period than
the Late Iron Age or Romano-British periods (Williams
1998; Medlycott 2011, 17–20).
Later pit digging and enclosure
As we have already seen, the large trapezoidal enclosure
was later cut by a cursus on its ‘closed’ end at its exact
centre point. This same location became the focus for
repeated pit digging (Pit Group 1), when both the
trapezoidal enclosure and the cursus had fallen from use,
or at least after their ditches had become infilled.
Radiocarbon dating has shown that the earliest of these
pits was dug in the Late Neolithic (2800–2100 BC), with
the sequence continuing for between 400–1200 years into
the Middle Bronze Age (1700–1400 BC). The pits were in
use for such a long period of time that it has proved
possible (by a combination of radiocarbon dating, plant
macrofossil, pollen and insect analysis) to map various
changes in the surrounding environment, whereby ‘old
woodland’ gave way to an open landscape of pasture and
arable land. Such longevity of pit digging in one location
at this date is very unusual in the British archaeological
record (Chris Hayden, pers. comm.), although it is
noteworthy that pits were also cut into the enclosure ditch
at Brampton at the end of the 3rd millennium BC, which
again suggests that this site survived in the collective
memory well after its ditches had silted up (Last 1999,
93).
At Rectory Farm, the pitted area was clearly one of
great significance over a considerable period and, given
the monumental past of the site, it seems beyond doubt
that the placement of these pits had some special meaning.
However, it is possible that at least some of the Rectory
Farm pits were not dug directly as a result of the ancient
significance of the particular location, but because the
junction of the cursus and trapezoidal enclosure was
maintained by the upstanding banks (even though their
ditches had been infilled), providing a sheltered corner for
various activities.
Although the archaeological record is sadly
incomplete, one of the earliest pits in the sequence (pit
9107: which was not fully recorded) contained a large
assemblage of lithics and coarse stone tools, along with
quern and rubber fragments, a shed red deer antler base
and fragments of a human tibia. This notable assemblage
may well have been carefully placed. All of the later
(better recorded) pits in the sequence at Rectory Farm,
however, appear to have had a more prosaic function and
some were wattle-lined. Since they were waterlogged, it is
possible that the features were used for soaking leather or
to provide drinking water for stock animals. There is no
evidence, however, to associate their use with any specific
function, such as the retting of flax or hemp. The pits
could, of course, have been multi-functional and the large
quantities of burnt flint and charcoal found within them
may have derived from cooking food nearby, suggesting
that they may have had a domestic origin. In their disuse
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phase, the pits were mainly used to discard domestic waste
including food products (largely animal bones), with the
later examples containing increasing botanical evidence
for crop-processing. Although some worked flint was
found, pottery was very scarce – with the exception of
some Late Bronze Age sherds within the final sealing
deposit. It is particularly noteworthy that several human
bones were also found in this sealing deposit, some of
which appeared to have been butchered (?defleshed). The
discovery of human bone within earlier prehistoric period
pits is not common, but becomes more frequent in the Late
Bronze Age (Hill 1995, 119).
Two other clusters of contemporary pits were found;
one within the enclosure (Pit Group 2) and the other
cutting into the northern ditch of the trapezoidal
enclosure, near its junction with the cursus (Pit Group 3).
Both pit groups were in turn cut by a large Middle Bronze
Age rectangular enclosure (Enclosure 2) which, although
situated within the surviving banks of the trapezoidal
enclosure, appears to have demolished some of the
monument and extended slightly northwards from it. It is
notable that the southern pair of pits (Pit Group 2) were
positioned as if marking an entrance to the later enclosure,
while one of the northerly pits (Pit Group 3) contained
disarticulated human skeletal remains.

IV. Iron Age and early Roman: floods and
fields
‘The development of the Iron Age landscape and the
impact of Roman imperialism have long been the focus of
study in the Ouse Valley’ (Dawson 2000b, 107).
Changing water levels were a recurring constraint on
settlement in the study area. During the Late Bronze Age
and Early Iron Age, marine incursion into the fens
resulted in an extension of the wetland around The Wash
and caused serious flooding and alluvial deposition in the
vicinity of the Middle Ouse Valley, including
Godmanchester (Dawson 2000b, 111; Upex 2008,
176–210). Evidence for Iron Age activity is therefore not
extensive in this area, with only limited remnants of field
systems being found (Green 1975, 183): at this time, the
land was not suitable for regular occupation and no
contemporary settlement is known near the Rectory Farm
site. Here, the remains from this period comprised a
partially preserved field system, including trackways with
adjacent enclosures, that was laid out around the
upstanding Neolithic and Bronze Age barrows (Malim
1999a, 80). A single complete D-shaped enclosure
survived that was perhaps associated with livestock
management – parallels occur elsewhere in the Ouse
Valley, for example at Norse Road, Bedford (Dawson
2000b, 118, fig. 10.8). This field system and associated
tracks may have been created with reference to the nearby
stream, focused around a fording point. Some of the fields
would have provided grazing land, made fertile by the
regular winter floods and within which livestock could be
safely managed, while others were used for cereal crops
(Abrams and Ingham 2008, 46). Unfortunately, apart
from a few sherds of pottery, these features were largely
devoid of archaeological material making it impossible to
establish which animals and crops formed the basis for the
local Iron Age economy at Rectory Farm. Where this
evidence has survived elsewhere, a mixed pastoral

economy was apparent (Dawson 2000b, 120). In the early
Roman period water levels receded, making settlement
possible. Notably, while the transition from Iron Age to
Roman was not evident at Rectory Farm, ditched
enclosures of this date (1st century BC to 1st century AD)
recorded to the north-east (Haigh 1984) and south (Wait
1992) indicate the presence of nearby settlements at this
time. It is clear that by the 2nd century AD a settlement
hierarchy had emerged within this part of the Ouse Valley
in which individual farms, hamlets, villas and small towns
all played a part and from which the community at Rectory
Farm emerged (Dawson 2000b, 123). Development
continued, despite the rising water levels and episodes of
flooding that doubtless affected the surrounding
farmland.
Rapid expansion of settlement and associated
infrastructure within the fenland and its environs during
the 2nd century is one of the main tenets upon which the
theory of the Fenland Imperial Estate was based (Phillips
1970; Fincham 2002; Upex 2008, 178–210). Indeed, the
neighbouring fenland has been the subject of more
extensive assumptions and subsequent debate about the
wider characteristics of land control than almost any other
area of Roman Britain. The argument for the existence of
such an estate has recently been reviewed and refuted
(Evans et al. 2017; Evans 2013, 13–15, fig. 1.9), although
the theory’s relationship to the Rectory Farm evidence is
touched upon in more detail below.
During the Late Iron Age and early Roman periods,
the Godmanchester area may have lain at the northern
limit of the territory of the Catuvellauni (Upex 2008, 23,
fig. 5) which, at the time of the Roman conquest, was one
of the most powerful tribes in southern Britain. Its sphere
of influence is traditionally thought to have stretched from
the Thames Valley to the Middle Ouse Valley (Webster
1980). While the limited archaeological evidence makes it
impossible to gauge the influence this possible tribal
identity may have had on the inhabitants of the
Godmanchester area, clues are perhaps evident in their
conservative funerary traditions which reflect much
earlier practice (echoing the Late Iron Age/early Roman
burial practice traditions known to have been favoured by
this tribe). At Durovigutum and its environs (including
Rectory Farm until the late 2nd century), furnished
cremation burials continued to be dominant into the 3rd
century, where elsewhere inhumation was by then the
norm (see further discussion in Section V below).

V. The Roman villa farm
by Alice Lyons, with Elizabeth Popescu
Introduction
Roman settlement at Rectory Farm was first recognised
from aerial photographs examined by J.K.S. St Joseph in
1955, when an extensive complex of buildings was
identified. The site was subsequently partially excavated
by Frend (1968; 1978) and the findings later reviewed
using a detailed analysis of the aerial photography (Green
1978). As has been noted in Chapter 3.II, when the
published plan of Frend’s excavations (1968, fig. 1) is
compared to that of the CAS works (Fig. 3.22, a and b), it
is apparent that there is a problem with correlation of the
recorded remains: apart from Building 1, the CAS did not
rediscover the other buildings and features recorded by
Frend, even though they were located (at least partially)
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Fig. 6.5 Comparison of regional Roman settlement plans

within the stripped and excavated site (Area 77). While it
is possible that continued ploughing over the 20 years
between 1968 and 1988 resulted in the destruction of
some of the subtler features, it seems highly improbable
that significant structures, including a possible
bath-house, would have vanished without trace, perhaps
suggesting a considerable plotting error(s) on Frend’s part
(see further discussion in Chapter 3.II). Furthermore,
Green’s (1978) interpretation of the aerial evidence was
not entirely supported by subsequent excavation and his
re-assessment of the position of the ‘bath-house’
(Building B) also has errors (see Fig. 3.22, c and d). In
addition, features which appeared to be Roman lazy beds

from the air later proved to be 19th-century quarry pits
associated with the construction of the adjacent railway.
These issues have made integrating the past investigations
far from straightforward – this has, however, been
attempted and where the evidence remains contradictory
this has also been noted.
Investigations by the CAS provided the first
opportunity to examine the remains of the surviving
building complex as a cohesive whole. This information is
particularly valuable since opportunities to excavate
potential villa sites have diminished in recent years as a
result of the fact that, fortunately, many of these
monuments have become protected and scheduled. It was
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apparent at the outset of the project that the principal
structural evidence for Roman activity lay in the
north-east of the excavation area: this took the form of a
discrete ‘occupation complex’ of enclosures, trackways,
boundaries and buildings situated alongside and around
the terminal of a metalled Roman road which linked
directly to the road network of Durovigutum and its
environs (Fig. 1.6). It is noteworthy that the Roman villa
farm did not overlie the prehistoric monumental complex
but lay adjacent to it, respecting its position. It seems that
the approach from the south-west (which cut across the
Neolithic cursus) was a route suggested by the local
topography, while its north-easterly course may have been
dictated by the survival of the banks and ditches of the
ancient trapezoidal enclosure.
Definitions
Identification of the Rectory Farm site as a ‘villa’ is
problematic, although historically, it has long been
referred to by this term (Frend 1968; Green 1978). Most
contemporary researchers define a villa as a house
constructed on stone foundations which contained two or
more rooms, built in one phase of construction, with
evidence of architectural elaboration (Black 1987, 2;
Meade 2010, 103). Such a house was often located within
a complex of residential quarters and farm buildings
placed around a courtyard and located within a country
estate of up to c.3000 acres (Dawson 2000b, 124). The use
of the term ‘villa’ also has connotations of high status. In
this regard, the Roman archaeology of Rectory Farm
reveals a series of contradictory indicators. Although the
buildings were comparatively simple, hall type structures,
they provide evidence for elaborately painted wall plaster
and architectural embellishments. Again, while the
pottery assemblage is largely unexceptional, the
environmental evidence indicates the existence of both a
kitchen garden (close to Building 5) and an impressive
larger garden with mature trees and grassed areas, close to
the core villa buildings (Buildings 1 and 2) and ponds.
When combined, the evidence indicates a site which does
not fit easily within commonly used categories. The term
‘villa farm’ is perhaps more useful. The primary dwellings
(Buildings 1, 2 and 4, together with Frend’s Building A)
were accompanied by a range of other structures of
varying function, focused around a courtyard. These
generally aisled buildings were initially well decorated
and probably multi-functional – their use changing over
time to become more utilitarian (drying barns). The role
and status of the villa farm estate was evidently not static,
but changed and adapted over the centuries it remained in
use. This changing morphology, combined with the
associated finds and environmental assemblages, has
made it possible to explore how and why the complex
developed through time.
Villa layout
(Fig. 6.5)
Designed to sit comfortably within the existing systems of
trackways on a north-west to south-east alignment, the
villa farm gradually developed over several generations
and thrived over a period of at least 150 years from the mid
2nd century to the 4th century AD. The initial phase
(Period 4.1) saw the construction of twin buildings (at
least one of which was aisled) that were built either side of
a newly formed courtyard, together with a small smithy,

the complex being set within a series of strip fields, one of
which was sub-divided to form a contemporary cremation
cemetery. As time went by more buildings were added to
the complex, the courtyard was enlarged and the field
system developed (Period 4.2). In its most developed form
(Period 4.3), a group of related buildings was placed at
intervals around the large rectangular courtyard. To the
north lay two substantial aisled buildings (retained
Building 1 and new Building 3, the westernmost of the
initial twin structures (Building A) having been
demolished in Period 4.2 and replaced by Building 4) that
were linked by a ditch to the north and a fence to the south.
In the eastern part of the site, a stone-footed house
(Building 2) was now linked to Building 1 by a corridor,
while further west lay a substantial granary and a possible
triclinium (Building 5) with integral ?garden and
associated wells (Building 5). Adjacent to this may have
lain a bath-house (Building B). An additional aisled
building (Building 4), positioned separately to the southwest, was built fronting the new metalled road to the
south. At some stage, the courtyard itself was sub-divided
with the northern fenced area utilised for crop processing,
with both aisled buildings (1 and 3) used to dry and store
crops.
The layout of the courtyard seems to have been
organised with the busy farm (or working) activities in a
fenced area to the north, a central inner courtyard and the
habitation, garden and cemetery located to the south. This
practical layout may also have reflected social divisions
within the villa farm. It had the advantage that the more
visually pleasing areas were adjacent to the road and
would have given an impression of high status and wealth
to anyone passing by or arriving at the estate.
The complex has a striking parallel at Orton Hall
Farm, Peterborough (Mackreth 1996a). The two sites
were located c.40km apart, although both were near to
Ermine Street. At Orton Hall Farm, as at Rectory Farm, a
complex of six buildings, including aisled examples
containing drying ovens, developed around a courtyard,
with a pond(s) in the eastern corner. The sites are
remarkably similar, especially when compared to the
other Roman farms known in the region, which show a
diverse range of layout and design (Fig. 6.5). Assuming
that these two large contemporary agricultural estates
were built with such similar footprints to serve the same
economic purpose (effectively creating a regional villa
estate sub-type), does this simply reflect the process of
Romanisation leading to uniformity, or could it perhaps
suggest that the wider landscape was controlled by a
single administrating body – such as the Imperial Estate –
the idea of which has recently been so convincingly
dismissed (Evans 2013, 13–15)? An alternative
suggestion is that this striking similarity could indicate a
close (possibly familial) association between the
construction of the two sites. Whatever the reasons for
their similarity, it seems that villa farms constructed
around a divided rectangular courtyard may be a type of
establishment representative of this part of the Eastern
Region.
Perhaps to cope with the (seasonally) damp
environment, a mixed agricultural regime was established
and two types of field system put in place: large linear
outfields suitable for cereal cultivation and smaller square
stock enclosures, with internal divisions (possibly used as
corrals and field shelters), closer to the farm.
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Fig. 6.6 Comparison of the aisled structures at Rectory Farm with those at other sites (after Upex 2008, figs 4-6)

The second phase (Period 4.2)
‘Rectangular buildings were even more an all purpose
shell than the aisled building’ (Morris 1979, 66).

The buildings
(Figs 6.6–6.8)
The primary villa (Period 4.1)
The initial building (Building 1), its twin (Building A) and
an adjacent smithy and granary were surrounded by the
earliest phase of the Roman system of trackways and
paddocks (Field System 3). These structures were
accompanied by a pond (Pond 1) and cremation cemetery
(Cemetery 2), which lay immediately adjacent to the
original track that led to the site and beyond. Building 1
was raised on stone foundations that consisted of
limestone blocks, above which a substantial wall
supported a tiled roof. Internally the space was divided by
two rows of eight large posts which divided the hall
(c.20m long) into a central nave (c.5m wide) and side
aisles (c.2m wide). Integral to the original build was a
smaller room (up to 2.5m long) on its southern end. The
creation of a northern room (up to 4.4m long) was clearly
an alteration to the original building layout. Although
simple in design, the material associated with the
building’s demolition (notably the painted wall plaster)
suggests that it was well-appointed at a basic level, its
walls being decorated with naturally occurring pigments
(of red and yellow ochre, white, brown and black) which
were relatively inexpensive to produce and obtain. The
absence of evidence for a hypocaust system and mosaic
floors reflects its modest design. Pottery recovered from
construction deposits dates this building to the mid 2nd
century AD, with use continuing onto the 3rd century.
Local comparative examples are rare, although there are
many structural similarities with a contemporary building
(Building 9) within the Bancroft villa estate (Williams and
Zeepvat 1994, figs 67 and 71).
Excavated in the 1960s, and not rediscovered during
the CAS excavations, the evidence for Building A is more
tenuous. Its twelve recorded post-holes indicate that the
building was at least 7m wide, by an unknown length (its
northern end not having been excavated by Frend and
evidently having been destroyed by ploughing before the
CAS investigations). It is possible that this building may
have been a similar length and design to Building 1 (see
Chapter 3.II), forming a pair of buildings on either side of
the courtyard that were physically connected by a ditch to
the north and a ?fence to the south. Finds associated with
this building suggest it may have been the better appointed
of the two early buildings with a monochrome mosaic
floor, walls covered with decorative (mainly) blue-green
painted wall plaster and a tile and slate roof. Pottery dates
the demise of this building to the late 2nd century when it
was either intentionally or accidently burnt down and
replaced with a larger structure c.12m to the west
(Building 3) effectively extending the working area of the
farm courtyard. Adjacent and to the west of Building A
was a small clay-lined forging hearth. This feature was
evidently enclosed by a temporary screen which was
open-ended to the north-west (Frend 1968, 26–7, fig. 3).
A small four-post granary (Granary 1) lay isolated in a
field to the south-west of the new courtyard development.
Such structures are usually associated with Iron Age and
early Roman grain storage, although mid to late Roman
examples are known, such as that found at Lower
Cambourne (Wright et al. 2009, 27).

Relatively soon after the initial villa buildings were
constructed (perhaps less than a generation), the layout of
the surrounding field system was altered and extended: the
long enclosures of the earlier system were sub-divided
into smaller paddocks and the main trackway slightly
realigned and metalled. Within the farm’s courtyard a
series of additional buildings was laid out. In the eastern
part of the site, a new villa building (Building 2) was
attached to its forerunner (Building 1) by a corridor. With
this alteration, the earlier dwelling to the north essentially
became a connected ancillary building to service the new
structure. To the south of the initial building, and joined by
an 8m-long corridor, was a large rectangular stone house
(c.27.8m long and c.8.5m wide). This was effectively an
extension of the original villa building, shifting the focus
of the site further to the south away from the ‘working’
northern part of the courtyard. Unlike the earlier
building(s), its roof was entirely supported by the external
walls. At 8.5m wide, the building was at the limit of what
was possible using single-beam technology. Most
comparable buildings measure between 6–7.5m across
(Morris 1979, 66), suggesting that large trees must have
been available at Rectory Farm. In order to carry the
weight of such large beams, the walls were thick (between
1.1–1.15m wide) and were built of faced limestone blocks
with a rubble core. No evidence for the internal character
of the building survived, although it is clear it had a tiled
roof, possibly hipped at one end. Its solid walls and large
single span roof, significantly different from the earlier
villa farm structures (i.e. with no internal roof supports or
side aisles) may reflect the desire (or ability) to construct a
higher status, or more Romanised style, of dwelling.
The new building was constructed above the former
pond (Pond 1), which was presumably deliberately
infilled. The pond was re-dug slightly to the south (Pond
2) and environmental evidence from its fills suggests the
nearby presence of a large classical style garden with
mature trees. Seeds of figs and grapes were also found,
although it is unclear whether these were grown on the site
or the remains of foodstuffs purchased at market. While
the exact location of this garden is unknown, it seems
likely that it was sited in the gap between Building 2, the
cremation cemetery (Cemetery 2) and the metalled road
(which is otherwise an archaeological blank) – this would
have provided an impressive vista from the road.
Constructed parallel to Building 1 (at a distance of
47m to the west), replacing Building A, lay the largest of
the Rectory Farm buildings (Building 3). It appears that
Buildings 1 and 3 were connected by a ditch to the north
and a fence-line to the south (the latter possibly extended
westwards from the preceding phase). The new building
was a rectangular aisled structure, within which there
were no permanent internal room divisions, although an
integral large clay-lined water tank was set within the
north-eastern wall of the building, while internal gullies
served to provide drainage. The building’s foundations,
which were composed of gravel and limestone fragments
set in shallow trenches, suggest that the roughly-faced
limestone slab walls were not intended to achieve any
great height, nor to bear any great weight. Within the
building were two rows of nine very large post-holes
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Fig. 6.7 A reconstruction of the Roman aisled building at Claydon Pike, Gloucestershire (© Oxford Archaeology,
by Peter Lorimer)

containing substantial limestone post-pads, suggesting
that it was they (rather than the walls) that supported a
heavy tiled roof. The main hall was 35m long and c.6m
wide, with side aisles measuring c.2.2m wide. Again, no
direct evidence for flooring was found, although the
presence of disturbed tesserae could indicate that a
tessellated floor constructed from cut-down tiles may
once have existed. Material collected from demolition
deposits includes structural debris such as ceramic
building materials, painted wall plaster and nails. The wall
plaster shows that the walls had been decorated in a green
design of rectangular panels, with a yellow line running
around the inside, which may suggest that at least part of
this building was intended to serve as a formal reception
room. The building’s pottery, although including small
quantities of finewares, is primarily a ‘working group’ of
vessels deposited after the mid 3rd century AD.
Probably contemporary, but less well preserved than
the other structures, were two smaller aisled buildings.
Located in its own enclosure on the western side of the
courtyard lay a small building (7.95m long and 4.35m
wide), constructed from three pairs of posts and
interpreted as a granary (Granary 2). The associated finds
suggest construction during the 3rd century, with
destruction during the 4th century AD. Its interpretation
as a granary is speculative but is supported by the presence
of an earlier four-post granary (Granary 1; see above) on
its eastern side. To the south-west was another aisled
building (Building 4; 21m long by 6m wide), possibly a
barn, the remnants of which consisted of eight pairs of

timber posts. No evidence for the width of its aisles
survived. This structure lay only 4.3m from the Roman
road and was positioned gable end onto it, with its
entrance facing the road. The artefactual assemblage
suggests a construction date during the 2nd to 3rd
centuries with its destruction in the 4th century AD. No
internal features were found.
Discussion: the aisled buildings
‘Aisled buildings … are normally seen as serving a
flexible and varied role in the life of villa estates, being
large multi-purpose structures: multi-purpose either in
original intention or subsequent practice and typically
seeing changing functions over time’ (Wills and Carne
2013, 178).
Aisled buildings, such as the three examples at
Rectory Farm, are known to have formed a common
component of mid to late Romano-British settlements
across Cambridgeshire and throughout south-eastern
Britain (Morris 1979, 55–65; Smith 1963; Upex 2008,
130–37). These large and impressive buildings may have
dominated the local landscape (Cunliffe 2008, 127), albeit
that they had a deceptively simple rectangular footprint.
This uncluttered plan was particularly useful as it
maintained the maximum usable internal space which was
therefore very versatile. It is relatively unusual, however,
to find numerous aisled buildings within a single complex
(Johnson 1996, 39), as is the case at Rectory Farm – this
may reflect both the size and wealth of the estate (Cunliffe
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Fig. 6.8 A reconstruction of the Roman aisled stone building at Hog Brook, Faversham, Kent (© The Kent
Archaeological Field School, by Will Foster)

2008, 126) which was at its zenith in the mid Roman
period. Comparisons with local examples are given in Fig.
6.6.
The techniques involved in the construction of such
buildings were studied in detail by Mackreth (1996a,
67–70) during his analysis of the contemporary villa at
Orton Hall Farm near Peterborough. This site provides the
closest parallel to the Rectory Farm complex (see above),
and has contributed to the interpretation and understanding of the Rectory Farm aisled buildings. These
structures would have looked quite different to modern
agricultural buildings, as their roofs were not designed to
lie in one continuous pitch. The width of the nave (which
at Rectory Farm ranged from 4m to 6m) was dictated by
the length of available mature oak trees in the area. It is
pertinent to this discussion that oak construction waste
was found in the second pond at Rectory Farm which may
have been associated with the construction of Building 2
(although this was not an aisled example). On top of each
pair of posts that constituted the nave, a large cross beam
would have been placed and capped by an A-frame.
Cunliffe suggests (2008, 127) that such frames may have
been prefabricated and assembled horizontally on the
ground before being raised, implying a carefully planned
and executed process. Such a frame would have been very
strong and capable of supporting a steeply pitched tiled
roof that covered the centre of the building (nave). On
each side of the building, the roof over the aisled space
would have been lower (single storey) and supported on
the weaker limestone walls. This design would have
produced a one-and-a-half storey building with a central
clerestory or ‘over-storey’. This roof space, depending on

the status and function of the building, could have been lit
by a series of small windows along its whole length,
perhaps with an additional window in the gable end. The
collapsed façade of a building at Meonstoke, Hampshire,
provides a hint as to the visual appearance of such a
clerestory (King 1996, 58, fig. 6.2). Figures 6.7 and 6.8
show reconstructions of such aisled buildings with and
without a lit clerestory. The size of the Rectory Farm
aisled buildings may suggest that they were lit in this way,
albeit that no direct evidence survives to support this
hypothesis. Internally, the Rectory Farm aisled buildings
had plastered and painted walls, making them suitable for
domestic accommodation. In Buildings 3 and 4, where no
permanent internal divisions existed, it is possible that
temporary measures (such as partitions, screens or
curtains) were used to divide the space as required
(Johnston 2004, 41).
As the use of these buildings evolved (in both
Buildings 1 and 3), they became heavily focused on
non-domestic activities. Building 1 contained eight
drying ovens, while within Building 3 another twenty
examples were found. It is not known how many of these
ovens were contemporary, although the use of two
different orientations suggests more than one phase of
construction and use. Environmental remains indicate that
the ovens were associated with the processing of cereal,
mainly of Triticum spelta (spelt wheat), and other crops
such as peas. These oven types are typical of the area and
are similar to contemporary forms recorded within an
aisled building in the centre of Godmanchester (Morris
1979, 182, fig. 25, c–d). Interestingly, the agricultural
process of roasting or parching grain was documented by
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Pliny in his Natural History (NH Book XVIIII, sections
XIV, XVIII and XXIII; Rackham 1969) where he states
that this activity was undertaken to inhibit germination or
rotting, as part of the malting process or to ease the
threshing of the grain. At Orton Hall Farm, the presence of
a large number of drying ovens has been interpreted as a
brewery (Mackreth 1996a, 229–30), which may at least
partially also have been the case at Rectory Farm.
Significantly, Morris (1979, 190) also notes that drying
ovens became more common in the 4th century AD: the
pottery associated with the construction of the ovens at
Rectory Farm dates to the 3rd century AD with an end use
date between the late 3rd and 4th centuries. Two coins
which came from Building 4 support this dating (oven
10271, fill 10288, AD 270–74 and oven 10252, fill 10067,
AD 364–75).
As Cunliffe notes (2008, 125) the function of rural
aisled buildings has been widely debated over many years
although it is now becoming clear that they served a
significant role in the organisation and running of large
estates (ibid., 126). There can be little doubt that, in a
mixed farming economy of the kind that operated at
Rectory Farm (see below), the estate would have needed
versatile facilities not only to house people and livestock
but also to store crops, including portions for domestic
consumption, taxation and seed corn (Lucy and Challands
2006, 163). Indeed, the available environmental evidence,
which includes grain beetles, suggests that cereal storage
may have been taking place on a large scale within these
buildings (Robinson, Chapter 3.IV). That this material
attracted vermin is evident since both rat and cat bones
were found within Building 4, the latter presumably
earning their keep as rat catchers (Luff and Smith, Chapter
3.IV). It therefore seems that these buildings were initially
designed both to impress and to enable a flexible use of
space, which included accommodation (Hingley 1989,
39–45), but this role changed in the later Roman period
when Buildings 1 and 3 were used primarily as drying
buildings.
The final phase (Period 4.3)
(Fig. 6.9)
The final building in the sequence of Roman structures
excavated by the CAS at Rectory Farm is undoubtedly the
most intriguing, since it was unlike any of the villa farm
structures that preceded it. Although very different in
design, it shared the same orientation as the other
buildings and was clearly placed to respect both the layout
of the courtyard and the villa’s cemetery. Its foundation
comprised a (heavily robbed) sub-square raft of clay and
flints which probably supported a rectangular hall-type
structure above the western half of the chalk raft, now only
represented by robber trenches. It is possible the two
‘blank areas’ on its eastern side may relate to garden beds,
while on the western corner of the building lay a
stone-lined feature, tentatively interpreted as the
stokehole and furnace for a hypocaust system (Chapter 3).
The building was served by three, or possibly four,
sequential wells located at its rear (to the south-west).
Analysis of the surviving remains and the artefactual
assemblage associated with the building (much of which
derived from the fills of the adjacent wells) reveals a
picture of a rectangular building of mid to late 3rd-century
origin, with limestone block walls bonded with tile and a
tile and slate roof. Internally, the large single room was

Fig. 6.9 Plan and reconstruction of the possible basilica
building and associated garden at Durovigutum (after
Green 1975, fig. 13, by Alex Williams) compared with
Building 5 at Rectory Farm
heated and ornamented with a simple black and white
mosaic. At least one of the walls was decorated with good
quality smooth plain red plaster, probably embellished
with yellow and/or white internal framing. Another
plaster fragment with the same mortar shows narrow
parallel uneven stripes on a brown background which may
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have formed an element of the lower part of the wall
decoration, while decorated ceiling motifs were also
found.
Building 5 was clearly very unusual, meaning that
finding parallels for it in the published literature has been
challenging. Its design may have been broadly similar to a
building located in the centre of Godmanchester, which
Green interpreted as a basilica with a garden forecourt
(although this interpretation was based on limited
excavation and should be treated with considerable
caution; Fig. 6.9). That the Rectory Farm building
required both a supply of fresh water and the ability to
drain any runoff was evidently important – a fact that
would be true for functions such as a garden room or a
bath-house. This returns us to the issue of whether this
was indeed the building first excavated by Frend and
interpreted by him as a bath-house (the problems with this
correlation are discussed in Chapter 3.II) or an entirely
different building. The combined evidence leads to the
tentative suggestion that Building 5 may have served as a
triclinium or dining room of the type found in Roman villa
gardens, perhaps with a bath-house (Building B, see
below) set behind it. Its square form and association with
both a herb/kitchen garden and water, together with the
presence of a monumental column (Fig. 3.53), accords
with this interpretation. One such room was described by
Pliny (Letters 5, 6; Radice 1963) in relation to his villa at
Tuscany: ‘from the end of the colonnade projects a dining
room: through its folding doors it looks on to the end of the
terrace’. Other contemporary descriptions give the
impression that a guest at a Roman villa would often arrive
at the dining room by way of a colonnade, and would
expect to see ‘a large decorated room of open aspect’
(Perring 2002, 166). These descriptions appear to fit with
what we know of the character of Building 5, but do not
detract from the fact that it was built to overlook the villa’s
cemetery. This may have been a deliberate act of
memorial or ancestor veneration, raising the possibility
that this building also had a spiritual or reflective function:
while eating or at rest, mortality could have been
considered and votive acts undertaken.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
evidence from the associated wells suggests that the area
became a focus for the disposal of food waste and for
votive activity: the latter evidently continued for some
time, each of the wells providing evidence of a significant
act of deposition. Two of these acts of deposition involved
young animals – a dog in Well 1 and a calf in Well 2. The
dog is of particular interest in that there is evidence locally
that the species played a particularly prominent role in the
religious life of Durovigutum and elsewhere: the dog
‘accompanied the healer gods such as Apollo, Nodens and
Aesculapius, but also had a chthonic aspect through its
association with Mercury, the Mother goddesses and the
horse-goddess Epona’ (Crummy and Phillips 2008, 83).
As has been noted in Chapter 3, such beliefs are well
represented both at Rectory Farm itself (two dog burials
were recorded within Field System 3 and another within
Cemetery 2) and also at Durovigutum, where numerous
dog burials are known (e.g. at New Street, Appendix 1 and
Pinfold Lane, Appendix 2). Within Cambridge, a ritual
association for such burials has also been suggested (ibid.,
86).
Arguably the most significant find from the Rectory
Farm wells was an extremely well-preserved figurine of a

cockerel (Fig. 3.30, SF 4327) found in the base of Well 3.
This was one of two (non-funerary) objects directly linked
to religious belief found at the site, the other being an
intaglio ring depicting Bonus Eventus – a divinity
associated with agriculture found within the collapsed
remains of Building A. Cockerels are closely associated
with the Roman god Mercury, who was particularly
popular in Britain and Gaul, especially as a god of
commercial and business success. Although images of
cockerels are not uncommon in the province, the Rectory
Farm example shows a very high level of craftsmanship
which puts it amongst the best pieces of Romano-British
animal art yet known (Henig, Chapter 3.III). If
deliberately thrown into the well it could have been a
votive act that was perhaps intended to bring prosperity
back to a villa complex whose fortunes were failing by the
end of the 4th century AD.
Frend excavated the remains of what appears to have
been (taken at face value) at least one other substantial late
Roman building (Frend 1968, Area A, 21–3, fig. 1: here
Buildings B and C), the presence of which was
demonstrated by robber trenches, flint wall foundations
and demolition debris. As is detailed in Chapter 3,
however, its interpretation is far from straightforward,
with difficulties compounded by the fact that CAS did not
rediscover the remains of his excavation. If these
buildings/rooms were indeed elements of a bath-house, as
is suggested by the character of the building materials
found, their presence suggests a late flourishing of the
Rectory Farm villa estate, an hypothesis that is perhaps
supported by the presence of Building 5. Since the villa
farm itself appears to have been in decline at this time, it is
possible the late Roman centre of the estate shifted onto
slightly higher ground.
The villa’s gardens
‘Our ignorance about gardens in Romano-British towns
is a matter of concern, and the situation in villa studies is
little better’ (Perring 2002, 179).
Introduction
(Fig. 6.10; Pl. 6.1)
Taken as a whole, the evidence from Rectory Farm adds
significantly to current understanding of the Roman
garden in Britain, including as it does a possible funerary
garden, a formal garden and a kitchen/herb garden. An
artist’s impression of the villa garden at Lullingstone in
Kent (Fig. 6.10) perhaps gives a glimpse of the appearance
of the formal garden found at Rectory Farm, which may
have flanked the main entrance to the villa’s core.
Elsewhere, various garden reconstructions have been
undertaken, including those at Fishbourne, near
Chichester in West Sussex (Cunliffe 1971, 120–33) and at
the National Roman Legion Museum in Caerleon, Wales
(Pl. 6.1), which includes a triclinium placed within a
garden.
?Funerary garden
It has been suggested in Chapter 4 that the villa’s main
cemetery (Cemetery 2) may have been sub-divided by box
hedges and was, perhaps, incorporated into a larger formal
garden (see below). Worthy of particular note is the
decorated pilaster column fragment, of uncertain date,
recovered from Pond 2 (Fig. 3.54), which may have
formed part of a substantial funerary monument. Had this
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Fig. 6.10 Artist’s impression of the Roman villa garden at Lullingstone, Kent (© English Heritage, by Peter Urmston)

monument been incorporated into the Rectory Farm villa
estate, it may have been set within a garden that was
perhaps associated with the 2nd-century cemetery. ‘Tomb
monuments were usually constructed at the side of the
roads leading out of the city, where it was hoped that they
would attract the gaze and thoughts of passers-by’ (Farrar
1998, 177). Some of these monuments (which are found
across the Roman world, albeit normally dedicated to one
individual) were provided with surrounding gardens: in
their most developed form (within walled enclosures),
such cepotaphia commonly included a substantial amount
of land, designed to provide produce ‘to sustain the shade
of the departed person’ (ibid., 177). Such gardens
frequently included banqueting facilities, as well as the
provision of a libation pipe or vessel running into the
grave, allowing liquids such as wine to be poured in to
allow the dead to partake of the feast. Roman gardens
often contained vineyards specifically to produce wine for
such libations. Two key plans of such gardens survive: one
is held in Perugia Museum and the other comes from the
necropolis on Via Lebiacana near Rome. Here, the plan
shows a funerary monument to one side, with ‘a series of
lines and rows of dots that would appear to indicate
pathways, plant beds and rows of trees or vines’ (ibid.,
179). Notably a similar early Roman funerary or
memorial garden was recently excavated close to
Cambridge at Clay Farm, Trumpington, which
encompassed two furnished pre-Conquest cremation
burials (Phillips forthcoming), in a scheme of similar
layout to Pliny’s Hippodrome garden (Farrar 1998, fig.
opp. 57).
Formal garden
Although the southern part of the Rectory Farm villa farm
courtyard was largely free of archaeological remains, both
the plant macrofossils and pollen recovered from the two
large sequential ponds in the area (Chapter 3.II and 3.IV)
suggest that this may have been the location of an
impressive landscaped garden and arboretum, which was
planted with evergreen trees, hedges, grassed areas and
garden plants in the classic Roman style as described by
Pliny (e.g. Letters: XXIII to Gallus) and depicted in many
contemporary frescoes. The fact that no evidence for
planting beds survived at Rectory Farm is unsurprising,
since any such remains would have been swept away by

Plate 6.1 Reconstruction of the triclinium at Caerleon,
Wales, showing the box edging around planting beds in
the foreground (© Amgueddfa Cymru; National
Museum, Wales)

ploughing and/or machining. Presumably, the garden
included a formal approach to the villa from the road, that
was probably lined by trees and box hedges.
The surviving remains suggest that spruce (Picea) and
yew trees (Taxus) were cultivated here, perhaps chosen as
an alternative to the bay and cypress that would have been
commonly used in the warmer Italian climate. Spruce is
not native to Britain and is thought to have been
introduced and cultivated by the Romans since the species
thrived in the British weather, whilst yew was a species not
normally used by the Romans due to its poisonous nature.
Between the evergreen trees, areas may have been
sub-divided by box hedges (Buxus), with possible leaf
clippings being found in the ponds: this species may also
have been maintained as standard trees. Garden plants
were also noted, perhaps used to add colour and scent,
examples of which include the remains of rose (Rosa sp.)
and violets (Viola sp.), together with edible plants such as
wild carrot (Daucus carota) and celery (Apium
graveolens). It is not known whether the remains of fig
and grape found in Pond 1 represent food refuse from
imported dried fruits, or whether these plants were also
grown in the garden.
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Placed just to the north of the newly metalled road, this
garden would have been ideally positioned to be enjoyed
both by the villa’s inhabitants and by those approaching
the settlement from the road. Indeed, ‘showing off’ your
garden was not unusual in the Roman world, as gardens
were commonly deliberately placed to be conspicuous
(Perring 2002, 49). The Rectory Farm garden would,
moreover, have lain adjacent to the earlier cemetery
enclosure (Cemetery 2), which was never built on and was
perhaps incorporated into the larger garden. It is possible
that Building 5 may also have been related to the
preservation of the cemetery (in memorial) as it
overlooked the burial enclosure.
Kitchen/herb garden
The two rectangular areas that lay at the front of the late
Roman building (Building 5) at Rectory Farm perhaps
formed a pair of flower beds containing a kitchen/herb
garden, an interpretation based on the environmental
evidence from the adjacent wells. Seeds of various species
were found: beet plant (Beta vulgaris), marigold
(Calendula cf. officinalis), fennel (cf. Foeniculum
vulgare) and opium poppy (Papaver somniferum). These
species were all used traditionally in Roman healing: beet
was a cure for fevers and constipation (amongst other
things), marigold was used in treating wounds and
soothing skin, fennel calmed the stomach and opium
poppy was the source of morphine used for pain relief.
Herbs were considered a necessity in the Roman world,
being cultivated both as a flavouring and for their
medicinal purposes (Alcock 2002, 69). The Roman Army
doctor Dioscorides (c. AD 40–90) assembled a
five-volume encyclopedia containing the details of over
600 plants and their uses, a book that was so successful
that it is still being read today (Osbaldeston 2000).
The wells also contained a large number of drowned
bees which suggests that a bee hive(s) was located nearby
(Robinson, Chapter 3.IV). The Romans were familiar
with relatively advanced forms of apiculture, as described
by Pliny the Elder in his Naturalis Historia, and are
known to have planted particular species specifically to
provide nectar. In addition to its sweetening properties,
honey was considered a potent drug with antibacterial
qualities which made it an effective cure for wounds.
Given its value, Varro advised that hives were placed close
to villas for protection, while both hives and plants needed
protection from the elements and activities such as crop
processing (Farrar 1998, 134). He described various types
of hive construction, which included examples built from
fennel stalks, withies, wood, bark, hollow trees and
earthenware (ibid.). Remarkably few images of Roman
bee hives survive (Crane 1994, 118) – an example is
depicted on a Roman mosaic curated by Bardo Museum in
Tunisia and another at the Madaba Archaeological Park in
Jordan – which, combined with the limited numbers of
bees found archaeologically, has previously left the
practice of bee keeping virtually invisible in the
archaeological record (Cool 2006, 67).
Water supply
Given the Roman’s understanding of the essential need for
clean water (Cool 2006, 129), a fresh water supply was
engineered at Durovigutum by way of an open leat
(Alcock 2002, 95), although the presence of an aqueduct
has also been suggested (Burgers 1997, 212). At Rectory

Farm, four wells were associated with the latest phase of
the complex, but none was found in association with the
earlier buildings. It is possible, however, that other wells
may have been destroyed during the gravel extraction
process (the base of another well (Well 5) was, for
example, noted during gravel extraction after the
excavation had finished but was not accurately located).
Fresh water may also have been brought from the adjacent
stream, since the Ouse probably flowed further east than
today (closer to the farmstead) flanking the edge of the
alluvial gravels (Green 1975, 183). Within the villa
courtyard, the large ponds were presumably utilised for
activities that did not require fresh water. If, in its final
phase, a bath-house did indeed exist at Rectory Farm it
would have needed a reliable supply of clean water. This
could have been supplied by an aqueduct from the river,
from a well or from rain water collected from the tiled roof
(Burgers 1997) that was perhaps piped around the site.
Villa and town
‘… in Roman Britain, as elsewhere in the Roman world,
towns and their life were more closely bound up with the
land than we now find easy to visualise’ (Todd 1970, 129).
Rectory Farm’s villa lay within an area of viable
farmland close to the town of Durovigutum which may
have had a population of c.200 people in the 3rd century
AD (Green 1977). The relationship between the two
places – small town and managed countryside – was
founded on the ability of the small town to act as a marketcentre where excess produce could be sold and items that
could not be made, bought. This seems typical for the
region, as it has long been noted that there was a close
relationship between small towns and their satellite villa
estates (Todd 1970, 124). It is not known exactly what role
Durovigutum took in the local administration of the area.
From its beginnings as a mid 1st-century fort built to guard
river and road crossings (Rankov 1982, 363), it continued
to develop and eventually became a self-governing and
walled town (Upex 2008, 78–9, fig 21; Millet 1990, 152,
table 6.4). Within the town, evidence has been found for
significant grain storage which may indicate that it had
some official role, possibly connected with collection of
the corn tax (Jones 2003, 189). It also is thought to have
had a mansio, an inn where accommodation was provided
for government officials and their horses (de la Bédoyère
2013, 143, 156, 244). If Durovigutum did indeed have an
official role and housed some visually impressive
infrastructure, this may counter any argument that it was
not really sufficiently large to have created much demand
for food as any surplus, particularly grain and horses
(possibly supplemented by mules), would have been
valued as part of the wider Roman economy.
In its role as a farm, one of the key roles of the villa
estate was to contribute to the creation of a reliable food
supply, an issue which was of critical importance not only
to small British towns but to the wider Roman empire
(Fincham 2004, 7–8; Millet 1990, 91–9). This symbiotic
relationship has been shown to have been particularly
close at Durovigutum as, in its early development, a mixed
farming economy was practiced on communal lands
surrounding the town (Green 1977, 106) and crop
processing (drying and threshing) undertaken within its
centre and market place (Jones 2003, 188). It was not until
the 2nd and 3rd centuries, however, that crop processing
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became solely an extra-mural, or rural, affair when villa
estates such as those at Rectory Farm and Huntingdon
(Rudd 1957–9), as well as Great Staughton (Greenfield
1959), came into being within the surrounding
countryside (Jones 2003, 188; Dawson 2000b, 124). As
Durovigutum developed, beef dominated the meat supply,
some of which may have originated from Rectory Farm,
while sheep, horse, chicken, fish and shellfish all
contributed to the economy (Green 1975, 190–1, fig. 8). A
detailed insight into the daily diet of the town’s population
was glimpsed when an re-used amphora packed with
salted ?mackerel and grey mullet was found within a mid
2nd-century pit (Green 1975, 191).
While villa farm estates are now understood to have
been the norm within (and even a defining component of)
the Roman countryside, the process of how they came into
being remains unclear (Fincham 2004, 122). Perhaps the
most likely scenario for the Rectory Farm site was that it
was established by members of the (?tribal) landowning
elite as a response to the establishment of the market
economy and subsequent taxation (Mackreth 1996a, 230;
Dawson 2000b, 127). Its functional layout in the early and
mid Roman periods suggests that it was never intended as
a high status home, but one for a tenanted farmer – an
investment that allowed agricultural production levels and
marketing to be controlled (Millet 1990, 118), and the
corn tribute or annona managed (Alcock 2002, 21–2).
Durovigutum was physically linked to the Rectory
Farm villa by a road (Fig. 1.6). Beginning in the mid 1st
century as an unmetalled ditched trackway, this route may
have had military origins, given that it served as a
continuation of the road leading past Durovigutum from
Sandy which may have been set out at the time of the early
Roman fort. Passing south of the Rectory Farm villa site,
the route met a cross-roads before continuing towards
another small settlement or farm to the north-east (Green
1978, 107; Haigh 1984). It is not clear from aerial
photography how far the road progressed across the
landscape after this point. As the building complex at
Rectory Farm developed, so did the road which was given
a metalled surface and its position and alignment slightly
altered so that it did not extend past Rectory Farm, at least
not in its metalled form, widening out to form a turning
area adjacent to the villa. The provision of such a durable
surface suggests that heavy wagons were passing between
the villa farm and the town, but not beyond, emphasising
that the farm’s produce (beef and cereal) was being taken
directly to Durovigutum, either to be sold in its market
place or transported to the wider empire by road or river. It
is also possible that Rectory Farm supplied horses and
perhaps mules to the mansio and the postal service it ran,
while also disposing of the old and injured horses when
required (Luff and Smith, Chapter 3.IV).
Roman environment and economy
‘…essentially a fairly large, unpretentious, selfcontained, self-sufficient farmstead’ (Perrin 1996, 181).
The Rectory Farm villa complex lay within a field
system that developed through time. When first
established, long linear fields were laid out which may
have been used mainly to grow cereals, but these became
sub-divided into more specialist areas fairly quickly,
forming smaller paddocks and enclosures. Green (1977)
was the first to analyse this land division and suggested

that it resulted from a system of ‘partible inheritance’,
whereby a tenant’s inheritance could be divided equally
among his children. Subsequent analysis, however,
suggests that these divisions were more likely to be
connected to a widespread trend towards increasing
spatial segregation (Taylor 2007, 110) accompanied by
changes in the workings of the farm: it seems that its
location in a relatively damp environment did not lend
itself to intensive arable cultivation. By the mid 2nd
century the farm had evolved into a fairly sophisticated
mixed agricultural unit with a focus on cattle farming.
Specialist endeavours such as grain drying, malting, horse
breeding and pottery manufacture were conducted on a
lesser scale.
Unfortunately, the fact that pollen and plant
macrofossils were poorly preserved limits understanding
of what crops were grown here. However, charred remains
from the drying ovens show that Triticum spelta (spelt
wheat), and other crops such as peas, were being
processed. Worthy of note here is that the ‘lazy beds’
(hand-made ridges produced by spade labour)
provisionally identified within the survey area by Green
(1977, 111) were recognised on excavation as relatively
modern features, perhaps associated with the building of
the near-by railway (Chapter 5; Pit Group 10). However,
other more viable examples are known nearby, such as
those at Pinfold Lane on the western side of the Roman
town, and may have contributed to the agricultural regime
of the estate. Where found elsewhere, such fields have
been interpreted as relating to vines, asparagus and other
specialist crops.
Appearing to have been largely self-sufficient in terms
of cereal and meat, the villa estate perhaps also exploited
secondary products such as wool and leather for clothing.
As discussed above the likely purpose of the farm was to
grow sufficient produce not only to feed its inhabitants
and owners but also to contribute to the economy of
Durovigutum and its mansio, and perhaps also the wider
empire through the corn tribute (Alcock 2002, 21–2). It is
only from the late 3rd century however – at which time the
Godmanchester market was thriving (Jones 2003, 189) –
that coins began to be lost at Rectory Farm, a process that
continued to the end of the Roman period. It should be
noted, however, that the loss of low value coinage
increased everywhere in the late 3rd century (as coins had
less intrinsic value, being made of base metals) meaning
that increased coin loss at this time cannot be used as
evidence for the monetisation of the economy, only that
coinage was in use (de la Bédoyère 2013, 179).
Pottery forms the longest (and largest) sequence of
artefactual material at Rectory Farm, dating from the mid
2nd to the early 5th centuries. Its analysis has shown the
assemblage to be dominated by locally produced coarse
wares with the majority of other products provided by the
Nene Valley industry. Imported wares make only a
minimal contribution, comprising Spanish amphorae
along with Central and Eastern Gaulish samian, these
latter being the only imported types found in significant
quantities at the site. Although ideally situated (close to
both Ermine Street and the River Great Ouse) to receive
traded pottery from almost anywhere in the Roman
Empire, it has been established that the population of
Rectory Farm were generally conservative in their use of
ceramic wares. This pattern of pottery supply and
consumption is typical of many other contemporary rural
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sites in this area (Evans 2011, 244; 2001, 31–3). The
limited use of imported wares may reflect the constrained
resources of the people who were buried here (or those
that buried them), although these ceramic choices may
also reflect the abundance of good quality local and
regional pottery which was readily available. Since the
local clay beds provided such a good supply of both shelland quartz-based raw material, the majority of the
population at Rectory Farm would have been familiar with
exploiting the local resources, building on a strong
tradition of local pottery manufacture that had been in
place for hundreds of years (Hancocks 2003, 100). At
least one pottery kiln is known to existed in the vicinity of
the site, although minimally recorded before destruction
during the quarrying process. Moreover, this was a
community with access to the products of a significant and
not yet fully understood pottery industry at
Godmanchester (Evans, C.J. 2003), a resource which was
particularly used within the burial rite at Rectory Farm
(Lyons, Chapter 4.IV). These combined local and regional
sources effectively meant that demand for wares from
further afield, including samian, was reduced.
The strong connection with the Nene Valley pottery
industry is of particular interest in view of the possible
links proposed between Rectory Farm and Orton Hall
Farm (the latter located within the Nene Valley). Does this
again hint at how the economy of this area was managed
and with whom trade was encouraged in the mid to late
Roman period? Within the northern sphere of
Catuvellaunian influence, or civitates, the area around
Durobrivae appears to have been particularly influential
at least as far as the Middle Ouse Valley (Upex 2008,
88–9; Fincham 2004). In fact, it appears that the Rectory
Farm/Godmanchester economy looked north to
Durobrivae, which by the late Roman period may have
become the centre of a civitas in its own right (Burnham
and Wacher 1990, 90), rather than to any other small town
in the region.
The villa’s inhabitants: ritual, religion and daily life
‘Aspects of ritual and religion pervaded all areas of
Roman life...’ (Smith 2009, 325).
How many people lived and worked within the
Rectory Farm complex cannot be known, although an
estimate of between twenty and thirty people, perhaps
with seasonal fluctuations, was put forward for the similar
establishment at Orton Hall Farm (Mackreth 1996a,
228–30). Whilst evidence for personal possessions was
rare at Rectory Farm, what was found indicates that both
men and women were present – people with limited funds
available which they used to buy rings, bangles and
brooches of the ‘trinket’ variety. Most of these people,
possibly family groups, would have found their
accommodation within the aisled halls (described above).
This way of life would have offered limited privacy and
most aspects, such as eating, drinking and sleeping, would
have been communal activities.
It is known that the river god Abandinus, a native god
not known elsewhere, was worshipped at nearby
Durovigutum until the 4th century (Green 1975, 201):
evidence for Roman Christianity has not so far been found
within the town (Jones 2003, 190). At Rectory Farm, hints
of spiritual belief are rare and equivocal. A finger ring was
found within the collapsed remains of Building A

depicting the divinity Bonus Eventus, a god who presided
over agriculture (Frend 1968, sf 8, pl. If). Building 5
appears to have become a focus for ritualised activities, as
is demonstrated by the presence of a copper alloy cockerel
associated with Mercury: it seems possible that this
building may have been a place for ancestor commemoration (see above) having been carefully placed to
overlook the earlier cremation cemetery.
Indeed, it is within the funerary evidence that the
people of Rectory Farm and their beliefs are represented
most clearly. The cemetery was an unexpected discovery,
since the survival of relatively large well-defined
cemeteries, particularly those associated with
contemporary accommodation, are still comparatively
unusual (Table 6.3). A small group of primary
inhumations comprised an adult female and three infants,
buried alongside a dog. Potentially, these may represent a
family group, within which a series of miscarriages and
still births had finally also led to the death of the mother. It
is known that the Romans generally excluded very small
children from the normal burial rites as they had not had
time to establish a social persona which would give them
access to the funerary process (Esmonde-Cleary 2000,
135): this may in part explain why these burials formed an
isolated group. On initial consideration, the fact that they
were accompanied by an elderly dog could be viewed as a
sentimental addition of a family protector. However, the
dog was skinned before being carefully placed within a
grave and the reasons for this are unclear: dogs are a
recurring theme in the ritual deposits of Godmanchester
and Cambridge and are often associated with the burial of
infants where they have been interpreted as a symbolic
offering (Chapter 4.VI). There is an interesting parallel
series of dog and infant burials in late Roman pits at
Silchester, three having dog remains and infants
associated together, two examples being buried with
complete vessels (Eckardt 2006, 228).
It is, however, the much larger cremation cemetery that
followed which provides the majority of the funerary
evidence. Fifty-two urned and four unurned burials,
containing fifty-five individuals and three food offerings,
were found. This was a mixed cemetery containing family
groups of juvenile and adult burials of both sexes. Where
sex could be established nineteen were probably male,
eleven female and twenty-five undiagnostic. Infants and
the elderly were severely under-represented, but as has
been noted above (for infants at least) different burial rites
were often followed. A conservative range of funerary
rites was evident: unurned (2), urned (22) and urned
burials furnished with between one and three vessels (29)
(Table 4.3), alongside two unurned and one urned food
offerings. Two burials appear to have been cremated
accompanied by animal remains, possibly deliberately
placed joints of meat. The burials contained very few
personal possessions and only one grave held a pair of
unburnt hobnailed shoes placed next to a cinerary urn.
Evidently carefully laid out, the cemetery may have
been divided by paths or small (?box) hedges, that have
left no physical trace but are suggested by the positioning
of the burials. Ceramic evidence suggests that the earliest
burials were a group of samian users which dates their
burial to the mid 2nd century, after which time further
burials were interred around them. Two further separate,
perhaps family groups have also been identified, one of
which (the ‘richest’ burial at Rectory Farm; burial 10520)
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used a glass bottle as a cinerary urn and was accompanied
by three additional vessels. It is worthy of note that
segments of the cemetery enclosure (the south-east and
north-east quarters) remained empty – perhaps being used
for small shrines or gardens of remembrance. The fact that
the burials were relatively simple, containing few personal
possessions or expensive pots, suggests that the majority
of people buried within this plot were not particularly
wealthy. It is only the presence of samian within the
earliest burial group and the glass vessel buried in another
that appears to elevate the status of the Rectory Farm
cemetery to some degree. This selection of vessels and
objects is reminiscent of earlier burial practice: other
examples of this type of cremation, although considerably
earlier in date, were found at Baldock in Hertfordshire
(Stead and Rigby 1986).
Although no evidence for the position of the related
pyres was found, it is likely that the hot and unpleasant
task of incineration may have taken place at some distance
from the settlement (Pearce 2013, 27–39). Pyre debris,
however, was found mixed with the human ashes and
suggests that wood, incompletely threshed cereal residues
and sedge or sedge peat were the main fuels used
(Murphy, Chapter 4.V). Nails included in the cremations
may also have been from the wood used within the
cremation pyres. The process was, however, generally
effective with most bone being well cremated, although
variability in the colour of the bone does suggest that
within the pyre the temperature was variable and may have
changed as the structure collapsed (Mays, Chapter 4.V).
The presence of at least two examples of burnt animal
bones within burials suggests that meat was occasionally
included with a corpse, possibly as part of the funerary
rite, the pyre being used as a focus of display (Pearce
2013, 35–9).
Within the burials, no individual’s remains were found
outside a cinerary urn or in more than one vessel. This
suggests that the remains were collected and placed within
the cinerary urn at the pyre site and then brought to the
cemetery. It seems it was not essential to collect the whole
of a person’s remains, although more than a token was
retrieved. The range of bone weight (discounting the very

disturbed examples) ranged from 113.5g to 2179.2g with
an average weight of 693.09g, which fits well within the
average recorded cremation weight (228.7g to 899.6g)
from nine other Romano-British burial sites (McKinley
2007, table 5.3).
It was the Late Iron Age that saw the introduction of
the accompanied cremation burial (Cunliffe 2005, 559)
throughout south-eastern Britain and this rite continued to
be used for some time after the Roman conquest.
Inhumation became more fashionable as the Roman
period progressed, a change seen across the western
Roman world in the 2nd century (Morris 1992, 52–61).
Naturally there were exceptions to this (Cool 2011, 297)
and it appears that the Rectory Farm cremation cemetery,
with others within the town of Godmanchester, were late
users of this tradition. During the 2nd century the northern
and southern limits of Durovigutum were marked by
cremation cemeteries at Green End and Porch Farm, while
east of the town 3rd-century cremations have been found
south of Cambridge Road (see Appendix 1). Inhumation
burial was not adopted at Godmanchester until well into
the 3rd century, at which time alternative cemeteries grew
up outside the town walls (Sneath and Sneath 2011, 24).
Reasons for this late use of the cremation rite are far from
clear, however, as Godmanchester could hardly be
considered a rural backwater. It is interesting, therefore, to
suppose that the tribal identity of these people may have
had some bearing as the Catuvellauni were one of the few
tribes to resist the Roman invasion actively (Upex 2008,
34) and, although it appears that much of the Roman way
of life was adopted, perhaps in death the tribe expressed
their identity through traditional rituals.
The traditional rite was followed whereby the skeletal
remains were contained with a (usually pottery) cinerary
urn, often a long-lived utilitarian form (Philpott 1991, 30),
which was accompanied (at Rectory Farm) by up to three
additional pottery vessels. On this important occasion the
pottery would also have played a practical role within the
funeral rites and probably contained the remains of the
funeral feast (Lyons 2014). It is an interesting aspect of the
Rectory Farm cremation assemblage that many of the
accessory vessels were limited to a single miniature

Site

Reference

No. of cremations

date

Assemblage characteristics*

Monkston Park

Bull and Davis 2006

18

Tazza; 1 samian

King Harry Lane

Stead and Rigby 1989

455

LIA/early Roman, 20 BC - AD
120/150
Late Iron Age/early Roman
(AD 1–60)

Broughton, Milton
Keynes

Lyons 2014

46

Early/mid 1st century to
early-mid 2nd century AD

Bancroft

17

Baldock

Williams and Zeepvat
1994
Stead and Rigby 1986

Magiovinium, Site 18
Wavendon Gate

Neal 1987
Williams et al. 1996

21
21

Rectory Farm

this volume

first quarter to the end of the
1st century AD
Mid to late 1st century AD,
AD 45–70
Early Roman
Mid/late 1st to mid 2nd century
AD (although older pots are
also present)
Mid to late 2nd century AD

29

Tazza; numerous samian; imported
North Gaulish Barrel and Butt
beakers very common (9% of the
assemblage)
17 samian vessels; high percentage
of repaired, deliberately damaged,
heirloom vessels
2 samian vessels
Samian
Samian
3 samian vessels; glass; mostly
low-order local products
7 samian vessels; glass; mostly
low-order local products

* in addition to groups consisting of a flagon, cup or beaker and platter/dish (Reece 1991, 35)

Table 6.3 A selection of comparable cremation cemeteries, listed in chronological order
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flagon (often produced at Godmanchester) indicating
perhaps that the funeral feast had evolved into one focused
on drink at this late date; a change perhaps forced by
limited means. Several of these small flagons were placed
within the cinerary urn itself and it is proposed that this
was associated with libation. This theory is supported by
the presence of several ‘killed’ vessels which would have
allowed any liquid (possibly wine) to soak through the
burial into the ground (Lyons, Chapter 4.IV).
Overall the cemetery gives a picture of a wellorganised traditional society, that may have become poorer
over time. The earliest (samian user) burials perhaps
associated with the inhabitants of Building 1 were perhaps
relatively wealthy tenant farmers – the contemporary and
later burials associated with those who worked on the farm.
This was a group of people that followed a traditional burial
rite, although perhaps adapted and simplified it over time,
becoming focused on liquid and libation.

VI. Anglo-Saxon and beyond
It seems that, despite the best efforts of the people at
Rectory Farm, which included the building of a sinuous
system of drainage ditches, the end of the settlement came
as the water levels once more began to rise and permanent
settlement became untenable (Dawson 2000b, 127). It is
evident, however, that although permanent settlement was
abandoned at the end of the Roman period, Early
Anglo-Saxon people made use of the remnant field
systems, as a large wicker-lined well and several pits were
dug within the Roman enclosures, alongside an
inhumation burial. This limited use of the site perhaps
supports the view that agricultural practices continued, if
on a smaller scale, even after those in power changed
(Mackreth 1996a, 239). It is not clear, however, if there
was a significant chronological gap in the use of the land
but it is likely that Rectory Farm was again utilised during
the 5th century when residual Roman materials were still

abundant and used contemporaneously with Early
Anglo-Saxon pottery. It is possible that this activity took
place on a seasonal basis when the fields became drier and
could be used as pasture. The deposit of domestic waste
(in Pit Group 6) may suggest that the seasonal agricultural
activity was accompanied by temporary settlement. The
movement of animals at this time may have continued to
utilise the Roman road network, since Ermine Street not
only remained in use into the 5th century but was
maintained for some time (Burnham and Wacher 1990,
129; Green 1975). It is also noteworthy that abandonment
did not occur in all areas at the end of the Roman period.
For example, at Orton Hall Farm, so closely paralleled
with Rectory Farm, Anglo-Saxon occupation continued
vigorously (Mackreth 1996a, 237–9).
At Rectory Farm, the land was never settled again after
the 5th century but became a well-utilised field system
from the medieval to modern times. Despite this, the
extent of the Roman villa estate was broadly perpetuated
into the Anglo-Saxon and medieval periods by furlong
boundaries presenting a continuity of land division that
survived over a period of several thousand years (Green
1977, 116).

VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, this project has been successful in
addressing all of the research aims formulated at the
beginning of the project, and updated subsequently. The
work has been particularly valuable in establishing the
unique nature of the prehistoric monumental complex and
the place it held with the wider landscape of the Ouse
Valley. The investigations have also illuminated aspects of
a Roman farm complex and its inhabitants. Overall,
analysis, interpretation and presentation of the excavated
data from Rectory Farm has greatly enhanced
understanding of the character and chronology of the
archaeology of Durovigutum’s hinterland.
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Appendix 1. Godmanchester: Antiquarian Excavations and
Notes
by Rebecca Casa-Hatton
I. Introduction
Historic Godmanchester is known through the work of
local antiquarians, and in particular the investigations of
Sidney Inskipp-Ladds and Jesse Robert Garrood of the
Cambridge and Huntingdonshire Archaeological Society
(later Cambridge Antiquarian Society). This appendix
lists antiquarian observations made between the 1920s
and the 1960s (although see additional sites in Appendix
2), with particular reference to Garrood’s notes.1 Finds are
described by location. The following description covers
the streets radiating from the centre of Roman
Godmanchester in a clockwise direction, starting from
Cambridge Road. Particular emphasis has been placed on
the discovery of burials as indicators of the extent of the
built-up area of Roman Godmanchester.
As is detailed in the explanatory note below, the
following summary (and those in Appendices 2 and 3)
uses both old-style Cambridgeshire Historic Environment
Record (HER) numbers and their newer equivalents
(MCB numbers), alongside any related archaeological
event numbers (ECB numbers).2 For clarity, each site
below and in Appendices 2 and 3 has been assigned a
unique number in a running sequence which is presented
below and located in Fig. A.1.1. The evidence both here
and in Appendices 2–3 is largely confined to Roman sites.

II. Site summaries
(Fig. A.1.1, Nos 1–11)
A Roman tumulus (HER 02478) was located 1.5km
outside the town on the road to Cambridge, at Emmanuel
Knoll (TL 2659 7012; Fig. 1.6). It was examined by
Inskipp Ladds before being destroyed (Inskipp Ladds
1930). The tumulus was 9m in diameter and 6m high, with
a slightly flattened top, and it was made of clay with chalk
nodules. In the centre was a patch of black earth and ashes
with a black urn containing calcined bones and clay.
Fragments of decayed wood and nails around the edge
pointed to a wooden chest (Green 1973, 15–23).
A cremation burial (HER 11022) was discovered at
No. 1 Oakleigh Crescent at TL 2463 7037. The site also
produced a large quantity of 1st-century pottery (HER
Note).
A 3rd- to 4th-fourth century adult male burial was
found in Cambridge Road at TL 249- 705- (HER 00847).
Finds from the site included a small jar of colour- coated
ware, two fragments of coarse ware and one of samian
ware (Garrood 1937, 439–58). A further inhumation
burial was found at ‘The Grove’ at TL 249- 706- (HER
00893) (ibid.) and at Round Close at TL 252- 706- there
was one inhumation? and one cremation (HER 00874;
Murray and Garrood 1955). Three inhumations (HER
00846) were unearthed during the construction of
Godmanchester bypass at the east end of Cambridge Road
(TL 252- 707-) (Hunts Post, 20/11/1975).

During excavations for a water main in 1960 in the
back garden of No. 52 Cambridge Villas (TL 2547/7046;
Fig. 1.6), three groups of cremation burials were
uncovered at a depth of 0.75m (HER 00889). Group 1
consisted of two unfurnished urned cremations; Group 2
comprised a central cremation furnished with eight glass
beads surrounded by three satellite burials; Group 3
comprised one urned burial that had been lifted by the site
owner (Tebbutt 1961). A burial was also found in the
garden at No. 15, Cambridge Villas (TL 2539/7052; Fig.
1.6). The skull had been shattered during excavation and
removal (HER 09522). It was probably part of a cemetery
known from antiquarian observation (Garrood 1958, 83).
A cremation cemetery (HER 02660A) is known to be
located at Porch Farm to the west of London Road/
Ermine Street (TL 248- 700-). During gravel extraction in
the 19th century, human bodies were apparently disturbed
(M. Green, pers. comm.). More recently, between 1978
and 1984 Granville Rudd recorded the presence of sixty
bodies during housing development (M. Green, pers.
comm.). In 1997 a single inhumation burial was reported
to the Cambridge Archaeology Office. A cremation burial
group was recorded by Garrood (Garrood 1941).
An excavation conducted in 1929 in the garden of Old
Court Hall (TL 245- 703-; ECB666) revealed a double
ditch filled with ashy soil (HER 00849). The feature
contained pottery sherds and coins dating to the 3rd to 4th
century (Garrood 1937).
During an excavation conducted in 1926 at New
Vicarage House, 65m south-west of the church (TL 2449
7064), a 1st-century cremation burial was found at a depth
of 1.5m (HER 00898, 00899; ECB674). Animal bone,
coins and some interesting early types of local ware were
among the finds (Garrood 1927(1), 3; 1937; 1947). Four
inhumation burials were found further east at East
Chadleigh Lane (Garrood 1958, 83).
An excavation carried out in the south-east angle of the
garden of Farm Hall off West Street (TL 2421 7017; HER
00955; ECB686) produced evidence for 1st- to 4thcentury pottery and two late 3rd-century coins (Garrood
1950, 69–71). Further east, human bones were reported at
No. 23, West Street (Garrood 1958, 84).
Eight cremation burials were found in 1905–6 at
Green End, at TL 243- 709- (HER 00894). Finds from the
site included 2nd–3rd century coins, part of a bronze
statuette of Minerva, small bronze objects (HER 00895), a
broken bone needle (HER 00897) and pottery (Garrood
1937; 1947).
During an excavation in 1956 on the site of the former
garden of Island Hall (TL 245- 709-), off Post Street, five
inhumation burials were found broken and incomplete at a
depth of 1–1.2m (HER 00900). The site also produced
evidence for 1st- to 2nd-century pits, one of which had
been truncated by one of the later burials. Finds from the
pits comprised samian ware, ‘Belgic’ ware, oyster shells,
ox and sheep bone, and roof tiles. A further skull (adult
female) was found further north during the excavation of a
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(MCB) number. However, older records (those created
pre-2004) also have an old Sites and Monuments Record (SMR,
shown here as HER) reference (a 5-digit number beginning with
0, 1 or 2 or a ‘CB’ rather than ‘MCB’ as the prefix). When the
HER switched to the MCB sequence, every existing record with
an old SMR number was also given a new MCB number (for
data standards compliance). This system required the retention
of the older legacy sequence to accommodate publications
created pre-2004 which cite old SMR references. The
supplementary ‘Event CamBridgeshire’ (ECB) numbers relate
to archaeological activities and interventions (meaning that one
site (MCB) may have several ECB numbers associated with it).
There is no old sequence of identifiers for these new numbers.

drain in Park Lane in 1954 (ECB673; Murray and
Garrood 1955, 47–9). Finds of 1st- to 2nd-century pottery
are reported from Post Street (Garrood 1958, 83).
Endnotes
1

2

Garrood noted Roman finds and remains from the following
roads: Church Lane, Silver Street, Pinfold Lane, St Ann’s Lane,
Post Street, London Street and Earning Street. Later
excavations by Michael Green confirmed some of the
observations, as is detailed in Appendix 2.
Explanatory Note: Every HER record (whether a feature,
monument or find spot, etc.) has a ‘Monument CamBridgeshire

Appendix 2. H.J.M. Green’s Excavations in Godmanchester
by Rebecca Casa-Hatton (based on notes by H.J.M. Green)
I. Introduction
After the Second World War, archaeological excavations
in advance of redevelopment within the historic nucleus at
Godmanchester were supervised by Michael Green, on
behalf of the Department of Environment (DoE). The
twenty-five sites investigated by Green are listed below
and the following information has kindly been supplied
by the excavator himself. Given the focus of this volume,
the text concentrates on the Roman and earlier periods. As
previously, HER, MCB and ECB numbers are shown (see
Explanatory Note in Appendix 1), with site locations
being illustrated on Fig. A.1.1. Green’s excavation reports
were unpublished at the time of writing and are therefore
not listed in the bibliography: they now appear in Green
and Malim 2017.

II. Site summaries
(Fig. A1.1 Nos 12–36)
Site 1: No. 2 and Nos 5–6 Pinfold Lane, Granary Close
Nos 2 and 5–6 Pinfold Lane (1949–72)
HER 00857, 00883; ECB636, ECB690, ECB691, ECB2818; TL 2460
7037

Following on from work in 1949 which had examined the
bath-house (Hunnybun 1950), an excavation carried out in
1958 and 1959 on behalf of the Ancient Monuments
Department of the Ministry of Works showed a phase of
occupation pre-dating the bath-house complex and
adjacent services. It consisted of a hut floor, hearth and a
rubbish pit. The pottery indicated a date between the late
1st century and the early 2nd century. Finds included
samian ware, coarse ware, glass, a single coin, bones and
small finds (HER 00884) (Green 1960, 8–22). A hoard of
1st- to 3rd-century coins and jewellery was found in the
fill of a pit near the mansio (Green 1957). Further
excavations conducted in 1968 and 1969 revealed four
main phases of occupation associated with the fort and the
mansio/bath-house complex:
Phase 1 (1st century): a ditch ran at an obtuse angle beneath the mansio.
Phase 2 (late 1st century): plots marked by ditches and fences were
identified along the line of Ermine Street. The plots contained timber
buildings with earth floors, some of which were used for threshing.
Associated with the buildings were corn driers.
Phase 3 (early 2nd century): two or more plots of the previous period
were cleared to house the mansio complex.

Phase 4 (end of 3rd century): at the end of the3rd century the mansio was
destroyed by fire. It was demolished early in the 4th century. The north
end of the bath-house was rebuilt in a shoddy fashion. Two successive
boundary ditches enclosed the west side of the mansio area. Inside the
enclosure, pits and ditches produced sub-Roman and Anglo-Saxon
pottery (Green, Excavation Reports 1968 and 1969; Wilson 1971, 287).

Saxo-Norman pottery dating to the 11th–12th century
was found on the site of the Roman bath-house. Here, the
Roman building had been dug out in a series of parallel
strips (tenements?) and robbed to foundation level. The
structural remains associated with the pottery consisted of
pits, ditches and robber trenches of the Roman bath-house
(Green 1958; 1961).
Work on the northern defences of the fort in 1970
exposed angle turrets and a plot occupied by a Flavian
timber-framed hut with projecting porch and associated
rectangular area (threshing floor) with two ovens at the
north end. Around the perimeter of the plot there were
storage pits and a corn drier. A fenced enclosure outside
the mansio kitchen contained thirty pits that produced
pottery dating from the early 2nd century to the late 3rd
century. Almost all of these contained two dog burials.
Domestic refuse included vessels, crucibles and metal
slag (Green, Excavation Report 1970; Wilson 1971: 264).
Excavations west of the mansio at TL 245-/704
revealed a temple site with remains of three successive
temples (HER 00925, 00926). The earliest one was a
1st-century timber structure of ovoid plan. The second
temple dated to the 2nd to 3rd century. It was a square
Romano-Celtic shrine with a timber cella and peristyle.
The latest temple dated to the 4th century and consisted of
a polygonal building with masonry walls and a timber
facade. Among the finds was a group of bronze votive
feathers (HER 00928), one of which was inscribed ‘to the
god Abandinus Vatiaucus gave this from his own
resources’. This find led to the ascription of the native
shrine to this deity, unknown elsewhere. Two fictile
figurines of Venus were found in 2nd-century rubbish pits
of the mansio nearby (Green Excavation Reports 1971,
1975, 1976 and 1977).
Granary Close (1974–5)
HER 01536; ECB678; TL 245 704

On behalf of the Department of Environment work was
carried out in 1975 on the site of an aisled building found
i n 1 9 7 4 . S eve r a l p e r io d s o f o c cu p a t io n w e r e
distinguished:
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Figure A.1.1 Location of HER Roman sites mentioned in the text and Appendices 1–3

Period 1 (mid 1st century): a section through the mid 1st-century fort
defences showed a rampart fronted by a palisade and a ditch.
Period 2 (later 1st century–early 2nd century): a well some 1.5m in
diameter and two rectilinear timber huts were uncovered. One of the huts
was 5m wide and lay below the later aisled building.
Periods 3-5 (2nd–3rd century): the aisled building was a substantial
structure with masonry walls (0.62m wide) and concrete floors. It had a
single aisle plan 12m wide with an E–W alignment and an entrance porch
on the E side. Inside there were four bays with square timber posts set in
masonry-lined foundation pits. The structural character of the building,
together with its alignment, suggests that it formed part of the mansio on
Ermine Street. The mansio was destroyed c.AD 300, and evidence of a
massacre was discovered in the form of an articulated arm and other
bones from a rubbish pit outside the barn.
Period 6 (late 4th century): the aisled building was rebuilt during the late
4th century and formed the nucleus of the sub-Roman occupation which
is associated with timber huts and Early Anglo-Saxon pottery. Three
smelting furnaces of this period were found in the building (Green,
Excavation Reports 1974 and 1975; Wilson 1975; Goodburn 1976).

Site 2: Nos 13–14 Causeway (1957)
HER 00882; ECB683; TL 2450 7046

Trial trenches were dug in 1957 under the supervision of
Michael Green to ascertain the presence of the Roman
town wall. The site produced evidence for four phases of
occupation:
Phase 1 (mid–late 1st century) was characterised by an earlier turf layer
between 0.75m and 2.5m thick (old topsoil) sealed by a midden some
0.9m thick that produced sherds of mid to late 1st-century pottery. The
midden was interpreted as representing rubbish from the settlement.
Phase 2 (3rd century) produced evidence for a small portion of the town
wall preserved in situ and a ditch. There was no evidence for a rampart.
The wall was made of mortared sandstone and limestone rubble, tile and
large flint. The foundation trench was 3m wide.
Phase 3 (4th century) was represented by a ditch that had partially
truncated the earlier one.
Phase 4 (late medieval/post-medieval) (Green 1960).

Site 3: Pipers Lane (1959–61)
HER 00924; TL 247 703

Excavations were conducted between 1959 and 1961 on
behalf of the Ancient Monuments Department of the
Ministry of Works in advance of house redevelopment and
the renovation of the sewers along Piper’s Lane. The
excavations exposed the south gate of the Roman town
where a single great arch straddled Ermine Street. Five
successive road surfaces were observed in a section of
Ermine Street, just inside the gate (Green, Archaeological
Excavations 1959 and 1961).
Site 4: Court Hall, The Maltings, Pinfold Lane, West
End, Nos 20–22 Causeway
Court Hall (1963–4)
HER 02584; ECB667; TL 245 703

Trenching was conducted at the junction of Pinfold Lane
and the Old Court Hall in advance of the construction of a
Mobil Oil petrol station following the demolition of
18th-century barns. The evaluation produced evidence for
six phases of activity (Green, Excavation Reports 1963/64
and 1965):
Phase 1 (1st to 2nd century): evidence took the form of rubbish pits and
ditches.
Phase 2 (later 2nd century): evidence emerged for a defensive system
consisting of two V-shaped ditches and rampart behind, which might
have been the eastern side of a fort. A fort of this period would be unusual,
but was perhaps connected with the rebellion by Albinas in AD 196 and
the restoration of order by Septimius Severus.
Phases 3 and 4 (3rd century): the fort was later replaced by light
industrial features, including an iron-working furnace, a hut and rubbish
pits. At some stage, the hut and rubbish pits were superseded by two
roads coming from the south and west. Traces of the west gate survived as
robbed foundations.

Phase 5 (4th century): During the 4th century a new ditch system was
constructed as part of the reorganisation of the town defences.
Phase 6 (medieval and post-medieval)

The Maltings (1976)
HER 01538

A grant-aided programme of trenching was carried out in
1976 in order to investigate the line of the road to Sandy
(Margary route 22), in advance of proposed development
at Garden Cottage, Pinfold Lane. The earliest evidence for
occupation consisted of an Iron Age building, 3m in
diameter. The road was found on the predicted line
running out of the town in a south-westerly direction.
There were two surfaces of gravel metalling, both cut by
an early 2nd-century pit. There were three successive
roadside ditches on the north side of the road containing
1st- to 4th-century material. The full width of the road
could not be excavated. On both sides of the road were
numerous single unit timber buildings (average 3m by
6m) dating to the 1st and 2nd centuries. Associated with
them were small circular granaries, a smithing furnace and
rubbish pits. Two major boundary lines were found
consisting of successive ditches and post-built fences. Part
of a ‘lazy-bed’ system dating to the 4th century was
excavated. No trace of the defensive system was found as
this probably lies further to the west (Green,
Archaeological Excavations 1976; Frere 1977).
Pinfold Lane, West End (1956)
HER 00886, TL 2454 7035

In 1956, deep sewer trenches exposed the remains of the
‘concrete’ town wall (Garrood 1958). The site was
reconstructed by Michael Green. The sewer trench of
1956 revealed the presence of a wall footing on a
north-west to south-east alignment and three ditches that
ran parallel to the wall. The only find consisted of a sherd
of 1st-century pottery from one of the ditches. The
modern road and associated setting (c.1m thick) sealed the
Roman features (Green 1960).
Site 5: Stiles I, Nos 8–10 Pinfold Lane (1971)
HER 00856; TL 246 704

Excavations in 1971 offered the opportunity to analyse the
line of Ermine Street and its successive layers of
re-metalling. During the early 2nd century, much
rebuilding took place along both sides of the road. The
buildings had cob walls resting directly on clay floors. In
the later 2nd century many buildings were destroyed by
fire. Later reconstruction included the realignment of
Ermine Street and the construction of an open-fronted
masonry building (Green, Excavation Report 1971;
Wilson 1972).
Site 6: Stiles II–III, Nos 4–5 Pinfold Lane (1971, 1975)
HER 01539; ECB679; TL 246 704

Further roadside buildings were excavated at Nos. 4–5
Pinfold Lane in 1971 (Green, Excavation Report 1971;
Wilson 1972). In 1975 excavations at the Stiles were
conducted on the site of a 3rd-century single aisled
basilica discovered a few years earlier. The basilica was
25m long by 13m wide. In addition to the entrances in the
bays at the north and south ends, there was also a pillared
portico on the eastern side. This latter was approached by
a gravel path from a central gateway in the east wall of the
forecourt leading out onto Ermine Street. There were also
opposing doorways at the north and south ends of the
forecourt, connected by a path running along the east front
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of the basilica. The complex projected onto Ermine
Street, which was subsequently moved further east.
Following the demolition of the basilica and the robbing
of its masonry walls in the later 4th century, a
timber-framed building was erected on the site (Green,
Archaeological Excavations 1973; Green 1975; Wilson
1975; Goodburn 1976).

Site 12: No. 44 Post Street (1973)

Site 7: Nos 57–58 Cambridge Street (1972)

Site 13: Unigate, Earning Street (1974)

HER 02585; TL 244 707

A grant-aided excavation took place in 1973 at No. 44 Post
Street. Substantial sections were dug across Ermine
Street, revealing several phases of road metalling. The
sequence was very similar to that recorded at Site 8 (No.
10 Piper’s Lane).

TL 246 705

HER01544; MCB1989; ECB487; TL 247 703

An excavation conducted in 1972 just outside the Roman
town north gate produced evidence for occupation:

An excavation at the Unigate Site, Earning Street
produced evidence for late 1st-century boundary ditches,
huts and agricultural structures, including two-post
drying racks and small timber granaries with central
depressions for containers. Later occupation emerged in
the form of 2nd-century timber buildings. Finally, a late
4th- or early 5th-century boundary fence, with a rounded
corner and an entrance gate, ran across the southern part of
the site. Its foundation trench produced late Roman
pottery and coins, and an Early Anglo-Saxon pot. A
sunken-featured building, pits and a wattle-lined well of
the early medieval period were also found, together with
the remains of post-medieval buildings (Green,
Archaeological Excavations 1974; Wilson 1975).

Phase 1: The earliest feature was a circular hut of wicker and daub, 10m
in diameter, dating to the early 1st century.
Phase 2: At a slightly later date Ermine Street was built. It was almost 9m
wide and was flanked by roadside ditches 13.7m apart. Along both sides
of the road there were quarry pits for gravel extraction.
Phase 3: In the late 1st century the quarry pits were filled in and a
timber-framed building utilised as a smithy (5 x 6.5m) was erected on the
road frontage. The open front of the building contained a bowl-shaped
smithing furnace, four shaft furnaces for smelting bronze and iron, and
crucibles. The workshop was rebuilt twice. Around the middle of the 2nd
century it burnt down in a fire that had engulfed other parts of the town.
Phase 4: In the 4th century the workshop was replaced by a timber
building that was later demolished to make way for the north gate.
Portions of the retaining wall for the rampart were exposed. The gate
itself was outside the excavation area.

The excavation was completed the following year. A
carriageway some 3.5m wide flanked by footways for a
total width of 9m was uncovered between the projecting
towers (Green, Excavation Report 1972; Wilson 1975).
Site 8: No. 10 Pipers Lane (1973–4, 1986)
HER 00857; MCB1083; TL 247 703

A grant-aided excavation took place in 1973, with further
excavations being carried out in subsequent years.
Trenches across Ermine Street revealed six sequences of
road surfaces dating to the mid 1st century, Flavian period,
Hadrianic period, early 3rd century, 3rd century and 4th
century, respectively. The foundation trench for a roadside
fence and a large boundary ditch dating to the later 1st
century were cut by a timber building. Minor roadside
buildings dating to the 2nd and 3rd centuries were mostly
of cob construction. Evidence was also found of a
metalled entrance drive leading from the gateway, which
was superseded by a 4th-century open-fronted building.
Site 9: Cow Lane/A14 Bypass, Cambridge Road
(1973)
TL 255 704

A grant-aided excavation was conducted in 1973 east of
Godmanchester on the site of the Cow Lane interchange,
south of the Roman Road. Second-century field ditches
and deposits from manuring were found sealed by
3rd-century flood silts (Green, Archaeological
Excavations 1973).
Site 10: No. 24 Earning Street (1973)
TL 248 755

Site 14: No. 18 London Road (1974)
HER 02650; ECB684; TL 247 702

Grant-aided excavations were conducted in 1974 at
London Road just outside the south gate of the Roman
town. There was evidence for the western ditch of Ermine
Street dating to the late 1st century, together with a
contemporary boundary ditch and a 2nd-century cob
building. On the north side of the site early Roman
deposits had been truncated by the 4th-century town ditch.
Site 15: No. 42 Cambridge Street (1975)
HER 01542; ECB680; TL 247 705

A grant-aided excavation was conducted in 1975 in
advance of redevelopment at No. 42 Cambridge Street.
The excavation on the south side of Cambridge Street lay
within the northern quarter of the Roman town, 120m east
of Ermine Street. A series of boundary features was found,
presumably the rear plots of buildings fronting onto the
road. A V-shaped ditch of 2nd-century date was
associated with a timber-framed building with a central
wattle partition. The building was replaced in the second
half of the 2nd century by a series of large ovoid pits, one
of which contained several complete cooking pots. These,
together with a ridged cheese drainer found nearby in the
ditch, may have formed part of a group of 3rd-century
dairy equipment. During the later 3rd century the
boundary ditch was replaced by the foundation trench and
post-settings for a fence. East of the fence there was a
further series of intercutting 3rd- to 4th-century pits
(Green, Excavation Report 1975; Goodburn 1976).
Site 16: Rectory Farm (1975)

No Roman remains found.

HER 02546; TL 250 710

Site 11: The Gables, No. 5 Earning Street (1972)
HER 02585; ECB665; TL 248 755

A grant-aided excavation at the Gables produced remains
of a fan-shaped external tower found at the south-east
corner of the late defensive circuit of the town. The
4th-century ditch was re-cut in the 11th to 12th century
(Stamford and St Neots Ware; Webster and Cherry 1973,
169).

A watching brief was carried out in 1975 on the line of a
pipe-trench that crossed the site of the Roman villa at
Rectory Farm (see Chapter 3). The earliest feature was a
mid 1st-century road with side ditches, interpreted at the
time as of possible military origin, and the remains of a
field system. The villa complex was tentatively divided
into four phases. Phases 1 and 2 dated to the 1st and early
2nd centuries and were centred on a sub-rectangular
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enclosure of 1.2ha. Phase 3 dated to the earlier to mid 2nd
century. It included a corridor house approached by a
droveway from the Roman town. A realignment of the
farmstead layout in the early 3rd century was associated
with a large masonry building on the east side and a
subdivision of the farmyard into three main enclosures
(Green, Excavation Report 1975; Green 1978; Goodburn
1976).
Site 17: Park Lane (1976–7)
HER 01537; ECB672, TL 245 709

A DoE grant-aided rescue excavation was conducted on a
development site on the north side of Park Lane in 1976.
An area measuring 27.5 x 9m was excavated to establish
the line of the road to Cambridge (Via Devana, Margary
route 24) where it bypassed the Roman settlement on the
north side. The earliest evidence for occupation was
represented by an Iron Age hut and a storage pit that
contained remains of carbonised grain. Intensive early
Roman occupation was concentrated on the south end of
the site, suggesting that the road lay south of the excavated
area beneath Park Lane. A series of mid 1st- to
3rd-century buildings flanked the road. One house was
completely excavated. It was a rectangular two-bayed
structure (7.5 x 4.5m) with a hearth at the north end and an
entrance porch in the south gable. Alongside and behind
the buildings was a series of contemporary pits and a
boundary ditch. Associated with these features were the
post and stake-hole settings of drying frames and wicker
granaries. A small up-draught pottery kiln (mid 3rd
century) with a rectangular stoke-hole and a cylindershaped furnace with a clay pedestal was constructed
behind the buildings (HER 01537; the kiln was
reconstructed as an exhibit in the Longsands Museum at
St Neots, later transferred to Worts Barn Archaeology
Store at Landbeach, and is presently in the care of the
Burwell Archaeological Society). It contained a wide
range of cooking vessels, storage jars, mortaria, flasks and
dishes in both oxidised and reduced wares. At the northern
end of the site, part of an early 4th-century enclosed
inhumation cemetery was discovered. Only three burials
were excavated. These were N–S aligned, coffined and
accompanied by colour-coated beakers. The bodies
showed evidence for osteoarthritis and malformations due
to heavy manual work and dietary deficiencies (Green,
Excavation Report 1976; Frere 1977).
Site 18: No. 5 New Street, The Stiles IV; No. 8 New
Street, The Stiles V
No. 5 New Street, The Stiles IV (1977)
HER 01541; ECB681; TL 247 703

In 1977 a DoE grant-aided excavation was conducted at
No. 5 New Street. An area measuring 8.6 x 21.3m was
excavated to establish the nature Roman and medieval
occupation in this part of the old town, and to examine the
later line of Ermine Street (Margary route 2b). The work
produced five phases of occupation:
Phase 1 (mid–late 1st century): a series of rubbish pits and a cesspit were
found at the south end of the site. Further pits and cesspits lay within a
fenced enclosure.
Phase 2 (early 2nd century): a wide boundary ditch was dug across the
site at right angles to the line of Ermine Street. A well or waterhole and
three pits were excavated in an area south of the ditch.
Phase 3 (mid 2nd century): a side road (6m wide) crossed the site from
north-east to south-west, running at a slightly oblique angle to the line of
Ermine Street. It had a cambered surface of compacted pebbles on an

agger, which was resurfaced with gravel before the 3rd century. South of
the side road, and on the same alignment, was a timber-framed building
fronting onto Ermine Street. A cesspit of this period lay north-east of the
building and cut the stake-hole setting of a small granary. Nearby an
iron-smelting furnace had been inserted into the top of an earlier rubbish
pit.
Phase 4 (late 2nd and 3rd centuries): there was no trace of the 3rd-century
line of Ermine Street which must have ended at a crossing just north of the
site. The side road of Phase 3 continued in use and was flanked on its
north side by a rectangular building. The structure was timber. Walls
were of mud-and-stud construction 0.5m thick. The building was divided
into two bays by a partition. A large outer workroom or shop fronted
Ermine Street. The back room had a central hearth by the gable wall with
evidence for a smoke-bay, which was flanked by further granaries. The
building perhaps served as a corn merchant’s shop. South of the side road
was a building of similar construction.
Phase 5 (early–mid 4th century): early in the 4th century, the putative
corn merchant’s shop was replaced by a smaller building on a slightly
different alignment. This too was timber-framed with mud-and-stud
walls. A central entrance faced into Ermine Street and at the rear was a
narrow passage. The structure was destroyed by fire after the mid 4th
century. A number of large mid 19th-century pits had destroyed much of
the eastern side of the site (Green, Archaeological Excavations 1977;
Goodburn 1979).

No. 8 New Street, The Stiles V (1978)
HER 00856; ECB689; TL 247 704

In 1978 a DoE-sponsored watching brief took place in the
garden of No. 8 New Street during the course of
redevelopment. The site lies near the centre of the Roman
town, to the east of Ermine Street (Margary Road 2b) and
at the rear of the tenements excavated in 1971 at Nos 8 and
9 Pinfold Lane (The Stiles I). There was no evidence for
the metalled side road noted in this area in 1971.
Post-holes of a timber building, possibly of 1st-century
date, were found together with the foundation slot and
stake-holes of a burnt timber structure and 1st- and
2nd-century pits. A large 3rd-century ditch marked the
rear (eastern boundary) of the tenements (Green,
Archaeological Excavations 1978; Goodburn 1979).
Site 19: No. 7 Old Court Hall (1978)
HER 00959; ECB688; TL 245 702

In 1978 a DoE grant-aided excavation took place at the
rear of No. 7 Old Court Hall in advance of redevelopment.
A substantial trench 35m by 2m was cut across the
postulated line of the Roman town defences and an area
measuring 12.25m by 13.75m was excavated to clear the
town wall and associated structures. The site lies in the
south-west quarter of the town. It produced three main
phases of occupation:
Phase 1 (mid 1st–early 3rd century). An east–west aligned boundary
across the site was marked by two successive fences and a ditch. On the
north side of this boundary were four plots marked by fence-lines whose
curtilages had previously been identified during excavations at Site 4
(Court Hall and Maltings sites, 1963–4 and 1976). The property
boundaries were regularly spaced 30m apart. Within the compounds
were at least eight timber-framed buildings, most of which appeared to
have been single unit structures. Several rubbish pits and small gravel pits
were excavated, together with two-post drying frames and the stake-hole
settings of some twenty-five granary bins. During the early 3rd century a
small inhumation cemetery was laid out in the corner of one of the
compounds within a fenced enclosure. Four graves were identified which
had been partly disturbed by the Roman town ditch. The burials were
uncoffined and comprised an infant, a girl and a woman.
Phase 2 (3rd century). During the 3rd century, the town wall and ditch
began to be laid out across the site on the same alignment as the wall
remains identified at Site 1 (Pinfold Lane, 1956). The foundation trench,
3m wide, was dug in short sections, a structural feature that was noted
during the excavation of the south gate at Site 3 (Piper’s Lane, 1959 and
1961). The foundation was of flint cobbles loosely set in yellow mortar. A
notable feature of both the wall foundation and the 6m-wide ditch in front
of it was that neither had been completed. The butt end of the wall was
completely cleared, and between it and the remains in Pinfold Lane was a
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gap some 1km wide, in which no traces of the defences were found. The
foundations had been extensively robbed by the early 4th century.
Phase 3 (4th century). A large ditch 2.5m wide was dug in front of, and
parallel with, the line of the defences during the late 4th century. At the
south end the ditch swung round and cut through the line of the earlier
town ditch and the robbed-out wall foundation trench. The basal silt of
the ditch contained late 4th-century pottery and a coin of Valens (AD
367–375). This is probably the same ditch whose northern butt end was
excavated at Site 1 in 1964 adjacent to the wall foundation in Pinfold
Lane, indicating perhaps a (Theodosian) defensive system closing the
gap of the unfinished town wall (Green Archaeological Excavations
1978; Green 1975; Goodburn 1979).

Site 21: Cow Lane (1979)
No records in HER for this work

Roman Granaries. No further information
Site 22: Old School, St Ann’s Lane (1979, 1985–6)
No records in HER for this work

Roman fort, roads, market place and bakery. No further
information
Site 23: West Street (1979, 1981)
No records in HER for this work

Site 20: No. 8a London Road (1978–9)

Roman roads and buildings. No further information.

HER 01543, 01543a, 01543b, 01543c; MCB1985, MCB1986,
MCB1987, MCB1988; ECB 677; TL 248 701

Site 24: Fox Grove (1980)

A DoE grant-aided excavation took place in the garden of
No. 8a London Road in 1978 prior to development. A
trench was cut across the line of Ermine Street and a small
area excavated to establish the nature of Roman and
medieval occupation on the site. The site lies 180m
beyond the south gate, near the edge of extra-mural
settlement. Eleven phases of Roman occupation were
recognised, which were followed by phases of medieval
and post-medieval activity:
Phase 1 (mid 1st century): Road 1, the earliest metalled surface of
Ermine Street, was 6m wide and provided with a cambered gravel
surface. A cross-ribbed bow brooch of Claudian type was found on the
surface of the road. A timber fence ran parallel to the road.
Phase 2 (later 1st century): Road 2 was 9m wide. A deep drainage ditch
on the western side carried away surface water towards the river. The
secondary filling of this ditch had burnt deposits associated elsewhere in
the town with a major fire in the Flavian period. On both sides of the road
were timber buildings that were rebuilt twice before the beginning of the
2nd century.
Phases 3–5: The ditch system on the western side of the road was re-cut
three times before the end of the 2nd century. In Phases 3 and 4, timber
kerbing was laid along the western edge of the road. The lines of ditches
and kerb were interrupted to form an entranceway to some property west
of the road. The gateposts of eight successive gateways were excavated
dating from the later 1st century to the late 4th century.
Phases 6–7: The Hadrianic road system (Road 3), 11m wide, was
provided with a small ditch and a footpath on the eastern side. On the
western edge of the road, an open-fronted cob building was separated
from the gateway complex by a wattle fence. It was subsequently
remodelled four times. The extensive mid 2nd-century fire in the Roman
town core had also destroyed this building and a deposit of burnt material
was found over the road surface.
Phases 8–11: The 3rd- and 4th-century road sequence (Roads 4–7) had
been largely eroded during the post-Roman period. The successive
gateways were associated with a metalled side road. There was no
evidence of domestic occupation alongside the road subsequent to the
Antonine fire.
Phase 12: Ermine Street continued in use during the Anglo-Saxon and
early medieval periods. The road was patched at least once, but in the
central area all the Roman road levels had been worn away down to the
crown of the early road, and a marked holloway formed.
Phases 13–16: medieval to post-medieval.

No records in HER for this work

Roman and Saxon buildings. No further information.
Site 25: Nos 6–7–8 St Ann’s Lane (1981)
No records in HER for this work; TL 246 705

Excavations took place in 1981 in the gardens of the
19th-century cottages (demolished) at Nos 6–7–8 St
Ann’s Lane to establish the line of the south-eastern
defences of the mid 1st century fort, previously located
during the excavation of the mansio site, Site 1 (Pinfold
Lane). The excavation revealed eighteen phases of
occupation:
Phase 1 (mid 1st century): the rampart, south gate, intervallum road and
part of a barrack block were excavated. The box rampart was almost 3m
wide and comprised a timber-revetted plank tied to an inner truss. The
rear face was retained by wattle hurdles. Four of the six posts of the north
gate tower were excavated. The roadway and intervallum road were
made of compacted gravel. The corner of a barrack block was found set
back behind the intervallum road on a slightly different alignment.
Phase 2 (late 1st–mid 2nd century): the rear room of a cob strip building
was excavated. Below the floor in the north-west corner two mid
2nd-century cremation burials surrounded by four infants in shallow pits
were uncovered. One of the cremations was accompanied by a jug.
Another burial was in a wooden chest with elaborate metal fittings.
Phases 3–10 (mid 2nd to late 3rd century): nine timber buildings were
identified of which one had a circular plan. The structures showed a
progressive movement eastwards as Ermine Street was widened and
re-aligned in the early 2nd and 3rd century, respectively.
Phase 11 (early 4th century): a portion of town wall and associated ditch
was found, forming a reduced eastern defensive system. The wall was
1.5m wide and had been constructed of robbed material from the
mansio-bath complex (demolished early 4th century). The wall was
short-lived and was demolished by the second quarter of the 4th century,
with buildings being laid out over the top of the robbed wall and filled-in
ditch.
Phases 12–18 (4th century): eight buildings severely affected by
medieval agricultural practices were identified. Compared to the earlier
buildings they were on a different alignment. A hoard of coins (AD
313–355) may have been associated with one of the buildings. The latest
layer contained Theodosian coins and Romano-Saxon pottery.

Post-Roman and medieval occupation were partly
obliterated by post-medieval agricultural practices.
Traces of a small 11th–12th-century building were found
at the north end of the site (Green, Archaeological
Excavations 1981; Rankov 1982).
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Appendix 3. Recent Archaeological Investigations in
Godmanchester
by Rebecca Casa-Hatton
I. Introduction
(Fig. A.1.1, Nos 37–52)
Since the late 1980s, development has mainly affected
peripheral areas of Godmanchester and in recent years
very few interventions have taken place in its historic core.
Excavations at The Parks to the north of the town have
offered the opportunity to investigate the development of
the Roman suburbs outside the north gate. Investigations
have also been conducted at the Cardinal Distribution
Park, to the east of the built-up area, and at the Chord
Business Park along London Road. The following
summary focuses on the Roman and earlier remains.

II. The core of Durovigutum
The few investigations within the Roman nucleus of
Godmanchester are listed below clockwise, starting from
the east, and including the sites at Earning Street.

surfaces were laid down. Precise dating of all RomanoBritish deposits throughout this well-stratified sequence
was problematic. Almost all contexts sampled contained
an equal mixture of 1st-century ceramics and later 3rd- to
4th-century material. Domestic kitchen- and tablewares
were also equally well represented, making the
identification of specific activities within the area of the
subject site impossible (Hinman 1998b).
Earning Street (1996, 1997, 2000)
Previous work at Earning Street (Green, Site 11: No. 5 The
Gables, see Appendix 2) revealed the remains of a
fan-shaped external tower found at the south-east corner
of the late defensive circuit of the town. Further work
(Green, Site 13: see Unigate Site, MCB1989, ECB487)
produced evidence for Roman occupation dating from the
later 1st to the 4th century. A sunken-featured building
was also found.
No. 22 Earning Street (1996)
HER 11977; ECB676; TL 2480 7035

No. 28 St Ann’s Lane (1997)
HER CB15622; ECB293; TL 2480 7050

In 1997 trial trenching was conducted on land adjacent to
No. 28 St Ann’s Lane in advance of housing development.
The evaluation revealed a well-preserved sequence of
prehistoric and Romano-British remains surviving to
within 0.25m of the present ground surface. Previous
work on land adjacent to the western boundary of the
development site offered the opportunity to examine the
layout of the town defences (Green, Site 13). In 1997 at
least ten distinct phases of activity were identified within
the subject site, primarily associated with the expansion in
the area of the Romano-British town in the 3rd to 4th
centuries AD, just outside the limits of the 1st-century
defences and within the limits of the later 3rd-century
town circuit. Undated prehistoric remains (Phase 1)
consisted of a pit and an associated ditch sealed by up to
two layers of buried soil (Phase 2). Activity during the
Roman period began with levelling and ground make-up
(Phase 3) followed by the laying of a gravel surface (Phase
4). A series of apparently unrelated ditches of unknown
function might have related to Phase 4. Datable material
suggests the earliest date for this activity to fall into the 3rd
century AD. Phase 5 witnessed a major change in use for
the area with rubbish pits for the disposal of a wide range
of domestic refuse being cut within all three trenches.
Pitting was superseded by agricultural activity that was
broadly datable to the 3rd to 4th centuries AD (Phase 7)
that truncated all earlier features. Phase 7 consisted of a
series of dump layers, presumably to build up the level of
the land along the proposed St Ann’s Lane frontage prior
to the laying of a new series of gravelled ‘yard’ surfaces
across the whole of the subject site. Phases 8 and 9 saw the
abandonment of agriculture in the immediate vicinity. At
some time during the 4th century, a series of gravel

In 1996 groundwork monitoring was carried out at No. 22
Earning Street in advance of the construction of a
dwelling. The watching brief revealed the presence of a
Roman ditch and later features (Kemp 1996).
No. 6 Earning Street (1997)
HER CB15608; ECB146; TL 2483 7027

In 1997 a recording brief was undertaken at No. 6 Earning
Street prior to the construction of a dwelling. The natural
gravel deposits sloped down to the north of the site with
the result that the archaeological deposits were deeper in
relation to the modern ground surface. Nonetheless,
evidence emerged for a series of pits/ditch terminals
dating to the Roman period. Finds included a sherd of
4th-century pottery (Hall 1997).
No. 4 Earning Street (2000)
ECB145, ECB1268; TL 2485 7041

In 2000 an archaeological evaluation was carried out on
land at No. 4 Earning Street in advance of redevelopment
of the site, which proved to be truncated. A single undated
layer of limestone cobbles was found. Absence of residual
Roman pottery would indicate that the site lay outside the
extent of the Roman town and outside the extramural area
of occupation (Murray 2000).
No. 5 Oakleigh Crescent (2002)
HER CB15237; ECB890; TL 2460 7035

A small-scale archaeological evaluation (test-pitting) was
undertaken at No. 5 Oakleigh Crescent in 2002, in
advance of the construction of a dwelling. The evaluation
produced evidence for 2nd-century activity in the form of
one pit and a possible occupation layer that were probably
associated with intra-mural occupation at Godmanchester
(Bain 2002).
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No. 2 Pinfold Lane (1997)

A14/A604 Junction (1989–91)

HER CB15621; ECB292; TL 2456 7042

HER 09834, 09834A, 09902; MCB16075; ECB1276, ECB635,
ECB1697; TL 255 704

In 1997 test pitting and a recording brief were undertaken
on a building plot adjacent to No. 2 Pinfold Lane. Despite
the limited scope of the test pitting, a considerable depth
of archaeological deposits attributable to the RomanoBritish period survived within the proposed development
area. Previous archaeological excavations within the
subject site had truncated these deposits to varying
degrees across the area. At least three phases of Roman
activity appeared to be represented which seemed to
accord with Michael Green’s findings (Site 1). Evidence
emerged for structures on the same alignment as the
mansio-bath complex (Hinman 1998a).

The eastern suburbs

The area was field-walked by County Archaeology staff in
1988. The recovery of Neolithic flint and Roman pottery
prompted further investigations. In 1989 trenching was
carried out in an area at the junction of the A14 and A604
in advance of a proposed industrial development. The site
produced negative evidence although residual abraded
pottery dating to the Roman period suggested the presence
of a settlement in the vicinity (Wait 1990).
Trial-trenching was carried out to the south of the 1989
evaluation area. An area of 1ha in the extreme southwestern corner of the proposed development produced
evidence for one inhumation burial, and a dense pattern of
ditches, pits and post-holes that were interpreted as
belonging to a small Roman farmstead (Wait 1990).
Further investigations in the southern part of the site
produced evidence for Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze
Age activity in the form of lithic scatters. No features
dating to these periods were found. During the Late Iron
Age, small ditched plots (paddocks) were laid out. During
the Roman period the site was a small farm (Wait 1992).

No. 8a Almond Close (2000)

The southern suburbs

III. The suburbs of Durovigutum
The suburban sites are listed clockwise, starting from the
east. Phases of investigation in the same area or site are
listed in chronological order.

ECB290; TL 2500 7052

In 2000 an archaeological evaluation was undertaken at
No. 8a Almond Close in advance of the construction of a
dwelling. Despite the potential for the presence of Roman
burials and the course of the Via Devana, the site produced
negative evidence (Boyer and Prosser 2000).
Cardinal Distribution Park
Cardinal Distribution Park (1998 and 1999)
HER 13011/MCB14529; Eval. ECB143, Exc. ECB1269; TL 2550 7030

During 1998 an evaluation was carried out on land at the
Cardinal Distribution Park in advance of redevelopment
of the site. Two main periods of occupation were
identified: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age and Early to
Middle Anglo-Saxon. The range of features indicated
settlement during both periods and included pits and
ditches for the prehistoric period, and pits, ditches, postholes and a sunken-featured building of Anglo-Saxon
date. Unstratified Roman pottery suggested that the site
was under cultivation in Roman times (Murray 1998).
The following excavation confirmed the results from
the evaluation. Three main phases of activity were
identified. Phase 1 was prehistoric and consisted of a few
isolated pits and a possible post-built roundhouse dating
to the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age. Phase 2 produced
evidence for Roman activity in the form of a linear ditch
and a substantial curvilinear ditch (part of an enclosure?),
suggesting agricultural activities. Phase 3 produced Early
Anglo-Saxon remains including enclosures, trackways
and domestic structures, both sunken-featured and
timber-framed buildings, consistent with the presence of a
farmstead or small hamlet (Murray and Last 1999).
Cardinal West (2000)
HER CB15609; ECB142; TL 2570 7040

During 2000 an archaeological evaluation was conducted
on land at Cardinal West in advance of light industrial
development. The evaluation revealed the presence of a
2nd-century pit. Much of the site had been disturbed
during the construction of a lorry park (Seddon 2000).

Buttermel Meadow (1991)
HER 10116; ECB951; TL 246 701

In 1991 a theodolite earthwork survey was conducted on
land at Buttermel Meadow to the south of London Street
prior to development. The site lies in an area of high
archaeological potential with reference to evidence for
Roman burials (below) and village earthworks,
comprising a holloway and associated house platforms.
The survey produced evidence for a multi-period site,
including recent pitting, the construction of the platforms
and an earlier phase of banks and ditches on varying
alignments (Hoyland and Kemp 1991).
London Street (1992)
HER 10376; ECB1280; TL 2470 7020

During 1992, rescue excavations were conducted in
London Street following the discovery of human bones
during development. At least thirteen unfurnished
inhumations were excavated, together with a series of
earlier features (namely pits and ditches), possibly
associated with Roman suburban activity during the 2nd
and 3rd centuries. The extent of the cemetery was not
defined due to major disturbance caused by building work
in progress. Most of the pottery dated to the 2nd and 3rd
century. The cemetery probably belonged to the later 3rd
and 4th century (Hoyland and Wait 1992).
Sweetings Road (1994–5)
HER CB15618; ECB1278; TL 246 698

An archaeological evaluation was carried out at Sweetings
Road in 1994 in advance of housing development. The site
had undergone extensive gravel pitting during the postmedieval period. The paucity of residual finds, with
particular reference to the Roman period, would indicate
that this site was outside the area of Roman occupation. Of
particular interest were the finds from a rescue trench
located near the eastern boundary of the development site.
This contained inhumation burials, which probably
related to the cemetery at Porch Farm and London Street
(above) (Macaulay 1994).
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London Road (1996 and 2001)

evidence of major building and road construction at
Godmanchester during the 2nd century (Gdaniec 1991).

1996
HER CB14645, CB14646; ECB1279; TL 2492 6992

1992

In 1996 an archaeological evaluation was conducted at
London Road in advance of the construction of the new
school complex. A preliminary earthwork survey revealed
the presence of ridge and furrow. The evaluation trenches
produced evidence for Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
pits and ditches, in addition to evidence for Roman
suburban ribbon occupation and associated activities,
dating from the late 1st to the 4th century. Plots defined by
ditches flanked the western side of Ermine Street (London
Road). Rubbish pits contained charred seeds indicative of
agricultural activity. A possible furnace was interpreted as
potential evidence for (unspecified) industrial activity
(Hinman 1996).

HER10487, 10487A, 10487B; ECB544; TL 2470 7085

Nos 20–28 London Road (2001)
HER CB14808, CB14809; ECB717; TL 2473 7013

An archaeological evaluation was conducted near the
junction between London Street and London Road, to the
east of the site excavated in 1992 (see above), in advance
of housing development. The evaluation produced
evidence for Roman activity in the form of rubbish pits
from which pottery and organic remains, including cereal
grains, were recovered. The significant assemblage of
pottery dating from the 1st to the 4th century would
suggest that this area was used for dumping rubbish from
the Roman town. A series of post-medieval quarry pits
was also recorded. These contained residual sherds of
Roman pottery, and are likely to have partly obliterated
the evidence for earlier occupation. The absence of human
remains indicates that the western limit of the Roman
inhumation cemetery excavated in 1992 at London Street
did not extend as far as London Road (Abrams 2001).
Chord Business Park (1998)
HER13012; ECB144; TL 2566 2698

In 1998 an archaeological investigation was carried out at
the Chord Business Park, on land adjacent London Road.
Trial trenching identified a group of Roman features,
comprising a ditch, a human burial and a post-hole, all
located near London Road. The fill of the grave contained
(residual?) 2nd-century pottery (Coates 1998).
The northern suburbs
The Parks (1991, 1992 and 1998)
1991

In advance of an application for planning consent for a
housing development, an archaeological investigation
was carried out at The Parks, immediately to the north of
the area evaluated in 1991. Preliminary fieldwork
consisted of an earthwork survey and a geophysical
survey that included the 1991 area. The surveys confirmed
the presence of features in the form of ridge and furrow,
ponds, banks, a droveway, a series of pits and two parallel
ditches possibly flanking the projected line of the Via
Devana (see Green, Site 17, above). The subsequent
excavation confirmed the presence of a number of 2nd- to
3rd-century pits and ditches containing domestic refuse,
an enclosure with adjacent droveway and a gravel quarry.
In addition, five Roman inhumation burials dating to the
4th century were found near the north-western side of the
site. They were interpreted as belonging to the burial
ground excavated by Green in 1976 (Site 17). A
foundation trench for a masonry building of probable
Roman date was also identified. No evidence for the
Roman road was found (Reynolds 1992).
1998
HER CB14699; ECB542; TL 2470 7085

In 1998 an open area excavation was carried out in the
western corner of The Park site, including the 1991
evaluation area and part of the 1992 investigation area, in
advance of housing development. Five phases of activity
were identified:
Phase 1: prehistoric (Neolithic) background activity in the form of
unstratified flint and pottery sherds.
Phase 2 (late 1st–early 2nd century): layout of roadside ditches and
ditched property boundaries containing pits, to the rear of the road
frontage.
Phase 3 (later 2nd–early 4th century): the droveway was redefined by a
fence-line, and the quarry pits were backfilled. Four kilns, a group of
hearths and a building located in the area of the former plots were the
main features of this phase. Two urned cremation burials were also
uncovered.
Phase 4 (4th century): inhumation cemetery – 62 inhumations were
uncovered in the area of the former kilns. The features of the previous two
phases had been backfilled prior to the use of the area for burial. The
inhumations included individuals of both sexes and all ages. The bodies
were on WSW–ESE/ENE–WSW alignments, extended and supine, with
few cases of prone, crouched and decapitated burials. Analysis of the
skeletal remains indicated that living conditions and level of health of the
buried population were fairly good. Only 21% of burials (juvenile and
young adults) were furnished (Nene Valley beakers, coins and,
frequently, personal ornaments).
Phase 5: Medieval and post-medieval (Jones 1998).

HER10136, 10136A, 10136B; ECB543; TL 2460 7080

An archaeological evaluation was undertaken in 1991 to
the west of a medieval moated site (Scheduled Monument
11550) on behalf of the adjacent school who wished to
purchase the land as an extension to the playing field. The
area is presently known as The Parks. It produced
evidence for Roman quarry ditches that had been
excavated and immediately backfilled, and for slightly
later rubbish pits containing pottery, both fine and coarse
ware, glass, metalwork, building debris, and painted
plaster. Evidence for bone-working indicates an
‘industrial’ aspect of the town. At the end of the 2nd
century, boundary ditches were dug – probably to fence
off the quarry area. The date range (Flavian–Hadrianic)
provided by the pottery from the site supports Green’s

IV. The Rectory Farm/Cow Lane area
(Fig. 1.6)
Cow Lane (1984, 1997–8)
1984
HER10158A; ECB634; TL 259 714

In 1984 rescue excavations were carried out in advance of
gravel extraction at Cow Lane in an area of known
cropmarks associated with the villa site detailed in
Chapter 3. The investigations showed that this area was
part of the same villa complex, with Iron Age occupation
preceding the Roman field systems (Haigh 1984). Further
details are given in Chapter 3.
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1997–8

truncation affecting shallow features (Hinman and
Kenney 1998).

HER CB14624, CB14625; ECB446; TL 2566 7078

An evaluation and subsequent excavation were
undertaken on land adjacent to Cow Lane, near Rectory
Farm, in advance of the proposed construction of an
access route into the new Cow Lane landfill site. The
evaluation demonstrated the exceptional level of
preservation of archaeologically significant deposits from
the Neolithic and later prehistoric periods in the area.
Evidence of prehistoric remains in the form of ditches,
pits and post-holes were interpreted as belonging to the
ritual complex at Rectory Farm dating to the Neolithic
period. Romano-British ditches were probably part of the
field systems surrounding the later villa site. Farming in
the post-Roman period had caused some degree of

Ridgeway Farm: Hemingford–Huntingdon Pipeline
(1991)
HER10270; ECB1511; TL 2620 7090 and TL 2700 7050

Fieldwalking and a watching brief were conducted at
Ridgeway Farm along the route of a pipeline from the
sewage works near Hemingford Abbots to the sewage
works at Huntingdon. A concentration of linear features
dating to the 3rd and 4th centuries was uncovered,
pointing to a Roman settlement in the area. Pre-Roman
activity was represented by ditches and one pit dating to
the Middle Iron Age (Haley 1991).

Appendix 4. Soil Report on Calcareous Deposits
by Matthew G. Canti
I. Introduction
Throughout the different periods of settlement
represented at the Rectory Farm site, unusual deposits
were found containing concentrations of calcium
carbonate. These could not easily be explained on a
gravel-based site, and additional work was therefore
needed to elucidate their origin in an archaeological or
natural context. The archival report (Canti 1992, freely
available on the AML/HE Reports series website) details
the full results and deals with the specific questions raised
by these deposits (all of those examined being in the
north-western part of the site), which consisted of
calcareous subsoils, calcareous fills of the Early Bronze
Age mound ditch (Ring Ditch 2) and calcareous layers.
Given its archaeological significance, the following text
focuses on the results from the Bronze Age ditch, which
was associated with an internal mound.

II. Geological background

Plate A.4.1 Calcareous bands associated with fine
depositional layers in the modern quarry, east of the site

III. The calcareous deposits

(Pl. A.4.1)

(Fig. A.4.1)

The site geology consists of Pleistocene river gravels
overlying Jurassic Oxford clay at around 3–5m depth
(BGS 1983). Locally, modern alluvium forms a
significant part of the topsoil profiles. The gravels are
strongly bedded with marked textural variations
observable in the gravel pit sections to the east of the site.
The underlying Oxford Clay is highly calcareous (losing
some 35% of its mass on HCl dissolution) and thus
represents a potential source for calcium carbonate
accretion under suitable hydrological conditions.
Evidence that such conditions may have existed can be
found in the quarry sections, where discontinuous CaCO3
bands are occasionally found (see Pl. A.4.1). These
appear to be associated with distinctly fine sediment
layers, but the true source of the carbonate (either
contemporary with deposition or a subsequent
hydrological effect) is not known.

As noted above, the calcareous deposits found during the
excavation fall into three groups, all of which lay in the
north-western part of the site (the sample locations are
shown in Fig. A.4.1). The sampled deposits were as
follows:
1

2

3
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calcareous subsoils (CS samples) in Trenches 65 and 74. These
were patches of CaCO3-enriched subsoil found randomly all
over the site. They were discrete pockets, merging abruptly into
normal coarse sandy soil at the edges;
calcareous ditch fills of Ring Ditch 2 (CF samples) in Trench 34.
This deposit consisted of a CaCO3 enrichment found in a
roughly elliptical patch in the central bottom half of the ring
ditch fill. It was visible in all sections around approximately half
of the ring ditch (notably, the side facing the Neolithic
trapezoidal enclosure; see Fig. 2.13);
calcareous layering of unknown date (CL samples) in Trench
36. This was a single exposure of a series of calcareous bands,
intercalated down-profile with less calcareous material. [NB
this part of the site is now understood to have been heavily
disturbed during construction of the adjacent railway.]

Figure A.4.1 General locations of the three areas of calcareous deposits and related sample positions

IV. The Early Bronze Age ditch fill
Sampling details
(Figs A.4.1–4.2; Pl. A.4.2)
Samples were collected from the northern fills of the
Bronze Age ditch (Ring Ditch 2, Period 2):
Sample CFA1: Non-calcareous outer parts of the fill.
Sample CFA2: Calcareous central portion of the fill.
Sample CFA3: Thin-section of the boundary between calcareous and
non-calcareous fill.
Sample CFA4: Thin section of the pure calcareous fill.
Sample CFA5: Comparative soil material from outside the ditch-fill (i.e.
the subsoil into which the ditch was dug)
Sample CFB1: Non-calcareous ditch-fill.
Sample CFB2: Calcareous central portion of the fill.

Plate A.4.2 shows the section relating to the tins for
Samples CFA3 and CFA4 in position. Both samples were
taken from a segment on the northern side of the ditch, but
it was noted on site that the relevant deposits extended
around the eastern half of the ditch (see Fig. A.4.2).
Laboratory analyses
(Figs A.4.3–4.5; Pl. A.4.3)
All laboratory methods were the same as for the subsoils,
detailed in the full archival report (noted above). Table
A.4.1 shows the percentages of material remaining after
acid treatment of the four ditch-fill bulk samples.
The particle size analyses of this sample set is shown
on Fig. A.4.3. The obvious disparities between these
samples’ curves are largely the result of carbonate
cemented ‘pseudo-stones’ that resisted normal
disaggregation techniques. This leads to a wide variation
between 3mm and 500 mm, particularly with Samples
CFA2A and CFB2A (i.e. the untreated calcareous fills).
The other main feature of note is the extreme difference
between the ditch fill samples and the surrounding subsoil
Sample CFA5.

Plate A.4.2 Sampling tins (for Samples CFA3 and
CFA4) in position, within Bronze Age Ring Ditch 2

CFA1 (Non-calcareous)
CFA2 (Calcareous)
CFB1 (Non-calcareous)
CFB2 (Calcareous)

98.1%
53.7%
98.3%
65.8%

CFA5 was not acid-treated as it was clearly carbonate free

Table A.4.1. Percentages of material remaining after HCl
treatment of the samples

In order to simplify the assessment of the curves, the
acid-treated samples only are shown on Fig. A.4.4. With
the aggregates now dissolved, the ditch fill curves are
sufficiently similar to be considered homogenetic, bearing
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Figure A.4.2 Period 2.1: Early Bronze Age mound (Ring Ditch 2), showing position of samples. Scale 1:1000
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Figure A.4.3 Particle size curves for all the fills relating to the ring ditch

Figure A.4.4 Particle size analyses of all the HCI-treated ditch fill samples and the surrounding soil
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Figure A.4.5 The main mineral percentages in the ditch fill and adjacent soil

in mind that fluvial deposition tends to produce localised
variation in percentages within a fairly close sorting
regime. Thus it is the similarities in the steep parts of the
curves (400–200 mm) that provide the clue to a single
source for the whole of the ditch fill. Even the radically
different texture of the surrounding soil (Sample CFA5)
shows this same tendency towards sorting in the medium
sand range.
Full heavy mineralogical analyses of all the calcareous
fill samples are presented on Table A.4.2 and summarised
on Fig. A.4.5 as histograms of the major minerals. The
most noticeable difference is the higher garnet values in
Sample CFA2A (calcareous fill) and Sample CFA5
(adjacent soil). There is clearly no systematic meaning

here, since the ditch fill is demonstrably different from the
surrounding soil (see Fig. A.4.2). As with the particle-size
analyses, their mineralogical diversity should be seen as
part of the chance variation that occurs in a fluvial
deposition sequence, due to changes in sorting as flow
speeds vary. In this context, it should be noted that the
other calcareous fill sample (Sample CFB2A) contains a
mineralogy closely matched to the non-calcareous parts
of the ditch exposure (Samples CFA1A and CFB1A).
Thin sections were produced from the two sample tins
(Samples CFA3 and CFA4). These showed the calcareous
zone to be a dense matrix infill, frequently showing
amorphous calcium carbonate lining pores in the fabric.
The transition from calcareous to non-calcareous matrix
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Mineral
Zircon
Rutile
Anatase
Titanite
Tourmaline
Apatite
Garnet
Staurolite
Kyanite
Orthopyroxenes
Clinopyroxenes
Clear amphiboles
Green amphiboles
Brown amphiboles
Clinozoisite
Epidote
Chlorite
Unidentified

CFA1A

CFA2A

CFA5

CFB1A

CFB2A

25.9
5.6
0.0
3.7
5.1
1.9
28.2
8.3
2.3
0.0
3.7
0.0
5.1
1.9
0.5
2.3
0.0
5.6

17.4
5.5
0.0
1.3
9.3
3.0
39.4
3.4
0.8
0.0
3.0
0.0
7.6
0.0
1.3
2.1
0.0
5.9

16.4
7.5
0.0
0.5
6.1
1.9
43.9
4.2
1.9
0.9
2.8
0.5
6.5
0.9
0.0
0.9
0.0
5.1

30.2
6.5
0.4
1.7
5.2
2.6
22.8
2.6
2.6
0.4
3.4
0.0
7.3
1.3
3.9
2.6
0.0
6.5

24.8
10.3
0.0
0.4
9.9
2.9
26.4
6.2
2.5
0.0
1.7
0.0
4.1
0.0
2.5
1.2
0.4
6.6

Table A.4.2. Full heavy mineral percentages from the 125 - 63 mm fraction of the CF samples

V. Discussion and conclusions
The Bronze Age ditch fills
Although there is significant variation in the samples
taken from fills of the Bronze Age ditch, it is insufficient to
support any hypothesis involving exotic inputs either to
the ditch fill (relative to the adjacent soil) or to the
calcareous soil (relative to the rest of the ditch fill). The
calcareous and non-calcareous parts of this ditch fill are
clearly of one origin. They are different from the
surrounding soil but only in the sense of having been
transported a matter of metres from another river gravel
stratum. Understanding the reason for the calcareous
material occupying only a central zone of the ditch fill is
problematic. If the red clay linings found in the slides
represent the weathering product of the calcareous fabric,
then it would be safe to assume that the current extent of
the CaCO3 infilling is less than at some time in the past.
This could even imply that the entire ditch infill was at one
time calcareous and has been dissolving out ever since.

Plate A.4.3 The calcareous/non-calcareous junction in
CFA3 under cross-polarised light. Grey or white grains
are quartz; black areas are voids. The calcareous
infilling can be seen at the bottom left and the red clay
concentrations at the top left

was very sharp, occurring over a distance of 1–2mm in
Sample CFA3 (see Pl. A.4.3).
Outside the calcareous zone, the fabric had similar
coarse components, but was characterised by fine layers
of oriented clay lining channels and pores. This can be
seen on Plate A.4.3 towards the top right-hand corner.
Since a slide of the subsoil outside the ring ditch was not
taken, it cannot be decided whether this was specific to the
soils around calcareous deposits or not. However,
reference to Plate A.4.1 suggests that reddening is
common in the fine fabric adjacent to calcareous zones.
The relationship between red pedogenesis and calcareous
environments is the subject of much discussion (e.g.
Boero and Schwertmann 1989), but it is widely believed
that red clays are strongly related to limestone weathering
and dissolution.

The experimental work
(Fig. A.4.6)
As a whole, the experimental work established the
following points about the three types of calcareous
deposits found at the site:
1

2
3

the calcareous subsoil patches and the layering are formed of
soil fabrics that are considerably finer than adjacent
non-calcareous soil. The nature of this ‘fineness’ varies, but is
associated with a low stone content and often a greater silt
content;
the fabric of the Bronze Age ditch fill is not comparable with the
other two types. It is similar to the adjacent non-calcareous soil;
the fine fabric layers are associated with a low garnet/zircon and
high chlorite/green amphibole mineralogy in the 125–63 mm
range. The coarser soils show the opposite tendency (see Fig.
A.4.6).

The key question to be asked of the latter group is
whether they are in part exotic to the site. This could
involve explaining the lime as deliberately brought to
Godmanchester for some manufacturing process. That the
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Figure A.4.6 Silt percentage against zircon + garnet percentage for all the Rectory Farm samples

layered area (in Trench 36) was man-made is evident not
only from its stratigraphy, but also from the numbers of
buried pits and deposits that were found nearby. [These
were recorded as cropmarks only and not otherwise
investigated during the CAS works.] An ‘industrial’
explanation would, therefore, suit it well. However, if this
rationale were applied to the subsoil layers, the
implication would be that vast areas of the site had been
contaminated with the same type of waste. It is impossible
to reconcile this view with the richness of the archaeology
and the obviously natural examples of CaCO3
concentration that do exist. An explanation for the mineral
variations found in this study might be that the finer
fractions of the river gravels sediment are richer in chlorite
and green amphiboles. These minerals would then not
have to be viewed as imported, but more as a species
change that occurred when flow speeds of deposition were
slower, perhaps sourcing a different parent rock
catchment. A cursory study of the 63–20 mm fraction of
the CF samples has shown high chlorite and green
amphibole concentrations, even in these coarse soils.
These minerals are likely also to characterise the modern
alluvial sedimentation; this would mean that whatever
process was being carried out in the layered area, locally
imported river water might be contributing to the
amphibole/chlorite concentrations found. Using these
premises, it is possible to explain the similar mineralogies
of the calcareous subsoil patches and the layered area
broadly as the result of local slow-water deposition. In the
former case they are entirely natural, while the latter are
partly the result of water imports or the deliberate use of
fine sediment to manufacture the product. The CaCO3 for
the layering could therefore have been imported, but the
subsoil deposits must have concentrated it from the
groundwater (or preserved it from a pre-existing

calcareous soil) by virtue of their finer texture. No
mechanism for the concentration effect is proposed, but it
would seem to be a rare phenomenon caused by the local
occurrence of the calcareous Oxford Clay under a thin
deposit of variable gravels.
Interpretation of the calcareous ditch fill is arguably
the most difficult of the three deposit types examined. It
shows no texture or mineralogy variations and yet is as
clearly defined as both the fine-fabric examples. Its shape
suggests the final remnant of a larger calcareous fill which
has weathered down around much of the ring ditch and
now only remains as a small patch near the base in some
places. The fill was generally from a different part of the
site, suggesting deliberate emplacement. The calcium
carbonate must surely be viewed as part of this process,
since the fill’s texture (unlike the subsoil patches) has no
possible reason to act as a natural concentration focus.
There seem to be strong similarities between this ring
ditch fill, and one found at Haddenham in the 1984–6
excavations (Evans and Hodder 2006a). Soil work on this
site proved inconclusive (C. French, pers. comm.) but the
geological stratigraphy (gravel over Oxford Clay) appears
to have been near-identical.
Conclusions
The preservation of the calcareous deposits at Rectory
Farm suggests an apparent underlying trend at the site. A
combination of highly calcareous clay and overlying
gravel seems to have provided conditions that allowed free
carbonate to remain in the soil for longer periods than
would normally be the case in a coarse-textured soil.
Viewed geologically, the site is an enormous calcium well
c a p p ed b y a t h in s k i m o f g r ave l . W h e n eve r
evapotranspiration is in deficit, the soils must be suffused
with CaCO3-rich waters from below. In addition, the
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typical period of evapotranspiration surplus (i.e. winter)
would be characterised by a high water table (evident in
Plate A.4.2) perched on the Oxford Clay and enriched by
it. Under these circumstances, CaCO3 leaching proceeds
very slowly, perhaps not happening at all in some years. It
is suggested that special physical conditions produced the
calcareous subsoil patches, but that both the other deposits
described here (i.e. the Bronze Age ditch fills and layers
found in Trench 36) are fundamentally man-made, their

persistence being due entirely to the extreme weakness of
the soil leaching environment. The implication of this
conclusion is that the calcareous nature of similar deposits
(whatever activities they imply) could well have
disappeared on sites where the geology produces leached
soil conditions.

Appendix 5. Prehistoric and Roman Pottery and Ceramic
Building Material Fabrics
I. Prehistoric pottery fabrics
See Table A.5.1 for quantities.

QF
QG
QuQF
S1

Earlier Neolithic

Later Iron Age

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
FG
GS
Q1
QF
S1
S2
SG
U

QF
QM
QS
STW

by Sarah Percival

Common small white angular flint >2mm in sandy matrix
Moderate medium white angular flint >4mm in sandy matrix
Moderate coarse white angular flint >6mm in sandy matrix
Sparse angular flint. Laminated
Sparse angular flint, sandy
Sparse angular flint, rounded dark grog or clay pellets
Moderate rounded dark grog or clay pellets, sparse shell
Common quartz sand grains
Common quartz sand grains, sparse angular flint
Moderate fine shell in fine clay matrix
Sparse medium shell in fine clay matrix
Moderate fine shell, sparse rounded grog
Undiagnostic

GQF
QF
QG
S3

F1
G1
GF
Q
QF
QG
QS
QuQ
S1
S2
S3

Moderate medium white angular flint >4mm in sandy matrix
Moderate rounded dark grog or clay pellets, sparse shell
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
Rounded dark grog or clay pellets, sparse quartz sand, sparse
small flint
Common quartz sand grains, sparse angular flint
Common quartz sand grains, sparse rounded grog
Moderate medium shell with platy voids

Early Bronze Age
G3
GF
SG

Common rounded and angular grog, occasional shell, blocky
Common rounded pink grog, sparse small angular flint
Moderate medium shell, sparse sub-angular grog

Middle Bronze Age
G
G1
G2
G3
GF
GS

Sub-angular grog
Common grog >4mm
Moderate grog >3mm
Common rounded and angular grog, occasional shell, blocky
Common grog >4mm; sparse medium flint >4mm
Common grog >4mm, platy voids

Later Bronze Age
F1
F10
Q1

Common small white angular flint >2mm in sandy matrix
Common angular flint
Common quartz sand grains

Common quartz sand grains, sparse angular flint
Common quartz sand sparse mica flecks
Common quartz sand grains, some shell
Shell-tempered ware

Not closely datable (prehistoric)

Middle Neolithic
F2
GS

Common quartz sand grains, sparse angular flint
Common quartz sand grains, sparse rounded grog
Moderate quartzite, quartz sand and sparse medium flint
Moderate fine shell in fine clay matrix

Common small white angular flint >2mm in sandy matrix
Common grog >4mm
Common rounded pink grog, sparse small angular flint
Quartz sand
Common quartz sand grains, sparse angular flint
Common quartz sand grains, sparse rounded grog
Common quartz sand grains, some shell
Moderate quartzite, quartz sand and sparse medium flint
Moderate fine shell in fine clay matrix
Sparse medium shell in fine clay matrix
Moderate medium shell plus platy voids

II. Romano-British Pottery: Fabrics (in
alphabetical order), Forms and Provenance
by Alice Lyons
BAT AM – Amphorae
(34 sherds, weighing 4888g. A total of 2.51% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Self-coloured large storage vessels used for transporting luxury goods
(Tyers 1996, 87). The amphora from this site is all of Southern Spanish
origin, probably associated with the transport of olive oil (Tomber and
Dore 1998, 84–5). Although no diagnostic sherds were found, a single
maker’s stamp on a DR20 amphora handle was recovered from an
unstratified context (see Williams, Chapter 3.III).
Vessel types: DR20. A large globular form (principally olive oil
containers) with two handles and thickened, rounded or angular rim,
concave internally.

BSRW – Black surfaced red ware
(16 sherds, weighing 463g. A total of 0.24% by weight of
the entire assemblage)
This is a broad fabric group of sandy coarsewares that have a red fabric
and black surface. This may be the result of inefficient firing, but a
sufficiently large number of these types of sherds were found to suggest it
may have been a deliberate attempt to imitate the vessel shapes and
surface finish of BB1 forms (Marney 1989, 177, fabric 9a).
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Pot date

Fabric

Quantity

Weight (g)

Earlier Neolithic

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
FG
GS
Q1
QF
S1
S2
SG
U
F2
GS
GQF
QF
QG
S3
G3
GF
SG
G
G1
G2
G3
GF
GS
F1
F10
Q1
QF
QG
QuQF
S1
QF
QM
QS
STW
F1
G1
GF
Q
QF
QG
QS
QuQ
S1
S2
S3

31
107
16
46
2
1
1
1
16
44
6
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
2
12
1
3
2
1
4
1
2
12
8
5
1
1
3
1
1
362

96
344
181
169
14
4
2
3
44
131
11
5
5
4
27
3
5
22
19
14
5
2
2
6
8
54
23
31
4
13
6
11
6
33
15
2
20
9
7
3
2
7
11
10
7
1
3
5
1
4
1414

Middle Neolithic
Later Neolithic/EBA

Early Bronze Age

Middle Bronze Age

Later Bronze Age

Later Iron Age

Not closely datable

Total

Table A.5.1. Prehistoric pottery fabrics

Vessel types: beaker, jars (with S-shaped rims) and a narrow mouthed
lid-seated jar with a bifid rim.

GW(fine) – Grey ware (fine)
(69 sherds, weighing 815g. A total of 0.42% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
This has a dark brownish grey fabric with a similar or darker surface; it is
hard with a smooth fracture and has a smooth to soapy feel. Some of this
material may be imported Gaulish grey wares (Tomber and Dore 1998,
74), however the majority is of a type sometimes referred to as ‘London
ware’ (ibid, 159). This fabric was made at several centres including West
Stow (West 1990) and Wattisfield in Suffolk, the Nene Valley, as well as
London. When abraded and the original surface lost, this fabric has a
‘soft’ feel. This is a fine fabric used to make good quality vessels in the
early Roman period. Some of the vessels copied samian and other
Gaulish pot shapes.
Vessel types: jar/beaker with everted rims (Type 4.13: Rogerson 1977, 5;
Martin 1988, 250–1), a straight-sided dish with a flanged rim (Type 6.17:
Perrin 1996, 468–9, 483) and a straight-sided dish (or cup) (Type 6.19:
Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415).

GW(grog) – Grey ware (grog)
(6 sherds, 181g. A total of 0.09% by weight of the entire
assemblage)
A dark brown-grey fabric with a similar or darker surface. It is quite a
hard, soapy, hackly-fractured fabric with frequent very coarse (larger
than 1mm) grog inclusions. This fabric was initially used to produce
handmade forms in the ‘Belgic’ style; however, its suitability for wheel
production quickly established it as an early Roman utilitarian ware.
Vessel types: jar/bowl (one large possibly used as a mortarium),
wide-mouthed jar (carinated), jar/storage jar.

SOW(gritty) – Gritty buff ware
(231 sherds, weighing 29,868g. A total of 15.34% of the
total assemblage by weight)
A white to pale yellow fabric with significant amounts of quartz, giving it
a gritty appearance (Cameron 1996, 449). This pottery is rarely decorated
and is nearly always found fumed or with a soot residue, suggesting it was
a utilitarian form that was frequently used for cooking. This ware is
visually identical to 1st and early 2nd century Verulamium white ware
(Tyers 1996, 199–201), but is known to have been produced into the 2nd
and 3rd centuries in the Northampton region and at Godmanchester
(Evans, C.J. 2003; Martin and Wallace 2002, 3.7.1, iii and iv). It is
thought all of this pottery type found at Godmanchester, particularly
commonly used as a cremation accessory vessel, was produced in the
local kilns. This fabric went out of fashion before the end of the Roman
period.
Vessel types: carinated bowl with a flattish out-turned rim (Type 6.3:
Rogerson 1977, 16, 69, 72), cupped rimmed single handled flagon (Type
1.9: Perrin 1996, 159) and a medium-mouthed jar with a pulley rim (Type
4.8: Perrin 1996, 592, 583).

HADRW/HADGW – Hadham red and grey wares
(26 sherds, 432g. A total of 0.22% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Typically orange-brown, with quartz and sandstone inclusions,
occasionally with a darker core and burnished surfaces (Tomber and
Dore 1998, 151). A single sherd of a Hadham grey ware (weighing 9g and
representing a total of 0.01% of the entire assemblage by weight) was
also found (Tomber and Dore 1998, 153). Common in the late Roman
period, these wares are similar to those of the Oxfordshire red ware
industry and the combinations of decorative ‘Romano-Saxon’ bosses,
dimples and grooves are diagnostic.
Vessel types: jar/bowl (one with a finger-tipped frill on the rim),
straight-sided dish with a ‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417,
426, 449, 453, 455).

HORN – Horningsea reduced ware
(50 sherds, 1979g. A total of 1.02 % of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Usually brown-grey, often with thin red-brown sub-surface margins or
occasionally as a thick core (Tomber and Dore 1998, 116). The fabric can
have a ‘biscuit’ feel, as the abundant quartz, sparse iron and limestone
with mica has a distinctive open texture. Often decorated with combed
arcs. Sherds are commonly thick and are generally associated with large
storage jars with a distinctive out-turned rim (32 sherds, 1354g, 0.70% by
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weight of the assemblage). Less commonly found are thinner-walled
grey ware wide-mouthed jars, which were also identified (18 sherds,
625g, 0.32% by weight of the entire assemblage).
Vessel types: jar, storage jar with an out-sized, out-turned rim (Type
4.17: Evans 1991, fig. 2, nos 1–9; Perrin 1996, fig. 68, nos 383–85).

MANCHH – Mancetter-Hartshill white ware
(17 sherds, weighing 1332g. A total of 0.68% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Cream, sometimes merging to pink-cream, it often has a self-coloured
slip which may be slightly darker (Tomber and Dore 1998, 189). The
earliest (soft fabric) resemble contemporary products of the
Verulamium-region industry, with a hooked flange and gritted with either
quartz and red-brown sandstone; the later products (harder fabric) have a
smaller bead and a high flange, while after AD 160 a new
hammer-headed style developed, these are gritted with abundant
red-brown or black angular grits (Tyers 1996, 123).
Vessel types: Bead and flange mortaria (Type 7.1: Tyers 1996, 124, fig.
119, nos 1–4) and reeded almost wall-sided mortaria (Type 7.2/3, Tyers
1996, 124, fig. 119, no. 6).

NARVOW(Pent) – Nar Valley oxidised ware
(3 sherds, weighing 200g. A total of 0.10% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Orange-brown (burnt orange) surfaces with a grey or red core. Mortaria
forms are stylistically similar to those produced in the Lower Nene
Valley, slag trituration grits are also used. Several production centres are
known in West Norfolk, the kilns at Pentney are a likely source (Tomber
and Dore 1998, 171).
Vessel type: Mortaria of bead and flange and reeded rim types.

NARVRW – Nar Valley reduced ware
(2 sherds, weighing 37g. A total of 0.02% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
A hard rough fabric, very dark throughout, with a moderate amount of
quartz and the odd fragment of flint (Lyons 2004, 34, WNRW).
Vessel type: Cooking pots, generally rusticated (Type 4.13: Lyons 2004,
38, fig. 27, no. 43. For rustication see Lyons 2004, 39, fig. 28, no. 53).

NVCC – Nene Valley colour-coat
(896 sherds, weighing 17,027g. A total of 8.74% of the
entire assemblage by weight)
Pale cream to orange sherds with a wide range of coloured slips (Tomber
and Dore 1998, 118). This fabric has (at least) two distinct phases of
development. When production began around the mid 2nd century, many
beaker forms were influenced by continental-type (Rhenish) design
(NVCC1: 136 sherds, 1004g, representing 0.51% by weight of the entire
assemblage). More common within the assemblage are the later Roman
utilitarian dishes and jars, which are thicker and more substantial with
dark colour-coats, mainly brown and dark grey (761 sherds, weighing
16,026g, representing 8.23% of the entire assemblage).
Vessel types: NVCC1: funnel-necked beaker with a rounded body (Type
3.1: Perrin 1996, 395; Howe et al. 1980, 50, 54–7), folded or indented
beaker (Type 3.3: Tyers 1996, 174, fig. 216, nos 43, 52) and bag-shaped
beakers with cornice rims (Type 3.6: Tyers 1996, 174, fig. 216, no. 38;
Howe et al. 1980, 46; Perrin 1996, 233).
NVCC2: hemispherical bowl with a plain hooked flange, copy of samian
form Dr 38 (Type 6.14: Tyers 1996, 175, fig. 217, no. 83; Howe et al.
1980, 83, 101), flanged rim straight-sided dishes with a flat base (Type
6.17: Tyers 1996, 175, fig. 217, no. 79; Perrin 1996, 468–9, 483),
straight-sided dish with ‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417,
426, 449, 453, 455) and a straight-sided dish with a plain rim (Type 6.19:
Perrin 1996, 402, 403, 415).

NVGW – Nene Valley grey ware
(88 sherds, weighing 2486g. A total of 1.28% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Pale cream to pale grey sherds with a grey (fumed) surface (Perrin 1999b,
78–87), not dissimilar to the colour-coat fabric described above. This
material was first produced in the second quarter of the 2nd century,
continuing throughout the 3rd century, but appears to have ceased
production in the first quarter of the 4th century.
Vessel types: Straight-sided dish with ‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin
1996, 417, 426, 449, 453, 455) and a straight-sided dish with a plain rim
(Type 6.19: Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415; Darling and Gurney 1993, 642–3;
Tyers 1996, 175, fig. 217, no. 87). A medium-mouthed jar, short neck,

rolled and generally undercut rim and globular body (Type 4.5: Rogerson
1977, nos 43, 93, 115, 202). A medium-mouthed jar, rounded body and
simple everted rim (Type 4.13: Rogerson 1977, no. 5; Martin 1988,
250–1).

NVOW – Nene Valley oxidised ware
(130 sherds, weighing 13,315g. A total of 6.84% of the
entire assemblage by weight)
A grey-white to orange-brown fabric, often with cream surfaces, the core
can be darker. Most produced in the Lower Nene valley (Tomber and
Dore 1998, 119); a few sherds are slightly finer (3 sherds, weighing 239g,
a total of 0.12% of the entire assemblage by weight) of Upper Nene
Valley origin (Tomber and Dore 1998, 120).
Vessel type: Bead and flange mortaria (Tyers 1996, 127, fig. 126, no.
101) and reeded rim mortaria (Type 7.9.1, Howe et al. 1980, 102; Tyers
1996, 127, fig. 126, no. 102).

OXRCC – Oxfordshire red ware
(16 sherds, weighing 494g. A total of 0.26% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Hard, fairly fine-textured fabric, normally red or orange with either a
red/brown or a white slip, frequently with a reduced core and pink
margins (Tomber and Dore 1998, 176). The fabric contains well-sorted
inclusions and is characterised by common fine, silver (sometimes gold)
mica and common to abundant quartz. This fabric is particularly common
in the late Roman period (4th and early 5th centuries).
Vessel types: Hemispherical bowl with a plain hooked flange, copy of
samian form Dr 38 (Type 6.14; Howe et al. 1980, 83, 101). Mortarium
with an upright ‘tear shaped’ rim and angular flange, which is sometimes
rouletted. The spout was formed by squashing the rim down over the
flange. Trituration grit invariably rounded translucent or transparent
quartz (pink, black, white or brown) (Type 7.7.1: Tyers 1996, 128, fig.
128, M22.9).

OX OW – Oxfordshire white ware
(9 sherds, weighing 234g. A total of 0.12% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
Hard, fairly fine-textured fabric; white or cream, sometimes darker.
Similar to the Oxfordshire red ware described above. Only found as
mortarium on this site.
Vessel types: Mortarium as OXRCC.

OW(grog) – (Sandy) Oxidised ware (grog)
(17 sherds, weighing 2213g. A total of 1.14% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
An oxidised fabric that can vary in colour from very pale brown to creamy
white with frequent sand, along with common coarse grog (up to and
larger than 1mm) inclusions.
Vessel types: No diagnostic forms found, general flagon, jar/bowl and
storage jar sherds only.

RHEN CC – Moselkeramik (Trier) black-slipped ware
(14 sherds, 112g. A total of 0.06% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
This fabric is generally orange-brown with a grey core and glossy very
dark, slightly green-brown metallic sheen (Tomber and Dore 1998, 60).
Produced in the Trier area. Imported AD 180–250.
Vessel types: Beaker (folded) (Type 3.3: Tyers 1996, 139, fig. 149, nos 2
and 3).

SAM – Samian
(130 sherds, weighing 3411g. A total of 1.75 % of the total
assemblage by weight)
A distinctive glossy red fabric, often decorated (Tomber and Dore 1998,
25–41). A variety of Southern, Central and Eastern Gaulish samian was
recovered, of which Central Gaulish (from the Lezoux factory) is the
most common. Seven complete vessels were present as cremation
accessory vessels.
Vessel types: (Tyers 1996, 105–116) Dr 18/31: a shallow bowl, with a
very slightly curved wall (the division between the wall and the floor is
apparent), while the floor rises noticeably in the centre. Dr 27: a cup with
double curved wall and bead rim (campanulate). Dr 30: an approximately
straight-sided bowl, with designs occupying 66% of the vessel surface;
the top of each design has an ovolo border. Dr 31: a shallow bowl with a
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Fabric

Code

Summary of forms found

Southern
Gaul
Central Gaul:
Les Martres
Central Gaul:
Lezoux

SAM(SG)

Dr 27, Dr 30

3.3

SAM(CG)

6.6

Eastern Gaul

SAM(EG)

Dr 18/31 or 31, Dr 27, Dr
37
Dr 18/31, Dr 18/31 or 31,
Dr 18/31R, Dr 18/31R or
31R, Dr 31, Dr 31R, Dr 33,
Dr 36, Dr 37, Dr 38, Dr 45,
Dr 46, Dr 79, Tx
Dr 31, Dr 31R, Dr 33, Dr
38

SAM(CG)

SGW(Q) – Sandy grey ware (coarse)
(111 sherds, weighing 2580g. A total of 1.33% of the
entire assemblage by weight)

% Sherd
count

A light brown to dark grey fabric that contains abundant well-rounded
quartz. Found in a small range of late Roman utilitarian jar and dish
forms.
Vessel types: Medium-mouthed jar, short neck, rolled and generally
undercut rim and globular body (Type 4.5: Rogerson 1977, 43, 93, 115,
202), flanged rim straight-sided dishes with a flat base (Type 6.17: Perrin
1996, 468–9, 483), dish, straight-sided, flat-based, thickened everted
‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417, 426, 449, 453, 455), dish,
straight sides which may be upright or angled, plain rim or may have
external groove just below the rim (Type 6.19: Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415;
Darling and Gurney 1993, 642–3).

75.2

14.9

Table A.5.2. Sources of the site’s samian and their forms

curved wall and beaded rim, the division between wall and floor
apparent. Dr 31R: a shallow bowl with a curved wall and beaded rim; the
division between floor and wall is vestigial, although marked by a slight
ledge. Dr 33: a conical cup with a footring, with grooves (or a groove) on
the external vessel wall. Dr 36: a dish with curved walls and over-hanging
rim; trailed leaves are applied on the rim. Dr 37: a deep bowl with slightly
curved sides; the wall of the vessel is usually divided into two
(approximately) equal zones, where the lower half is decorated. Dr 38: a
hemispherical bowl with a plain hooked flange below the mid-way point
on the wall, the rim can be beaded or plain. Dr 45: a mortarium with a
near-upright upper wall and a lion-head spout. Dr 46: a cup with flaring
walls that concave externally. Dr 79: a dish with strongly curving walls
and a beaded rim, part of a set with cup Dr 80. Dr 80: a cup with strongly
curving walls and a beaded rim, forms a set with dish Dr 79. See Table
A.5.2.

SCW – Sandy coarse ware
(12 sherds, weighing 219g. A total of 0.11% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
This is a loosely mixed sandy fabric that often presents as a sandwich
ware with a variety of core and surface colours ranging from pale grey to
dark brown. It is a poorly made fabric that represents low quality
utilitarian vessel manufacture throughout the Roman period.
Vessel types: No diagnostic forms found, general jar and storage jar
sherds only.

SGW – Sandy grey ware
(1392 sherds, weighing 22,103g. A total of 11.35 % of the
entire assemblage by weight)
A light brown to dark grey fabric that contains abundant well-rounded
quartz and sparse mica (Perrin 1996, 120). It is a utilitarian fabric that was
used to produce most jar and bowl forms during the Roman period. The
source of this material is unknown, and could originate from anywhere
within a radius of 32–48km – perhaps further if water transport was
available (ibid. 121).
Vessel types: cupped-rim flagon, plain rim (Type 1.9: Perrin 1996, 159),
a jar with short angular neck, lid-seated or flattened rim (Type 4.4: Perrin
1996, 387), a medium-mouthed jar, short neck, rolled and generally
undercut rim and globular body (Type 4.5: Rogerson 1977, 43, 93, 115,
202), a medium-mouthed jar, everted rim that is hollowed or with
projection underneath (bifid), globular body (Type 4.8: Perrin 1996, 583,
592), a medium-mouthed jar, rounded body and simple everted rim (Type
4.13: Rogerson 1977, 5; Martin 1988, 250–1), a rounded jar with a
reverse S profile and a groove on the neck (Type 5.3: Rogerson 1977, 39,
46, 94), a carinated bowl with a flattish out-turned rim (Type 6.3:
Rogerson 1977, 16, 69, 72), a flanged rim bowl with curving sides,
out-turned rim and foot-ring base (Type 6.15: Rogerson 1977, 74, 76, 97),
flanged rim straight-sided dishes with a flat base (Type 6.17: Perrin 1996,
468–9, 483), a dish, straight-sided, flat-based, thickened everted
‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417, 426, 449, 453, 455), a dish,
straight sides which may be upright or angled, plain rim or may have
external groove just below the rim (Type 6.19: Perrin 1996, 402, 403,
415; Darling and Gurney 1993, 642–3), open dish internal angle,
incurving rim, flat or foot ring base (Type 6.21: Perrin 1996, 28, 29, 30),
platters, Gallo-Belgic type (Type 6.22: Martin 1998, GB1–9).

SGW(mica) – Sandy grey ware (mica)
(11 sherds, weighing 667g. A total of 0.34% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
A light brown to dark grey fabric that contains abundant well-rounded
quartz and abundant mica, present as a natural component of the clay
(Gurney 1995, 102; Lyons 2004, 33, MRW).
Vessel types: undiagnostic jar/bowl sherds, a straight-sided dish with a
‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417, 426, 449, 453, 455), a
straight-sided dish with a plain rim (Type 6.19: Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415;
Darling and Gurney 1993, 642–3).

SGW(proto) – Sandy grey ware (proto)
(29 sherds, weighing 21599g. A total of 11.09 % of the
total assemblage by weight)
A light brown to dark grey fabric that contains abundant well-rounded
quartz, sparse mica and occasional flint, also grog. It is a predecessor (1st
to early/mid 2nd century) of the Romanised Sandy grey ware fabric,
being less well mixed (generally) thicker sherds that can be hand or
wheelmade (Gibson and Lucus 2002, 126, Rom1).
Vessel types: a medium-mouthed jar (Type 4.5: Rogerson 1977, 43, 93,
115, 202), a medium-mouthed jar with an everted rim (Type 4.13:
Rogerson 1977, 5; Martin 1988, 250–1), a wide-mouthed cordoned jar
(Type 5.3: Rogerson 1977, 39, 46, 94).

SOW – Sandy oxidised ware
(55 sherds, weighing 682g. A total of 0.35% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
An oxidised fabric that can vary in colour from very pale brown to
creamy white, and often has sand inclusions (Andrews 1985, 94–5,
OW2). Source unknown, possibly Godmanchester or the Nene Valley.
No diagnostic vessel fragments were found.
Vessel types: jar/bowl and cupped rim flagon (Type 1.9: Perrin 1996,
159).

SREDW – Sandy red ware
(84 sherds, weighing 1343g. A total of 0.69% of the entire
assemblage by weight)
These are oxidised, normally red or orange and frequently have a reduced
core and pink margins. The fabric contains well-sorted inclusions and is
characterised by common fine, silver (sometimes gold) mica and
common to abundant quartz. It may be a local copy of samian and
Oxfordshire wares, such as those produced at the Obelisk kilns at Harston
in south Cambridgeshire (CHER 05074), between the 2nd and 4th
centuries. This same fabric can also be found with a white slip (29 sherds,
508g, 0.26% by weight of the entire assemblage).
Vessel types: jar/bowl, straight-sided dish with a triangular rim (Type
6.18: Perrin 1996, 417, 426, 449, 453, 455), flagon with a cupped rim
(Type 1.9: Perrin 1996, 159).

SRW – Sandy reduced ware
(140 sherds, weighing 3270g. A total of 1.68% of the
entire assemblage by weight)
A quite hard, rough fabric, very dark grey throughout, with a moderate
amount of quartz and occasional fragments of flint, resulting in an
irregular fracture. This sandy reduced fabric became more common
towards the end of the Iron Age and continued in use as wheelmade
technology was introduced. Indeed, it remained in use throughout the
Roman period as a tough utilitarian form. As the Roman period
proceeded this fabric was often used to imitate Black Burnished ware and
is found in a limited range of (largely dish) forms. It is found in a coarse
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(71 sherds, weighing 1870g, 0.96% by weight) and slightly finer (69
sherds, 1400g, 0.72% by weight) version.
Vessel types: a medium-mouthed jar, rounded body and simple everted
rim (Type 4.13: Rogerson 1977, 5; Martin 1988, 250–1), a wide-mouthed
jar with a cordon on the shoulder (Type 5.3: Rogerson 1977, 39, 46, 94), a
straight-sided dish with a flanged rim (Type 6.17: Perrin 1996, 468–9,
483), a straight-sided dish with a ‘triangular’ rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996,
417, 426, 449, 453, 455) and a straight-sided dish with a plain rim (Type
6.19: Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415; Darling and Gurney 1993, 642–3).

Fabric
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
12
13
14
15
16
Total

STW – Shell-tempered ware
(1516 sherds, weighing 62,696g. A total of 32.20% of the
entire assemblage by weight)
Most sherds/vessels are brown-grey and are heavily tempered with fossil
shell, which is a natural constituent of the clay. Where rim forms are
lacking, it can be difficult to differentiate between the various possible
manufacturing centres for shell-tempered wares in the Roman period.
The Romanised shell-tempered wares differ from their Iron Age
predecessors as they do not include grog and show signs of finer
preparation (the shell is often crushed). The Lower Nene Valley was
known to have been a production centre for shell-tempered storage jars
(Perrin 1996, 119–20) between the late Iron Age and 3rd century AD.
Early Roman shell-tempered wares were also produced at Bourne in
Lincolnshire and Greetham in Humberside (Tomber and Dore 1998,
156), while distinctive lipped Dales ware shell-tempered jars were made
in the Lincolnshire area between the late 2nd and 3rd centuries.
Moreover, the Harrold kilns in Bedfordshire (Tomber and Dore 1998,
115) and other unsourced sites (Tomber and Dore 1998, 212) produced
rilled cooking pots in the later Roman period. However, numerous
unsourced local production sites would have exploited the Jurassic shelly
clay beds throughout the Roman period (Perrin 1996, 119). A limited
range of utilitarian wares, more consistent with the Harrold kilns, was
found at Godmanchester.
Vessel type: A medium-mouthed jar, often with a distinctive rolled
underscored rim (Type 4.5: Rogerson 1977, 43, 93, 115, 202). Various
dishes, including straight-sided dishes: with a flange (Type 6.17: Perrin
1996, 468–9, 483), a triangular rim (Type 6.18: Perrin 1996, 417, 426,
449, 453, 455) and a plain rim (Type 6.19: Perrin 1996, 402–3, 415).

III. Ceramic building material fabrics

No of
Contexts
201
459
79
87
21
48
5
4
1
1
8
1
2
917

% of
Contexts
21.92
50.05
8.61
9.48
2.29
5.23
0.54
0.43
0.11
0.11
0.87
0.11
0.22

Weight (kg)

% of weight

97.93
270.06
36.19
22.78
7.3
19.68
9.06
1.82
0.1
0.04
3.1
0.34
0.47
466.97

20.9
57.6
7.7
4.9
1.6
4.2
1.9
0.4
0.02
0.01
0.7
0.1
0.1

Table A.5.3 Ceramic building material, fabric quantities
and whole site presence
crushed chalk/flint 0.5–1mm, ill-sorted, angular/sub-rounded; sparse,
very coarse haematite 1–3mm, ill-sorted, sub-rounded. Possibly a higher
fired variation of Fabric 1 and with some variations in inclusions. Forms:
tegula, imbrex, brick (including bipedalis and bessales) and box flue.

5. Very hard purple-brown oxidised
Very hard purple-brown (occasionally reddish-brown) fabric, usually
with a broad grey core, hackly fracture, and with a rough feel. Inclusions
of common, medium sand 0.25–0.5mm, well-sorted, sub-rounded;
sparse, very coarse crushed flint 1–7mm, ill-sorted, angular. Possibly a
much harder variation of Fabrics 4 and 1, and with a broader reduced
core. Forms: tegula, imbrex, brick and box flue.

6. Hard grey reduced

by Phil Copleston and David Neal (1992)

Hard mid-grey fabric, frequently with oxidised patches on surfaces,
hackly fracture, and with a rough feel. Inclusions of common, medium
sand 0.25–0.5mm, well-sorted, sub-rounded; moderate, very coarse
chalk fragments 1–4mm, ill-sorted, sub-rounded. Possibly a hard
reduced firing of Fabric 2. Forms: tegula, brick (including bipedalis) and
box flue.

See Table A.5.3 for quantification by fabric.
1. Plain oxidised
Hard orange-red fabric, sometimes with grey core streak, hackly
fracture, and with a rough to smooth feel. Few immediately visible
inclusions, but closer examination reveals abundant, very fine sand
>0.1mm; sparse very coarse crushed chalk/flint 1–2mm, ill-sorted,
angular/sub-rounded; sparse, very coarse haematite 1–3mm, ill-sorted,
sub-rounded. One fragment only contains mica. Occasional examples of
cream colour-coat to upper surfaces and edges. Denser and harder than
Fabric 2. Forms: tegula, imbrex, brick (including sesquipedalis) and box
flue.

2. Chalky oxidised
Soft light orange to orange-red fabric, sometimes with grey core, hackly
fracture (although occasionally laminated), and with a mostly powdery
feel (but occasionally smooth). Inclusions of common, medium sand
0.25–0.5mm, well-sorted, sub-rounded; common, very coarse chalk
<1–5mm, ill-sorted, rounded or sub-rounded. Sometimes cream
colour-coat to upper surfaces. Softer than Fabric 1. Forms: tegula,
imbrex, brick (including bipedalis, pedalis, lydion, and bessales), box
flue and antefix.

3. ‘Soapy’ orange-brown oxidised

7. Not used
8. Coarse shelly grey reduced
Soft mid-grey shelly fabric, hackly fracture, rough feel and with a few
conchoidal voids on surface. Some reddish oxidising around stabbed
firing vent holes. Inclusions of abundant, very coarse crushed shell
1–6mm, ill-sorted, angular; sparse, very coarse crushed flint 5–10mm,
ill-sorted, angular. Forms: brick (including bipedalis) and some flat
unidentified tile.

9. Medium shelly grey reduced
Hard mid-grey shelly fabric, hackly fracture, and with a rough feel.
Surface sometimes lightly oxidised, and occasionally extending deeper
into fabric margins. A few fragments were a pinkish brown-grey in
colour. Inclusions of abundant, very coarse crushed shell 1–3mm,
ill-sorted, angular; abundant, coarse sand 0.5–1mm, ill-sorted, angular.
Forms: flat unidentified tile.

Nos 10–11. Not used

Soft orange-brown fabric (occasionally pink or reddish colour),
sometimes with grey core, hackly fracture, and with a ‘soapy’ feel to
external surfaces. Inclusions of abundant, fine sand 0.1–0.25mm,
well-sorted, rounded; sparse, very coarse crushed flint 1–2mm,
ill-sorted, angular. Forms: tegula, imbrex, box flue and pipe.

4. Hard orange-brown oxidised

12. Pink-lilac sandy reduced
Hard pinky-orange surface, with reduced broad purple–lilac core, hackly
fracture, and with a rough feel. Inclusions of abundant, medium sand
0.25–0.5mm, ill sorted, rounded; sparse, medium chalk 0.25–0.5mm,
ill-sorted, sub-rounded. Cream-buff colour-coat to upper surface. Form:
tegula (single fragment only).

Very hard orange-brown fabric, sometimes with grey core, hackly
fracture, and with a rough feel. Few immediately visible inclusions, but
closer examination reveals sparse, fine sand 0.1–0.25mm; sparse, coarse
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13. Sandy cream

15. Flint and haematite oxidised

Hard cream coloured sandy fabric, with orange streaks and swirls within
tile body, hackly fracture, and with a rough feel. Inclusions of abundant,
very fine sand >0.1mm, well-sorted, rounded; sparse, coarse grog
0.5–1mm, well-sorted, rounded. Form: flat unidentified tile (single
fragment only).

Hard orange-red sandy fabric, hackly fracture, and with a rough feel.
Inclusions of abundant, coarse sand 0.5–1mm, ill-sorted, angular;
common, coarse to very coarse crushed flint 0.5–3mm, ill-sorted,
angular; moderate, very coarse haematite 1–3mm, ill-sorted,
sub-rounded. Form: box flue.

14. Grog and haematite oxidised

16. Sandy medium brown oxidised

Hard orange-red fabric, with very coarse inclusions giving a distinctive
‘fruit-cake’ mixture, hackly fracture, and with a rough feel. Inclusions of
common, very coarse grog 3–7mm, ill-sorted, sub-rounded; moderate,
very coarse limestone 2–4mm, ill-sorted, angular; moderate very coarse
haematite 2–5mm, ill-sorted, angular. Forms: tegula, box flue and some
flat unidentified tile.

Hard pale medium brown sandy fabric, with occasional dark rust-brown
speckles and patches (grog) on surface, darkening through darker brown
margins to a dark grey core, hackly fracture, and with a soapy feel.
Inclusions of abundant, fine sand 0.1–0.25mm, well-sorted, rounded;
common, coarse quartzite 0.5–1mm, ill-sorted, angular; moderate, very
coarse grog 2–3mm, well-sorted, sub-rounded; moderate, very coarse
crushed flint 1–4mm, ill-sorted, angular. Forms: imbrex and some flat
unidentified tile.
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mansio/bath-house complex 7, 427
occupation, post-Roman 11
mace head 4
Pipers Lane 429, 430
Pit Group 1
animal bones 106
dating 133, 135
discussion 138, 410–11
excavation evidence
Phase 1 18, 29, 31
Phase 2 38–40, 39
Phase 3 41–2, 41
human bone 105
insect remains 112–15, 116–21
plant remains 123–5, 123, 126
pollen analysis 130, 131–2
wood 126–8, 127, 128
Pit Group 2 18, 31, 32, 126, 411
Pit Group 3 18, 31–3, 33, 105, 411
Pit Group 4 161, 162, 208, 288
Pit Group 5 377, 379, 386, 388–9

Pit Group 6 376, 379, 389, 396–7, 425
Pit Group 7 379–80, 380, 389, 389
Pit Group 8 380, 381
pits
Period 1.1 19, 20
Period 4.1 145
Period 4.2 157, 160, 161
Period 4.3 163
see also Pit Groups 1–8; quarries
plank 275, 276
plant remains, prehistoric
cursus 123–5, 126
discussion 135, 136–7
methodology 122
Pit Group 1 123–5, 123
Pit Group 2 126
Ring Ditch 1 123–5
trapezoidal enclosure 122–6
plant remains, Roman
cemeteries 370–2
villa
discussion 415, 417, 420–1, 422
methodology 264
results
field system 269, 270, 271–3
garden plants 269–73, 274
oven groups 264–6
ponds 269, 270, 271–3
wells 266–8
plant remains, post-Roman 393–5
Pliny the elder 421
Pliny, on
cremation 372
crop processing 418
dogs 247
donkeys 252
gardens 273, 420
pigments 228
triclinium 419
pollen analysis
prehistoric
cursus 129–31
discussion 132–3
methodology 129
Pit Group 1 130, 131–2
samples 128–9
wells 283
Roman
ponds 281–4, 281, 283
samples 281
wells 283, 284, 285
Pond 1
discussion 284, 286, 415, 421
excavation evidence 142, 147, 148
insect remains 256
plant remains 269, 270, 271–3, 274
pollen analysis 281, 282
pottery 207
Pond 2
animal bones 235, 238, 253
discussion 415, 421
excavation evidence
Period 4.2 152, 155, 157–9, 158, 159
Period 4.3 165, 166
insect remains 256
plant remains 269, 270, 271–3, 274
pollen analysis 281–4, 281, 283
pottery 207–8
wood 273–5, 275
Pont-sur-Seine (France) 407
Porch Farm 10, 424, 426
Post Street 7, 9, 427, 430
post-array
archaeoastronomy 45–51, 46, 77–8, 79–80
discussion 401, 403, 405
excavation evidence 25
post-holes
Period 1.1 19–21, 20, 401
Period 1.2 21, 35
potters’ stamps
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mortaria 204, 205
samian 200, 201, 300, 302, 311, 312, 346, 347
pottery, prehistoric
assemblage 97, 98
catalogue 101–2, 102–3, 103
discussion 136, 137, 138, 402
Earlier Neolithic 98–9
Middle Neolithic 99–100
Later Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 100
Bronze Age 100
Later Bronze Age 100–2
Iron Age 102
fabrics 443
methodology 97
pottery, Roman
from Anglo-Saxon contexts 386
funerary
assemblage 358
cemeteries catalogue (illus)
Cemetery 3 358
Group 1 298, 302, 303, 307, 312
Group 2 315, 316, 317, 318, 320, 321, 322–6, 327, 329, 330,
331, 332, 333, 334
Group 3 334, 336, 337, 338, 341, 342, 344
Group 4 345–6, 348, 349, 350, 351
Group 5 355, 356
discussion 373
fabrics 443–8
colour-coated vessels 360
gritty buff ware 358–9
Horningsea ware 359, 444–5
micaceous grey wares 360
Nene Valley oxidised ware 359, 445
oxidised ware 359
samian 360, 445–6
sandy grey ware 359, 446
sandy red ware 360, 446
shell-tempered ware 359, 447
ritual ‘killing’ 360, 361, 425
funerary/settlement pottery compared 213
villa
assemblage 195
discussion by period
Period 4.1 206–7, 286
Period 4.2 207–9, 288
Period 4.3 209–11, 290
fabrics and forms 196, 443–8
amphorae 203, 443
gritty buff ware 199, 444
Hadham wares 203, 444
Horningsea wares 198, 444–5
mortaria 203–6, 204, 445
Moselkeramik black-slipped ware 201, 445
Nar Valley reduced ware 199, 445
Nene Valley colour-coat ware 201–3, 202, 445
Nene Valley grey wares 197–8, 445
Nene Valley oxidised ware 199, 445
Oxfordshire red ware 203, 445
samian 200–1, 201, 445–6
sandy grey wares 196–7, 198, 199, 446
sandy oxidised wares 199, 445, 446, 447
sandy red ware 199–200, 446
sandy reduced wares 198–9, 200, 446–7
shell-tempered wares 196, 197, 447
function 212–13
methodology 195–6
pottery supply 211–12, 422–3
regional comparisons 213, 214
pottery, Anglo-Saxon
assemblage 387
chronology 387–8
description 390, 391, 391
Pit Group 5 388–9
Pit Group 6 389
Pit Group 7 389, 389
Well 6 388, 388
discussion 389–91, 397, 398
fabrics 387
methodology 387
pottery production 9, 197, 205, 211, 289, 423, 431

Puddlehill (Beds) 103
Quarry 1 150, 151–5, 152
Quarry 2 150, 152, 155, 209, 286
querns
prehistoric 40, 103, 104, 137, 138
Roman 228, 229, 230
post-Roman 391
radiocarbon dating
prehistoric 133–5, 134, 135
Roman 284, 286
post-Roman 396, 396
rapier, Bronze Age 42, 42, 96–7, 97, 138
Ravenna Cosmography 4
Rectory Farm
aerial photographic evidence 11, 12, 14
dating see dendrochronology; radiocarbon dating
discussion
location, landscape and alluviation 399
prehistoric period 135–8, 400–11
Iron Age and early Roman 411
Roman period 284–91, 372–4, 411–25, 412, 414, 418
Anglo-Saxon period 396–8, 425
environmental evidence see animal bones; human bones; insect
remains; molluscan analysis; plant remains; pollen analysis; soil
analysis; wood
excavation evidence
cemeteries (illus) 292, 293–358
Period 1.1 (early Neolithic–middle Neolithic) 18, 19–30, 20
Period 1.2 (late Neolithic) 18, 29, 30–5
Period 2.1 (early Bronze Age) 18, 35–40
Period 2.2 (middle Bronze Age) 18, 40–2
Period 2.3 (late Bronze Age) 42
Period 3 (Iron Age) 18, 42–5
Period 4.1 (late 1st–2nd century AD) 141–7, 142
Period 4.2 (3rd century AD) 149–63, 152
Period 4.3 (4th century AD) 163–77, 165
Period 5 (Anglo-Saxon) 375–80, 376
Period 6 (medieval) 380
Period 7 (early modern) 380
finds see antler, worked; architectural stonework; bone and antler
objects; ceramic building material; coins; copper alloy objects; flint;
glass; ironwork; jet objects; lead objects; metalworking debris;
mortar; opus signinum; pewter vessel; pottery; shoes; rapier; stone
objects; tesserae; wall plaster, painted
geology and topography 1, 2, 3
location xviii
methodology 12–15, 13, 14
phasing 17
preservation 1–2
previous investigations 12, 430–1
project aims and objectives 15–17, 425
project background 1
ridge and furrow 380
Ridgeway Farm 437
Ring Ditch 1
discussion 401, 402, 405
excavation evidence 18, 26–7, 27
plant remains 123–5, 126
see also archaeoastronomy
Ring Ditch 2
discussion 410
excavation evidence 18, 35–8, 37–8
soil analysis 437–43, 437, 438–40, 441
rings
copper alloy 187
iron 182
rivet see nail/rivet
roads
Road 1 142–3, 142, 284, 415
Road 2 142–3, 142, 286, 415
Road 3 149, 150, 286
Roman 4, 6, 7, 422, 425, 429
see also Ermine Street; trackways; Via Devana
Rockbourne Down (Hants) 253
rose (Rosa) 284, 420
Round Close 426
rubbers 40, 103, 104, 138
Rudd, Granville 426
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Runnymede Bridge (Surrey) 112, 113
sacrifice 247, 307, 361, 372
St Albans (Herts), King Harry Lane 424
St Ann’s Lane 432, 433
St Joseph, J.K.S. 1, 12, 411
sheet fragments
copper alloy 187
lead 182–3
shoes
Cemetery 2 315, 329–30, 361–2, 374, 423
villa 189–93, 191, 192–3, 194–5, 288, 290
sickle, iron 179, 181, 289
Silbury Hill (Wilts) 105, 110, 112
Silchester (Hants) 423
skinning, evidence for 367, 367, 368, 372, 423
slag, iron 147
smithy 140, 142, 145–7, 146, 413, 415
soil analysis, calcareous deposits 436, 436, 437
discussion 441–3
early Bronze Age ditch fill 437–41, 437, 438–40, 441
geological background 436
South Lodge (Dorset) 105
South Stanwick (Northants) 115
spearhead 146
spindle whorl, Roman, jet 188, 188, 288
Spong Hill (Norfolk) 98, 389
spoon-probe, copper alloy 185, 186, 288
Springfield (Essex) 100
spruce (Picea) 157, 273, 274, 281, 284, 287, 420
statuettes see figurines
status 286, 288, 289
Stebbing Green (Essex) 264
Stephen 11
Stiles 7, 9, 429–30, 431
Stirtloe cursus (Cambs) 408, 409
stone objects
prehistoric 103, 104
Roman 228–30, 229
post-Roman 391
see also architectural stonework; flint
Stonea (Cambs) 213, 214, 408
Stow-cum-Quy (Cambs) 137
strips
bone 384, 385, 386
copper alloy 187
lead 183
Structure 1 29, 31
studs, copper alloy 186, 187
stylus, iron 179, 179, 288
Sutton Courtney (Oxon) 105
Sweetings Road 4, 10, 434
temple 7–9, 427
tesserae 220, 286, 287, 416
textile production 288, 398
tiles
ceramic 214–18, 217, 287
stone 228
tombstone 286
totem pole 403, 405
trackways
Period 3 42–4, 43, 44, 45
Period 6 380
see also roads
trade
prehistoric 138
Roman 289
pottery 211–12, 213, 422–3
stone 287
post-Roman 398
trapezoidal enclosure
dating 133, 134–5, 134, 135
discussion 135–6, 137, 400, 401
construction 401–2
finds 402–3
function and use 403
monument duration 403
subsidiary features 402
typology and parallels 404, 405–8, 406, 407

excavation evidence
Period 1.1 18, 20, 21–5, 21, 22, 24
Period 1.2 35, 36
plant remains 122–6
see also archaeoastronomy
tree clearance 42, 399
tree-bole 26
triclinium 289, 413, 419, 420
Trumpington (Cambs), Clay Farm 420
Unigate site 10
Varro 421
Via Devana 7, 9, 431, 434, 435
villa, Roman
discussion 411–13
buildings 414, 415–19, 416, 417, 418
definition 413
environment and economy 422–3
gardens 419–20, 420
layout 412, 413
religion, ritual and daily life 423–5
town, relationship with 421–2
water supply 421
discussion by period
Period 4.1 284–6
Period 4.2 286–9
Period 4.3 289–91
early excavations 430–1
excavation evidence 139–41, 139, 140
Period 4.1 (late 1st–2nd century AD) 141–7, 142
Period 4.2 (3rd century AD) 149–63, 152
Period 4.3 (4th century AD) 163–77, 165
finds see architectural stonework; bone and antler objects; ceramic
building material; coins; copper alloy objects; glass; ironwork; jet
objects; lead objects; metalworking debris; mortar; opus signinum;
pewter vessel; pottery; shoes; stone objects; tesserae
violets (Viola sp) 420
votive deposits
prehistoric
animal parts 19, 20, 25, 401, 403
flint and stone 91, 410
Roman
animal bones 247, 287, 289, 290–1, 419
figurine 172, 289
pewter bowl 172, 289
see also feathers, votive
wall plaster, painted
assemblage 220, 225
assemblage by period
Period 4.1 221
Period 4.2 221–3, 222
Period 4.3 222, 223–4
descriptions 225–7, 226
discussion 224–5, 286, 287, 289–90
Period 4.1 415
Period 4.2 416
Period 4.3 418–19
excavation evidence 145, 147, 157, 160, 168, 175
methodology 220–1
pigments 228
techniques 227
Wansford (Cambs) 287
water pipe, ceramic 169, 215, 217, 218, 289
water supply 421
water tank 160, 161, 415
Wattisfield (Suffolk) 197
wattle
prehistoric 39, 40, 42, 126–8, 127, 128
Anglo-Saxon 375, 378–9, 394, 395, 395
Wavendon Gate (Milton Keynes) 424
weights/closures, lead 182
Well 1
animal bone 247–9, 249, 250
dendrochronology 276, 277
discussion 290, 291, 418, 419, 421
excavation evidence 167, 168, 169–72, 170
plant remains 266–8
pottery 209, 210
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wood 275, 276
Well 2
animal bones 247, 254, 255
dendrochronology 276–8
discussion 289, 290–1, 418, 419, 421
excavation evidence 167, 168, 168, 169, 171, 172
insect remains 257–62
plant remains 266–8
pollen analysis 283, 284, 285
pottery 209, 210
Well 3
animal bone 254, 255
dendrochronology 278, 279, 280, 280
discussion 290, 418, 419, 421
excavation evidence 167, 168, 169, 172, 173
insect remains 257–62
plant remains 266–8
pollen analysis 284, 285
pottery 209, 210
Well 4 169, 172, 418, 421
Well 5
dendrochronology 277, 278, 279, 280, 280
discussion 418, 421
excavation evidence 169, 173
Well 6

dendrochronology 395–6, 396
discussion 425
excavation evidence 375, 378–9
plant/wood remains 393–5, 394, 395
pottery 388, 388
Welwyn Grange (Herts) 364
Werrington (Cambs) 287
West Row Fen (Suffolk) 100
West Stow (Suffolk) 388, 392
West Street 426, 432
Wilsford Shaft (Wilts) 114
Wilson, J.G. 12
Winchester (Hants) 252
window glass, Roman 188
Winterton (Lincs) 201
Witham (Essex) 252, 253
wood
prehistoric 126–8, 127, 128
Roman 273–5, 275, 276
post-Roman 394, 395, 395
wrist clasp, copper alloy 380, 382, 383, 397
Wroxeter (Shrops) 223
Yew (Taxus) 115, 147, 273, 275, 287, 420
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